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PART 1 .. 

Description. 

CHAPTER I. 

INTRODUCTORY • 

J. we have been directed to investigate the settlement, assessment, 
collection and ~eneral administration of land 

The terms of revenue in Hurma, and also the conditions of 
reference. landholding and tenaocy. Our instructions laid 

down the following heads of enquiry:-
(a) ,The survey, preparation and maintenance of land records 

' of all art·as induded in exi1.1ting suneys, as well as the best method of 
extend mg surveys of reasonable accuracy to areas not at present· 
so included. · · 

lb) The organization of the land records s~aff, an·d whether
Bt!pervision over the revenue surveyor is adequate or not, or whether 
the actual maintenance of village maps and records may noL be 
entrusted to a <:heaper village· agency, paid by a commission on the. 
land revenue, the revenue surveyors becoming revenue inspectors, but 
recluced somewhat in numbers, and the present Inspectors. becoming-
Assistant Superintendents of Lar.d Records. · · 

(c) The existing system of settleme·nt, including the question 
whether a change should not be made, and, if so,· how, to a system of 
fixed assessu:ents and permanent survey numbers._ . 

(d) How far the land records establishment should. be made 
better use of in conducting settlement operations . 

. (e) The actual assessment of the land revenue, the more 
· complete differentiation of the soil areas, and the possible application. 
of the soil unit system as a method of differentiation from village to 
village in the determination of rates. · ., · 

(f) The system of recording the demand and collection of land 
revenue, with particular _reference to the question whether it is not 
possible to substitute a form of receipt book kept in the possession of 
every occupant of land, for the system of tax-tickets prepared in the 
district office now in vogue. · . 

(g) The system in vogue of using coercive processes for the 
.collection of land tevenue, the system on which land revenue is. 
collected from non-resident holders, and the method on which com-
mission is paid to village headmen. ·· 

(h' The distribution of re,·enue a('COunb and registers between 
the:; revenue surveyor, the township and subdivisional offict>rs and 
the district office, and the extent to which any cbangfs seem advisable: 
in this distribution. 
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·(•) The better utilization,· for detailed practical use, o£ the 
information collected regarding landholdt'rs, non-landholders, tenants 

-and rents paid tc; landholders .and to occupants who are not land~ 
holders. · 

(j) The eitent to which absenteeism prevails among landholders 
in Burma, as compared with abserueei11m among occupancy ryots in 
ryotwari tracts in India, and bow far land is passing into the po!-Sf'ssion 
of tlon-cultivators who are becoming merely rent collectors collecting 
rents from tenants at will, and the extent to which tenants in the 
Lower Burma districts stand in need of protection. · 

(.t) The sy!!tem olT which lar~e grants ~ohould be permittt-d to 
capitalists desirous of growing commt>rriaJ crops on a large srale, and 
what system of tenure shou)ri be adopted tu protect the indigenous 
population of the tracts in question from becoming mere tenants at 
will, or labourers of such capitalists. · 

(/) Any othermatter connecte'd with the administration of land 
revenue, land tenure, record of rights. assessment and t·ollection of 
land revenue, on which a recommendation to the Government of 

. Burma appears desirahle. · 
_ W~ were· nirected to examine the working of the land revenue 
system in the provinces of India where conditions most resemble those 
of Burma, and, after such examination and comparison, to make 
_recommendations concerning any changes which we considered 
expedient in the Burma Revenue· System. · 

2. Before we proceed to report in detail on the questions 

Proceedings and· 
acknowledgments. 

xeferred to us, it seems desirable that we should 
gtve. some account of our proceedings. \V e 
assembled in Rnngoon on December 3rd, and 

tbrougb"out: the rest of the month toured in the Pegu, 1\Ieiktila 
.and _Myingyan districts, where the working of the Burma land 
revenue system was examined in field and office, and in the Kyaukse 
district, where the work of a settlement party was examined in detail. 
In the course.of the month we issued a questionnaire to all offic~rs of 
the Burma. CommissiQn, the Burma Civil Service and the Land 
Records Department whose experience made it likely that their opinion 
wQuld be of value to us. January and February were' taken up 
by~ vi_sit to Madras, Bombay, the J:-'unjab and the Central Provinces 
and Berar. In all these provinces, we were shown the deta1led 
working of the land 'rf'venue system both in the field and in office by 
the officers most qualified to do so; in Madras by I\lr. H. A. Watson, 
Director of Land Records, in Bombay by Mr. F. G. Anderson, Com-

, missioner of Settlements and Land Records. in the Punjab by Khan 
. Bahadur Sheikh Rahim Baksh, Director of Land Records, and in the 
·Centra) Provinces and Berar by Mr. C. G. Cheoevix Trench. Commis
sioner of Settlements and Land Records. and Mr. J. F. Dyer. Revenue 
Secretary to Government. In Madras, the Punjab and the Central 
Provinces. we were able to inspect a district under _settlemen.t. In 
Madras, the details of settlement operations "ere explau:ed to us .m l~e 
oeltaic district of Tanjore by Mr. C. E. Jones, and in the upland .d1stnct 
of Bellary by Mr. J. Venkatanarayana Naidu, In the PunJab, we 
visited the Montgome;y district under. the guidance of Mal~k ~ahomed 
Hayat Khan, and in the Central Provmces, the Chanda d1stnct under 
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that of Mr. Trench and Mr. Thakur, the Settlement Officer. In Madras., 
we insl-'ected the :-iur\"ey Office and m Poooa the Photo zmcographic 
Office. To the officers mentioned above, to the Hon'ble Sir George 
Curtis, K.C.S 1., Member of Council, Bombay; Mr. AI. E. Couchman, 
Second Member ot the Board of Revenue, .Madras; ~iessrs_ T. E. 

• Moir. C.I.E., G. A. D. Stuart, and G. A hoag, all ex-settlement officers 
in Mads as; Mr. F. V. P. liompertz, late officiating Director of Survey. 
Madras ; :Mr. Dongre, Extra Assistant Comm•ssioner, I:Serar; Mr. W. 
C. F. Waterlall, Settlement Olbcer, Ra•por, and M~ V. R Khishty, 
Deputy Dirt:ctor ~I La,nd. Reco!ds, Central- Provin~es, w_ho gave us 
the benefit ot the•r t-xpenence m the stc.Lt:ments whach \\"Ill be found 
at the commenc.-ment of Volume II, and to Mr. L. E Buckley, 
C.S.I., First • ember ot the Board of Revenue i M.R.Ry .. P. Narayana* 
Menon AYI., I.S.O., Seuetary to the Board of Revenue, Madras;· 
Mr. P. J. Facran, C.S.a., Fiuaucial Commissioner; Mr. D. J. Boyd, 
Revenue Sec~ tary to Government, and Mr. M. A. Leigh, Senior 
Secretary to the Financial Commissioner, Punjab, our warJDest 
ackn·•wledgments are due, not only for th~ information wiu. which 
tht!y turnishecl us, hut also lor the trouble tbev look to make our tour 
in their provinces as prolirable an<l as pleasant as· possible We 
returned to k.ar.goon on the 1 Ith Marcb, and thereupon 'isited the 
Pya von di,tri~t, wh• re we insrectt d the work of the .tipeeial Survey 
Party, and the Tharrawaddy and \'an.~thin districts \\here we 
examined the experiments in working the new land records forms 
now being conducted in those two d•stncls. \\·e then prc..ceeded to 
Shwebo1 where wcc- saw a second settlement party at work; and to 
Myitkyina, where we investigated land revenue problems in remote · 
and backward arras. We arrived in Maymyo on the 2oth April 

3· Our report is in two volumes The first contains the report itself -
. ·"·hich is daYided into two parts. In the first part 

The ~e~ of the we attempt to describe the Burma land revenue 
_ ep • system as it functions to-day. The· e are many 
features which cannot be fully co01prehended without examining the 
historical and economic conditions . by which it bas bet- n moulded 
and we therefore dt-scribe these so· tar as appears nece~. The 
terms of reference contemplate som" enquiry into the general policy 

·directing land administration, including the issue oi grants and 
leases, land alienation and, the protection of tenants. But this is an 
intricate subject which could not Le treated adequatelY- Without much 
more attention than we have been able to devote to it •. We have 
therefore confined our enquiry to matters immediately connected with 
the assessment and collection of land revenue, and only make such 
incid.ntal rl'ferences to land fidministra~i~n. as our main subject, 
requtres. In Part 11 we examme the cntacasms whach have beea 
levelled against the system in the past and in the evidenee submitted 
tq us, and also the defects which have come to our notice during our 
inspection!.!, and make recommendations to meet them We add as 
appendices a summary of our recommendaticns, _.c.nd ·notes on the 
land revenue systems of the four Indian Provinces we visited. Ia· 
every case the facts given in these notes have been checked by an 
authority i~ the Province concerned but, for ~ny op~ions expressed 
or compansons dra"'·n, we alone are respons1ble. \ olume II of oar 
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report contains the notes of our discussions with officers in India :tnd 
the replies to our questionnaire submitted by officers io Burma. 
\Vith one or two exceptions we recorded no oral evidt:nce in [:urma. 
The time at our command did not admit of this and .the replies to the 
questionnaire "ere so full as to render it unnecessary Individual 
acknowledgment of the suggestions and criticisms by which we have 
profited ''·ould add considerably to the length of the report, and, in 

1 some instances, where a suggestion has been received in different 
forms from more than one source, "it would be difficult and invidious 
to specify its actual origin; as a rule therefore we have abstained 
from detailed references to the evidence which , we~ have received 
and the settlement reports which we have consulted. 

Little comment on the nature of our task is called for from us. Its 
magnitude and difficulty will be ~vident from our report. _The mass 
of literature on the Burma land revenue system is enormous None 
of the questions with which we were confronted is new. There is not 
one which has not been discu:~sed at length in the past, and not one 
regm:ding which different opinions have not been held by officers of 
great esperience, o:ten by the !lame officer at different times. In these 
circumstances, it is J,")Prhaps not surprising tha:t we have been unable 
to come to a u1ianimous conclusion on all points. 

4· .In the course of our report we make frequent reference to con-
The , 1 d. ,. ditions in the Indian provinces which we visited; 

term n •a. Madras, Bombay, the Punjab, the Central 
Provinces and Berar which, although attached administratively to the 
Central PrOYinct>s, has a qui~e distinct land revenue system. Wbere · 
~e use the trrm "lnd•a ~· 10 this rep,,rt in contradistinction to Burma 
we are referring to these provinces only. 

5. As a preliminary to the report, it set-ms essential to attempt 
. . · an outline '!kttch of the physical character and 

Descr•P!•on ef economic constitution of Burma. The total 
Burma :,. ItS geogra• . 6 o • ·1 1 • 1 d f pbical character. area •s. 23 ,73o square m•.es. t as a an o 

· mountam ranges and long nvers. Three ranges 
11pread out fan wise from the n••rth. The Arakan Range running from 
the north to the soutb-wl-st cuts oR the administrative division of 
Arakan from the rest of H'urma. From the north to the south-east 
the Shan hills endmg in TeD:lsserini form the eastern boundary. 
Between these l"ft"O the Pegu Range divides the province into two 
·halves, drained respectively br the Irrawaddy and the Sittang. 
Throughout Lo"er Burma the south-we!it monsoon gives such an 
abundant rainfall that rice, the staple food of the whole province, 
-can be grown without irrigation and without fear- of failure, and the 
deltas ol the two rivers form the ~real rice-growing tract. The gross 
cropped ar•a in Lowrr Burma is 9 milhon acres, and of this over 
81 mil•ion acres are cultivated wilh rain-ted rice. To the north of the 
~eltaic d•stricts, a tract of di01iuishing rainfall gradually merges into 
the dry aone of Upper Burma. Here: the suirace is undulating or hilly 
and tbe country arad, "·ith·lar~e stretches of ~arely cultivable or 
wholly unr•1tJ..able rock and sand. Dry crops pre~ominate1 and in 
the Myingyan di~trict in the centre of the dry zone, out of a gross 
<ropped area of ove~ ~ oo,ooo acres, less than so,ooo acres are under 
cice. North of the dry zone come the billy districts of Upper Burma 
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"in which the rainfall Is heavy and rice is again the predo~nating 
crop. ~atural conditions and the lack of population, ho'!'ever, prevent 
its being grown ·on a scale in any way comp~~able w1th that of the 
delta districts. In Upper Burma as a whol.e .rice cove

1
rs somewhat. 

over a third of the gross cropped area of 6 nulhoo acres., About half 
this area depf'nds on irrigation and the rest, except in the hill districts, 
is very liable to failure. In Burma, th~r~fore, the two extremes of 
tropical agriculture are touched ; there IS m Low~ B~rma a vast area 
of secure rice lan.d dependent solely upon rainf~ll, and 1n Upper ~urma . 
land as poor and as insecure as can be found 10 any part of. India. 

6. The Arakan Division and part of the Tenasserim Division passed 
under English rule in 1826, the rest of Lower 

_ and economic Burma, including the w~ole of the lrra waddy and 
develo~ment.; from Sittang deltas in 1854 and Upper Burma in 
domestiC agncullure • 1 1 1 1 · , ' 1 88b. The delta country, now so close y peop ed, 
when taken over, was an almost uninhabited s~amp. Nearly twenty 
years later it could still be described as" a large tract of waste land 1Vith 
a few patches of gradually increasing cultivation scattered abQut.~' s.M.t.eg; 
Anyone could appropriate as much or as little waste land as he liked by . 
the act of cultivating it. He could sell,.mortgage or let it, and hisS.M.L.5L 
heirs succeeded to his interest, but if be quitted it another man could _ 
take it up and his rights were extinguished if the newcomer occupied S.M.J.. ~~ 
the land for ten years without his objecting. That was the only tenure 
recognized .under B.ritish rule, and, for nearly twenty years from the 
occupation of Pegu, a population, largely consisting of fishermen, aalt· 
boilers, itinerant traders and potters, cultivated for home consumption 
patches ol a few acres in the jungle, shifting almost annually . 

'I• In 1869 tbe Suez Canal was opened and almost immediately an 

l "nd··-- • 1 . export trade in rice grew up, accompanied by a 
o a ..... raa agr.. .k. . . h I t' . h culture. stn mg mcrease 10 t e popu a Ion, an t e area 

cultivated, and in the area of individual holdings. 
This abrupt change in agricultural conditions was signalised by the A.R.A.a. 
export of rice in stramers through the Suez Canal for the first time-in 1171-7•• 
1872. Although in three oftbe ~igbt years ending in us69-70 the export 93- _ 
of rice had been swollen by famines in India and China, the average · · 

. ofthe period was only 3h3,ooo tons. In 1~7Q-71 the total reached 
44o,ooo tons, in the following year 4871000 tons and in the two succeed· 
ing years 72o,ooo and M la,ooo tons respectively. Steam rice mills A.R.AJl& 
were en•cted in increasing numbers. In 1867 th.-re were only 3 such S8?3"1t. 
mills in Burma, by 187 J the num1>er had risen. to 16. A large annual ~UL 
i~mi. ration of coolies fro'!' India began; at first they worked in the 1a7a.72_,·. _ 
m1lls but then took to agnculturallabour. There was a change even 145o , 
in the kind of rice gen..-rally cultivated. In the early days the bulk of · 
the exports bad been the soft grained rice most valued in China and 
for home consumption. but tnis would noli, stand shipment to Europe 
and a hard grained variety t"ok its place. In a1S7o the area under rice 
was 1,7121030 acres. During the following year it only rose by 
21,785 acres, but in 1871-72 by 1o1,2oo acres. Then for upwards of 
thirty years the average rat~ of increase exceeded 150,000 acres a 
year. Agriculture was no longer carried on prim•rily for home con·. 
sumptioD but for export, and it is a distinctive feature in the agrical:. 
tural economy of Lower Burma that ~!most the "·hole country has 
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been brought under cultivation by small cultivators producing for an 
export market. The rapid growth of cultivation led to elaboration of 
the revenu~ system but, before a suita;ble machinery had been organizc:d, 
the attention of Government was dtstracted by the annexation and 
subsequent pacification of Upper Burma. J.n Upper Burma the condi· 
tions of agriculture were very d1fferent from those of Lo"·er Burma, the 
tenures were complex, the crops numerous and the harvest precarious. 
But the revenue system "·as built up by officers who had servt>d in 
Lower Burma, and naturally reflects their experil'nce and traditions. 
The difficulties of adapting Lower Burma practice to conditions 
so different absorbed much of the energtes · of revenue· officers 
and. the problems of Lower Burma receded !'Orne\, hat into the back· 
ground j when they again becatnc prominent the !JOSition had altered 
greatly. Over large areas the pioneer cultivator-bad succumbed to 

. the lar.ge !an~ lord or moneylender, cultivating a big estate by an agent 
or leasing it to tenants. An agriculturat·revolutiop had occurred, and 
the shifting cultivation for home consumption,. which characterised 
the" delta ~until 1870, had been replaced by industrial agriculture, · 
leading up to the position now found in the more developed areas 
where labour for earth-work, ·ploughing! the digging up of seedlings, 
planting them out, the herding _of cattle, the reaping, thresh•ng and 
carting of paddy are· all separate operations performed by different 
people and the division of funet;on bas proceeded almost as far as is 
possible: in agr.iculture. More recently, with tht> development of 
commercial crops, a similar tendencyhas been noticeable in Upper 
Burma.- ' · 



CHAPTER II. 

' 
REVENUB ORGANIZATION AND MACHINERY. 

8. The principal enactments relating to the Re"·enue System 
of Burma are the (Lower) Burma Land and 
Revenue Act, !876_; the Boundaries Act, t88o; 

the Burma District Cesses Act, 188o; the Financial Commissioner's 
Act, 1888; the Upper Burma Land and Revenue Regulation, 1889; · 
the Lower Burma Town and Village Lands ACt, 1898; and the Burma 
Canal-Act, 1905; these, together with the Rules under them having 
the force of law and the authoritative Directions, set forth the policy 
of Government and regulate procedure. The Rules and Directions are 
publi&bed with the Acts in Manuals; these are supplemented by 
separate volumes of Instructions, of which the most important are the 
Settlement Instructions, the Land Records Manual and the Survey 

Revenue law. 

Manual. · , 
g. The principal revenue authority in Burma is the Financial 

The revenue 
department. 

Commissioner.· The settlement and assessment 
of land revenue is dealt wit~ in the. -~ettlement 
and Land Records Qepartments unqer the Com-

missioner of Settlements and Land Records. The collection and 
general admiListration of revenue is controlled by eight Divisional 
Commissioners who are members of the Burma Commission. In each 
division there are three to five districts each of which is under a 
Deputy Commissioner who is usually a member of the Commission 
but may belong to the provincial or Burma Civil Service. In revenue 
matters the Deputy Commissioner bas an assistant in his office, known 
as the Akunwiln, who usually belongs to the Subordinate Civil Service. 
The functions of this officer are to watch over the collection of revenue 
throughout the district, to see that the details of revenue procedure 

tare correctly observed and to advise 'generally on revenue adminis
tration. In each district there are usually two or three subdivisions 
each under a resident Subdivisional Officer, who may be .a junior 
inember of the Commission but ordinarily belongs to the Burma Civil 
Service or sometimes to the Subordinate Civil Service. 'In each 
subdivision, there are two to four townships, corresponding to the 
lalull or taltstl of an Indian province, each of which is under a Town
ship Officer who is a member of the Subordinate Civil Service. 

Lower Burma,· at the annexation, was divided into myos or 
laib under officers known as m1'.thugyls or laiktltugyls. These 
areas were retained as administrative units within the district und(lr 
the designation of t•iks or circles. The oflicers• became known as 
l•ikthug,is ·or circle headmen; they were given petty magisterial 

· powers, but their chief duty was the collection of revenue within 
their charges, and they were expected to measure up and assess 
cultivated land. After the re-organization ot, the r:evenue system_ 
during the late seventies, they were requir~d to appoint ~ surveyor 
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aa l11.iku.,~ or clerk. Below the circle headmao there "'as a 
kyeda11g~iio each hamlet who was originally, as the oame implies, 
tbe chief tax-pa\ er, and came to be regarded as a village headman. 
But when in a886 in many parts of Upper Burma a much stronger 
village !")'Stem "ith separate villages each under its own headman 
was (ound, this was adopted as a model (or the whole country, and in 
Lower Burma a village headman was appointed to each village or 
group of hamlets, the post .of circle headman being allowed to lapse as 
vacancies occurred. The revenue is now collected by village head
inen, rarely still by c1rcle headmet'l, who pay· it into tbe towoship 
sub-treasury; there are usually8o to 120 villages io a township. 

Certain officers outside the rrgular line of district. administration 
have indirect relations with land recOrds or revenue work. The Excise 
Commissioner, who is subordina~e to the Financial Commissioner in a 
position analogous to that of the Commissioner of Settlemf'nts and 
Land Records, is also Inspector-General of Registration, and is thus 
indirectly concernrd with land records.· In some townships members 

. of the Judicial Service are treasury officers, receiving revenu~ and 
disbursing pay.· In Native States which cover 68,ooo square miles, 
more thall one quarter of the province, and in remote areas, the 
Settlement and Land .Records Departments have little or no concern 

. with' revenue administration. . 
· lo. The. appointment of Settlement Commissioner and Director · 

The cOmmissioner of .of Land Records and Agriculture was sanctioned' 
Settlements and Land in .rgoo. On the formation of a separate depart
Records. ment for Agriculture in 1907, the officer in charge 
of the remaining duties became Commissioner of Settlements and · 
_Land Records. ·He is responsible to the Financial Commissioner 

. for the control of settlements and the administration of the Settlement 
and Land Records Departments. Among his miscellaneous duties 
are tl!e allocation of grants for agricultural loans, the publication of 
crop forecasts and other periodical reports on crops and prices, the 
revision of the Famine Alanual, · the demarcation and survey of 
fisheries, and inland trade registration ; except with regard to the last • 
two items, which are dealt with by the Development Commissioner, 
he is subordinate to the Financial Commissioner. It may be worth 
noting here that he has no direct connection with the Registration 
Department,. and .that he only deals with water rates and drainage 

. rates when ques_tions on these matters are· referred to him. · 
· · 1 f~ The functions of the Settlement Department are to surver. and 

· assess land and prepare registers of ownership 
The settlement S 1 • · d d partment and occupancy. ett ement .enqumes are bel 

e · periodically, a roster being maintained to show 
the order in \vhicb districts will come up for revision of the settlement. 
There.are three to six settlement parties, usually four or Jive, according 
to the number of districts in which settlement is due. In charge of each 
settlement. party is a Settlement Officer who is usually a member of 
the Commission placed on duty in the Settlement Department. 
Members of the Burma Civil Service and Land Records Service have 
been deputed to settlement work and one post of settlement officer is 
reserved for members -of the former service but, owing to a 
~~duction in the number of parties, this post is now vacant. In each 
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'Party there are usually three Assistant Settlement Officers. One o£ 
"these should be a member of the Commission, another may be- a 
member of the Burma C1vil Service, but two are ordinarily officers· 

·who have been promoted from the inferior settlement establishment 
·to the ranks of the Subordinate Civil-Service and are kept on duty 
in the Settlement Department. Members of the Subordinate Civil 
Service without previous settlement experience ma_y also be appointed 

-as assistant settlement officers. The normal establishment of a se1tle~ 
ment party comprises ten inspectors, fifty field clerks, two office clerks, 

-and a record-keeper with chainmen and other menials ·The Settle
ment Officer has power to entertain within budget limits as many 

.additional temporary clerks as may be necessary for the compilation of 
statistics or, under exceptional circumstances, for field work. 

u. On the completion of an original settlement an establishment 
The organization of is required to maintain the registers, and prepare · 

'the land records the annual assessment _roll. - As the essential 
-department. function of this establishment is to keep ,up the 
·original· survey from year to year for the purpose of the annual 
assessment, their W!)rk is generally referred to as "supplementary 
survey," but in areas of established cultivation where rice is the sole· 
crop, no great amount of survey work· is- needed. An area where 

-settlement work has been completed is described as~· under supple men-: 
1ary survey," and any area which has not.been settled is described 
as "outside supplementary survey." The latte-r term is sometimes 
also used to cover areas where settlement has been introduced but 
survey is not maintained. The work of supplementary- survey is 
performed by the Land Records Department. This department 

·consists of a superior branch, the Land Records Service, organized on· 
a provincial basis, and an inferior branch, the district establishments, 
organized separately within each district. In addition to the regular 
.administrative chain there is a special survey staff to deal with areas 
in which,· owing to rapid extensions or some other cause, the regular 

-.staff cannot cope with the survey work. The origin and development 
-of the Land Records Department are described in Volume II; the 
following· paragraphs give a brief account of the central.and local 
administration, of special branches such as survey and press work, of 
the manner in which officers and men are recruited a.nd trained, and of 
the relations between the various branches of settlement; land records 

-and district revenue administration. . 
13. In the administration of the Land Records Department the 

Ce t al d . . tr Commi sioner of Settlements and Land Records is 
n r a mmiS a- . d b D D" h h" h lion. asstste y a eputy uector, w o 1t erto bas 

ordinarily been a member of the Commission, 
and an Assistant Director, who is a senior member of the Land 
Records Service. The (unctions of the Commissioner and Deputy 
and Assistant Director in regard to district land records are confined 
to inspection and advice; the responsi~ility for the conduct of the 
work rests with the Divisional Commissioners and Deputy Commis
sioners. The Commissioner of Settlements and' Land Records bow• 

·ever has much to say in the selection of candidates for appointment to 
the Land Records Service and, subject to the control of the Financial 
.COmmissioner, arranges for the posting and transfer of officers. The . , . 
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Commissioner usually inspt'cts land records work in districts where
settlements are approaching, in progress or recently completed. The 
Deputy and Assistant Directors divide between them the responsibility 
for inspection in lhe thirty-four charges where a full land records staff 
under a Superintendent is employed, and aim at visiting each district 
twice _a year, once. in the rains and once in the field sea~on. 

' 
14. At the bead of the land records staff of each dtstrict there is 

L 1 d .. -t • a Superintendent-of Land Records. The officers. 
oca a m•~15 ralaon. and subordinate staff of the Land Records Service· 

are now paid on time scales which have only recently been introduced. 
_The officers start as Asststant Superintendents on Rs. ISO per mensem. 
rising to Rs. 3001 and then, as Superintendents, receive annual incre
ments of Rs. 10 to Rs. 8oo. There is an efficiency bar at Rs. soo. 
Below the Superintendent there. is an· Assistant Superintendent in ·a 
few heavy districts. The subordinate establishment consists of 6 to IO· 
or more inspectors on a pay of Rs. 75 to Rs. us, and so to 100,. 
revenue surveyors on a pay of Rs. 35 toR~. 6s per mensem. The 
revenue surveyors join as apprentices on Rs. 18 and after passing an 
examination in practical Land Records work become reservists oo 
Rs. 25. They. are required to h,ave spent a year at a survey school and 
to have passed a public examination in survey held hitherto by the· 
Educational Syndicate; in many Lower. Burma districts most of the
staff have also passed the Vernacular Seventh Standard Examination. 
(~iddle School· Final) and the syndicate examinatio~ in arithmetic 
and revenue law. So far i~spectors have been promoted from. 
revenue surveyorsJ but the pri_nciple of direct- nomination has now 
been accepted. . ' . 

IS. In Burma the tinit of survey is the agricultural unit i each plot-
S ·d ' · ~ separately treated for agricultural purposes was . 
• urvey an mappm~. originally surveyed separat~ly and given a. 

separate field number. This is a distinctive feature of the Burma. 
revenue survey; the survey number is neither an artificial unit nor a. 
property unit but an agri~ultural unit. It' has ahyay~ been a traditio~ . 
of the department that thts survey should be matntamed_ annually by 
the local surveyor on the same principle. But, for some years past, a 
special ~taff bas been ma!ntaineu t~mpora.rily from year t~ year t.o
give assistance where req01red. Thts spec1al survey establishment IS 

manarred by a selected Superintendent with headquarters in Rangoon. 
Speci~l arrangements for survey are also required in connection with 
grants and leases of land for cultivation and ~or the .survey o! town 
lands and fisheries. The printing of maps 1s carrted out m the 
Government Press under the supervision of a Superintendent of Land 
Records deputed for that purpose. 

16. Every revenue officer: is required to undergo tra.ining in land 
· · records work and survey, and for thts purpose is. 

Training in seltle- attached to a land records office for three 
mentand land records ~• months. Officers ofthe Commission who intimate 
work. a wish .for settlement work and are recommended 
for the department are given a period of probation with a settlement. 
party, but the arrangements for .effecting this we~e revised shortly 
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-after the beginning l>f the war and the present rules hav~ not 
.:yet been applied. Candidates for the Land Records Service 
should be graduates of an Indian University with suitable qualification& 
.in llilathematics. As Assistant Superintendents_oh probation they 
receive a thorough training in survey during a course of twenty months_ 
with the special survey party, and then a training in Land Records 
work for a period of eighteen months under a selected Superintendent, 
They receive no training in settlement, Revenue surveyors join ~ 
apprentices and are required to undergo training in t~e pradical dut.es 
of a surveyor for at least nine months, after which they are exa':_Ilined 
.by the local Superintendent before appoint_mcnt as reservist. , 

17. In the early days the land revenue was fixed at acre ~rates by 
- the Deputy Commissioner and the circle headman . 

lnter·de~artmental was responsible for survey assessment and 
relauons. collection. When settlement; based on cadastral 

:sun:eys were introduced H.e 6rcle headman ordinarily appointed one 
<Jr more circle surveyors. With the substib:tion of the village-head
man for the circle headman the circle surveyor became ·a revenue . 
surveyor, independent of the headman, often of better social position, 
.and as a rule much better educated. ·This was the first step towards 
.separating assessment from collection. The heaeman. as ..collector of 
the revenue remained subordinate to the executive revenue officers, but 
-the work of the surveyor required skilled supervisiofi and a land 
.records department had therefore to be organised for conducting the · 
.annual assessments. In the first instance, during original settlements, 
--theTe was no distinction between the settlement and land records 
.branches; part of the establishment moved ·on· to the next die;trict, 
,the remainder stayed bf'-hind as the land records staff. At resettle• 
. ment howe,er the land records staff was fully occupied with the annual 
.assessments and the settlement officer could make little use of it. 
Moreover special arrangements were found necessary for the main- · 
tenance of survey. Thus there are now four separate branches of the
work; Survey, Settlement, Assessment and Gollection. These have, 

·developed gradually and although. interdependent are not intimately 
co-ordinated. The special survey branch does such traverse and 
cadastral survey as the Commissioner, on reports from district officers, 
directs, but does not carry out demarcation or the mapping of holding 
boundaries generally termed '' holding marking." A s~:;ttlement party 
working in a district requires certain maps and statistics from the 

'land records d!>partment and may receive assistance in crop mea!iure
ment from the· staff of that department, but otherwise its work 
is quite distinct; during settlement operations land records work 
proceeds uninterruptedly along its usual course. The . subordinate 
land records establishment is under the direct supervision of the di&trict 

·superintendent, and is in no way subordinate to_ the township or sub
divisional officers, who can only issue orders to the inspectors and 
surveyors through the superintendent. The district superintendent 
himself bas no disciplinary powers over his men; all orders regarding 
postings, promotion or transfers, although usually in accordance with 
the superintendent's recommendations, are actually pa~s'!d by the 
Deputy Commissioner, in .whom alone do the revepue and land records 

·departments find a common centre. 
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18. Land revenue In genual covers several heads which fait 
. outside the terms of reference, 11nch as revenue 

Tile scope of land from mines, fisheries and salt For the purposea-
. revenue. f th.. C • • b d d o 11 ommattee at may e ft'gar e as-

comprising nol only land l'evenue proper, which includes the assess
ment on land, l41111tYa·tax, capitation-tax and land rate in lieu. 
thereof. and the tll•tlaamedtJ-tax, but also water rate and local cesses, 
In Upper Burma the water rate and navigation tolls still fall within the 
definitibn ·of land revenue but are dealt with under .the Burma Canals.. 

· Act. In Lower Burma a cess for local purposes was formerly levied 
as. lan<l revenue but is now impost d under the Burma District Cuses. 
Act and collected together with land revenue. There i& no corre· 
sponding charge in Upper Burma. · 

Land revenue is assessable on culturable land. The tau11KY4·tax is a 
chlrge per head or pel;' household impo~>ed in areas of shifting cultivation, 
usually in the hills, in lieu of land revenue. Capitation tax is paid, in. 
ad·jition to their land revenue, if any, b.a, a.ll male ad•ilts in Lower· 
Burma unless exempted by gt>neral or specici.l.orders ; in certain of the 
older towns a land rate on covered and uncovered areas is assessed in. 
lieu of c;apitation..;tax. The thutnameda-tax, which is levied in Upper 
Burma only, -is a tax on all income derived from sources other than. 
agriculture; agriculturists are only exempt if they have no extran,.ous 
sources of hicome, which is seldom tne case. 1be tax is assessed at 
an average rate per household which -varies from village to village as 
separately determined for each village by the settlement officer. The 
annual demand var\es therefore with the 'number of households; it 
is distributed over the households· by local assessors known as... 
tltt~mt~dis; Thus, though the village rate might be Rs. 5 per house
hold, the assessmel)ts on individual households might vary between 
·four aimas and Rs. 20 or more. The water rate and drainage rate are
service paymel_ltS levitd under the Burma Canals Act. 



CHAPTER Ill. 

SURVEY. · 

19. From the first introduction of an acre rate, assessments in Burma 
. have depended on an annual survey. In the 

Early surveys. . early days headmen· were expected to condutt 
the surveys. But great evils were found to attend 

Ue annual measurement and in 1858 a first attempt was made to 
sub!':titute a fixed assessment. For the next twenty years experiments s.M.: 1, 16: 
were made in this direction and, in addition to the annual measurement 
by headmen, a professional survey was introduced. as a basis for the 
settlement of fixed assessments. In rH77 the proJect of a cadastral 
survey was mooted, but the dominant idea was still to do away )Nith , 
the annual measurements and bring the whole 9f the surv«'yed area 
under fixed settlements. It was anticipated that the work already done, 
bv the Provincial Revenue Survey and Settlement, covering nearly 500 
square milt"S in the Rangoon and Henzada' districts, ·could be utilized. 
This survey had not been connected. witli tbe trigonometrical ROin'ts S.M. I,I67~ 
and comisted of separate independent surveys for P.ach revenue circle, 
but it was thought that, although the boundaries would need resurvey, 
the cadastral portion c.f the work, the ir.terior "Cietails, would only . 
require check and re-adjustment. · - ._ 

201 This proposal. was discussed at a conference of reven1_1e officers 
Boldin and field tn Burma at~ended by a repr~sentatlve of the S.M 1 t7L 

g · Survey of lnd1a Department. H1thertothe survey • ' surveys. 
bad been 'field·by-field," each field mapped being 

an actual agricultural (\nit ; this system facilitated partitions, which 
naturally follow field boundaries,, and also the assessment of fallow. 
Tbe advantages were recognized but the additional cost of a field-by- · 
field survey was thought prohibitive and it was decided to survey holding 
boundaries only: The maps were to be oo a scale of 16 inches to the S.M. I, 172. 
mile: each map was to contain a kwin, ''the Burmese equivalent to 
the mousall." The kwin was a geogrc~phical unit ordinarily bounded by 
streams or other natural objects and known to the people by a distinc., 
th·e name. Circular drainage tiles wer!' to be used as survey marks for 
demarcating theodolite srations, the boundaries of grazing lands, _ 
mona~tery lands, tanks, fisheries, aalt lands, village sites and holding_ 
tri-junctions. 'I he intt>rmediate bends of holding boundaries were not 
to be demarcated unless_ Vf'f.Y deep as the bund was considered· an 
adequate demarcation. The experience of one season demonstrated 
bow~ver that a field-by-field survey a•ould be little more expensive 

1 
-

than a holding survey at th~ outset, \fould be t~ss expensive to maio- ~·M· 1179-
tain l'tnd in many resp«'ct~ tnf're U!'f'ful to district officf>rs. It was 
decirleJ thfrefore to revt'rt to the field sun·ey, givi·ng a f;f'par'ate field 

· number to each plot separatel}· treated for agricultural purposes; 
ltais has been the standard system oC survey_ i11 Bunna ever since 



and has become bound up with the revenue system of which it is a 
distinctive and essential feature. · Nowhere in India has a similar 
survey been attempted and no other mode of survey seems so well 

_ adapted to a fluctuating assessment on r}otwari holdings of rice land. 
~ _21, The original reve·nue survey over the ~·hole of Burma was 

conducted by officers of the Survey of India, who 
The revenue survey. carried out not only traverse but carlastral work. 

· The operations were conducted under the Boun
daries Act, No. V of 188o, which is still the legal basis of survey and 
demarcation. Main circuits, of about so square miles each, were laid 
down and -connectc:-d with all Great Trigonometrical Stations within 
easy reaj:h1 k" ins were demarcated, traverse lines were run along 
kwin boundarit>s, with sub-traverses where necessary i the cadastral 
details were built on these by chain and offset, and plotted direct upon 
a plane. table. but the cadcutral measurements were not recorded. Ia 
.J88o, the total cultivated area was about 5,497 square miles, in 18go, 
with Upper Burll'!a newly included, the area was about 12,250 sq'lare 
miles. The cultivated area is now zr,ooo square miles, the occupied 

. area 27,000 square miles and the total -area under supplementary 
sur~ey over so,o,•o !'quare miles. Practically the -whole area bas 
been surveyed on the above system, the greater portion by the Survey 
of India, the balance by the Land Records Department, either by the 
local staff or by a special survey party. 

The detailed survey is kept up to date by supplementary survey 
performed by the land records department. For each kwin an 
area statement show•ng the area of c:acb field was prepared at the 
original survey. Ordinarily the land records establishment is expected 

· to depict on the map every alteration in field boundaries, and to 
prepare an annual supplementary area statement showing in'parallel 

·columns the arf'a, bel ore and after the alteration, of each field affected 
by a change. Where, howevt!r, the. cultivation is shifting or tem
porary, the surveyor is permitted, while depictiug the area and !-hape 
of new plots correctly, to show their approximate position on the 
map; and in ya land the maintenance of field details is no longer 
strictly required, only permanent changes need. be . recorded. 

; Although the . surveyors are expected to bring every kwm map up 
to date annually, it has been found that where changes are numerous 
and ·long continued,· particularly on newly-cleared or flooded lands, 
they cannot keep pace w•th them. In ·such cases resurveys are neces
sary. Tbes~ ~>ho~ld ordinarily be performed by the local _staff and 
in most di:stricts -of Lower Burma it is now the practice to group 
the district staff for survey work during March and April. The maps 
and area statements b~ve to be completed in office under responsible 
supervision, and grouping at a suitable headquarters is therefore 
necenary for s,.,me part of the recess. Where there have beea 
abnormally rapid extensions or large physical changes the resurvey 
work assumes such proportions as to calf for assistance from the 
special survey establishment, '\\'hich bas its headquarters in RangooiL 
.. - After an original or revision suney, a stock of maps sufficient for 
:ao to as years is printed. If the supply runs low and a resurvey is 
aot required, one copy of the map is revised. and sent for printinc. 



As already mentioned, map printing is cat ried out in the map printing 
department of the Governme~t Press to which a superinteqdent of 
land records· is deputed ·as an assi~tant to the Superintendent of 
Government Printing. . 'i · · 

22. In addition to the original, e~tension and revision surveys by the 
· local or special staff, surveys are often required 

Private surveys. by members of the public. These private surveys 
. may relate to applications for the gran"t or lease 

i>f land or be required by people; who wish to raise or settle some. 
matter in dispute. Applications rel~ting to large areas of land, 
such as mineral con cessio us or rubber pla~tations, are usually entrusted . 
to the special "survey establishment;" applications by peasant, 
<:ulth•ators may be dealt with by the regular local staff or by temporary 
surveyors. Surveys required in co~nection with land -disputes at'e · 
-carried out by the regular surveyors at any convenient time. ' 
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CHAPTER IV. 

THB PRINCIPLES OF AsSESSME~T. 

23. The system of land revenue in Burma is ryotwari; the land-
• holders are not regarded as landlords in receipt 

Introductory of rents, but as agriculturists cultivating their 
. summary. I d Th' d . • b . h . · . · own an s. IS cscnptlon owever 1s rat er 

tnisleading, as in some distrids more than halt the-total area is culti
vated by tenants, and not infrequently in the rice plalns of Lower ~urma 
one man may hold hundreds, or even thousanr.ls, of acres scattered over 

"several kwins, while in parts of Upper Burma, especially in the dry 
zone, large estates, consisting of one or more whnle kwins. are occa
sionally· found. The land revenue is settled by periodical enquiries into
the profits. and circ)Jmstances of cultivation and a~riculturists. It 
purports to represent a portion of ,the profits of cultivation and t() 
fluctuate with the area of crops harvested, but, as a rule, is fixed on the 
land, and not on the crop grown. As already stated, it includes also
the capitation-tax in Lower burma and the thathameda tax in Upper 
Burma. If, on the- expiry of a settlement, a rise in the profits of 
cultivation justifies a large enhancement, this is taken by periodical 
increments until the full demand is reached. If the rise "in the profits 
result from imprm;ement of the land, the cost of impro,·ement is consi
dered in fixing the· assessment. If an improvement .be made by 
Government, the expenditure is recouped by a rate, rt:presenting pay
ment for the service rendered, and the enhanced profits are further 

_ liabTe • at resettlement to an enhanced asse:.sment of land revenue. 
Another service payment is the cess for Local Funds. The following 
paragraphs explain the deyelopment and·applicatipn of these principles. 
In paragraphs 24 to 32 we deal with the basis and standard of 
assessment and in the remaining paragraphs with the method of 

· assessment and miscellaneous matters •. 
24. In Burmese times the taxes levied varied from place to place 

Th I
. h . and from person to person ; Karens, fishermen 

e p oug •tax d b I d . 'd . , • an ete -gar eners somet•mes pat revenue tn 
money, but more often _made appropriate contributions in elephant 

. tusks, wild honev, dried fish or betel-nut. In most places, however~ 
probably everywhere, some, and perhaps all, cultivators paid a las 
proportioned to the number of ploughs they used; the rate was often 
different according as they cultivated gardens, rice land or dry land. 
The assessment apparently was supposed to represent one-tenth of the 
value of the gross produce. 
. 25 •. This tax on cultivators was continued after the .annexation of· 

· Arakan and Tenasserim. tJradually the area per 
AsEessment by acre ploucrh was standardised so that the tax became a 

rdates ·b· on. glross pro- tax :n area, a tax on the' land rather than on the 
uce y care es. . • 1 d cultivator, and the tax on a standard area of an 

passed naturally into a tax at acre rates. ·In 1 enasserim the earliest 
acre rates were supposed to represent o_nc-fifth of the value of the gross 
produr.e. but the grounds ~n which an assessment of one-fifth was 



substituted for the cutomary Barman assessment ol Qne-tenth an: aot [l] 
on record. It des«>rves notice bow-ever that, almo.t from the begin
ning of _British rule, one distinctive principle of the present reftnue 
system of Burma is found; there was no fised coolract bdween 
Government and the cultivator. regarding the assessment ol any given 
area of land, but acre rates w-ere fixed at which. each cultivator paid 
re\·enue according to the area of his cult~~tion. lo t!le earl7 days of 
Lower Burma, when people cultivated sh1ftmg patches an the JUngle, no 
other sy~em w-u so convenirnt and it bas survive-d ltJ th" prrsent day. 

~~- The earliest rates, which were based on enquiries from c:ultiva-
• tors assembled in the vil.agps, "ere ooiform 

Revisib~ rates by throughout the whole of a revenue circle, extend-
ms. ing possibly over hundreds of square miles. The S.M. J. 7-

oe:a:t step in advance was taken in 1P47 by Ca~tain Phayre. later, as 
Sir Arthur Phavre, the first Chief Commissioner of British Burma. S.M. I• 9o 
He adopted as the art"a of uniform ass~sment, not the revenae circle 

. nor even the village-tract, but a subdiv1sion of the village-tract, the 
kwin. His other innovations ~-ere the determination of outtorns bJ 
experiment and local enquiry in the field,- and of produce values by 
enquiries into local and central prices and the c~t of transport. He 
also prepared registers of cultivators and rough plans of the cultivated 
area. His system remained practically unaltered in its essential 
featur:es until within the last ftw rears, =.nd bis conception· of settle
ment procedure, at least in Lowtt Burma, still governs the general 
course of operations. . _ 

27. The next period of ~ettlement history presents ,a series ~f 
. . attempts to break away from the fluctuating 

Exper•ments'" fixed s¥Stem. T~·o alteroatiws were advocated. On S.M.I.tl. -
assessments. o"ne the whole of a large area of land was leased ag6.-

to a body of cultivators representing the village; this "·as the village 
lease system. On the other alternative, the individual lease, land 
was lease«! for short periods to individual cultivators with liberty to 
extend free of charge ovec the adjacent waste. Although the lack of . 

,any corporate ft>eling among fortuitous collections of pioneers from 
every quarter, such as then occupied the scattered hamlets of the deltas, 
prejudiced any system of joint leases for a few years, so long as . 
culti,·ation was nteodiog slowly, both methods gave· promise of S.M. 1.~. 
success. lo 1876 the LanJ and Rev~nue Act "·a:. passed and in this 
the system of settlements at a fixed sum per holding for a term of years 
was still contemplated. But with the· opening of the Suez Can;ll and 
the revolution ol agriculture in Lower Burma both varieties of fixed 
as<.essmrnt became unworkable. In Sllme parts the population and . 
the cultivated area were iocreasing at the rate .9f 10 per cenL annually S.M. 1.~ 
and an imperfect system of assessment under which the revenue grew. 
•·ith the area uoderculttvation had obvious advantaves over an assess-
ment li1ed even for a short period. The Directi~os to Settlement 
Officrrs issued in 188o ignored the question of settlement at a fixed sum 
per holding and the Dir.-ctions to Revenue Officers which formed part 
of the same "·or k fraukly laid cown that all C1lltivation as it took place 

[•= But ue the select~ correspor.dence of the Com111~er. T~ 
- (Rangoo. 1916} p. 100.. Mr. A. B. Mair.gy, the irs& Cenamissione.-, .:!ported that 

lhr bnd tax wa• •S per cent. ol the ~raN produce. This ft.lame, •hich was uot 
~'a' at.l~ during tloe W'ritiltg of •he poreerot report. CO!"tains mwdl s..ppt~y 
mfor•ral- ut tbe I"Pftllae !l)stenl bc.-eea ah6 a.d a8v. · 
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S.M.I.tg6. was immediately to be brought on to the register and assf'ssed to 
revenue. There was thus a reversion to ftuctuating assessments. 

28. The settlements of 1879 and the Directions of 1S8o inaugurate 
Assessment on net ~he mode~n period of settlement in Burma. While 

. profits. . an the mam these represented a development of 
the procedure invented by Sir Arthur Phavre there · \!Wa& in One matter of fundamental importance a very marked advance. 

It was decided that the assessment should represent a portion of the net 
produce of cultivation and no longer be based upon the gra~s produce. 

S.M. I. IS2 The term 11 net prooiuce," however, did not carry its present signi6-
"J cance. Two kinds of net produce were distinguished:-

. {a) The bal.nce of the gross produce after deduction of the cost 
of cultivation only; . . 

(6) The balance of the gross produce after deduction of the cost 
of cultivatton and also of the cost of living. · 

It was explained that the. balance, if the cost of cultivatioll only be 
deducted, comprises ''the cost of living of the agricultural family and 

"therefore 'part ol the wages of labour," while, if the C05t of living be 
deducted as well, the balance" is e11:clusive of every outlay incurred in 
workfog the land and therefore. represents the real net profit:. of 

. cultivation." It. was definitely laid do·Nn that the net profits 

t£ cultivation \\ere 1
' the only legitimate fund from which the 

and revenue should be drawn,'' and this balance \\"as therefore formally 
dopted as the basis of assessment.. The term '' net profits " first 
nvented and d~fined in this passage re-1uires careful attention from 

any student of settlement literature in Burma. As noticed in the 
present Settlement Instructions, it. corresponds with the economic 

•conception of" rent"; if anything exceeding the net profits be taken 
from the cultivator, he must lower his standard of cult~vation or of 
living, and will thus be rack-rented; if anything less be taken, the 
cultivator will retain part of the economic rent. Thus the net profits 
represent the amount which a tenant can alford to pay his landlord 
and correspond to'' rental value" as defined in the present Settlement 

' Instructions. After two settlements had been conducted on this basis 
and tht" reports submitted for consideration, it was summarily decided 
that the standard proportion of the net profits to be taken by the state 
should be one half. -

Z9. Thus, on the annexation of Upper Burma in t8b6, the land 
Assessment on net revenue asse55ment in British Burma was ..no 

produce.; in l)pper longer based '!n t~e gross produce but on t~e net 
Burma. profits of cultJvatJOn. · In Upper Burma tt was 
found that certain of the land recognizeci as royal land paid rent, and 
that on the remainder nothing in the shape of rent, revenue or taxes 

t · 11·as· levied, the only gene1al tax being thathameda. The rent on 
S.M.II.:U. royal lands was ordinarily taken as a share of the grass prodo~ce. This 

continued for some years to be the basis for asse~sing rent on state 
• land and it was proposed to extend the same principle to the assess

ment of non-state land. The earliest Directions, those of 1893, ignored 
S.M. II, 56. both the gross produce and the net profits standards ; they pre;cribed 

. jnstead that the revenue should be based on the net produce, ~efioing 
this as the balance of the average gross produce after deductmg the 

s.g.J.,. average cost of cultivation. But in calculatin~ the cost no ~llowa~ce 
~as permitted. for the home labour of the cultivator and h1s fam1ly. 
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The reason for excluding this is uncertain. At the attempt to !:>ase 
assessments on tbis principle· in the settlement of the Mandalay 
district between 1891 and 1893 it was found inappli~ble· and the· 
need for reverting to the gross produce basis was a_l:cepted by the 
Chief Commissioner. But the Government of lndia~fused to'consider S.M. II, 63 .. 

· any suggestions for an assessment on the basis of the gross' produce. S.Q. I, So. 
They laid down definitely that it should be taken as a settled principle S.Q, I., 111. · 

of revenue administration that the profits of agriculture and not the · 
gross produce are the source from which the State should recover its 
dues and the basis on which it should fix the demand. The proposal 
to asse!'S revenue on the basis of the gross produce Wl'.S therefore 
abandoned; the direction that it.should be based on the net produce, . 
though by definition ,equally inconsistent with the dictum of the Gov- ' 
erninent of India, was retained. Thus two distinct standards of assess-
ment were then in force; half the net produce • in Upper Burma, and 
half the net profits i.ll Lower Burma. - . 

30. In Lower Burma the standard remained unchanged until the 
earliest settlements began to fall in for· revision • 
It was then noticed by the Go:vernment. of India 
that the nomrnal standard had never been attained 

-nor even approached. They admitted that the 
low pitch of rents might be good reason for 

keeping· below the half net profits standard unti! d1e rents actually 
.paid reached the le'(el of the net profits, but suggested that, in the . 
absence of any such sufficient .reason, an approximation to the nominal S.M,I, 429-
standard was desirable as a safeguard against evils '' so rife in Jndia 

. Assessment on net 
produce ; in Lower 
Burma, deducting the 
full cost of cultivation, 

-the middle man, the rent-receiving landlord, the l~nd-grabbing and - ' 
nck-renting m<mey-lender.'' They even ctntemplated that a consi- , 
derably larger proportion than one·half the net profits mignt be taken. 
The Local Government demurred that this ·would '' have the appear- S.M. I, 438. 
ance of a breach of public faith," but proposed to work up as rapidly · · 
as circumstances permitted to the half ne~ profits standard. ·rbe 
Governmtc"nt of India on further consid,erati,on suggested that the net· 
profits were unsuitable as a basis of asses!lment because the definition . 
rested on three quantities .w hicl:t were practically indeterminable S.M. I, 444o 
and which bad been discarded elsewhere. The substitution of an , 
assessment on rental values was advocated, and, when the .Local 
Government reported that this would not be suitable, the Government 
of India suggested that it would be simpler to check the proposed rates 

. either with the gross produce or, preferably, with lhe net produce, 
deducting the cost of cultivation only. Although thcr Local Govern-
ment w~~ unable to admit that the net profits w.e~e indeter~inable, S.M. I, 4so: 
the opm1on of settlement .officers was ascertamed regardmg the · -
feasibility of substituting net produce as the basis, and when the 
Government of India further point_ed out that a diminution in the size 
of holdings consequent on the growth of population would entail a 
reduction of the- net profits, the Local Government ac<;eded to their-
views end adopted t~ net produce as the basis of assessment. It was S.M. I, 497<
anderstood at that time, however, that the cost of cultivation should . 
be calculated on the assumption that each holding was cultivated 
entirely ny"oubide labour, hired cattle, purchased implements seed 

. etc. The net produce as thus defined was ·not at all the sam~ thing 
as the net produce which had been adopted in Upper Burma. ~ 



31. The Governruent of ~ndia ~hen objected that an injudicious 

.nd _._.JI t' tL- officer. af permatted to calculate the cost of culti- · 
ucuuc mg ,,.. • • h' . h 

expenses of cultlt3tion • vat a on an t as manner, m•g .t work out such a low' 
only. net produce scale as would .fail to give an 

adequate assessment. This objection. was 
reinforced by the practical· difficulties which 11·ere exp~rienced io 
applying the new standard. Hitherto, in Lower Burma, as stated 
above, the deductions which had been made irom the gross produce 
were the cost ol cultivation ancl the cost of living. The cost of livina 
represented the total expenditure of the cultivator and his family 
throughout tl1e year •. Although this "amounted really to li1tle more 
than exempting from taxation the wages of labour am'lna an easy
going, generously-living pf'asantry," it at least covered the ~ost of-all 
ho~ labour, so that no separate allowance under this ht-ad had been 
needed In working ourthe cost of cultivation, which bad been confined 
to out-of-pockf't expenditure and certain allowances for depreciation. 
Th~ cost of cultivation, calculated on the new li'ssumption that aU 
labour and cattle were hired, was found unsuited for gcneral applica
tion. Hiring was infrequent and the rates consequently were hiaher 
than if tl}e practice of hiring ba4t.been general. It was 'tberJore 

~ event!lally decided to exclude the cost of home labour altogether from 
the cost of cultivation. The basis of assessment thus became the value 
of the gross produce less the out:of-pocket f!Xpenditure on ·cultivation 

·and certain allowances for depreciation of cattle and implements. 
This, since 19001 has been the basis _both in Vpper and Low" Bu~ma. 

S.M. 1~ 4"29. 32 •. These successive changes in the basis of assessment in Lower 
· . B~rma originated in an unfavourable comment by 

The present basis the Government of India on the discrepancy be-
and standard · of b · d h h • a) assessment. tween t e rate_actually1mposed an t e t eoretJc 

standard i they suggested that either the basis of 
assessment, the proportion of the produce on which the revenue demand 
was calculated was too large, or else that the share to be taken as 
revenue was to'l high. But, in the event, the ba!!is was enlarged, 
firstly by including the portion of the produce on which the cultivator 
lived, and then by including the portion of the produce which repre
sented wages for home labour. The. standard share to be taken as 
re¥enue however remained unchanged ; the share was still one-half, 
but. as,- with a much more restricted basis, assessments bad not 
yet approached the theoretical rate, a provisional standard of one
fourth was now prescribed for Lower Burma. 

· 33· As bas already been noticed, it has always been the Burma 
· tradition, now for nearly a hundred years, that the 

Fluctuating assess-· assessment should fluctuate with the annual 
ments; in ~ower produce of agriculture: gener~lly speaking, in 
Burma, 00 cultivated Lower Burma, where cultivation is secure, it bas 
areas. 6uctuated with the area under cultivation ; in the 
insecure parts of Upper Burma it bas fluctuated with the· area 
D)alured. The disadvantages are obvious and the advantages have 

{ 1 
repeatedly been questioned. The earliest expetlments in the direction 

1~ of med assessments were made in 1858-59. within five years from the 
conquest of Pegu. For about :ao years the issue remained in doubt; -
both the Land and Revenue Act of 1876 and the Boundaries Act of 

[1). From the selected Clil"reSpondence of the Commi_ssioner, Tenasserim, it 
· appears that the earliest settlements were usually annu~l Village assessments. 1be 

total J:IOduce of the willage was estimated, commuted into money at I he average 
·market price and the taa was distributed b7 the villager. among themaelvea. In 
1830 setllem~~ts were granted for three years. and in IBJ]I when Mr. Maingy 



1880 contemplated fixed a!ISessments as the normal arrangement; and' 
the Directions issued to Settlement Officers in 188o provided for 
assessment of the occupied area with no annual exemption of fallowed 
areas. Prior to 1865 every cultivator had been permitted to retain, 
free of all payment, a right of re-entry on land which he had 
once cultivated. Owing to. the difficulties occasioned ~y the 
capricious abandonment of land, rules were introduced to check 
the practice and among ~hem was a· rule requiring cultivators. to
pay a fallow rate if they wished to exclude others from occupation. 
Subsequently in 1872 the grant of a fallow rate was limited to ta:1ds 
left uncultivated· for good and reasonable cause. The Directions to 
Settlement Officers of 1H8o, however, laid down that the settlement 
officer should make an allowance for fallow areas in calculating rates, 
and the practice of granting a fallow rate was aboli~hed, ·but 
cultivators were still allowed to apply for remission if they left· 
their land uncultivated .. Petitions were received against these new 
orders ·and in & 8!H, after a comprehensive review of the practice 
relating to fallow and remission_s, the Chief Commissioner decided tha.t _ 
it would be ''best for the country, for the people and the public S.M. t, 317.; 
l'evenue" to retain the fallow rate.- ' · · 

Ten years later the question was revived; One of the• arguments 
· .agains\ a fallow rate bad been that the people left land uncultivated· 

to take up virgin land elsewhere. This practtce extended and 
.attention was attracted to the accumulation of large .estates by 
non-agriculturi5ts who only paid the fallow rate on 'land for. which they 
found no tenants. It bad never been· intended that large land-, 
owners should benefit by a rule framed to relieve peasant cultivators 
and in 1 8gt the policy of Government in this matter was laid down 
with greater precision and in succeeding years applied more "Strictly. 
In 1897 the privilege was further circumscribed by requiring cultivators 
to make a written application if they desired to obtain the benefit of 
fallow rates. This new rule was found to deprive many landholders of 
a concession to which they were entitled and in the following year it 
was relaxed. Since then peasant cultivators in areas where land 
must often be left fallow owing to poverty of the soil have been entitled 
to the fallow rate without .applying for it. Recently, the same 
principle has been applied to flooded land. Non-cultivating land· 
lords, however, still remained liable to pay the full revenue on 
land left fallow. But it was represented that they could not afford to 
leave their land fallow if required to pay the full revenue and that the 
soil therefore became impoverished by continuous cultivation. There· 
.upon rules wer.: introduced entitling non-cultivating landlords to a 
reduction of the revenue on fallow land. · 

34. Although the system of fixed assessments had been abandoned , 
in Lower Burma its feasibility was reconsi;. · 

and in Upper Burma, dered on "the introduction of a land revenue 
on matured areas. 

system into Upper Burma. At the outset a 
system on the lines of Lower Burma seems to ha~e been contem- S.M. II, S<J; 
plated, with an assessment on the cultivated area and special rates · 
for fallow. But the insecurity of harvests indicated that even an 
assessment fluctuating with the cultivated area would be in,sufficiently 
elastic; the choice seemed to lie between extensive remis9ions and 

.advocated fixing the assessment •• for a period of 15 or -ao years or even in perpe-
tuity "settlements were granted for seven years. In these longer settlements the 
only item fixed was the amount of produce ; the actual taa varied each year with 
the market rate, and it was found that even with this concession the revenue waa 
difficult to realise and the eettlementa frequently broke down. (Selected corre-
sponderce, pp. 100, 170 8t lfL) · 
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S.M. II. 6J. an assessment on matured areas. Tbe only payment in the nature of 
land revenue tben current ia Upper Burma was the rent oa royal1and 
which, as ic was ordinarily a share of the produce, fluctuated with tbe 

s.g. I. 153- Rason ;· the people were habituated to a system of assessment even 
more elastic than that of Lower Burma. On the other band, it was. 
evident that the large variety of c_rops and numerous harvests o( 
Upper Burma "-oald impose a severe borden on the land records
establishment ; O\·er large areas the soil was poorer than in Lower 
Burma and the crops far less valuable. the revenue would be low and 
land records work, though more e~:pensive, would be less remunera
tive. But the balance of opinion was in favour of ao assessment on 
matured areas, which was the closest practical approximation to the 
traditiunal system of collecting rent in kind, and in ll~94Sir Alexander 
Mackenzie as Chief Commissioner advocated this mediod of assess
ment in connection with the settlemeot of Mandalay District. Suhse
quently, the need for it was questioned by Sir Harvey Adamson, then 
Deputy Commissioner of Mandalay, who suggested the intiodaction of 
fixed assessments. At almost the same time the Government of India 

S.Q. I, 179- decli~ed to sanction an assessment on matured areas in Mandalay 
_ and, tbqugh willing to consider an assessment on cultivated areas. 

urged tbe .desirability of fixed assessments. I he question was. 
·discussed at a conference, presided over by the Financial Commissioner 

S.M.II,66. at Mandalay in February 1895, but no agreement was reached except 
s.g.J. 187. that it should be referred to settlement officers for further considera

tion and report. A second conference, held at Rangoon in November 
1H95, was presided over by Sir ~dward Buell:, then Revenue 

s.M. 11, 68. Secretary to the Government of India. Their condus;on was that 
s.g. 1. ~3. experiments should be made by summary settlement:s based on the 

- principle of crop rates, with assessments fluctuating according to the 
"- I area matured. The Local Government however t-xpressed willing-

ness to experiment with find assessmentS in a few fully cultivated 
s.g.l •34- areas and considered that for some riverine lands sacb a system might 

_j be the most suitable. for the Mandalay settlement, on which the 
S.Q 1 - discussion had arisen, an assessment on matured ar.-as was accepted 
• ...;,~. by the Government of India as a temporary expedient for rice land but 
S.Q.n. BJ.I was not applied. An experiment was made in Kyauk!>~ but failed and 
s.g. 1.4.19- thereafter, both in Kyauks~ and Mandalay, cultivated areas were 
s.g. 1, 461. assessed. The question was almost immediately revived by the 

Director o.f Land Records who advocated fi~:ed a.sses:oments tempered 
5.M 11 77 by suspensions, on the ground that the cost of land records work in . 
. • • • Upper Burma threatened io be prohibitive. After a reference to 
· settlement officers this solution was accepted by Sir Frederick 

Fryer, who had succeeded Sir Alnander Mackenzie. He considered 
that the insecurity of aops would necessitate the employment of a 
survey staff on a scale which the poverty of the country forbade. 
Howeyer, when proposals for the introduction of fiJ:ed assessments, 
which had originally bt:en advocated by the Government of India. 
were submitted to them, they pointed out to the Local Government 
that an assessment on matured areas bad been approved at the two 
confereaces in Mandalay and Rangoon and bad been introduced into 
Mandalay and Meiktila; they were of opinion that it was "far better 

S.Q. 1.473- not to assess on failures than to assess first and remit afterwards.'• 
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For many years they bad been impressing on Local GovernmentS the S.M. II. IS: 
importance of elasticity and urging the application_ of fluctuating 
assessments to precariocs ~reas and they were reluctant to depart 
from this policy without very strong reasons, " iu a tract which is 
probably as prt'carious as any in India; and in which a fluctuating 
assessment bas been the rule from time immemorial." They considered 
therefore that an assessment on matured areas should be adopted at 
least {or precarious districts. The Government of India were mistaken 
with regard to the introduction of assessment on matured areas into s.M.IJ, ioL 
Mandalay, and also it would seem with regard to Meiktila, as orders -- . 
llad cot yet been passed on the settlement of that district. Sir 
Frederick ·Fryer had been lea by experience in the Punjab to prefer 
fixed asse:;sments, but, as the Financial Commissioner agreed with the 
Government of India, be permitted an experiment by the ~settlement s.g.II, gca: 
establishment in Minbu with a view to ascertaining what simplification 
of land records work was possible. The experiment was not. • 
conclusive and although Sir Frederick was still apprehensive that 
fluctuating assessments would lead to corruption, he _finally 
accepted the view, held- by the Government of India - .and· 
local officers, that in the dry zone assessments should be on matured 
areas. In their orders on the Minbu settlement passed in December. S.Q. IJ, 3• 
18g8, the Government of India santioned this as the principle of S.M.I~ 100. 
assessment for the dry zone. Thus, since 1899, an assessment on 
matured areas has been the standard system in the .dry zone of Upper 
Burma. The orders referred specifically to the dry zone of Upper. 
Burma but the correspondence had dealt also with the irrigated 
tracts of Kyauks~ and Mandalay and in practice the system of an 
assessment on matured areas was extended to the whole of Upper 
Burma. Subsequently, in 19021 the question of di::fining a matured 
crop was raised. It was then ascertained that, in Mandalay and 
Kyaukse, a crop was held to have matured unless it bad been S.Q· II,» 
abandoned unreaped, in Meiktila and M yingyan crops were_ only 
exempted if they failed to return anything beyond the seed grain 
planted, and in Minbu, if they failed to pay for the cost of cultivation. 
The Local Government proposed an extension of the rule to cover 
current practice, and to treat a crop as non-matured in the dry · zone 
if the yield was less than one quarter of the normal, and outside_ the 
dry zone only if it bad been abandonect unreaped. The Government 
of India· had now however come round to Sir Frederick Fryer's views· 
and agreed with all that he bad urge4 in favour of fixed assessments as . 
the general rule ; while admitting that established practice throughout 
Upper Burma diminished the objections to fluctuating assessmen~s 
and that the precarious condition of the dry zone rendered a fluctuat· ~ 
ing system "most advisable," they required to be satisfied that· S.M.I.,Bs. 
conditions outside the dry zone justified abandonment - of the 
advantages of fixed assessments on the ground that failures were so ' 
frequent and extensive as to render the remission system unworkable. 
The remission system had already been found to occasion· great· 
4iifficulty in Kyauks~, even with the exemption of total fa~1ures· from= 
assessment, and in the Ruby Mines alsU,-where the.· rainfall~ isi 
comparativ_ely heavy, it ha~ · proTed. inadequate in ·an ·vnf~voura~te: 
)'ear. In v1ew of representations to thiS effect the Government-of lildial 
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sanctioned in 1904 the propcsals made by the Local Government 
in 1901 which were based on the procedure since 1899. These 
orders wert" iau:orporated in Directions wl ich are still in force. They 
have increased land records work but are considered to have given a 
more than proportionate reUef to the rev,.nue establishment in con· 
nection with remissions. Within te~ years however the cost of the 
work and its unsatisfactory quality led t() a revival of the question 
and a conference, presided over by the Financial Commissioner, was 
held at Maymyo to review the situation, but no agreement could be 
obtained regarding suggestions for changes in the general system ; 
thus the procedure which gradually took shape between 18go and rgo4, 
sometimes without definite orders and sometimes in contravention of 
orders, is substantially that now followed. 

35. In Lower Burma, where almost the only crop is rice, the ques-

c 't · lion of varying the assessment with the crop 
rop ra es. · b • U 8 · • grown waa never Important, ut •n pper urma 

some lands yield two or even three crops in the year, anJ ..;omt> crops 
are much more valuable than others. Proposals to vary the revenue 
with the crop sown were put forward but negatived by the Govern· 
ment of India as unsound and unnecessary. Soil rates were adopted 
and it is now the general practice and apparently the arcepted 
principle thar a aubsidiary crop shall only be separately assessed on 
rice·land when the main crop fails and that crop rates shall only be 
impos'"d on impermanent soil, or where especially valuable crops, such 

-as betel-vine, onions, tobacco and sometimes plantains, occupy a 
limited bitt considerable area. 

36. Remission of revenue, and in Upper Burma of water rate also, 
Re . . may be granted on application to any cultivator 

m~551005' whose crop has been damaged by any cause not 
ordinarily preventible. But, as a rule, no remission may be g:-anted 
unless over one-third of the crop is lost or if the crop is removed 
before inspection by a township officer. All the land held by the 
cultivator within ~he village-tract is now included for the purpose of 
computing the damage sustained, but in Lower Burma until lately the 
unit·was the township. There are special arrangements for remis
sioQ in years of widespread or sudden disaster. 

37• ·The asse~sment fixed on the foregoing principles is revised 
from time to time at re-settlement. During the 

. Exemption of currency of a settlement an assessment is not 
Improvements. ordinarily enhanced on account of any improve,. 

ment made by the ot:cupa11ts. At settlement or re-settlement certificates 
of ext>mptioQ lrorp enhapcement may be granted by the Settlement 
Officerfor durable improvements J>y irrigation or embankments which 
have rendered waste land cultivable or have raised the. assessable 
capacity of .land already cultivated. The ~xemption, however, is only 
permissi~le for a term which will allow for recovery of the capital cost 
of iJll~rpventeot witq interest at 1 ~ per cent. A certificate may only 
issue ~~ ,:espec- of Jands held ~y ~hose who have borne the cost. of 
i~prQv~mept but 9f1Ce}s$ued paSielf wit}} the land. The prachcal 
applic;iti.oll qj ~~e f\tl~S iDJ91V" •ome difficulty an<J they have be~D 
li$tJ8 u,.:~, · 



38. On introd11cing a new settlement precautions are taken. to 
prevent the immediate enhancement from betng · 

Deferred enhance- excessive. At original settlements a rate uot. · 
ments. exceeding the old rate- on any class of .land by 

more than too per cent. can be taken at once. At re·s~ttle-nent the 
nte immediately applied to_any class of land must not exceed the rate 
.of the expiring settle.ment by .more than so per cent .. · ~here these 
limits are exceeded mtermedtate rates are taken for per~ods of five· 
years until the full demand under the new rate is reached. This can 
most easily be explained by an example. If the rate on first class 
t'ice land prior to re-settle 1nent be Rs. 3 a11d the new rate after 
re-settlement be Rs. "' ten acres of land which was in the first class· 
before and after re-settlement will be liable for Rs. 30 before settlement' 
but Rs. so after re-settlement ; for five years the owner would only be 
Tequired to pay Rs. 45· In Lower Burma experiments have recently 
been made with a view to substituting individual rebates when · 
required. ' 

39· Although Government has always claimed rights over water, 
no charge for water apart from the revenue on 

Water and drainage land was ever levied in Lower Burma and the· 
rates. theory apd practice of assessment on land irriga-

ted by Govenment agency did not assume importance unijl the 
annexation of Upper Burma. Here lands irrigated from Government 
11ources were already payiug a rate or cess for the maintenance of the 
irrigation works, and the customary rates were maintained pending 
consideration of the policy to be adopted. After a discussion of 
principles it was decided that the rates should be so calculated that 
the total proceeds of the rates for the area under assessment should 
not exceed one-fourth of the gross increase in produce over that of 
11imilar land no~ irrigated, nor be less than half the increase in net S.M.II,I~ 
produce due to irrigation. But the procedure contemplated by the 
directions was not followed and a consolidated revenue, including both 
land revenue and water rate, was assessed on a- consideration of the 
gross or net produce in the same manner as for privately irrigated or 
unirrigated land. The consolidated revenue was afterwards 'divided . 
up into land revenue and water rate on various principles. With the S.Q.ll, 431 

construction of the Mandalay Canal the position was altered. Pre- uq. 
viously settlement officers had been dealing with works originally 
-constructed by the people themselves under the Burmese Government 
and there·were grounds for dealing with them on the same principle 
as irrigation works in private ownership. But the Mandalay Canal 
was a new work constructed by the British Government, and such 
considerations bad no force The question was therefore re-opened 
and a prolonged discussion. ensued in which much confusion was · 
occasioned by the use of terms such as water rate, wet revenue and 
dry revenue without great precision. It was finally decided that uthe s.Q. U, -~~~ 
assessmP.nt should take the form of a water rate varying with the crop, 
supplemented by a wet and dry land revenue assessment framed with 
reference to the varying value of the land classes or divisions- deter• 
mined by the settlement department." Pending settlement these · 
in~tructions could n'!t ~e applied. But the Government of India IJad · 
laul dGwo as ene pnocaple that the water rate should be fixed Oil 'a • 



purely commercial basJs, and in practice, after consideration of th$" 
consolidated rates on the older works, experimental water rates were
framed which were thought to he as high as could be paid withoat 
discouragine: teso~t t~ irrigation. Similarly the wet and dry land 
revenue· were arbttranly fixed at rates of Rs. 1-8 per acre for wet 
revenue and Re. 1 for dry revenue.· The principle!! laid down were 

_incorporated in the instructions issued to the settlement officer. He
was directed to fix water rates as high as could be paid with ease, yet 
so high that the cultivator would not be tempted to take up land · 
which he could not make the best use of; he was not to hesitate to
propose high rates simply because they were higher than any rate 
paid hitherto, as rates could easily be reduced but only \\•ith
difficulty be enhanced. One-fifth of the gross produce was suggested 
as a suitable proportion, but great importance was attached to the 
water rates being pitched as high as possible and the settlement 
officer was permitted to fix them as high as one-fourth, taking, if neces
sary, a somewhat lower share of the net produce as wet revenue than 
if only one-fifth. of the gross produce were take.n. He was further 
directed to consider the payments by tenants on estates where· rents. 
were at a competitive p1tch, as Government should be able to realise 
equal-amounts; and if the incomes of cultivators were larger than 
necessary for the cultivator, doing a reasonable share of cultivation 
himself with the aid of his family, to live in decent comfort, this was an 
indication that water rate could be raised. The wet rate was to
represent a certain proportion of the net produce and discretion as to 
the sbare was left to the settlement officer; but as the main object 
was to take as high a wat~r rate as possible, the wet revenue was to 
represent the highest total amount which be thought the cultivator 
could. pay minus the water r.ate, No special instructions were given 
for the calculation of dry rate. Substantially the same instructions 
have been applied to all major works, As regards minor works, 
comprising the old works mentioned above, a consolidated rate bas. 
been recognized as suitable, and a share of the consolidated revenue 
is credited to the irrigation department on the principle that they 
are entitled to the difference between the revenue due from the land 
in its irrigated and unirrigated aspects. Varying sums per acre have 
been assigned to land revenue, the balance being credited to the irriga• 
tion department. Prior to 1905 water rates were levied under the
Upper Burma Land and Revenue Regulation and there was no corre
sponding provision for Lower Burma, but the Burma Canals Act passed 
in that year brought both parts of the country under the same law,. 
without any substantial change in the rules and procedure hitherto in 
force in Upper Burma. Under this Act drainage rates on land 
reclaimed by Government have recently been imposed in Lower 
B.urma. 

-40. When Tenasserim and Arakan were first. annexed the sole 
. . impost in the nature of personal tasation was. 

Personal taxabon. the tax paid by wandering tribes, such as the-
Karens and Salons. Thia was paid in kind, but a fixed payment 
in money was substituted ~ithin a few years. Su~sequently all ~he-" 
inhabitants were made hable to poU, tax or capttat•on tax wh1cb, 
tbou~h _levied now~ere in India, was just~fi~d o~ the gr_ound that D() 



ult las was levied and that the rates of land revenue were low. This 
tax is still collected in Lower Burma, ordinarily at the rate of Rs. S per 
head for married couples and Rs. a-8 per head for unmarried adult 
males. In remote portions of a few districts, the rates are lower, and 
-where they are subnormal, the settlement officer is expected to. 
·recommend the rate which should be levied, but as settlement opera- · 
lions rarely deal with places where these low rates are ill force, changes 
in the rates if considered desirable are made in the ordinary· course of 
C'CVenue administration. 

The thatbameda-tax, "·bich bas already been 9escribed, is the 
.corresponding tas in Upper Burma. The readjustment of this tax, as 
explained below, is one of the ordinary processes of settlement. . 



CHAPTER V. 

Tas S&TTLEMENT or REVBNUB. 

41. In Burma, aa over the greater part of India, periodica~ 
Th r ttle t. enquiries are held with a vif'W to the settlement 

e scope 0 se men or resettlement of the land revenue. But Burma 
stands almost alone in the restricted scope of the enquiries. In India 

~:::ral}!.!hel'-.fQIJUlrise.two branch. es...._theLar~_directed_ no~ onrylo. 
mane the._demand bulJVhOJihal_l payjt. Former.y that was also 
seiDBurma. Doring the original settlements it was necessary 

to fix responsibility for the rnenue; but now this dury devolvu on 
the land records department. At resettlement the settlement officer 
deals solelv "·ith the revenue demand i it is no concern of his who 
pays it. • · · 

Even in its fiscal aspect the scope of settlement is more restricted 
in Burma than in India. Settlement operations in gener&l comprise
three stages: the settlement officer collects and anal,ses material and 
submits proposals for assessment ; Government passes otders on these
proposals fixing the demand; and the demand is then distributed. In 
Burma the Deputy Commissioner collects statistics and makes a 
preliminary examination or forecast of the results of resettlement. 
This is submitted through the Divisional, Settlement and Financial 
Commissioous.!or the orders of Governmeot. The maio purpose of 
tbis forecast is to enable Government to decide whether the proposed 
operations are justified on financial or other grounds. The orders
passed by the Government may however contain directions to the· 
settlement officer as to the conduct of the settlement. The settlement 
officer then begins his work, makes experiments and enquiries and: 
collects material on a scale without example or parallel elsewhere. He 
then submits proposals for assessment. With that bis work is ended. 
The proposals are considered and rates are notified by Government 
and these are applied by the land records department. In otber 
povinces, •·ith the exception of Bombay, the introduction of the 
settlement, that is, the distribution of the individual assessments, is 
effected by the settlement officer. 

In another respect settlement procedure in Burma differs from 
that in India ; no machinery is available for ascertaining public opinion 
on the proposals as submitted by the settlement officer or for hearing 
iodi,idual objections to the distribution subsequently, when the rates
become koo"·o to the people interested. In India gl!nerally it is the 
practice to publish settlement proposals, or a reasoned summary of 
their nature and effect, before they reach Government. Again, after 
Government has considered any general representations and passed 
orders laying down general principles for the revision of assessments,. 
each landholder is given an opportunity to represent any matter 
connected ·with the r~assessment of his land which il not covered. 
by the ceneral orders. In Burma no such provisions exist. 



41. The present theory and p~actice of settlef!te_nt are ioh~ited froiD 
early days 10 Burma and 1t as c~nveatent theJoe.. 

Early settlement fore, at this stage, to sketch thell' development. 
proc:edare. It may be well also to premise that in . some 

matters of importance the practice has always been at variance with 
the instruction!J ; in fact, through several revisions of the instructions, 
the procedure still resemblrs closely that of Sir Arthur Phayre wbea 
Assistant Commissioner in Tenasserim in 1847,and ohhe" Directions 
for the Settlement of Paddy Land in the Province of British Butma •• 
which, as Commissioner of Prgu, be drew up in 1858. At that time 
the assessment was based on the gross produce, which was determined 
by crop measurement in'eacb kwin; in large kwins •say of t"o or three S.M. I. JL 
hundred acres, it might ·be advisable to test the yield in nve or six 
different places.'' The settlement officer was expectP.d to n1ake the 
experiments personally and then to fix rates, separately f.,r Pacb kwin. 
He was to take "into consideration the results obtained f~:~>m actual 
experiment: yet til exercise a sound discrt:l•on in fixing rate<. upon 
general consideraiions, such as the amount hl"retofore pa•d by the 
people, tbeir own statements of their profits and what they are will-
ing to pn, and likewise to have re~ard to the ~eneral evidence of 
prosperih or the reverse apparent in their dwellings and appearance." 
Ttro points should be noted; the kwio was the unit of assessment, 
and the gross produce was the basis of assessment. Tbe settlement 
officer's classification or rather valuation of kwios was therefore 
determined bv his estimate of their relative fertilib. 

But the procedure of treating a whole kwin as a unit, though a 
great adunce on the sy&tem under 1rhich a uniform rate bad been 
applied ovrr large circles, was. still very crude. In 1869, Captain 
Fitzroy, the Senior Officer, Re~eoue Settlement Department, submit
ted proposals for the re-organization of the settlement departmEnt, aad · 
the introduction of a system of fi:led assessment somewhat on the lines 
ia force in Hom bay. He proposed the marking off of holdings and their 
subdivisaon ioto five-::~cre " lots, •• each of which was to be separately 
assessed with referf'nce to the •• natural •• fertility of the soil and the 
advantages of position. His proposals were characterised by the 
Chief Commissioner, the Hon. Ashley Eden, as fanciful and 
impracticable and their adoption out of the qutstion in a province 
which was at that time nothing more than .. a large tract of land with S.M. 1, 6o
a few patches of gradually increasing cultivation scattered about!' 
In the event a committee was appointed in 1871 to consider settle-
ment rules, bat the procedure was left essentially unchanged until the 
round of settlements which began in 1H78 inaugurated aa advaace 
along two lines; classification within the kwin was undertakeo for' · 
the first time, and net produce was substituted fOI' gross produce as the 
basis of assessment. This change was not wholly to the good. The 
rate1 wet'C no longer fixP.d in the field. Kwins with similar standards 
of fertility were grouped into soil tracts ; kwins with the 
same level of prices •·ere grouped into price tracts. These groupi 
were combined in the manner described in greater detail below to 
form assessment tracts. Neither the soil tracts nor the price tracts 
were necesarily continuous; consequently the a.essment tractS were 
of teo made .ap of scattered· blocks or neD kwins. nis method 
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rendeted it difficult for the settlement officer when framing rates to 
attach much weight to any variations in local circumstances which 
might exist ucept variations in soil or price. Again, while the soil 
classification depended on fertility, the' assessment rested not on 
fertility alone, but on the cost of cultivation also, which still remained 
to be worked out. The settlement officer when classing the land had 
only ·a general idea what the cost of cultivation would be and 
therefore knew with less certainty the relative assessment value 
of • hi~ classes. In both respects there was a tendency to foster 
a conception of settlement as a mathematical process of deter
mining· assessment rates on the basis of experiment. With 
uniform soil, a single crop and numerous expE:riments, it is 
not impossible with experience or intelligence to estimate normal 
outturns with fair accuracy ; similarly, with economic conditions uniform 
over a wide area and varying little from year to year, approxima• 

.. tion to accuracy in calculating the combined cost cf living and cost of 
cultivation-was not wholly beyond attainment. But when settlement 
work was extended to Upper Burma the case was very different. 
With numeroqs crops and precarious harvests, crop measureo:ent was 
less useful and even misleading as a guide to classification, and varia· 
tions in-the cost of living from year to year vitiated any attempts to 
calculate net profits. The relative importance of considerations other 
than fertiliLy led to the adoption of geographical assessment tracts 
in place of the ~ertility tracts which then and for some time later formed 
ali essential feature of. the Lower Burma system. But, in Lower Burma 
also, the uneven progress of economic development, resulting from the 
displacement over wide tracts of the peasant cultivators by men of 
business, farming on a big scale or lt:tting large areas to tenants, 
introduced new considerations, and there also geographical trading 
was adopted. This rendered it possible for the settlement officer to 
found his conclusions on a wider basis. 

43· The Commissioner of Pegu, reviewing in 1884 one of the later 
reports ou Hantbawaddy, the first district settled, 

.Two conceptions ol remarked: ''The usual p.rocess has been gone 
settlement. through of making calculations as to the average 

yield, value of produce, cost of living and cost of cultivation, to find 
the rates that should be applied, and the figures thus applied have 
been as usual rejected as being much too high and rates have then been 
chosen whiclr have nothing in particular to do with the calculations 
made." Sir Harvey Adam~on as settlement officer of Tharrawaddy 
in 1883-84 did not base his propcaed rates on produce values and cost 
of cultivation, but weighed the general arguments for and against an 
increase of rates and the rat.es proposed "were based entirely on 
general considerations." Mr. Pennell in the settlement of Amherst 
advocated a similar course. In Hanthawaddy in 1910 the settlement 
officer remarked ~hat the practice of dealing with each assessment
c:lass as a separate unit seemed.defective, as it tended to obscure the ' 
true effect on the tract as a whole. He estimated the total net value 

. _of each tract, calculated the Government "share on this, and fixed rates 
for the various classes which, applied to the cultivated area, produced 
a demand approximately equal to the Government share. But the 
mathematical theory pf settlement bas never finaUy been abandoned. 
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"The crop measurement statistics are -_.still sometimes regarded. as. 
-scientific data with an independent value o( their own; the settlement 
-officer is suppo~ed not only to base his assessment on them but to use 
them as confirming and demonstrating his opinion; Until quite 
recently each of the s~veral hundred experiments was described in 
detail in the statistics attached to tbe report, the ground being that . 
-4' abridgment is undesirable," as the data which this return affords are S.M. I.~ 
-4' the foundation of assessments." That attitude survives; A settle-
ment officer is even liable to find his opinion overruled unless it tallies· 
with the rc:sults of his experiments, and it is not unkno~n for a 
11ettlement officer's assumptions regarding outturns to be raised by 
'l"eviewing officers on the strength of his statistics of crop measurement • 
.In one settlement thf> theoretical rates calculated mathematically, soil 
-class by soil class, without reference to the proposals of the settle
ment officer, wer·· imposed by the ·Local Government with no other 
basis tha~ statistics Thus there are two distinct conceptions of 
settlement. On one conception it is regarded as a quasi-mathematical 
process, the determination of assessments by the experimental results 
of crop measurement j crop measurement and classification are 
regarded a'l the essence of settlement and basis of assessment, and 
general economic le ... tures are not emphasized. On the other con
-ception, a consideration of general agricultural and economic conditions 
mainly determines the assessment; less weight- is .attached to. the 
-statistical results of crop measurement, and soil classification . is 
primarily a method of distribution. . 
. 44· The foregoing outline of the development of settlement pro

cedure and the contrast drawn between the two 
-A settlement in action. alternative theories of settlement should make it 
~asier to understand the conduct of settlement operations in Burma at · 
the present time. The theory that assessments should be basell on 
~xperiment and e_nquiry in minute detail is stretched to breaking point, 
.if not beyond, but at the same time economic analysis cannot be fore
gone; and the combination largely accounts for the complexity of 
settlemt-nt operations. The following paragraphs describe the 
various operations of settlement. Perhaps the simplest way to set 
.about this is to consider the course of settlement in a single village, 
-containing, say, one kwin. Under the current settlement, the occupied 
·aand in the! village is shown in the annual map and registers, and the 
cultivated area is annually assessed according to the sanctioned rates. 
.Al. any time the survey and registration should be up to date, but. if 
for any reason supplementary survey has fallen into arrears it should 
-be revised, by the local staff if possible, or by a special survey staff 
if necess~. Whether survey is necessary or not, the map and area 
.statement should be corrected so far as required and copies prepared 
for the settlement party. Before the party arrives, notices are publish
ed informing the landholders that crops will be measured, the land 
-ceclassified and entries in the registers and maps. checked. On \heir 
iirst arrival an Inspector visits the village to select fields for ·crop 
measurement and a Field Cler.k comes to superintend the reaping of 
the selected field. This procesa recurs with every harvest until the end 
•f settlement. Probably the Settlement Officer or an Assistant visits 
.the village once during each harvest, to superintend crop measurement, 



and to make preliminary notes regarding tractio~. toil price.,. 
and other featuree of the agricultural economy. Ellcept for 1ach 
casual visits the people of tbe •illage see little or aotbing of the 
party ncept for the few days when a section of the party works there. 
In Section \Vork an inspector with two or thret- field clerks probably 
arrins first to classify the soib, to record detailed statistics regarding 
tenancies and rates of rent, and also mortgages and sales for every 
holding in the •itlage, and to record the indebtedness of every 
oc:c::upant of land and probably of some field labourers al'lo In Upper
Burma one of these clerks wall also rl"cord in detaal the agricultural 
and non-agricultural income of each inhabitant Where there are palms. 
or other trees which cannot be assessed as garoens, one derk bas to 
enumerate tbem, and is expected also to record the (•wn .. r (and lessee
and mortgagee, if any) of each tree-. The inspt"ctor, besides classifying 
the soil, is required to make entries in pre11cribtd torms regard in~ 
agricultural conditions, r.-tail prices, village customs, . village
requirements, irrigation works, cost of carriage a· d the size of local 
measures. After a day or two he passes on together with his cll"rks. 
to the next village and the records are made ove~" to the Assistant 
Settlement Officer in charge ol the section, wt>o arnves a few days. 
later. The classi6cati.m and records are then checked a•'d further 
enquiries made ngarding CO!It of living and co-t_ of cultintion; the 
holdings dealt with in these enquiries are surveved if oecessarv, and 
the settlement work of the village is then complete, t xcept for sucb 
further scrutiny as the Settlement Officer may {·onsider desirable. 
When the map showing the new classification reaches the settlement 
office, the area of every survey plot in the village is distributt>d in the 
Classified Area Statement according to the ne• classification, and 
the areas fallowed and sown, and matured or non-matort:d, under every 
crop in every class are distributed in the Cropped \rea Statement.. 
"I he totals under each class are carried forward into a sim1lar state· 
ment in which the figures are compiled. The Settlement Officer tbeD 
proposes rates for every tract ; these are approved or modified by 
Go'fernment, and applied by the_ Land Records Department. 

45· We now tarn to consider separately the principal opera-
h · tion of settlement. The primary data are the 

T e fcw;::::e. the net ontturn o( land, the value of the produce and the-
expenses of cultivation; these are the factors of 

the net produce on which a!sessments in theory are based. Assess
ments have to be compared with gross produce, net profits and rents i
the cost of liTing and rental values are therefore secondary data, anci 
particulars regarding land transfers, sale and mortgage values and 
indebtedness must alSo be considered. For the enquiry under each 
head there is prescribed a noiform procedure which takes little or no

. account of variations in local conditions. 
Outturns are determined by crop measurement. The success of 

• a settlement is regarded as largely dt>pending on. 
•· · Outtoms. the judicious selection of fields for esperiment 

and the care with which the experiments are conducted; the fnstruc· 
lions lay down that not only wiD the amount of the land revenue b.e
aflected but its incidence in diflereat localities and oa different culti
vators w~ll be largely determined by the results of these operations_ 
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Great attention bas therefore been paid to the technique ·of uop
measurement and nowhere in India have experiments ol this nature: 
been tonducted on so large a scale as in Burma.· ExperimentS are 
supplemented by enquiry and use is made of outturns actually admitted 
by cultivators. I hese are recorded during the process of classification,. 
during the enquiry into rents, and during the enquiry into the cc>st of 
cultivation. 

The value of produce is .recorded annually during harvest for· 
PI p. each survey charge by the land records depart-. 
• r•ces. met1t. These figures are checked by . figures. 

recorded during the settlement operations. ·For paddy the prices at .. 
the prmcipal export towns, which determine the local prices in the 
area unJer settlement, are taken for the last twenty years. "Abnormal! 
years are excluded and the average of the remaining years is takeJ! as. 
the normal price, from which the local price in different parts of the 
settlemt nt area can be arrived at by deducting cost of carriage and 
merchants' profits. Another, method of arriving at the local prices is. 
by calculating the aver;~ge local prices from the annual records of the 
land records department. For crops other than · pad-ly similar 
methods are followed so far as practicable, but ordinarily local land 
records figures have to be accepted: if these are unreliable the
figures compiled at ~ettlement are used. In all cases the local 
measure is can·fully tested and allowance is ·made where necessary· 
for the tact that poor lands only Jitld when crops are plentiful and,. 
the price ol produce low. . . , " 

The enquiries rc;rgarding cost of cultivation are lengthy and' 

c, Cost (Jf cultiva• 
very detailed. Ordinarily three representative: 
cultivators should be examined by an. inspector 

_ for .every kwin where cultivation is extensive, and.· 
every entry should be verified by an assistant settlement officer •. 
The main heads of enquiry relate to seed, cattle, labour, agriculturaJ. 
implements, and miscellaneous items, For seed and seedlings .. 
purcha:;ed by the cultivator the price actually paid is recorded i seed. 
supplied by the cultivator out of his own stock is valued at the locaL 
price at the time o[ sowing. The value of sowings destroyed and 
renewed is included. Cattle are valued on the basis of replacements. 
during the last four years. The Yalue of all cattle purchased during_ 
the period is recorded and an allowance made for cattle which ha~e 
died and been replaced from stock. The cost of all labour hired is
recorded as well as the value of all labour supplied under the mutual 
help system; an allowance is made for the food supplied for all· 
labourers. l'nder the head of implements is recorded the cost~~-
value of all implements newly pu1chased or made during the year of 
enquiry. Miscellaneous items comprise the value of manure and the
cost of spreading it, expenditu~ on temporary field huts and cattle 
sheds, on the conveyance of seedlings, and, on .land irrigated by· 
Government, the water rate. Expenditure incurred in kind is allowed. 
for at the local rate at the time wht:n the expenditure is incurred, or
at the dedurec1 price for the year, except that, when rice is gtown for· 
export, payments in kind at harvest are valued at the price determined. 
for the assessment tract io the wat destribed above. Thus the 
general principle of the enquiry is to record all · out-of-pocket 
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-expenditure during the season of cultivation as accurately as possible 
..and to make an allowance for replacement of cattle and miscellaneous 
.depreciation. In working out the cost of cultivation incurred by one 
-cultivator separately for two or more varieties of crops or cultivation, 
..items peculiar to each crop or kind of cultivation are separately 
calculated, thus items, such as expenditure on cattle, which are common 
to all varieties are distributed over the various crops or kinds of 

..caltivation in proportion to the area cultivated with each. The area 
.cultivated is carefuJiy verified and if necessary surveyed, but any area 
..on which the crop was an entire failure is excluded. . 

46. The statistics relating to land values available for assessment 
purposes comprise material annually compiled 

Rentalvaind land by the land records department and material 
ues. specially collected during settlement. 

-The land. records department provide for each kwin figures 
:showing annually since the previous settlement-

(•) The area sold and purch~se money. 
(6) The area mortgaged and the area under mortgage at the 

-end of each )Car with the mortgage money in each case. Usufructuary 
mortgages are me~:ely recorded and no statistics regarding them are 

·compiled. · 
(c) The area held by agriculturists, and by non-agriculturists 

-classed as resident and non-resident.· ' 
- . (d) The area rented by tenants paying a fixed rent either in 

-cash or produce, the actual rent paid in cash or in kind with its value 
in the latter case, the out.turn annually from rented holdings .as 

-admitted by tenants, the numb~r of tenants who have occupied the 
land for periods exceeding four years and the number of holdings 
·which have been consecutively rented (whether to the same or different 
~nants) for more than four years. Particulars are available for every 
"individual h«ilding for every year since the previous 10ettlement, but 
'those regarding partnership and share produce tenancies though 
-recorded are not compiled. The Instructions direct the settlement 

· ·-officer to compile statements based on these statistics but contain 
no directions for utilising them in the· field; they are only compiled 
when actually required for the prescribed statement and, not having 
-been verified or analysed in the field, it is not possible to place great 
reliance on them, nor do they ordinarily receive very much attention 
"in settlement reports. 

The settlement officer however co~piles separate statistics 
.relating to the same matters, and in every kwio particu Iars are obtained 
-regarding tenancies, sales and mortgages for every holding:-

. (i) Each cultivator occupying land as a tenant is required to 
state whether he formerly owned the land, for how many years he has 
'been working it as tenant, the terms on which he leased it, including 
"the value()( every seivice rendered to the owner, and the outturn 
•nder each crop. If the rent actually paid differs from that agreed 
·.upon, it is the practice to record information under both beads. The 
.ftntal statistics prepared at settlement differ from those of the land 
records department chidly in the compilation of share produce and 

_partnership tenancies •.. : 
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(ii) The statistics regarding sales and mortgages show the area

and clusification of land affected, the consideration, the terms of the
transaction and the ruson given by the owner for ~elling or mortgaging 
his land. Mortgages are recorded for the actual year of enquiry only
b:Jt sales for the two preceding years as well : in either case, they
should be collected so far as possible in the field and compared kwirr-
by kwin with those !ecorded by the reveoue surveyor. · 

47. The Settlemer.t Instructions prescribe that the nature and 
Mi~IJaneous extent of agricultural indebtedness should be-

enquiries. regarded as an important !actor in the deter-
mination of assessments. In Lower Burma each 

cultivator who is examined regarding the cost of cultivation is also
examined regarding his indebtedne!'s; in Upper Burma particulars of 
indebtedness are recorded for e\·eryone-possessing agricultural income
who admits debt duriug the course of the tbathameda enquiry. 
Certain viUage records are also prepared in prescribed forms. Ooe
_show§ for the principal ,·ill ages the retail prices of all articles ordinarily-. 
used and consumed by the people. Another contains information 
regarding village customs, another village requirements and another 
irrigation works. The most important of- these village enquiries how
ever is that prescribed for the re-adjustment of the thathameda tax: Ia 
the unsettled tract:; of Upper Burma the bulk of the revenue is ordinarily
derived from this source, which represents in such areas taxatiod on alt· -
income, agricultural and non-agricultural. The usual rate pet household 
is Rs. 10. The assessment of land revenue in\·olves a conversion of 
thathameda into a tax· on non-agricultural income. The object of the
enquiry is therefore to fix a rate for the tax on non-agricultural income; 
The settlement officer is required to ascertain the net agriculturat 
income and the net non-agricultural income of not less than 8o per 
cent. of the households in agricultural villages other than households
which derive no income from agriculture. Rules are laid down for calcu
lating by this enquiry an average rate applicable to a group of villages. 

48. The Ins~ructions regar.Iing the classification of land in Burma: 
. . lay down two objects of assessment wbjch 

·The ~bJec:~s of ·should be kept in view durino- classification: 
classtficatJ~. that each cultivator should payq approximately 

an equal proportion of his produce; and that each cultivator should. -
enjoy approximately an equal rate of profit. . 

They explain that the method of classification should take into. 
account all matters which affect the value of land and that the object. 
of classification is to exhibit clearly inequalities in the amount o{ 
produce and the value of produce, which they desaibe as the main ·' 
factors in the productivity of land. · 

Classification compr.ises three processes: the area is divided into 
"Tracts." the cultivation is divided into" Main Kinds •• and the Janel 
is divided into, 11 Soil classes." • · · 

4i There are two kind of tracts,...;..Primary Tracts and Assessment. 
Classibuoa b. tracts. Tracts. A primary tract should consist of a 

Y number of contigaous kwins with commoa. 
charadcri!iticS •bleb distinguish it_ from other traclL In Upper 
Bu~ tho. pr~DJUY ~act_ing is lar~r d~tenniaed br the crops.-



llabitually cultivated \\·hich are an indication of distinctive physical 
features. Ttous in one area tloere may he level_t!l.trk S· •il with a 
latge area under millet; in another, bills with cotton p••-tlomioat:ng; 
'in another red soil uplands w•th early sesamum ann nut. Such 
-distiocti.,os are readily brought out t·y statistics turni .. ht'd by the 
land record!! department. W: ere rice pred•1mi natelf, it mav be 
irrigated fro·m canals in one area,, from tanks in an ther and be 
-dependent solely on rainfall in a third. Here a!!am l;md r.·cords 
-statistics showing the annual variation in the areas < ulthated and 
matured may be u"dul, · 

. Primary tracts are subdivided into assessm.-nt tr •cts. These 
have never been clearly defined. Originally, in L•)wer Burma, as 
already stateti, kwins with similar standards of fertilitv wt::rt> grouped 
·into soil tracts, and kwins with the same levt'l of prices were grouped 
;oto price tracts. · The combination of soil tracts with ,.r•ce tracts 
.ga,·e assessment tracts. Thu!', if in the settlement area there were 
iour soil tracts and six price tracts, the number of assessment tracts 
would be twenty four, unless price tracts cut across the soil tracts in · 
-such a way that .in a price tract there were less than tour soil tracts, 
-when the number of assessment tracts would be atJtomatically 
!'educed In some settlements the number ot assess'T·t'nt tracts was 
-r-educed by the inclusion in the same tract of all kwins in "hicb the 
-combination of the standards ol fertility •and prices a lowed the same 
rate to be applied to the same classf's of land att~r the cost of 
.cultivation and living had been worked out. In other "ords. where 
tLe similarity of rates permitted, ~he assessment tracts, wbich had 
.been formed on the basis of a uniform standard ot fertility and price, 1 

were grouped into a large tract. The conception of the assessment 
1ract as an area over which the same classes bear the same rate has 
:Survived an<l it may be regarded as a subdivision of a pnmary tract 
which fulfils this condition. The distinction between the pnmary 
'tr~ct and the assessment tract however, is not rigid and there is now 
no hard and fast division between them except that ~ primary tract 
-.is usually larger than an assessment tract. · 

so. Different yarieties of c~ltivation are allotted to separate main 
d • k' d kinds when they cannot conveniently be clas8ified 

an . ~n m s. in one series. The use of the term .. main kind " 
is a comparatively recent innovation. The earliest Directions to 
:Settlement Officers in Upper Burma .contemplated that classification 
' 1 would probably assume a form approaching the following:-

, "' Fz.rst ~l•s.s !atuJ, including the best paddy lands, i.e. the low 
,-clay lands where the rain water collects, and which, if the season is 
· -favourable, produce good harvests of late paddy. 

Second class l•nd, including-
(•) those lands on which the most valuable crops are found in 

'I'Otation; · · 
(b) lands habitually growing wheat, gram, tobacco, sugar-cane, 

.and similar profitable crops ; 
· (c) double-cropped lands. Tbes~ lands are generally Jight clay 

-or loam. · · ·. · -. 
Tlzird ~l•ssll11ad,. including the inferior paddy Iandi, and those on 

which; from positioa and poverty of soil, only the least .,a)uable ~ropa 
.are raised. 
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G11rd-?n a11d Ore;,ard lud including the lallds devoted to special 

product!&. t>.g. betel vint:, be_tel·nuts, plantains and so forth." . 
In prctctice. howe\er, rtc!' land~ an~ 111 lands were cl~sed to 

-separate serit~ anti thC? revtse~ .Dtrectton~ of 1907 r~cogmzed the 
necessity for dtfferent1att~g van~us categones. They latd down. ~hat 
"the ma:n soil da~:.es lpto wbtch the lands of a vt)lage ar~ dtnded 
.are-

(r) Yaland, 
{2) Paddy J,.nd-

. (a) lmgated, 
! 6 U1oirn~ated, 

(3) Kaing and inundated land, 
l4} Garden land." . 

Thus the term "sotl class'' was used both for the major category 
.and for the interul classification, but the former was distinguished as 
a •4 main soil dass." This led to the introduction of the more appro
priate d.-scription, "· rnain kind of cultivation " which was first used in 
the report by Mr. ]. P. Hardimd.n in the settlement of the Lower 
-('hindwio district. The cultivation of rice land, for example, is in 
general mor-: profitable than the cultivation of dry land and one series 
-of asscs6ment classes cannot conveniently accommodate them both. 

• Riverine culthatiom is not only more productive than uplclnd cultiva
tion but i' carrie•1 on at different times under d•fferent conditions and 

, c-equires separate treatment. Irrigated land must be distingui:shed from 
uoirrigated ior the· calculation of water rate or for statistical reasons. 
Rice lal'd, irrigated and unirrigated, garden land, riverine laud and 
dry land are the main kinds us~ ally ~ecognized. . • . . 

5'· In the intoornal classtficabon of land wtthm the kwm tt 
. . • was formerly the practice in Lower Burma, when 

Internal classdicataon • each kwin was dealt with on its own merits, to 
a. Methods. I l d' h ·1 orm two or more c asses accor mg tot e sot, 

the position with regard to water, the results of crop measurement •. 
the appearance of the stubble, statements by cultivators regarding out~ 
turns, and the opinion of assessors. After classification the soil classi
fier recorded his e:>timate of the fertility of each class, although the 
'framing ot this estimate might be reserved for the section officer. 
\Vhen settlement operations extended to Upper Burma and the tract 
became the unit of classification instead of the kwin, the procedure 
hitherto in force in Lower Burma required modification. The range 
·of classes became much wider, and· the precarious climate and . 
variety of crops made it unsafe for the classifier tq pay much attentioa 
to crop measurement or the appearance of the crops, or to state
ments regarding outturns, or to frame offhand at the completion of the 
day's work an estimate of fertility. Classification standards were 
therefore laid dul\·o for each tract and classification consisted of the 
distribution of all land wtthio the tract among the standard classes; 
For. ~ry lands the standards were ordinarily determi~ed mainly by the 
postt~n of. the land and. t_he natur~ of the crops habitually cultivated, 
but w&tb nee land prOVJSlOnal esta.mates of ootturns were sometimes 
.. saamed. · Wbeo. the practice of geographical ~acting was extended 
tQ J,.ower Burma, at ~laq ~came ~e c.ustom there to- lay do~o JiJies of 
~l-~~i9A ~ tilting ~p • JlClV tract- P.ut iJJ ~fr. »w~a Uaere 



may be large difJerenC'e& of fertility with little obvious distinction or 
_soil or level and the provisional estimate b~came the standard of classifi
cation. It has thus become a general practice in Lower Burma to lay 
down provisional S!andards of oulturn on the basis of the assumptions
of former s~ttlements and of such other iulormatioo as may be
available from c:rop measurement or otherwi~. The classifi"rs continue 
as before to distribute the land into blocks according to soil· 
and outturns but the arrangement of blocks into classes consists in 
assigning each block into its class according to the standard scale
provi!lionally adopted for the tract. In recent years there bas been a 
tendency to abandon the system of making provisional assumptions. 
Thus. there is no separate classification o( soil and w.1ter, as is the
general practice in India; the classification does not imply that within 

·a sio~le block the soil is uniform; red or black;· clay, loam or sand. 
It represents that, on a general consideration of soil, water supply 
and all ·matters affecting its value, the land within the same class in: 
the same tract, whether red or black, clay or sand, or flooded or starved 
of water, may be assessed at the same rate. The classes are not soil 
classes.but assessment classes. 

The procedure generally adopted is for the settlement officer to-
. 6 Proced make a preliminary examination of each primary 

· · ure. · tract during which he decides what main kinds 
and bow many classes within each main kind it will be necessary to 
recognise ; he also obtains some idea of the distinction between the
different classes. He then classifies a few kwins in the company of 
his assistant settlement officer and classifiers to give them practical 
instructions in carrying out his conception and often. especially hi 
Upper Burma, gives them written directions for their guidance. The 
classifiers then carry on the line from village to village as uniformly as 
possible throughout the tract under the supeNision of the assistant 
settlement officer. For the .internal classification of each village, 
representative cultivators, tlzamadis, are usually selected and the
classification is mainly based on their opinion ; where they give a 
careful opinion in good faith concerning the relative value of two 
holdings it is almost invariably accepted. Their statements are tested· 
by examining tho crops habitually grown and the position of the land as 
regards water supply; ordinarily, though not invariably, in Upper 
Burma and rarely in Lower Burma, the classifier examines the soil by 
digging. For carrying on the line from ·village to village as much use
as possible is made of local knowledge, though very often local know
ledge is of little assistance in this matter, and to maintain
uniform standards it is necessary to rely on the classifier's experience· 
and commonsense and his interpretation of crop measurements. 

The foregoing description relates primarily to field crops such as 
Special · . . are generally grown; it is not entirely applicable 

c. cases.· . to garden and orchard p(oduce. nor to palm 
· trees and fruit trees. Gardens• may be assessed at a uniform rate

throughout the district or the tract, but are sometimes distributed into 
classes. Palm trees and (ruit trees are assessed at a rate per tree whiclr 
may n.ry from tract to tract or with the position of the tree; it is 
mecessary therefore to count them. The produce of gardens and trees. 
is asualiJ ascertained by general enquiries instead of by experiments-
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· The produce of land under certain vaf~able crops, such as betel-vine, 
onions, tobacco and plantains as a rule is similarly estimated. . 

The main kinds and classes are . indicated by appropriate 
d Th 

1 
.6 . symbols; thus R may. represent rainfall rice,·. 

• e.:a~551 cation with classes RI, R1, Rj, and Y may represent 
· dry cultivation (fa}, with three classes Yr, Ya, Y3. 

The different classes and kinds are distinguished on the map by lines 
drawn round their boundaries, each homogeneous block being enclosed 
in a line of coloured paint. Subsequently in office the fields in each 
block are entered in ·a Classified Area Statement which shows for 
every occupied survey plot the main kind and class in which it has 
been placed. In Upper Burma, a more elaborate record of soil and 
water has sometimes been prepared, but the practice has never been 
systematised nor formally' prescribed. . ·. 

52. It was at one time anticipated that the original classification 

Classification at 
- resettlement. 

would need little change and be susceptible of 
application in all future revisions. The draft 
instructior.s for the earliest revisions laid down 

that the revision settlement was to be based on the original·· settle· 
ment ; it was thoug!lt that in general the classification of soil within 
kwins and the grouping of kwins into tracts would still hold ; the tracts 
were to be so far as possible maintained and the internal classification 
was to be accepted as correct, the general change of rates being· 
based on the rise or fall of produce values. In one at least of the 
earlier revisions, this principle was adopted, and, except where 
cultivators pf'titioned, danges of classification were few. But the 
original classes had been insufficient, in Lower Burma the system of 
tracting was changed, in Upper Burma the introduction. of new crops, 
and changes in the relative values of staples entailed much recJassifica· 
tion, so that in the Instructions to Revision Settlement Officers issued 
in 1907 .the proposal to base revisions on the change of produce 
values was abandoned and· the insistence on maintaining the former 
tracting and classification was somewhat _less pronounced. The 
result has been that at resettlement the classification is entirely · 
revised with little reference to the former classification: · 

53· When the settlement officer has collected aU the statistics 

The determination 
and distribution of 
the demand. 

required to justify assessment proposals, he 
compiles· them by assessment tracts, analyses 
the results and frames his proposals. On the 
basis of his crop mea11urements and admitted 

outturns, corrected and supplemented where necessary by his personal 
local knowledge, he assum~s standard outturns for all the principal 
crops in each soil class in each main kind. Where ·there is mixed • 
cropping, he estimates the proportion under each of the principal 
crops .in each soil class ; this esttmate may be based p~ the proportion 
occup1ed during a cer.tain year, or may be in general terms without 
re!erence to any particular year. By converting the outturns at the 
pnce which he deduces from his enquiries, be arrives at an estimate of 
the money value per acre of the 'produce in each soil class. From 
this he deducts the expenses of cultivation, calculated separately for 
ea~h main kind in each tract. The result is the net produce for ,ach 
so1l class; one half of this, or in Lower Burma provisionally oae-

4 



f~Uarter, represents the rate which may in theory be applied to the 
soil class for assessment. It hat never been found practicable to take 
one-half, and rarely to exceed one-quarter, of the net produce. The 
actual fraction is determined by general considerations. The Instruc
tions require that the theoretical rates shall be compared with standards 
of one-fifth of the· gross produce,~n~·half the net profits, and one-half 
the tenant rate or rental value; 1t 1s not very clear whether rental 
·nlue in this connection signifies the economic rent or the rent actually 
paid, but the latter is usually chosen for comparison. Other matten 
prescribed for consideration are the description of crops raised, the 
stability of produce values, the security of harvests, the general condi
tion of agriculturists, size of holdings, size of families, available waste, 
~xtravagance in cultivation charges and the amount and the incidence 
of the present revenue. Although general considerations such as 
these in fact determine the assessment, the Instructions prescribe 
that departures from the theoretical rates shall be justified. The 
demand is automatically distributed from year to year by the applica
tion of the sanctioned rates. Thus the share of the settlement officer 
in distributing the demand from place to place and holding to holding 
is confined to his classification of the land. . 

~4· Thr.ougho.ut the settlement operations, the settlement officer 
· is under the general supervision of. the Com• 

Control over settle- missioner of Settlements. The degree of control 
m~nts. to be maintained or assistance to be given is not 

prescribed, but in practice the Commissioner inspects each party twice 
a year and at other times his orders if required can be obtained by 
correspondence. Important new problems will ordinarily be brought 
to the notice of the Financial Commissioner. Apart from this general 
supervision, the settlement officer carries through the settlement and 
frames his proposals for assessment without interference or instructions. 
His proposal are cons'idered at a Conference of the Divisional and 
Deputy ComD}issioner presided over by the Settlement Commissioner 
who usually prepares a note on the report to serve as a basis 
{or discussion. The Settlement Officer ordinarily attends to 
support and explain his proposals where necessary. The proceedings 
of the Conference are then submitted through the Financial Com
missioner for the orders of the Local Government. The rates finally 
sanctioned are published in the- Burma Gazette, in Lower Burma 
before the ut of july in the year preceeding their intended introduc
tion ·and in Upper Burma at any time before they are introduced. 
The' Local Government at the same time passes orqers as to how long 
the settlement shall last. · 



CHAPTER VI. 

THE LEGAL RBCORD. 

55· For the assessment and collection of land. revenue a register. of 
· a!lsessees is necessary ; there must be a fiscal 

"The thr~e asp~ts of record. This record can be used in land disputes 
a holdmg regtster. and to provide statist.ical and other material fo~ 

-economic enquiries. How far it may be useful as a legal and economic 
- record, or should be considered purely as a fiscal record, depends on· 
-the manner of its preparation and maintenance. These three aspects, 
·fiscal, legal and statistical, are in some respects conflicting. 'Fo:r 
.a fiscal record it is essential to register the name of the person from 
whom the revenue will in practice be recovered ; this will ordinarily 
·be the person in possession, who may not be the legal owner. If the 
record be prepared according to legal title, and mutations are only 
effected when the person entitled to registration cares to exercise his 

. right, the accuracy of the fiscal and statistical record may be impaired. 
For statistical purposes information may be required of a different 
nature or in a different form from that required for,the fiscal or legal 
,purposes. In Burma, as elsewhere, there has always been some 
difficulty in harmonizing the three aspects . 

. S6. From the earliest days of British rule the tkugyi had been 
· required to prepare an ·annual assessment-roll, 

The assessment but this was solely intended for fiscal purposes. 
register. In 1858 when Sir Arthur Phayre as Commissioner 

of Pegu drew up the first Settlement Directions for general application 
throughout British Burma, he contemplated the preparation of a record 
·of ownership, mortgages and tenancies, with detailed information s M 1 lle
regarding " old land holding families." But the instructions to this • • • -
effect remained in abeyance, and so long as the country was undeve- · 
loped nothing more elaborate than a fiscal record was required. 
There was an abundance of waste land which anyone could take up 
and then capriciously abandon without forfeiting his title; a man who 
cleared land.or was in possession even for a single year might abandon 
it and still retain a valid title against a newcomer until the latter had 
been ten years in possession. In 1865 rules were introduced limiting 
this custom; no -one was permitted to retain a title over abandoned 
land, unless he had been in possession for twelve years, and his title . 
-determined if he left the land uncultivated for twelve years. Further, a: 
man who wished to retain his title over land which he did not propose· 
to cultivate was required to report his intention to the headman. If 
he failed to report be was liable to pay the full tax." Land which was 
thus relinquished could be allotted to another cultivator, but the 
original occupant retained his right of re-entry. So late as 1872 the . · 
.chief need of the country wu held to be an "increased population and S.M 1: 7L 
.an increase of cultivation ." . • • 
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57· But the rapid developmer.t t~·hich followed on the opening of 
the Suez Canal in r8tg was already becon,iog:-

~roposals for noticeable The change in the situation called. 
amprovement. f h • h 1. G or a c ange 10 t e po 1cy of 'l\·emmt'nt; the 

extension of cultivation no longer required encouragement but controL. 
The first suggestion for a change of policy appears to have originated 
with Captain Fitaroy in his proposals for the reorganization of 
the Settlement Department which we have already mentioned. 
Ia these be drew attention to the absence of any provision for the
demarcation of holding boundaries orfor trustworthy measurements, 
and suggested that tbis would expose the people to mach future 
trouble_ and litigation, and Gover[)ment to a loss of reYenue. In addi
tion to classification and assessment of the land in five-acre lots, be 
prcposed to decide boundfry disputes, to register proprietorS, and to 
_demarcate village boundaries anti common land for grazing and other 
purposes. Toe project received the approval of Sir Albert Fvtcbe, then 
Chief Commis..sioner, bat was considered too elaborate by the Govern
ment of India and failed to meet with general approval among local 
officers In I8jl, therefore, the whole question of settlement t~·as 
considered by a committee of experienced revenue officers who drew 
up revised rules for settlement procedure. They contemplated 
that the primary duty of the settlement establishment would be to 
demarcate and map the various holdings. The map was to show the 
estate of each landholder with a holding number, the name of the 
proprietor, and the area, and was to be accompanied by a schedule 
detailing the nature of the tenure so far as ascertainable, and any other 
precise information available. They recognized that in many case; 
sufficient care had not been taken to protect the village ooptufl., or 
enclosure, from encroachment, or to allot sufficient grazing grounds; 
they provided accordingly that settlement officers should be required 
to demarcate clearly village enclosures, grazing grounds and fisheries, 
and show them on the map, to recommend the aJlotment of common 
lands where none had yet been made, and to determine the breadth 
and direction of the road or -roads leading to any fishery or. village 
grazing ground. Bat they do not seem fuiJy to have realised the 
magnitude and difficulties of the fask which they were imposing on 
settlement officers. The first settlement under these rules was 
effected in Henzada district where the event showed that cultivation 
!lad more than_ doubled within the area for settlement during the 
previous decade. By 1876 it bad been realised that a systematic 

-professional revenue survey was essentiaL · 
58. Meanwhile in 1876 a bill to give legal effect to the revenue-

p oposals 1 Record rules of the province had been compiled by a 
_r of R~hts. committee appointed for t':lis purp()se. In 

connection with their discussion the proposal for 
a RecOI'd of Rights originated. During the preparation of this bill a _ 
difference of opinion arose between Sir Ashley Eden, then Chief 
Commissioner, and the majority of the committee, primarily with 
· refereoc~ to the character of land tenure in Burma, but with secondary 
consequences of importance. The Chief Commissioner held that· 
Government was paramount lord of the soil and that the cultivator
enjoyed no more than a hereditary and permanent right of occupaBCF 
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::as a tenant of Govetnment conditionally on the payment o£ rent. The. 
-committee held that the cultivator had a proprietary right subject .to 
the payment of"land tax. The question was exhaustively im:estigated 
.;~.nd finally, after reference to the Government of lqdia, the 1 difficulty 
was evaded by recognizing that after twelve years' occupation the 
cultivator had a full and complete title subject to the payment of the 
Government demand ; it was decided that people with such a right 
should be defined neither as proprietors no~ as tenants but as having 
-the status of a landholder, and that the payment due on the land 
·should be termed neither land tax nor rent but land revenue. The 
controversy had a practical aspect. The Chie£ Commissioner regarded 
1

' the entire want of any real record of rights in the land "as one of the 
great evils of the existing system; the rough record in the assessment 
•rolls gave \·ery little security to the cultivator w~ose only documentary 
-evidence of. a claim t:> land was the '·' unt receipt or tax ticket." He 
·considered it to the interest of all classes, Government, hereditary 
occupiers and the general public that the" right should be formally 
recorded and registered, and suggested that at t1te time of settlement 
all permanent hereditary tenures found to exist should be entered in a 

·special district register, with a consecutive number, a!'ld·that all 
transfers and mu•ations of names shrmld be entered in the district 

·register by the Deputy Commissioner on the report of the s~ttlement · 
·Officer. He hoped thus to have in time a complete record of all rights. 
The committee, who probably appreciated with greater justness the 

·difficult)· of preparing a record of rights under t!:e conditions then 
·exist in!!, and possibly were led by their experience in Burma to be less · 
apprehensive that the rights of the general public would suffer from 
·the absence of a record, demurred to the suggestion and objected that,· 
while in the abstract a register of title might be desirable, the country 
was not yet s·1fficiently advanced to make title depenu on registry. S.M. I, 119-
But the mainten1nce of a record of rights was only a side issue; tb~ 

-substantial difference between the two views was that the Chief Com• 
missioner did, and the committee did not, wish to declare that in 
future the right of re-entry on abandoned land should be contingent 
on the outgoing landholder formally registering his intention to resume 
possession. In the event the view of the Chief Commissioner 

:prevailed. · _ 
59· The outcome of the deliberations of the Committee was the : 

The Land and Rev-
-enue Act, II CJ( 1876: 
Tenures in Lower 
·Burma. • 

(Lower)" Burma Land and Revenue Act of 1876. 
This Act, which still governs·land revenue and 
settlement procedure in Lower Burma, defined 
the ·tenure of land and was the basis on which 

_ the new Directions to Settlement and Revenue 
·Officers were founded. 

The tenu!e of agr!cultural land in Low~r Burma is very simple. · 
.The own.ershtp of land t.s regarded as vested m the State except when, 
by contmuous possessiOn for twelve years coupled with .regular 
·payment of revenue, the occupant has acquired the status of a 
'landholder, or when he has acquired proprietary rights by grant. 
l'he only other tenures upon which land can be held direct from the 
.State are occupation under lease and temoorarv ccunation.-
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6o. The registration of tenures advocated by Sir Ashley Eden was. · 
. provided for in the Directions to Settlement 0 fficers-

The record m Lower issued under the Act of 1876, which required the 
Burma. Settlement Officer to prepare a record of rights. 

The original intention was that reserved forests, fisheries, village sites, 
lands appertaining to monasteries and pagodas, grazing grounds, and 
holding boundaries should be permanently demarcated, and a Survey, 
Bill was drafted for the adjustment of boundaries and settlement 

S.M. I, a8ti. o£ boundary disputes. But the experience of the first season showed: 
the difficulty of demarcating holdings and this part of the scheme was 
dropped. The land was surveyed and a copy of the map made over 
to a clerk called the holding mar~er. .Each cultivator was requested 
to walk round his holding in the presence if possible of adjacent 
cultivators, and the holding boundary was marked on the map. He
was then registered as landholde~ ·grantee, lessee or ifl temporary 
occupation, according to his rights against Government as summarily 

· determined, usually on his own statement, by the settlement officer. 
Mortgages and tenancies were also recorded and disputes regarding. 
private boundaries were noted by the holding marker for subsequent 
decision by the settlement officer. In India however it is customary 
when a record of rights is prepared to make an enquiry, more or less. 
elaborate, into the origin of the occupant's title and the manner in . 
which rights have been acquired. No such enquiry was made under 
these Directions. For purposes of identification the holding. marker 
recorded the name of the occupant's wife if be were married, or of his. 
father if. he were not, but no further details.. At that time, over
the greater part of Lower Burma, the owner was alsn the occupant 
in possession and cultivated in .person the patch of land which he had 
recently reclaimed from waste ; disputes were rare and the procedure,. 
although summary, was sufficiently elaborate for the conditions. 
then. obtaining and gave on the whole a record accurate enough for-
fiscal purposes and useful in the civil courts. . · 

61. When these Directions were issued, it was contemplated that 
the record prepared by the Settlement Officer-

S.II. 1, •a6.• ~egal effect of the would ·" stand virtually as the title deed both of 
reeord .. · the state and cultivator." So far as it related to 

landholders, it was considered that it was bipding on the civil courts. 
under section 17 of the Land and Re,·enue Act and that, in view of 
the publicity of the enquiry made by the settlement officer, the 
courts would. attach great weight to the entries relating to other 
tenures and rights .. But, from the outset, settlement officers called 
in question the interpretation which the Directions plited on the
Act, and in r885 the Government Advocate gave ·an opinion that the 
provisions had been misinterpreted ; he held that they conferred no, 
jarisdiction on the settlement officer to declare a,ny "person in 
possession of land, to be a landholder, except on application for SQCh a. 
declaration, or on reference by a civil court. As regards grantee and 
other tenures, . the Government Advocate thought that the settlement. 
officer's record wa1 without legal effect because the law gave him no 
power at all to decide upon rights in land held under such tenures. 

· With thi• ~spression of the Government Advocate's opinion, the-
10-Cafted register of rights ~nd occupation in land ceased to be 
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considered any longer a record of rights and became merely a fiscal 
and statistical record. Since then the document bas been treated as a 
register of holdings and is referred to by that name in the latest 
revision of the Settlement Instructions. In the Land and Reven•te 
Manual for Lower Burma there is no reference to a record of rights. 

62. The regi10tration of title in Up~r Burma followed"a similar 
The Land , and course. On the annexation !t-was found t~at 

Revenue . Regulation, the whole area under oc~upahon, except defimte 
1889: Tenures in classes of royal land, was held free of any land 
Upper Burma. _ tax. It was therefore considered 11 absolutely S.M .... 1-' 
necessary to define the rights in land in Upper Burma with regard to 
royal land, private land and waste land so that the appropriation of 
royal and waste land by private individuals might be -prevented"; 
and "the right of Government to assess all private. lapd to land 
revenue be at once asserted." This was the. origin of the Upper 
Burma Land and Revenue Regulation, passed in 188g, which is still 
in force and has not been greatly modified. _ 
. The ptimary division of all lands in Upper Burma is into state land 
and non-state land. State land is described in section 23 of the 
Regulation. It means all land belonging to or at the disposal of 
Government and includes- · 

(•) Land previously termed royal land known as Ltda.w, Ay•daw, 
L•mainz-my?, etc.; · 

(6) Land held on condition of rendering public service, or as an 
appanage to or emolument of office ; that is to say, land held by persons 
who actually or nominally rendered or were liable to render service to 
the king, and to whom the land had been assigned as remuneration 
for such actual or nominal service ; · 

(c) Islands and alluvial formations in rivers; _ 
(t() Waste land and land included within resened a~d village 

forests: ; .•. all land which had never been cultivated except religious 
and residential areas ; 

(e) Land which had been cultivated but abandoned. 
63. In section 29 of this Regulation the Financial Commissioner 

'l'h d . U was directed to cause a Record of Rights-and 
e recor tn pper R . f M · . 

Burma. egtster o utabons to be prepared for each 
village " as soon as circumstances permit." - The

rules under this section direct that for each village under supplemen· 
tary survey the settlement officer shall prepare a record of rights 
consisting of a register of holdings and a map of each kwin, and 
that the Collector shall cause regi~ters of mutations and tenancies to 
be maintained. The directions regarding the preparation of a record 
of rights are C'Ontained in the Settlement Instructions and those 
regarding mutation• in Chapter VIII of the Land Records· Manual. 
The directions to settlement officets for holding marking however 
essentially reaembled those of Lower Burma ; the instructions to 
laolding-markers in Lower Burma were adopted almost word for word 
and. the form of the register was as little changed as possible. But 
tenures in Upper Burma wt>re more elaborate than in Lower Burma, 
and had been further complicated by a definition of state land which 
bore no close relation with the conditions of landholding prior to the 
annexation. One great source of difficulty w~s the question of 



service Iandi. If these had been assigned in remuneration for actual 
or nominal senice and were still enjoyed by the original assignees or 
their descendants, they were considered state lands. But if they bad 
been alienated, they were considered to have lost that character 
Difficult.questions arose also in connection with alluvial formations 
as much alluvial land bad always been recognized as private property. 
The assumption ol rights over waste land was new. The king of 
Burma had laid no restrictions on the right of subjects to clear and 
cultivate waste land at will. The law resuming abandoned lands 
was one '' which the king would probably not have made and would 
not have been able to enforce." Thus the same definition included 
the private property of the king and the poorest land in the country. 

·All land classed state was treated in the same manner as royal land 
and the C?Ccupants became liable to pay land revenue in addition to 
their tllatll•meda. ·This increased the difficulty of ascertaining the 
facts. Similarly the tenants of royal land were not allowed to sell 
or mortgage it and it came to be regarded as a character of state 

·land that the occupant had no power to alienate it. Consequently, a 
full enquiry into ·tenures in Upper Burma would have involved 
elaborate investigations which in many cases would have had little 
practical value. 
• Quite apart from the question of tenures the conditions of land 
holding were very much more complex than they had been in Lower 
Burma during the original settlements Much of the land had been 
occupied for cen~uries and had long been cultivated and held by the 
same family, many holdings had remained undivided for tw.> or more 
generations and the immediate partition of an estate between the 
heirs was the exception. The simple _form and summary enquiry 
customary in Lower Burma settlements were not calculated therefore 
to produce an accurate record. 

'From the outset the record was described as the "Register of 
Holdings and Tenures" and in practice it has been nothing more than 
a fiscal and statistical record. · The form of register in the latest Settle
ment Instructions provides for more elaborate enquiries, but this was 

' aot issued until the original round of Upper Burma settlements had 
been completed. Also it has now been decided by the civil courts 
that no presumption of validity attaches to the record even in Upper 
Burma. Thus1 both in Upper and Lower Burma, the registers of 

··occupation are primarily of fiscal and statistical importance. 
04. When supplementary 11urvey follows 9n settlement1 the 

. surveyor is required to copy in his first annual 
~amtenance of the map and register of holdings the particulars 

J'egiSter : New occu· d d 1 Th b pation . Mutations recor e at sett ement. • ese are rought up 
and R~inquishments.' to date annually as shown below and the 

· register of the succeeding year is based on that 
of the previous year. The annual register of holdings is in two 

. parts: the first exhibits the state of the holding at the end of the 
previous year, the changes during the year, and the state at the end 
of the year; the second contains a detailed calculation of the revenue 

:. demand. Hitherto the holdings have been annually renumbered 10 
· far as necessary for their arrangement on the map in the approved 
· serial order, but it is now proposed to make holding number• 

' .. 
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'J)errranent. The old and new holding number, the name of the owner 
during the previous year, the soil class and area are all enfered in the . 
l'egister in ink ; mortgages and tc:nancies of the previous year are 
copied in pencil. The surveyor then visits the kwin and brings the 
register up to date. New land may be taken up during the currency 
of a seUlem~nt, as has already been explained, under a grant or lease, 
or by entry on it for cultivation without any formaJ permission or 
.authority. When a grant or lease is issued a copy of the deed is sent 
to the surveyor for entry in his registers. Where an extension is 
·made otherwise than under grant or lease the cultivator is entered in 
'the r~gister of holdings as the occupant. New occupation of land 
in Upper Burma should be reported to the township officer but with 
this exception no formal scrutiny of title has been prescribed; the land 
tis brought on to the register, and the record prepared by the surveyor 
is never systematically verified by a settlement officer nor checked at 
-all, excep't during kwin inspections by the oland records staff and 
-district officers 

There is no difference between Upper and Lower Burma regarding 
the main features of the procedure for effecting mutations in the regis
ter. The law requires that every person who is a party to an alienation 
of land shall report it to the revenue surveyor, orally or in writing, 
within sixty days of its occurrence; the term ''alienation" covets aU 
successions, partitions, gifts, sales, leases, -exchanges, mortgages, with . 
-or without possession, and redemptions, and applies also to transfers of 
-state land in Upper Burma. The record of possession and occupation 
is further verified and corrected by means. of reports from offices 
established under the Indian Registration Act, rgo81 which, together 
-with the relevant sections of the Transfer of Property Act, applies to 
:the ·whole of Upper and Lo\\'er Burma except a few remote areas. 
Similarly decrees relating to land, and execution sales affecting land,are 
-certified by the presiding officers of civil courts; sales or resumptions 
of land for arrears of revenue are'leported by the officer conducting 
the sale, and other orders of a revenue court affecting the occupation 
~f land are communicated by the court. Where a transfer is 
-effc:cted by registered deed or the order of a civil court, the parties 
are excused from making any direct report to the survP.yor. When 
the information in the registration memorandum or court certificate 
is at variance with the land records, the revenue aurveyor is expected 
to reconcile the discrepancy if possible and; if be cannot do this, should 
report the difficulty to the superintendent, who calls on the transferee 
to establish the interest of the transferor or to supply any other neces
sary information. In Lower Burma, an occupant of land is permitted 
to relir.quish it permanently by a report in writing to the revenue 
11urveyor, but is liable for revenue at the full rate in the following year 
-unless be makes the report before the 15th May. · Any person may 
l'elinquisb land temporarily for a period not exceedmg twelve years 
1f he is entitled to the status of a landholder regarding it and 
t'eports his intention to the Deputy Commissioner. In both Upper and 
Lower Burma, land which is left unculti\"&ted, other than •·ell established 
cultivation genuine!}· fallowed, should be excluded from the register 
.unless it is held under grant or lease. , · 

Apart from and in addition to all tbese reports from ~arioll$ 



sources, the surteyor is required to visit each kwio at least once a year
and ascertain all changes ; but he may not, without antbority from the 
parties concerned, alter the name of any owner in the register of hold• 
10gs. If all the parties are 'present and admit the transfer, be can. 
effect the mutation in accordance with the procedure described below ... 
If a transfer- which requires a registered document has been effected 
'Without registration, the mutation is made, but the· parties are warned 
that registration is necessary and a note that the parties have been so. 
1\'arned is entered in the surveyor's register of transfers. 

65. "fhe following procedure is adopted in effecting a mutation. 

M tat
• d For direct reports by the parties a register of 

u aon proce ure. f 1. • · · · d t b _ reports o a tenabons 1s mamtame , no y . 
kwins but for the whole survey charge. The form is in three foils, the 
particulars relating to the transfer are entered io all three foils, two
are given to the parties, the third is disposed of as shown below. 
The parties are not required to sign the foil but the revenue surveyor, 
if not personally acquainted with them, should eadeavour to satisfy 
himself of their identity. The information contained in the direct 
reports and in the registration memoranda, decrees and sale certifi
·cates from civil courts and notices from revenue officers is recorded in. 
the. annual regist< r of alienations, and the reports, from whatever: 
soutce received, including the third counterfoil of direct reports, are· 
filed interleaved in this register to support the entries.· Although 
tenancies fall within the definition of alienation these are ascertained 
by direct enquiry in the ·field and formal reports are practically 
unknown. Changes in the record of ownership can only be effected· 
in accordance with the for.egoing procedure and in practice it is also
followed in ~egard to non-usufructuary mortgages, although it is. 
doubtful how far the inl!tructions require this. Changes relating to
usufructuary mortgages and tenancies follow possession as ascertained 
by tlie surveyor. Changes in holding boundaries follow the facts as. 
admitted by the cultivators concerned, who are not necessarily the-

. owners. Changes in holding areas follow survey. The general effect 

. of the registration procedure is that, as regards ownership and no~
usufructuary mort6ages, the record follows registration, as regards. 
other degrees of interest it follows possession. 

66. We have seen that in the early days the policy of Govern meat. 

P bl
. . h was to encourage cultivation but that, consequent 

u ac rag ts. h 'd · f It' t' d • th on t e rapt extensions o cu 1va 1on urmg e 
seventies, precautions were suggested for the preservation of public· 
rights. This matter was noticed in the proposals of Captain Fitzroy,. 
and of the Committee of 1871, and provision for the demarcation of 
village sites was made in the Directions to Settlement Officers. It wa.s. 
intended that the boundaries of such lands should' be demarcated under 
the Boundaries Act and the Directions were framed on the assumption. 
that common lands had been demarcated and would require little or 
no attention. After the instructions for holding marking they proceed,. 
n The uncultivated area will come last, and is not likely lo offer much 
difficultr, as, except in a few cases, the Government is already in pos
session. ' Such lands were to be included in a register of unculti
vated and excluded lands wl:ich was not a field to field ·register but 
only an abstract of total areas. Althougb a few village sites were: 
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permanently demarcated in the first year of survey, before the Boun
daries Act became Jaw, partly owing to the difficulties o( demarcation• 
and partly because the rapid extension CJf cultivation required the full• 
attention of the sulvey establishment, no effective measures were ever· 
taken at settlement for the record or preservat~on of any rights other 
than the private right to occupy land for cultivation. Since then consi· 

. derable attention has been paid to the allotment and demarcation of 
grazing grounds. • 

The earliest arrangements in Upper Burma only differed from. 
those of Lower Burma in that distinct provision was made regarding: 
land occupied but uncultivated. Survey officers were required to allot 
separate survey numbers to various descriptions of it. But there wu-. 
no demarcation and no satisfactory survey was possible. The lnstruc• 
tions to Settlement Officers concerning such lands, although based on. 
those of Lower Burma, were even more meagre. Thus in Upper and 
Lower Burma the practical effect of the Instructions was the same; 
the record prepared at settlement only· concerned priyate claims to
the occupation of land. 

lJ'], The earliest Directions to Settlement Officers in Upper Burma,. 
R' h • 1 like those for Lower Burma, weresilent re~arding 

ag ts 0 user. rights of user. But in the revised Directions of-
1907 it was recognized that people had been found in the enjoymen~ 
of an alleged right to collect certain kinds of forest produce in waste 
and jungle land and levy dues on others collecting such produce. In. 
other districts claims were preferred to rights over waste as private· 
fuel reserves and grazing lands. Settlement ·officers were directed 
therefore to admit only such rights as were claimed and established •. 
But they were further instructed that claims to hold such lands as 
ancestral private property could not be admitted, no machinery was
provided for recording claims to rights of user apart from rights of 
cultivation, and in geoerat the directions to record such claims seem te>-
have been ignored. -

The Directions of 1907 also contained revised instructions as to
the recognition of title over uncultivated land. Cultivated ~nd hadt 
always been held to include fallow, but in Upper Burma poor land wu
often left fallow for several yf'ars and only came under cultivation ia 
exceptionally favourable seasons. It was explained therefore that, 
although land might have remained uncultivated for twenty years or· 
more, if at any time it had been habitually cultivated and was stiiJ, 
recognized as private property, it should be registered as such. Ia. 
practice however, as no provisior. was made for the demarcation of' 
such land, it was left unturveyed and consequently omitted from the; 
registers. 



CHAPTER VII. 

• THE ECoNOMIC RECORD. 

68. The principal economic statistics compiled by the land 
"Sum a of the records department fall under two heads, crop 
stati~iJ furnished statistics and particulars of occupancy. The 

' (ormer are required for the crop forecasts 
:prepared for rice, groundnut, and cotton, and for the statistics 
·regarding cropped areas in the annual Season and Crop Report 
'Which shows the area cultivable, occupied, cultivated, and fal!owed, 

--and gives details showing the total area under each crop, the area 
twice cropped~ the non-matured area, the irrigable area, and the gross 
.and net area irrigated ; it includes also a statement of outturns and 
,prices. The particulars of occupancy are required for t<ft>les in the 
Annual Revenue Administration Report and the General Agricultural 
~Statistics. The11e show for each district the area assessed and the 
·revenue demand, remissions, and collections; the area occupied by 
agriculturists and· by non-agriculturists, distinguishing these as 

'Tesident and non-resident; the area rented, the rent paid, the 
'DUmber of cases in which land has been let continuously for periods 
-~xceeding and not exceeding four years, and the number of tenants 
·who have r~nted the same land for periods exceeding and not 
·exceeding four years i the area sold during the year and its value, the 
.area. redeemed during the year, and the total under mortgage at the 
end of the year and its value. The department also prepares weekly 

-crop reports containing information regarding the state of crops, the 
rainfall, the progress of agricultural operations, the health of cattle 

,-and prices of produce, and compiles fortnightly returns of the prices 
·of food grains and other commodities. 

_ - 6g. It is the duty ofthe surveyor to enter, both in the map and in 
C . . · the register of fields, symbols to show the 

rop statiStiCS. crops grown in every field, but where every fie)d 
-of a bolding is under the same crop one symbol suffices for the entire 
holding and in Lower Burma it may be· assumed that paddy is grown 
-on all embanked land unless the contrary is definitely indicated by 
crop symbols, Where a mixture of crops occupies the same field all 
the crops are shown, but for statistical purposes it is assum~d that the 
t>redominating crop.covers three·quartels of the area unless the crops, 
though sown together, mature at different seasons, when each is 
.assumed to cover the whole area. Crops harvested at different 
seasons are recorded on the map in distinctive. colours In Upper 
Burma fields on which crops fail to mature are distinguished by a red 
ink cross immediately above the crop symbol, but, if the failure is on a 
part of a field only, this is separately ?'ar.ked, unless the area a~ected 

. does not exceed' half an acre, when 1t IS disregarded. If at the t1m~ of 
the surveyor's visit the success of a crop is doubtful, he should mark 1t as 



matured and inform the cultivators that they may apply for remissio1111 
if necessary ; but he should visit the kwin • second time, if pcssible, t~: 
revise his crop mark"ng. In Lower Burma failures are not, ordinarily 
shown and the particulars regarding non.:matured areas (or the S_easom: 
and Crop Report are furnished by township officers from · their
remission proceedings or are based on estimates. In order to facilitate
remission work in disastrous seasons the surveyor may be required to
distinguish failu.res and to note in the map field by field the proportion
of the normal crop destroyed. Fallows must be marked field by field 
on the map, in black if assessed at a privileged fallow rate, and in red 
if assessed at full rates; the areas are entered in the field register 
in black or red ink accordingly. Irrigated_ crops are distinguished: 
according to the nature and the source of irrigation ; this information 
is recorded in the register and, in certain areas of Government. 
irrigation, also on the map. · . 

70. The surveyor shows, both on his map and in hisannualregister~ 
all sales, all mortgages, whether usufructuary· . or-Statistics of agricul· f d 1 

tural economy. non-usu ructuary, an a I .tenancies. Unre-
deemed mortgages are carried on from year t()

year with a reference in the register to the original transaction. For
every sale or mortgage the register shows the area sold or moJtgaged, 
and the consideration paid. For every tenancy, the terms of the lease,
the value of each party's contribution, and the outturn of the •area 
leased must be recorded ; the surveyor also notes the number of yearS. 
during which the land has been leased without a break, aiid also the 
number of years during which the same tenant has leased it, and is 
expected to note in his register any cases of rack renting or oC disputes 
between landlords or tenants. Every mortgage transactio& should be 
recorded, but the particulars relating to usufructuary mortgages, though 
totalled by kwins and charges, are ~ot compiled. Information regard
ding tenancies and mortgages given in the_ register of holdings is. 
copied into separate registers, omitting such tenancies as are not 
required for compilation. - -

71. In addition to the statistical summaries required for publication 
T h' b · k the Land Records Department is also required 

owns 1
P 

00 5
• · to copy kwin totals under the above heads into a_ 

township book which is intended to indicate the agricultural progress. 
or decline of each kwin. - . 

72. The surveyor is required to prepare a monthly statement of prices 
. p. during the months of January, February and March 

· nces. showing the wholesale sales of paddy which hav; 
actually taken place during the month in his headquarters village. He
shows the name of the vendor, the variety of paddy, the quantity sold, 
and the amount of the purchase money, deducting the ~ost.of carriage 
to any place outside the village if borne by the vendor. At the close
of the season an abstract is prepared for use at the next settlement. 
In Upper Burma similar statements are also prepared during the
three months following harvest for all otber staples. 

ETery week the township officer prepares a crop report based om. 
information received from land records inspectors and other sources. 
These are incorporated in a weekly district report which should show 
the wholesale price of pad..dy and other produce of IQC:a} importance i&. 
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Uteadquarters and at each imRortant market, the prlc~ quoted being that 
of the quality ordinarily consumed. "I:he weekly statement also shows 
>the retail price of rice in headquarter~~o . 

Every fortnight the Deputy Commissioner submits a return of 
.prices including food grains and other commodities, such as kerosene 
oil, generally .used by the people. The prices of food grains are both 
"the wholesale and retail prices, and are quoted for best and ordinary 
..qualities in two forms, in rupees per hundred local measures and also 
by the ,niunbe.r of seers and chittacks obtainable· for a rupee. · 

' · · The Season and Crop Report contains a comparative statement 
-showing the harvest prices of the principal crops in each district, the 
-corresponding prices of the previous year, and tJte normal prices. ' 



CHAPTER VIII. 

"THE ANNUAL ASSESSMENT AND CoLLBCTIO~ OF LAND REVENUE. 

73· After an origin~l settlement the settlement officer makes over 
h to the land records department maps and 

Theswllrk oft e registers for each kwin, showing the assessees and 
urveyor, h ld" F h k . h • · o mg areas, etc, or_ eac wm t e supenn-

-tendent haS a stock of printed maps showing cad<lstral details as 
already described. On one of .these during the ensuing rains, the 

· Tecess season, the revenue surveyor copies in yello• paint the. boun
-daries of the different assessment classes, in blue pencil the boundaries 
of holdings, in black ink the nam~ of owners and in black pencil the 
-names of mortgagef's ancl fenan.ts. He also copies in black pencil 
·the settlement number of each holding and ·the new serial number for 
the current year in black ink. He makes corresponding entries in his 
Register of Holdings, Register I, in which he also shows holding areas 
.and assessment rates. He also enters in the Register of Fields {Regis
ter lA) all the fields in each holding together with their areas. After 
makilig these entries on the maps and registers he takes the field about 
the beginning of November and brings the maps and registers up to 
date entering new holdings, giving effect, so far as the rules permit,· 
-to mutations, recording tenancies and marking crops. He then pre
pares the annual Assessment Roll (Register II). He maintains three 
-other registers, the Annual Register of Grants and Leases (Register 
Ill), the Annual Register of Tenants (Register IV) and the Annual 
Register of Alienations (Register V). Survey changes are entered 

-during the recess in the Annual Area Statement (Register 'I). 
7 4· As regards a.."Sessmt:nt two items of this procedure are of primary 

Th t 
importance, ·the record of assessees and the 

e assessmen . d f 
registers. recor o cropped areas. In Lower Butma. 

speaking generally, there is only one crop, rain-fed 
·rice, cultivated during the monsoon and harvested between December· 
and F~bruary. In many Upper Burma districts some crop is always 
on the ground and four seasons are recognised, spring (&aa'ng), 
-summer (mafill), autumn (&aukyin) and winter (kadk!i). The 
autumn and winter crops correspond with thf' kllaYij crop of India 
and the spring and summer crops with the rtJoi crop. Until quite 

"Tecently the crops were assessed separately at every harvest and 
although there are now only two assessments the surveyor is still' 

-espected to visit every kwin for crop marking at least once in. each of 
-the four seuons. 

The assessment, as already esplained, fluctuates w1th the matured 
-area ; ia every &eld ander each main kind at each asaessment season 
-the auneyor bas to measure the area sown and enter it in his· mapa 
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and registers under separate heads, accurding as the crop does or doeSa 
not mature; for every crop assessed at special rates similar entries are 
required, and at the last assessment season of the year the fallow area. 
is similarly recorded field by field. He totals these entrirs, boldin"' 
by holding, and for the whole kwin, and the whole survey charge; o'; 
these entries be calculates the assessments. The rules for assessment 

·differ in Upper and Lower Burma and neither in Upper nor in Lower-
Burma are they uniform. . · 

In Lower Burma the general rule is that the revenue :;uryeyor 

F II t assesses all occupied land whether cultivated or 
. "' ow ra es. f lJ I 'fi d k . th . • h' a ow. n noll e wms at as, m are1s w ach-

require special treatment on account of floods, poverty of soil, or 
precarious rainfall, fallow land held by cultivating owners is assessed 
at a 11 fallow rate" of two annas an acre, In such kwins · non
cultivating owners are not allowed the benefit of the fallow ra"te on 
more than one-sixth the 'total area held by them in the kwin except 
under the orders of the Deputy Commissioner, who may reduce the
assessment, imposing either the two-anna rate or an intermediate rate 
on the excess of fallow over one-sixth. _Outside notified kwins, 
cultivatiog o-,.·ners are entitled to the two-anna rate or to an inter
mediate rafe on their fallow land but to dhtain this they must ordi
narily apply to the Township Officer: Non-cultivating owners may 
also be granted a reduced rate by the Township or the Subdivisional 
Officer if specially empowered, provided that the fallow area does not . 
exceed one-sixth the totaf area held by them in the kwin. If it does, 
the orders of the Deputy Commissioner are necessary. In Upper· 
BurmC,L occupied land whic-h is left uncultivated is not assessed and 
is omitted by the surveyor from the assessment rolls. 

Applications for the assessment of fallow land at a reduced rate may 
be dispensed with alto,gether in cases . coming directly to the
knowledge of an officer with power to grant or recommend the 
rt:duced assessment. Otherwise, they must be made to the Township 
Officer before October ISt. If the Township Officer is empowered 
to 'grant the reduced rates, be passes final orders. If not the pro
ceedings are submitted to the Subdivisional Officer and. if necessary, 
to the Deputy Commissioner. The final orders are communicated 
to the Revenue Surveyor who. prepares the assessment rolls. 
accordingly. · 

In notified kwins in Lower Burma, the surveyor omits from the 
. assessment roll all land on which the crops have 

Exempt!o~s and been completely destroyed by floods, but non-
R~m•ss•ons. cultivating owners are not allowed this conces-

sion in' respect of more than one-sixth the total area held by them in the· 
kwin except under the special order of the Deputy Commissioner. Out
side notified kwins, if the Township Officer certifies that the crops have 
been destroyed by flood over a considerable area, the surveyor omits them 
from assessment. In Upper Burma, land on which the crops fail to--
mature is exempt from assessment and is omitted from the assessment 
roll. In areas which have been specified as precarious a crop is regarded 
as non-matured if the outturn is less than one-fourth the average ; 
elsewhere it is oaly regarded as noa-matured if it. is a total_ failure and 
il abaRdoned uoreaped. Crops assessed at the 11111l season follow the:: 
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general rule, even io precarious areas. Both in Upper and Lower· 
Burma remissions for crop failures which are not covered by the rules 
for total exemption may be granted on application. ' No remission 
may ordinarily be granted unless the loss nceeds one-third of the 
usual full crop on the applicant's holding, which for this purpose is 
taken to include all the land liable to assessment held -bv him within 
the same village-tract; until recently:the unit in Lower Bu.rma was the 
township. The remission granted is proportioned to the loss of crop, 
and if almost the whole of the crop has been destroyed the whole 
reve11ue may be remitted. But as a rule no remission is permissible 
if the crop has been remO\·ed before inspection by the to\vnship 
officer, to whom applications must be made in writing by a fixec:l 
date, ordinarily about two months before the date fixed for the 
pa} ment of revenue. For damage caused after 'the fixed date 
applications for remission may be entertained, provided that they bear 
a certific<\te from the headman. Written applications may be 

- dispensed with , at the discr~tion of the Deputy Commissioner 
in tracts where the damage to crops has been extensive. The town• 
ship officer on his visit to lhe land notes the area affected and the 
extent of the damage. He may either reject the application or, after 
recording his reasons, grant or recommend remission. - His powers 
extend up to a limit of Rs as in any one case, those of the Subdivi
sk>nal Officer ·up toRs. so, of the Deputy Commissioner up toRs. zoo 
and of the Commissioner up to Rs. soo. Remissions above Rs. soo 
require the sanction of the Financial Commissio1;1er. If the revenue 
has not been paid, the ·assessment roll and tax-tickett which is 
recovered from the headman if it has reached him, are altered to agree 
with the orders passed. If the revenue has already been collected~ a 
refund order .is issued. 

\Vhen the maps and registers have been brought up to date ·by 

A t 
the insertion of all the corrections and new 

ssessmen • t · th .- t • ks · h I" en nes, e surveyor pam s or m 10 t e mes 
and names hitherto in pencil and prepares the annual assessment roU •. 
The Inspector of Land Records is required to visit every kwin at least 
once in three y(.ars and the Superintendents of Land Records to visit 
a certain number of kwins in each surveyor's charge, inspectino- not 
less than 5 per cent. of the total number of holdings in each. b The 
Township and Subdivisional Officers and Deputy Commissioner also 
carry out inspections on a scale prescribed by the Commissioner of the 
Di\'ision. . 

15· The assessment rolls are sent in as soon as they are ready to 
'fax Tickets. · the district office, where the superintendent. of 

land records checks the assessment rolls w1tb 
the registers of fielc_;sland holdings and also the rates 11. ith the notifi~ 
cation issued after settlement. The Deputy Commissioner is required 
to check the rates in 1espect o£ 10 per cent. of the kwins. Tax. tickets 
are then prepared in foil and counterfoil for each individual assessee~ 
showi~g the annual demand, including ~ess, the numbe~ of the: holding 
to wh1~h t.he dem.an~ relates, and po;;s1bly othor details" wh1cb vary 
from dtstnct to distnct. These tu Llckets are prepared on contract 
by tempor-ary clerks termed section writers. Tber are then sent with 
the assessment roD to the headman who is· warned to check' 'the-taJt 

5 
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tickets with the roll, to check the roll for· unattested corrections and 
the tax tickets for alterations, taking orders O!l th~se where ne.::essary. 
lf the roll and tax tickets are in order be collects the revenue, signs 
and dates the foil, which he deliver:t to the as;e~see by way of 
acknowledgment, retaining the counterfoil and assessment roll. 
. 76. A statement showing the revenue due from each viii 1ge at each 

Coil t
. assessment season is maintail.led for the whole 

ec IOD. d' • • h d' • ffi j f h h' . 1Str1ct 10 t e 1~tnct o ce an· or t e towns 1p 
in each township office The township officer is responsible that there 
is no undue delay by he1dmeo in payin~ in the re,·.:nue and that they 
apply £or assistance in recovering it, i£ necessary. If thl! re .-en·ue i:l 
n11t paid on the first demand the headman should i;sue a formal notice 
requiring the defaulter to pay before a lix:ed date or to lodJe an 
objection before. the towoslliP officer within tend 1y:1. 1£ any persoil 
considers that his assessment exceeds the correct a nount, he may apply 
to the township officer, ·who enquires into his c1mplaint, rejects it if 
unfounded, or else strikes off the excess as erroneous, if he is empowered 
to do so, and if not subr.n:ts the pr.Jceedings with his recomroen~ations. 

77· If the headm1n after issue of a formal notice cannot recover the· 

R f 
revenue due, he' must apply to the to.vn,.bip ecovery o arrears. - · · U · . · officer £o_r process. Both 10 pper ancl Lower 

Burma, arrear;; ma'y be recovered by the arrest and i~nprisonro~nt of 
the defaulter, the attachment and sale of his property other than land 
or the attachment and sale of his holding. These methods of recovery 
may be used either separately-or in combination. The attachment of 
moveable property is rarely suitable as "the seizure anJ sale of a hut 

·or a few cooking and water pots benefits tlie revenue little and c~uses 
an amount of hardship quite out o( proportion to the a:h·a.ntag~ 
which accrnes to Government." Similarly warrants of arrest are 
·deprecated, unless the officer who issu:!s them is satbfie.J that the 
revenue cannot be recovered by less stringent measures. The sale of 
the land in respect of which the arrears have accrued is therefore the 
u;;ual ·method of recovery. For this, in Lower Burma the rules · 
prescribe the procedure laid dqwn in Order XXI of the Civil Procedure 
Code; in the event of a contumacious default, or if there is no likeli
:,ood of the amount being recovered otherwise than by tht> sale of the 
land, they permit as an alternative a summary procedure. The latter is 
atmost.alwavs adopted. Under this procedure, the notice requiring pay
ment, the attachment order and the proclamation of the sale ot the land 
on a fixed date may, and ordinarily do, issue simultaneously. Ten days 
must elapse between the date ·o( the proclamation and the date fixed 
forth~ sale. Where th~ sale is held under this procedure, it may not 
be confirmed until two and a half months have elapsed from the date . 

· _ pn which the revenue became due. During that period it wilt be 
set aside if the defaulter pays the arrears and costs and in addition 
J() per ceut. of the purchase price as compensation to the buyer 
at the auction. If it is held under the civil • court procedure, it 
does not become absolute for one month. If the township officer 
proceeding againsnhe land finds that the occupant has not acquired 

· permanent! heritable, and transferable rights . of use a~d _?Ccupa?cy 
, over it agamst Government, he may resume 1t by pubhshtng on at a 

proclama.tiolt that be bas taken possessiC?n of it on behalf of Govern· 
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went. In Upper Burma the attachment· notice informs the defaulter 
that, unless the arrears and costs -are paid within one month the 
property will be sold. If the arrears are not paid, a proclamation of 
sale is issued ; the date fixed for the sale must not be later than one 
month from the date of the expiry of the period fixed in the attach-: 
ment notice. Tbe sale does not become absolute ·until the confir
mation of the Commissioner ·has been received. If the land in· resped 
of which the arrears have accrued is state land, i~ is not sold, but the 
defaulter may be ejected fro:n it by order ~f the Deputy Commis-

. sioner. · · • ' · 
78. A description of the method oJ assessmec! of land r~,·en~e in 

remote areas· in settled · di~tricts, and in tracts 
The ~ment of · which have not yet come uQdc:r settlement, will 

pam trees. be found in Chapter IX. The only variation 
-from the procedure described above which need be noticed here is in 
respect of palm trees in parts of Upper Burma. J"he assessments on 
these are fixed at a rate per tree buf · are commuted for a 
lump sum d~mand for each ·village-tract. The owners of the palms 
in each vill~e-tract are held jointly and severally responsible for the 
as5ess~ent thus imposed on the village· as a lump sum. The assess
ment is annually distributed by village assessors (tlluradis) oo such 
principles as they consider equitable. · · 



CHAPTER IX. 

THE REVENUE SVS'rEM IN SPHCIAL AREAS. . . 
79. In certain poor or remote areas the ordinary processes of survey-

Th f t f ~and assessment are specially adapted to local 
e our sys ems o . Th f 

simplifiedassessments. c~rcu'!'stances. . ere are . our systems; the 
· stmphfied holdmg assessment, the fixed kwin 

assessment, the fluctuating viiJage assessment. and the assrssment on 
families or individuals. In certain areas outside supplementary survey
in Lower Burma, and in parts of Upper Burma, although individual 
holdings are separately assesst:d on the fluctuating· system, the 
procedure is si~pli~ed. In cert~in districts in the dry zone of Upper 
Burma the revenue m some k)Vtns has been fixed at ·settlement at a 
lump sum, fixed for the kwins for the period of settlement, and 
annually distributed by local assessors. In Bhamo, Myitkyina and 
pirt of the Katha Dis~rict of Upper Burma the revenue is assessed on 
the village and distributeU by local assessors, but the demand fluctuates. 
from year to year according t_o the area under cultivation and the 
price obtaini_ng at harvest. In the hills of Lower Burma and in the 
Shan States, which lie outside Burma proper, and in other frontier 
areas there is no assessment.on the lan~l, and the only tax collected in 
·Lower Burma is the taun[ya tax, and in Upper Burma and the Shan 
States the thathameda tax. · 
. ' 

So. Formerly the assessment of areas outside supplementary survey 
. . . . was conducted in each district by one or more 

S1mphfied holdmg surveyors known as district surveyors. So far 
~sessments. as possible the work has now been made over to 

revenue surveyors on the regular land records establishment. The 
surveyor is expected annually to survey and map holdings where 
he has reason to believe that the boundaries have changed, but is not 
required to plot the position 1elative to any fixed point. He also 
prepares a simple assessmellt roll showing little more than the name 
o£ the assessee, the area cultivated and the revenue due. The 
procedure is essentially the same as that which obtains in areas 
under supplementary survey but is reduced to nearly its simplest form; 
it is still further simplified in practise owing to the difficulty of access 
to such areas for survey and inspection. 

81. The introduction of lump sum assessments in the dry zone is a 
, co·mparatively recent innovation designed to 

Fixed kwin ·assess- reduce the cost of land records work. Previ011sly 
ments.- the land in these kwins had been assessed on the 

ordinarv system. The procedure now accepted is that the settlement 
officer fixes a lump sum to be paid as land revenue by those who hold 
land in the kwin, mainly on the basis of the revenue paid in former 
years. This- is annually distributec!l by local assessors elected by the: 
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q>eople owning or occupying land in the kwin. In years of abnormal 
-and general failure remission _is permissible, but the revenue i~ ~xed 
··on a consideration of aood and bad years and for normal vanatJons 
·DQ allowance is cousid~red necessary. \Vhen a lump sum assessment 
has been fixed for any kwin the land records establishment is with-

· drawn. . . . - · . . · · 
82. A svstem resembling this obtains in certain districts. on ·the 

. ~ . northern frontier, Myitkyina, Bhamo and P.art~ of 
Fluctuating Village Katha. After the annexation the~ d1stnns 

Assessments. were assessed to thatlzamtda·at a rate of Rs. 'r. ]' r 
household and also plAid one-tenth of .the gross· produ~e on State l '' . 
This was estimated by the village headman .. Subsquently the t,,_ ~;,.
mtda tax was reduced and all hind be.came assessed to land r~' ' , .. 
The original intention was that Lmd should be assessed by in jy. · .• I 
-holding~ at Rs-. 1-8 an acre, but in Bhamo a system of villaJe a;~·-' 
ments was found more convenient and this was extended to rfe ot ··c· 
districts The system as we found it in ~1yitkyina is as fvllows :...:... 

Four different mair~ kinds of cultivation are separate!y• au., 
-differently assessed:-

(a) Permanent rice land cultivation (Le) ; 
(b) Shifting upland rice cultivation (Le b~~); 
(c) Shifting hi!lside rice cultivation· (Taungya); 
(d) Island miscellaneous cultivation (Kaing). 

Permanent rice land cu\tivation is surveyed iri large blocks 
·with no internal differentiation of holdings. The block often corre
sponds with the cultiv11ted a1 ea in the village jurisdiction. The average 
outturn of each block for the year is detf"rmined by reaping the crop 
in a field assumed to rep·es~nt the avera~e fertility of the block for the 
year. The o\ltturn is valued at a price fixed annually by the Deputy 

·Commissioner. The grcss value of the produce of each viliage is 
-calculated on the above assumptions, ar.d the revenue is asses3ed at 
one-tenth of this. Tt:is. is distributed among the cultivators by 
assessors. _ .. 

Shifting upland· rice cultivation 'is riot surveyed, The outturn 
oi, each holding is estimated by assessors, valued at the nite fixetl 
for the year by the Deputy Commissioner, and one-tenth of th~ value 

·is taken as the revenue. · . · 
Shifting hillside ~ultivation is 'Dot surveyed but ·the cultivators 

are assessed at Rs. 1 per bead irrtspective of the area cultivated and 
·the, outturo. · 

Island cultivation is surveyed by the distr:ct surveyor and assessed 
at an acre rate. · 

The survey establishment in Myitkyina comprises two whole-tim~· 
·$urveyors and two men engaged annually fer eight months· who 
work under the supervision of the· · subdivisional or township 

-officers. The district surveyor forms no part of the establishment for 
.assessing rice lands except that he is employed on crop measurement. 



PART II. 

Criticism and Recommendations. 

CHAPTER X. 

SCHEME OF PART II. 

83. Hitherto we ha~e been attempting to describe the Burma Land 
The objects of a Revenue· System, avoiding criticism, and not 
revenue svstem. discussing how far there is any divergence 

- · between rule and practice, except in matters of 
primary importance. or where the general practice is so divergent from 
that laid down as to amount to an abrogation of the rule. We now 
proceed to examine the working of the system in th~ light of various 
criticisms and oJJiections, and, since_ any departure from established 
practice is in itsei£ objectionable as such, and to be deprecated unless 
sufficient ground for change be clear, we a\tempt to indicate the 
balance of o"je~tion between adhering to present methods and pro
posing changes. It may be convenient. to state here the principles. 
which guide us. It is, perhaps, almost teyond question that a revenue
system s.hould rest on principles readily understood and generally
acceptable, which can be simply and logically applied. Respecting 
the objects of a sound revenue system we adopt tht> criteria laid 
<iown by His Honour in. his note on the Burma system which led to
the appointment of this Committee: it shou!d provide accurate maps, 
accurate records based on the maps, an adequate revenue, equitably 
distributed and collected without difficulty and without hardship, and 
should be as simple and inexpensive as is compatible with the fulfilment 
of these objects. We may say at once that, judged by these criteria, 
the revenue system of Burma, although defective in certain matters o£ 
importance an~ in many ways requiring readjustment, both in doctrine 
and pract-ice, to the changes which have gradually accumulated during 
the period of nearly a hundred years in which it has assumed its present 
shape. does on the whole fulfil the necessary requirements. Every 
province that we have visited has taught us something, and each. 
is superior in some points, but, without attempting any detailed com-

•parison, we are of opinion that in the adjustment of revenue to income, 
in the maintenance of maps .and records, and in economy of adminis· 
tration, the revenue system of Burma, as actually administered and 
taken as a whole, does not compare unfavourably with that of any single· 
province. At the same time we recognise that, in some respects in 

Burma, the rules are better than the practice, in some, the practice better 
than the rules, and in some, both rule and practice are defective. We 
consider therefore that, having due regard to the inadvisability of 
unnecessary changes, and to the difficulty of giving effect even 1:o the-



most necessary reForms, certain changes are feasible and will be bene
ficial. We do not find however that any sufficient case can be estab
lished {C$r an immediate and radical "change of system by the substi
tution of a fixed for a fluctuating asse~sment, the most important reform 
which has been suggested for our consideration. We do not consider 
a fixed assessment in itself superior to a fluctuating assessment, and 
it is no less costly; while recognizing • its merits .we are unable to 
recommend more than a tentative move towards it in certain areas 
where tht: two systems would differ little in practical effect. 
· 84. We have laid down that a revenu~ system should rest on 

Th b 
. f .'. . principles readily understood and generally accep• 

e as15 o cr1t1c1sm I h' h b 1 1 d 1 · 11 I' d and recommendations tab e, w 1c can e c ear y an ogtca y app 1e , 
- . . and that in application it should pe as simple 

and inexpensive as possible. This formula is the basis of. our criticism 
·and recommendations and should therefore be carefully examined~ 
A revenue system which brings in an adequate revenue with a 
minimum of trouble may be described as simple, We do not 
consider simplicity in. this sense a suitable criterion. We hold that; 
it should be po~sible to justify to an intelligent land-ownff tbe 
grounds on which he is assessed, and that no re~enue system can be 
regarrled as satisfactory which does not provide_for this .. Mysterious 
calculations in the settlement office should be reduced to· .a minimum~ 
and the assessment, so far as possible, should rest on a basis· of fact 
which tan be challenged and verified. It is sometimes contended that 
people have no interest in the matter, and that theref2re the justification 
of aS!'es~ments is s1iperftuous. This contention'we are unable to .accept, 
either as regards the premise or the conclusion. Some people do1 

and ::.n increasing number will, desire to know· the grounds on which 
their assessment to land revenue is ba~ed. \Ve regard that as a good 
thing, and we regard it as the duty of Government, by providing the 
inforn-:ation1 to stimulate the desire. Again, the fixing of assessments· 
is a matter of policy ; even now the financial- results of a settlement 
depend largely on the financial conditions of the time, and on the 
policy of high or low assessments temporarily in favour. But the. 
policy for the time being affects the revenue for the whole period of 
settlement, long after the financial situation has changed, or a different 
policy been adopted. With the introductton and growtq of popular 
control it can hardly be doubted that people will increasingly expect
Government to adjust its demand9 to its necessities, that 'a sutplus 
revenue will be more likely to entail waste, and that land-owners will • 
question the pressure of taxation upon laiid. It is not only probable 
but desirable that people wUI require the assessmFnt of land to vary 
with the needs of Government and with its other resources; this is. 
only possible where the pri»ciples Qf assessment are generally under
stood. It is desirable also that every land-owner should be encour
aged to scrutinize the details of his annual assessment. One great 
objection to the system of fluctuating assessments is the difficulty of 
checking them. The difficulty is enhanced if the cultivator cannot 
check the demand himself. That this is impossible bas sometimes 
b~en a subject of complaint, and we hold that every facility should be 
gaven for ch~cking every detail in the calculation of the annual 
demand. 
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85. We pr.oceed, therefore, to examine the actual working of the 
. Arran~te~ent and ~~stem anhd only. amplify th~l ~escrip~iond arlreadhy 

Method. gtven w ere mmuter •!etat ts requtre or t e 
.. •. . . .. . .. purpose of criticism, In the former part we were 

explaining the working of .mac.hinery, and it was. necessary therefore 
to describe t\ae organization fir!!t; in this part we are looking for an 
improved machinery and must first ascertain what is required of it; the 
consideratiOn of the machinerJ:, therefore, comes at the end instead of 
in the beginning.. lri the next five chapters we deal with settlement, 
and in .the· subsequent chapters with land records work and land 
revenue administration generally. ·under each head we examine the 
working of the system, consider the objections which h:tve been raised 
against it and summarise briefly the general Indian. practice, where 
the manner in which similar problems are dealt·with elsewhere throws 
light on the points in issue. More detailed accounts of the Indi~n 
systems are given in the appendix. · Finally, under each head we 
formulate our coriclusipns regarding the need for change, and, where 
changes are recommended, indicate their nature, sometirpes in detail, 
sometimes in general outline only. 



CHAPTER XI. 

'THB CALCULATION OF THE THEORETICAL DEMAND : 
~ \... . 

NET fRODUCB. 

86." Nowhere in India does the state claim so large a share of tile 
The basis and stan· agricultural produce as in B•1rma •. In Madras, as in 

dard of assessmt>nt Burma, the assessment is based on tfle net produce 
in India and Burma. but, whereas in Burma no allowance is made for 

home labour, in ~Iadras an endeavour is made to ascertain the full cost 
of cultivation. The earliest settlements in Bombay were carried out 
on the same· principle. · In the Punjab, the assessment is based on the 
net assets, •• the average surf'lus which an estate may yield after dec:W'I> 

· ting the expenses of cultivation.'' In the Central Provinces it i:; based 
on the net as~ets of the landlord, of which by far the most import<lnt item 
is tht!' rent actually payable by tenants. In every province the state 
-claims the right to one- half the net produce, the net assets, or the rent, 
whichever is taken as the basis of assessment~ This is now regarded . 
as a maximum and· in that part of the Central Provinces in which the 
existing standard is still above it, the proportion taken is gradually 
being reduced to so per cent. at successive settlements. 

There has everywhere been an· increasing liberality in the 
application of the half net standard. In Madras1 one-half has 
been fixed as. the maximum limit. In Rombay the net produce 
standard was al:andoned at an early stage 11 as only calculated 
to confuse and mislead," and assessments are based on general 
ecoaomic conditions. Enchancements at re-settlement are limited 
by rule to 33 per cent. for a tt~lullc (township) or group of 
villages; 66 per cent. for a single village and 100 per cent. for 
an individual holding. Apart from these specific limitations, as"'ess
rnents are in practice limited by the rent~;~ actually paid and increasingly 
tend to be based on these. The course of events in -zamindari 
provinces has been described in paragraphs 11 to 13 of the Resolut.ioo 
on Land Revenue .Policy published by. the Government of ·India io 
19o1. The Saharanpur Rules issued in •8sslaid dowo •• not that.tho 
Teveoue of each estate is to be fixed at one-half of .the net average 
assets but that, io taking these assets with other data into considera
tion, the Collector will bear in mind that about one-hal( and not two
thirds as heretofore of the "·ell ascertained nC assets should be the 
Gov€J'nment demand." , These rules, though issued in connection with. 
.-f'settlement of the land nn·enue of the district of the North· W estero 
{now United) Provinces after which they were called,. exereised au' 
important i.ufluence on the settlements in the adjacent provinces, 
the Punjab and the Central Provinces. r~ The. construction placed on 
the word • assets' at the time, and for many years later permitted the 
-settlement officer to loo" beyond . the actual c:ash .rental and .to take 
into consideration pro!lpective increases. of in~orne, to assume a .fair 

-. - -
a. Eombay Sa&,;.vey and Seltl~nt Manual. 19171 Voi •. I, page 4o. 
1. Land Reveaue PolicJ ol the Indian Goyernment, 190•, page a.t-



tent ·for land held by tenants enjoying privileges as against the land-
. lord and to consider the profits of sir or home farm cultivation (where
the land was held entirely by cultivaHng proprietors) as well as the 
rental value of the home farm lands. Hence it arose that the assess• 
ments taken, though amounting only to about 50 per cent. of tbe
nominal.as!ets, absorbed as a rule a considerably higher proportion of 
_the realised rental. In recent years, however, there has been a steady 
movf'ment in the downward direction. In the North·\Vestern and 
other zaminclari . provinces, prospective assets have been excluded 
from consideration ; allowances have been made for improvements . 
made by the landlord, for precariousness of cultivation and for local 
circumstances; and the revE:nue bas bPen fixed at a share of the annual 
income of the proprietor, his income including a fair rental value for 
the land which he farms himself or assigns on privileged terms to 
tenants." · In the Central Provinces, therefore, so far as the most 
important head of income, the cash rental, is concerned, the true 
assets do not now mean as. was formerly the case a fair rental value, 
irrespecti\'e of the rental actually pa}·able where the tenant holds 
on less than a fair rent. The assessment is based on the ·rents 
actually paid as fixed by the settlement officer and these are 
almost. always below, and often far below, the rental value. In the 
Punjab a full fair rent. ·paid b.)· a tenant at will, though sometimes 
falling short of.the net assets, is regarded as a sufficiently near approxi· 
mation to the standard. 

Thus everywhere the standard of the state share bas been 
lowered and the balance left to the cu'tivator before deducting the 
state. share has been enlarged. In Burma, as we .have seen in 
Chapter IV, the case is different. The standard of the state snare
has been enlarged and the balance left to the cultivator has been 
reduced by the substitution of the net produce standard for the net 
profits standard, and then further reduced by the exclusion of any 
allowance for home labour ir. calculating the cost of cultivation • 

. Orjginally, both in India and Burma, the balance of the produce taken. 
as the basis of assessment excluded the full cost of cultivation or 
rather more, but, while in India the interpretation of the share claimed 
by the state has everywhere become more lenient, in Burma it has 
been increasingly severe. The enhancement of the state claim hu 
been mitigated in Lower Burma by the introduction of a provisional 
standard of one-quarter but this has alre-ady been exceeded at more 
than one settlement. And although in practical application the

-demand is more lenient than in theory, and is furttler tempered by a-
liberal system of allowanct>s for failures and fallows, the figures in 
Table V of the Agricultural Statistics of India show that the actual' 
incidence of assessment is higher in Burma than in Ind~a. 

87. In theory the assessment of land revenue in Burma is determined' 
F · d fi by the calculation of rates representing for each-

acts an gures. . assessment class one-half the net produce i the-
rates thus calculated are then modified in accordance with general' 
considerations. On many grounds this procedure isopen to objection. 
It -~as been _pointed out by the Government of India that almost 

r. Agricultural Statistics of India, 1917•18, pages ~11-353-
•. Land Revenue Policy of the Indian Government, 1903, page ss. 



in everv case when Government io dealing direttly ·with the
cultivata"rs the process must work from aggregate to detail. This is 
the accepted principle in the Punjab and Bombay. lo Madras, wher.e 
the theory of settlement inost resembles that of Burma, general cons•· 
derations did in fact mainly determine the o·riginal a!lsessments. and 
there was a larcre element of convention in the arithmetical 'Calculations 
from which thtrate for each assessment class was deduced. Revision 
settlements are entirely .based on general considerations, though the 
theoretical half net produce standard is still \\Or ked out for purposes of 
comparison. In the CentralYrovinces the fipal demand is framed by 
the aggregation cf details, but tl:e generdl pitch has already been 
determined on broad principles and the detailed assessments rt'pre· 
sent reductions of the theoretical rate to meet individual circumstances. 
If can hardlv be:: questioned that the principle laid do"'n ·by the 
Government' of India is sou:1d. If the actual considerations "bich 
have determined the demand be formaliy subordinated to arithmetical 
calculations, this must tend to increase the -complexity and .length of 
settlemcntoreports, and the numcr<.us fictions on which the figures 
rest may be mistaken for plain· matters of fact, the element of fiction 
will tend to be exaggt rated hy a manipulation of tbe statistics so that 
these may support lhe argument, the actual facts and assumptions on. 
which the proposals rest may be oYerlooked, and the real effect o£ 
the assessment tends to be obsc~.;red. Eut under every system the 
application of the stanrlard requirts a consideration of outturn, o£ 
prices and either of the cost of culti\·ation or of the rent, and we 
proceed to examine how the methods adopted in Burma compare 
with these of India. .., 

Sl:), The methoqs adopted in Burma for csti~ating outturns are 
· measurement of the crop on plut~ selected as Outtut·ns by experi· 

ment. representative of the class of land in which they 
lie, and the recording of outturns admitted .by 

cultivator~; greater dependence has been placed on crop measurement 
than on cultivators' admissions. But the procedure in conducting 
experiments and the manner of utilisicg the results·· has gradually 
changed. Sir Arthur Phayre contemplated in the· Directions of 1858 
that In a large k\•rin "say of two to three hundred ~cres, it might be 
advisaule to test the yield of crop in five or six different places' or 
more, by measuring off, say, one eighth of an .acre in each place." 
The Directions of rb8o prescribed that ordinarily the settlement 
officer shoulJ make at least one selection in each kwin, .but the selected 
plots were to be entire fields, each measuring at least half an acre •. 
Until 1907, the settlement officer in· Lower Burma dealt under 
these directions with a new sdtlement area each year; there 
was no opportunity for repeating observations ·on the same field. . 
and it was assumed that outturns remained fairly constant frooi s M.l" 
ye~r to year. • The fields selected were regarded as represen- s7.o. s~ 
aat1ve of. the k!nd ·of land, and the crops measured were regard~ 
ed as typ1cal of us produce, so that the average of the the experi-
mental results could safely be assumed as the normal outturo and.: 
tabulated in statistical Corm to provide data from which the assess-
ment rates could be deduced. There was a tendency to regard 'the., 

_ statistical results of the experiments as determining, with at least some-
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-degree of scientific accuracy, the outturn of each c las• and as forming a 
:basis on which assumptions of outturn coulli be rested. This tendency . 
grew into a tradition which still survives. But in recent years the 
-validity of the tradition has increasingly been questioned; both the 
procedure in conducting experiments. and the method of utilising the 

.results have been subjected to scrutiny and criticism, and the limitations 
.Of crop measurement aa an experimental basis for assumptions have 
been emphasised • 

. 8g. In the instructions and generally in settlement literature the 
figure assumed for the normal outturn of any 

Criticism of the ex- class is regarded as representing the normal 
·perimental method: because experiments on selt"cted fields give, 

the difficul~y of 
-.election. when compiled an~ tabulated according to the 

· instructions, a figure wbjch, although obtain~d 
by the exclusion of inconvenient material either during selection or at 
a subsequent .stage, is generally ter_med the average and commonly 
r~garded as· demonstrating experimentally that, in general, the land in 
the class did, on an a\·erage during the period or enquiry, giie approxi
mately the yield indicated by the average, and that, therefore, the 
-assumptions made for the normal outturn are sound. This view how-
-ever cannot be ~ccepted. The value attaching to the figure taken as 
representing the average can only be known to the settlemert officer, 
·:who knows how the instructions ha,-e been applied; the figure taken 
-as rep.resenting the aver~ge outturn, and the figure purporting to 
~ep~esent the normal outturn, alike · depend on his care and 
Judgment: only under the exceptional conditions found on secure land 
in Lower Burma can the figure representing the average be regarded 
-as in any degree a check on the figure assumed for the normat. In 
Lower Hurma, so long As settlement orerations nnly ·tasted for 
-a .single year, it was difficult to apprais~ or criticise the ,-alue 
-of experiments. But in Upper Burma almost from the earliest 

. set~lements, and in Lower Burma since Igo7, the operations have 
-covered more than one year, and continuous observation of the fields 
selected for experiment has demonstrated the fallibility of crop 
mea~urement. · _ Many officers regard the selection of representative 
iields with normal crops ao; impossible .in praCtice. The tendency 
-of the settlement establishment to select plots which are above the 
.normal of their 'class, or which happen in the· year of selection to 
give yields above the cormal, although rec~Jgnized and discouraged in 
1he Instructions, is generally ~onsidered int:radicable. With the 

'-object of reducin~ the margin of error arising from faulty selection, 
-some officers advocate the selection of fields at random, trusting that 
-on ~be law of averages the -general result will be re}ilresentative. 
:This is an innovation which has not yet been recognized in the 
;Instructions but bas met with a considerable measure of approval. 
·Sometimes it has be!!n carried to e¥tremes and the staff have been 
-directed to measure plot number so and so in every kwin. Another 
.alternative is for the settlement or assistant settlement officer to 
select in office from tile map of each kwin one .or more plots which 
appear from their situation tobe representativf'. This l'ro'tedure 
~aves much time .nd· labour and probably . fields thus chosen will ... 



ordinarily furnish a b~tter representation of the general copditions. or 
productivity than selections made by the subordinate establishment io 
the fit:ld. Another expedint for eliminating orreduring the-personal 
element in selection is continuity of experiment. On this system· fbe 
crop is gathEred fro:n the same field, season after season, whatever .crop 
is grown, and ~·hether it matures or fails. The Instructions support 
this pract:ce. They lay down that crop cutting· should take plac_, 
in each year as far a~ possible on the same fields,· and further 

.that tl·e field selected in the first year of operations, if 
representative, should be reaped year after year. l:Sut faifures . . 
are entitled .to remission of assessment and .until recently S.~ 5~ 
the general practice had been to select a fresh plot if that chosen in a 
former year seemed likely to give a y~eld regarded hr the sc;lector 
as below the normal. It is now recognized however that, even in 
Lower Burma, there are wide variations in the oulturn, and that it is 
unsafe 'to neglect a crop mPrely on the gTound that the yield is likely 
to be poor. In Upper Burma, with different crops grown in rotation 
and a precaric·us climate,. this is even more unsafe. Continuity of 
experiment reduces the chance of error arising from the selection 
of fields which happen to give unusually high outturns, because, after 
the first yf."ar, a field can no longer b~ selected ~ likely to yield 
exceptionally well. Further continuous experiments assist the settle-
ment officer in obtaining a true picture or the general course o{ 
barve5tS j this j~ mCire difficult if his attention is confined solely to 
succt>Ssful plots. And if assumptions are to be regarded at all as 
based on averages no othet method is permissible. · · . 

go. But with every precaution to reduce error it still remains 
impossible to base assumptions on · s!atistics. The fal1acy Even in Lower Burma, if the classification be 

0 averages. accepted as correct and the class as homoge-
neous, experiments can hardly be numerous enough for ~he Jaw of 
a\·erages til produce a representative result. Still less is this possible 
with the numerous crops and precarious harvests of Upper Burma. 
And in t:pper Burma there is another source of error. The same 
land may grow two or three crops in rotalion.of which one is more 
profitable than the other. The area under different crops fluctuates 
from year to year in accordance 1\·ith the rains and prices. To obViate 
this difficulty the average area cultivated with each crop in each 
assessment class should be deteqpined over a number of years. This 
has never been found possible and must·be regarded as impracticable. 
It must be recognized therefore that the average result! of experiments 
in crop measurement cannot be taken as a basis for assumptions. On 
rice land in Lo\\er Burma, the figures, if taken over sufficiently [arge 
areas, afford a useful ger.eraJ guice, but in Upper Burma, €specially 
with a variety of crops, the average result can only be of very little. 
use and must frequently be misleading. · · 

91. This bas been recognized. in practice.· Settlement officers
discard experiments which give too high or too 

Theof. and low a yield, and the· proportion discarded may 
prac ·~ be considerable. . The majority of· experiments. 

discarded by settlement officers are probably tho.e which would. 
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ioaicate an 'unduly high outturn. But on the otner hand, as a result 
of the tradition of om;ttipg to conduct experiments on fields when the 
-crop is below normal or a failure, most of the low )·ields are d:s:-eJarded. 

_ The assumptions regarding outturns tlaerefo_re depend in a ,-ery high 
degree on the judgment of the settlement officer, !Jut the tradition 
~that they represt'nt _an average determined by experiment still s:tn·ives 
and is supported by the rublication of el:tborate static;tic5 p~~po:-tin·r 
.to justify them. · · "' 

92. A supplem-:ntary basis for estimatin; outturns is by a:;certainin.., 
- .· from cultivators th~ pr~duce of the:r holding;.· 

Outtums by ~dmissions by cultivators re;u<ling. outtums 
enquiry. . - d d d . I d reoor e un~g c assification ten to he cchured 

;.both by tne arniety of the cla«sifier that the ad:nissions s'tall ronfirm 
his classificat1on and ·by the anxiety of the cultivator that the dassifi;. 
cation shall correspond to his admission. Admissions recorded 
during the enquiry into renl:t are not- ordinarily verified in the field 
and the outturns may not always relate to th~ area for which the ren~ 
is recorded. But such enquiries often cover a large aru aoJ errors 
of a few acres here and there would not affect the general results. 

"There is less. chance of error regarding areas 1n the c-ase of outturns 
~ecorded during the enquiries into cost of ·cultivation, but these are 
comparatively few and the results may not represent the average. 
Another difficulty under this hf'ad is the multiplicity of main kinds 
and classes; it. may be difficult to distribute the outturn over the 
.component parts of the area from which it was obtainect.- But figures 

_showing the outturn per holding irrespective of main kind anrJ classes 
.Are useful as indications of assessable capacity. · 

93· Indian practice shows that satisfactory results can be ohtained 

I d
. - . without any such elaboration of statistics as 

n Jan pracut.~ b . • B I . _ · _ o tams m _ urma. n e\'ery provmce some 
.estimate of the outturn is an essential part of the operations. In some 
-origin:t1 settlements in Madras the R_rocedure resembled that in 
Burma. But for many crops, such as cotton, it was regarded ·as 
-difficult, or rather impossible, to ascertain by actual experiment the 
-produce of a given extent of land. For this among other reasons 
·productivity was utimated in terms of food crops and the difficulties 
· of conducting experiments in mixed crop areas were avoided. The 
number of crop experiments rarely approached that customary in 
'Burma, they were largely restricted to the higher classes, conven
tional estimates being adop~ed fo~ the poorer soils, and much less 
importance was attached to the statistical results of crop measurement 
-than in Burma. The estimates for one district were sometimes 
adopted for an adjacent district without further experiment. In 
revision settlements the settlement officer is contented with satisfying 
himself as to the allowance, if any, needed for deterioration. In 
·Bombay the settlelllent officer examines the results of crop measure
ment by the agricultural department and may personally conduct ;a 

·few experiments, but be uses them chiefly to guide him in estimating 
-the average local yield per acre of each crop which is commonly 
accepted in the payment of produce rents. In the Punjab the estimate 

1>f outturns is a m,re important process. But the settlement officer 
-makes great use . of figures covering large areas suppliea by 
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military farms, estates under the Court of \Vards, and _large 
1and-owners. He may also conduct personally· a· few experiments 
but little weight is attached to them and,- in some reports, -the 
table of produce estimates gives no tnformation whatever.! concern
.ing _the basis for the outturns assumed, A single estimate_ is 
framed for each main kind throughout the assessm~nt circle. 
1n the determination-of outturns all crops which .cover all appreci
able area are taken into con~idt>ration and it is necessary therefore 
"to determine the normal proportions sown and matured under 
each crop. The settlement officer- selects those recent years, usually 
from three t0 6ve which he thiuks will give a true normal, and 
the average of these is assumed to represent the normal proportion 
under eJ.(jt croJ-l. fn the Central Provinces the procedur.· is somewhat 
on the Punjab lines, but less elaborate, and a single estimate for each 
cr~p is framed for the whole district. Thus the whole conception of 
determining by experiment the outturn of_ each assessment class in 
everr main kiud in. evny tract is distincti\·ely a feature of the Burma 
system. Another us,;ful suggestion due t·> Indian. practice is the 
po!'sibility of checkin~ crop experiments by enquiries O\·er a hrge area .. 
In mixed crop areas it is possible to ascertain the normal -area under 
each crop, and it should not be impossible to ~stimate wi~h 
approximate accuracy the total normal outturn 0\·er the· whole area 
by checking the re-sults of crop measurement with admitted outturns 
over large areas, and with figures obt~ined from mill:>, railway and 
.shipping companies. . ' - ' 

9-l· Experien~e in Burma has demonstrated the limitations of crop 
measurement and Indian practice shows that it 

The use of crop is quite possible to arrive at a satisfactory 
measurement, . . assessment With very few experiments or even 

-none at all. But while recognizing the limitations and fallibility of 
crop measurep1ent and the possibility of greatly reducing the scale 
on which it ha,.s_ hitherto been the practice _to conduct experiments 
in Burma, we nevertheless rt'gard the numerous experiments as a,. 
useful feature of tht> system. Intelligently used, experiments can be of 
great assistance in classifying land ; the intimate knowledge of outturns_ 
which -a settlement officer gradJially acquires Ly the careful study of 
numerous experiments in the field, even if the plots have been badly 
selected and carelessly measured, should help him to arrive at ~figure 
for the normal outturn; and where, as in large parts of Lower-Burma, 
there is a single crop practically secure and little difference of soil 
within the class, experiments conducted on a large scale over a long 
period do give an average which cannot lightly be disregarded in 
framing assumptions for the norm~l yield. Where conditions such as 
these obtain iL- is still necessary to bear in mind the fallibility of. 
experiment and, in view of a tendency apparent in recent ye;:trs closely 
·to approach or even exceed ~he maximum limit indicated by experi
ment, it seems desirable to emphasise the need for great caution in 
this respect. Beyond this we consider it ~ndesirable to limit_ the 
discretion of the Settlement Officer in the application oJ his figures; 
'his opinion is worth more than his statistics. Still more is it impossible 
for any one to use the figures safely except the officer who compiles 

'"them i if he cannot be trusted neither can his figures, and any tendency 
.to ase the statistics as data for assumption must be dangerous. 



' 95. We are of opinion ther~fore :- -
(i) That the Settlement officer should endeavour to estimate a~ 

RecommendationS.· accurate!~ as po~sible the normal gross value 
. of the produce of each tract. 

(ii) That he should endeavour to arrive at this by two methods :
(•) by utilising so far as possible such information as may be 

available· . 
(i) as to crops m3rketf·d or exported, e.g., from brokers, mills,. 

· railway and shipping companies, co-operative societies 
· and large estates, _ 

(ii) as to the home con~ump_tion of each lcind of crop, 
(iii) as to the normal area under each kind of crop from t}e 

land records statistics. . • 
(6) by repeated personal t>nquiries regarding the produce of 

individual holdings and of each soil class, checked by the 
results ot crop measurement and statements l>y cultivators. 

(iii) With regard to crop measurem~nt;- · 
· ·{a) "that any pretence of determining outturns by asses9ment 

classes by calculating the average result of experiments 
shouid be abandoned, unless the ~ssessment claPs is 
·sufficiently homogeneous in soil and physical conditi0ns, 
and the experiments are sufficiently numerous, for the 
average result to constitute primi faci~ evidence of 

. the normal outturn ; · • 
(h) ·that in 'order to obtain a repre5ent'~tive selection the 

recent innovtiltion by which a settlement officer or a 
senior experienced assistant selects representative fields 
from the map in office will ordinarily furnish a better 
representation of the general conditions of producth·ity 
thac selections made in the field by subordinate rr.embers 
of the establishment ; · 

(c) that for the settlement officer to obtain -a just opinion of 
· the general course of harvests, experiments should be 

continuous ; representative fields once reaped should be 
kept- under observation throughout the course of sett~e-
ment; . · · 

(d) that_ if the average outtum be calcul'llted, 
(i) the limitations and fallibility of crop measurement as; 

i•dicated above should receive careful consideratioa 
and the upward limit indicated by tire average should 
only be approached with caution, 

(ii) it should be recognized that, where experiments as suffi
ciently numProus for the average result to indicate the 

·normal outturo, it should rarely be necessary to reject 
any except for some defect on the face of the record ; 
and 

(iii) that where, as will frequently happen with continuous 
experiment, the figures include partial or total failures, 
the settlement officer should exclude experiment• 
where the outturn would, in his . opinion, receive
exemption under the remission rules as actually apvlied. 
within bis exp~rience i~ ~he ~istrict. · · 

# . • \• l "l' • " " '" ~ I · • 
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(iv) With regard to admission by cultivators it should be bo~e 

in mind- . .,...,. 
{a) that although cultivators tend to understate their outturn 

in anv particular year they equally tend to state the 
normal outturn as that which c~ be obtained io the best_ 
year· · 

(.S) that s~bordinate members of the establishment tend to 
record admissions which support their classification ; 

(c) that in areas of scattered holdings and mixed crops the 
cultivator can state his gross outturo with much greater 
accuracy than the outturn of any particular holding. 

(v) With regard to publication of the statisti~- . , 
(a) that ordinarily it is impossible for· a settlement officer to 

justify his assumptions within the limits of a settlem~nt 
report, . .. . . 

( 6) 'that the publication of statistics without explanation tends to 
exaggerate their statistical value and does more harm than good; but 

(c) that the assumptions should be carefully justified in a form 
available (or reference by the next settlement officer and others who 
may be interested. . .. 

96. The next element in the determination of. the net produce is 

Prices. 
the price at which the produce should be valued. 
With regard to export crops it has not hitherto 

been difficult to determine the normal market price of past years. 
But in the calculation of local prices there is considerable room for 
error~ Local records are defective and local p_rices cannot safely be 
deduced from the normal market price as communications have 
probably changed and disturbed their mutual relations .. For crops 
sold locally or grown for home consumption any estimate must largely· 
be fictitious. In the estimate of prices Indian practice helps but little; 
conditions there resemble more closely those of Upper Burma where 
differentiation of prices within the tract is rarely needed and in India 
for the same kind of produce it is usual to assume only one conversioJI 
rate over the entire settlement ar~ difference of prices resulting from 
bad communications or remoteness from markets being allowed for by 
grouping. These groups are very much larger than the price tra~ 
of Lower Burma; in Madras it is quite common ·for the 11·hole of one . 
or more taluks (townships) to be in the same group. The single crop 
grown for export and the special conditions of communication, due to 
the extent of water transport in Lower Burma, rendered differentiation 
of prices within small areas possible and necessary, and introduced the 
conception of price tracts, which is peculiar to this province and allows 
a more refined graduation of price assumptions than is customary in 
India. Butt be Punjab procedure deserves notice. Here the proposals 
of the settlement officer regarding the prices which he proposes to 
assume are submitted at an early stage of the operations separately 
from the main proposals and when framing his assessments he fixes. 
prices in accordance with the orders of the Finao.cial Commissioner. 
The determination of prices is a matter of primary importance and as 
l'egards export crops it will be much more difficult in the future thaa 
in the past. It is possible in Burma for the settlement office(• 
assumptions regarding prices to be rejected wiled. Govenurieni ia 
passing fiaal orders, with the result that his whole proposals may b• 

6 



rnateri;&Hr· lffetted. "This cannot· be· regarded as satisfactory and 
some adaptation of the Punjab practice might suitably be introduced. 
Orders. on-prices should be obtained in the ·preliminary nsessment 
report -.vhich, on our proposals,-witl be submitted during first recess. 

· ·97.' Neither hfBurma. no~ in India' have enquiries into ~be cost of 
cultavatloo been found satisfactory. The pre!lent 

!The i!'structient rot instructions in Burma ran as follows :-" The 
:::i~~~!, th:r:OS~: · .· cost of ~ultivation ·will be calculated ~er a~re on 
sound i1,1 principle, -:- the bas1~ of the average local rates tor h1re of 

labour; hlfe of cattle, cost of seed and the like. 
Hiring will be· allowed for in the estimate to the extent to which the 
resident cultivator ordinarily supplements his own labour and that of 
his family and plough cattle by hired labourers or cattle. In the cost 
Of·.cultivation should ··be· included depreciation ·of implements and 
farming stock and all ascertainable charges, both out of pocket and 
other .which can fairly be debited to thi1 head, the cost of living of the 
cultivator ·and . :his .- family, however, being excluded." These 
instrudioni.hav4! frequently been adversely criticised. They make no 
allowance for the labour of the cultivator and his family, and, strictly 
applied, would justify a higher assessment on the poorer cultivator, 
working a small holding with his own family, than on a wealthier man 
employing several labourers; they tax industry and encourage idleness. 
'Again n ascertainable" charges vary greatly from place to place and 
from·. man· to man and· the standard consequently lacks de 6ni tion. 
But 'the. main objection is, perhaps, that figures which purport to show 
'the cost of cultivation and, except in areas where hiring for all the opera
tions of agriculture is general, exclude the principal element in it, are 
conventional, arbitrary, and meaningless; unless carefully handled, with 
a clear -conception of their actual content, they can only be misleading. 

98 •. Tbe manner in which 'the instructions are applied has also 
• . . . been criticised. ·'There are · two methods : by 

••and aa apphcauon. h" h h f 1 • • b t" t d. ·· , w tc · t e cost o cu bvabon can e es 1ma e 
'On ·onev method, numerous enquiries are conducted into the cost per 
·holding and,' to arrive at the cost per- acre, the aggregate cost for 
'tbe'-holdings dealt with is' divided by their aggregate area. Oo 
~he· other method, the cost , per acre is arrived at on the basis 
-of enquiries directed to ascertain the cost separately for every item. 
'The former method emphasises the importance of statistical results, 
-·and ·does·. not recognise items of expenditure, however important, 
"Which cannot readily· be brought into a statistical form. The latter 
--method renders it· possible to make an allowance for every item 
·-of normal expenditure, but emphasises the element of judgment oo 
the part of the settlement officer and cannot so conveniently be 

·supported ·by statistics. The statistical method is more suitable 
"Where the allowance for cost of cultivation is supposed to represent 
"• the actual money outgoings on the cultivation of an average holding." 
:The other method is more suitable where the settlement officer 

addresses himself to the practical question of ascertaining the full and 
"'true · normal cost of cultivation. The ·statistical method is that 
•· hitherto· recognised· and commonly employed in. Burma. I~ Lower 
• Burma during original settlementa and the first round of revisiOns, the 
·wettlemeut -~flicer: was 'directed that •• in order to arrive_ at a fair 
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.;a;erage. scale '>f cost .-of cultivation· no ·effort sliould be t~pared to 
ol!ltaia.as latge a .number of eases as possible from among· all tluses ' 
-of~ the people and over tile• entire area -under settlement." 1 It was· the 
_practic~ for him to hold an .. enquiry in · each . kwin- or ·'!ilJage = -everr· 
<nltivator ,whose presence could, readily be obtained ,waS summarily 
-eumined. ln. Jgog-the instructions· were amended to exch1de cultiva
tors> with small holdings not forming \heir sole· means~of ·subsistence •. • 
.J n. Upper Burma the complexity of agricultural conditions was cecog
nised .in the earliest Directions and, although the t~ettlement officer 
was still expected to conduct the enquiry· for entire villages, be was 
·only required to obtain statistics ·•• in· at least half of the villages under 
-settlement." ·The amended Instructions of 1907 provided in g~eater 
detail for obtaining statistics regarding the cost of cultivating a variety 
-()(clop~, and reduced the minimum number of villages, in which enquiries 
were to be held from ·so per cent. to to per cent.· These amendments 
led the .way f9r the present inetructions under which the settlement 
officer. is no I )nger expectfd to. hold a sum mary ·enquiry for as many 
cultivators as possible, but .is required to examine -in great detail three 
·representative cultivators in each kwin· where cultivation is extensive. 
The amount of detail .which -is needed in Upper -Burma, merely to 
aacertain the actual outgoings on various kinds of cultivation, has been 
grafted on to the Lower Burma practice in utilising the results; the · 
enquiries are conducted almost in sufficient detail for the settlement 
officer to frame an estimate of lthe normal cost per acre,· but the 
results are treated statistically· by averaging the cost per holding. 
This is an important step towards the alternative- method for ascer
taining the cost of cultivation by estimating each item separately. 
The latter method has been generally· employed in India, advocated 
from time to time in Burma, and actually applied with satisfactory 
results. . As will appear below, we are of opinion' that an allowance . 
·should be made for home labour and, although it would be possible to 
combine such an ·allowance with the present statistical method ot · 
.arriving at the cost, the combination is not satisfactory, and .we prefer 
the alternative, of estimating each item separately, as tending to brin! 
settlement operations into closer relation with facts. 

gg. -The problem of .allowing for home labour is so important that, 
·The question of an before examining the manner in which enquiries 

.allowance for home into the cost of cultivation are now conducted, it · 
<labour. is expedient to set forth the argu01ents for 
·-excluding the labour of the cultivator and his· family. There are two 
distinct Jines of argument; one is that no allowance ought to be made, 
the other is that, although an allowance may properly be made, it is not 
convenient to do so in practice. The view that no aiJowabce ouo-ht to 
be made rests on the theory that the state is the owner of the land and 
is entitled to a share as such i that the remuneration of the cultivator 
may rightly be regarded as included in the balance remaining after 
payment of the land revenue. This view has sometime~ heeD adopted 
with regard .to state land in Upper Bu~ma but never found general 
acceptance m Lower Burma, and, both 1n Upper ilDd Lower Burma it 
:bas always been the practice to make some allowance for home labo'ur 
directly or indirectly. With the net profits standard the whole cost 
.of living was allowed, including that met by the income from non-
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agricultural sources. , When the net produce standard wu first
introduced at the instance of the Government of India, it wu assumed. 
as a matter of course that the full cost of cultivation would be allo .. ·ed 

. and it was proposed by the Local Government that the average cost. 
of cultivation per acre should be calculated on the assumption that. 
each holding was'' cultivated entirely by outside labour, hired cattle,. 

. implements, bought seed, etc." It appears to have been contemplated 
that the method of framing an estimate for each item of cullivatioo. 

S.M. 1.. 493 should be substituted for the statistiCal' method of averaging the 
....-too. results of numerous enquiries by holding. But the proposal did not· 

meet with the approval of the Government of India, who were of opinion 
that only actual money outgoings should be allowf:d and that, after 
deducting the land revenue from the net produce as thus calculated, 
the balance remaining to the cultivator should be assumed to cover thtt 
remuneration for bis labour. The grounds of their opinion were that 
an injudicious officer working out the net produce scale in the manner
proposed by the L6cal. Government might pitch it so· low that, takeo 
with the provisional standard of one-quarter, it might fail to give an 
adequate assessment and tl\ilt, ib some instances, the method proposed· 
bad been worked so as to show that cultivation was carried on at a 
loss. They also pointed out that the theoretical rates calculated in 
this manner would be higher than if the full cost of cultivation wer~ 
allowed, and the disparity between the theoretical and actual rates 
should emphasize the fact that one-quarter of the net produce was a 
strictly provisional. assessment; and that the actual rates should be· 
framed with refe!en~e more to. the current incidence and general 
circumstances than to theoretical standards which were_ extremely 
difficult to ascertain with any accuracy. Meanwhile in I899-1goo. 
experiments had been made in calculating the cost of cultivation on 
the assumption that all labour and cattle were hired. But these en• 
quiiie~ seem to have been conducted on the statistical method and the

•results- were· not in all cases found satisfactory, not so much owing to 
the cost assumed for hired labour beiag too high as to the assumed· 
hip of cattle 'being fixed too high. Rates of hire \\·ere larger than if 
hiring were general and the application of these rates unduly raised 
the apparent cost of cultivation. The modification 'proposed by the 
Government of India was accepted and it was decided to exclude any 
allowance for home labour. 

In 1907 the Government of India reopened the question by suggest
ing that an allowance should be made for " the cost of labour of the
cultivator, his family and cattle, which is clearly a part of the necessary 
costs of cultivation." The Local Government however replied that the
inclusion of these items would imply a reversion to the net profits standard, 
and this view was accepted. Bat there has been a constant tendency 
on the part of settlement officers to enlarge the authorised allowance for 
cost of cultivation. In some settlements an allowance bas been made 
for so much of the labour of the cultivator and his family as could be 
ascertained with accoracy and this view prevailed so far that for a time
the instructions were altered in this sense. In Tharrawaddy the settle
ment officer went further and, adopting the method of estimating each. 
item in the cost of cultivating a typical holding, framed an estimate on the: 
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.;assumpti<fn that on a typical holding all labour was hired. · !he Confer• 
-ence which dealt with his report criticised his assumptions as fif,:titious, 
because the area of the holding selected as typical was arbitrary a~ d.~ 
his method disregarded . the economy of cultivation on large . 
holdings. His assumption for the cost of cultivation, however, was 
accepted. The Financial Commissioner further objected that the . 
. assumption was uniform over the whole district and ·that it was not_ 
based on· actual figures. It was decided on these grounds that th~ 
iormer practice should be restored, and that no allowance for home 
labour should be made when calculating the cost of- cultivation. 
However, in practice, an allowance bas generally· been made by reducing 
the share of the net produce in areas where labour is little hired. 
The foreg,ing arguments for excluding any allowan·ce for home labour 
from the figure for cost of cultivation, and the practice of making an 

.allowance indirectly, will be further considered after the· present 
.procedure bas been described. · . · 

xoo. The general Instructions are supplemented for each main head . 
·Th d'fli 1 f 1 of the enquiry .. These supplementary in!!trqc-

e 1 cu tyo ca cu- . h h d '1 d · f t · d lating expenditure liOns, t oug eta1 e , are not sabs ac ory, an 
" have been differently applied by different officers. 

Payments may be made in .cash or in kind. Payments in kind are 
-valued '' at the price current in the village at the time of delivery or . 
. at the deduced price for the year according as the settlement officer 
may direct", but when rice grown for export forms the staple crop, 
.payments are valued " at the deduced wholesale price of paddy deter• 
mined for the assessment tract." This represents a normal for twenty 
years and is ordinarily much lower than the price in the year. when 
·the payments were made, thus reducing the apparent cost of cultiva-
·tion for paddy. · ~- . · 

. The principal heads of expenditure are seed, la'bour and·catti~: .. -
For some crops the expenditure on seed is one of the heaviest· 

·items. The seed may come from stock, or be purchased for cash, or 
"With borrowed money, or be obtained on condition of repayment with 
interest in kind. Frequently the · source can only be verified · by 
·reference to the harvest preceding the year to which the enquiry 
"''elates, aad, if the man examined remembers and states the source 
-correctly, the allowance made will vary according to the manner ia 
which it is obtained. . · 

Labour may be paid for in cash, or in kind, or on the mutu~l help 
-system.. Daily labour. is ordinarily paid in ush; seasonal labour, 
-which prevails in Lower Burma, is ordinarily paid in kind. Mutual 
help is allowed for as if it were daily labour paid in cash. Payments in 
kind are made at harvest and the payment, being d'eferred, naturally 
includes interest; But when the cultivator borrows money to make 
cash payments no charge for interest is allowed.· The proportion of 
·hired. labour varies greatly from village to village for.. many reasons,. 
the s1ze of holdings whether large or small, the exi1tence of cotton, 
-oil or saw mills, the presence of an artizan class available for agri
. cultural operations in its slack times and so on. If there are more 
'Profitable openings for local labour, outside labour will be hired~ 

Uncertainty also obtains in calculating the cost of cattle. OYer 
.most of the country cattle breeding is carried <'D to o;ome extent11 and 
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not infrequently is more important than aariculture, Man): people
make a profit by training young cattle to th~ plough- ellch season and. 
~lling them when trained.. Often there is a long history of saies,1 
purchases, exchanges and epidemics. Io some places weak animal• 
are sold and strong .bought, in others fully traiaed animals are sold an ct. 
young 11tock broken in, and in Upper Burma four or five cattle mar be 
used.forone yoke. The Instructions prescribe-that, in addition to the 
cost ol all new plough cattle purchased or obtained in exchange for 
produce, the value of plough cattle wHcb died and were replaced other 
wi1e than by-purchase or exchange during the year of enquiry and' 
three )'ean previous shall be allowed. The effect of this in.structioo 
bas not always been clearly understood.: 

101~ There are many other sources of error:-
(i) When a man practiSt:stwo varietit's of cultivation the expendi·· 

and · of correlating ture is distributed according to th~ area under 
the expenditure with each kind. For example, if a man cultivates 
the are_a. . three acres of stiff rice land and twelve acres of· 

· light_sandy soil under dry· crops, the Instructions require that (our
_i6(ths ·of the expenditure on cattle shall be debited to the dry crops,. 
= whereas probably the bulk of their labour has been applied to the 

dee 'fields. 
(ii) The enquiries relate only to matured area. They cannot be· 

conducted until the crops have all been reaped and cultivators must 
often. be examined regarding expenditure incutred mere than a year 
pre\'iously. Thus if the enquiry be held between September and' 
December into the cost of cultivation of a mao cultivating early sesa• 

_ mum, cotton, millet, red bean and rice,. a typical combination, th~ 
record will show the expenditure on early sesamum during the year 
·of enquiry and the expenditure on other crops during the previous year, 
· • .(iii) The area to which the enquiry· relates is the area actually-

·. cultivated, excluding fields on which the crop was an entire failure; It 
follo~s therefore that under this system the cost of cultivation per 
acre, which is worked out from tbe·cost of cultivation for the entir~ 
holding includingfailed ·areas; will appear high in a bad year and low 
in a good year, whereas the reverse is usually the case. 

(iv) Again it is necessary to verify the area. The most satisfactory 
way·of: doing this is to survey the land which the- man points out· aa. 
baving been cultivated successfulty a year ago. The land has probably
beeu:occupied by two crops since, perhaps by· three crops·; a field 
without. visible divisions may at any season have been unger three 
crops, side ·by side or mixed. The cultivator cannot be expected to
remember where he sowed each crop and his criterion of failure will 
certainly differ hom that on which be is supposed to be assessed. 

(v) The figures, when obtained, relate solely to the cost of cultiva
tion in a single year, Even with a single crop, if half the cultivated 
area fails ·durin' the year of enquiry, the cost of cultivation will appear· 
much larger than the cost'in a year when all succeeds; With several 
crops the cost varies according to: the proportions occupied by each 
crop and this will vary with the seasons.· 

ao:z. 1 hese instructions: tell their own tale.,· Refinement has been 

Indian practice. 
added to refinement in the vain search for arith
metical certitad• ia calculating :a ·factol' which ia 
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beyond analysis by the crude ·!Dac~inery of iettlem~t: First and last, 
estimates of the cost of cu1tJVatton · must depend- on the-:care ·and 
judgment of the· settlement officer; neither·can be supplied •by_tules 
bowever detailed. Let us torn to consider how ·the diffidlty·-is · met 
in India. In the Centt'al Pro•inces and the Punjab where.assessments 
are based on rents, the cultivator is necessarily allowed the ·fult cost of 
cultivation. In the Punjab it is expressly laid down that, where the 
estimate of the net produce for an assessment circle!· is· checked by-· a 
separate estimate for a well-irrigated'holding, actual or supposed,'" ifthe · 
owners cultivate themselves a· reasonable sum mast be allowed as ·the 
price of their labour.'' In Bombay the difficulty is avoided owing 'o 
the limitation of enhancements. In Madras, where the·basis of assess:.. 
meat is the net produce, the directions for original settlements conteJnOo 
plate the inclusion of home labour in calculating the cost of cultivahon;. 
But the roquiry was very much simpler than in Burma:-

(i) Mixed crops were excluded and only one or at most two food 
aops were taken into consideration for wet and dry cultivation; 
. (ii) There was no attempt to arrive at an average by recording the 
actual expenses of a large number of cultivators; the co!>t o[ cultivation 
was calculated by the settlement officer on the~ basis of his·· general 
expenence and he made no attempt to support it by statistics; 

(iii) The figure-arrived at by the settlement officer ·was assuQ:ted 
to be the cost of cultivation uniformly over the whole district for the 
best class of soils; the cost of cultivating inf~rior soils "·as based· oli 
conventional reductions. Thus if an acre of· land yielding ••soo lbs. 
of rice cost Rs. 20 to culti\'ttte, the cost of culti\'ating an acre yielding 
1,000 lbs, might be assumed at Rs. 11 toRS. 15; 

(iv) At revision settlements the cost is not· recalculated ·in detail. 
The Tesettlement is based chiefly -on prices and the &ettlemf'nt officer 
examines in general terms how far a rise· in· the· cost: of 1 cultivation 
must be set off against the l'ise of prices,· Where Ients are··numeroas, 
these ·are utilized as a check on the ·estimates·· for cost' of cultivation. 
If,; on the basis -of the rents -generally· pre.ailing; a· sufficiently: lrigb 
enhancement can be taken it is clear that' the proposed 3 assessment 
must be below the half net produce standard~ Thus Mr:Stuart·writes 
in the Chingleput Report: "A useful check1• on·• calculations of'· 
cultivation expenses is afforded. by· the fact' that' one~half' th'e .. gross 
produce ia universalty recognized, under·the t7111fOIII•'system; to be a fair 
return to the cultivator for the expenses of cultivatioa and to leave him 
some profit besides. For the better 'Wet ·taods 'as l6w· a·5hare-as on~ 
third is held to be sufficient. In the tablebelow th~-value··oflhalf'aod 
one-third the gross produce is compared ·with the-t'esull •of 'increasing· 
the present scale of cultivation expenses by fifty per cent: • • • · • 
It will be seen that tG increase thei:nltintioltexpenses• by' more ·than 
50 per cent would give-figures which are far in exeess of the< value ·of 
the half , .. ,. .. ,.. Now it is certain-that the uera~caltivatioa expenses 
caa never esceed; and ·must in general be below; tht'valae- of 'thO' balf 
share· It is thus clear that cultivatioa espenses have oot ioereased'bJ 
more than so per cent.; and that ao allowance o[ an increase by this amoaat 
would be ample."' And· Mr.- Jacksoa· ia· the Taojore .. Report writes : 

. - f : 

r. Thei'anjab Settlement Manaal. ·~us; paragraph'34r;. 
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"Some interesting results can be obtained by considering the expenses 
of cultivatioa on the,.,..,. system, which, from the mirasidar's point 
.of view, is the cheapest system of inclusive contract for labour." 

103. We are now in a position to examine the arguments against 
Further co;.ideration !he indusi?n of an allo,.·ance _for _home labour 

· , . of home labour. ID calculating the cost o( cultJVatton. Except 
. , . with regard to state land in Upper Burma it is 
difficult to support the -view that no allowance ought to be made. 
Although in practice on royal land the Government took 10 to IS per 
cent_ of ~be gross produce, in theory it seems that the land was rented 

· on terms of partnership entitling Government to ha!f the produce 
after deducting the portion actually paid a!l wage'l. That theory 
applied to royal land and could also be applied to land declared to be 
state land after the annexaticm, but non-statt" land in Upper Burma 
was from the outset regarded as entitled -to a· privileged rate. Ia 
Lower Burma the view that land belongs to Government has beera 
vigorously confuted and any claim to exclude an allowance for home 
labour on this ground can hardly be sustained. In view of the fact 
that the propo3al of the Government of lndh in 1907 to make ara 
allowance for home labour. was rejected as a reversion to the net 
profits standard, it may be well to ·notice that the old net profits 
standard allowed deduction of the full cost of living as determined by 
enquiry and was quite distinct from a standard of net produce covering 
the full cost of labour.. But it seems unprofitable to eumine at 
length the theoretical justification ofeither view1 for in practice the 
equity of making ara allowance bas. been generally recognized ; the 
question has been dealt with on the grouod of practical coavenience 
and indirectly an allowance has ordinarily been made. The considera
tion which seems to have carried most weight with the Government of 
India when they recommended the exclusion of an allowance for h:>me 
labour was that such an allowance might result in figures showing 
that c;ultivation was unprofitable and lead an injudicious officer to 
frame unnecessarily. low rates. This suggestioo loses much force 
when it is remembered that, even on the present interpretation of net 
·pr~duce. figures show not infrequently that cultivation is cooducted 
at a loss, and that on numerous occaiions the Local Government bas 
enhanced very considerably the rates proposed by settlement officers. 
Their further suggestioo that the high pitch of theoretical rates on the 
:system , proposed by them would clearly mark the importance of 
general considerations h~ not been justified by experience.. In fact 

· the proposal which they put forward on the ground that at would 
emphasize the practical aspect of settlement was accepted by the 
Local Government because it gave the most convenient statistics; the 
statistics collected on the basis of allowing for all labour and cattle as 
oil bire<J unduly raised the apparent COil of coltivation. That is the 
substance of the whole controversy. If it is admitted, as it alway• has 
ia general been admitted, that au allowance for home labour should be 
made, the whole question as to the manner of making it depends on 
the importance regarded as attaching to statistics. 

· ,· . Ia one tract, A, go cultivators may hire all thei~ labour and 
-•~ hire none: because of the large proportiora of h1red labour 
the net pro_duce will ~!ow._ Ia another tract, B, there may be 
• 
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-go who hire no labour and Io non resident landlords who do no 
work at all ; because of the low proportion of hired labour the net 
produce will be high. The term "net produce " means something 
quite different in these two tracts; the term hi itself and without 
ceference to the circumstances is meaningless •. In the latter t~;act, B, 
the theoretical rate of assessment will be high because the people are 
industrious: in the former tract, A, it will be low because they are laz1• 
This anomaly will probably (though not necessarily) be correct~d· Ill 
some degree by taking a higher proportion· or the net produce in the 
former tract, A. This not only complicates settlement procedure and 
settJem(:'nt reports but is further open to serious objection as penalizing 
the thrifty and industrious minority in tract A. Again there are 
:numerous grounds on which the fraction of the net produce taken 
may be varied; it will be lower where crops are precarious or holdings· 
small, and so on. The settlement officer is excused from making a 
definite allowance for home labour but expected to make an indefinite
allowance. The only justification for this is that it is · diffi!=lllt to 
-combine a definite allowance for home labour with statistics that 
.already comprise an indefinite allowance. In both the tracts taken as 
example, the average cost per acre includes an allowance for home·. 
labour hued on the expenditure of those who hire labour but, in botb,. 
the statistieal result rests on enquiries made not only from some who 
do not hire labour and s:>me who do; all that C:an be postulated is that 
in one a larger allo~ance is made for home labour than in the other, 
the degree of difference cannot possibly be determined. . 

The matter of estimating the full and true normal cost ol cultivation 
'has been subordinated to the quest for arithmetical certitude, and the 
degree of detail and the numerous defects in the instructions show 
that, even when the enquiry is thus deprived of all utility for the 
practical purpose of asse~sment, there only remains" a quagmire of 
.e;tatistics.'' The practice adopted in some settlements of making ali 
allowance for home labour where it could be determined with accuracy -
-only carries still further the refinement of detail and reliance on statis
tics which mark the present Instructions. Other methods of improv<~ 
.ing the etatistics have been suggested and considered but it seems 
unnecessary to discuss them. We are compelled therefore to fall back 
-upon the alternative method which we mentioned at the beginning of 
this chapter, and to recommend that the cost of cultivation be 
estimated on the basis of enquiries directed to ascertain ·the· cost 
separately for each item with a view to arriving as accurately as 
-conditions allow at the full and true normal cost of cultivation. This 
method was adopted by Sir Harvey Adamson when settlement officer 
-of Tharrawaddy in 1881 ; as already mentioned it was again adopted 
in Tharrawaddy at;the last re-settlement. The objections raised on the 
latter occasion were that the t>stimated cost was not based on actual 
1itatistics and was therefore arbitrary and fictitious, that it was uniforrn 
-over the whole district and that it disregarded the economy of large 
holdings. These objections rest on several assumptions; that asse&&a 
:ments can be based upon statistics; that, apart from the labour of the 

·-cultivator and his family, the ~ost of cultivation can be ascertained with 
.accuracy; and that a sdtlement officer, who can be trusted to check 
.and interpret figures obtained by a subordinate questioning a -series 
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of cultivators •ccording:to a etandard formt is incompetent to form;an. 
adequate -estimate of the·true cost 'of eatb item of the cost.: of cultin• 
tion. Orte objectionc.alone ·carries• any' weight,· .the 'objection~ that "a· 
uniform esti'mate ·was applied. over the· whole· district; The same: 
objection might be applied with gr~ater !Wt'ight to the applicatioa of· a 
uniform ·estimate· for ·every·· assessment .class,· wllich is the general. 
pr:rdtice:- In some case9, where a minute ·degree of accuracy is needed? 
it may be desirable to vary the- estimate. for: cost of· cultivation for 
different areas or·different classes. But ia general it must be accepted 
that any estimate for the cost of cultivation by the processes of settle" 
ment must necessarily be roughi and that, as the 'actual rates of assess
ment will fall so far below the· theoretical standard, variations from 
place to place and class to class can safely be· neglected.' We do ool 
wish to countenance the action of the· settlement officer in Tharra .. 
waddy in deputing from' the Instructions without obtaining previout 
sanction,· but he rendered useful service in showing that it is possible
to frame an estimate for the full and true cost of cultivation which 
can be applied for the practical purpo!es of assessment. 

104: We are' of opinion' therefore that the principles on wbicb 
.. , cost of cultivation is at ,present calculated are• 

unsound; and that the· manner·. in· which they 
' are applied is unsuitable. The principles are-

unsound' because they: lend. support to a view 
of land tenure in Burma:. which is contrary• to fact; they expose 
Go\ternmeot· to ther charge· of ~severity in:. assessment and do io 
fact encourage· high ass~ssments; they· justify, aDd' do in fact 

,conduce.to; the taxation of thrift afld. industry. It is impossible t~ 
approve the ~manner of their application by which subordinates on. low· 
pay··witb no special training put::questions~ on stereotyped Jines t() 
.hundreds of cultivators; who·have no incentive to answer them correctly,. 
on points: of detail which they~cannot·possibly•remembet> and produce
misleading statistics' which' complicate• procedure; h:lve' no· meaning• 
and: ar.e ia . fact· discarded:; enquiries iConducted in this manner are ot: 
little lJ&e and even mischievous •. In their place the· settlement · officerr 
should be required·to framer an' estimate for wba,'lllay coavenientlybtt' 
termed the cost-: of production, that is the true and ·full cost of cultiva• 
tion,:.inclltding ao adequate:allowance for·aJIIabour~expended: by the
cultivator and ·his bmily. In this recommendation we ·are fortified :byt 
the practically: unanimous opinion of all officers rwitb settlement ex• 

Recommendations : 
-The cost. of 
production. 

.. perience whom we have consulted andbythe.fact that nowh~>re in India. 
is the. term net produce interpreted in the-sense which: attaches tb it' 
in·BurmaJ The <framing of such an estimate should tnot present great 
difficulty• At present the! settlement officer does or ought 1 to-:: mak~ 

· set me estimat& when deciding ·On the .fract ion• of the· net 'Produce to be
taken; This :estimate, which is·now glossed over,· should be explicit
. Even if :we considered, as we· do not, that it•is,desirabl&to·fettet· 

settlement officert1with minute instructions· upon·points of detaili 
this report is not the place fo1:theftl. But• it· is • baFdly sufficient !~ 

- Jayvdown:.that .the settlement officer;should endeavour b'), ascerta•· 
the·fuJJ[~ and· true! normal·' cost· of cultivatio1r; we may 1 properly1 be:' 
espected te indicate· what significance we :>attach totheterm:aftd hbW" 
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it may·b.e ascertained: There• is flO such thing as a tree cost ·of ·culti• 
vation i~the abstract, the co~tt will vary witb the natur:e'<lf the· soil, theo 

~l~imate, tht,.rate of. wag~s ~the size of· holdings· and· maay'l otbec 
factors; it will be relative to the generallocat conditions:of agricultard 
economy.- The settle men~ officer should .~ndeavour•to ascertain the· 
true cost of production over a tong period· under the local conditionS
of agriculture at the time. . Where there are large holdings witb .. fouc 
or five ploughs working under. an agent, tho·. cost· of production1 ca1f 
readilv be calculated; the cost as cak:ulatt,d will be the same~on· the: 
method now proposed as on the method hitherto adopted, tho balance · 
over a long period wilt represent, the amount which a pruden~ tenant 
could afford to pay in rent. Where holdings are: small and agrkul;. .. 
lure merely ·a part time occupation, the measure of ccst :of production· 
is identical; it represents-the normal produce less the. amount which. 
a prudent tenant could afford to pay in rent.. If he pays more thaf!• 
this, be will be !king on his capital, or his ·labour will be -under paid;· 
if he pa,·s less he will be absorbing a ·portion of the- rental· pr-oduce~ · 
the produce which might be taken·· from him as rent .. Tlie normal\ 
gross \'alue less the amount which a prudent' tenant: could a~ or~ ·_to· 
pay in rent we regard as the full and true normal cost of·' cultrvatton~ 
The 1=rocedure in Madras indicates t\vo independent: methods• for
ascertaining this, directly by calcnlating.separately each 'itenf,.of: the 
cost, and indirectly by ascertaining the produce :left to cultivators:after 
paying rent. We contemplate that the form for enquiries ·should· be 
similar to that now used · and we. do not· wish· to undeNratej the: 
importance of numerous enquiries. But the• re-ason for multiplying: 
them at prnent is to enlarg~ the stati-stical fiel-d. for averaging;·-· We. 
regard that as unsound •. We should not 'Wish to limitJ, their number 
and we do not object to the., ptelim inary enquiry. being held,• as at. 
present. by -subordinatesJ But the· part played, by1 superio:r :officers 
should not be· merely- tl1at. of checking:: answers:. to~ routine
questio•.s, they should endeatour to- utilile> the1 enquity'for:building 
up a ·picture of the true cost ·of production,; This new couceptiotr of 
the purpose of the enquiry:will in itself limit the: number· w·bich.;it: is 
possible to hold, and . we see- no virtue-: io : mece ·:numbers~ .. 'A"l_ few 
enquicies conducted with intelligence· and • care· are!wortb· hundreda. 
conducted by· routine: probably· in fact the·: hundreds; o~: reutine:. 
enquiries are useless, if not worse, they. omit: much· off d:e; relen.nt. 
material and all share· a bias which does not average• out. •·· 1he· 
material prepared by subordinates·!=hould be used by·officers·wbo .have
sufficient brradth of view to arrive at the true cost of productionv . Ol\. 
this basis, the settlement officer' "'ould frame his direct :estimate'.' H~· 
would again approach the·probtem from the other·end, and 'from· the
actual conditions of tenancy ascertain bow mucb rent could be paid by a 
prudent tena11t: · These two estimates would mutally ;serte-'~s checks-
and the result should be approximately correctJ There remains for· 
co~sid~ration th~ necessi~y ·for varying. the estimate oin :different areas: 
or 10 d1fferent sods. Th•s should rarely be.necessary witbout•a..isbarp
dillerentiation of the crops g~own •. ·A-difference:· ia· croppiag·would 
immediately direct the- attention--of the:-settl.ementcoffidor to the 
need for scrutinizing and, if necessary, mC)difying:·hls.estilnate; Thtre:-
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might however be other differences not immediately apparent. It is 
improbable that a capable officer would ov~rlook them. But there is 
.already in existence a machinery for ensuring that he does not. Soil 
-classifying insptdor!l are now required to record in Field Form A the 
normal. cost of cultivation item by item for every kwin. On the 
procedure now recommended similar information wiU be recorded in 
.the village note book; an examination of these records will ~irect the 
attention of the settlement officer to special local conditions possibly 
.requiring .special treatment and, after such local enquirv as he may 
deem necessary~ he can vary his estimate to make it suitable. · 

· The estimate formed by the settlement officer cannot be justified 
within the limits of an ordinary report. He should therefore justify 
his estimate separately from the report in a form available for the 
-next settlement officer and others who may be interested . 

• 105. Thus the net produce basis as at present defined is dangerous. 
. . It is misleading in two ways. It restricts the 

. The present defim· cost of cultivation to the out-of-pocket expendi· 
11en of net produce d · h · h 1 · ,unsatisfactory ture an th1s encourages t ev1ew t at cu tlvators 
. . . .·' . have no proprietary interest in the land. Further 
.the exclusion of out-of-pocket expenditure of cultivation is liable to be 
misinterpreted as excluding the true cost of cultivation. It has often 
been assumed that the pitch of assessment in Lower Burma is 
-moderate,· whereas, though tempered by a liberal system of allowances 
for failure and fallow, it is high as compared with India, and the miscon

·ception must in some degree be attributed to the misleading definitioa 
·of net produce. It penalizes the poor, thrifty and industrious for the 
benefit of the wealthy, extravagant and lazy ; it is indefinite and cannot 
be understood without reference to the particular tract to which it is 

--applied, it leads to the complication of settlement proposals, and is 
'Without parallel in India. ·The manner of its application is laborious 
·and inaccurate, the wealth of detail and the minute scrutiny to which 
<ultivators are subjected, and the imposing array of !ltatistics which it 
·produces, tend to beget a confidence in the general effect of the results 
which they in no way deserve. . Assessments on this basis cannot be 

-explained nor justified nor stand criticism, either aa regards tbe·theory 
or . practice. on which they have been framed. We do not wi!;h 
.to suggest ·that individual assessments are in general inequitable. 
Differences in assessment, at least within a single kwin or village, do 

·ordinarily, where the classification is broad, correspond with differ
ences in outturns. The enquiries into nef produce as at present 

<Onducted do not however· contribute to this result, and calculation of 
the net produce by allowing the true cost of cultivation would tend 

.to distribute the demand more equitably than at present. 
· . Jo6. We recommend therefore that the basis of assessment should 

· ' . · · he the balance remaining alter deducting from 
The true net or the value of the yield the cost of production; 

. rental produce. that is, the true and full cost of cultivation, i.1clud· 
:ing an adequate allowance for all labour expended bv the cultivator 
-and· his family on the land. This, in effect, was the basis adopt~d 
by Sir Harvey Adamson when Settlement Officer of Tharrawaddy 1.n 
J88J. The basis now proposed is distinct from the net profit bas1s 
-which allowed deduction of the whole expenditure on living, and from 
~be present net produce basis which allows the deduction of little 
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more than the actual cash expen~s. The basis now proposed.' corr~
sponds with that understood as th~ net_produce in India, but to call 
it net produce would ten4 to confusion with the basis no"! obtaini~g, 
and a distinctive term seems necessary. The balance whiClt remains
-ilfter deductioa the cost of production is the amount which a prudent 
tenant could afford to pay in rent, and represents in fact the economic 
rent, the amount by which the land is better than land on the margin 
of cultivation. It might therefore conveniently be. tertped_._the-
•• Rental Produce.'! . 

107. The deduced gross produce depends on the yield under each 
• crop and the proportion of the area under· each- · 

Calcul~ttort by tracts. crop ; its value depends on the accuracy ·with-
which prices can be ascertained ; the net produce fur.ther depends on 
the accuracy of the ~stimated cost of cultivation. All these factors-' 
are in some degree inaccurate or even. indeterminable; From an·: 
assumed gross value largely fictitious, certainly containing numerous· 
errors, and in part dependent on the conditions of ·a single year, an
assumed cost, equally fictitious, erroneous and fluctuating is deducted, 
The resulting net produce value bas less relation with fact than either 
of its components. It is waste of time to calculate this figure for every 
soil class and, in fact, the calculations are not made a basis for rates 
and often are entirely thrown aside. The calculations will be less:. 
artificial on the basis of rental produce, but even. with this it seems · 
preferable to follow the precedent of the Hanthawaddy settlement and-
calculate the rental produce for the assessment tract. . · . · . · · 

108. It has not been found possible in the past and, even with the-· 
. . more generous allowance for cost of cultivation-

Mo:::~:!~:. of now reco
1
m mdende~~ whalillf not be

1 
possible in futurde- · 

to assess an on t.~ renta produce stan dar •. 
By prescribing a harsh standard and a lenient interpretation Govern
ment incurs odium without advantage. Settlement officers fear- that 
their proposals may be adjusted to the standard, and are not withou~ 
sufficient grounds for app1~ehension, as this course was actually~· 
adopted in Insein ; they tt;nd therefore to present figures which will;. 
stand scruti~y and to make the demand look as , heavy as .they can. · 
So that critics are able to quote a severe rule and apparently severe
aasessments, whereas the rates, thoug_h heavy by comparison- with· 
India, are much more lenient than they seem. We recommend there- . 
fore, following the amendment of the Madras Instructions in 1915, · 
that the present standard be modified, that the fraction of one-half be
prescribed as the maximum which the state may take and not as the 
proportion to be taken; and that this should be the standard both for· 
Upper and Lower Burma. . 

109- This fraction of one-half the r~ntal produce will be the·' 
. standard for theoretical rates. But circum-. 

Ra~, theo;.etJlal stances will rarely permit any close approxima-
an prac u:a • tion of the actual rates of assessment to those-

given by the standard.. The theoretical rates provide a standard · 
they. afford little o.r !'0 guidance to the. rates which can actually b;_. 
applied; for these It as. neLessary to consider many other circumstances· 
the rents actually paid, sale and mortgage Yalues and; above all th~
current incidence in the area for settlement and in adjoining districts.: 
These are the factors which determine the demand and we examine:
tbem in the following chapter. 



. CHAP.TER XII. 

,THB, 0ETBRMINATJON OF THE: ACTUAL DEMAND. 

1 J 10.: Tlae.principal consideratioos which must be taken into account 
1'be datil for deter• by the settl~ent offi~e.r in adjusting theoretical 

mining the demand. rates to practical conditions are rental and land 
~ values, gross produce, the incidence of the 

_-current demand in the settlement area and adjacent distr~, the cost 
-c»f living, agricultural indebtednet~s, the density o( population, size of 
holdings . and non-agricultural resources. There is another considera· 
tion which by. itself almost outweighs all these, the financial position 
of Government:· but this lies oatside the province of the settlement 
-officer. 'In the following paragraphs we discuss these data for deter
mining .the actual demand. 

J 111. It has long been .recognized that the rents paid by tenants may 

Tb • ._~t· 1 afford valuable assistance to the settlement officer, 
e ms ....... 10115 .or b th · d t · · h d d d · · · ·using rents. · o an e ermmmg . t e eman an an arnvang 

· · . at an equitable distribution. The Instructions 
-cleline tenant rate Qr rental value as the full fairrent, an approximation 
~o the net profits, the·gross amount which a tenant can afford to pay. 

· .Half .the rental value, althou~h not the authorized standard, is recognized 
;as a useful &eck on assessment proposals. But this abstract economic 
-conception is not rigidly distinguished from the material rents actuaJly 
·paid;· the. Instructions proceed to lay down that, if statistics are 
·-c::arefully compiled, in all tracts where tenants paying true rents hold 
.a :considerable area, the rental value provides a useful secondary 
-standard, and the term reatal value -is loosely used to cover actual 
·rents. ln settlement l'eports the· rental standard with which asscss
•ments are compared is ' that of. actual rents .and not of rental value. 
Rents are classified under four heads as- partnership, share produc~. 
·fixed rents,- subdivided . as fixed produce and fixed cash, and others, 
-the most common form of the last being tenancies where the rent paid 
is the land revenue only. ·Share produce and fixed rents are regarded 
.as true l'ents unless the tenant holds at a privileged rate. The lnstruc
··tion• prescribe that, for determining rental values as a basis of assess
ment, fixed rents should be considered the more useful, but share rents 
11hould oot be ignored. Rental statistics are compiled separately for 
each assessment class in each main kind and for every crop assessed at 
.a~special crop rate, and are-also separated for state and non-state 
tand in Upper Burma i( these are differentially assessed. The out turns 
and cents of holdings falling under more than one of the above heads 
.are distrjbuted in the statistics so far as practicable. 

Some details in the instructions for recording particulars relating 
to tenancies deserve notice. The standard form provides only for three 
crops aod four ·classes. It requires particulars regarding ex:
Jiroprietary tenants, who are not often found, but makes no provision 
fot the cases, not infrequent, where cultivators work their own land as 
tenants ~ of mortgagees. · Tbe prescribed form contemplates that 
teaanczies,are &IUJual,-whit:b is by no means invariably the case, but 



povides for. the comparatively infrequent cases where. tenants re.nder , 
-services in addition to their nominal rent. .The principal defects, 
however, relate to the. calculation of areas and produce values. "The 
Jnetructions prescribe that, fo~ partnership and share produce tenancies, 
-only the net cropped area shall be . entered. The eff~ct of. this. is to 
minimise the area rented and to· introduce discrepancies ~ith the land 
records figures. ~gain, rice, grown for export is val~c:d at the price 
.assumed for the tract on an average of_ao years. · l.h1s reduces .the 
.apparent rental values .and also vitiates comparison with the land 
zecords figures for the same year, which calculate. the yalue at the 
harvest price of that year. Another defect of less importance is that 
the settlement clerk is ·expected t()" note the reasons for exceptionally 
low and high rents. This will of.ten be beyond his powers, and if he is 
to record his opinion on it, the Instructions should provide for· special 
attention t~ the point by inspecting officers. Again, in compilation, 
lands on which exceptionally high or low rents obtain are omitted, 
thus reducing the area·which the statistics show -as rented. · 

. · 112. During the original settlements in Lower Burma the area held 
by tenants at rents approaching a competitive · 

,The use of Tents: pitch was comparatively small, but. settlement 
{a) for ·assessment. officers were directed to record tenancies, as the· 

aumber was believed to be increasing and fuller information was 
regarded as essential. Supplementary instructions issued in 1882 s M ·I" 
em pbasized the jm portance of special care and accuracy in investigating 3.fJe' • 
the conditions of tenancy'; 1' the fullest information . • • omitting · 
DO detail of any sort" was to be furnished. But rental values .were 
-Dot indicated as a guide to assessment and, although they were -
111entioned in the Report on the Akyab Settlement of 1885 to 1887, they 5 M. 1 • 
did not receive any serious consideration until the settlement of 369- ,•.a · 
Th&ngwa in J8tsg·go. When. the procedure for revision settlements S.M. I.; 
·was under discussion, the Government of India invited attention to the 42~ 
·,importance ·of rents as a guide to assessment and suggested that; in S.M.Il 
-view of the uncertainty and · impracticability of the l)alf net ·profits 44:;. 
standard, letting value might be taken as an alternative basis of 
.assessment. In Upper Burma settlement officers bad already, been 
directed to compare the rates proposed for assessmeut with the tenant 
rents, and in 1900, although the Local Government was unable to 
accept rental values as a sufficiently stable basis for assessment the 
Jnstructions for Lower Burma were revised on the lines of those applied 
in Upper Burma; on a further· revision in 1907 the instructions 
regarding the attention to be paid to rental values were amplified and 
assumed substantially their pre£ent form. 'The position now 1s . 
therefore that weight should be given to rents; but the degree ·to 
which this should be done bas never been defined, and in practice has 
varied from district to district and with different officers. Some 
-officers tabulate but do not use them. 

The use of rents for classification of land within the kwin or village 
·(L) , __ da "fie t' must be distinguished from their use for .assess-

Ill "'"" ssa a aon. t "Th . . . . . men . ere are no precase mstruct1ons that 
'l'ents should be considered in classification and the practice has ·differed 
in different settlements ; ma!Jy,. probably most, ,officers do not attempt 
to use them' fortbis purpose. · · · 

' . 
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·I IJ. The occup1~d area in Lower Burma covers 91 million acres a net 
'T. h 1 b'l't f · tbe rental area 31 million acres. In most districts 
. e easa 1 1 yo '· h' d d . using rente. . <!ver one-t ar , an 10 sJme more than half, the 

total area is let at full rents. In Upper Burma 
moet 'of the tenancies are on the share produce aystem and do not 
appear in the annual statistics, but the figures in the settlement reports. 
ahow that in several districts large area5 are rented-

Area in acres • 
District. 

. 
Occupied. Cultivattd. Rented. 

' PakSkku 389,937 ... 734.940 246,r46 
Lower Chindwin 772,710 435.442 

. 
2JI,219 ... 

Myingyan ... 1 11o6,o92 526,7 •s 150,633 
Sagaing ... . 768,319 501,757 127,829 

These figures are not exact. as in some settlement reports the statis-
. tics refer to occupied areas, in same to cultivated areas, and in some 

partly to occupied and partly to cultivated areas ; they show however 
that in many districts the rented. area is sufficiently ex tensive.to form a 
basis for estimating the rent actually paid. But there is a tendency 
to discard the statistics in Upper Burma on the grount:l that rents are 
customary, and in Lower Burma on the ground that they are not. 
Neither reason appears sound. It is generally recognized that even the 
quasi-cu&tomary rents of Upper Burma are higher on the better soils, 
or where the population is dense, which in itsell·may point to a good soil; 
these are Indications of assessable capacity which cannot with safety 
be rejected. lq Lower Burma it was formerly the tradition that rents l 

. were too low to afford a basis for assessment; now it is argued that 
the tenants are migratory and pay, or offer, more than the land is worth, 

: that landlords often fail to recover the nominal rent, and that rents are· 
• consequently too high to utilise for assessment purposes. This view 

is not without foundation, but is a reason for scrutinising rents the 
m~e carefully instead of disregarding them. The tendency to neglect 
rental statistics would seem in large part due to the practice of 
paying insufficient attention to them in the field ; often the figures are· 
not before the settlement officer in any _convenient form until near · 
the. close of operations. This in turn is partly due to the disregard of 
the elaborate and, in Lower Burma, on the whole accurate statistics.. 
relating to tenancies and rental values annually compiled by the land 
l'ecords department. It has another cause. On the mathematical 
conception of settlement, rents must be calculated by soil classes. But 
a very large proportion of the rents relate to tenancies comprising 
more than one main kind or soil class; such tenancies cannot be used. 
aatisfactorily to determine rental values by soil classes, and their exclu• 
sioo reduces the area covered by the statistics to an extent which renders.. 
these of little use. The average rental of a whole tract however 
presents,a valuable index to its assessable capacity, and is ordinarily 
the best guide in determining the demand. . 

When using rents for the purpose of determining the demand,.. 
one consideration of great practical importance should be borne 
in mind. High rental values are ordinarily regarded as justi-
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fying high rates but, in Lower B1,1rma, it is a common practice tc;>r 
landless cultivators to buy land with borrowed· money, thu$ paying· 
interest instead of rent, an<J in any tract where rents are high there 
may be several m~o in this position. To impose on such oren ~n 
assessment that a landlord can pay easily may compel them to surren
der their land and sink back to the position of tenants or labourers. 
In view of the policy of Government to establish cultivators on· the 

.land, it is necessary, where this practice obtains on a considerable 
scale, to apply with craution the argu111ent that ~igh rents justify a high 
assessment. ' 

114. In the Central Provinces the tenure sy-stem renders unprofitii:. 
ble any attempt to compare the area rented there 

Sug-g-estions !rom witb that in Burma; in the Pun jab the propor-
lndtan practice. tion rented is not materially higher than· in 

Burma; in Bombay and Madras no statistics are published but the. 
proportion rented appears to be less than in Burma. In Madrasand 
Bombay there is no attempt to base the assessment on statistics in the 
way.in which this is done in Burma, but the Punjab procedure more 
closely resembles that adopted here. The rent per acre for each soil 
class (it should be remembered that a Punjab soil class corresponds 
to our main kind) is separately calculated for fixed tents .and for 
share produce rents, il!cluding under the latter head partnership tenaq
cies. For example, 1f so per cent. of the rented area were let on a 
balf share, 30 per cent. at one-third share and ao per cent. at one
fifth share, the average fraction for the whole settlemeqt area would 
be worked- out at two-fifths. From the estimate of the gross produce . 
deductions are made lor any contributions by the landlord, for fodder 
crops used for . maintenance of the tenant's stock, for ·customary 
dues to the village menials, and for wages of hired reapers; which are 
almost always paid in kind. In canal irrigated areas it is the universal 
practice for an owner who takes a shar~ ·of the produce to pay an 
equivalent share of the sum due to Government for water rate; a 
proportionate reduction on t}lis account has to be made from lhe gros,s 
value of the landlord's returns. To the balance, after these deductions 
have been made, is applied the fraction representing the landlord's 
share, and this, converted into money, represents the net rent for the 
whole rented area which, divided by the puml:er of acres re,nted, 
gives the rent per acre on the share produce system. .:rhe rents per 
acre on the fixed cash and grain rent systems are similarly ascertained 
and the settlement officer takes all these figures as a guide in fixing 
the rent per acre for assessment. over the whole settlement area, 
both for land .which is rented and that which is cultivated by the 
owners. A similar procedure could b~ adopted in Burma without 
difficulty wherever the rented area is . considerable ; in other places 
the practice of Bombay and Madras, on which actual rents are used to 
i'hdicate the maximum limits of the demand, would seem appropriate. 
~here share produce rents prevail and cash rents are the excep~ion, 
httle dependence can be placed on the latter as they frequently 

· l'epresent interest on money borrowed. • 
us. Mortgage and sale values may be used to supplement rents 

Land al · both (or the determination and distribution of 
., ues. the assessment. But the instrucUons rega~ding 

7 
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their ase are Jess definite, and the practice varies as largely as in the -
.case of rents. In Upper Burma absolute sales are rare and difficult 
to interpret beca•1se. in fact though not according to the deed of sale, 

. they are frequently intended, by at least one party, to be conditional • 

. Jt is often argued that mortgage values are too indefinite to afford 
much assistance, but a comparison with sale values indicates that 
where cond1tions sre stable there tends to be a fairly definite relation 

1 
between them in the same neighbourhood, and suggests that more 
dependence might be placed on mortgage values as an index to assessable 

. capacity than ~ ordinarily recognized. . Both mortgages and sales 
express so many years purchase of the land, and the interest is in \ 
effect a· substitute for rent.. _ In some Indian provinces, particularly ia 1 

Bombay and to a somewhat less extent in Madras, land values are 
expressed as multiples of the assessment and are fre,.l y used as a check on 

• assessment proposals .. It would seem that more use might be made 
. of them in Burma where tile indications from rents are insufficient to 
determine the assessment. As in the case of rental produce and 

. rental values1 land _ vulues should be calculated by. tracts and not by 
assessment classes. - . 

• With regard to sales, the instructions are gecerally suitable except 
that the field clerk is expected to record the reasons for selling, which is 
beyond him, that the (orms only provide for four_ classes of land, and that 

·the information with regard to ~ales is differentiated by tenure according 
as the land is state· or non-state. As this distinction is not generally 
recognized nor understood by the cultivators, tbe effect is to reduce 

. the value of the statistics. . The. same objections apply also to the 
record of mortgages, but this shows further -defects: In Upper burma 
the area onder usufructuary_mortgages is so extensive that it has not-

-always been found possible to comply with the instructions. Again. 
,mortgages· have been incurred at various- dates, some of them are 
several years old and the instructions do not provide for recording 
the year· of mortgage. Without this information the figures throw 
_little light on current mortgage values. · 

116. Where rent!;, sales and mortgages are rare, a useful corrective 
Gr od of the rental produce standard, which in such 

· , • oss pr uce. • Circumstances depends too largely on the detailed 
estimates for cost of cultivation, is th~ gross produce. Rates must be 
low in undeveloped areas, a~ rarely can, nor ever do, exceed one
~enth of the gross value, which may safely be taken as a 
maximum •. 

U7· In practice, the consideration to which most \\'eight bas been 
c . 'd attached is the incidence of the current demand. 

urrent ancl ence. The safest measure of the amount which can be 
paid is the ·amount now paid ; the standard actually most relied on is 
the standard of past assessments. This however has. been obscur~ 
by the custom of dealing with soil classes over rather large areas and 

· neglecting to study the effect of the proposals by villages and kwins. 
A comparison of assessments on a smaller scale than the tract shows 
that wide local variations may be concealed beneath almost identical 
to~ls for the past and proposed demand ov.er the whole tract. 
It is certainly necessary therefore for the Settlement Officer to 
-contrast the. pruent and proposed demands by smaller units than at .. 
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:present, and to modify the proposals according to circumstances ... ·J;lut 
it does not seem neces:~ary · to consider the effect by holdings, as 
•individual variations can be .dealt with by rebates and deferred 
enhancements. The practice of testing proposals by the ·current 
"demand was extended in the last settlement of Tharrawaddy by 
compariso_n of the incidence of the proposed demand with the 
incidence of the demand sanctioned in similar districts "'Where the 
settlement had recently ·been revised. This .we regar<;I as a useful 
l'recedent. But while recognizing uniformity of incidence over. the 
·whole province as an ideal,which,among other advantages, would permit 
·Government to vary the demand in accordance with current _finan<;ial· 
.-equirements, it must be remembered that, under the present system 
of land revenue, arguments based on a consideration. of rates 
in adjacent districts tend to lead the settlement officer .. beyond , ~be. 
limits of· his functions. These rates will hav~ been dictated. l;>y 

various financial considerations; the fixing of the demand is a matter 
.of financial policy and .the business of" Government. The function .of 
the settlement ·officer is to provide the material on which orders may _ 
be passed, togeth~:r with a reasoned examination of it and an opinion, 
based on his local experience, as to what the proper assessment 
.ahould be. . , . . : . . - i · 

118. The analysis of indebtedness is rarely profitable and' the 
enquiries . into cost of liv~ng, a~ at present con-

lndebteofdne1 ss and ducted in detail on a large scale, are quite useless. 
cost •vmg. Th . t t" "b tb t . hall .. e ms rue Ions prescn e a an enqmry s . 

.be made into tho ·cost of living of every cultivator examine<! with 
l'egard to cost of cultivation; that is to say, three men for every 
kwin where cultivation is extensive. The preliminary enquiry is 

. conducted by an inspector and the entries must -be thoroughly tested 
by the section officer. The income is recorded under the beads of 
rent received, profits of cultivation, non-agricultural income and 
borrowings. The expenditure is recorded under the- heads of 
.produce consumed, and. cash spent on , food . grains;' other food,· 
.. such as cooking oil, condiments, confectionery, and tinned food; 
-drugs, such as tobacco and betel ; household requisites , cooking 
and eating utensils, rugs, mats, lamps, fuel,· toilet requisites; 
and miscellaneous items, such as clothes, charity and buildings. 
If the expenditure exceeds the income, the source from which 

. it was met, for example, by hq,rrowing or gifts from relatives, 
muat be recorded. It will be clear that such an enquiry must 
be· very lengthy and is not likely to be appreciated by the people, 
who are called on to divulge their. ptost intimate affairs to a 
Btran~er and, quite poss_ibly, in public. Even •if the ordinary 
cultivator could off-hand · furnish a budget for the- year 
balancing his income against his expenditure and explaining 
any deficiency, there is no inducement •\\hatever for him to 
do so. · ~ · · 

. T~e enquiry into agricultural indebtedness is open to the same 
obJections and also to several others. Loans are classified under nine· 
beads according to the manner in which the money borrowed was 
spent, and if in any transaction money was spent as usually happeas 
~o two or three different items, the sum used fo; each transaction i: 
treated as a separate loaa. Similarly, unpaid intere~~ carried oyer to 
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a new bond is treated as a separate loan. The results are greatly-
influenced:- · • · · 

(i) by the time af which the enquiry is held, whether before or
. after an Important harvest ; 

(ii) by the profits of cultivation during the recent season ; 
(iii) by the price of food ; and, above all, · 

, (iv) &y the willingness of the cultivators to give information. 
Thus the results are misleading, and the instructions for pigeon

· boling the figures under nine separate heads make them even more 
· artificial. They not only furnish a mass of figures which, so far as 

they are accurate, mean very little, but they are defective in failing to 
indicate how far the indebtedness is temporary or permanent, wbkb 
is one of the most important considerations in any analysis of agricul-

- tural. inde~tedness. With an assessment on rental produce, detailed 
c:ons1deratton of these matters, except so far as is necessary for. 
estimating the rental produce, becomes purely a matter of economic 
interest. Similarly, density of population and. the size of holdings 
affect the rents and should need little further consideration for assess
ment purposes. Elaborate enquires into indebtedness and cost of 
living will the,refore rarely be required. -

. r 19; We are of opinion then that tbe assessment should not, as 
· . . at present, purport"to be determined by mathe-

lhe determmatlon of matical calculations of the net or rental produce. 
the deman~. · - The· rental· produce should form the basis of 

assessment, and proposals should be standardised with reference to 
this basis;. half the rental produce should be recognized as the 
maximum. This will represent the upward limit of the demand. 
Similarly the existing demand will ordinarily represent the minimum~ 
The practical object of the settlement offic~r is to find some point 
'between· these limits ·at which the demand may suitably be fixed; ' 
that is the essential operation of settlement which requires justifica-

- tion iri detail by such evidence as he can educe. This evideace is to 
be found in the general conditions of the area under settlement. The 
seU!ement officer may sub-consciously feel his way to a correct assess
ment with little or no formal analysis, as at present; but he can only 
justify his proposals to Government and tbe people by collecting 
ana· analysing the data. Thus,· assessment proposals should be 
framed on a general review of · the.indications of assessable capacity 
and should be standardised with reference to the rental produce. 
Although the rental produce will remain the basis of assessment, this 
will be verified, and the assessment, will be limited, defined and 
distributed, with reference to rental and land values and othe_r general 
consideratioos,·such as the incidence of the present demand, but, where 
tenancies form a suitable guide, mainly with reference' to the rents. 
actually paid · 



CHAPTER XIII; . 

DISTRiBUTION OF .THE DEMAND: CLASSIFICATION •. 

uo. In· every revepue system the distribution of the assessment i& 

1 d effected very largely by classification. This is1 :o u:;ry clear where the classification is permanent, or ... 
mm • where the total assessment is. determined by 

~eneral considerations; but tbe.aature of classification is obscured, and. 
in some degree modified, when, as in this province, it is also utilised 
in determining the gross produce. But in certain respects its, 
.nature is more clearly· apparent in Burma than elsewhere. In general 
«ttlemeot literature the term covers only two processes; the distribu-. 
tion or '' sorting" of soils according to their physical ~onstitution · 
and position, and the process of grading them in classes. Jn Burma 
the signification is enlarged ; the Settlement Instructions regard the 
term as comprising also the division of the settlement area into: 
primary tracts, and the varieties · of cultivations into maio kinds.. 
The first operation according to the Instruct~ons should be to divide 
the settlement area into primary tracts within which the conditions· 
of soil and agricultural economy are generally homogeneous.- Differ
ences "ilhin the tract are recognized where necessary by the. forma
tion ol assessment tracts, also geographically continuous.· The _ 
principal varieties of cultivation within the tract are then distinguished 
.as main kinds 1ienoted by appropriate symbols, such as Rice Land 
(R), Garden Land {G), and Dry Land (J'a,. Y)- Within the main 
kind the land is arranged in classes known usually as soil classes, 
but more accurately as assessment classes. In each maio kind 

. there are ord~narily t~ree claSses, e.g., R.z, Y 3 ; often there are four 
-classe'!J and rarely five or even six. _ - . 

· In the followicg paragraphs we deal first with classification in its 
restricted sense; the distribution of the soils and their anangement 
in assessment classes. We point out that the Instructions are incon
sistent and have been differently applied in different settlements. 
We then describe the procedure of classification and sho\Y that it is 
largely based on local opinico. We discuss the limits within which 
local opinion can be used in classifying land and find that in various 
respects excessive reliance upon it gives unsatisfactory results. It 
tends to lack of uniformity in the assessment standards, and may' 
result io assessment classes which are exces-sively minute within the. 
village and excet:sively broad over wide areas ; there is, moreover a 
discrepancy between local standards of clas!'ification and assessm~nt 

.11taodards. \Ve then eumine the precautions now adopted Sor 
corr~cting these defects. The usual ezpedient is to frame standard 
classes, sometimes made more definite by provisional assumptions· 
for the outturn of each class; another ia to multiply tracts andJ 
mainltinds; another to postpone the formation -of tracts. But none, 
d these espedieots is quite .atisfactc.ry. -·Other defect. inherent ia.. 



the present system of classification are its ·lack of finality, and the
fact that it is unintelligible to the people and is difficult to supervise. 
We notice further that one difficulty with regard to c:lassification iG
Burma arises_from its being carried out before the demand has been 
determined. We then examine Indian procedure. The distio
cuishing feature of Indian systems is the permanent or semi-perma• 
nent classification of the soil by recording its physical constitution. 
and position. We discuss the applicability of this system _to Burma 
and find that, although a standardised or systematic classibcatioo
presents useful features, it is not yet feasible, but that a permanent 
record of classification might advantageously be introduced without 
prejudice to the paramount importan("e of simplicity in the assessment 
map under a system of ftuctuating assessments. We proceed to make-

. suggestions for introducing into this province a permanent record of 
classification, and explain the method in which it should be used .. 
We exami_ne, but deprecate, the introduction of the soil unit system. 
We then touch on a technical point relating to the double classifica-
tion of rice land. - ' 

Next we consider classification in its wider aspect. We show 
that the modern geographical tract has lost the flexibility of the earlier· 
.ystem, and make suggestions for restoring this feature by the group
ing of kwins, and by recognition of the provisional character of tracts. 
during the earlier stages 9f settlement. Reasons are then given for· 
regarding the differentiation of rates by individual holdings as un
necessary. The procedure with regard to the distinction of maio kinds. 
of cultivation is then examined. We notice also how the adjustment o£: 
rates for different main kinds may be utilised to increase the elasticity 
of the assessment. Finally, we summarise certain principles of classi
fication which seem to- deserve formal ~ecognition. An Appendix is. 
added to- illustrate tlie manner in which a record of clas<Jification 
may be_ prepared • 

. III._ The Instructions now in force regarding the objects and. 
. methods of internal classification within the tract 

ln_consist«:ncy of date from the earliest directions of I88o. . But-
mstructtons. they are inconsistent and have received uiverse 

interpretations. They lay down that two objects of assessment to be. 
kept in view during classifica~ion are:- . · 

(•) that each cultivator shall pay approximately an equal pro--
portion of the produce of his holding; · 

(h) that each cultivator may enjoy approximately an equal rate. 
of 1•rofit from his cultivation. 

The method of classification "should take accounts 'of all matter&
. which affect the value of land'' and be in harmony with the ideas of 

the people. · . 
The object of classification is "to exhibit clearly " the inequali

ties in the amount of produce. and the value of produce, which are
" the main factors in the productive value of land." 

If each cultivator pay an equal proportion of his produce the 
assessment must be on gross produce; similarly a classification which. 
exhibits inequalities in productive value will result in assessment. on 
gros• produce, unless the res.ult of classification be correcte~ by . ao.. 
allowance for cost of cultivation. On the other hand, a class•ficaltoDI.. 

' 
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which takes account of all matters affectin~ the value of the land must 
allow for the different cost pf cultivating various soils, and will suit an 
assessment on net produce or net prCJfit rather than an assesstnent on 
gross produce. This instruction, strictly applied, especially' if read 
with the instruction requiring that the classification shall harmonize 
with the opinion of the people, would suit an assessment on net p~ofit, 
as this has been hitherto defined. Further, if each cultivator is to be 
left with an equal rate of profit, the assessment will a~sorb all the 
rent. .Thus there has been ample scope in the Instructions for 
different interpretations by d~fferent officers. ~orne have attempted 
to grade the land into classes according to its fertility, that is to say, 
accordin$t to gross produce. Others have insisted on net produce as 
the standard of classification. · Some have considered rental aq,d land 
valuu as matters affecting the value of t'he land.- In most cases,.; 
probabh·, the grading has been according to fertility with a reduction: 
of class for land exceptionally expensive to cultivate, thus treating· 
this character as a defect in the quality of the soil. · , 

122. The procedure of classification has already been explained. 
. . For each tract, after a preliminary examination,-

Procedure.of chtsslfi· the settlement officer prescribes the number of 
cation~ ~lasses to be recognized, usually not anore t~an 

three or perhaps four. The land within the tract is distributed among 
these classes according to its soil, its position with regard to ·water,' 
the crops habitually cultivated, the appearance of the lan9 and crops, 
outturns <tS evidenced by crop measurement, the statement of' the , 
assessors or cultivators and other considerations bea,ring on the value 
of the land. No systematic attempt is made, however, to record the 
soil or any of the data for classification, but the classifier sums them' 
up more or less consciously and assigns the I<Jod to the class which he. 
considers most appropriate. The class which he assigns, corrected, 
where necessary by superior officers, is the· actual assessment class, 
R2 or Y3 and so on, as the case may be, and the map contains no 
information regarding the considerations which carried weight 'with. 
him ; it shows the opinion which he formed but fails to show the 
ttrounds on which he formed it; In assigning the land to classes he 
as guided very largely by the opinion of the assessors or cultivators. 
Having fixed on certain lands as typifying the prescribed standards he 
grades the remainder in accordance with local opinion. Thus the· 
classification is empirical, it is not based on any theory regarding the 
relative value of soils, but within any kwin or village the -formation of 
assessment classes depends very largely on local opinion. The 
maintenance of uniformity in the assessment standards over the tract 
depends on the skill with which classifiers can maintain uniform lines. 
On rice lands the standards prescribed by the settlement officer often 
lay dowa provisional assumptions for the outturo, Thus the standard 
for three classes may be 401 30 and 21) baskets. If land clearly yields 
40 or upwards it will be placed in the first class ; if it yields more than 
30 but less than 40 it will be placed in the second class and so on. 
Some officers however regard the maintenance of uniform lines as · 
beyond the skill of the classifiers, and prefer to accept a classification 
according to local opinion, treating each kwin or village as a unit, and, 
endeavour to obtain uniformity by gradu~lly building up the_ tract, 
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:u3.' lo view 'oftbe w~ight allowed to toc~i opinion it is imporu~t' 
·· · . · to examine somewhat carefully the limits within 
Th_e us.e !'f local which it .can be utilized. Unquestionably, tht: 
· · op~m~n. · people know what land as ordinarily cultivated 

can yield; no settlement officer <'an know so much about it, and as 
regards the subordinate establishment it must often happen, especially 
whero there it so wide a range of variation as in Burma, that, moving 
from district to district and meeting new crops and new conditions 
f.or the first time, the classifiers will lack any practical experience of 
soil values in relation to the crops they find; their experience is a 
positive handicap. Again, fertility depecds largely on the conditions 
with regard to water, and for information in this respect classifiers 
must largely, and sometimes wholly, depend on information given by 
the people. On tbe•level rice plains of lowt>r Burma classification 
without the assistance of the cultivators would be almost impossible. 
But there are limits to the dependence on local valuation. In almost 
every village the people wish to classify their land in three classes, 
although a. larger or smaller number may be required. They know 
the land but do not understand the principles of assessment and may 
value highly land which for assessment purposes should be placed in 
a comparatively low class. Ard although they know the land m their 
own village they frequently know little or nothing about land tlsewhere~ 
In the·foll<JWing paragraphs we consider in some detail the defects to 
which l!- classification based on local opinion is liable. 
· .. -114. In the ·classification of land within a tract it is important 

L I . . ·· that throughout the tract the standards of classi-
:: oca op1mon .6. . "f f 1 • defective because- cation should be unt orm. Accuracy o re atJve 

it Jacks uniformity, . - classificat!on within the village is. ~esi~able but,_if 
. .. . . 'the result IS that )and of equal fet bhty IS placed In 

the first class in one village and in the second class in another village, the 
classification does not give an equitable ass~ssment. In almost any 
village it is easy to classify the land in tlie three classes which, as a rule, 
the cultivators wish to recognize. But . the s..,il does not remain 

·uniform over any conside~abl e area. In one villr~ge thue may be a 
large stretch of alluvial soil and the people will want three classes, 
with their alluvial soil in the first class, their better uplands in the 
second class and their poor soils in the third- class. In an adjacent 
village with no alluvial soil the lines of classification locally recognized 
will be quite different It not infrequently occurs that all the land of 
one village may be alluvial ; another· village may contai11 no alluwial 
soil but little poor soil j in a third .village poor soil may predominate. 
In each village the people will probably recognize three classes, but the 
poorest land in the first village may be better tben the most fertile 
land in the second, and hardly any land in the second village may be 
so poor as ~he best land in the third village. EYen if thtre are no 

· such sudden variations the quality of soil and water gradually changes. 
Pfl.rticularly is this the case with water-supply. A chain of tanks 
will catch the water l>etween a range of hills and tlle rh er into which it 
drains, and ordinarily both soil and water will be better near the hills; 
within such a tract any classification 1Vhich divides the land of each 
villag~ into three c:lasses according to the local valuation will result 
in the comparative over-assessment of the p~orer villages. "Within 



-eaeh village the classification -will be aecurate- and refin.ed, ·posS.b!J' 1 
-eYeD too minute, but over the tract as a whole .·the classification w1lt 
be inaccurate and the range of each class pnduly broad. · l -/. 

· Excessive refinement of the. classification js most likely to be . 
found on the po~rer rice lands, ~here the~~-. 

·may be excessively are pronounced d1~t>rences. of quahty there !l'dl 
.minute and uncertain, be three classes With a w1de mterval between 

each class ; the deduced outt-arns may be 40, 30 · 
-and 20 baskets. But with little difference the intervals will become· 
narrow. and a range of 5 baskets may cover all three classes: · In 
most cases the uniformity of level is due to the absence 'Of the h1gher 
-classes and the result is that classification tends to be unnecessarily 
·refined, and assessment consequently most expensive, in P?or al."eas. 
·whrther the classification is broad or refined, standards wh1ch depend 
-on local opinion must inevitably be uncertain, .but the uncertainty is 
,most pronounced when the refinement is carried to excess. On rice 
land, if the margin between each class is about 1 o baskets, it is 
improbable that much land will be assigned to the wrong class. If a 
differt>nce of 5 ·or 10 baskets covers three· or more classes, accurate 
..classtfication becomes almost impossible, - . . ·_ 

On dry land however, with a variety. ~f crovs grown on · widelr 
. different soils, such a classification, based on local 

may be excesstvely values must be verv broad. If one soil is primarily: 
broad, ' • suitable for millet and another for cotton, another. 

fr>r nut and another for sesamum, their relative value cannot p91Jsibly 
·be known at the time of classification. In Lower Burma this diffi-
culty hardly exists and in the earlier settlements of Upper Burma , it) 
attracted little notice, At that time the country had not been opened 
to the export- market, the same staples had long been under culti•
_vation and their relative value had fluctuated little. During the last 
-few years however the problem has compelled attention and it finds
notice in recent settlement reports. With new cr6ps and fluctuating: 
·prices the customary valuation of land has been disturbed, and it. is' 
-quite possible, and not unusual, to find the relative- estimate of two 
-soils reversed in two adjacent villages, or even in the_ same village 
after an interval of a year or two, If soils differing in ·constitution 
and texture, suitable for different crops, are graded in- one series, the 
classification must be very broad and entail much over assessment or 
'Under assessment. Even with a single crop similar considerations 
arise: if the same assessment class contains land JiabJe to fail through 
drought and also land liable· to flooding, the assessable capacity of the 
-class must be doubtful. · - - · '-' · 

We have already noticed that some. officers classify land Oil 

and local standards the .basis of 'gross produce and others on. the 
may !;ae unsuitable. haMs of net produce. But the people value land, 

- neither according to its gross . produce nor 
according to its net produce, but according to its net profit ovec a long 
period. This discrepancy between the standard by •·hich the people. 
~alue land and the standard appropriate to classificatiors for assessment . 
purposes can be illustrated in many ways There are 11Un1erou• factors 
-entering into local valuation which do not requir.e consideratioa o\' -
should not carry the same weight in a classification to be . applied 



for the assessment of cultivated or matured areas. One of the more
important is lasting power, the number of years for which land caa
be cultivated continuously. Land which gives a smaii yield annuall1· 
may be more valuable to the cultivator than land which yields well for 
two yean and is then left fa11ow for three, but it should not be assessed 
more highly. Si:nilar considerations lead cultivators to prefer poor
but secure land to land which is fertile but insecure. They tend to
class land near the village more highly and remote land mor,. leniently 
than is necessary for the purpose of assessment. Thev prefer land 
which is scarce locally; in a black soil village inferior rP.d soil will be 
valued, and in red soil villages there will be a premium on 11mall areas 
of black soil. They over value land capable of prodacinl! food crops, 
especially if it is scarce. Thus in many respects a classification based 
on local ooinion is unsuitable for assessment purposes. 

125 We ha\'e explained that an attempt is made to co-ordinate· 
- . . local opinion by laying down standards for each-

The standa~~·zatton tract. ·The settlement officer mak,.s a brief pre-
of local optmon, 1• • • • f h d d "d . tmmary exammabon o t e tract an ect es 

what main kinds and assessment classes are required. But be cannot 
easily acquire sufficie~t knowledge of the area before Iavin~ down his: 
acbeme of classification to be certain that it is suitable and can be 
readily applied to all the varieties of soils and conditions which the 

· classifiers wi11 meet. ·These however must be fitted in with it. as there 
. are practical difficulties in modifying the scheme. Again the classifiers 
frequently lack the knowledge and experience which are rf'quired tq 
apply a standard s~beme; for classification within the village they
depend on and_ cali obtain the assistance of the cultivators, .bat the 
chief difficulty of classification lies in maintaining uniformity over a
wide area; here local assistance fails them just where it is most 
necessary~· If the classifiers could maintain a uniform line over a 
wide area they would need little assistance within a single village; 
and il they need assistance within the village they stand in greater · 
·aeed of assistance over the tract as a whole. 

One device for maintaining uniformity in the classification of 
- rice land is to lay down at the beginning of 

by provis!onal classification provisional assumptions regarding-
as~umpttons, the out turns of each class. Instructions for dassi-

fi~tion according to soil or position mu~;t be indefinite, and, in propor
tion as any standard other than fertility is precisely defined and 
consistently applied, there will be a risk of inequitable results. On
the other band, the assumed outturns of previous settlements as tt'sted 
by crop measurement during the currrent settlement do provide-· 
material for making provisional. assumptions. But it bas repeatedly 
been found that the system of making such provisional assumptions 
leads to an undue ·reliance on crop measurement. Moreover, it 
requires classifiers to make summary estimates. r~garding t~e fertility 

• of land which they have never seen before. Tb1s 1s a ~ost dtfficult task~ 
Examination of the land and discussion with the cultivators enables an 
experienced classifier to compare difler~nt plot~ of land, and, .with less 
certainty, to estimate tbe degree of dtflerence. But au est1mate of 
absolute fertility cap only ba built up gradually, and .any system of 
classification which depends on the framing of such estimates at the 
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time of ctassification is deFective. The procedure ot furnishing
classifiers with provisional assumptions lor the outturns of e~ch class-
must therefore be regarded as unsound. - • · 

Attempts have been made to meet the difficulty by the multi-
by the multiplicati~n plicati?n. of tr~ts and main kinds .. With .small

of tracts and mam uacts at 1s eas1er to preserve a conststent hne of. , 
kinds, · classification and, if only a few classes are Tecog• 
nized, small tracts become essential. But numerous tracts complicate
assessment proposals and render it impossible to justify them without· 
an excess of detail. This difficulty also arises if the settlement officer-· 
recognizes a distinct main kind of cultivation wherever he finds it· 
difficult to grade different kinds of land in a single series: Where: 
this expedient has been adopted, the event has shown, what the settle· 
ment officer could not have foreseen, that corresponding classes of the 
diflerent main kinds showed no appreciable difference in the value of 
their produce. In such cases, not only has the settlement officer done
work which bas proved unnecessary, but extra work is given to the-
land records department in applying the as~;essn.ents. ' 

Some officers have evaded the difficulty by postponing the 

d b t formation of tracts and even of main kinds, anc:t 
an Y pos pone- th' · 1 h h · fl' · h h ,_. ment of tracting · IS practice, a t oug 1t con 1cts w1t t e pTesen .. 

' instructions, has sometime11 been recognized as. 
necessary. In its most extreme form each kwin is treated as a unit 
which is'classified according to local opinion and the tract is built up 
on the basb of these units. Although we do not regard the procedure 
in this form as satisfactory, it will appear beJow that we look in this-, 
direction for 1olving the chief problem of classification, which is to
reconcile the. recognition of small differences between unknowD! 
quantities with a broad treatment for assessment pur.poseta. · 

126. A further defect in an empirical classification based on local
An empirical ctassi- opinion is the lack of finality. So far as classi-

fication; fication is a distribution of the soil according to-. 
lacks finality, its physical constitution and position it shoulcl 

be as permanent as the facts with. which it deals. The relative value· 
of different soils will vary with new markets and .new crops or new-_ 
methods of cultivation, but, unless there has been actual physical
deterioration or improvement, the soil does not change; neither, 
with a sound procedure1 should the classification. Permanence_ has 
always been regarded as an ideal but it has. also been regarded
as beyond attainment. It should be possible however {or settlement" 
officers to lay down a permanent basis on which at successive revision•. 
additional refinements could be applied in proportion as enhancement. 
of the demand rendered greater differentiation -necessary. ThiS.. 
principle has often been entirely disregarded and at revision settle
ments the new classification with uniform standards throughout th~ 
tract has recognized fewer grades than the classification of the previous 
settlement when each kwin was treated individually. For example; 
in one district the outturns assumed at a former settlement for: 
different classes of land which was all included within the same tract: 
at re-settlement were so, 451 40, 35, 30, and 25 baskets of paddy per-
acre, although there were no more than two classes in any one kwin. 
On revision these six classes were reduced to ~hree \\·ith assumptions. 
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-of 46, :jz,and t6 baskets per acre. Thus, although there may have been 
greater differentiation within any particular kwin, over the tract as a 
whole this was not the case. This is no isolated instance. At present 

·the lines separating assessment classes are arbitrary, and every settle
ment 1officer draws new lines just as arbitrary. This tendency seems 

_ -to be increasing. Until ten years ago estimates of outturns were framed 
:in multiples of 5 or to baskets. During the last ten years settlement 
·officers have attempted estimates to the nearest basket. This practice 
not only tends to exaggerate the precision attaching to such estimates, 
but encourages unnecessary reclassification, and on both grounds it 
seems preferable to revert to the former: custom of estimating outturns 
·in multiples of five baskets. 

The present system ·of summ~rily grading the land in assess-
• · t 11• "bl - ment classes without preliminary distribution of 
1s umn e 1g1 e, h .1 • b' · bl - h d N · · t e 101 1s o Ject1.ona e on ot er groun s. o 

-one knows exactly what- is bt>ing done. ·The extest to which the 
classification is explained to the people differs from party to party 

·-and from time· to time,. Most officers find that in proportion as the 
people are associated with and interested in the work of settlement 

-they give assistance. But the cultivator who learns that his land bas 
been P!aced in Rz or Y3 is very little wiser, and proportionately 
-apathetic. , • _ 

· :The section officer,· who inspects the clascification, and the 
and difficultto" super· settlement officer, when examining the classifica-

vise. . tion map, are also greatly hindered by the absence 
·-of indications as to the re~soning on which the assessment classes 
were assigned. Without such assistance the accuracy of the classifica
·tion can only be ascertaint>d by a re-examination of eyery plot. It is 

·-not sufficient merely to revisit the land. Its appearance may be mis
leading and the opinion of the cultivators h~ to be obtained anew. 
They may not give the inspecting officer the same information as they 
.gave the classifier. A good classifier will usually draw attention by 
pencilled remarks to any unusual features and doubtful points, and to 
cases where his opinion diffen from that of the cultivators, but in the 

-absence of any provision for systematically recording the rP.asons for 
-classification· it is often difficult to tell what the classifier had in mind. 

127. One great difficulty of classification in Burma however does 
The · difficulty of not arise so much {rom its empirical character as 

classification before from the stage at which it is undertaken. At 
-.asaessment. ·· the time of classification the classifiers, and even 
the settlemPnt officer, canri<>t foresee the res~lt, or the effect, o{ what is 
cbeing done. Land yielding 40 baskets of groundnut may be graded 
in Y1 with land yielding 5 baskets of sesamum. The result of the 

-operations may show that thP produce of the hod yielding 
groundnut Js twice as valuable as that of the land yielding 

"19esamum. We have touched on this difficulty above with rderence 
-to the-multiplication of main kinds and the postponement of tracting. 
But tht're is another reason for deferring clas!oificati·m ur.til a later 

-stage of the operations. At present the s~ttle·nent officer at the time 
-of classing land R1 may anti• ipate a rate of Rs. 4- When the assess-
ment proposals are worked out iu office, possibly two or even three 

::years later, h~ may decide that Rs. 3 or Rs. 5 would be more suitable. 
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Probably the class will contain land which hf' would not ha\·e placedl 
in the f.rst class if he had anticipated so high a rate as Rs. ~ and win 
exclude land which might have been included at a rate of ks~ ·3. 
Again, consider a plot of land, say tl acres, on the border line between. 
two classes ; if it be placed in the higher class the difference in the 
total assessment during the period of settlement m~y be anything from· 
less than Rs. 20 to upwards of Rs. roo. It must often happen-, 
particularly with a broad classification, that most of the land in a 
village is on the border line, and the rates, framed subsequently in. 
office, may involve a difference of several thousauds of rupees between 
villages with land of almost equal value. · It is quite possible also 
that the number of assessment classes which should be recognized. 
will depend on the total amount of the demand. If the total demand 
be Rs. 1,ooo,three rat-es of Rs. 6, Rs. 4 and Rs. 2 may be appropriate. 
But some of the first class land- will only just be able to pay Rs •. & 
and some of the second dass only just be able to pay Rs, 4. If the
total demand be raised toRs. I,soo, five classes paying Rs. 7, Rs. 6,. 
Rs, 5, Rs. 4, Ra. a may be required. It is desirable therefore that at 
the time of classification the settlement officer should know approxi•· 
mately the assessment to be levied.. . _ 

128. In India, as in Burma, the categories of tract,mainlkind and soih 

Cl .11 . • 1 d" class are recognized in some form or· other; the: 
ass• cat1on an n 1a, h" f d' · · b 1 "fi t• · 1 d. · c 1e 1stmctJon ctween c ass1 ca ton 10 n 1a. 

and Burma is that in India it is systematic, . and based on. theori~s
about the value of soil and "·ater regarded as generally applicable, in 
Burma it is empiric, with no basis of general theory. In Madras the~ 
whole district (or settlement area, if less than a district) constitutes. 
one primary tract; this is usually divided into two or three assessment 
tracts called groups which are not necessarily contihuous. There are
two principal main kinds: wet land, land receiving Governm~nt 
irrigation, and dry land, comprising the remainder ; dry land includes .. 
both embanked land (mana'IUif't") and unembanke.d land. The soil is
divided into five series according as it is alluvial, black (or regar),. 
red (or ferruginous), calcareous, or sandy. Each series is divided. 
into three classes, clay, loam and sand ; each class is again 
subdivided into three to five sorts ac~ording .to its quality. These
different sorts are grouped into seven_ or eight assessment ·classes.. 
(t•wam.r) for wet and dry land respectively .. _On wet land the classi6ca·· 
tion of water is also systematised according to the source .. and 
duration of the supply.. The first class of source consists of large
perennial rivers and tanks connected with them; the second class. 
consists of rh·er fed sources giving a supply for not less than eight. 
months; the third class consists of river and raiofed sources giving a. 
supply for not less than five months; the ·fourth class consists
of all sources giving a supply for not less than three months: and the· 
fifth class consists of all sources giving a supply for less than three
months. 

In Bombay the settlement area is divided into several assess-: 
menttractscalled circles, which ordinarily are not continuous. There· 
are three maio kinds; dry land, rice land and gardeo land. The· 
aoil is classified under three orders, black soil, red soil And light soil ... 

. Ill each of the two former orders there are 1ev~q classes, . in the thi~d. 
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-order there are five classes; tbe black order comprises classes 1 to 1. 
"the l'ed order classes • to 8 and the light order classes 6 to 10. 
·The classification depends on depth~ and composition of soil, situation 
-and .other relevant factors. There are five water classes based on the 
duration of the supply and the position of the land. The first class 
is restricted to low lands fed from a source which lasts till Marcia 
-or April and the grading shades off into the fourth class comprising 
.. high or distant lands fed_ froll!_ a source which dries up in November or 
·December. · The fifth class includes 11till higher high or more distant 
iand watered from such a source, and all land watered from small tanks 

In the Centnl Provinces the settle111eot area is divided into 
· groupt, corresponding to primary tracts, but there is no assessment 
·-tract as each village receives separate consideration and the rate on 
,the same quality of land varies from village to village. There are 
"three or more main kinds according to crop capacity; for example, 
'wheat land, rice land, garden land and minor crop land. Within the 

•main kind, soils are divided into classes according to composition, 
·situation, etc; On irrigated lands the water supply is classified 
according to the source and duration of the supply. 

· Classification in the Pur. jab is a very d&lferent matter. There are 
•-assessment circles which resemble the assessment tracts of Upper 
:Burma, but, as in the Central Provinces, the actual rates vary irom 
'"Village to village.-· There is also a division into main kinds, which 
follow the nature of-the-water-supply, according as the land receives 

-its irrigation from canals, wells, floods or by lift from tauks, ~tc., or 
·is dry land, ·which includes rain fed rice. But these maio kinds are 
·termed soil classes and within the main kind there is ordinarily no 
-differentiation. 
· 'Thus every~·bere but in the Pcanjab the cJac;silication is much 
more systematic and elaborate than in Burma. · In Madras particularly, 
·and to some extent i~ Bombay, the classification tended to follow 
--standard lines throughout the province. In the Central Provinces the 
scheme of classification is uniform throughout the district and for each 

'1Jettlement, but different schemes are adopted in different districts and 
at successive settlements, and eyen in the course of operations iu the 

·same distr&ct the relative valuation of soils in the scheme may vary 
from tract to tract. . Although in all these provinces the standard 
1!cbemes of classification have in the first instance been constructed 
on the basis of pr.acticat·experience rather than on agricultural theory, 
and although in their application local opinion is consulted and 
followed in various degrees, the classification of soil bas consisted in 
a systematic examination of its composition, situation and defects, with 
a view to assigning it its proper place in the standard scheme. That -
is the characteristic feature of classification in India which distinguishes 
it from the same .process in Burma. Consequent on this there is a 
difference in the procedure which is of great practical importance. 

~ In Burma the classifiers before assigning land to its assessment class 
-are expected to take into account the type and t-exture of the soil, 
its situation with regard to \\ater, the crops habitually cultivated, any 
material defect and the opinion of the local cultivators. More or 
1ess consciously they do this and summarise the resQJt -in the asses•

. ·ment class_, R-a, Y -3, as the case may be, whicb they allot. The 
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,symbol denoting the classification is_ shown on the map and until the 
l'ecess season the classiijcation is shown nowhere elSe. Jn India the_ 
-actual characters determining the classification are recorded in. more 
or less detail in the register in the field and, except in the Punjab and 
11ntil the last few years in the Central Provinces, they are not shown 
on the map at all. They ate however placed l;)o record and, although 
the introduction of a more systematic' classification in' Burma would· 
-carry advantages, this record of the characters determining classi& .. 
--cation sugge~ts more immediately fruitful developments ·of · th~ 
procedure now adopted in this provinc;:e. - • · 

129. A systematic classification along standard .lines would , 
A standardised clas· remove some of the defects inherent in the 

·sifi(:ation would be present system. A standard scheme, so far as it 
useful, is sound, and, while simple enough for application 
by the ordinarv classifier, sufficiently elastic_ to provide for all the 
-different kinds and qualities of soil met,with in practical field work, 
would reduce the· risk that assessment standards may vary from 
place to place, which is one of the chief dangers resulting hom over
-reliance on the opinion of cultivators who are only acquainted with their_ 
local soils. That is not the sole advantage. In Madras and BQmbay, 
where there is a permanent or almost permanent ~classification 1 it is 
possible for Govtrnment to pass final orders sanctioning the new _demand 
after the settlrment officer has made an enquiry into the economic · 
-conditions of the settlement area. It only-remains then for the new 
assessment to be introduced, and in Bombay this is done by the land 
-records department. So long as assessment proposals· are liable to -
be modified by reclassificati?n this is impossible. Thus a per-
manently standardised classification would enable Government to 
i:Ontrol settlement operations more closely, reliev_e the settlement 
-officer of niuch work, and greatly reduce the cost of re-settlement. 
Landowners would also benefit by their comparative certainty as to 
·the assessment on their land and would be able to anticipate. re
settlement with less apprehension. 

It must be recognized however that any standard scheme. -of 
· b . hi classification will contain an element of- con-

utJsnotyetposs• e. vention. If it is planned on simple lines with 
few kinds· and classes it will be proportionally artificial. If it is 
elabJrate it will be expensive, and if expensive there will · be a 
tendency to refrain from revising it to correct mistakes or bring. it-up 
to date. An unsuccessful attempt to standardise· classification is 
.described in the report on the .\1yingyan Settlement, In classifying 
dry land the best silt soil was placed in the first class, the best black· 
soil in the second class and the best red soil in the third class· 
inferior soils of the better type were balanced against superior soils of · 
the poorer type. Thus the third class would contain inferior silts 
ordinary black soils and the best red soils; _the. fourth class would 
conta_in still poorer silts, inferior- black soils and. ordinary red soils: 
This standi\rd scheme was in accordance with local opinion and based 
on the clasaificatioo of the previous settlement. But it could not be 
applied in practice. In different places people gave the same name 
to differeat qualities of the same soil; what they considered good red 

·a. Myingyaa Settlement Report, paragraph174 to So. and •44 &o • ..g. ·-
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loai:n ia a village where red soil was scarce might be called inferior
Ted clay in a village where good red soil was plentiful. The rigid 
application of the sdaeme would have tended to over classification in 
the poorer villages, and the classifiers bad not the skill to counteract 
this tendency. Tbe scheme was also defective in being insufficiently 
elaborate and permittiog_ the summar1 amalgamation of red and 
black soils, clays, loams and sands io the llilm: class. How far the
atandard schemes of classification ia India are opeo to similar 
criticism it is impossible for us to say, but in all three vrovinses 
where the classification is ·syt~tematic, Madras, Bombay and the
Central Provinces it has been recognized that an adjustment of the 
standards· is sometimes necessary. Both in Madra1 and the Central 
Provinces instances came to our notice of red soils being classified _as 
black for convenience of assessment. The element of conventioa is. 
emphasized when, as on wet land, the water-supply is an important 
feature. In Madras and the Central Province• and to a certain. 
extent ia Bombay· all the land watered from the same source 
'Will ordinarily be in the same water clas!!._ This is quite oppoaed to
the practice in Burma, where, on a combined considera._tion of soil and 
1\'ater with reference to the relative productivity of the land, two or 

·perhaps three classes may be recognized under a tank which only 
commands a few ·acres in 'years of good rainfall. Aa illustration 
may be · useful. A small tank in the Central Provinces mar 
command so acres of· land. Owing to the inferiority of the 
water-supply it will . probably be placed in the lowest water· 
class. If the soil near the source be inferior and that more 
remote be better, 'the land further from the source of water will 
be in the higher class. Probably the classification in Bombay would 
be similar. In Madras a strict applic;ation of the standards 
would have the same effect but the Classification of the soil would 

·be adjusted to allow for the inferior water-supply of the more remote 
land." - In Burma the classifier would not class his soil and water 
separately _according to their place in a standard scheme, but, on a 
consideration of the average produce, would set off the superior 
water-supply of the land near the tank against its inferiority of soil, 
and would probably, with the :~;upport of local opinion, place the 
poor soil near the tank in a higher class than better soil further off. 
On the method adopted in this province it is quite easy to ensure 
that within the limits of a kwin or village the relative classification 
of land is accurate, but the standard may vary from place to place ; 
where classification depends on the application of a standard scheme
a hiaher degree of general accuracy over a huge area may probably 
resuit, but the conventions on which the· standard scheme is framed 
require adjustment to exceptional cases if relative accuracy within. 
a limited area is to be ensured. It is quile possible, moreover, that 
conventions which are suitable at the time of classification may 
aubsequently become inappropriate. For example, when the existing 
claSsification was carried out in -Madras and Bombay food grains were 
of far greater relative importance than at · present and the soil . was 
classified accordingly; now that cotton and groundout have become . 
important the relati~ value of many soils must have largely changed. 
In the . ~entr~t Pr~vinces f. similar • change bas- -occurred in the--
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relative value of soils- suitable for wheat and cotton, l>ut as the 
classification there bas never been treated as final it was possible to~ 
make the necessary adjustment at re-settlement. All theae provinces 
have this in common, that soil once classed as black clay is not liable. 
at re-settlement to be classified as red sand. They differ in this, that . 
in Bombay not only bas the distribution of the soil ·according to its 
physical constitution and .position been permanently defined but the 
firading of the soils in assessment Classes bas also been standardised. 
In Madras the relative valuation of- assessment classes is .not so rigid; / 
it is still possible for a· settlement officer to propose a larger enhance
ment for the black soils than the red and 11i'ce versa, and also to propose 
a lower enhancement, or no enhancement at all, on the poorer lands. 
In the Central Provinces the arrangement of the. soils into assessment 
classes can at any time be readjusted. as freely as may be necessarY· 
It does not follow that a classification so rigidly standaTdised as in 
Bombay results in any appreciable. hardship. lf land.is over or 
under assessed, either by mistake or owing to changes in the value of 
the crops for _which it is especially adapted, the result is discounted 
in the price whenever it changes hands, and more injustice may result 
from correcting than from continuing the erroneous Classification. 
But such a system has-the disadvantage that the assessment tends 
gradually to become a land tax fixed on the land with small relation
to the profits and to lose the character of land revenue. It appears 
therefore that not only would lack of skill on the part of classifiers 

' make it difficult at present to .standardise classification, but that the 
results might not bt! wholly beneficial. The advantages however are 
consideraule and it seems desirable to take such stt:ps 1n that direction 
as Qlay be found practicable. - . . · 

IJo. In India, as we have seen, the . characters determining the 

Th 'l't f d classification are placed on record. Thus · in 
e uu 1 y o a recor M d • th • h · h 1 d h 
of classification. a ras e reg1ster s ows t at a~ . as been 

classified as good black clay recel\~mg water 
from a second class irrigation source. In the Central Provinces such 
information is now recorded on the classification map and can be shown -
in even greater detail. To prepare such a record of the data for 
classification would seem to be a useful step in the direction of · 
evolving a standard scheme. If classifiers are required to place on 
record the consi<.:erations ' which they are expected to take .. into 
account when classifying land, they would gradually acquire a higher 
standard of skill and one obstacle to a standard classification would 
be removed. Quite apart, however~ from its utility in facilitating the 
introduction of systematic standards, a record of this nature would 
have advantages in itself; Between the various data for 
classification such as the nature: of the soil, water, ·crops, etc., there is 
a barrpony which classifit:rs cannot invent. If they are made to record 
such ft!atures on a map it would often become possible merely by examin· 
ing the map to detec.t careless or dishonest work. We were informed in 
the Central Provinces that this procedure bad been •ound in practice 
to facilitate inspection and supervision. A record of such particulars · 
renders it possible, moreover, to explain to each cultivator many of the . 
facts on which the classification of his land is based. So long as 
he learn~ only that his land is Ya or R3 he regards tbe whol~ process . . . . . . . . . · .. a· 
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... a mystery. nut if he is told that hi. land has been placed in thd 
first class because it is a rich silt, annually watered, growing every 
kind of valuable crop, he has facts on which he can appeal to the 
section officer and settlement ·officer. If one man's land has beeo 
reduced a class, because-weeds are troublesome or trees throw shadows 
on the crops, his neighbour will be quick to urge the same causes for 
reduction if there is any prospect of .success. In Madras cultivators 
have been found to take full advantage of the opportunity given them 
by the nature of the record to protest against the facts recorded. To 
give such opportunities may seem to be asking for trouble. But in the 
last resort accurate classification depends on the co-operation of the 
people and the more closely they are associated with the work the 
more accurate will the re~ults be found. Such a record would render 
the cla'Jsifi~;ation permanent with1:>ut rigidity and this would be its 

·primary object. The classification of the soil according to its physical 
constitution and position would not ordinarily need revision, the 
record woulci be as permanent as the facts which it recorded. So long 
as the relative value of different crops remained unaltered the arrange
ment-.ef the soils in assessment classes would probably need little 
change. If, h<?wever, the introduction of new crops, or the apprecia
tion of :one or deterioration of another, produced a change in the 

' relative value of the soils it would only be necessary to grade them 
differently. The distributiqn of the soils would be independent of 
their arrangemeQtin assessment classes. Both in Madras and Bombay 
this distinction between the two processes of classification was a 
preliminary step towards the introduction of a standarcl scheme and 
we are of opinion. that experiments in this direction should now be 
made in Burma. We recommend therefore that in future a reconl of 
the dat~for classification should be prepared. 

IJI. The preparation of such a record would conflict however with 
. . . . the tradition of Burma settlement procedure that 
· ~he.need ~r 51~pl1- classification should be as simple as possible. It 

c•ty m c~assdicat•on.. has always been the view in Burm,11 that refine
ment of classification was unnecessary and undesirable; simplicity has 

. been insisted of as a criterion of sound procedure. In Lower Burma 
in the early days, when rates were low and there was only one crop, 

· simplicity was possible. Even in Upper Burma the numerous varietit:s 
and qualities of land tend to be evenly distributed; one family holds 
land in several scattered plots and at any division the heirs are jealous 
for equality. In the Punjab, where similar conditions obtain, the 
detailed distribution of the demand is left to the villagers themselves 
and it is often found that no adjustment of rates within the main kind 
is wanted ; a flat rate on the cultivated area or even on the total area 
is not uncommon. Again, where the assessment is on cultivated areas 
classification may be less refined than where the need for· fallow 
requires consideration, and with an assessment on matured areas 

. refinement is even less necessary. Thus simplicity is possible. 
Again, if the asshsment fluctuate with the area cultivated or the area 
matured it is. ·convenient to depict the classification on the annual 
as11~sm~nt map, and this renders it more difficult to show on the 
annual map a classification so refined as in the Central Provinces, 
Bombay and Madras; so that simplicity is not only posaible but 



-desirable. The tradition that classification should be on broad lines-
bas therefore survived. I 

, But the conditions making for simplicity are disappearing. Rates 
are continually rising and with every enhancement a more refined 
-classification, especially on the more highly assessed soils, is required; 
the wide interval between rates on assessment classes io Lower Burma 
cannot easily be defended. Again, the equal division of land diminish~s 
as property changes hands more freely and wealthy men build. up 
~states, so that a rough classification. becomes continuously more 
inequitable. These changes have been recognized and on much of the 
Tice land in Upper Hurma the adjustment of rates to small differences 
-of outturns and the distribution of land into classes according to its 
productivity are at least as minute as wiH ordinarily be found in India 
except peraaps in Bombay ; sometimes on the less secure rice land it is
open to the criticism of being excessively minute from any practical 
point of view. Although in such cases the degree of refinement now 
observed may be exc~:ssive it must be admitted that the degTee of 
simplification in earlier Upper Burma settlements was ver.y artificial. 
The conditions are not simple and any summary classifi::ation made on 
the assumption that they are cannot be entirely satisfactory even as a... 
-temporary measure. In various recent settlements it has be~n found 
necessary to recognize new distinctions according to the oatute of the 
~rrigation, the kind of soil, or its capacity for producing certain crops.· 
There have already been tentative experiments ln. the preparation of a 
tecord of the data for classification. The earliest attempt was made 
-during the settlement of Meiktila and the procedure was elaborated in 
Myingyan. It is significant, however, that both of these are dry zone 
-districts and that Myingyan contains a smaller proportion of rice land 
than any other district in the province. In both settlement parties in, 
which th_e practice was started it died out on their transfer to rice
growing areas. Experiments in t~e preparation of a record have been 
made in connection with the objects of this committee and all the 
present settlement officers have expressed the opinion that it was not 
worth the time or trouble. All of them however are working in districts 
where rice is tbe.chief crop and the preparatiQn of a useful record 
presents greater difficulty with rice land than with dry land. _ Where 
the proportion of land under rice is so large as it is in Burma, · 
~li improvement in settlement procedure which can only be applied 
to dry land would be of small importance. In Lower ·Burma, 
moreover, the difficulty of preparing a record would be greater than 
in Upper Burma, for in Lower Burma the level of the country is always 
changing gradually, and sometimes rapidly.- But even there a record of 
the conditions at the time of settlement would still be valuable at 
re-settlement in furqishing information as to the extent of the changes 
which had taken place since the record. was first prepared. · The 
experiments which have been made ha"/e shown that the preparation 
of a record is feaiible. To a settlement officer working ~n the present 
lines with the present_ staff of classifiers the advantages of such a 
1'ecord may not eeem to compensate for the labour of preparing it. 
With this we are nnable to agree. h is a serious defect of s~ttlement 
procedure in Lower Burma that classes are few and the intervals 
.betweea assessment rates are wide. The introductioo of a recori 
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-sboald help to solve one problem which now confronts a settlement 
officer, the difficulty of combining a minute classification with simpli· 
city in the annual maps, and thereby ensuring that the number of assess
ment classes i1 neither greater nor less than is required for equitable 
distribution. A record therefore should assist the settlement officer· · 

_.ia !r:ttming his ~s;easment proposals,-and, aa we ~avee~plaioed,sbould 
. facahtate supervasaon and make for accuracy by stamulatang tbe interest 

of the cultivators. Although, therefore, the chief benefit will be' 
-1erived at the revision of a settlement, a record should also be found of 
immediate practical utility, and we turn to consider the lines on which 
it might be prepared. · 

132. The chief materials for classification are physical data regard-
.''fh 1- r · ing the nature of the soil, its situation with e prepara 100 o a • . 
classification ..ecord. _ regard to water, the crops habatually cultivated, 

advantag~s or defects such aa proximity to 01' 

· remoteness from the viJJages, alkaline deposits, weeds, etc., aa.d, most 
_;important of all, the opinion of local cultivators. In India, as .,..e have 

seen above. the basis of the classification record is the soil Land is 
dassified as black or red; clay, loam or sand. In the Central Pro
·.inces types of qualities of soil are distinguishe-1 by the local names, 
·and it bas been sugg~sted that an attempt might be made to frame a 
·standard classification for each district in Burma on the basis of local 
nomenclature. For dry land this would not be very difficult. The 
p~ple do recognize soils according to differences of type, texture and 

·position by names which might be standardised. Silt is ••"• black 
-soil is tllyellel, red soil mye11i, clay is t~~yesr~ loam •~etn•, sand 
•ye!J'IIJil or the. These names are combined as •~el&i rnyesi for red 
.clay, aye11i ayetlztJ for red loam, myn&i !J'IIJa or the myerri for red 
sand. The admixture of different types of soil may be indicated by a. 
combination or modification of the names, and position be indicated by 
:a distinctive prefix or affix~ The nomenclature has a natural basis. 
· Mos( old soils in Burma consist of red earth or sandstone, sometimes 
they contain lime; these old soils are red, yellow or white. The new 

;soils are derived from these. New soils may have been formed from 
JSoils in the immediate neighbourhood and show resemblances to 
:adjacent old soils; or they may have been carried• a long way, lost 

· their original colour and been deposited as silt or bl;u;k soil They 
:may he yellowish soils, due eithu to the admixture of sandstone with 
.black or red soil, or of black or red soil with silt. Sometimes the soil 
will consist of gravel (.t1au.t.ra.-it) or a stiff clay (kJat). The Settle
ment Manual contains a list of soils, and in almost every case the names 

·.indicate the type, texture or position. Between the various types 
· tbere .is no rigid difference, but despite intermediate gradations there· 

is a very real distinction between them in rec;pect of lasting power, 
response to cultivation, crop capacity and reaction to different 
seasonal conditions and in the dry zone it has been found that a know
ledgeable-cultivator will ordinarily distribute the soils of his village 
accordingly, and that, even where he gives some soil a fancy local 
aame, he will recognize as applicable the name which would 1M: given 
.it in a standard scheme. In working out such a scheme the assastance 
ef the Agricultural Department would be valuable. Agricultural . 
.aarvey• have . already been carried out· in three districts, but 
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llave lieen suspended. We consider that, when an enlargement 
-<>f the staff of the department permits them to be resumed,- it 
would be advantageous if the districts_takeil up were those which 
would shortly come under settlement, and if the Commissioner of 
Settlements were consulted before the work was taken in hand. It is 
quite possible to prepare a record of the soils indicating such distinc• 
tions of type, texture and quality and to incorporate in the same 
record much of the other . material on which classificatiOn rests. A 
draft scheme showing the lines ~n which such a record might be 
·prepared is given as an appendix to this ch'apter. It is not suggested . 
that this will be suited for general application, or thitt the first 
will succe~d but we recommend that· experiments in this direction 
i!hould be made. · _ 

133. It might e,·entually be possible to introduc~ among the features 
. · . of this record a systematised valuation'of the soil 

The Soli Umt along the lines adopted in the soil unit system of 
Syatem. the Central Provinces. This deserves detailed 

-examination, not only liecause it was particularly recommended to our 
attention by His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor, but alsq because in 

' ~tsell it is an ii1genious and very flexible system of assignicg soils 
their relative values, and still more perhaps because in some·ways the 
·classification of rice land in Lower Burma is f'Ssentially similar: A 
detailed account of the system will be found in the Appendix and. 
:in Volume 11; here a brief summary will suffice. The value of land 
-in the -Central Provinces is defined as cependi.ng on the average net 
profits obtained from its cultivation1 i e., the average price obtained. 
·for the crops produced over a term ·or years less the cost of produc
tion. The soil unit is the unit of relative value of different classes of 
land. It is a measure of soil values just as a foot is a measure of . 
length. Within the main kind as defined above different soils are 
assigned factors according to local opinio,:t regarding their relative · 
fertility. Thus good blacdr soil may be assigned a factor of-so. If the 
land is exceptionally good the factor may b6oTaised to 55· If it is in any 
way defective the factor may be reduced to 40. The factor of land 
near the village may. be raised 25 per cent. and for hind distant 
from the village reduced 25 per cent. If the land actually forms· part 
()f the village site an addition, say of 20, may be made. In like 
manner inferior loam may be alloted a factor of 30 which will be raised 
and r~uced on the same principles. In the Central Provinces 
the soil factor is only used fo express a relation and does · 
-not carry any absolute value of its own. fn lowl'er Burma and 
to some extent "·ith rice land in Upper Burma, lands are valued 
.according to their estima~d productivity un:Jer rice and the sojl unit 
is the ba;;ket of paddy. For the classes t,f land found in a kwin 

.,there may be provisional assumption11 or 4o; 30 and zo baskets· an 
acre; the greater part of the land may be estimated . to yit:ld -30 
baskets. If for any r~ason, e.g., proximity to the village, the ferti
~ity may be estimated at 40, it will be allotted to the class for which 

• •o has been provisionally assumed as tho outturn. If owing to ·a 
-defective supply of water or any other unfavourable circumstances 
the outturn can be estimated only at 20 the land will be reduced to 
:that class. The record of classification which we propose to-
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introduce provides for estimates of the fertility in the case of rice ancl 
it may in time be found to afford a basis for valuing dry lands on th~ 
soil unit l)'stem. We consider it inadvisable however to introduce 
. unnecessary complications at the outset. The preparation of the 
record must for the present be regarded as experimental and it will 

. probably be found that classifiers require time and practice before 
they use it intelligently. Further developments must be postponed 
until they have learned to do so. · 
· 134· In VIew of the necessity for restricting so far as po5sible the 

· number of assessment classes so that land 
J'he formation of records work will be facilitated it folbws ·that 

assessment 'classes. • · • · • d d the elaborate class•ficabon of the sod recor e 
on the classification map must be simplified by. the formation of 
assessment classes before preparing the a"se~sment map. This i~ the 

. practice in Madra~ where best red sand. VIII-I, good red loam, VII-2, 
bestred clay Vl-x, best black sand V-r, ordinaty black loam lV-3, 
and good black c)ay lll-2, may be in the same ta.Yam or assessment 
c:lass. The procedure in forming assessment ~lasses will be somewhat 
as follo~s- 0? dry land, for example-, there mi~ht be_valuable red sandy_ 
loam ~MyenJ-tlle-wkun) cultivated in rotatiOn w1th late sesamum,. 
cotton and'millet_but distinguished by its high :tnd secure yields of 

. cotton, and a Ted silty· loam cultivated with early sesamum followed 
by beans and perhaps growing- plantains. In Madras these would 

·probably be classed as best red sand (VIII-I}, and best red loam 
t VII• I) respectively. On the system we propose these would be 
provisionally distinguished ; but at some stage in the course of field 
work the settlement officer m;ght decide- that it was unnece!'sary to· 
separate them for assessment purposes and 

4

would group them both -
-in the same assf'ssment class. But there might in the same tract be 
. black soil which the people valued. more highly than the red soil. 

because of its greater lasting power and productivity. under _food 
crops. The settlementDfficer might be •nable to dec1de untrl he 
bad completed the tract .,.hether the black soil .should in practice be 
assessed more highly. He would continue the differentiation so long 
as necessary.. If in the end be found the distinction unnecessary for· 
assessment purposes he would, before making tl-e 'maps over to the 

· land records department, amalgamate the two in one assessment 
· c!ass. S~milarly on rice land there might be land whi~h on account 
of a deficient water-supply could only be estimated to peld 2$ baskets 

. per acre and other land which on account of flooding could not be 
estimat.ed to give a higher yield. Probably in Lower Burma the 
people would este801 the land with a deficient supply of water mere 

·highly than the flooded land, and this would be reflected io rP-nts and 
values. The defect in either ('ase would be placed on recotd and the 
lands ·woul~ be treated · in separate classes until the s~ttlement 
officer was satisfied that the distinction could safely be d1scarded. 
Thus assessment classes would gradually be built up an~ at . the 

·end of the s.ettlement there would be left only so rriany maiD k1nd$ 
,.and assessment dasses as were required by· the Jan~ records 
.. department for fiscal or statistical purposes. We ~ave pomte? out 
that one ~efect in the present settlement procedure IS th~ practice .of 

. <:lassificatlon before assessment; we propose to remedy th1s by obtam-



ing the provisional sanction of Go,·erndfent to the demand before the 
land is classified. Thus, at the time of classification, the ~ettlement 
officer will know what the demand will be and can iorm his assessment 
classes accordingly. This process of amalgamation would render possi
ble a useful step in t\te direction of a standard classification. At present 
the classification of land ;.s R-3 indicates that for asspssment purposes 
it may be taken to yield the outturn assumed lor that class in that tr_act 
but the assumed outturn may vary according to the tract (rom 15 to 40 
baskets. In the Har.tbawaddy settlement IG3 carried a uniform signifi
.cance throughout the district and meant that the outturn ass_!lme<l for 
that land was 30 baskets. It would be convenient to extend this practice. 
Experienc«? in Lower Burma shOll"S that 7 grades of rice· land would 
S!lffice for the whole area; the present assumptions regarding outtur:ns 
could be grouped in 1 classes, R-1 to R-7 ; R-1 signifying an assumed 
outturn ol 45 and upwards, R 2 one of 45 to 40, and so on down the 
scale, K-7 s'gnifying a standard outturn of less than ao baskets. These 
classes would be marked on the maps before they were made over'to· 
the land records departme"t. ··- • _ . 

135· In Burma 1t has s:Jmetimes been the practice to classify em-
. banked land in a double aspect s fice land and 

The. double_ classlfi- as dry land. Thus land yielding fairly good 
cauon of nee land. . - · d d . crops of nee s1x years ow of ten an p_oor ry 

crops 10 the other four years may he classed as second class r1ce land, 
R-a, assessed at, uy, Rs a-8-o; when under rice, and as third class dry 
embanked land, L.Y.-3, assessed at, uy, As. 11,. 1rhen under dry 
crops. Where the assessment is fixed on a consideration of the 
general capacity of the land this practice is unnecessary. It is 
followed to a limited extent in Madras ; in those districts in 
which the differential water-rate system has been introduced, land 
which only occasionally receives irrigation from a Government source 

. is classified both in its wet and dry aspects, and when it grows a wet. 
crop pa} s the difference between the wet and dry assessments as water
rate. In Madras· also embanked land dependent upon rainfall i1 
placed one class higher than unembanked land with the s:~me soil, but 
the rate does not_ vary with the crop. D<!uble classification is not 
required in Lower .Surma but in Upper Burma may be useful. 
Although rice cultivation and dry cultivation are two recognized 
main kinds, it is often difficult to decide to which m1.in kind embanked 
land should be allotted. Ordinarily land which is cultinted with 
rice whene,·er possihle is placed in. a rice land main kind. It 
becomes necessary therefore to provide for its assessment in- the 
years when rice cannot be cultivated. Soil which is good for rice 
with ample water may be good or poor for dry crops, and it· 
is necesnry to d1fferentiate the assess!nent accordingly. But the · 
double classification complicates the work of assessment and facili
tates .corruption ; unless necessary it is undesirable. It aln adds to 
the dtfficulty of classification. The people value laud as it would be 
nlued for a fixed assess·nent, according to its general productivity, aod 
if they be required t:o cons:der land in the abstract, first as rice land 
and ~hen as dry land, their judgment is confused. It would seenf 
poss ble, however, to restrict the practice of doable classification~ 
Some embanke J land is never used for dry cultivation even when rice 
~oot be cultivated : such lao~ Qeed only be dassecl as rict lapel 
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Land which is ordinarily under dry crops but may occasionally be culti
~ated with rice.,.ny not more than 3 years in to, should only be classed 
as dry land, leaving to the cultivator the-prorits of his enterprise aod 
good fortune in years when he ventures to grow rice. Land_ which is 
ordinarily under rice, but may occasbnally be cultivated with dry 
crops, say not more than 3 years in to, will presumably receive lenient 

, classification and assessment as rice land, which can be adjusted to 
allow f'?" diminished profits in the years when it is cultivated with dry 
crops. There will remain only land which is cultivated with rice 
about as often as with dry crops. For this, double classification 
may be ne'!ded. Take, for example, two plots bf land ; one can 
only grow poor dry crops and is therefore put in the fourth rlass of 
dry land, Y-4, but- can grow fairly good crops of,rice and is there
fore classed as second class rice land, R-a ; the other plot is fairly 
good blac1c s'>il and can be plaeed in the second class as dry land, 

. Ya, but owing to inferior water facilitifs cannot be put in a higher 
class of ri'ce lan.d than R-3. Then if the rates for R-2 and R-3 were 
Rs. a·so and Re. 1'50 and the rates for Y a and Y 4 were Re. '·a 5 and 

. Re. 0'75 the first plot would pay Re. o·75 in poor years and Rs. a·so 
in good years~ and the other plot would pay Rs. 1"25 in poor years and 
Rs. 1'50 in good years. It is doubtful howe,·er whether_ this refine
ment is necessary. _ IIi' the example taken, supposing that over a 
period of'ten years each plot was under rice five times and und~r dry 

. crops five times, the average assessment on the former plot would be 
Rs. I'62 per acr~ and on the latter plot Re. ·r37 per acre; an assessment 
i>f Ks. r·so would be well within settlement limits of error and both 
might be classed lls dry land and placed in an assessment class bear-

. ing this rate. Another alternative to double classification would be to 
assess a c;rop rate on the lands when under rice. On the system of 
classification now proposed it will be easier than hitherto to differentiate 
the crop rate according to soil, but whefher this -would be worth doing 
~ust be lefno the- settlement officer;:; ordinarily a flat rate would be 

-preferable unless the result was clearly less equitable or showed an 
appreciable· loss of revenue. After tonsidering these alternatives in 
the light of our remarks on the principle of fluctllating assessments, the 
settlement officer might still wish to adopt a double classification, but 
we are of opinion that he should only do so with the previous 
sanction of the Settlement Commissioner: In any case, care should 
be taken ·to avoid the anomaly of, the dry rate exceeding the wet 
rate. .-

136. \Ve may now turn to consider classification in its wider sense, 
Th . 'di ·of t the formation of tracts and main kindf. In 

_ _ _ e ng• ty racts, Chapt~r V 1\"e have described the gradual deve-
lopment of the present conception of a tract, and have explained how 
originally assessment tr~cts were formed by the superposition of price 
tracts upon soil tracts and how, first in Upper Burma and then in 
Lower Burma, the importance of attending to local circumstances in 
framing rates led to the introduction of continuous geographical tract$. 
This was undoubtedly an aqvance. It enabled the settlement officer, 
when adjusting theoretical rates in accordance with practical require
ments, to oJtili.~:o with much greater effect his experience in tbe 
field. Doring frequent tours within a given area, observing general 
co~ditions 1 and in particular the curreo t incidence of the assessment on 
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different soils and in different villages, the settlement officer absorbs. 
-consciously and subconsciously, a general impression oi the assessable 
capacity of the country, so that it· may be much easier to 'say what 
,;hould be the proper rates than to give reasons for them. Geo
graphical tracts rendered this possible. But -the new procedure · 
sacrificed much of the flexibility of the old.. Under the old system if the ·. 
land in two adjacent villages or kwins was markedly dissimilar in 
fertility it wo11ld fall in different tracts. Again, the former system 
allowed for a progressi"e increase or decrease of fertility. One or two 
"kwins might be classified on the basis of assumed outturos of 35 and as 
baskets per acre for each class, in the next_ kwin the basis of classifi
cation might be 301 ~s if the first class was becoming poorer, or 30, ao 
if both classes deteriorated, or, on the other hand, if the soil became more 
fertile the assumed outturns might rise to 40, as or 40, 30o 20 or 35, 30,-
25. Under the present system, directions for classification are laid down 
at the outset c;od uniform stan'dards with a limited number of classes 
~reapplied throughout the tract, so that areas of exceptional fertility or 
exceptional poverty tend to be disregarded, and differences of fertility 

• which would have been recognized under the former system may be 
ilverlooked. Once the standards of classification within a tract have 
been laid down, v<~riations from these standards cannot be: conveniently 
distinguished ncept by the formation of a new tract. This accounts 
.for t~e multiplication of tracts noticeable in many settlements and
has led to some confusion between the terms primary tract and· 
asl!essment tract. In the Settlement Instructions, as mentioned 
..already, the latter term is not defined. Formerl.yan assessment tract 
was a subdivision of a soil tract; and the same classes of the soil tract 
bore different rates according to the assessment tract in which they 
fell. In current practice assessment tracts may be subdivisions of a 
primary tract in which, despite a general similarity over the whole 
primary tract, different standards of classification have been applied i 
-in such cases an assessment tract is mP.rely a small primary tr;u:t. 
Thus although the introduction of geographical tracts represented an. 
impro\·ement in settlement procedure the rigidity with which the 
conception was applied introduced new difficulties. It is desirable 
to retain the geographical tract, but to restore the flexibility which 
marked the former system. : · 

IJ7· This distinction between primary tracts and assessment 
tracts is confusing and serves no useful purpose. 

sh~uld be m_odified We are of opinion that, if adequate weight is to 
Y groupmg. be allowed to local circumstances in proposing 

assessments, it is necessary to subdivide the settlement area into 
smaller geographically continuous areas within which the general 
-conditions of agricultural economy are similar; these may &uitably be 
termed tracts. A tract would thus "consist of a number of conti
guous l11:1i1U having certain characteristics in common and distinguished 
irom other tracts by certain conditions." This is the present defini
tion of a primary trac t~the validity of..the definition however depends 
.on the conditions which are regarded as· common but distinctive. 
Among the conditions suggested in the present Settlement Instructions 
are features such as homogeneity of soU and density of populatioa 
-whicb must almost of necessity under ordinaJY circumstances vary 
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largely from plac1 to place. Tbe e9Sential condition would ordiurily 
be similarity ia ·the crops generally cultivated. Thus over a large 
stretch of country rice might be the sole or most important crop ; iD 
another area cotton might be important, in another early sesamum 
and nat, in another millet and gram or wheat. Attention solely to 
these considerations might hm,.·ever result in unduly large tracts, with
ia which the villages and kwins might differ greatly, and it would be 
difficult to obtain and present an impression of the tract as a whole. 

· Take, for example, a stretch of country within "·hicb cotton is the pre
dominant crop. In scattered groups of villages broken hi1Js with white 
aoil may predominate ; in other scattered groups there may be undula
ting downs of red soil ; in some parts there may be wide va1Jeys under 
rice with cotton on tbe slopes. Or again, some viJlages may N= aear 
markets, in others palm trees may be numerous, in others there may be 
great difficulty in obtaining watec. Again, it may be found that, with 
every endeavour to maintain uniformitt of classification, the kvel has 
varied; even although the level of classification bas remained the same, 
land and rental values may be markedly above the general pitch ia 
some villages, indicating a comparatively high assessable capacity, and 
in other villages be conspicuously low. Such differences within the 
tract can be recognized by the formatioo ·of assessment groups which 
lieed not, and :ndinarily woul!l not, be coatinuous, but wou!d gather 
~gether all the villages and kwins scattered throughout the tract that 
could bear the same assessment rates. It may be found that this 
procedure gives an inconveniently large number of groups ; should 
this happen the settlement officer can break up the tract into sub-trans. 
of a size convenient to handle. In Lower Burma, where o~r large 
areas there is only one crop, other considerations would have greater 
force iu the formation of tracts, and the division of tracts into sub-tracts 
would seldom be necessary. The object of tracting is to frame rates, 
generally applicable to the whole tract, which caa be justified by 
general considerations ; the object of grouping is to adjust the tract 
rates to individl·~ viJJages or kwins within the tract. If tracts are too. 
large -groups wm tend to be artificial or too numerous. . If tracts are 
too small the conclusioa to be drawn regarding th,ir assessable capa
bility is liable to bias from accideptal or temporary aberrationL 

··Within each tract -three groups, or even no more than tw~ 
ahould ordinarily suffice. If the groups became inconvenieLtly 

· aamerous, or if for any other reason the tract were inconveniently large. 
it should be divided into sub-tracts. The settlement officer would 
work out tract rates bat vary the tract rate according to the group. 
Thus, in a tract of fifty villages. five or tea might be in the neighbour
hood of markets, seyea or eight might be remote and handicapped by 
poor facilities for water. The tract rate for third class rice land might 
be Rs. 3, rising ia the. richer group to Rs. 3-8 or even Rs. 4, ud 
falling in the poorer group toRs.. •8 or evea Rs. a. 
~~ _ 138. Another difficulty is now experienced ia conoectioa with 

tracting. Settlement office IS are expected to fona 
u4 bJ postponement their tracts at the beginning of their operations. 
ef tracting if neces- Where, as in the dry zoae of Upper Buaa, 
SUJ'· . differences are immediately iodicated by the 
• ,.ature of the crops ubitually' cultivated it is quite possible to lay 



down tract limits with approximate accuracy. But fn the rice plains. 
of Lower Burma the problem is not so simple and in Myaungmya it 
was found necessary to build up tracts in the field kwin by kwin,- s~ 
that; instead of tracting being the first operation, the assignmc.nt of the 
last kwin to its proper tract was the last item of field work. It does 
not seem possible to say that either method is the .better; the choice
between them must depend upon circumstances. It is convenient 
however for the settlement officer when starting field work to have 
some definite conception of the broad divisions of the 'country; this
encourages wider views and places details in a more accurate per
spective, but although the formation of asse!;sment groups will. add. 
flexibility _to trading and should facilitate the formation of provisional 
tracts, it must be recognized that tracts laid down near the beginning_ 
of optrations are provisional and their boundaries subject to .amend-
ment. / -

139. It has been suggested -that the distribution according to
local and individual circumstances should be 

D~fferentiation by carried. much further than we propose. In 
holdmgs unnecessary , • 1 ffi - • the Central Provances, ween the sett emento cer-
bas arrived at a deduced rent for each tenant, he a5ijusts the 
proposed rent according to the rent already paid and the circum
stances of the tenant. Thus a wealthv tenant whose own rent is Rs. 20. 
may sublet the land for Rs. So. His deduced .rent is, Jet us ~>ay, Rs. 16. 
In the Central Provinces the rent of Rs. 20 would be allowed to stand. 
Similarly, if a prosperous cultivator with m«>ans independent of his_ 

- land, and a widow -.·ho is little better than a labourer, each holds 
land of equal rental capacity, the rent of the former will ordinarily be 
enhanced more than that of the latter. In the Central ProvinceS this 
procedure is found to work satisfactorily. But the conditions of 
occupancy in the Central Provinces, as is explained in. our description 
of them in the Appendix~ are exceptional. In no other provinces that 
we visited do individual circumstances receive iitt< ntion so minute. 
In Lower Burma the conditions of occupancy are at the other extreme. 

-from those of the Central Provinces. If settlement operations last: 
foua:_ years in Lowet' Burma half the land may bave been alienated by
sale or mortgage during the time covered by them, and So per cent., 
of the tenants may have changed. Under circumstances like these
attention to individual circumstances becomes almost impossible ancL 
would serve no useful purpOse. It should be remembered also that 
the provisions in Burma relating to the fallow rate and to exemption, 
reduction and remission o£ individual assessments temper the a~ual 
demand on cultivators and allow a greater degree of attention to
individual circumstances than do the systems of other provinces. We 
are e>f opinion tberetore that the degree of flexibility now proposed~ 
"'hie~ represents a great advance W1 that obtaining now, will be-
sufficient. - - . · -

140. The introduction of a specific term to distinguish main kinds-
M . kinds. of cultivation from assessment or soil classes has. 

a1.11 freed settlement literature from an element of 
ao little confusion; it bas brought to light a difficulty which had_ 
preflously existed but aot been clearly recognized. But tbe use of
the ~erm bas not yet. been standardised. The instructions still n::fe~ · 



"to main kinds of land instead of to main kinds of cultivatioa. In 
practice settlement officers recognize main kinds of cultintion with 
increasing freedom; but each settlement officer ases his own names 
and ·symbols to specify bit main kinds. Thus rainfall rice .may be 
placed in a main kind P (Paddy), R {Rice), G{Kcd.f.1•1, M (Moga••tJ; 
tank-irrigated rice may~ K (Ku), S (Si11yeth•) ; rice irrigated from 
-a Government source may be } (Irrigated), G (Government), K (Ka11)1 
A (Aso!a), S (Se) and so on. It may as yet be impossible to prescribe 

-'that all settlement officers shall use the same terms, but there should 
be as much uniformity as possible, and in any case the terms and 

. -symbols should be standardiSf'd when the maps are made over to the 
land records department. This is contemplated in the draft Land 
-Records Manual which lays down that only the following maio kinds 
shall be recognized and that these shall be indicated in every district 
~1 u_niform symbols:-

R =paddy 
RG = irrigated paddy 

Y == ya, garden and permanent alluvial cultivation. 
YG = ya when irrigated. 
· G = impermanent alluvial cultivation and main kinds (such 

as dnana) which ·are assessed at crop rates •. 

· We approve the principle of uniformity underlying these iostruc
"tions that the land records department should only recognize 

· distinctions needed for fiscal or statistical purposes, but we regard 
the degrte of difler«ntiation suggested as insufficient. 

(i} Statistics have to be ccmpiled aimually'showing the nature 
..and source of irrigation, and accurate compilation will pre.;ent least 
difficulty if each kind of irrigation is distinguished as a separate main 

-kind. . The following main kinds therefore appear necessary :-

K = kil.ing, impermanent cultivation on riverine land. 
G == garden cultivation. 
Y = ~~~ or dry land cultivation. 
P = rain-fed -rice. 
C = canal-irrigated rice. 
T = tank-irrigated rice •. · . 

W = rice and other cropt irrigated from wells and other 
· · sources. 
Government irrigation might be denoted by adding the symbol A 

1At~Jy•) to the irrigation symbol. It fnay also be found necessary to 
'}>rovide a maio kind for permanent alluvial land (tase). 
~- (ii) A minor defect i8 the nse of the symbol R both for the main 
ldnd and the crop. This is liable to cause confusion; the use of the 
-.ymbol P (paddy) for raio-fed4'ice, and the symbols suggested above 
lor irrigated rice, seem preferable. . · . 

· - {iii) The instructions io the draft Manual appear to suggest 
-that the conversion of settlemt>nt main kinds into those recognized 
-for annual ·assessment thould be performed by the land records 
-department. \Ve are unable to approve this; any changes in the 
-aettlement main kinds for reproduction in the annual map should be 
-effected in the settlement oftice. 
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141. Hitherto we have only considered. the distributi~n of asses~ 
El . . ment among individuals in any given year •.. But 

ast•c•ty.. it_is also possible to adjust rates'so as to, 
.mitigate the rigidity of an asses10ment fixed on the areas cultivated, 
or to increase the elasticity of an assessment based on matured areal!! ... 
The theory of a fluctuating assessment is that the demand should be· 
proportioned to ability ·to pay ; in a precarious area almost any 
demand however high can be paid with ease in a good year, and any
de~and however lenient is oppressive in • a poor year. Crops~ 
generally, do well in a year of good rainfall; the rice ~arvest in 
particular responds to variations in \he rainfall. In proportion as.. 
the assessment on rice is !tigh and that· on dry cultivation low, the, ' 
revenue varies with the r_ainfall. Take, for example, a village which. 

. has soo acres of dry land witb an average incidence of Re •. 1 per. 
acre, and 150 acres of rice land with an average incidence of Rs. I· 
per-acre. Jh a normal year 400 acres of dry land and 100 acres of 
rice land will-be assessed, and the reve~ue demand will be Rs. 6oo •. ' 

· In a good year probably not more than 450 acres of dry land will be· 
assessable but there will be J so acres under rice and the assessment 
will be Rs. 750. In a poor year only 300 acres of dry land may be 
assessable and none of the rice land; then the assessment ·will be· 
R;s. 300. If the incidence on dry land be iower a_nd on rice .land 
higher the fluctuations will be greater •. This tendency is exaggerated 
by the common practice of assessing failures severely for dry crops,. 
because:the rates are ,low, and leniently for rice, because the rates are·, 
high. ' In framing assessments therefore it seems desirable in precari~ . 
ous areas to fix lenient rates lor dry land in comparison with those 
for rice land so that over a period of years the demand will be higher 
in good years without any loss of reyenue over the whole period. 

• 141. ·The above considerations may be summarised in the following: 
Principles of classification. principles of cl?-ssification :- . 

(a) (i) That the settlement area shoukl be divided into 
geographicallY. ct>ntinuous areas or tracts within which the condi- · 
tions of agricultural economy as indicated above are ·similar and. 
distinctive, and that tracts, where inconveniently large, should be 
divided into sub-tracts on similar principles; · 

(ii) That the object of tracting is to frame rates. g_enerally · 
applicable to the whole tract which can be justified by general 
considerations; J • • • 

(iii) That so far as conveniently possible tracts· should be 
formed at an early stage of the operations, bot that such tracts can. 
only be regarded as provisional and may at any stage require diyision 
into sub-tracts or changes in their boundaries ; 

(iv) That variations within the tract should be recognized by 
the grouping of kwins and villages, irrespective of contiguity, ·into-: 
assessment groups within which 'be same assessment classes should 
bear the same rates ; • ' 

(6) That cultivation should be distinguished by m·ain'kinds for 
which uniform names and symbols should be observed. · -· 

(e) (i) That the distribution of soils according to their physical 
~nst~tution ancl position should be ind!!pendent of their grading.: 
lD asseasment classes ; , 1 
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(ii) That all diflereacet io 10il, water, dr otherwi8e, which may 
-,robably be required for &sc:al « statistical purpoees, should be 
distinguished as they come to ootice ; ' • 

. (iii) That aU the. fac:ton of claai&catioo should be placed oa 
record 10 far as is conveniently possible ; . 

(iv) That an attempt should be made to .taoclardize the factors 
~d to work gradaaDy t'lwards uniformity and per•aaence ; 

. (v) Tliat distinctioas found not to be required for fiscal and 
statistical purpose or' for the information of the revision settlement 
-officer should be amalgamated as soon as they are found anneceuary, 
thus building up the assessment classes : and that in the maps made 

-over to the land rctcords depanment no symbols other than thOM 
"ftquired bJ that department for fi!Cal or statistical purposes should be 
-Rtained. · 



APPENDIX TO CHAPTER· XIJI. 
' 

.Draft 'nstructions for Prepar~ng the Record of c·Iassification. ~ 

Not~:-

The Classification must be !!hown in green lines; 
The Local Valuation must be shown in green dashes; 
The Crop Symbols and Crop Boundaries in brown lines ; 

_ The Water Supply Symbols in blue and Irrigation Boundaries ia 
blue dashes; . _ . _ ' 

The Defect Symbols in red and the Boundaries in red dashes or 
dots. / ' · _ - · 

Names'or numbt:rs of typical holdings, and' indications .ofsoiis 
~r yield must be entered on the map in ink. · 

I.-CLASSIFICATION, 

The assessment classes will be ivdicated as usual in accordance 
with such instructions as the settlement officer may issue from time _ 
~ti~ -

11.-LOCAL VALUATION. 
. .... 

(•) Ascertain from the tkll.mt~.dil (or eultivators} into how many 
-classes they wish to divide the land in the. village (or kwin). 
. (b) If in any Main Kind they are content with two classes these 

two classes will be oo (Goo:>C. good) e3 (~ ·poor). - . 
. If they want three classes they will be oo ; co (coS. 

average), e3• • · 
1f they want four classes they will be en ( :l;I~IQOOJSI) 

CX) oo, e3· 
If they want five classes_ they will be CD; oo, co, . eg, 

. o (qjSI) -
(c) Ascertain which land or holdings they consider typical of -

these classes. Where the holdings are known b'y name enter the 
name on the kwin map in ink, and in other ca~es iodicat~ the holding 
b;y some appropriate symbol. On a marginal table enter a list of 
~Iiese typical holdings 1see Table I). _ 

(d) Ascertain and record oa the map the local valuation of the 
land by assigning every holding in the kwin, or p;1rh of holdings if 
necessary, to_ its appropriate class exactly in accor•dance with valuation 
by the tha•adis {or cultivators). It does not matter if ·you think· 
differently, you will show that by your classification; the settlement 
officer wants to know exacUy what the people think. 

(el Divide up the kwin by _green dashes to sho.w the local 
-.alaation, entering the appropriate symbols •. · 
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111.-CROP RECORD. 

(41) At least once in every kwin indicate on the map in brow Do 
pencil the nature of the crops bahitually grown. 

(61 Wherever the people or yourself (after an examination of 
old .land records .maps if convenient) consider that the crops 
bab1tually growp d1ffer from those recorded under clause (•) indicate 
the chaRge. 

· (c) On uplands (ya) · indicate also the period of fallow if any. 
Thus land annually under early sesamum and pebyu (or pegya) will be 
shown 5JPa; land fallowed for a yev and then cultivated with a 
rotation oi late sesamum, cotton and white millet after early 
sesamum will be shown x SC 5 /J; land fallowed for two years and then 
cultivated with early sesamum followed by 6isal and then for tw() 
years under nut will be shown X SJP NN. 

(d) l"or embanked land (/~) habitually cultivated- with rice but 
·with no other crop no symbol need be entered. 

, {e) Where embanked land, either through- floods or drought, 
has often to be left uncultivated, or cultivated with some other crop 
than rice, ,indicate the number of years in ten in which according to 
your judgment (I!'Ot the statement of tllamadis) it yields an assessable 

. crop (see below uri~er Yields). 

IV.-SOIL R~CORD. 

· (a) Examine the nature of the soil and sub~oil by actual digging_ 
at least once in each kwin. 

(b) Also examine the soil of every selected field, if any. • 
(e) Also,examine the soil wherever th.e -people or yourself c?no; 

sider it so diffc:rent from that already exammed as to affect the k1nd 
of crop grown or ·the yield i and also where there is marked 
difference in the colour or texture. · ·-

(d). Wherevet the sub-soil is so near the surface as to ·affect the 
kind of crops grown or the yield note also the nature of the sub-soil. 

{e) Indicate the places '!here you dig by an appropriate symbol 
in red ink, e.t., x referring to a table in the margin (se~ Table II). 

(f) Classify the varieties of soil found according to the opinion 
of the tllamadis. (Note.-They may place Ist class soil in a 3rd class 
holding and flice versa; their classification of the soil bas ao necessary 
connection with their valuation of the holding.) · 

(g) Enter in the marginal ~able the na~e given to .the soil by 
the tllamadis and the symbol wh1ch you cons1der appropnate. 

(A) On the map beside the symbol referring to the marginal 
table enter the symbol indicating your name for the soil. Thus Rc. 
(Red Clay) Nl (silt loam). . 
. (i) If the sub-soil affects the· kind of crop grown or the yield 

enter also the sy~l for the sub-soil. Thus red clay on sand stone 
_ Rc. 
(Kdb•) would be shown(» • 

V.-WATER RECORD. • 

(a) Ia every kwin show the di_rectioa of the flow_ of water by
arrows. 
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(~) Arrows and all infor1oation regarding water supply''must. _be 
11hown in blue. . · . . . : :· · 

_ (c) Enter no more arrows than are necessary to show the direc
tioll of the flow and never place a single arrow on the map except 
where you have personally satisfied yourself by- actual examination of . 
the land that at the place where you mark the arrow the water do~s· 
.actually flow in the direction indicated by the arrow. 

(d) Where the ~ater flows towards a narrow .. opening or 

. ' 
'Channel indicate it thus, ~ ; where it spreads out indieate 

~ 

it thus, ·~ ::----.:t ; where it flows along a ~orrow cb!'-nnel place · 

• 
two or more arrows side by side, thus set Plan 1. 

(e) Where the water supply is regulate~ by a tank or weir _ 
indicate the tank or weir in blue and the catchment area in blue dots. 

(f) -Indicate the limits of irrigation from each system, distribu.:. 
tary or watercourse by blue dashes along ~he boundary of the land 

· irrigated from that source. · Enter a list of irrigation systems. in a 
marginal table (ue 'fable Ill) and indi~ate each system on the map .. 
by name or an appropriate symbol: 

VI.-UEFBCT RECORD •. 

(a) Indicate by symbols in red pencil apy defects which affecf' 
the nature of the crops grown or the yield and surround the area thus 
affected by small red dashes (see Table IV). (Sub-soil may be. 
treated as a tlefect instead of as in IV (i).] • · 

. . 
Vll.-EsTlMATE OF YIELD. 

(a) On rice land indicate in Burmes~ figures the number of 
"illage baskets per acre at which you (not the t4amadis, but you on 
your experience, on such information as you can obtain, and after 
discussion with the thamadis) estimate the yield.· The estimates 

• should be in round figures, so, 4S, 401 3S1 301 IS, zo, and less thaq zo 
which may be shown as •S· · '. - . · 

(6) Wherever you consider that there is a difference of 5 baskets 
note down another estimate. . · - ~ 

(c) Divide off the estimates by light lines in black pencil. 
(d) Where the land cannot annually be cul~ivated witti rice 

[.ree lll(e)] indicate in English figures the number of years in ten that 
~ice can be grown. , , 

Thus, land estimated to yield 15 baskets in a year of normally 
good rainfall but only assessable under rice three times in ten yean 
would be shown thus 'J. . · 

(.r) No estimate need be mad~ of, fertility for crop• other thaa me. - --
9'. 
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Vlli.-MJSCELLANEOUS. 

{•) ·Tbe margin of the ~ap should. also contain a table ahowiug 
lhe J)ame and reaidea~ of eacb lk•••di, and a table showing the 
history of eacb selec:ted field throughout the ~tlemeot io the form 
of Table V:-

• • '
1

' · Tdl' /.-T7pital Holdings. 

OOO')~:m')::>:l~cr;>cfiS:~oo':)O~ E:• 

. . . ~=GCX):)S:• . . oo=coS• ~=~ . 

00)~00 
GCXD;~T:ggffi• . ~1 ~T~ ~ G(X)~T io\:1-• · ·~ole& :J,;{,J~I . . 

~ • 
da cixm:c:oSs• 't . 72 ~aro6:. 542 .c&s. 
379 G'i~I<X»I_ 57• ~0001 38 j}_::ll~> ,. ,.., .• L . . , 

·•43 oqe@a~ .. :· . 312 GCXJ~aSo> . 1 • , • ' 

GCX))I 
-431 i::IG~~:oq$:• 
... '" '""-' 

• J - - . -
Ta!Jie 11.-La"st of Soils. 

G§'.i :o')'l S:a 

. . . 

m=~•• 
. cO=co& e=~· 

·l~ ! ~ ra;,'l&or~f8 - -n • n = .. • 
8 n ~&~:);)~- 8 " ~&.,T:l;) ~3 ~~ 0 fT" ~I . Q~l ~ It Q~l SO'S o::S1 

Q~8B1· · R'O B 8 R'O g 8 I...J 

-~-· -.-
· a8 ·Nr' t '\$:ajp:X> 

~ 

Sll Rs ooc;;§~· 571 .a. oqaSGoo> 
' 

~·. ·~· 
. 

~ ~ : I . '· -

7l !JF, G§•c&@ .S• Rl G§$G@:x>::ll 46o Rc G@$G~)o§ 

" •. i.,.. ,,. Hil 

~' : r. . ' : , ' I . . 
541 Rl &§$~gill 590 Rl ~8~8· 500 Rc G[5$cB&.u 100. 

~. I. .. . ' 
~" WI \$tG§~ 5I Be qW~ 

:1£. . : ) . . G=tl 
o.J • 



Ta!J/~ 111.-Liit of lrf'i"gatio• fllorks, 
. . " . ' ... , ~ 
· · - moooo~o'l'l~:• · 

... 

Ta!Jle IV.-Lt"st of Defects. 

•. 

·I 
~aaloo• · ~cx;la5~o loS• ~CI):)Ij . 

'l+ GGtf.i!=>a~q~aScooSooe§u a a. 483 . 

. 'l- G'lo ~f qjOOOO~ooe§u S9t 84o 3U 

0 i' .t~(;OI~~o:>e§o 483 

fiX) CIOOqp!iOl~ ~o;,e§• soo 

QO:)Ica>laS~~OO£§· .. 
Q) ~S:o:>oiooo~ c;o loSo:>E9 483 

Tallie V.-List of fields selected for cnp measur~ment. 

Year 1279 Year 128o . Year 1281 . 
Plot 
No 

Kaultyi"• .I. Kaut~gyi. Kaulyin, Kaulgyi._ Kaulyin. Knltgyi. 

I ' 
31 Sa·o3 

' 
R37 ... R •s S5·25 R 

... I N~~ ... SJ."Dl ·&a 

l 
- JO 

-
41 - ... ... . .. ~t·~ ~h .. u• ...... 

. ' -J~--.. a 1 
'" . '" ... . n t., ': ,, 



, .. ~ 
· . PI•• 1 •. . - _ 

Water flowing into a taak bed and thea spreading over rice laud 
would be shoWil thus >- · 

• 
' .. -• • .. 

I 
I 

'' J -- ---.;.·;._J-1:-..-.!-.;:--

1 ·.t ~-
1 

.I 
I 
I 
I 

' I I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I . . I 

l~~-~~~~------~--~---~ 

· Catchment area • • • • • • • _ • • . • 

Area commanded - - - - - - - -

EXPLANATIONS. 

This record should be made on a blank map of the kwin or ei.o-oa 
an outline tracing of the kwin or tracing cloth. It is now the practice 
iu eome parties to use blank kwia maps for classification and auch a 
.map is preferable to tracing cloth because the tracing does not always 
!!&i•ter correctlJ when applied sub.equentlJ to kwin maps. 
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I. Cla.rs(fteiztioii.-Mistakes in the record will often be ·apparent 
without even going to the land because there is a symmetry between 
local valuation, crops, nature of soils, nature of irrigation and defects 
which make it difficult for an uneducated man to guess accurately all 
or any of them. · ' · . · 

II. Local Y alvation.-N o explanation is required In connection 
with this paragraph except that in most cases the villagers will 
probably be found to want three classes. . .. 

II/. Reco,.d of Crops.;_ The record of crops will:.. probably be .. 
found to present the greatest difficulties. While it ought to be easy: 
to determine with the kwin map for the past year or two and infor• · 
mation by the thamadis or cultivatcrs what crops are habitually grown, : 
this may not be quite simple at first for an uneducated man or one · 
who does not understand anything about the significance of crops. 
For example, during the recent bigb (?rices of pe!Jyvgale,· this croJf 
was attempted on several soils unsuit:<~.ble for it, but discont-inued ~fter 
a year'tt experience. In such cases the mere fact that -land bas been 
under a crop once or twice does not iwlicate that the land is habitually, -
culth·ated with it. It will probably be found ·necessary for the 
settlement officer, prior to I!Oil classification, in the c_!)urse- of his 
preliminary enquiries for the tract to lay down standard combinations 
as likely to be characteristic of different soils. With a little 
experience however it should be foUJ:id that the11oil classifiers require · 
little assistance in determining the crop habitually grown. ' .To ascer
tain the crops habitually grown and also to get an Idea of the fre-
quency of rice cultivation under [III (e)] one or two old kwin maps 
will be found useful, not to be followed implicitly but f~r assistance 
in obtaining information from the people. · 

IV, V and Vl.-·1 here should be no difficulties~ with regard to 
parapraphs IV, V and VI but it will be necessary to insist that.i 
classifiers should put no symbol on the map unless they have actually •. 
visited the spot to whicla the symbol relates. ' . . · ' 

VII. Estimate of the Yield.-These instructions are perhaps the. 
mo~t open to di_;;~ussion. It is difficult to estimate yields in any area 
unt1l after workmg there for a month or so, considering numerous 
crop measurements and absorbing consciously and subconsciouly, a 
very considerable amount of information over the whole neighbour
hood. Jt may probably be found desirable for the classifiers to 

. distinguish merely the relative values, differences of 5 baskets under 
·VIl-!J without making any estimate under VII-a, leaving the estimate 

Pder VII -a to be made by the settlement officer at his leisure. ,-
.,, VIII. Mis&ellane•us.-The important thing to notice in Table 'f is~ 
that selected fields are not arranged by crops but that the table forma 
a record of cultivation in the selected field throughout the course of 
operations~ Even if a field be _not actually reaped the crop grown 
should be noted and the column for yield left blank. 



CHAPTER XIV. 

MISCBtt.ANEOUS 1Til:MS 011' THB 0BMAND· 
' . . 

143. Hitherto we. have been examining tile procedure relating to 
the assessment of the land when cultivated witb 

The tsepafrate. ~ field crops. This forms the main item of the 
sessmen o masce.- d d b h . . laneous items. - eman , Qt t e settlement officer as also requared 

· , , · · '. to frame assessment proposals regarding certain 
miscellaneous items such as gardens, trees, and special crops not ordi
narily cultivated. As the proce4iure relating to these items is essen
tially the same as for field crops, except that crop measurements are 
not often conducted, it is unnecessary to examine it in detail. There 
is however one aspect of the assessment proposals under these miscel
laneous heads which deserves attention. At present the proposals 

, regarding gardens, trees, and special crops are treated quite separately 
fi'om- one another and from_ the general assessment proposals. 
Simil~rly the proposals for the tax on households, the thathameda-tax, 
are ·treate4 •separately. This separate treatment of each head of 
revenue obscures the total eff~ct of the demand on any village or 
individual. If the same man•owns rice land, garden land and palm 

. trees and is also liable to pay thathameda, the proposals for assessing 
him are dealt with in four separate parts of the settlement report. It 
is not the practice to consider the total effect of the combined demand 
either by individuals or villages, and, although the total effect by tracts 
is calculated, the assessment proposals under the several heads are 
not· ~rdinarily considered as a whole, of which thE! parts act and 
react . oa one another. The revenue from these· various sources is 
often of co-ordinate importance and all items require consideration 
before a change is made in any ; for example, if a high revenue is 
taken from palm trees it may be advisable to moderate the demand on 
field crops •. Hitherto settlement procedure has not allowed for the 
individual consideration of the total d~mand under all heads by kwins 
and villages, but under the procedure which we recommend in the next 
chapter this will become possible. _ 

144- It is now the practice in certain cases to fix rates on the crop 
• · instead of on the land. Crop rates often form a 

Crop Rates. · d 
•· On· alluvial land~ tax en · industry and enterpnse, an we are 

_ . . altogether opposed to them, except where, as oo 
spme alluvial lan-d, the nature of tbe soil is liable to ·frequent change 
and classification- is impossible ; such land· must, as now, be classified 
as jflint (alluvial). We recognize howeve11 that financial considera
tions need attention. The crops which at present are often assessed ac
aop rates are shown in the following list together with the acreage 
•ndar eacb ht 1918-19 :-

Spring rice (mayin) · 95,000 
Onion~r 18,195 
Sugar-cane .-.. .... 20,379 
Tobacco 106,995 
Betel-vine ••• 5,583 
Plantains us,309 
Dna11i (Nipa fruticans) ... 63,946 

Of the area under these crops part is assessed at a soil class rate, 
ig~luding pro~ably most of the spring rice, plantains, dn•11i and 



much of the tobacco; part is alluvial, including some of the spring 
dee! and much of the tobacco. After deducting the area which is now 
assessed at soil class rates and that which, a~ alluvial land, must con
tinue to be assessed at crop rates, it seems very doubtful whether the· 
area that remains is sufficient to justify assessments at crop rates on 

· financial grounds, and we recommend that crop rates should bo 
abolished except where, as on alluvial or submerged land, the surface 
is impermanent. Whether the abolition should take effect at once or 
be postponed until the next resettlement must depend upon the 
.circumstances of 1he individual district. 

The assessment of double cropped lands constitutes a special case 

b 0 d bl 
of crop rates. The circumstances. vary greatly. 

. n ou. e crop· d h . • · t · ped hnds. · an t e present practice m assessmen vanes 
accordingly. We ar~ of opinion that s_o far as 

possible a single assessment should be imposed on land ac;cording to 
tts capacity for production as evidenced by current .practice. Where 
land may be-cultivated with two crops of very different value, as, for 
example, rice land which can grow sessamum; the l'ess valuable, 
sessamum, may properly be assessed at a reduced rate if the more 
valuable, rice, should fail. On dry land, if two crop~ may be grown 
and one of them is of little importance, the settlement office~ when 
'framing the assessment should onh· take into consideration the more . 
important, defining this as the main crop; no reduction. of assessment 
will thtn be needed for failure of tbe minor crop. If however two 
crops are taken into consideration in fixing rates ·a reduction should be 
granted if one crop fails. The range of possible combinations is so 
large that it seems unnecessary to go beyond these, general recom•. 
mendations, whkh w}ll need adaptation to particular circumstances. 
Mr. Noyce rlissents from this recommendation except in regard to rice 
lands. He holds that land other than rice land should be assessed ~n 
the assumption that it grows one crop only and that if anv crop is 
successfully raised on such land, the full settlement rate should be . 
imposed. The introduction of a distinction between major and minor. 
crops seems to him an unnecessary complication. Any reduction in . 
the settlement rates due to working on the assumption that the land 
only yields one crop would probably be balanced by a decrease in tl_le 
~emission granted. · · . , 

Another nriety of crop rate is the rate per tree on palms and other 

0 tr trees. Solitary fruit .trees 'other than -toddy · 
~. " ees. palms tapped for juice are now ordinarily 

·exempted, and we recommend that where the tax on such trees still
~xists it should Le abolished. In Cpper Burma the present procedure 

':of assessing the tax on palmyra or toddy palms in a lump sum ott the 
'Village appears to work smoothly and on the whole to give satisfaction. 
This S)IStem appears to be legally inadmissible in Lower Burma and 
it is doubtful how far it would prove suitable; "·e have no reason to 
!f'ecommend any change in the system now in force there bv which a tax 
is imposed on each tree and collected individually. ' 1 · 

"fhe assessment of 145. Certain features in the settlement of tM 
palm trees. revenue orr palmyra trees also deserve.~ice; 

Every tree has to be counted and classi6ed 
.aa mature or noD-mature, male or female, tapped or untapped. The 
Clamber of trees lapped varies from year to yeat according to the season, 
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and in some degree according to the other opportunities for employment. 
to Pak&kku District the number of trees cour.ted was over one and a. 
half millions. The accurate counting of so many trees is a matter of 

. much difficulty and where the number tapped varies from year to year 
,the possibility of serious errors io the calculation of the demand must 
.be recognized, Villages which are thus prejudiced may demand a. 
recount, but this is not in itself a sufficient precaution. It has ordinarily 
been the practice to exempt from assessment vil1ages whf>re tho. 
number of ass~ssable trees does not exceed so. This limit is too low. 
The incidence ~would be more equitable, the distribution facilitated 
and the likelihood of error reduced if the limit for exemption were 
~aised from so to soo. · . · 

The settlement establishment is- expected ro record the owner. 
mortgagee, and tenant of each tree. Frequently, the trees belong to 
people other than the o~ner of· the land on which they stand ; 
property in trees may remain undivided for several generations and 
they are freely mortgaged ; the trees owned by one family, and even the 
tree_s climbed by the same man. may be widely scattered. It. is quite 
impossible therefore to comply with the instructions for recording 
ownership and mortgage and, unless it is considered advisable to 
prepare a record of rights for palm trees, which would probably involve 
more detailed enquiry and elaborate maps, the attempt to record the!Mt 
particulars might suitably be abandoned. Enquiries into rents how• 
ever present less difficulty and may be useful. .. -
. · The determination of the net produce of palm trees is even Jess 
practical th_an for field crops. The palm sugar is obtained day by day 

. over a period of several months, some of it is eaten by the cultivator 
and his family, much of it is exchanged in sn1all quantities to meet 
petty expenses, and any figures for the gross produce must be largely 
guess work. On the other hand, much if not most of the expenditure 
incurred is in the nature of capital and the figures for cost of produc• 
tion have even Jess meaning than for field crops. For palm trees 
therefore calculations of the net produce are exceptionally fictitious 
and the- assessment can only be based on gener:~l consideratiQns defined 
and verified by rents. - · 
· 146. Under. the Burmese regim~ the thathameda-tax was a tax on 

- · property. Villages were ordinarily assessed at 
Tha~ha~eda and . -.the rate of ten rupees a household and this was 

. c:aP•tatton tax, · distributed according to the opinion of local 
assessors (th11.madis) selected by the village as to what each- hous'!· 
hold should pay. The poorer villages sorr.etimes paid less than Rs. 10. 

a household and the term household was often leniently construed as 
comprising a large family with married sons and daughters who had 
not yet set up separate establishments. The maio objection to it 
was that the poorer classPS were assessed too highly. The rate could 
not be enhanced in a village . containing wealthy landowners because 
they passed on an undue proportion of the tax to the poorer classes. 
The original intention was that the thathameda-tax should be-

S.M• 0,3-5. known as the capitation tax without any change in the customary rate 
and method of assessment i the Government of India in their earliest 
communication on the subject of revenue in Upper~ Burma 
-a.' At one time some Karena distributed Capitation Tax similarly selected corra--

IIODdence of Commilsioner • Tenasserim, p~e 186. · · , . . . .. 



even contemplated the abolition of thathameda and i the· sub- : . 
stitution of a tax on the lines of the capitati'ln-tax of Lower 
Burma. Since then, this course has ftequently been advocated. But S.M. I ... 
the problem of a..csessing wP.althy non-agricult1)_rists presents difficulties. 68• 6g. 
and the thathameda tax has been retained. One great objection to 
it has been diminished by the introduction of land revenue. It has 
become possible to enhance revenue without at the same time enhanci~g · 
the rates on the poorer classes, as the assessment of all l~nd to 
land revenue has in theory converted the thathameda tax into a tax 
on income from all sources other than the owQership or· occupation of 

· land, and agricultural and non-agricultural income can· now be assessed 
· separatdy. But this changes the nature of t~e tax ; it becomes, id 

theory, no longer a tax on property, but a tax on income. Whether a 
man has propt>rty or I!Ot is usually self-evident; his income can only be 
ascertained by enqui·y. In practice thathameda often remains a tax. 

·on property ; the lowest rate is the highest which t~e poorest man can
pay and in the assessment of the wealthier. people the assessors take 
into consideration the fact th 1t they pay land reveiaue. In many caseS. 
however it is assessed at a Bat rate. and all classes down to the agri
cultural labourer pay the same rate per household. Thus it is d-ifficult 
to defend the thathameda tax on the modern canon of taxation that 
the poor should be taxed leniently or exempted from direct taxation. 
The Slme objection applies to the capitation tax of Lower Burma. 
It operates without discrimination ; the man with an inco111e of nine 
hundred rupees pays no more than the labourer with ninety. Simi
larh·, the incidence as between different localities is unequal; in parts

C>f Kyaukpyu where a ploughman is ·paid a dafly wage of five annas 
it takes sixteen da~·s' work to pay the tax1 whereas in Hanthawaddy 
five days are sufficient. Again the collect:on of capitation tax in August 
at a time when beyond all others the cultivator is in need of . working 
expenses, affects agriculture prejudicially. Not only are forty to fifty 
lakhs takfn from the cultivator himself, but the payment of twenty _t<> 
thirty lakhs which non-agriculturists have to meet raises the rate of 
interests on loan against the cultivator. Wllere the Cultivator bas 
sma!l resources, collection in August leads to a reduction in the outtaro
o£ land as it lessens his available cash for the payment of labouJ: at a 
.ti.ne when it is specially required for transplanting an:l the prevention , 
or repair of damage by Hoods. These taxes, which are peculiar t() 
this province, can only be justified on the ground that the people are
accustomed to them and that thev bring in a usf ful amount of revenue
"hich cannot conveniently be "foreaone. \Ve-' have considerei· a. 
auggestion that they might be assess;d at rates on bu;ldings •. In some
settlements the distribution of buildings has been examined· as· an· 
indication of prosperity, and the classification of buildings formed· a
regular feature of the earliest censuses/ We understand .that the 
question of transfc:'rring the proceeds of thtse taxes to·local bodies is 
under consideration. In 1 ~7 4 the land rate in lieu of capitation tu: 
was made over to certain mullicipal towns and the capitation tax A.R.A;.Q 
collected in Henzada was made over for the benefit· of that -place. 1874'f5t. 
We regard "·itb approval the proposal to convert these taxes into tl~ 
local rates and arc of opinion that the opportunity of doing this might · 
be taken to assess them as house taxes according to the qualitj of the 



·us 
ibuilding and the covered area, \\'itb possibly an exemption for dwellings 
-of the poorer classes. · . 

147. In the enquiry with a view to the adjustmedt of thalhamed" 
· . the rate for each village in which an enquiry is 

The adJustment of held is worked out by ascertaining separately the 
Thathameda. . It 1 • f h .11 • b • · agracu ura mcome o t e v1 age, a.e. t e 10come 

-derived from owning or occupying land, .and the non-agricultural 
income. · The proportion of the non-agricultural income to the to.al 
income is then taken as representing approximately the fraction of ten 
:rupees wbichshould be the thathameda rate. The Settlement lnstruc
, tions also contain another, and inconsistent, methQd for arriving at the 
.rate, by calculating the proportion of thathameda as actually a~sessed 
which is debitable to ~on-agricultural income. The latter method can 
only be applit-d in original settlements, the former method is equally 
applicable to original and revision settlements The Instructions 
;prescribe that ~o per cent. of the heads of households in agricultural 
villages should be required to supply a budget of their annual 
·income, state their expenditure and explain any discrepanc}'. People 
:have no inducement to state the facts correctly even if they could 
·remember them, which in itself is quite impossible. The thathameda 
rate deduced by the method first described above should bear to 
Rs. 10 the same proportion that the non-agricultural income bears to 
the total income. A high· deduced rate may therefore represent non
-agricultural wealth or agricultural poverty, and the same rate would 
~e applicable to a village of produce brokers and money lendt-rs as to 
.a village of field labourers. Again, the proportion of non-agricultural 
income varies largely from year to year according to the fortunes of 

·the harvest. -Thus the assumptions on which the enquiry rests are 
.false, the instructions are inconsistent, the infCJrmation required cannot 
be obtained with even approximate . accuracy and the results are 

:11seless .. Until some expedient, such as that suggested above for basing 
. ..assessments on dwelling houses can be de,·ised, it is on1y possible to 
frame thathameda rates on general considerations, having regard to the 
current incidence, the· incidence in the adjacent districts and the 

-«incidence of capitation tax in Lower Burma. - -
· J 48. The assessment of land irrigated from a Government source 
· --wat t is one of the most difficult problems of settlement. 

erraes. • 1 h 1 It IS necessary to find out not on y t e tota 
. .amount at \\·hich the land may properly be assessed, ·but also to 
determine w.hat the asseSEment would ha,·e been if the land had been 

·left unirrigated; hiving discovered this the s~ttlement offi(.er has 
,furtht>r to apportion the increase between the two heads of irrigation 
and land revenue. The present instructions are diffic~olt to understand 

.and to apply; they encourage, and in fact have led to, undesirably high 

.~ales on irrigated land. · . 
_ . Irrigation works are of two kinds, productive or protective. The 

:former return something more than the cost of construction and 
· maintenance. In the latter profit is not eonsidr-red ; questions of cost 
~e subordinated to the necessity of mitigating the c:onsequences of 
famine. Such wocks are exceptional, at least in Burma, and i' is 
th«ffore the assessment of land under produc:tive works- tba.t we 
~i~ust though we recognize that the lfne of distinctioa is not stable, 
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since productive works may fail to give the expected returd, ot eve~ 
a return sufficient to cover expenditure on- construction and tnaiQ"' · 
tenance. The charge for .water has sometimes been fixed ·by the! 
irrigation department with regard to the value. of th«; water and the. 
~ost of the work .. Jt bas S'lmetimesoeen determmed by the settlement 
()fljcer as a fraction ,of the increased outturn, the fraction being deter• 
mined bv similar C'onsiderations. An alternative method is to allow 

. the SPttlement officer to determine the aggregate deman~ on the 
ordinary principles of settleme.nt as applied in unirrigated tracts. It 
would be permissible however tn take a higher proportion of tl>e net ' 
produce than he does in unirrigated parts of the. settlement area; 
<:onsidering that the security . of cultivation and other advantages· 
arising frolfl a Go\'ernment system of irrigation make a higher assess
mPnt equitable; in areas where the irrigation is SO' secure, elaborated .• 
and well controlled as to justify him the settlement o!Iicer may take . 
. even the full half net produce. . . 

In our opinion the second i9 the better method. If the water •rate 
is determined empirically, the cultivator is left unprotected against 
<"barges for water which may be so high as to impair his _§tandard of 
living. Thus if the actual cost of constructing or maintaining a can·at 
or tank should largely exceerl the estimate of cost on which the work. 
was undertaken as a productive enterprise, the increase necessary -ia 
the estimated charge for water, if the work is to remain productive, may 
be so great as to make the conditumof the cultivator after irrigation -
,inferior to what it was before, even although the fraction· of the 
C'ental produce taken by th~ settlement officer as land revenue may 
appear moderate. In this connection the reduction which had lo. be ' 
made in 1917 in the water rate on first class land in the Shwebo Dis- .. 
trict is not without significance. A settle111ent usually follows close 
on the introduction of irrigation and. even during the -currency of a, 
·settlement the remodelling of a canal necessitates a reclassification of 
~and and a readjustment of rates. The introducti::m of irrigation; · 
accompanied as it sometimes is, by a dangerous and \1\·idespread epide- . 
mic of fever, morlifiE's very Jargelj' tile agricultural economy of the' 
~ountryside, as for example, by the destruction of cattle breeding as a 
local industry. So serious: are the changes which it involves ,that· 
irrigation, in the beginning at least, is anything but an unmixed blessing 
to those already settled on the land. In these circumstances a·method 
of assessment which fixes an empirical charge for water rate and finds 
()Ut by trial and error whether the charge can be paid or not may entail 
an unnecessary aggravation of the temporary hardships of the cultiva~· 
tor. On the method which we advocate it would be deal', what- the·· 
()ther method obscures, exactly what proportion of the cultivator'& out .. : · 
turn Government purports to take ; should this approach or reach half 
~h~ ~ental pro?uce, it would clearly indicate the need fot mitigating thd 
amtlal hardships by a more gradual enhancement ot the demand than· 
ttas often be~n the practicf! when water rate has bee& fixed empirically~ 

149. On the method advocated in this'tE'pO'l"t the settlement office~· 
the efementl of F. xes the total amount of the' assessment ; it still! 

-demand ow iftita~cl remains t.O diswibut«f this amoant berweell the-' 
land. · acemmt beads of land revenue and irrigMion.: 
Ttro elements at least must be recognized. It is generally ad mitred 
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that a sum equal to the amount collected prior to irrigation should be 
credited to land revenue, and, further, that the head of land revenue 
should alsl) be credited with the amount which would have been 
obtained without irrigation as cultivation gradually expanded with the 
increase of population. There are difficulties in calculating this 
amount, and, when secure irrigation renders the cultivation of dry crops 
unlikely, it is not worth while to classify the soil- in its dry aspect and 
make detailed "l:alc~lations; ~rough estimate is sufficient. The total 
amount as thus estimated by the .settlement officer can be applied u 
a flat rate and the credit to t~nd revenue on this account will be 
given by multiplying the acreage under .cultivation by t~is fta~ rate. 
:Chis credit would grow year by year as the cultivated area 
ancreased. , ' • 
· The land revenue. as thus defined and calculated ts however only a 

· small portion _of the aggregate assessment; the main· difficulty lifS in 
tfetermining to what extent the enhancement consequent on irrigation 
should . be assigned _to . the irrigation department. There are two 
opinions, each widely held ; some would credit the department 
with what they estimate a reasonable remuneration on commercia} 
lines, ·others would credit the department with the whole enhance
_ment. The officers 'Yith settlement experience who have dealt with 

-this matter in replying to ~he qu_estionnaire are equally divided between 
these opinions and the committee has also been unable to arrive at an 
un_animous finding on the subject. lri these circumstances it seems 
well to state the arguments on either side. 

15o-. Those who would assign the department only a commercial 
Th . _ credit"fecognize- three elements o( the dem<\nd, 

e c:m;~rCJal correspondir.3 to what have be~n termed t~e Dry 
re 

1 
• _ rate, the Water' rate and. the Wet rate. The 

[)ry rate is tlte rate on land in its unirrigated aspect, which by general 
agreement should be levied as a flat rate and credite!lto land revenue. 
The Water rate "is- a direct payment to the Irrigation ~epartment ~o~ 
the use of water, corresponding to the payment known m the PunJab: 
on the occupier's rate; this should represent the commercial value of 
the water.· The Wet. rate, which corresponds to the payment known 
in the Punjab as the owner's rate, represents the land revenue due on 
the enhanced produce. resulting from the- supply of water. Thesa
terms_are in themselves ambiguous and have in fact been used. at 
different times with different . meanings, so that the uncertam_ty. 
attaching to-them has confused issues which in themselves con~am · 
sufficient-· difficulty. . It appears convenient therefore to obvt:'t~
-t:o~fusion by adopting.· the terms Land share, Water share and Sotl 
spare. The Land share is the share of revenue due to the land alone,. 
quite apart /rom irrigation and corresponds to the Dry rate. The 
Water share is_ the- share of the revenue which represents the 
commercial value;of the water and corresponds to the Water _ra~e-
The Soil share, as explained more fully below, represents the supenonty 
of certain soils and corresponds to the Wet rate. Aitherto, on 
major works in Bu"rma, as in some Indian provinces, it has been. 
fo~nd desirable to distinguish between the share collected as water 
rate which is credited directly to the Irrigation Departme~t, and the
share collected as land revenue which is credited, at least tn the first 



instance, to general revenues. It seems unlikely tliat this 4istindioo 
would be so general if it were merely artificial and served~ no useful 
purpose. There is, in fact, a reai difference in the nature of the two 
payments, and there is a· practical advantage in distinguishing between· 
them. Suppose that each of two plots of land, one irrigated from a. 
Government source, and the other unirrigated, yields so baskets of 
paddy. In the one case Government has contributed nothing to the 
yield, in the other case public money has been spent; the state has 
thus become a partner in the work and would seem entitled to a 
larger share than the land revenue alone. ·The payments to· Govern
ment by occupants of irrigated land clearly contain two eleme1!ts ; 
a payment on account of land revenue and a payment for the service 
-rendered. Confusion of- these elements in practice encourages a 
covfusion ·of principle ·which, in the long run, is prejudicial to--the 
interests both of the community and of the individual cultivator. . ~ 

If both lands are assessed at the same rate,· the cultivator of · 
the irrigated land is being subsidised out of the ~ublic re\>enues; 
although there may be sufficient justification for this as a temporary 
measure, or even permanently, the procedure requires justification and · 
at first glance does not seem equitable. ~ . · · 

At any time it may be · desira,ble to assess the two charges 
-on different principles; even at the same time on different irrigation 
systems 1t rna\·. be convenient to assess them differently. On one system 
l"estriction of the area irrigatPd may be needed, "in order to pro\·ide a · 
more efficient sqpply; on another system it may be desirable to extend 
irrigation. · Unless the element of water rate be distinguished from . 
the element of land revenue it becomes difficult to vary the charge 
appropriately on different systems. · . : ·•· • 

Again, land revenue is periodically revised and settled for a 
period of years. At any time during the interim, if maintenance charges 
rise or fall, Government may _wish to vary the charge for supplying 
water, which is impossible if it forms part of the land revenue. On 
the other hand, when a settlement expires, land· revenue will be 
revised; but, if there has been no alteration in the charge for 
maintenance of the irrigation. system, cultivators may legitimately 
-object to paying more for water. _ 

In Lower Burma, as in many Indian Provinces, there is a cess 
on land revenue which is appropriated to local purposes ; if the whole 
<>f any enhancement taken by Gov~rnment as the resqlt of a·n 
improvement be termed water rate and credited to the. irriga
tion department, the imposition of a cess becomes illegal. Even 
were it legal, landowners might reasonably object to supplementing 
by a cess for local funds a payment which nominally represents, and 
does in fact ,include, a charge for services. Hut the areas where: -
large improvements are made, and population in consequence increases 
are precisely the areas where ample local funds are necessar/ 

. ~{oreover. no k>og view of land re~enue ca.n neglect the prospect that 
1n future at may become more elastic than at has been hitherto. It is 
at lowest not impossible that with increasing popular control the 
t"ate of land revenue will be adjusted more closely to financial needs . 
l"il.ing and falli~g like the in!=ome-tax. ~ervice payments cannot 
-euatably .be vaned on. these lanes, and- faalure to distinguish them 
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may prejudice the introduction of a reform with far reaching financial 
and politicalrssibilities. . · • 
. Some . o . these consideration may appear remote, but the 
immediately practical task of the settlement ofiicer in framing rates is. 
complicated if land revenue is confused with service payments. The 
officers of the irrigation department naturally, and properly take 
pride in the efficiency of irrigation and •·ish to justify their work by 
large returns. · It is admitted that cultivaton who benefit by Govern
~ent irrigatinn should, apart from special considerations, pay a larger 
proportion of their produce than those who obtain an equal amount 
without irrigation. But the principles of assessm nt only inrlicate 
broa~ limits within which the rate: should fall; the actual :tdjustment 
of the rate depends largely on the judgment of the settlement officer. 
The maximum limit of asJessment is half the rental produce ; 
ordinarily the settlement officer will take less, although on land 
irrigated by Government he will approach· the standard more nearly 
than . on other land.- If the irrigation department, however, be 
credited with the whole enhancement which accrues from the improve
ment, the organized influence of the dt>partment will tend to urge 
the · pushing up of rates. When the irrigation- department, as
representing the community at large, enquir~s why the charge for 
irrigation should be no hightr, and the cultivator within an irrigated. 

-;II'ea enquires why he should pay so much,· the ,POsition of the settle
ment officer will be · str~ngthened if some princ1ple is enunciated and 
some .criterion laid down by which he can test their claims; with no
such guide it may well happen-that he may allow too'much weight to 

· the views o( the irrigation' department, and be led to fix ratea higher than 
in bis unbiassed judgment the circumstances of the cultivators wanant. 

From another aspect ·also the policy of giving unnecessarily 
large credits to the irrigatioo department is open to objection. Easy 
profits f;ncourage extravagance, and if the department, as a branch 
Qf Government, receive under cover of the water rate a grant from 
land revenue ip. addition to the commercial charge for water, 
there is some danger that economy may be little heeded .. Superfluous. 
inspection bungalows, expensive construction, extravagant establish
ments_ will be passt:d with insufficient scrutiny because the wo1k 
can pay for them, and thus the standard of efficiency will tend to fall. 

On the other band, that the irrigation departmc:nt should be 
credited witb the total enhancement due to irrigation, seems to us to
place Government too nearly in the position of a private landlord, a 
proprietor developing his farm. As has been pointed out the theory 
that Government is the owner of the land in Burma bas never been 
.ccept.ed, and any measure therefore which supports· or rests on such 
• theory is in so far obj(ctionable. Even however if it., were permis
sible to regard the •·hole province as one la~e (arm, the owner would 
still find it advisable to keep accounts, and if his tenants could claim 
that rents were limited by CIJStom, as in Burma the ocoup~nts of land. 
c:an allege customary li_mibl to the land revenue, it would not be 
difficult to convince him that it was expedient ~o selhf.rate the charge 
fpr water from the rent. He would tmpo5e a ch;uge fpJ water on a 
c:c;»mmerc;ial basis. In any busines~, pri.v~te or public, good a,:,ount4Dcy 
i, ~ntial to good ad.mio.istr•Uo~, Nld it appearJ a. hopostaDt to-
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distiaguish between land revenue and payments for servicee. -rendered! 
in the supply of water, as to separate land revenue from lqcalcesse6.,__. 
and as. to distribute adm.inistrative charges between the beads' of
revenue. and law and justice. Those who woul~ allow only a commer,. 
cial credit are of opinion, therefore,that to cred1t the whole prg.eeeds 
of irrigation to the irrigation depa.rtment, however inviting as a .short'_ 
cut to the solution of the problem, not only fails to solve it but_ 
multiplies the difficulties. . · 

151. Those who uphold the oppo~it~'opinion however consider that 
. the controversy 1s 10 some .degree academic; the 

The full credit. Local Government now receives tbe-.-whole--
re\·enue for its own uses and that it should call a part of it irrigatioJi, 
nvenue and the re,;t land revenue thf'y deem immaterial, holding that 
the question is to be settled on considerations of accounting conveni~ 
ence and financial control which are outside the scope of the question-o 
naire and this report. They recall the fact that the· distinction,: in. 
Burma at least, was in its origin pnancial ; until the recent revision of 
the provindal · settlement with the Government of India, water rate
was credited exclusively to provincial revenues, whereas a share of the 
land revenue was an imperial contribution and settlement officers wer&
thcre fore expected to pitch the water rate high at the expc:nse of the
land re,·enue. Now that the Local Government controls the whole it 
is a matter of indifference in what part of its budget the figures 
appear; at the worst. irrigation· engineers may have .a sentimental' 
grievance if they do not get the credit. to. which they (:Onsider
their work entitles them. We have seen that those,~ who ·!WOUld. 
allow only a commercial credit maintain that· the enhancemel,lC:, 
which follows irrigation can be attributed: in part to, the water
supplied and in part to qualities of the soil independent· of' 
water. ·They hold that the assessment which the cultivator· ofc 

. irrigated land pays to Government comprises two corresponding. 
elements distinct in their .nature· and Lhat it is important to· 
distin -guish the payment for. water from, the land revenue which 
may properly be asses$ed on the increased outturn from the soil .. _ 
They point out that the .distinction . is •found in India as well as in 
Burma. They deprecate the assignment of· the whole enhancement 
to the Irrigation Department, thinking t,hat so. large a credit i•· 
likely to encourage extravagance both in construction and maintenance. 
They are of opinion also that such a credit will result in the depart~. 
rnent using its organized influence to push re\'enue as well as water 
rate to an unduly high pitch. They consider that if wjlter rate. and 
land .revenue are not separated the cultivator .. will coo~ider himself-

. unfairly treated on the expiry of a settlen1ent when his· assessment is. 
rai,ed, although the cost of constructing the capal or tank has been: 
paid off and the charges for rpaiotenaoce have not -risen. , They oote 
that under the existing law cess cannot be levied on water nte ·;&ocl • 
that the cultivator in irrigated areas will . be unfa-irly .if not . illegallJ! 
lazed if the cess is collected on the aggregate assessment without _ 
allowance for water rate. The advocate-s of the full .credit consider-
these arguments fallacious. · '· . : 

The argument for the commercial cr~it rest$ ahuoat.eatirely oa 
the conception of th~ irrigatioq 4_ep~ent .aa a c:ommerQal. firm: 
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'lll&king a charge for supplying water. Carried to its logical conclusions 
this conception would lead to treating wvater rate as part of the cost of 

- productioo which is inherent in the method o(. determining .-ater rate 
-empiricaUy, that as explained above, appears open to objection. If 
the view that the irrigation department and the cultivator are in 
ttartoership and not higgling buyers and sellers, which seems the 
logical outcome of gra1•tiog the full credit, is a valid view, then 
•the cultivator would have DO good grounds for resisting the Jaising of 
bis assessment at rut.ttlement although the cost of construction had 
obet-n recoupecl and maintenance charges had fallen. On any method 
-of ta:utioo the inftueoce of the irrigation department will naturally 
.be ezerted in favour of high rates. Professional extravagance must 
.be met by professional control; no check on elltravagact expenditure 
.-is afforded by the P-resent method of assigning a water rate inadequate 
to meet construction and maintenance and supplementing this by so 
much of the land revenue as will make up the deficit. The circum
-stances in which the distinction arose in zamindari provinces between 
-owner's rate and occupier's rate_ are in no way similar to the circum• 
-stances in which the distinction· between wet rate and water rate 
-originated, as already described. - If the levy of cess is illegal, the 
-existing law can be altered. Such an alteration would have the 
support of the practice in Madras where cess is levied not only on the 
-consolidated wet assessment but also on the waterrate charged on dry 
.land which occasionally receives irrigation: 

. - The basis of the commercial credit, namely, that parts of the eo hance
- 'lllent may definitely be attributed to the water and the soil respectively, 
-seems to some of us unsound. It may be argued that the greater yield 
which ,one soil gives under water over another must be a consequence 
-of properties present in the one and absent in the other. It may on 
the contrary be argued that since the greater yield canndt be got 
-without water, it is the consequence of the water. This question 
l'ec:alls to mind an older controversy about the ben and the egg. The 
-one argament is physical, the other ecooomic. No need exists for 
separating into theoretical component parts an enhancement which is 
-io fact the outcome of two factors chemically associated. If Govem
aeot is a partaer with the cultivator io the development of his land, 
-it cannot at the same time be a company supplying water. ·So long 
.as canal systems are inarlequately equipped with water courses and 
.are destitute of field channels, and so long as custom, recognized by 
.taw, permits the cultivator of the higher land to damp his surplus 
water by any cban.-el be pleaM's on the lower land, so that a few men 
-working paddy on the higher levels may make it compulsory on the 
•bole country s_!de to grow paddy or nothing at all, it appears to 

·11ome of us idle to talk about the commercial valuation of water. 
What Government possesses in such c::ircamstantes is a monopoly of 

• -water which it is compulsory on everyone to use, and no 
-comparison can be made with conditions in those parts of India where 
the cultivator is &ee to take or refuse water as he pleases. Ia Burma the 
-Government does oot eveo bear the full cost of providing the mono
poly ; the cultivator bas himseU to remove silt from water-courses and 
may neo be called away, as ia Salin, at the height of the culti-

-.atiog season to labour on_ irrigation head works. In these circum-
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tt.aeces arguments which contemplate tile irrigatioa. clepartmeat as a 
public supply company carefully regulated by pnvate act el the 
legislatur~, s~rving ooly those wito ask for its senices and meuuriac 
the volume of its supplies to each custome1' appear altogether innlid. 
A truf'r analogy is that of a proprietor developing his farm. Sucll a 
man treats the capital which he pats into the land as the cause of the 
increasin"" return and credits the return to the capital. If be is .a 
landlord ... ·bo lets his farm, be stipulates to be given ;ur\uch higher 
rent in return for the expenditure and does. not ask fO£ merely tile 
current rate of interest, leaviag to the tenant all the enbancemeat. 
which results from sinking capital ia the land. 

151. However desirable it may be to allow a credit ta.the irrigation 
dt>partment on commercial lines, it is incumbent 

·r~e . comme!'Cial on those who bold this view to show, firstly, that 
...aedat ~ appf:catKln : a share of the enhanced produce resulting from 
Calculation of the • • • be 1 "b ed th water share. 1mgation can separate 1 attn ut to e 

water: and secondly, that this share does in some · 
useful degree approximate to tbe commercial value of the water. 
We ha,·e explained that the land share can l·e estimated roughly and 
·applied as a flat rate. The balance of the revenue rPpresents the 
enhancement due·to irrigation; it is due partly to the •ater and 
partly to the land. U the asse~sment classes be formed on principles 
geoeraliy accepted in Lunt>a and iu this report, there will be some
w.·here in the series an assessment class which contains land with a 
secure an-d timely supply of water bat poor soil. Such land may for 
example be placed io the third class, estim:.ted to yield 30 baskets of 
rice per acre, and denoted by the symbol C3, third class canal irrigated 
land. Land with better soil, estimated to yield 40 basketS per acre, 
will be second class canal irrigated land, Ct ; land with the· best soil 
estimated to yield 50 ba,kets per acre will be first class canal irrigated 
land, Ca. The settlement officer will ascertain the rental produce of 
the land and, taking into consideration all relevant facts, may decide 
that the assessment rate on C3 under rice should be Rs. 4 per 41Cre. 
This assessment rate com prist>& the ftat rate, say annas 8, representing 
the share due to the land. Then the charge for water on this land 
when under rice cannot e:a:ceed Rs. 3-8, the balance of the assess
ment; this ill; the (ull commercial value o( the water on that land, the 
share due to water, and may be taken u the water rate wben rice i5 
caltivated. The higher classea cao pay higher rates; but thee are 
placed in a higher claa because they consist of better soil. the 
difference in the assf'ssmeot representa superiority of soil, in other words 
it is due to the eoil and not to the water. If second class land Ca 
can be assessed at Ra. 6 per acre and fint class land C1 at Rs. 8 pu 
acre then these assessment rates contain three elements : the 8at rate 
repret!enting the land share of aonas 8 per acre ; the water rate also 
a ftat rate representing the share due to water of Rs. 3-t; per acre; and 
the share due to superiority of soil, the soilshart>, which on eecoad 
class land "·iii be Rs. :z and on first class land will be Rs. 4. On some 
laads,.howewr, the supply of water •·ill be ioiecure. Some of this 
laud. despite the insecurity of yield, will be 50 fenile that it can be 
placed in one of the three laigher classes ; thu1 although soil with 
8C:CUrc water would Jield .so baskets, a defi.cieocy of watu !Dar .read« 

10 .. 



it necessary to estimate an average outturn of -40 baskets, and it would. 
be pla~ed in t~e second class; .some insecure land might also be 
placed 10 the tbtrd class. Some JDsecure land however, will be uoahle 
to pay the third ~lass rate. This will be placed in a fourth nr fifth 
class. Then, just as the rate on third class land represents the land 
share and water share alone, so the rate on the fourth and fifth classes 
will contain only these two elements; white the rate on the first aod 

_ second cla!!ses will contain an additional element representing the 
superiority of their soil, the soil share. Suppose that the settlement 
'officer proposes Rs. 8, Rs. 6, Rs. 4, Rs. a, Re. 1, for the five classes, 
and that the land share calculated, as explained above, is As. 8 per 
acre. Thea, if there are a,ooo acres of each class, the total assess
ment and its apportionment will be given by the following calcula
tion:-

. Assessment 

Class. Area. Total. 
. . . Land share. Water share. Soil share. 

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. c. 2,ooo_ 1,000 7.000 8,ooo a6,ooo 

- C2 'l,ooo 1,ooo· 7,ooo 4,000 

I 
12,000 

C3 :z,ooo 1,000 7.000 ... 8,ooo 
c, .,f'OO 1,ooo 3.000 ... - 4,000 

cs •.ooo 1,000 1,ooo ... I '1,000 

1o,ooo s.ooo . 
2S,OOO ' I 12,000 j 42.000 

This procedure does distinguish between the share of the enhanced 
proceeds which can be attributed . to the water, and the share which 
can be attributed to the soil. That the amount which would be credited 
to the irrigation department is entirely due to the water seems hardly 
questionable. It may be too low ; less, that is, than the sum commer
cially dne to the department, because the settlement officer has taken 
less than the commercial ·value of the water on third class land, or 
because part of the soil share on the higher classes might be claimed 
as due to• water; but it cannot be too high or more than is· due to the 
depaH.ment, because the full land share and full soil share have been 
deducted from the increased revenue. It remains to examine how
ever whether the result does in any useful degree approximate to the 
full commercial talue of the water and can be used to indicate the 
proper water ·rate. If the water rate as thus calculated allows a fair 
commercial return on the cost of irrigation the problem has been 
solved.._· But the rate may be too low, either becaase · the higher 
classes are only contributing at the flat rate, or because third class 
land could bear a higher rate. It remains to examine these two 
objections. 

- 153. Indian practice throws some light on the question. Every-
Justification of a fht , where the revenue which could be levied if the 

rate for water. · land were unirrigated is credited as land revenue; 
with respect to the enhancement of the demand rendered possible by 
irrigation the practice differs in different provinces. In Madras, land 
re~ulady inigated from Government souces is classified aa Wet, the 
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4and re\'enue is assessed on the usual principles of settlement and this 
is apportioned between land revenue and irrigation by calcnlations in 
-the office of the Board of Revenue. _ Land where the irrigation is 
-doubtful is classed as Drv land ·and if water is taken a water rate is 
<:h~rged which may be as"sessed at a flat rate or may vary with the soil. 
J n the remaining provinces all water rates with unimportant exceptions, 
are fixed by the irrigation department at a flat rate varying with the 
-crop grown ; originally they were empirical, being adjusted according 
to the rate which the crop would bear and they have now become 
largely conventional. The rate which the cr<?p. ca~. bear· does not 
necessarily mean the full rental produce under ungabon; often·a crop 
-can only bear much less than this because the people will ftot pay 
more. ( n tho Central Provinces water rates are designedly framed low' 
., to encourage the irrigation habit." Nowhere has the settlement.· 
officer any say in the fixing of water rate (as distinct from a consolidated 
.assessment on irrigated land) but in provinces where the land revenue 
-demand is based on the net assets the water rate is one of the items 
which is deducted in calculating these. • A share of the land revenue 
also may be credited to irrigation; this can be justified in certain 
-circumstances but is not invariably the practice. Thus in ·. those 
provinces of India where a distinc~ion is observed between the, water 
t'ate and land ·revenue due to irrigation, and the water rate has been 
fixed by the irrigation department, it is assessed as a flat rate, varying. 
with the crop. - · · 

The imposition of a flat rate for water is not arbitrary. If an irriga
tion work be constructed by a private company to supply water "to 
a numerous body of cultivators the company will look for the largest 
profit on their expenditure. They could sell waterjndividually to each 
man but this woul:J entail so much supervision and so large an expen
diture on management that it would probably be unremunerative._ The 
company will have to deal with the land in blocks, the .size of the block 
being determined by the ratio between the C«?St of management and. 
suptrvision and the return which extra management and supervision 
would yield. Within this block the charge cannot be more than the 
poorest land can pay, and that will be the uniform water rate over the · 
whole block. If the supply of water to that block l;!e a sound business . 
proposition the water rate will give a· high return, if construction- or 
maintenance be inefficient the returns will probably be low, All land 
of better quality will yield a larger rental produce and be able to pay .. 
a higher rent and therefore an ·enhanced land revenue in addition to 
the water rate. This is exa·ctly the position where Government· 
supplies water from a distributary; water is given out to irrigate the 
whole area which it commands and it does not pay to regulate the 
individual supply. The water rate must be such as the poorest land 
can pay and th.e better land can in addition pay higher rent ;:lnd land 
revenue. Agam a company dealing with such a proposition would 
require legal powers, and since they would be receiving a monopoly 
it would be proper to impose some limit on their charges. A suitable 
and probably the most convenient way would be to empower it to 
charge a fiat rate on all the irrigated land, varying with the crop. 
Then people who could not afford to pay the flat rate would not 
take water, and the water rate would be the amount which could 



be paid by the poorHt land receiving irrigation. It mi<Ybt pay the
company best to irrigate 4,aoo acres at Rs. 5 per acre or s.soo acres. 
at ks. 4 per acre; In either case there would be a ftat rate and land. 
wbic\\ could not afford to pay it would receive no water. 

To charge for water at a flat rate on all soils and to demand Janel 
revenue in addition on the better soils is, therefore, not only eonsonant 
with lndiaa practice, but would be found necessary if the water were 
supplied on a cctmmercial basis by a private company. 

· 154. 1be other objection to the proposed method of calculating 
water rate is that the rate actually assessed on 

The flat rate in~i- third class land represents less than the land could 
cates the· c:ommercaaJ bear. The highest theoretical asstssment on 
value. . th I d ' I d" "II I e poorest an 1 mc u tng water rate, w1 on y· 
be half the rental produce: a cultivator might be willing to pay much 
more than this for water and as a matter of business might be required 
to pay more. The settlement officer however .\\ill usually be reluctant 

. to take so high a rate on the poorer laud as theory would justify. In 
, Madras there would be a practical test of the proper rate. Insecure 
land would be classed as dry land and a water rate woold be 
charged when it grew an irrigated crop. This procedure would be 
suitable. on systems where it was deemed advisable to restrict the area 
irrigated with,a view to rendering irrigation more efficient. If nnder 
this system inl:'ecure land to:lk water freely without adequate prospect 
of a paying yield, the water rate would seem too low; if cultivators 
were deterred from taking water when they might have done so, the 
wat'er rate would seem too high, The imposition of high rates on 
insecure land is contrary howev'O'r to the practice of Burma settlements, 
on which the lower classes pay a smaller proportion of their 
yield. The choice between these two methods could properly be left 
to the irrigation department. It might pay equally well to irrigate 
41ooo acres_ at Rs. 5 per acre or Rs. s,soo at Rs. 4 per acre, but, if 
irrigation would be prejudiced by an attempt to irrigate the larger 
area, they might decide, quite rightly, to irrigate the smaller area and 
discourage the use of water on insecure land by imposing a high rate. 
In general it seems preferable to adopt the other alternative and 
take a low proportion of ~he yield on the lower classts. Where this 
course is adopted the water rate cannot be used to measure the value 
of water. The settlement officer on the ordinary processes of settle
ment would be able however to determine approximately the maximum 
limit, which would probably not exceed half the enhancement of 
rental produce due to the supply of water. That the water rate canoot 
·represent the full enhancement is recognized even where rates are 
fixed by the irrigation department; •n the Central Provinces, as 
already explained, wate£ rl\tes are designedly framed low. A private 
c:ompany supplying water woold be in the same position; however 

_large the enhaaced value of the produce they could not charge more 
than the cultivator would pay and the settlement officer in the course 
of field work should be able to frame an estimate for this. 

Let us apply these considentions to the illustration givea io 
- paragraph 152 above. Suppose that a fair return is 61, per c~nt., aad 
that the work cost two lakhs to carry out, and for simplicity omit all 
reference to maintenance charges. The water rate in the illustratioD 
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.ftturna Rs. 15 ooo or ul per cent. and is obviously remunerative. If 
the work co~t' 4 lakhs tb~ water share would yield 6! per 'cent; at S 
lakhs the water share wculd yield 5 per cent. Suppose however that 
·the rental produce of third class soil was Rs. 1 z an acre and the settle
ment officer bas taken Rs. 4 instead ot taking Rs. 6. · If be bad takeli 
half the rental produce the water share would have been Rs. JJ,ooo 
and the return would be 6·8 per cent. He could then allow Rs. 5-8-o 
at the water-rate. The whole enhancement on second class soil would 
then be charged as wat&-rate, and on first class soil the water rate 
would be Rs. 5-8-o and the soil share would be ·Rs. a per acre, reducing 
toRs. 4 ooo the total amount to be credited to be.land revenue in addi
tion to the land share of Rs. s,ooo. It would be apparent that the l<tid· 
revenue w~s being leniently assessed because the people were not 
pre par. d to pay full value for their water; at resettlement, when the 
.people had become used to taking Government water, the land 
revenue could be raised to a suitable figure. If on the other band 
the full credit be allowed, includin~ both water shan: and soil share, 
and the work cost two lakhs. it will apparently be returning _I8i per 
cent.· and even at a cost of 5 lakhs the a,Jpuent return will be 7' 4 per • 
cent. These apparent profits will include au element of land revenue ; 
the fact that the work is being subsidised out of land re\·enue and 
abo the lovt pitch of land revenue will be disguised; while the apparent
ly high rate of pr<Jfit will tend to encourage extravagant maintenance. 
It seems then that the differenthtion between the water share and the. 

-soil share does serve a useful purpose and that the flat tate for water 
calculated on this system should roughly indicate the commercial 
'Value of the water. . 

A logical applicati m of the system for arriving at the water rate 
which has been described above would involve an allowance for the 
water rat<e as a cost of cultivation on the better soils. But the pro• 
cess does not claim to be more than a rough guide towards determining 
the commercial value of the water, and to apply the water rate as a 
cost of cultivation would introduce an unnecessary refinement. Simi
larly when the water rate has once been determined there is no neces
sity to repeat the process of recalculating the water rate in the above 
manner at resettlement. There: . are however advantag-es in a re
-examination of the whole position by the settlement officer, and, as 
the calculation of water rate on the lines suggested introduces no 
additional complications into settlement procedure, there seems little 
objection to the readjustment of the rate at resettlement on the same 
-principle, if thought necessary. · 

• 55. So far we have dealt solely with land irrigated for rice. But 
other crops may be. grown. Some of these are 

Water rate on ~rops more valuable than rice, but this does not seem 
other than uc:e.. • . If ffi · f d'a - 1 

. &n Jtst: a su c•ent reason or 1uerentJa treat-
ment. Some of them consume more water, or require water for a 
longer time, ur at incon,enient seasons; this is a walid reason for 
·differentiation where the area is considerable. In Burma bowevec no 
irrigated crop other than rice occupies any large area and at present 
no differentiation for .more nluabJe crops 8eems necessary. Othe• 
aops ue less valuable, and cannot pay the rate f~ rice. Tbe · 
:SOil share in tbe above discussion does not represent _the rate which 



could be assessed on dry crop1 ; it indicates tbe superiority of the soir,. 
. when irrigated,· under rice. If a dry crop is grown without irrigatioD' 

the land should not pay tl•e full rate less the water rate ; it should 
be assessed on the principles indicated when discussing the· 
system of double classification. But land receiving seepage from 

: an irrigation work, or benefiting from the overflow of an irrigation · 
work, may properly be required to pay a water rate. This would 
require an amendment of -the present law. If a charge in such 
circumstances is made legal, the setttlement officer should define 
the limits within which the charge for dry crops should be made. 
He should also recommend which crops should ·be assessed as
wet crops; all other crops, subject to the orders of the Government 
from time to time, should be assessed as dry crops. Where rice is 
grown without irrigation owing to some temporary or local failure it 
would ordinarily suffice to assess it at a uniform rate over the whole· 
system, as the area would not be sufficiently large to justify classifica-
tion to meet tl.ese citcumstaoces. · 

·rs6. The construction of anew canal renders useless many small 
. private tanks in the area which it commands. 

· Compensation • for Even private tanks outside the canal system may· 
damage to pr1vate . . . . 
irrigation. be rendered useless by order of the ungabon 

. engineer if the storage of water in them menaces 
tho safety of the caual or its distributaries. Chapter II of the Burma 
Canal Act provides for compensation to the owner~ of such tanks. 
But these provisions are little known and in any case the payment of 
a lump sum down is a less desirable form of compensation than a 
continuing reduction of rates on the lands formerly irrigated from the 
private works~ It is the practice in the Central Provinces to recognize 
the destruction of private works by a reduction of the water rate· 
on the lands which they command. We recommend that a similar 
practice should be introduced in Burma, and that settlement officers 
should consider whether tbe destruction or deterioration of private 
system, which is incidental to the provision of irrigation on a large 
sc:ale, should not be compensated by lower assessment rates. If such 
compensation seems unsuitable, they should report how the proprietors 
of tanks detrimentally affected may suitably be reimbursed 

151· The problem of drainage rates resembles the problem of water-
. 

0
- . rates. The officers of the irrigation department 

ra1nage rates h · d d h d • · w om we examiDe represente that t e epart· 
ment does not receive ~::n adequate credit on account of.improvements 
made by embankments and drainage, and claimed that it is justly· 
entitled to the whole land-revenue of 22 lakhs raised from land · 
protected by embankments along the Irrawaddy, for which it receives 

·no credit at ail. Again, between the railway and the Sittang river, 
large areas are flooded and rendered uncultivable by streams draining 

. the Pegu Yoma range. These are being reclaimed by large bunds· 
which confine the streams to narrow channels emptying in the Sittang. 
On the land under the~e a drainage rate is now charged. There seems 
oo essential difference ~etween draining water off by works of this
kind and supplying water by canals. \Ye are of opinion therefore
that 'drainage rate::s should be determined, on the same rrinciplt:s as. 
· water u.tes · · · · · 



CHAPTER XV. 

SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE, 

rsS. We have DOW reviewed one by one the principal operations of 
. settlement sq far as it relates to the assessment of 

Revd•ew1of genetral land The nature of our recommendations will. 
eve opmen • . . • 1 · • b • 10d1cate that we contemp ate certam c anges 10 

settlement procedure. Briefly our view is that settlement. proc~dure 
has been dominated by the traditions which grew up' under the . 
exceptional conditions of Lower Burma during the period of economic 
transition between 1870 and rgos, and ahhough these traditions have 
been modified, by experience in Upper Burma from 1~90 onwards, and 
later, by the de\·elopment of more stable conditions in Lower Burma, 
they have remained sufficiently effective to hamper the devdopment of 
procedure along lines more suited to the present day. On the concep
tion of settlement indicated in the original draft directions of 1~79 and 
the correspondence leading up to them, the procedure would have closely 
resembled the general lines of settlement in India. ·Both public Iandi 
and private holdings were to be demarcated, a record of rights· 
prepared, the country to be divided into large homogeneous tracts, 
characterised by distinctive physical or economic features, and then, 
working from larger areas to ttmaller within the tra~t, the settlement 
officer was to classify the kwins, and within the kwins the holdings, 
which were to be assessed at a fixed rate including an allowance for 

· fallow land. But under the unstable conditions resulting from the 
rapid development of the country the procedure took quite a different 
form. Demarcation was abandoned, the record became a register of 
possession and the practice arose of grouping for asse:;sment scattered· 
blocks and single kwins which might not have anything in common 
but similar standards of fertility and value. With this practice origi· 
nated the mathematical conception of settlement procedure. When 
the earliest original settlements in Lower Burma expired and revision 
became necessary, it was originally contemplated that the revision
settlement officer should take up a whole district at the same time:. and 
consider the general grounds for a change of rates over tbe whole area 
and in eacb-~ract. The rates were to be raised or luwered by the 
same percentage as the change in the value of the produce but an 
c1tra enhancement might be taken whe1 e the rates under the original 
settlement bad been low. Each tract was to be dealt with separately j 
as the settlement officer completed it he was to publish in the villages 
the rates which he contemplated and, after bearing objections, to modify 
the rates if necessary. The Government of India objected to the 
publication of pr(!VisionaJ rates, but advocale.d publication of the maps, 
and suggested that settlement proposals might be submitted in a full 
and detailed forecast, which would obviate the necessity for submitting 
detailed proposals before publication. The Local Government replied 
that the proposal to publish maps was impracticable and that no 



materials existed for an elaborate forecast. In the event the procedure 
of the original settlements was retained. Rates were low, prices rising 
cultiyation was still rapidly extending over new country, and during 
the period covering the first reVision of the original settlement::~ the 
mathematical conception of settlement reached its fullest development. 
The settlement officer dealt with a fresh area each y~ar, in many cases 
he never sa'Y the portions dealt with by his assistants, except possibly 
for a hurried visit to a few places while inspecting crop measurement, 
the groups of kwins became increasingly more: scattered and all 
possibility of adjusting rates to local circumstances disappeared. 
Mt"anwhile the inception of settlement operations in Upper Burma 
had presented st:ttlement problellls in a new aspect. ·There was an 
attempt to introduce the procedure sanctioned by use in Loi,·er B'urma. 
but the diversity of cultivation, variety of crors, and dear marked soil 
distinctions demonstrated· its .unsuitablity. ht place of the scattered 
groups of kwins which formed the Lower Burma tract, continuous 
stretches of country were adopted; and instead of annual operations 
over small areas the whole district was dealt with simultaneously 
over a period of three or more years. In 1906 the Governm~nt of 
~odia suggested that even in Lower Burma settlements were unduly 
hurried. It was recognized that settlement officers experienced 
difficulty in acqpaintiug themselves with local conditions in a single 
season, that re~ion settlements tended to become more elaborate, 
and that greater refinement was needed in soil classification. It was 
decided therefore, when the second revision or the third round of 
settlements began, to enlarge the area of settlem~:nt operations io 
Lower Burma and allow longer time. Since then a reaction against 
the preponderant influence of statistics has grcldually been gathering 
weight. In Lower Burma tracts are now continuous '' rio~( fence " 
areas instead of the scattered groups of early days, enqu:ries have 
been reduced in number, and have become less summary and more 
circumstantial ; these changes combined with the longer period allowed 
for settfement have enabled settlement officers to pay regard to local 
circumstance in framing rates. But the tra•litions of the earliest 
period have survived. detailed enquiries have led to more elaborate 
statistics, and settlement officers still devote much time and space to 
the mathematical analysis of theoretical rates, purporting to justify 
proposals by figures which are obviously worthies•; but tend to ·dis-
miss ia a few words such material evidence . regarding economic 
circomstances as they have been able to collect. This formal subordi
nation of facts to figures is inevitably accompanied by a tendency to 
neglect the analysis of economic conditions in the field and leads to a 
·distrust of facts and figures equally ; there is a disposition to regard 
material as something merely to be compiled in office and tabulated in 
a form, and to depend lar~ely on intuition for arriving at a suitable 
assessment, so that in "assing orders on proposals Government is 
thrown back on theoretical ratea as indicated by statistics. Other 
features of settlement procedure which have met with critici11m may 
also be traced to the ~neral course of its development under the 
influence of the traditions of Lower Burma. The complexity of detail 
in the lnstructioa• is witbout parallel in India. Bombay and the 
~uaiab have Sdtlement Manuals describine the history of seUlemeat 
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~d inculcating principles; in Madras there are two very "hort volumea 
~f gen.eral directions, for original and revision settlements respectively; 
the Code in the Central Provinces occupies an intermediate positioa 
betweeA these. But the comple~ity of detail in the Burma Settlement 
lastructions illustrates at once the conception that settlement can be 
reduced to rule of thumb and the fact that it cannot; the proof of 
the latter fact contained in their complei:.ity is reinforced in many 
-uses by their inconsistence and unsuitability. They derive from the 
assumption that settlement is a simple operation which can be 
controlled in detail by instructions, but this, especially in Upper 
Burma, it is, emphatically, not. To relieve settlement officers, 
-especiaHy in Upper Burma, of- the immense burden of .useless work 
now laid on them must be a prime object in any reform of settlement 
procedure. Oti~er features of settlement which distinguish the pro
-cedure of this Province from that general in India are the omission to 
make adequate use of material compiled by the land records depart~ 
ment, the omission of any general review of assessable capacity io a 
forecast by the settlement officer and the consequent difficulty of 
-exercising control over his proposals, the omission to consult pablic 
~pinion before imposing rates, the omission of any procedure by whicla 
the settlement officer announces the demand and hearl objections to it. 
-and the omission of procedure for revising the record of ownership and 
occupation. These must be admitted as defects aod1 with the growing 
reaction against the earlier conception of settlement, they have increaa
ingly been_ recognize_d. In 1917 when the Government of India raised 
the question of giving publicity to proposals for the resettlement of land 
reunue, Mr. Arbuthnot, then Commi.ssiooel' of Settlements, took 
advantage o( the opportunity to frame proposals for a revision of 
-settlement procedure on lines designed to remedy the aboye defects. 
The main principles underlying his proposals we accept. Before 
framing recommendations however we proceed to examine lndiaa 
procedure.· . _ ~· . 

159· lu India, lldtlemeots are ordinarily conducted in three stage&. 

Proced • 1 d" In the Pun jab the settlement officer during the first 
ure1n • 1a. . stage makes a close personal study of the area 

.lor settlement, collecting, compiling and analysing the material which 
will form the statiatical framework of his proposals and oa the more 
import&nt points obtaiu prel1mioary orders. At the end of this stage 
he submill an assessment report in which he proposes a total demand 
.and assessment rates for each main kind; an abstract of his proposals with 
a brief statement of their basis is published tor information and criti· 
<iam. The Local Government after considering any objections passes 
-orders on the assesement report. The settlement officer thm distri
butes the demand as sanctioned by the Goveramoot over individual" 
villa'es aad holdings. He is allowed to Y&rJ the total asaessment of 
Ue circle to a limit of three per ceat. above or below the sanctieoed 
-aggregate. As regards the assessment oa iadiYidual villages, he has a 
free b&nd ia putting any village as much above or below the assessment 
-calculated at the saactiooed rates as be pleases, but where the asaesa
aent o( a village diffea hom this by more than ao per cent .. or where 
the niatiag demand is lowered, he is required to state the reasons ia the 
~tailed village useumeat statements wbicb he ••bmih to thlo Fmaac:ial 
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Commisaionn for unction. He thea announcet the demand ancf sign• 
a statement certifying the amount. There are rights of appeal against 
the sum he bes. The revenue on the village is distributed over indi
~dual holdings by the people themselves, with the assistance or auder 
the supervision of the settlement officer if necessary, who may classify 
the land on the lines desired by them. In the Central Provinces the
settlement officer-designate submits a rather elaborate forecast after 
spending about six months studying tile district, arranging his plan of 
operations and supervising tt-.e co.npilation of statistics. This report 
is published for unofficial criticism and submitted fOI' orders. In the 
second stage, after the receipt of orders on the forecast, fbe settlemt>ot 
officer •·orks ont his detailed proposals for assessment by holdings and 
villages. He submits for approval proposals for the formation of 
groups, for classification of the soil and for fixing the relative value of 
the soa classes and obtains the orders of the Settlement Commissioner 
on these points as be proceeds. He then submits detailed proposals 
for orders as he completes each group, and, after. receiving them. 
announced the new rental demand and assessment. At the end of the
settlement be compiles an elaborate report explaining and justifying 
the settlement. He is not in any way bound by the orders on his 
forecast report and if, on further enquiry, be considers that the pro
posals in that report would give too high or too low an assessment ht 
any group he submits revised proPosals. In Madras the first stage of 

·settlement is to collect statistics and submit a scheme report. Here
the conduct of settlement is simplified because the cla.s..;ification is. 

- practically permanent. but before classification bad ~me permanent, 
the procedure was essentially the same and the settlement officer wa• 
given an entirely free hand to vary the proposals in the scheme report. 

· 16o. The procedure in the Punjab does not seem applicable as the 
Gist of p~posals. conditions are so different. But a system on 

, the lines adopted in Madras and the Central 
Provinces might suitably be introduced. We are of opioioa 
the first operation should be the collection of material relevant to the
assessment, and the submission of proposals for assessment, and also 
for the further conduct.of operations regarding distribution and other 
matters. Oppartunit1 should then be given to the general public for 
'the representation of their vie•·s. Government after considering this. 
material would pass orders on the proposals of the settlement officer 
who would then proce~d to carry out the settlement in accordance
With these orders. 

161. The preparations for settlement fall into two stages, provisional 
· · . _ and final. Tbe~provisiona~ stage lasts until it 

Preparation f~ settle- bas finally been decided tbest settlement shall be 
ment i provwonal• undertaken. A settll'ment roster is maintained 

showing· the date for each district when re-settlement is due. A 
aettlement officer makes abnormal demands on the stock of maps in tbe
digrict. office record-room and -precautions must be taken that this. 
is adequate. Before maps are reprinted the suney requires scrutiny ; 

-extensive resuney may be required or the correction of a few l•1i11~ 
may· suffice. Any resurvey which involves traverse work should be
conducted in two separate stages in successive seasons. Time must 
be allowed therefore for resuney, and the printing of maps. If the-
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resuney is exteosin tbe assistance of a special party may· be neecleci 
The programme ol work for the special party is prepared anoaallr 
during the rains. It may not be ~ible to comply immedia~ely with
applications for assistance. The first stage of the provisional arrange
ments should consist of a special scrutiny of the stoc~ of maps and· 
requirements for resurvey. The Settlement Commissioner should calt- · 
for a report on these points five years before the date bxed io the roster 
for settlement operations to begin, and also shoo ld enquire whether there
is any sufficient reason not to rt vise the seUlemeot. Other prelimi
nary arrangeq)ents are required, but these need not be undertakeo 
until it bas been finally decided that the current settlement shall be
revised. In order to allo•· ample time for .these the Settlement Com ... 
missioner, two years before the date provisionally assigned, should ask 
tho Divisional Commissioner to ascertain whether there is any 
ground for postponing re·settlcmeot. The Deputy Commissioner 
would submit a report on th~: subject through the Commissioner. The 
report ho"' enr should be nothing like so elaborate as the forecast 
prescribed under paragraphs 58 to 64 of the pre:;ent St>ttlement Instruc
tions. It -cannot be expec..ted that ll Deputy Commissioner, unless he
has settlement experience, will be able to give any valuable analysis of 
physical chan~es, communications, agricultural conditions, prices, 
wages, rents, population, and so on. But he can bring to notice anJ 
important facls which would render revision o[ the existiNg settlement iu
opportune ; {or example, the receLt or impending coustructiou of a 
protective bund, or new irrigation work, or drainage scheme. which would" 
materially affect agricultura~ resources over a large part of the area fo~ · 
settlement. The Settlement Commissioner should then obtain the
orders of Go\·eromeut as to whether re-settlement is to proceed, and at 
the same time suggest the probable duration of operations, and the sl{lfl 
likely to te necessary. He should also examine the arrangements for 
the training of settlement officers and make certain that a sp.fficient 
number of trained officera is a,·ailable. The present instructions lay 
down that the forecast shall be called for one )C¥ before the date . 
pro\isionally fixed and reach the Local Goyernment not less than 
three mo11ths bdore that date. The time allowed is quite inadequate
if a departure from the sanctioned programme should become necessary. 
The brief note, which is now c_ontemplated, should reach the Local 
Government at lea~;t eighteen months bt:fore the date provisionally fixed. 

162. When r~settlement l1as been sanctiontd the local land records. 

aod final department, io addition to the arrangements.' 
already in progress, will put io baud the prepara

tion of an~· maps and record• which may be wanted, including 
topographical maps, on which k•·in boundaries should be shown, and 
index maps. At prt·sent the department is e~pected to prepare spare 
copies ?f the current kwdn maps and area s:atements embod} ing ail' 
correct1ons up to date. Where a copy of the current map is required; 
it is now the practice in some parties to borrow the land record~ 
map, but this may occasion inconvenience. It is uncertain bow far· 
new area statements are useful and the balance o( opinion sec:ms to be 
that !hey should not be prepared. It is the practice bo•·ever, at_anT.· 
rate~~ Upper Burma, for the land records department to prepare kwiu· 
by kwao a statement sbowiog the area cultivated with each crop for the~ 



-past five years. Sometimea·a statement showing also the area matured 
'UDder each crop has been prepared. Both these statements are useful 
in Upper Burma, and even in Lower Burma would sometimes convey 
valuable information to the settlement officer. It would be useful for 
the land records department to prepare a statement showing kwin 
by kwin the value of the normal gross and net produce per area on 
the aasumptiona of the former settlement regarding prieta and cost of 
-cultivation, the incidence of revenue per acre, and the rental sale and 
mortgage value per acre. Most of these statistics would be available 
in the latest Season and Crop and Land Revenue ~dministration 
'Reports. ,Another statement should also be prepared showing the 
rental and sale and mortgage values in the year of last settlement and 
in every fifth succeeding year. In the volumes containing the 
·detailed crop measurement statistics of the previous settlement should 
·be noted the field numbers corresponding on the current maps to the 
·fields then reaped. The preparation of these records should 
definitely be prescribed as part of the preliminary arrangements for 
11ettlement. If the lands records staff could not find time to complete 
•them an advance detachment oft~ settlement party might he sent 
·to do so. The only remaining step is the publication of a notice 
·warning landholders and others that settlement will be revise<'. The 
;present form (Pre-settlement No. 1) is not quite suitable as it contains 
much that can be published with greater effect at a later date; a brief 
aotice in general terms will suffice. It should announce in simple 
-language that the settlement . is about to be revised and warn the 
;people to watch lor further notices. A copy might suitably be printed 
on the face of the tax receipts for the previous year. 

163. The settlement. officer oo arriving in the district· will be 
furnished with-

,.he First Stage of ( 1) a topographical map of the settlement 
-settlement ; for the · . . · 
-subordinate staff area showang kwm boundanes; . . 

· (1) a supply of index maps ; 
(3) a report showing the progress of resurvey; 
(4) statements showing kwin by kwin-

(•) the area cultivated with each crop for the last five years; 
(6) the area matured under oach crop for the last five years; 
(~) the value of the gross and net produce per acre on the 

assumptions regarding prices and cost of cultivation of the 
form~r settlement, the incidence of the reverue per acre, 
and of rental, sale and mortgage values per acre ; . 

(d) the rental, sale and mortgage values per acre in the year of 
last settlement and in every fifth succeeding year. 

(5) the detailed crop measurement statistics of the previous 
~ettlement showing every field reaped and the resu Its, and the 
-corresponding field on the current map ; · 

(6) blank kwin maps and also copies of the current map and 
.Copies of the area statements. if required. 

The firat task of the settlemeat officer will be to complete aoy of 
'lhese statements which are not yet ready. This will be allotced 
•o aa office section. On completion of these statements the men of. 
:this section, supplemented witb others: as avaUable,. wiU uadertake 
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the preparation of 6tatemeots eori'esponding to the following ~aow-
prescribed for settlement reports :- . : _ 

I. Occupied and other areas at last settlement and 'at present 
settlement. 

II. Land Revenue and Th1tllameda or Capitation Tax Demand 
and Collections for 18 years. 

III. Areas Rader various crops from last settltment to present 
settlement. · . . . 

Vlll. Rainfall recorded from last settlement to present settlement_ 
IX. Areas irrigated from Government works and Irrigation 

Revenue for 18 years. · · 
Some of these forms might be modified; for example, statement ll 

shows the recovery by process without distinguishing between land 
revenue proper and capitation or thathameda-tas; without this. 
distinction the information may be misleading. This ofhce section 
would also prepare records of prices and take up such other compila
tion as might hom time to time be needed. Simultaneously the 
settlement officer will make arrangements for crop measurement, 
These would be urgent or not according to the time at which he 
reached the· district. He would usually arrive about October and 
preparation for measurements of the main winter crop would require.· 
immediate attention. Crop experiments would be conducted on as 
large a scale as would all~w adequate supervision of the_ reaping .or 
gathering. • So far as possible the fields selected at former settlementS
would be chosen, but in this matter we do not wish to limit the 
discretion of the settlement officer more closely than is recomm(mded 
in Chapter XI. The services 9f the land records department might be· 
utilized so far as the Deputy Commissioner agreed. By the end of 
the crop measurement season the settlement officer will have been. 

· able to tour over the greater part of the district and with the aid of 
the above statistics could provisionally block out his tracts. 

On the completion of crop measurement the settlement establish-
ment will check in the field, kwin by kwin, all the land records.. 
figures refaling to tenancies, mortgages and sales for the current year. 
They t~·ill not collect them anew and will disregard any apparently 
erroneous entry in the record of ownership, mortgages or tenancies. 
unless it affects the statistics of sale or mortgage values. · Whe.re •. 
for example, A had mortgaged land to B, redeemed it andre-mort
gaged it at a higher ~rice to C, but the new mortgage did not-appear
in the land records register it would be necessary for . the settlement 
department to take aote of this, and (or such cases an errata state
ment would be prepared for the kwin. But if there-mortgage to C 
1rere at the same price DO errata statement would be necessary. It 
will also be unnecessary to prepare an errata statement for the 
correction of erroneous particulars regarding tenancy or rent. Where 
entries in the record appear erroneous but do not affect the 
statistics, DO alteration will be necessary; where figures are 
incorrect but do not affect interests in land the correct figures will 
be entered in the remarks column of the register. The figures, as. 
corrected, will be totalled and tabulated in the field. , · 



164. Meanwhile the auperlor atafl will be c~cking the work of tbe~ 

d f ffi clerks And also examining village by village the 
ao oro cera. •t f h b . equay o t e current assessment y compansoo 

-with neighbouring villages. They will examine the classification and 
~n the basis of general information, verified in the field, and of rental 
.and land values, will note where it appears erroneous, or to require 
greater refinement or less. For example, if one of -h~·o villages 

.assessed class for class at the same rates is reported more fertile than 
:the other, or if two villages assessed at different rates are reported 
-equally f~rtile, the fact will be noted. Similarly they ,dJJ make a 
note il a large area of flooded land appears bigbly assessed, or if 
-certain villares show .abnormally high rental and land valut>s compared 
with others assessed at the same rate or if the assessment classes 
.appear insufficient with an excessive range in .each class, or too 
numerous and indefinite. They will also be making enquiries into 
"the cost of cultivation on the lines recommnded in Chapter XI and 
enquiries into prices. _For each_village visited they •·ill note whether 
it would bear the general tract enhancement or should be raised more 
than or less· than others.· By selecting the villages they would be 
.able during the field season to carry out these local enquiries in a 

. -number of villages sufficient to give a fair representation of general 
-conditions. An illustration may serve to make this proposal clear. 
Take a district in Lower Burma with 5 townships and 7 so villages 

.and 2,000 kwics. The townships would be distributed among the 
· .assistant settlement officers and senior inspectors, one to each. Each 
~fficer would therefore be in charge of ahout ISO villages and 400 
kwins. The settlement officer would supply him with a list of kwins 
with figures compiled from the land records registers, showing the 

-ctutturn per acre for each class assumed at the expiring settlement • 
. the. total outtum and the average outturn per acrt>, the assessment 

rate per acre for each class, the total assessment and the incidence 
per acre, and the rental, sale and mortgage values per acre. · The 
settlement officer on a study of the former settlement and the statis
tics just mentioned would have blocked out the township provi
·sionally into tracts. The section officer with such assistance and 
advice as the settlement officer could give from t.ime to tinie, would 
begin his study of the township at the commencement of the crop 
selection season. The inspectors and .s~rveyors of the land records 

.staff would be able to give him information regarding the relative 
fertility of land in different vlllages, their relative wealth and asses
sable capacity and the suitability of the current assessment. In 
-every village which he visited be would compare the outturn and 
incidence of_assessment with those in neighbouring villages. Selected 
villages he would study in detail. Ue would have five independent 
methods of estimating the outturns-

(4) In the list given him be would find the total outturn on the 
"assumptions of the former settlement. 

(6) He would consider what modification, if any, was indicated 
by the results of crop measurement at the present settlement and 
-could frame an estimate of the outturn on this basis. 

{c) The outturn from rented lands as recorded by the 
.land records dep~ment would supply another basis for an estimate. 



(d) He would ascertain what proportion of the gross produce 
wu ordinarily paid as rent and this proportion, combinecf with the 
fixed produce rents as ·recorded by the land records department, woald 
furnish the basis for another estimate. · · 

(e) Enquiries in the village from brokers and landowners woold 
provide material for a fifth estimate. · 

This material should enable him to compare the normal outturn of 
the village at the time of his enquiry with that assumed at the expiring 
settlement, and the gross nlue of the · produce at the former and 
present settlements. He would consider rental, sale and mortgage 
values and on these considerations frame an estimate of the per• 
centage by which the current assessment should be raised or lowered. 
During the seven months from the beginning of November to the end 
of May he should be able. to visit all the villages within the township 
and inspect more than one-quarter of the kwins. During this period 
he will continually be comparing one village with another, frequently 
discussing ~·ith the settlement officer his figures and estimates and 
notes on the existing classification and proposed changes, and revising 
his estima~es where necessary in the light of further information or 
under the settlement officer's advice. Even as regards the kwins 
which be does not actually visit he will have aU- the material 
mention"f"d above and thus be able to estimate their assessable capacity 
by comparison with those visited. For the villages inspected during 
the last half 9f the field season the figures for the current year would 
also be available. The settlement officer would himself be able to 
inspect about twenty per cent. of the VIllages in each township. 

This outline of the duties of au assistant settlement officer during 
the first stage of settlement may appear formidable. It may be 
objected that officers of that standing would be unable to utilise the 
material at their disposal in the manner suggested. We have however 
been concerned rather to point out the wealth of material available 
than to prescribe the exact method in which it shall be used.· The 
essential point is that the assistant settlement officer will be expected 
to give the settlement officer an indication of the relative pressure of 
the current assessment in different villages and their relative potentral 
assessable capacity. This is a question of common sense. It will be 
found ea::.ier in some ways in Upper than in Lower Burma because of 
the wider differences of soils and crops; but in Lower Burma the pitch 
of rental and land "Value will not only help the assistant settlement 
officers in framing estimates but will facilitate the task of the 
settlement officer in criticising and correcting them. Meeting his 
assistants once a month, touring with them and seeing a proportion of 
the villages himself, be will be able to set them right "·hen they have 
gone wrong, and to make use of their estimates even when these are 
injudicious or incorrect. It should be remembered that these estimates 
by the assistants merely provide material on which the settlement officer 
frames his own village estimates, and that the village estimates framed 

. by the settlement officer will- only be used to test and bring closer 
. to reality the conclusions arrived at by calculating the rental produce 

and ana)sing the general co~ditions of the tract. . 



·· 16,5. Thus, at the end o( tbe.field seuon, the settlement officer wiJr 
_ hue lot each ltwin and •illage the follo.-inc: 

, T1le lrst recese. figuru in ·addition to those mentioned ia 
paragraph 163; 

(i) the area reated, net reat per acre, the outturn in the 
current year and its value, the area mortgaged and rate per acre, and 
the area sold and rate per acre. Tbese will all have beea .erified in 
the field and can ~e tabulated by soil classes, if required i 

(ii) the results o( crop measurement during the current year,. 
often •·ith the results on the same field at the last settlement ; 

(iii) the material for estimatiug produce values and the cost of 
culth·arion; 

· (iv) the notes on classification and current and proposed 
incidence. · · 

\Vith these figures and reports before him be will be in :~ position 
by the end ol the field season to frame his tracts He will also be 
able to · make provisional arrangements for their distribution into 
sub-tracts (where necessary) and groups, but the final allotment of 
villages orokwins to sub·tracts and groups would probably re<suire 
more intimate study than bad yet been possible. 

For each tract he will be able to calculate the gross produce 
on the classification and outturn assumptions of the former settlement~ 
-and to value this at the prices formerly assumed and at those which 
be pcoposes to assume. He wiU also be able to estimate the cost of 
production per acre iii the manner recommended in Chapter XI, and by 
applying this to the area cultivated will estimate the cost of production 
for the total of the tract. By subtracting this from the gross value 
of the outturn be will arrive at an estimate for the rental prodace of 
the tract. Half the re~tal produce will form the maximum limit of the
new demand. The minimum will ordi~arily be the current demand. 
The settlement officer will then consider rental and land values and 
other similar data for determining the demand and, oa these general 
eonsiderations, including a coosideration o( the incideoce in similar
adjacent districts, he will flame one estimate of the assessable capacity 
of the settlement area as a whole and for each tract; he will check • 
~his by aa independent estimate representing t~ total of detailed 
estimates, village by village and kwin by kwin, based on the enquiri~ 
in representative villages during the field season, directed to ascertain 
their assessable capacity. These two estimates will serve as mutual 
checks and will be adjusted until they cc.mbioe to give aa asseBSment 
1rhich the settlement officer regards,as suitable for the tract as a whole 
and for each village and kwio i the .,rocess will be one . of working 
eimultaoeously up from the kwin figures and dowa from the district. 
figures. 

166. The settlement officer will then submit a report containing
- · his proposals for assessment and for the further 
T~..;:..- conduct of the settlement. It •·ill be divided 

into two parts. The first part will embody the
material facbl relating to the settlement area and the expiring settle
ment which are now givea ia Chapters I to V, and in Parts 1 and I ol 



Chapter-VI of the Settlement Report. But it should strictly ex':lude 
the superfluous material now sometimes gh·en. It should only contain· 
material useful to the authorities who would pass orders on the pro· 
posal, the district officers who would administer the settlement, and 
the settlement officer ·who would revise it; all material (such as the 
statistics of crop measurement, cost of cultivation and the: detailed· 
analysis of such statistics showing how the settlement officer .utilised 
them in framing his estimates) which can be dealt with more -conve
niently otherwise should be omitted .• This·part. will be si111ilar to 
the corresponding portions of the present form of report and no fprther 
description seems necessary. _ ·· · · · · 

The second· part will contain his proposals for each of the new 
tracts separately, showing the rental produce obtained by applying 
the proposed assumptions regarding prices and cost of cultivation to 
the classification and outturns of the former settlement. After 
considering the various data for assessment mentioned in Chapter 
XII he will frame an -estimate for a suitable ~ssessment in the manner 
already explained, by working down from general considerations 
relating to the district and the tract and up from detailed estimates 
by kvrins and villages. He wil~ summarise the data for asses<Jment 
in a table in the form given below. This contains the following 
information. - - · . · 

(c) The. gross value of the produce at the former and present 
settlement~ In secure single crop areas, such as Lower Burma, this_ 
will he simple. He will use the method prescribed in the Land 
Records Manual, paragraphs g8:.a, 983 and multiply the area cultivated 
during the year in each assessment class by the outturns _assumed 
at the former settrement. The gross outturn is thus· ascertained and 
its value at the prices assumed at the former settlement can be 
determined. An- estimate of the gross outturn at the present time 
will be framed in the manner recommendedjn Chapter XI and its value 
will be calculated at the price which he proposes to assume. For 

. insecure areas it will be necessary to ascertain the normal matured 
area, and for dry cultivation with a variety of crops it will be- necessary 
to ascertain the normal area under each crop. The area in each 
assessment class under each crop at the last settlement cannot 
ordinarii,. be ascertained, and it would therefore be necessary in such 
cases to estimate the 9utturos per acre under each important crop at 
the previous settlement for the tract as a who'e ·without calculating it 
by soil classes. The outturn per acre at the present' time will be 
estimated in the manner recommended in Chapter XI. 1'hese calcula· 
tions, "'·ben required, can be shown conveniently in a subsidiary table-
for arriving at the gross value. · · · 

(6) The c6st of cultivation formerly allowed, and the cost of 
production which the settlement officer proposes to assume. .These 
will be obtained by multiplying the figures showing the area cultivated 
by those for the rates per acre respectively assumed. · 

(e)· The net produce as estimated at the former settlement, tnd 
the rental produce according to the proposed assumptions. 

(d) The rental value at the former and present settlements. 
These figures will be obtained by multiplying the area cultivated b1 
t be rent per acre. · · - ·' 

II, 



(6) ;I'he sale u• mortgage value per acre. 
(/)·The present and proposed assessment. 

'(g) The percentage of the gross value, net or rental produce 
and rental value at t~e former and present settlements representd by 
the present and proposed assessment. 

(h) 1'be incidence. of the present and proposed assessment per 
acre cultivated. · 

, After tabulating these data the sett}ement officer will brie8y 
-explain and justify his proposals for assessment, and state what 
further enquiries he proposes to make regarding outturns, cost of 
cultivation, the conditions of land alienation and tenancy, rates of rental 
and land values, the condition of agricultural labourers, and other rele
vant matters, the probable sub-tracts and groups, ail''d the lines oa 
which he proposes to form main kinds, soil classts and assessment 
classes .• 

• 
~67. Take for 

Typical Tract Reports 
(a) Upper Burma. 

example a tract in Upper Burma with 
cropping. The report on such a 'tract 
run as fo11ows. 

mixed 
might 

. · "A comparative valuation of the produce is given in the subjoined 
table:- - . 

I . 

At forp11:r aettlemeat. · At preaeDt settlement. 

'I Price 'perl · I I I 
'Outturu • 100 "",.. . Prorl- Price 

A~ta per acre ketsor (for Value. Normal oioaally Total per JOO Valoe. 
Crop. uDder eacb lu baa- TutaJ cottou) area uuder assnmed Proauce baskets. 

aop iJ1 ~- ke~ or Produce •ilL cadi aop ·1 outtura I I 
4 

acres. nea. per acre • 

.....,......._---,---,------·· . ----~ -
1 

Ra. Re,' 1 a.. a .. 
11 100 

Snamnm 8,000 17,000 11,000 • ~ 
JI,OOO 

CotiOD 16,000 10 98,000 4,000 ,, ,. ll80,000 .to 
.. '1,12,000 

lt,OOI) 80 19,100 1,000 • I, GOO 1100 I 
11,000 

~r= OO,OOD 10,000 r-=-r-:---=-.~ 
1,000 lliUet 

Total 10,000 

_The outturo assumed for rice is reduced because the crop measure
ments of the present settlement and general indication& suggest that the 
outturns previously assumed for the lower classes were too high ; the 
deterioration of millet is generally recognized; cotton has spread 
over the less suitable soils and the average outturn may be less than at 
last settlement but it receives the manure and attention formerlJ bestow
ed on millet, and the former ass11mptions appear to have been low, 
they are· suvported by statements relating to holding out turns and by 
figures obtained from cotton mills and may provisionally be retained; 
the a8sumptioo for sesamum requires no change. 
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The data for asaeSBment .can be summariaed in thel (oll.owing 
1able :- -

Tdle doW~illl D•t•for Assessmelll. -

The cost of pr~uction which it is now proposed to assume shows 
.a large rise over the cost of cultiv~ion formerly assumed, partly 
because of a ribe in •·ages, but chiefly because of the allowance JIOW 

made for home labour ; the rental produce, though proportionately
.-educed t-y the same nose, is still larger than the former net produce. 
The rents were mostly one-fourth and one-fifth share at the former 
settlement and the fractions have now risen to one-third and one-fourth •. 
The assessment proposed represents one-quarter of the rental value 
and gives as high an enhancement as can reasonably be taken. It is 
obvious that no assessment approaching half the rental produce can be 
taken and no more detailed enquiry into the cost of cultivation is. 
necessary. Similarly the assessment cannot approach tbe_ren:tal value; 
rent, mortgage and sale values are rising normally, but are still low 
and present no features of special interest; no further enquiry there
fore is needed uf.der these beads. The present assumptions for the 
lower classes of rice land need further examination as does the deterio
ntion of millet land ; cotton is an important commercial crop and the. 
outturn should be determined as accurately as possible. It is necessary 
th~refore to conduct crop measurement generally. The proportion 
which the proposed assessment bears to the assessable capacity 
indicates that the distribution need not be minute. There are now 
three classes of rice land with assumed yields of i3, 19 -and 14. 
Lines of classification cannot be consistently applied where the range_. 
of each class is so narrow; all the land is-very insecure and whether 
one plot yields more than another, or succeeds when another fails, 
-depends greatly upon chance. The three classes caa- therefore be 
reduced to two cla~ses, with yields of 10 and less than 30 baskets per 
acte; this will considerably simplify the present maps. The unem
banked )and needs re-classification to obtain a better distribution of 
the assessment. In som~ •iUages there are silt '\'alleys, with high cash 
rents and sale values, wh1ch are comparatively under assessed • eome 
villag~s, "here millet soils predominate, have benefited little o: not at 
all by the rise io cotto~ a~d are compa-ratively .,ighly assessed. I 
propose to fonn two ma1n kmds of unembanked land for classification: 
a black soil main kind containing foUl' dasses with tqe $ilt v·alleys ill 
the first class and a red soil maia kind with three classes. \Vithin the 
GaiA .killd the present relative val.uatiou will ia geaeral be maintainecL 



. Forassessment purposes five assessment classes will probably accom
modate the seven soil classes and, as tt.e distinctions between main kinds. 
are not required for statistical or fiscal purposes, the classes will be 

·amalgamated intpone main kind (Y) with fi\'e classes before the maps 
are made over to the land records department. As the main object 
of classification is redistribution within the tract the classification within 
_the kwin will be little 'and often r.ot at all mo.re complicated than at 
present. The rates on rice land are Rs. 2'oo, Rs. 1'25 ;,nd Rs. '75; 
probably the new tract rates will be _l<s. a·so and Rs. 1'25. The 
rates on unembanked land are Rs. I'So, Rs. I'OO andRe ·so; probably 
the new tract rates will be Rs. 2·oo, Rs. r-so, Rs. l'oo, Rs. '75 and 
Re. ·so. The actual rates will depend on the classification and the 
orders relating to· en!Jancement. _ It will be unnecessary to form sub· 
tracts as the area is small and fairly homogeneous. Two groups will 

-l>e necessary, one to accommodate about five villages round a small 
local market, and .a, larger group· for the remaining villages. In four 
villages palm trees are numerOQS and it may be fo:;nd desirable to place · 
·these in a separate group. The tract rates will be adjusted for the 
Yarious as:sessment groups according to their circumstances.'' · 

Another example applying the. proposals to the conditions of 

b L · B Lower Burma may be useful. In Lower Burma, 
( ~ ower urma, h th . I · . . · w ere ere ts on y one crop, 1t JS unnecessary to-

·tabulate the comparative gross value ot produce for assessment. The . 
. report might n~n as follows. -
.· · '' The present tract compri~es portions of former Tract A with 
.al'!sumptions 50 and 40 and Tract _B with assumptions 45 and 30 and 
·Tract C :with~assumptions 37 and 28 and 221 anu COV!'rS I6,ooo ac.-es 

· 'of occupied land. The gross produce on the assumptions of the 
former settlement would be 53o,ooo baskets .. But at !ormer settlemt nt 

, the land was new and it ha~ si!lce deteriorated; crop measurement
and general enquiries indicate that the assumptions in Tract A were 

• rather high and a large area of flooded land has since come under 
cultivation; railway returns of paddy exported and admissions jor 
holdings indicate that the assumptions were excessive ; it would be 
unsafe to make a provisional estimate higher than 40o,ooo baskets. 
The price formerly assumed was Rs. 100, that now taken is Rs. 125 
per 100 ba!lkets •. The d~ta for assessment can be summarised in the 
following table :-

TII.ble slt.t~VJJing Data fDr Assessment. • 

-
Coot of Land valaea Aaaesa• Percentage of -. per acre. Assessment to loci• colt i-ra· Net or anent 

Head8 of Gross tiooor rental Ilea tal 

I~· 
de nee 

comparioon. -r.ah•e. produc- produce, value. per 

tiNJ.. Sale· Mort· propoeed Groos Rental Rental acre. 

- gage. nlue, produce. value. 

- U) (ll) (S) ....!!L, (5) (8) (T) (8) ·~ _jlJlL _jl_!L (12) 
I 

Rs. Rs, _ Rs. 
r 

Ra. lts. Ra, Re. 

pnnner eettle-

·~'T"·'~ 
s .ss .o"ol 1,so,ooo Ill! 96 18,000 10'0 '16'& 83•8 8•81. 

meat. . 
' 

fresent settle• 1,00,000 9,30,'00 8,7o,o~o~ MO,oooj Ill '19 16,000 ]!I'll 116•4 ll'l'·ll 4'01 
meat. . 
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'The estimate for cost of -cultivation at the last settlement did not 
"Purport to include labour, unless actually hired, but much ·labour was 
hired and the estimate was liberal. The present estimate for the cost 
-cf production has been obtained, in accordance with the instructions, by· 
detailed enquiries into the cost per acre of each agricultural operation , 
and by checking the results by comparison with the balance left to 
tenants after payment of rent. If· the assumptions for outturn and· 
.cost of cultivation are c~rrtct, the rents, which have risen during the 
period of settlement from 10 to 15 baskets pee acre; are generally at 
an economic level, It is impoj;sible to tak.e half the rental value· and 
still less half the rental produce; an enhancement of 25 per cent., which 
is proportional to the rise in prices,. is recommended. No more 
-detail~J enquiry into the cost of cultivation is.required, but an endea
\·our to ascertain rental values by soil classes would seem useful to_ 
prevent any possibilit~· of over assessment owing to the rent,ed area 
belonging predominantly to the higher classes. The high piti:h of· 
rental values, the large area rented, the abnormal rise of mortgage 
values with reference to sale values, and the large areas transferred 
to non -agriculturists indicate the need for fuller enquiry into economic 
conditions, particularly with reference to indebtedness and rack renting. 
Crop measurement is neeessary on all lands in former Tract A and on-. 
the poorer lands throughout the remainder of the present tract; 
-experiments and ge_neral information C'<>rroborate the former assumptions 
in the higher classes in Tracts B and C and 011 tht-se a few experi
ments ig doubtful areas will suffice. It is proposed to form seven classes 
uf rice land wi'th outturns :-ahove 45, 45 to 40, 40 to 35 1 35 t_o 30,~30. 
to 25, as to :zo and below 20. The present rates are in old Tract A 
Rs. 4 and Rs. a·so, in old Tract B Rs. 4 and Rs. 2, in old Tract C · 
Rs, 3'1.) and IZs. :a and Re. 1'25. Extensive re-classification will be 
required, thou~h the present relative valuation will be· in general 
maintained, and it is di lficult to estimate suitable rates. Land yielding 
45 baskets could, if necessary, pay· Rs. 7'5o or even more and the p·oorest., 
land could pay Rs. 1'50, the tract rates might therefore run Rs, 7'50, 
Rs. 6·oo, Rs. 4'so, Rs. 3'~0, Rs. :a·so, Rs: :a·oo, Rs. r·so. The tract 
lies on both sid~s of a main waterway navigable by ·cargo steainers, 
but most of the int~rior kwins are only. accessible by ·sampan, and · 
prices lowu. Two groups will therefore be required to meet difference, 
of prices. - A large ·part of the interior is badly flooded and fot" this 
area of precarious crops and scanty population a third group will 
probably be necessary. In a few kwins rental and laud values are 
conspicuously high and for thPse a fourth group' may be required. 
The tract rates. will be adjusted for the various groups." · . 

168. A summary of the proposals will then be published. It will 
show for each kwin and village the total assess-. 

The Sec:~nd _Stage: ment and the incidence per acre under the current 
The pubhcatton of l ' 1 -
propocals. sett ement and the tota assessment and the · 

incidence per acre proposed. The ,statement 
will be accompanied by a brief and simple explanation of the considera• 
tions justifying the proposed assessment. Time will be allowed, say 
one month from publication, for representations to be submitted and 
-these will be considered, together with the general proposals of the 
-:S~ttlement officer, by a committee consisting of the Divisional and 

. , 



_Settlement Commissioner-a and Deputy Comminioner and Settlement 
Officer. The District Board, if any, and any recogniRd Agricul~l 
Association should also be represented on the committee. The re· 
commendations of tbe committee •·ould be submitted through tbe 
Financial Commissioner for the orden of Go\Oelllment. . 

16g On the material contained in the report, the reprc1entation• 
of the public, and the recommendations of the 

The Orders of Gow- committee and the Financial CommissioneT, the 
enanenL · Local Government will proceed to pass orden. 

Until 19ta the sanction of the Government of 
India wu required to the inception of settlement operations anrJ their 
approval bad to be obtained alter completion of the settlement before 
the new assessment rates were trought into force. Ia that year, sub
ject to certain reservation as to the muimam enhancement on the area 
for set tlemeot and as to the pericd of settlement, these po.-ers were dele
gated-to the Local Government. The orders of the Local_Go,·ernmeot 
will therefore lay down provisionally the assessment to be imposed on 
the area as a ~hole and on each tract. Tbey will also gi,-e such direc
tions as may seern proper r.-garding the further corduct of the settle
ment, the tracting and grouping, the formation of maio kinds acd soil 
_classes, and the holdin~ of such special enquidfs as may seem desirable
into outturos, cost of cultivation, tbe conditions of land al~enation, 
tenancy and agricultural labour, and so bn. • . 

Ia Burma there are no provisions restricting the enhancement 
( ) E b t wbich may be taken at re-settleme{lt as there aTe-
a r. ancemen s. in Bombay where the enhancement over the 

settlefllent area or any group is limited to 33 per cent. of the expiring 
· a..~ssn~nt. For an enhancement exceeding 40 per cent. however, 
, the sanction of the Go\·ernment of India is required, and, where an 

enhancement on any class of land exceeds 100 per cent. at an original 
· settlef!!ent or so per cent. a:t a revision settlement, it is tempered by 

deferreent of a portion_ \Ve deal with the qutstion of eohaoce!rents 
on particula! classes below, where .-e recommf"od that rebates be 
substituted ; the limitation of general enhancements ho""ever most 
be considered here. Adequate discussion v( this subjf'ct involves 
considerations which would tab us almost beyond the very wide limits
of our terms of reference. But Hi~ Honour, in the preliminar1 note to
which we have already refened, contemplates our examination of the 
direction in "·hich the revenue syst.erv is developing, and draws atten
tion to_ the changes in revenue procedure likt>ly to ensue on large 
measures of cobstitutional reform. In discu .. sing the matter of 
enhancement therefore we venture to anticipate the trnd of settle-

.. ment policy. There is much to be said in favour of restricting 
enhancements where, as now in many parts of Burma, hcldings are
large and ratf"S are high. If a cultivator who has been required for 
beoty years to pay ks. 200 annually be sud<lenly called 0:1 to pay 
Rs. 400, as happens not infrequently at present, the result may "-ell be
increased inrlehtedoess and ultimately transfer of the land to a 
money-lender. But •·e consider it inadvisable for any G~ver'!~nt to 
bind itself and its suc;cessors by the formulatioa of defin1te limtts on 
such a matter. We have recommended tlut half the rental produce
shall be rt'!!'arded as a maximum assessment and we do not wish c.~ • 
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introduce any farther restriction, Mr. Couper would prefet that' M' 
limit should be fixed, as he would Qtake no distinction between \Vet 
rate and water rate and thinks that in these circumstances, and possibly 
in others, Government might be compelled to take more than half, 
The rest .of us are unable to follow him to' that extent bec-ause we· deem 
it usefulto lay down a definite ba11is for the standardization of demands 
and are unable to contemplate circumstances in which Government 
would need to take more than half the rental produce. At present 
land revenue rates in Lower Burma tend to approximate to one-third 
of the rental value and we are of opinion that under the conditions now 
obtaining there the settlement officer may usefully bear this proportion 
.in mind. But we are all agreed, that the revenue demand should so far, 
as possible be governed by financial requirements. The wide fluctua
tions of prices and the change in the value of money during the last. 
few years indicate the great need for caution in- imposing limits to· 
demand. With a general rise· of prices the expenditure of Government 
must grow and the burden of land revenue decrease. In Bombay the 
difficulty resulting from the restriction imposed there was represented 
to us ,-ery strongly. These considerations apply "ith less force to 
temporary limitations of the increpc;e by the deferment of enhance
ments. On the contrary, the larger the total iJ:lcrease regarded as 
permi~sible, the more does it become nt>cessary to provide against 
sudden large enhancements. We consider that oyr proposals for 
granting rebates should afford suffi<;ient protection for individual 
interests against those of the general community, and we are unable. 
to recommend that any • positive limit be imposed -on the totar· 
enhancement. 

Carried to a logical extreme the principle that the demind should 

(b) D t
. vary with financial needs would result in annual. 

ura 100
" ttl Th' · f b'dd b .· I se ements. 1s ts or 1 en y pract1ca 

convenience. It seems, however almost beyond question tl!at t_!le 
gradual increase of popular control which it is necessary to'anticipate · 
will encourage the growth of Government expenditure, both· by. 
the substitution of a more ·expensive mechanism for· the present 
•dministration and by an enlargement of the heads of expenditure:; 
It 11·ill thus become more than ever ne~essary to adjust income to· 
expenditu·re, which is impossible with long periods of settlement; 
Two alternative policies will then present themselves. On one, land 
revenue will be converted into a land tax of a quasi permanent. 
nature supplemented by increased taxation, direct and _indirect. 
On the other, the flexibility of land revenue will be increased so 
that its yield may be adjusted more . closely to annual require;. 
ments. There are immense practical difficulties in the latter course 
which it is not our place to examine. ·But the conversion of land 
revenue into a quasi permaneot land tax would imply a break with ali 
the guiding principles of past revenue policy; settlement procedure 
would become only a matter of historical interest and all the 
advantages of settlement enquiries would be abandoQed, The other 
alternative has this advantage, that the revenue system or the future~ 
could be establillhed on the basis of current practice and tradition .. 
Settlement procedure is an instrument for making a· roughly equitable 
adjustment of the revenue to local and individual circumstances, and. 



just as we consider it undesirable to place restrictions on enhance• · 
ments, we consider it equally 'undesirable to appoint any formal 
limit for the duration of settlements. For the present we regard 
twenty yeai'JI, the period for which settlements are now ordinarily 
sanctioned, as suitable. · 

In this connection we would further recommend that re-settlement 
at the expiry of the appointed period .should be regarded as the normal 
course, that any extensions should be justified by special or local 
circumstances, and that the improbability of an increased revenue 
should not be regarded as sufficient justification for postponing 

. re-settlement. We would u_ote however that in view of the generally 
unstable condition of markets it seems necessary to contemplate the 
posibility-of prices at the time when rates are to be introduc( d being 
lower than those assumed for the purpose of framing rates; in such 
circumstances it might become necessary to postpone the introduction 

• of the new rates. · · 
. 170. While the proposals are under consideration by Government 

The Third Stage: -the settlement officer will- proceed with the 
, Distribution. third stage of settlement. The operations will 

comprise--
-.- (•) The preparation of a record of rights. 

, (6) The preparation of a record ~f ·classification and the 
revision Of the former assessment classes so far as necessary for 

·improving the dis"tribution of the demand at~d simplifying assessment. 
· . . (c) The conduct of crop measurement, w~ere necessary1 and 

also of such -further miscellaneous enquiries as may be required . 
. I7'I. For preparing or revising t~e record of rights, and for the 

. : classification of soil, the settlement party will, as 
. The record of now, be organized in sections. The assistant 

r1•gh~sfi ant~onrecor~ of settlement officer in charge of each section will 
cass1 ca• , · · d ffi . . be the recor o cer; undt>r h•m there w1ll be 
re~ord inspectors and record clerks. A detachment of four or five 

· derks will be posted -~o a group of adjacent villages for the initial 
preparation of the_record, their work will be supervised and checked 
by the inspector- and finally pas>ed, after further check,. by the 
assistant settlement officer. The procedure for. the original prepara
tion of a record of rights is described below in Chapter XVI. The-

.. procedure at settlement, whether the record was being originally 
prepared or re-attested, would be the same. 

While the record of rights is being prepared and inspected the 
soil classifiers will be classifying the soil and preparing the record of 
classification for the same group of villages. As the classifier 
completes each kwin be will supply every land owner with a written 
extract from the record of classification showing for each holding 
the local class assigned by the village assessors and any particulars 
regarding soil, water, crops, defects, etc., which have been entered in 
the record. If the headman has an assessment roll or list. of holdings 
it might be found sufficient to enter therein the particulars holding by 
holding. But we regard it as important that each cultivator should 
have- full opportunity to become acquainted wit? the facts and, if 
individual extracts are necessary to ensure th1s1 they should be 
made. 
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172. The section officer will then visit each village to jns·pect the 

"Tb S . Offi r record of rights and the classificationJ He will 
e ectiOn ce • see that everJODe understands what .has been 

taking place and has bad full opportunity to acquaint himself with • 
the record and classification. Ordinarily he will inspect the record 
-one d~ and the soil classification on the following morning, and will · 
thus tie able to instruct those who object to the. classification of . 
their land, or to any of the details regarding soil, water, crops, defects, 
or local valuation, in the clasl!ification reeord, to .accompany him when he 
visits the kwin. Before visiting the kwin it will often be convenient. 
for the mort.;age values and rents to be en.tered'on.the map as a guide.·_ 
to the classification ; the utility of recording either or both will vary from 
district to district,_ and the practice must be left to the discretion of . 
the settlement officer. The section officer will then visit the....kwin, 
.accompanied by the asses.;ors, those land-owners who object to the., 
classification, and any others who like to come. He will check the 
dassincation, consider the objections and make such corrections as 
may be necessary, either· of his own motion. or on the representations· 
of the people, and then pass the classification as· correct. Land
owners, who have appealed to the section ~fficer against either the 
:record of rights or the classification, should be instructed that they 
may appeal to the settlement officer, if the section officer has 
not allowed their appeal. "(he total assessment and the incidence 
per acre for the village at the current rates on ·the existing cla~sifica
tion, and the corresponding hgures as estimated by the settlement._, 
officer when formulating his proposals, will already have been -
-calculated during the first year of settlement. By. this time the_ 
.assessment sanctioned for the tract by Government should be known~ 
and the section officer should revise the original t:stimates according 
to the sanction, and at the same time calculate the assessmept and 

, jncidence at the proposed tract rates on the revised classification. 
These estimates and calculations will be summarised in a form, in which: 
be will also record his final -estin1ate as to what the village should 
pay and such other information as the settlement officer requires 
concerning the suitability of the tract rates, the grouping and the . 
.assessment classes. 

The preparation of the record of rights and the classification. 
-of the land would form the routine of settlement work during the 
second and succeeding years of. the operations. But it would be 
necesnry partially or totally to suspend work of this nature during 
crop measurement. Such other enquiries as might be required in 

•-connection with cost of cultivation or tenancy or land alienation wonld. 
·be carried out to some extent by selected section officers but cliidly. 
by the settlement officer himself. · 

173· It remains to describe the work of the settlement officer 
during the final stage of settlement. After 

The Settlement 1 · · h 1· f 1 'fi ff Offi exp amtng t e mes o c ass& cation to ·the sta 
cer, he will visit the sections in turn. He ·will 

receive from the section officer the form already described, com
paring the various estimates for the total assessment, the incidence 
per acre, and tho rates for each assessment class. He will consider 
these figures and notes, with reference to the tract aa a whole _and 
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to each kwin and vi11age, wiD bear appeals agailllt the clasai&
cation of the section officer, inspect personally as many kwins as 
seems necessary, and discuss assessment proposals informally in thoee 
villages which he .isits and with representatives of aU •ill~s. 
After such other_ local_ examination as may be required, be will finally 
determine the boundaries of the tract, divide it into sub-tracts and 
-assessment groups, and allot each kwin within the tract to th~ 
appropriate sub-tract or group. He will decide on the number of 

· main kinds and assessment classes required for the tract, an_d the 
tract rate for each assessment class, and the group rates corresponding 
to each tn~ct rate. He will then calculate the total assessment and 
incidenre per acre for the tract, and for each assessment group, •illage 
and k-tvin. · 

An illustration of the process mav make it more readily compre
hensible. Take the Upper Burma Tract of 2o villages described in 
paragraph t67 (e~) above. The settlement officer proposed an assess· 
ment of Rs. J 3 2501 involving an enhancement of nearly 100 p~ cent; 
the Local 9overnment might decide that no larger an enhance ~Tent 
than 5., per cent. should be taken, fixing the assessment provisionally 
at Rs. 11,300. The ·provisional estimates fsr each village •·ould then
be cut down in the proportion of Rs. 1,325 toRs. 11I301 or, iu round 
figures, by IS per cent. The section officer would frame his estimate for
the assessment of each village and furnish his notes on grouping, etc. 
The settlemf'nt officer would then take up the final assessment of • 
the tract. His provisional rates on dry land were Rs. a·oo, Rs. r·so, 

-Re. roo, Re. o"75 and Re. o·so. He might decide tha,J five assess-· 
nlent classes were stiU necessary but that the tract rates should he
Rs. ~"75. Rs. 1"25, Re •·oo, Re. "75 and Re. ·so. He would then 
c:onsider ..eaca village separately, working down from tle village-

. estimate and up from the classification estimate. Of the five villages 
. provisionally in the highest assef'sment group be might decide that o~ 

was inferior and should be relegated to a lower group, to the remaining 
four be would apply his tract rates. The inferior village could be
placed in a second group with the p'!llm tree villages and in this group
he might reduce the rate on each class except :the lowest by four 
annas. Thil!l. would give rates of Rs. I ·so, Re. •·oo, Re. "7 5 and 
Re. ·so. In the remaining gr'lup he might decide to reduce all the 
rates above Re. 1 by dght ann as and the remainder by four annas ; 
the rates in this group would be Rs. 1"115, Re · o"75, Re. o·so and 
Re. o•z5. If the multiplicity of groups were considered objectionable 
it would be possible to substitute a single group with seven rates for · 
the three groups each with five rates, but there are clear advantages .. 
in retaining the groups and the objection to them does not appear 
substantial. 

l].f. If the demand for the tract, as finally decided on by the settle-
. · _., · ment officer, floes not differ by more than 3 per 

---Coatrolover assess- cent. from that sanctioned, be will proceed to-
-r'~ A'd.ooanc:ement publish in each village a statement showing the 
0 an -assessment and the tncidence per acre, at the 
current rates on the existing classification, and at the new ~ates on 
the revised classification. Against this assessment there w1ll be ao-
farther appeal to the settlement officer' ; be bas heard what everyoott-



has to say, has seen the iand and made up his mind. Any furthel' 
appeal to him would therefore be useless. ·Against individual asses., 
ments there should be no appeal beyond the settlement officer. · The
notice should state as plainly as possible that the assessment will · nof. 
become final until sanctioned by Government, and that appeals against 
village assessments may be submitted to the Settlement Commissioner-

. either direct or, for convenience, through the settlement officer or 
deputy commissioner; and that appeals will be titne barred unless-
presented within one month of the publication of the notice. . · 

If the settlement officer, when he has finally decided on the assess
ment for each tract, or at any earlier stage, forms the opinion that the 
total demand for the tract should differ from that ,sanctioned by more
thm 3 per cent., he wilt postpor1e publication and submit the papers to-
Government fully explaining the gr01mds of his opinion. Although· 
it doe" not seem likely that proposals to modify the assessment pro
visionally sanctioned will often be neces'll!ry, they should be freely. 
pt>rmitted and even encouraged until experience has reduced the new
procedure to routine. The original estimates are made by the settle• 
ment officer_on the material available at the time ; if fuller knowledge
renders any modification desirable he should nvise them _without' 
hesitation. In such cases, a1ter the orders of Government have been. 
obtained, be will publish the asse!"sments in the manner described' 
above. , · 

As each tract is completed the settlement officer will submit to
the Financial Co11"missioner th~;;ou.gh the Settlement Commissioner a.. 
statement (similar to that now compil~d in .Office Form J) showing for
the whole tract and for each sub-tract, assessment group, village· 
and kwin, the former demand and _incidence per acre, the demand and· 
incidence according to his original propo~als as provisionally sanctioned 
by (;overnment, and as finally proposed. In this statement, which 
should be submitted in ~ri_nt, att~ntion should be drawn to any village 
where the proposed estimate dtffers by more than 25 per cerir. from·. 
the estimate provisionally sanctioned, and- the variation should bet
explained. The Financial Commissioner would then pass orders on the
proposed assessments and any change . made in the assessments. 
already published would be communicat~d to the villagfs concerned •. 
There would be no appeal against these orders, but the power to revise' 
them woulrl, as always, rest with the Local Government to be 
exercised either on representations made or of its own motion. · · 

We have considered the alternative of delegating to Divisionar 
Commissioners the pc)wers of the Financial Commissioner. ·· The
comparative assessable capacity of village~ is a matter on which the' 
Divisional Commissioners and Deputy Commissioners ·could, and. 
probahlv would, have ao opinion. But the proposals rest on an expert 
study of soils and economic statistics, and, apa!t from all technical 
matters., the acquaintance of a settlerrent officer with local conditionS
regarded from the standpoint of assessment must be more intimate 
than that of the Deputr ·Commissioner. It does not appear sound 
therefore to give the Division.11l Commissioner any degree of finaJ. 
control over settlement operations. We have 'also considered the 
desirability of submitting fbe proposals through the Deputy· Com.; 
missioner, Settlement Commissioner and Div,isional Commi~ioner t~ 
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'the Financial Commissioner. But the participation of the Deputy 
'Commissioner and Divisional Commissioner wonld often be a formality 
~nd sometimes causes much delay. We are of opinion therefore that 
the tract proposals should pass through the Settlement Commissioner 
-only, leavtng it to the Fipancial Commissioner to obtain such assistance 
from the Divisional Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner as he 
might require. . 

175. During the recess detailed assessments by holdings would be 
·Recess work worked out and for each landholder would 'be 

in the last stage. prepared sm extract showing the entry regard-
·ing his ~and in the record of rights, the assessment for the latest year 
at the current rates on the existing classification and the main kinds, 
-assessment classes, and rates on the classification as revised. The 
record of rights would also be used to prepare the assessment 
Tegister for ~he current year. In Lower Burma it is necessary that 
-this work should be carried out during the recess because the field 
eeason is• so short and during the rains there would be little other 
-employment for the staff. But in those parts of Upper Burma where 
.field work is possible throughout the year, all the work might be c.:~rried 
·()Ut in the field. .The recess work would. largely consist in the pre
.paration ofregisters for the use bf the land records dep:~.rtment in 
-the following ~eason and it should be possible to associate the land 
records staff with the settlement ·staff in this work and in the 
,preparation of the individual extracts from the record oJ rights. 
The land records staff would work under the supervision of the 

· -superintendent and the gPn«;!ral control ~f the settlement officer. The 
, superioten~ent would · be gazetted 'an ass~stant settlement officer 
·for the penod of settlement and would rece1ve an allowance as such. 
'There would be little other office work. and in particular the laboriotos 
-compilation of the cropped area statement, by far the heaviest task in 
-compilation, would no longer be necessary. We have been ucable to 
-discover any sufficient reason for the compilation of this statement 
in its. present form, except where, as is contemplated in the 
:Instructions and as was done in the Meiktila and Myingyao settle
..ments, the settlement officer bases his figures for net produce by 

. asr.essment cJasses on the proportional area of land in each class 
-cultivated with.different crops. The omission of unnecessary enquiries 
in the field would further diminish the burden of compilation. Thus, 
apart from the preparation of individual extracts from the record of 
.rights for each land-owner, the office work would be greatly reduced. 

176. When. preparing the individual extracts from the record of 
'- ·· _ · . rights the settlement officer would calculate 
_ hDeferred and endorse on them any concession due under 

en ancements. the rules relating to deferred enhancements. At 
'"Present the·rate applied to any class of land at a revision settlement 
·may not exceed the rate under the expiring settlement by more thcan 
so per cent. The temporary rates are not•fied and applied in the 

•usual manner. Where land is in the same assusment class before and 
..after settlement the procedure is suitable, ·but if any· hmd has been 
·raised or lowered in class the resulting assessment is difficult to justify. 
Suppose, for example, that before re-settlement the rates on first class 

iland and eecond class land respectively are Rs. 3 and Re. 1, and after 
~ -



resettlement Rs. 5. and Rs. a·so. Then 10 acres of land in the' first: 
class will be liable for Rs. 30 before seLtlement and fur Rs.; so tempor· 
arily reduced to Rs. 43, af1erwards. Similarly 10 acres in the seconc:h 
class will be liable for Rs. 10 -before settlement aqd for Rs. 15;: 
tempor;rrily reduced to Rs. 15, afterwards. But Io acres of land, .. 
which has been raised from the second to the first chss and was 
paying Rs. 10 bdore resettlement, will become hable to Rs. so after
settlement, and Immediately be required to pay _Rs. H· Ten acres of 
land reduced from the first class to the second c;lass, however, and 

' paying Rs. so before resettlement, will be liable to . Rs .. 30 after
resettlt:rneot, but temporarily ·will only be required to pay Rs. I$ 
Cases similar, though rarely so extre.me, are not infrequent, anq the
inequitable result bas led to experiments in the ·direction of granting_ 
rebates by holdings. We are Qf opim~n that this is the correct course 
but that the new a:-sessment ~;hould be calculated by the settlement: 
officer. \Vhere the enhancement on any holditlg e1o:ceed!l one·third of 
the current asst:ssment, the rates on each assessment class in the holding
should temporarily be reduced, so that the immediate enhancement 
does not exceed this limit ; the balance should be taken at the end of. 
every fifth year by instalments not exceeding the original enhance
ment. This would ob\ iate the necessity for requiring the revenue: 
surveyor to carry out the,somewhat involved procedure for calculating_ 
reb:.tes which has been laid down in Part F, Chapter XV of the-draft 
new Land Records .Manual. We considtr however that the rule 

. proposeCJ there, lor disregarding enhancements when tl:e. total new· 
demand does not exceed Rs. 3· is useful and shoul!l be adopted •. We 
have considered a suggestion that the concession should cease on the·· 
transfer of a holding. This would involve calculations on the part of 
the surveyor which, as explained above, we deem it' expedient to-. 
avoid, and we are of opinion therefore that· the concession· should 
pass with the land irrespectiv-e of ownership. · · · · 

171. We have noticed in CbapteriV that the rules for the e:xemp-
. , . . · · tion of improvements have been found so difficult 

~be exemption of ~ to apply that they have usually been neglected. 
Improvements. Wh I d h b • d · ere an as ceo 1mprove to an extent that-

permits it to be placed in a higher assessment class, the land owner is
entitled to exemption from enhancement until the increased yield has. 
paid for tile improvement with interest at 13 per cent. This entails · 
cbmplicated calculations. One method of evading them has been to.
retain the land in a lower class, but this stultifies the classification and. 
is further open to the objection that the cultivator is not clearly made
to understand that his industry has been rewarded. The simplest. 
expedient is probably to classify the land as it stands· after the im
provement but, for the period of the settlement, to allow a rebate of 
the difference between the assessment on the land before and after~ 
the impro\·ement, giving the land ow~er a certificate to this- effect. 
This concession may appear excessive in cases where the improve-
ment dates from the earlier years of the expiring settlement and its-. 
cost has already been recouped. But an investigation into the date· 
when the improvement was effected would be tedious; we hold it 
important that the rules should be simple for the settlement officer
to apply and eafly for the cultivator ~o understand. In Madras and. 
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4Jombay improvements receive permanent exemption from enhance
. ment i without going so far as this "\Ve are of opinion that the conces
·sion now recommended, which agrees with the rractice in the Central 

• Provinces, will afford a suitable recognition o the risk undertaken 
• ~nd expenditure incurnd by 'the land owner, and should provide a 
· reasonable stimulus to industry. We would note in this connection 
. "that paragraph 481 of the Land f{ecorda Manual may b~, and some-
1:imes has been, taken to sanction reclassificati.::n during the currency . 
of a •ettlement of lana which a private owner-converts from dry land 
into rice land by emt- ankment and irrigation. This does not seem to 
have been the intention and the paragraph should be amended. 

_'-.i78-; The Jast_stage of settlement operadons will consist in the 
Th • p· 1 R t Financial Commissioner sanctioning the a&sess-

·• •.. e ana epor • menta for the l~t tract. After this the settle-
·mc:nt o~cer will submit a final report which will comprise-
, ' {4) a brief summary of the orders on the origirral assessment 

·proposals and of any modifications in these orders during the course 
-()f settlement, together with a description of the manner in which the 
orders have been applied ; · 

•.• . ' (b)' a statement sho_wing for the district as a whole and by 
kwins, villages, assessment groups and tracts the former demand and 
_incidence per acre, and the new demand and incidence as originally 
-·estimated by him, as provisionally sanctioned by Government, and as 
finally sanctioned ,by the Fina_ncial Commissioner ; _ ,. 

(c) statistics of crop outturns and cost of production with a full 
justification of the assumptions. The crop measurement ahould be 

, -critically examined and the value of the experiments on different soils 
and in different, neighbourhoods co'nsidered in much greater detail 
than is possible on the present proc~dure. From the settlement point 
of view these statistics and the explanation of the· assumptions would 

. chiefly be useful to the succeeding settlement officer. But they would 
have an indt>pendent value of their own and it. would prqbably be 
worth while to print them separately Jor use by the Agricultural 
Department and aistribution to others interested. In this analysis the 
·settlement officer should estimate the normal yield of the district under 
-each important crop with_ sugg~stions as to probable variations under 
different seasonal conditions; • # 

(dT a sli!l'mary of any instructions to the district officers with 
regard to the administration of the settlement and a list of the volumes 
·made over to the iand records department, giving against each a brief 

· description on its contents. · 
_... • 1 79· The., .Settlement proc:;edure contemplated in this chapter 

--. S f , comprises three stages. In the 6rst the settl~ 
', u;:C~'.:e. new -ment officer, on a ~tudy o~ .previous settle!Dent 

. , reports and matenal complied from the registers 
of the land recorc;}s department, summarising the· agriCultural and 
economic position at the last settlement and its subsequent develop
ment, lays down provisional tracts. The section officers tben examine 
villa~e by village the equity of the current assessment, and on the 
basis of general information verified in the 6eld regarding rental and 

Jaod vah&e and other matters, and of the crop experiments at th~ past 



and present settlements, and after a somewhat close inspection of about. 
one kwin in four, note where the classification appears erroneous, ot to 
need greater refinemept or less. At the same time they make enquiries 
into the cost of culth ation and supervise the verificatiQI! of the annual 
land records ~>tatistics·\\ hich the settlement establishment will under
take. Through their reports, and from his own tours, the settlement· 
-officer obtains a general conception of £he conditions. He then frames,
ior the settlement area, and for each tract separately, an estimate of 
the outlurn, based on his experiment::; and enquiries and on general 
information regarding the export&, output of mills, etc. He checks this 
"·ith the detailed estimates, village by village or kwin by kwin, framed 
by his aseista1:ts under his superv•sion and advice .. F~om the cor:r~le<l 
~stimate he deducts the cost of production and thus a;rrives at the· 
theoretical. assessment based on the rental produce. He works out the· 
notal value for the tract and- considers the theoretica,l asll!essment in· 
the light of present and former rental sale and mortgage values, and 
the current incidence. 1-!e thus arrives at what would appear on general 
considerations to be a suitable assessment for each tract and . for the 
whole settlement area. He then considers the detailed estimates of 
assessable capacity kwin by kwin or village by village framed by him· 
:Self and his assistants, and in the light_ of thtse revises where necessary 
the a~>sessment arrh·ed at «;~n general considerations. He then submits 
during the first recess his proposals for assessment, and for the further 
-conduct ot _tho settlement. In the second stage _his proposals are 
published,"and considered in conference, together with any criticisms 
which may be receive1, and ar\': then submitted for the orders of Govern• 
ment. ln the third stage the settlement officer classifies the soil and 
forms assusment classes, fixing for each assessment class in the tract 
• normal revenue rate. He arranges the kwinsof the tract into assess
ment groups, ordinarily three; within each group the same assessment 
class carriu the same rate. If at any time _on further consideration 
he forms the opinion that the total asses~ment in a tract should differ 
by more than 3 per cent. from that provisionally sanctioned by Govern~. 
ment he submits revised proposals for orders. In other cases, 
he announces the. demand in each village, and submits his final 
proposals, tract by tract, as each is completed, _to the Financial 
Commissioner for sanction, drawing attention to any village where the 
assessment finally proposed differs by is per cent .. from that provision• 
JLlly sanctioned. On receipt of orders from the Financial Commissioner 
the individual assessments are calculated for use· by 'the L~nd Records 
Department in the season-following tbat in which the • enquiries were 
.made and the village demand announced. . 

18o. It is perhaps necessary to meet here one probabfe ,;riticism on 

C .t. . f ·d the procedure suggested ; that the orders of n tctsm o propose G . . 
system. overnment sancllonmg the assessptent are 
• . based on_ an estima~e framed b>: the settlement 

officer at a hme when he has httle acqua10tance wi,th the settlement 
area, and that he is given a free hand in adjusting his rates and classes 
to pr~duc~ .a .demand which has been sanctioned on inadequate data. 
To th1s cutJc1sm there are three answers, that tbe material available, 
to Government when passing orders will be far more adequate than at'
,preaent, tbat the de1ree of control whicb .can be exercised over j}!o ' 
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Settlement officer will be much closer, and that the resulting assess
ment will be more equitable . 
. ' At present the value of the gross produce per acre is calculated 
by assessment classes and the net produce standard is ascertained by 

· subtracting the cost of cultivation. The thenretical rates represent
ing half the net produce for each assessment class are compared 1\·ith 
one-fifth the gross value, and one-half the rental value. As already 
explained the figure assumPd for the gross value is fictitious except in 
areas of ~ecure rice land, because it varies with the cropped area for 
•he year. ·On .the procedure nO\V advocated fluctuations from year to · 
year in the ar<!a under various crops will be eliminated by the calcula- · 

. tion of a normal figure and the estimate of outturn will te verified 
. from sources ·not utilised at present. ·It will be checked by estimates 

made locally village by village of the actual outturn as compared with 
'the outturns deduced on the assumptions of the existing classification. 
Since in framing these estimates the figures showing the rents paid 
on the fixed proauce systPm will be available over large arc;as in Lower 
Burma, the estimates should be approximately correct: even on secure 
rice land the estimate of gross produce should bf! as accurate as at 

· present, and with insecure and mixed crops the estimates should be far· 
. more accurate than they are now. Again, the figure for cost of cultiva
tion as now calculated, even so far .as it correctly repres•:nts the arith
metical average of actual money outgoings, is meaningless ; the figure· 
for cqst of production would be a reasoned estimate of the. true cost. 
The theoretical maximum assessment based on the rental produce 
would therefore be more valuable as a.. guide to assessment than the 
present standard of half the net produce. Then on the present system 
the settlement officer tabulates the gross value and _rental value for 
compuison, but often makes very little use of them in framing his 
proposals and gives very little explanation of the considerations which 

·have carried weight with him ; nor is he required to consider the effect 
· of his proposals by kwins and villages. On the new system he will 

have considered the probable effect of .his proposals for each kwin and 
-village separately when framing his estimate for the tract, and will 
endeavour to explain how considerations regarding rent and land values, 
and the current incidence, require a modification of the theoretical 
rates for practical assessment Government therefore, when consider
Jog the proposals, will have much more information and a more secure 
basis thiJn at prel!'ent. 

_ We do not pretend that the settlement officer will know so much 
about a district after one year as he now does after three, nor be in a 

. position to adjust his rates so nicely. But we are unable to discover any 
practical alternative free from more serious objections. It is desirable 

· tbat the settlement officer should have a long time to study the district 
before framing his. proposals and also that he should have a long time 
for distributing whatever assessment may be sanctioned by Govern

. ment ; but it is not possible to allow a long time for both. "Where, as. 
in the Punjab, agricultural conditions are comparatively uniform a~d 
the distribution· is largely conducted by the people themselves, it IS. 

' possible to expedite the second stage of settlement and to devote 
.longer to the first •.• This would also be possib~e where classification.. 
·was permanent, or 1f a permanent record of s01l and wat~r such as we: 



r~ommend_ was already in existence to sh~w where retlassificatioo 
was needed and to what extent. But in Burma at present distribution 
must be a detailed and lengthy process, as must the preparation of a 
record of rights. The difficulty cannot be solved by reducing the 
area for settlement. The only practical solution seems that which we 
recommend. In the past, on far less adequate material, radical changes 
in the assessment proposals have frequently been made by Government, 
not dnly in the total demand but in the distribution between class and 
class, and tract and tract, thus disturbing the balance of assessment 
which the settlement officer bas based on intimate study in the field; 
after these changes have been made in the ptOposals the resulting assess
ment has been applied as a matter of course by the land records depart-· 
ment. We have no hesitation in claiming that the assessments , 
provisionally sanctioned by Government' on the new procedure will 
be far more suitable than those arrived at under the old, and -that in 
most cases the settlement officer will be able to apply them with a few 
minor adjustments. 

Under the existing system the settlement officer frames the soil 
classes and assessment classes, adjusts his rates, and carries through' · 
the settlement to the end with very little guidance or control except 
for that exercised, for the most part informally, by the Settlement 
Commissioner during his tours of inspection. The new procedure 
without fettering the settlement officer's discretion will permit from 
the beginning a much closer control over the assessments and the 
leneral procedure. 

That the reswting distribution would be more equitable llardly 
requires argument, Although as a rule we have ~bstained from · 
referring to the evidence in detail, the statements of Mr. Rees, 
Settlement Officer, Mergui, on this matter are convincing. He 
explains bow large local variations may be con~aled within small 
variations over a tract taken as a whole ; how assessments may look 
lenient and be severe, and how he tried to classify a kwin leniently 
but failed. These difficulties have frequently been experienced. In 
the report on the Myingyan settlement, the figures in Report State
ment 24 compare present and proposed assessments by. small assess
ment groups. In Tract 11 in Myingyan township there was a small 
total increase despite large enhancements in Assessment Groups 
IIB-3 and 11 D and a _large reduction in Assessment Group IIC-1-
The same statement contains many other iiJustrations of the sam~ 
thing. Where the settlement officer adjusts his tract rates to local 
circu111stances at the end of the operations with all the material 
before him, be can hardly fail to effect a more equitable distribution 
than when, as at present, he assigns two different soils to the same 
assessment class before he has ascertahJed the relative productivity 
of the two tsoils, or _decided what rate the assessment class wiU 
bear. 

181. We have claimed for the procedure here outlined that it will 

Ad f 
promote a juster appreciation of the data for 

"~~0 . . 
proposed aystem. assumptions, a closer control by GoYeroment 

_ . over the demand, and a mor~ equitable ctiatribu-
ta~n of the ass~ssment. The co.llection and analysis of statistics is a 
acaence, the 6xang of demand as a matter of financial policy, the .. 

u 
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distribution of the assessrm:nt is an art; our procedure rc:c\l&ni..:s 
these distinctions: The settlement officer collects and analyses his 
material, then in the light of his knowledge of the settle'ment area, 
village by viUage and kwin by kwin; dedved personally on his tours 
of inspection and at second band through his assistants, he tests his 
assumptions and submits his recommendations. Government scru
tinizes the data for assumption and the conclusions drawn from them 
.nd after considering the recommendations of the settlement oJficer 
.t:xes the demand. For distribution it is possible to Jay do.vn prin
ciples but (except on matters of procedure) not rules; in distributing 
the assessment the c:·are and judgment of the settlement officer are 
aU important, and to obtain an equitable distribution it is essential 
that when making it he shall know exactly what he is doing. On the 
existing procedure be cannot know. this, on the procedure now 
proposed be can. · 

But the new procedure bas other advantages; while making the 
fullest use of the material available for scientific anal) sis it recognizes 
the limit of scientific method and makes no pretence that the assess
ment is calculated by arithmetic, nor does it encourage settlement 
officers . to invent devices to" comply with the fraction while still 
keeping the rates within the bounds of decency." It also provides 
a better training for assistant settlement officers, who will for the first 
time be ·given a .share of responsibility in the final process to which 
all settlement operations lead, the fixing of the assessment. It relieves 
settleme.nt offic.ers of a great burden of useless work in connection 
with the enquiries into cost of living, thathameda, agriculturai 
indebtedness, tenancy and land alienations, and such matters, while. 
providing for full enquiry into any which is of local importance, if 
the settlement officer has sufficient time and interest in it to obtain 
useful results.· It also lightens his work in connection with the com pita-· 
tion and tabulation of statistics. 

On the other band, the preparation of the record of rights and of 
the record of classification will entail extra work, and will undoubt
edly be found difficult. As regards the record of classification two 
-Dr three experiments may be required before a satisfact'Jry result is 
achieved. ln other provinces the classification of the soil according to 
its physical constitution and position bas been gradually evolved and 
we cannot expect immediate success in Burma. We have given our 
reasons for regarding the attempt as necessary and consider that in 
the long run it will prove an economy. · Our reasons for recommending 
the preparation of a record of rights are given below in Chapter XVI. 
We are of opinion that if a settlement officer is relieved of usel,ess 
work in the manner which we advocate, the preparation of these 
two records should not be found to 'render settlement more arduous 
nor more costly than at present. The proposals may appear to involve 
a radical change in the nature C?f settlement operation~. It must be 
admitted that, superficially regarded, they do. They treat settlement 
as a matter of facts and not of figures;. But the subordination of 
facts to figures; except perhaps daring the period covered by the first 
revision settlements of Lower Burma, bas always been largely a matter 
of form. Ia the words of Sit Ch~les C~osthw~i~e " the Settlem~~t 
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'E>f&cer erects his golden image in obedience to the rules laid down for 
him but he refuses to bow down to it.•" We have noticed how the reac-. 
tion against the arithmetical conception gathered force, until, in 1917, 
Mr. Arbuthnot developed a scheme for a new procedure. . That scheme 
we have built on, and our proposals represent therefore a development, 
logical, and sooner or later inevitable, of the orthodox principles of settle
m·ent in Burma. While retaining the tradition of numerous experiments,· 
wide spread enquiry and close a:.sociation with the cultivator, which 
have been the strength of Burma settlements, and restoring the flexibility_ 
of the former ~2.wer Burma system, we have recognized that the excep
tional period ofi87o to 1905 has 'definitely closed, and that· the time has 
come to devise a new procedure to meet the new conditions. 1n. fact the· 
procedure is not new. Its source may be discovered in the papers rela
ting to the first draft of the Directions for. Original Settlements· i[l> 
Lower Burma and the first draft of the Directions to Revision 
Settlement Officers. 

a. Review of the Report on the Settlement of Mandalay District, 1888a8g. 



CHAPTER XVI. 

THE LEGAL RECORD. 

182. The sketch given in Chapter VI of the developmefllfof the present 

The existing 
record. 

·register of occupation and of the manner in which 
it is prepared has shown that the attempt to 
make it serve a three-fold purpose as a fiscal, 

statistical and legal register has not been entirely successful, and. 
that the present Regi!>ter of Holdings no longer purports to be a. 

• Record of Rights -either in ·Upper or Lower Burma. The enquiry 
into tenures held at settlement was of -a summary description ; in 
Lower Burma it was simple and of little practical importance,·but 
in Upper Burma the--difficulty of ascertaining the facts necessary for 
arrivang at a decision, and the difficulty of applying them to an 
unsuitable definition of state land, often resulted in broad decisions on. 
general principles regarding large areas, without an attempt to ascertain 
individual rights in detail. Apart from the enquiry into teou·res there 
was a bare enquiry into the nature of the occupation, whether the 
occupant claimed as owner or ,mortgagee, but no investigation of 
the origin of his title. There was no attempt to record rights other
than the right to occupy for cultivation or to demarcate .or record 
public lands otherwise than as survey details. Again, in discussing 
the accuracy of the pres!:'nt registers, it is essential to remember that 
a very large proportion of the land, not in Lower Burma only but also 
in Upper ~urma, has been brought· on to the registers by the revenue 
surveyors during the currency of a settlement and in such cases the 
record has not ordinarily been scrutinized at all. In Myingyan the 
area registered as occupied at the summary. settlement was 8.a6,ooo 
acres and in l910-II it had grown to I·,I8g,423 acres. In Myaungmya 
the area in the register was 586,559 acres at the time of the second 
revision settlement in 1904-05 and 764,g6o acres at the third 
revision in 1918-19. · Thus the registration of at least one-third, 
possibly of more than half, the land in Lower Burma and of a consi
derable area:_ in Upper Burma has never been verified by a settle-
ment officer. · 

183. The accuracy of the registers is further prejudiCed by the 

D ( • precautions against improper changes. The sur--
e ects m muta- · I • d ff h · th tion procedure, . veyor as on y permatte to e ect a c ange an . e 

record of ownership on the report of the parties 
interested, or under the authority of a court; 'this precaution is also. 
~observed in regard to non-usufructuary mortgages. With usufruc
tuary mortgages however the surveyor records the particulars of o~cu
pation according to the statement of the mortgagee in possessaon. 
If the original entry is correct, the transfers effected by a 
registered document, and the transactions correctly· reported and 
bro~ght on to the register, the record serves as an accurate register-
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d title which becomes stronger with the lapse of time. Bot at every 
1>tage there is a chance of error. If a transfer which requires regis
tration is registered, no verbal report need be made and the mutation 
is effected on the registered deed. Bot if such a transfer is repotted .. 
the mutation is effected ·even although the transaction has not be_eo 
l'egistered. Many transactions are neither registered nor reported. 
In registered documents aud in the orders of civil and revenue 
courts the land is frequently insufficiently or inaccurately described.
-or described with reference to the map and register of a previous year 
so that identification bv the surveyor in the current register is difficult. 
There is often much delay both by courts and registration offices in 
communicating to the surveyors the particulars regarding transfers. 
In many cases, especially in Upper Burma, transfers which are registered 
as sales are. mortgages by verbal agreement, and for this and other 
cau5es a discrepancy is always· possib1e behveen the transaction 
reported to the surveyor and that described in the registered docu
ment. The Instructions require that effect shall be given to the 
Tegistered document, and that, if any difficulty arises, the superintendent 
of land records shall call upon the transferee to establish the interest 
of the trans1eror. Thu5, even where the original entry in the registers 
is correct, whenever a transfer takes place it may become inaccurate, or 
unsustainable at law, or both. It is alleged that the surveyor. not 
infrequently refuses to take cognizance of mutations reported to him 
because the parties refuse to" pay him a fee. On the other band there 
are numerous cases in which the survevor is aware of the true facts, and 
notes in the colu:nn provided for re'!larks the correct particulars which 
the rules forbid him to enter in the column regarding title. There 
is much conflict oi opinion regarding the accuracy of the Iegisters in 
~ower Burma and it· is a subject on which the members of this 
Committee hold divergent views. One view is that the proportion 
of errou<>ous entries regarding owot>rsbip in Lower Burma is very low, 
almost certainly less than 5 per cent. possiblY' much tower; the other 
view is that the proportion is much higher. The difference of opinion 
may be due to experience in different districts. In Upper Burma. 
however, although changes flTe much less numerous, the proportion of 
error is much h1gher, and in many villages the collection of revenue 
is only possible because the headman of his private knowledge can 
interpret the erroneous entries in the tax receipts. This however i11 
due less to defects in maintenance than t, the summary nature of the 
original enquiry at settle,nent. Both in Upper and Lower Burma if 
an entry has once become incorrect, it is a difficult matter to 
correct it. , . 

184. It is very doubtful how far officers of the Land Records Depart
ment are empowered to correct an erroneous entry in the registers 

. without the express consent of any party who would 
Th!! ftCOI'dil m be prejudicially affected by the alteration,· and there 

CIY COUrts. - h . as been some question as to the powers of 
-revenue officers in this respect. In 1901 it was definitely laid down 
-in Maung Ba and one t~ernu Maung Mo and one, 1 L.B.R. U4• 
that the civil court bad no jurisdiction to make a decree ordering 
mutations of names in revenue registers, as this was a matter to be 

• c-egulated eotireJy by rnenue officers. As the name entered in the 



register of occupation ordinarily purports to represent tile owner,. 
and the question of ownership is a matter for the civil courts. 
little is gained by a separate application for tile mutation of name, and 
in the event of a dispute 1!9 to the name which should be entered 
in the land records registers, the revenue officer~as a rule postpones 
action until the orders of the civil courts have been obtained. 
Formerly however it was the general practice for revenue. officers. 
to deal with disputes concerning the occupation of land in res
pect of which neither party bad acquired the status of a land 
bolder. It bas been held by the Chief Court of Lower Burma that the 
final decision in such cases lies with the civil court and in 1915 Land 

. Revenue Direction 2 was amended in accordance with this ruling. 
The direction now reads as follows :-'' The nature of the claim made 
must be considered in determining·whether a particular claim !!hould 
be beard by a Re,·enue Officer or a Civil Court. When a claim is 
made against Government either to establish a title in land cr to. 
occupy waste land, the claim should be dealt with on the re,·enue side. 
In other cases the applicant should be referred to the Civil Court!' 
This has sometimes been interpreted te mean that in the event of 
disputed claims to the insertion of a name in the assessment register!l • 

. the parties should be referred to the civil court, and bas · also been 
held'to debar the state from evicting either party even although the 
occupation may be objectionable. This interpretation may give rise 
to hardship e.ven when land has long been occupied. For ~xampre 
if a surveyor finds a man cultivating land inherited from his father 
and, as may very well happen without any dishonest intention at the 
time, enters his name as sole.owner in the register or holdings, co-heirs 
can only be entered at a later. date by the . express consent of the 
man first registered and after some years may find difficulty in 
enforcing their claim. Where new •land is taken up over large areas, 
there is wide scope for malpractice and mistakes. A dishonest 
surveyor may register the name of the wealthiest c:aiU:ant, over
looking the claims of the actual occupant, who may be required after 
a few years to defend his title in a civil court in thP. face of adverse 
entries in th~ register. ·The legal effect of the entries in the present 
registers is not free from doubt. It has beeo laid down in Maung 
Ya Gyaw vernts Ma Ngwt", 11, L.B.R. 56, t~at in the absence of 
evidence proving the contrary, it should be taken that the persons 
entered as holders-of land on a settlement map were in possession of 
it at the time of settlement, and_ also ''that, being in possessi"n it 
must be pre~umed under section 110 of the Evider:ce Act that a 
person entered as holder was the owner of the holding at the time.'' 
The matter has J>een further discussed in Mi Sa U and 4 t~e,.sus 
Nga Pyan, JI, U.B.R., 1904- o5 Ev. 3, and in Mi Se Baw and :t 
ve,.sus Mi Min Ya and 9, II, U.B.R., 1907-09. The present 
position appean to be that entries are admissible in evidence, 
but that their probative value must be decided by the court in each 
case. ft not infrequently happens that subordinate courts attach 
ftlore weight to entries in the land records registers than these deserve· 
and, even in the higher courts, the degree of weight appears. 
to the layman to vary in different cases. Where a subordinate of 
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the land records depart;n~nt, carelessiy or fraudulently,' )n 
contravention of the rules, ma~es or changes an entry in ~he register' 
of holdings, it would seem appropriate for the injured party first 
to petition the ~>uperintende.nt of land records or a revenue court for. 
the enforcement of the rules to enab!e him to go before the civil 
court with the additional streogth given by the entry ·of his name 
in the registc::rs. The introduction of a record of rights would prevent 
such cases arising, but pending the introduction of a record . it 
appears desirable that the direction which we have cited l>hould- be 
amended to make clear what we consider the intention of Govern
ment, namely, that revenue officers have power to alter entries in th~ 
l'egister of holdings, and to evict those who have not acquired a rig~ 
against Government when their occupation is objectionable. 

185: We have mentioned that the rer:ister prepared at settlement 

Th . f failed to afford adequate protection for public 
e protection o . h Th h 1 · • hi · · - public rights. ng ts. at per aps was a most mev1ta e 1n · 

Lower Burma when cultivation was. extending 
and the conditions were changing so rapidly as during the period of . 
original settlements. In most countries public rights are protected : 
by custom, but nowhere in Burma has custom been·strong enough to 
protect public interests against private· encroachments; in . the ' 
scattered hamlets of Lower Burma occupied by r.ecent immigrants .· 
custom as 2.0 influence protecting the community did not exist. The 
need for preserving residential areas was recognized by Captain .: 
Fitzroy and by the Revenue Committee of 1873 and pro\'ision was ' 
made in the various sets of rules which they drew up. Provision 
was also made in the draft DirectioBs of 1879, but. those. recog
nized, as the fonr.er rules had not, that. the question presented 
practical difficulties and, on this ground, the Directious as finally 
issued in the following year permitted the postponement of demar
cation until after survey. It does not appear that any village sites· 
were actually demarcated under these Directions. Over the large· ' 
area o( new land b~ought on to the register by surveyors, there has 
been no systematic attempt to provide village sites. In not _a fe.,.. · · 
cases where cultivators ha'Ve established a village the:r. have been , 
evicted by a non·resident land owner who has acquired the village 
site by paying land revenue on it as cultivated land. Again, where 
cultivators are dependent for rice cultivation on a tauk, they are' liable 
to interference with their water supply by the t!ncroachment o£ 
cultivation on the tank bed. Many difficulties are involved in con;. 
uection with such public rights which have not yet been faced. 
Here again it must be remembered that. even if the settlement officer 
had faced and disposed of them· at the time of the original settle
ments in Lower Burma, there would still remaia the large tracts of' ; 
coualry in which the operations of settlement have b~ed confined · 
solely to assessment. 

ltl6. It seems clear therefore not Oldy that, as is admitted, the-
present register of holdings must be regarded. 

The case ~or a record solely as a fiscal and statistical register, but tbilt 
• or ngh~. great diffi~ulties will be encount~red in attempt-. 
aog to compile a record of nghts. Perhaps the chtef argument for· 
undertaking this is that, so long as there is a registration of ownership . -
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and occupation so elaborate as the present .register, it must and will, 
~n ,:ommoo sense, despite all disclaimers, be treated generally as a 
record of rights. That, even by Government, the present register is 
not in fact treated s~lely as a fiscal and statistical register is shown by 
the elaborate provisions relating to mutations ; in· the subordinate civil 
courts it is often accorded weight 11·hich could only attach to a 
record of rights intentionally 'prepared and maintained as such; and 
among cultivators generally it is accepted as a record of rights. It 
must be recognized that it has, and on the whole deserves, a degree 
of credit, to which Government has contributed by purp()l'ting in the 
Srst instance both in Upper and Lower Burma to prepare a record of 
sights •. · and still indirectly in many ways_supports. Again, it has 
repeatedly been proved that the protection of public rights cannot 
rafely be left to private initiative unle3s custom is strengthened by a 
record and supplemented by positive law. Thus the present register 
hils as a record of rights because it has come to be regarded by 
t.iovernment as main1y fiscal and statistical : it fails as an assessment 
register because it was originally designed as a record of rights and 
"itill betrays the original intention. To treat it solely as an assess
'llent register without devising some new form _of record is not a 
practical solution because the large body of cultivators will continue 

. to regard it as a record of rights. There are two alternatives ; one is 
~ to convert the present register into an assessment register and at the 

same time to introduce some machinery which would take its place in 
general estimation as a means of proving title, the other is to build 
on the present rt>gister an adequate record of rights. 

187. It has been suggested that the present register might be sup-
T . plemented by legislation on the lines of the 

isn~es!bsti~~~~:': Torren~ system in force in Australi3. .• we can-
record of rights. -not cla1m to have made a·close study of th1s system, 

_ bat we have read the discussions which took place 
when the proposal to introduce it in Burma was recently circulated 
for criticism. The system, as we understand it, is one of voluntary 
registration with a view to obtaining a clear title. Anyone may apply 
for a certificate that he has a clear title to certain land. After 
publication and such enquiries as may seem necessary to safeguard 
all interests which might possibly be afl_ected, the applicant if he is 
found entitled to the land, receh·es a certificate that he is the owner. 
When a certificate has once been issued the person whose name 
appears in it is the owner of that land beyond possibility of question 
be holds a clear title. U a man buys the land without obtaining the 
certificate and ensuring that his name is duly entered therein, he maybe 
dispossessed at law by anyone whose name appears in the certificate. 
If there are.t"·o heirs to certain property and the name of only one is 
entered in the certificate, the other has no longer any claim to tbe 
land and has no remedy except a suit for damages. The certificate, 
and all transactions affecting it, are registered by a procedure similar 
lo that employed in registering documents in Burma. The distinction 
is that instead or a registration of deeds there is a registration of title. 
Something of this nature seems to have been contemplated in the 
section of the Lower Burma Land and Revenue Act of 1876 relating 
to certificates regarding the status of a land holder. A similar 



-procedure might at one time ha,-e developed out of the potta syste~,
when the man who held the potta was regarded by many a~ neces- .. 
·sarily the owner of the land covered by it. It is understood that . 
-registration of title on a very similar principle has been successful iD 
the Federated Malay States. There would however seem likely to be 
much difficulty in introducing it on the basis of the present register 
()( holdings. (n any case this expedient does not obviate the 
difficulties now arising from the defective record of public rights. 
The fir~t step therefore seems to be the introduction of an adequate 
Tecord. It might be expedient to supplement this by some system of 
voluntary or compulsory registration of title~ but that question does 
·not call for immediate solution. The difficulties of preparing a record. 
may be great but they have been faced everywhere in India, except in 
Madras, and. we consider it fully time that a cO£rect record of .rights 
-should be undertaken in Burma. · 

188. The Record of Rights in India ordinarily comprises both
Private and Pu~lic Rights; the former are, 

• The ~ord . of recorded individually and the latter for the village-
r~gh~ !" . India; a.s a whole. This record serves as a basis for 
{4) Compll&tlon. · . h 1 t d t · · a1· · t t e annua assessmen an s at1stlc reg1s ers. 
The most complete record is that prepared in the Punjab. The more 
~mportant doc.uments are:- · 

(i) the ]amabandi or Register of the holdings of the owners 
··and tenants showing the field numbers, the revenue due from each 

-owner and the rent payable by each tenant; · 
(ii) the Shajra Nash or Genealogical Tree of each owner for at· 

at least three generations. At re-settlement each entry is traced 
back to the ancestors of the existing owners who were alive at the -
previous settlement; · 

(iii) a Statement of Rights in wells and other sources of irriga-
tion; . 

(iv) a Statement of Village Customs showing Rigl:tts and 
liabilities. This includes a record of all land used for public purposes 
including village sites, roads and rights of way. · If a path has no 
distinct limit it is taken as three karams {about 16 feet) wide. · If a 
righ~ of way shifts from year to year, a note is made regarding each 
'field crossed : 

{v) a list of Revenue Assignments, 
{vi) a Village Map, on which village sites and roads are 

-distinctively coloured. 
Duri1ag the settlrment operation the patwari or village 

-surveyor prepares for t'ach separate occupancy, corresponding to the 
Burma holding, a khatau~ai slip or extract from the previous register 
showing the holding number, owner, mortgagee and tenant corrected 

. up to date. Copies are distributed to owners, mortgagees and 
tenants and all the entries are .attested first by the field kanungo 

_ .ilcYeQile.jns.oectorl and then bv the oaib tahsildar ldeoutv mvoAk\. . '-

P•t' 17 5 (J all liM) .-ca,cel "the Assistant Settlement Officer •• 
and udJJ1ilut1 11 an Assistant Collector (Settlement).'' - , .. ,·.~~ ~\\ ... ~ '--....._\\\ ... ~). 



patwari also prepares revised statements or irrigation rights and or 
"Village customs. The settlement officer is not required personally 
to verify the accuracy of the individual record of private rights ; 
this is completed by the final attestation of the assistant settlement 
officer, but be is responsible that the work is properly carried out. 
Settlement officers are particularly enjoined to bear in mind that the 
record work is of even more importance to the welfare of the people 
than the assessment, and that its accuracy should not be sacrificed to 
the convenience of their assessment work. When the jamabandi has 
been passed by the settlement officer and included with the other 
necessary documents, the record of rights becomes . presumptive • 

·evidence of the circumstance• which it records. . 
In the Central Provinces the procedure in compiling the record 

of rights is essentially the same as in the Punjab; it is explained in the 
note on the revenue system given in the Appendix and it is sufficient 
tq mention here that the entries, unless challenged within one year, 
become conc.1usive proof regarding certain matters of public interest, 
and presumptive evidence regarding the remainder of the contents • 
. ' The Bombay record differs in its comparative si~nplicity. The 
starting point is the Register of Lands, re-written after every settle
ment. This register of lands shows for each survey number the 
tenure, assessment classification by main kinds, Wdter share, public 
rights and easements, particulars of any alteration in the area during 
the course of settlement, the authority for the change and the assess
ment after the change. This is distinct from the Record of Rights 
which is prepared quinquennially and shows the occupant of ~ach 
subdivision of the survey number with the revenue due from him, 
the nature and origin o.f his tide; any other rights and enl.-qmbrances 
with the names of right holders and encumbrancers, and references to 
the ·number in the mutation register showing transactions affecting 
the land. One feature of special interest is that the record was. 
not in th~ first instance prepared by the settlement · officer nor at 
resettlement is he concerned in any way with revising it. 

· In Madras. there is. n·o record of rights but a permanent register, 
the Diglott, is prepared at settlement. This contains much the same 
particulars as the- Bombay Land Register and also until recefitly ~ 
~bowed t~e names of all persons -.·ho, in virtue of th_eir title 
whatever its nature, were in actual enjoyment of the- land. It 
ba5 lately been decided to omit all names from the diglott register and 
these are now shown against each holding only in the adangal or 
annual assessment roll. The revision of the adangal to bring it into 
accordance with actual enjoyment, together with the remeasurement 
of land necessary to make it accurate, is a laborious task which
receives minute attention at every resettlement in Madras. 

In all provinces except the Central Provinces, no changes can be 
made in the Record of Rights unless they have 

(b) Maintenance. been brought on to the Registf'r of Mutations 
. and attested by t~e competent authority in the 

manner explained below. In Berar, the copy of the record with the 
patwari is at once correctea in the light of the entri~s in the 
rftutatioli register but not the copy in the taluk (township) office. 
The record is rewritten every five years or oftener if necessary. The 
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-fair copy remains with tlie patwari, and .the old. conges~ecl; co.py goes: 
to the taluk office. In Bombay, the record 1s. tewrttten, m other
words the changes shown in the mutation register. are incorporated 
in it e~erv five years. It is only in the Central Provinces tha~ the 
whole record is rewritten annually. This was attempted in th~ Punjab
but the attempt was abandoned after a long experiment and the· 
jamabandi is rewritten once in every four years, one .quarte~ Of the-
villages being dealt with annually. _ .. 

In the Central Provinces, however, the entries in the annual 
register do not carry the same weight as entrie iri the original record,... 
and do not constitute presumptive evidence. ln Berar, on the other 
hand, the new entries in the record and in the Punjab and Bombay 
the quadrennial or quinquennial edition of it, as well as attested 
entries in the mutation register, have the same value in· evidence. 
as the original records. In the Punjab the expediency of this.. 
policy has bee? ~uch questioned, and some. officers have bel~ th~t,. 
although the OtJgtnal and supplementary record have equal ·weight m 
law, the different conditions under which the two records are prepared·_ 
give the original record much greater weight in fact. . . · . 

In the Central Provinces a ''Register of Proprietary Mutations,. 
is maintained in the tahsil or township office in whi<:b changes iri· 
pro(Jrietary rights, i.e,, the rights of zamindars, are recorded as they· 
occur. For -changes in occupancy there is no mutation register; the 
village surveyor annually prepares a new field bo.ok or khasrain which, 
he enters the names of all persons cultivating or occupying land and. 
the right in which it is held, a new jam;~bandi or list of persons cultivat-· 
ing or occupying land in the village and a new field map of the village.,. 
unless directions to the contrary have been issued by the Financial. 
Commissioner. He receives no reports from the civil courts or the· 
registration department and is not expected to register legal rights 
nor are occupants of land required under penalty to notify changes. 
The surveyor is expected to record the facts as he finds them existing 
on the ground, as evidenced by occupation and the admission of the 
parties. In ryotwari areas however ryots are. required to notify the 
tabsildar of any survey number newly occupied or relinquishtd. · _ • 

In the Puniab mutations must be reported under penalty by the: 
parties interested and are publ.icly notified in the village before effect 

_ is given to them. Whenever any change takes ·place, the particulars. 
relating to the holding prior to the change are entered in the register 
of mutations and followed by those which it is proposed to substitute, . 
with a reference to the number and date of any document of transfer,_ 
and the price of land sold or the amount of the debt for. land mort
gaged •. The e~tries are made by the surveyor but all must be attested, 
by ~ na1b tahs1l_dar (depu~y myook) before they take effect, except: 
~ndtsputed -:ntnes regardmg tenants at will. The re~ister is prepared 
an counterf01l ; the orders are entered in full in one foil which is sent 
to the township office and in brief on the other foil which is kept by
t~e surveyor. The attest.ing officer is required to take special precau .. 
tu~ns that_ no o~der affecung the share . of any landholder is passed:: 
"".•tb~ut bas hav111g an apportunity to appear. Every year in most 
dtstncts on~ or hl'O extra oaib tahsildars have to be appointed . to 
carry out this work. Besides these mutations affecting rights • " . . ' ...... ,. 



:osalea and partitions which may or may not affect the survey, there 
are mutations, such as a change of classification from well irrigated to 
-dry land (chahi to barani), which affect the survey without affecting 
rights. These are annually disting~ished in the Harvest Inspection 
.Book· (Field Register of Crops) by a red cross. 

Every fourth year when the record of rights is revised the attested 
'lllutations recorded in the foils sent to the township office are incorpo
"Tated in the new jamabandi to which they are attached. At the same 
'time a list of the fields marked with a red cross in the harvest inspec
·tion book is compiled by the revenu_e inspector and sent to the 
·surveyor. At the quadrennial revision revised copies of the genealo
gical tree, the iamabandi and the register of assignments are prepared. 
Effect is gi-ven to all the mutations attested since the preceding 
j:\mabandi and the names of tenants at will, which are not entered in 
the mutation register, are copied from the latest harvest inspection 
book. All the entries are attested on the spot by the revenue 
inspector and 25 per cent. are reattested by the tahsil Jar or naib-
:ta~sildar. · · 

· In Bombay the procedure in regard to mutations resembles that 
in the Punjab·. Mutations by registered deed and decrees of civil 

·courts are communicated to the village surveyor, and parties interested 
in a transaction are required under penalty to report the matter. The 
·surveyor is required however to ascertain all changes in possession and 
to keep the register of mutations ~p to date on the basis of posst-ssion, 
·including unreported transactions. All mutations should be publicly 
notified in the village but difficulty has been experienced in giving 

-effect to the orders on this point. .\ny mutation has to be attested by 
the circle inspector and there is a supplementary register for a 
~limmary record of disputes and the· orders passed. The attested 
entries are incorporated in the next quinquennial edition of the record 
-ofrights, and. in practice a tendency has been found to let the registra
tion slide until the time comes for preparing a new record. Under 
a new system, known from its originator as the " Maxwell" system, 
"the record of rights will be kept up to date by an index and will not 
OTequire to be re-written every fifth year. Experiments on these lines 
have been successful and the orders of Government for the introduction 
of the system are now awaited. The maintenance of the record in 
'Berar is similar to that in Bombay and does not require 1:1pecial notice 
In Madras the procedure for keeping the assessment register (adangal) 

. •up to date resembles the procedure elsewhere for maintaining the 
'l'ecord. In the Punjab fees are charged on mutations. The charge 
·varies according as the mutation is made under a decree or registered 
document, or is due to partition, or to inheritance, or under an 
ounregistered document. Mutations due to inheritance are charged 
on the total value of the land inherited; the remaining charges are on 
the h.oldiog. The lowut fee is two annas per holding which is the 

·charge for a mutation effected py registered document on a holding 
>that pays revenue not exceeding R•. 5· The surveyor receives the 
-whole fee in certain cases and two-fifths of the fee. in others. In 
Bombay the surveyors collect a fee of one rupee for measuring a 

_:Subdivision, but the ~oney is,paid into the treasurJ. 



- 189. Thus everywhere in India, except in Madras, the preparation
and maintenance of a record of rights has been found practicable .. ln. 

Special difficultits 
in Burma. 

Bombay it was introduced in the face- of much. 
opposition from experienced revenue officers. · 
The system in its .present form has not bee~ 

in operation long enough for a final estimate of its results and, 
admittedly, difficulties have been encountered, especially in• 
connection· with the quin~uennial revision. But thes~ are. being 
removed, and the record, which appears ·tQ have gained general: 
approval, is said to have materially reduced the volqme of litigation. 
In the Punjab also there are doubts whether the revision of the: 
record between settleme'hts is entirely ntisfactory, and the 
desirability of greater attention on the part of district officers to 'the
accurate maintenance of the record finds expression in annual reports .. 
In the Central Provinces, although difficulty is experienced in ensuring. 
a high standard of work in the annual revision, it is claimed that 
the record is m1intained with remarkable accuracy Over India as a. 
whole there appears to be no doubt that the record of rights has con
ferred great benefits on the land owning community and has been found 
a useful instrument in revenue administration. In Madras there appears .. 
to be a growing body of opinion that the introduction of a record of. 
rights would not only be useful but is inevitable, and experiments 
on this directions are now being made. One lesson in particular can. 
be learned from Madras, that if a record is to be introduced in.. 
Burma, the sooner this is done, before the subdivision of holdings has
become excessive, the easier it will be. It wiUbe difficult enough · 
already in districts such as Prome and Kyauksc! ·where holdings are 
minute, but in the rice plains of the delta, where holdings are large 
and the conditions of occupancy are simple, the task, althougiL 
complicated by the large proportion ~f non:resident land owners, will 
still in many respects be comparatively easy. There are however 
special features which require consideration. The work of annual. 
assessment is much heavier in Burma with a system of fluctuating. 
assessments than in India with fixed assessments, while the staff is
very much smaller. Again, Burma is a ryotwari province and the
Punjab and the Central Provinces are zamindari, where the unit is not 
the individual but the estate. More important still is the unstable..: 
character of the agricultural economy. .ls shown in Chapter XXIV 
there is no room for doubt that the annual volume of land alienation. 
in Burma is much larger than can be found in India generallyt
certainly much larger than in Bombay and Berar, the only ryotwari 
provinces with a record of rights, and the proportion of annually
changing tenancies is much larger still. It does not follow therefore· 
that a system which bas worked well in India will give equal satis· 
faction here. The land records staff however does at present maintaia. 
an annual register of holdings and an annual assessment register. It 
does not seem that the introduction of a record should necessarily
increase the work of the department; on the contrary it seems possible
to reduce it; arguments against the introduction of a record on the 
ground that there is a larger staff and less work in India lose their
force if it can be demonstrated that the · work occasioned by the-
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. introduction of a rt"cord of rights will not increase apd may reduce the 
work now performed, and we regard this as possible. Indian experience 

-shows that a record of righta while not necessarily diminishing litiga
tion yet alters its character. Its effect is to raise a presumption 
against a suitor whose name is not in the record and to throw oo him 
·in the first instance the burden of proving a title. Economically, a 
record of rights enables a landowner to borrow money more easaly 
and on better terms, since the lender is a-;sured by it of the borrower'• 
title; si:nilarly by the greater confidence in title which it engenders~ 
it raises the sale value c£ land. Moreover, the introduction of a 
record of rights is a step in the direction of substituting registration 
of title for registration of deeds, a reform ~t which most countries are 
aiming. Statistically, likewise, the record should provide more 

·-accurate figures than the present fiscal register. We find therefore 
·that _the existing arrangements for registering occupancy are 
defective, and that a record of rights would not only tend to remedy 

·these defects but would have merits of its own. We recommend 
.accordingly that the compilation,of a record of rights be undertaken. 

· Jgo. One feature of the record in India deserves special notice. 
T"tl d · . In references to the introduction of a record 

1 .e an possessaon. · of rights for Burma. it has generally been 
.. assumed that such a record would be based on title, and would thus 
.approximate to the system mentioned above as obtaining in the Malay 
States. In India, the record is not a record of title but a record of 
;possession. There is in fact a striking contrast in this respect 
between the Burma Register and the Indian Record. Speaking 
generally, and subject to qualifications, in India the original entry in 

·the register depends on title, and maintenance on the fact of posses
sion ; in Burma the original entry depends on the fact of possession, 

. and maintenance on title. It is true that in India the first entry 
~oes represent possession, but there. is a more or less elaborate 
~nquiry to ensure that no one ~ntitled to be regarded as in possession 
is overlooked ; no similar enquiry has been prescribed in Burma, lt 

.is true also that in' Burma the maintenance does ordinarily follow 
possession, but, in many cases, the surveyor is debarred by the rule-s 
from bringing the register into accordance with the facts. lnindia 

-changes in the record can be readily effected, but are made publicly 
and are carefully investigated; in Burma the procedure is more rigid, 
but little supervised. We "are of opinion that the procedure now 
adopted in Bu.rma should be modified and brought into accordance 

'-with the practice in India~ 
0 igr.' In India the compilation and revision or attestation of the 

· record of rights ordinarily forms part of the 
The codpta_ti~n of settlement operations. In Bombay however, as 
a recor 0 rag ts. already explained, the record was introduced 

independently of settlement, and it .is . not attested or revised at re
settlement. If a record is only introduced in Burma during settlement 

·operations, some districts will have to wait for over twenty years. It 
would therefore seem necessary to make special arrangements for the 

-.iecord to be introduced by the land records staff of each district, 
~~I.'P!eme~te~ so far ~ · m~~ be fo~~ n~~sary by a sp~ial std. · 
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The first experiment however should be .made at settlement under the 
direction of the settlement officer. J -

In compiling the record two precautions are essential ; firstly 
that as regards every parcel ol land it should represent the facts as 
stated by the actual cultivator, or by. the person whom the actual 
cultivator admits to be the owner or mortgagee in pos~ession, and 
secondly that it should maintain continuity with the register of 
holdings which now exists. The statement of the occupaut and _the 
11tatement in the reaister of holdings may conflict and the procedure · 
must therefore pr;vide a summary method of dealing ~ith such 
cases. It must also provide for the record of claims which are dis-
allowed. . 

192. The first step of the enquiry re . .,:arding any parcel of. fand 
. should be to ascertain th~ person who Is actually 

The_ new r~ord of· cultivating the land during the year of enquiry, tq 
pnvate rt~hts. identify the land by its local name_i£ any, and to 

.as~ertain whe• her the cultivator claims to occupy the land as owner, or 
mortgagee with possession, or only as an agent"or. as tenant. The next 
step is to identify the land in the current register. and to record a 
brief abstract of the information given there. The third· step is to 
record the statement of the owner or mortgagee with possession as to 
the manner in which he came into possession, and also the tenor~ by 
which he holds. The fourth step is to recC?rd any encumbrances 
admitted by the occupant, for example, the owner's right of redemp
tion in the case of land occupied by a mortgagee with possession, 
or the interest of a non-usufructuary mortgagee in land ·mortgaged· 
without possession. · · 

The clerk charged \\•itb the preparation of the record of. rights 
will enter the foregoing particulars, obtain the signa..ture of the partie!' 
.and note the existence of any dispute. A detail which calls for notice 
is the matter of recording rights in trees. This is of great· practical 
importance in ;some districts where .palm trees are numerous' and 
-()ften belong to people othe.r than the owner of the land on which. 
they stand. Although a complete record of rights is clearly desirable, 
we doubt how far it will be possible to prepare a record of rights in 
trees. If this is found impossible it would appear sufficient in such 
cases, when making an entry in the record, to count the trees standing 
on the land which do not belong to the owner of the land, and to 
record a note to the effect that so many palm trees belong to someone 
else. The Record Inspector will then verify all the entries, paying 
particular attention to all disputes and to any discrepancy between 
the information given in the current register 'of holdings and the state-. 
ment of the occupant. The Record Officer, who will be an Assistant 
Settlement Officer, or, if the record is prepared at some other time 
than settlement, an officer of equal standing, will then veri(y all 
disputes and discrepancies, and not less than 25 per cent. of ~11 the 
entries ; be will also make such lurther enquiry as may be necessary 
to ensure that the record of tenure is accurate. Record officers will 

- be responsible that every person entered io the current laud records 
cegi11ter as iotere$led in the land receives adequate notice -of the date 
~,. wJW:b tbc Record L"lerk will compile ~he· rec:«)rd, of t~e d~ -~!'_ 
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• 
which it will be inspected by the Record Inspector and the date
on which it will be verified by the Record Officer. Notices wil~ 
also be published for general information. · 

193· In addition to the record of private rights of occupation, the
.....-record clerk will also prepare two supplementary-

The t;j." ~ec~ of records. One is a Record of Rights of User for 
pu •c r•g those rights . which should be recorded under 

section 24 (a), Upper Burma Land and Revenue Regulation, and para
graph 54 of the Settlement Instructions, such as rights of grazing or· 
collecting firewood OJ,' other produce on land not occupied for cultiva· 
tion; one similar claim of much practical importance is the claim to
protect against encroachment- areas required for the flow of water- to 
irrigation tanks. The other eupplementary record is a record of 
public rights relating to common interests in public lands, such as. 
the village site and upaltl or precincts, village tanks and catchment 
areas, roads, cattle paths and foot- paths, rights of way, etc. The
record clerk should carefully ascertain and record all claims of this
nature. The settlement officer will pass orders on them and have 
public lands demarcated so far as possible ; private claims would only 
be den~arcated at the expense of those interested. The entries in the· 
record will then be presumptive evidence of the facts which they set 

. forth and surveyors should be forbidden to assess such land without 
express orders. Demarcation should be possible in the case of village 
precincts, and the catchment areas of private irrigation tanks and 
public drinking tanks; but cattle paths and foot paths cannot easily 
be demarcated and rights of way cannot be demarcated at all. They 
should however be placed on record. As regards the boundaries of 

-lands over which public rights are claimed, the headmen and two or 
three elders of the village should be required to certify at the foot of 
the record that they have pointed out the correct boundaries to the· 
record clerk who would delinel.lte them on the map after'demarcation .. 
The record of these rights will be prepared so far as possible iq the 
same manner as the record of private rights of occupation. The 
record officer should combine all the above information in a Village· 
Note Book embodying the principal beads of information now 
given in the following Settlement Field Forms;._ 

, · A. Agricultural Notes 
B. Retail Prices {for market towns only). 
C •. Village Customs. 
D. Village Requirements. 
E. Irrigation Works. ., 

With regard to· village customs and customs regarding the distri• 
bution of water from irrigation works, no custom should ever be
recorded without an example of an instance on which it has been 
applied in actual practice. The Village· Note Book would contain 
some of the information now required for the Village Sanitary Record. 

. The latter is rarely maintained aqd it deseTves consideration whether
. the existence ~~ a separate record for sanitation is of any practical 
use. In the Village Note ;Book :should be entered copies of any 
documents touching on ~illage history and notes of any enquiries made-

--into economic conditions, e.t., the transfer of land, debt or tenancy •. 
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Remarks on agriculture and. retail prices would only be required at. 
settlement. . . . 

194. The Record of Rights will be kept up to date by a Record of 
The maintenance of the Mutations compile~ !n the township office. ~ 

record· by an asse~sment The decreet? of ctvtl cour~s, the: orders of 
register and mutation revenue courts. and registration of documents 
reliister. will all be reporte.d in much the same manner 
as at present to the township officer or to a. special record officer 

. where such an appointment is found necessary. But provision ~a~. 
to be made for cases where transactions are not brought ·to notice 
by the parties. · The question is· complicated, but to some extent 
the solution is facilitated, by the necessity for preparing an annual 
'register of a,ssessments. If the assessment register is made dependent 
on the record of rights, the accuracy of the individual assessments 
must _depend ultimately on the co~operation of the people in keeping 
the record up to date. _It w.ould seem possible to .ensure their 
co-operation in a much greater degree than at present, but it still 
remains necessary to provide for cases where the p~rsori liable for 
revenue is not the person registered as occupant in the record. of 
rights. The assessment register must be prepar~d annually, or even 
seasonally, and represent so far as possible the facts as they stand 
at the time. There is no r_eason on the other hand to recopy the 
record of rights annually; in fact every copy introduces possibilities 
of error, and it is better to leave the record so far as possible fn its 
original condition. We recommend therefore that the surveyor shalt · 
prepare annually an asse1:>sment register in which he will enter 
provisionally for each holding the names of persons appearing in the 
record of rights as occupant or encumbrancer. The surveyor will be· 
responsible for correcting these entries in accor-dance with the actual -
facts as he finds them in the field. Village headmen should be, 
required to bring to the notice of the surveyor the death of any land- ;. 
owner. Where the surveyor finds an occupancy or encumbrance 
differing from that shown in the provisional entries in his assessment 
register, he will correct the entries in the register and enter the details 
of the mutation in a mutation register. At the end of the· assess-. 
ment season, be will forward bis mutation register to the township 
office where the mutations will be verified and attested. In the 
following recess, the surveyor "'ill prepare his ass~ssment register 
for the following year, incorporating only the attested mutations 
Thus the surveyor will be responsible for making correct assessment; 
and for reporting mutations not otherwise brought to notice. His· · 
duty is confined solely to recording the facts as· be finds them, he. 
has no voice in the question of rights i if a claim is .preferred to
the insertion of a name in the record of rights he has no power at all 
of adjudicating on the claim, but if the claimant appears liable for 
assessment be "'ill enter the claim in his mutation register and in thiS 
manner submit it for orders. · 
. 195· The foregoing proce~ui'e would only be ~ecessary where the 
. Mutation procedure. mutation had not otherwtse come·to notice. 

If a mutation is reported by the registratioa 
department it will be verified by the record officer and- then entered 
in the record of mutations in the township office. A report by the:. 

13 



suneyor iq his register of mutations would be treated sil,nilarly to a 
report from a registration office. The same procedure would a,Jso be 
adopted, on the receipt of .a civil court decree or of orders from a 

-rev~nue ~ourt ... Th~ township officer (or record officer) would summon 
the ~arlles, hav~ the la~d verified if necessary by a revenue survfyor, \ 
and, 1f the parties adm1tted the transfer and all was in order he 
would record the fact' of admission and effect the mutation. tn' the 
eve.~t of a

1
dispute, be would. open Mutation Dispute Proceedings and_ 

p~ss orders.
1 
Su~h ptoceedmgs should be of a su~rnary nature, with 

a.very brief record of evidence and the reasons for his decision. The 
partY, .who was refused registration would be referred to a civil court. 

. 196. Any att~mpt to maintain a record of rights depend:1 ultimately 
· . . - , . on the active co-op_eration of the peoplt:; they 
Measun!S for promotmg must reco<mize the advantages so clearly that 

tile.· accuracy of the- 'th 0 t f f h · · record _ - ey repor trans ers o l e1r own motion • 
• • • ~ <. ,., •• _We. are or opini~n that, as in India, a legal 

ptesumphon should attach to entries in the tecord; as laid down in 
s&tion' 44 of the Punjab Land Revenue Act, every entry should be 
"j>resthned to be true until the contrary is proved, or a new entry is 
lawfull~ · substituted therefor," In the Central Provinces, entries in 
tb.e '~«;cord dealing "ith cer~in matters, mostly of public interest 
bbbome conclusive proof if not challenged in the civil courts within 
one 'vear. We do not regard this provision as suitable to Burma and. 
iri the ~rst instance,. would aUow no greater weight to entries relating 
to public rights t,han to those recording private rights. We consider 
t~at it 'should be made compulsory to attach to all plaints in civil 
suits' ·concerning land· a certified copy of the record relevant to the 
hi.nd hi ·dispute together with a certified extract from the relevant 
supplementary suryey' map: A provision on the lines of section 135H . 
of the Bompay ·Land Revenue Code, Act V of 1879, as amended. by. 
Act IV" o~ · 19i3 ·will be s_uitable. We regard with approval the ~ 
s~gge~ti.~,n. th~t, p1~n~ ~hou1~ depict hol~in~s adjacent to. tha~ ~n 
quest1on suffictently to 1denhfy the. area m dtspute. At present 1t IS 

required ,unaer :Section I~,_- of, the. Re'gistration Act that a document. 
presented for' registration shal\ contain a de~tion of the property 
sufficient for it to be identified. We are of opinion that no document 

· r~l~.ting to th'e transfer of .. land, should be accepted for registration. 
uSle.ss it ·contains a description of the land as it stands in the 
r~cord. ::at the 'time, a~d · w?ulq 'like the feasibility of requiring: the 
parties' to attach certtfied extrl!-cts from the record to be exammed., 
Wt would not, b6weve~~"require that a map should be attached, as 
tfier~ are practical diffi(;'ulties)n filing maps in the register. It is also 
of, practical importance ~hat Government should l!lbstain so far as 
p'ossible from recogniziri~ claims to land in any otber form than the 
entry in the record. In Bombay this p~inciple is carried so far that 
the receipt for 'land revenue contains no reference to the land for 

· "'hich the revenue is paid. Where the assessment varies fx:om ye;lr 
t~ yea'! a~ it ?oes in Burma, we consider that the assessee is entitled 
tO' a· detiuled account; "e are unable therefore to recommend the 
Bombay 'practice for adoption _in this province. It would seem useful 
hpwev~r to endor~~· on th~ ta~-.ti~ket :a ~onsp~~uo~~ notice tq the .~ff~t 
t~at th~.- entry or_a name therein_ carnes w1th 1t no presumption of 
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title which is given· only by an 'entry in the record of .rights~ ·These 
provisions would encourage landowners to assist in maintaining aa 
accurate record. We provide also for an annual chec~ of the.rec~rd 
during the assessment season and for the sxstematic disp~sal of 
mutations. It would,tbus become possible to msist more' rigorously 
than at present on the obligation to report transfers. Parties are 
now liable at the discretion of the Deputy Commissioner to a penalty 
<>f fine which may extend to five times the annual land revenue, with 
a limit of ~s. so in Upper Burma. We do not ;1ttach great value to 
penal provisions of t,his nature but in exceptional casf!S they ar~ 
usdul, and we consider that parties to a transfer who fail to report 
should be made liable to a fine not exceeding l<s. so at the discretion 
<>f the record officer. 

197. The .registers in Burma cannot be so simple as in ;India 
because they must provide for the annual flue

Principles for construe> tuating assessment. Under . every system 
Hng forms of registe~s. however it i; necessary to provide_:-. . -

(111) for maintaining the record of rights, 
{h) for the annual register of assessments, 
(c) for the collection of annual statistics, of which some are 

collected by holdings. e.g. tenancies, ,and some by fields, 
e.g. crops. 

The particulars entered in the record of rights are quasi-permanent; it 
is unnecessary to re-cepy the whole record annually and is sufficient 
to record changes. All that is required for. maintaining the record 
of rights is a register of mutations. 

The assessment register must he prepared annually or by some 
means brought up to date annually.for a whole kwin. There must 
therefore be at least one register providing for annual changes in 
every holding. . · 

.. With regard to annual statistics, e.g. tenancies, which can be dealt 
with by holdings, it would seem convenient to include them in the 
assessment register, but the substance of the· annual assessment roll 
should be communicated in some ·form or other to the headman and 
this may render it preferable to include such statistics in the · field 
register. · · 
Annual statistics by fields require a separate register Df fields. 
The surveyor must therefore compile:- · · . 

(i) a Field. Register ; 
(ii) an Assessment Register; and 

(iii) a Register of Mutations. 

Tenancy s~atistics· :would be ~ncluded in the field register or the 
assessment regtster whtchever was found more convenient. We have 
examine~ the working of the present registers and of those proposed 
as substitutes by Mr. Lowry when Settlement Commissioner aod now 
in u~e i~ T~ar~awaddy and ~~m~thin. T~ese will require some 
modtficat&on af our recommendations for the mtroductioo of a· record 
-of rights and Jl?lding settlements are a:ccepted. The suitability of a 
Gew form of regaster can only be determu~d after a th~rou'h practical 
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test and we are of opinion· that the difference between agricultural 
conditions in Upper and Lower Burma is such as to preclude uniformity 
in the register• without sacri6cing other considerations of greater 
practical importance. Jn order however to illustrate in greater detail 
the procedure outlined abo~e we have drafted forms for the Record 
of Rights, Assessment Register and Mutation Register. These are 
based on the new forma of registers designed by Mr. Lowry which they 
adapt to the change in procedure that a record of rights _would 
iavolve. The forms ·are given in an appendix together with instruc• 

· lions for their use. 



APPENDIX TO CHAPTER XVI. 

FORMS AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR, PREPARING AND MAINTAlNIN~ THS · 

I RE.CORD 011' RIGHTS. 

Form I.-The Record of Rights. 

_ In column 'a enter the name of the perso~ actually cultivati·ng the 
-land during the year of enquiry, and wheth&F-as 0 {Owner), M (Mort-: 
gagee), A (Agent) or T (Tenant). 1 · 

In column 2 enter the name of the holding, H any. 
In columns 3 to 10 enter the necessary particulars according to · 

the latest ,Register of Holdings. . • 
In column 18 enter the- name of the pefson actually cult1vatmg · 

'the land as 0 (OwnerJ or M (Mortgagee with possession) or the. 
person admitted to be the owner by the person cultivating as agent or 
·tenant. · · . 

In column- n enter the new h~lding humber, and, after walking 
-I'Ound the boundary together with the occupant c:ntered in column 18-
and the adjacent cultivators, enter in column 12 each field _in the 
holding. lo column 13 enter the nature of the tenure after making· 

·enquirits according to general instructions laid down by the Settle .. 
ment Omcer •. Leave columns 14 to 17 to be filled in subsequently. · 

- In column 19 enter (for 4>urpose of identifi~ation). the name of the 
wife, husband or father of the occupant if ngt jointly interested. .' . 

· In column 20 enter the name of -the last preceding occupant and . 
~ote whether the present occupant inherited the holding or obtained 
1t by purchase or on mortgage. - . 

In C'Olumn 2 I if the holding was .obtained by inheritance ascertain 
how the present occupant is related to his predecessor and whether • 
the estate bas been finally divided. If not yet finally divided enter in 
column 18 every heir recognized by the occupant as entitled to share. 
When the estate has remained undivided for more than one generation 
enter onlv the main stems. 

In. coiumn 2 3 enter the name of the owner of the holding 'if i~ ·is · 
-<>Ccup1ed by a mortgagee in possession, or the name of any ·non
usufructuary mortgagee whose ..claims are admitted by the occupant.: 

I4 column 24 enter the name of the wife, husband or fatlier for -
identification,.if not already shown. · . 

In column 25 enter the purchase or mortgage price with il refer-
-ence to any documents produced. - - . 

In columns 26 to 28 enter the area according as the Owner (i.e. 
t~e person registered as Owner in column 18 or 23 is an Agricultu .. 
~1st. (column 26),· Resident non-agri~ulturist (column 27) or Non
-r-es1dent non-agriculturi'~t (column 28). 

• In columns 29 to 33 enter the area. mortgaged with possession 
(column 29) and "'ithout possession (column 3I) and tlie amount due 
11p to date on the mortgage (columns 30, 32J. ., 

In column 33 obtain the signature of the parties; if there ·is any 
-dispute, note in. column 35 the fact that the entry is disputed and the · 
Game of the obJector. · · ·· 



Form 1: 
Actual occupaliq. Particular. of Curreut Reglalratlon; Partlculan ~ New RCII•tratlon. 

---~-·1--.--'-----.----------- ------------- ------.---..,----;,·------
Na~ alld R Name of / · (4) Holdlag~u;\;ber 

wtatuo Of Actual Name 
11

e, • (a) Tenure . · - . ~b) Field number · 
Cultivator: (b) Klud and Clan · c) Tenure - . 

0.-0wner. H~d- 1----r---1 (c) Area In each Class · d) Kind and ·CtaBI . 
M.-Mortgagee ins, f M (d) Rate on each Claas ·(•)· Area in each Clal8 
A.-Agent. "3 . 0 Ort• · (•) Aaoe.sament, (f) Rate on each Clall 
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For01 11.-The Assessme.,.t,Register~ 
- - ... ~ .. ~ . 

Dud11g Recess-
In column 1. ent~r in black ink tJte numb~r of holding (~ .. R.4i 

column 11) and name of holding (R.R. column z). · :. 
In column ~ enter in .black ink name oi occupant (R.R:column. 18) 

showing whether 0. (Owner) or M. (Mortgag~e) together with. resi· 
de nee and name of wife, husband or fat9er. · Where the. Record of 
·Rights shows several joint occupants, enter the name of first and total 
number thus c~ol-c; · · - ---: ' · · 
· In column 3 enter in black ink name of encumbrancer (R.R. 
column 23) showing whether 0 (Owner) or M (Mortgagee) .,together 
with residence and name of wife, husband or father, ' ' · 
/11 Field Seaso11- · 

In columns I,~ and 3 enter in red ink any changes in ~hove entri&s 
aad make detailed entries in Mutation Register. - ;: 

In column 3 enter name of tenant, if revenue-paying in red ink · 
with residence, if not revenue-paying name only." If o!le of sevet'.al 
joint owners works the holding enter him as tenant. · • .# 

In column 4 enter the area let for five years or more. 
In column 5 enter the area cu_ltivated by tb~. same ~an as_tepa~t 

for five years or more; · . ' · ·-· • · '• 
In columns 6 and 7 enter the area let on fix~d_cash ~e_nt. (<;ol~?~D ~.) 

and the cash rent agreed on (colttmn 7)~ - ' ·• · 
In columns 8 and 9 enter the area let. on fixed produce and rent . 

(column 8) and the kind and amount of produce agreed oil (column gJ. 
In column 1 o enter th«\ area let on half ~hare or. partnership 

terms. : • · · 
' In column 11 enter the area let on shar~ of produce less 1 than one 

half. - . · ' 
In column· u enter tb~ area let on payment ~f revenue only. 
ln column 13 enter the Main Kind, Soil Class a,nd Rate. • 
ln column 14 enter the area at each rate:--. · ' 
ln column 15 enter the demand at each rate. . 
In column 16 enter any surcharge or rebate nof calc1;1lated at acre 

zates. - . - · · · · · 
In column 17 enter the totaJ demand on the h~di~ for A land 

re.enue B cess and C total. · · · . "" · · 
In column 18 the Township or District Office will enter subse· 

quent assessments or remissions and will at the same time in column 
• 1 g enter the corrected demand. 

On last page of register note prevalent custom regarding pay
ment of revenue and contributions by landlord or tenant, and_tjhe 
price for valuing fixed produce rents. - --- -

• R.R.-Record of Rights. 
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Form III.-The Register or Mutations. 

Ent~_ies 67 Su~'lltJ'O~. 

An entry must be made in this register whenev~r the Surveyor 
finds a change has occurred in columns a, 3 of Assessment Register or 
when directed by the Township Officer. . . · · · · · -

In column 1 enter. the number of the holding in which ·a· change 
bas taken place. . _ · · · '· · · 

In column a enter the number of eacJ;l field affected, unless 
the chan~e affects the whole holding. . . · 

In columns 3 and 4 copy the entry in ~lack ink in column a of the 
Assessment Register; if the wife or husband is .jointly interested in 
the transaction the name will appear in column 3 •. and column 4 will 
be left blank. Note whether U (Owner), or M (Mottgagee) and 
whether A· (Agriculturist), R · (Resident Non·Agricult urist) or N 
(N on·Resident). · . · 

In column 5 copy the entries in red ink in column 2 of the Assess
ment Register distinguishing. the new occupant as 0 (Owner) or M 
(Mortgagee) and as A (Agriculturist), R (Resident Non-Agriculturist) 
or N (Non-Resident) together with name of wife or husband if jointly 

• interested; when several new occupants hold jointly an undivided; 
estate enter the name of each. . 

In column 6 enter. (for identification if necessary} the. name of 
wife, husband or father. . . · - : 

In column 7 note whether inherited Gi or obtained for money 
G~l 

In column 8 note how the occupant in column 5 is related to the 
. -occupant in column 3 taking care to insert aU heirs whose claims" are 

recognized by the person in ~ctual occupation and note whether the 
estate is finally divided ~~~Q02· · . · 

In column 9 copy the entries in black" ink in column 3 of the 
·Assessment Register distinguishing whether 0 or M and whether 

' A R or N.. · 1 
In column ro copy the name shown in red ink ig column 3 of the 

Assessment Register distinguishing the new encumbrancer as 0 or M 
and as A, R or N. I 

In column I I enter the purchase or mortgage price with reference 
lo any document produced, obtain the signature of the parties and .if 
the mutation is disputed note this fact and the name of the person 
"ho objects. · · · · 

In columns 13 to 18 distribute the area transferred from or to agri
culturists _and non-agriculturist~, resident and non-resident. No 
entry is required i11 these columns unless the description of the new 
owner (columns 5 and 10) differs from that of the former owner 
(columns 3 and g). . · . 

In columns 19 to aS enter the areas sold, mortgaged or redeell)ed 
~nd the consi~eration paid. · 
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E"lr{el.l71"'1e&ttr a~~tl Allesti~tt OJicw. 

Tlte Land Records Inspector will verify all mutations ..(making 
any necessary correc~ions and in ,t}lis ~Sf!.ob~ai.niog, t}le signatures of 
parties) and will sign In column ·u. · 

The Township Oflic;er will note in ~olumn 19 whether the transfer 
is admitted or disputed.· · in tbe latter case he will give a reference 
to the Mutation Dispute Proceedings and add any necessary remarks. 

!'After('attestatioo 'be will give a serial number to the mutation, a 
• 

1 'backward reference to the last· preceding mutations making a cross 
reference in column 33 of that mutation, 'and then sign the entries 

"which will then form part o( the Record o( Rights. 
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CHAPTER XVII. 

THE ECONOMIC RECORD. 

198. In every province annual statistics are comp!led to show the 
area under different crops. In India, whero

"Statistics of cropped survey charges run smaller than in Burma, it JS 

areas, possible for the surveyors to pay, more attention 
·to this branch of their duty, But in Burma the a<~ses~menr dep,.nds 
· up~n the rec;ord of cropped ar<a,; : this makes, for arcurate work, 
and the practice of marking the crops on the annual kwin map, by 
facilitating inspection, further raises the degree of accuracy. There 
~eems.no•reaso_n to believe that for Burma, as a whole, the statistics 

. are materially, if at all, less accurate than elsewhere. It is true that 
in certain poor and re~ote .areas the work is unsatisfactory, but these 

·-constitute a special case which we deal with separately Apart from 
this we have no 'recommenciatio!.ls to submit with the direct object of 

--improving the standard o( crop markin~. One or two points of -
minor importance deserve passing notice. It is the practice at 
present to compile statistics by the survey charge; it would seem 
"lllore useful to· compile them by tracts. Much might be done to 
illustrate the course of annual cultivation by graphs which would 
-present at a glance the history of cultivation in a tract over a series 

· -of years. Another matter is that hitherto it has not been easy to 
extract by assessment clas·ses the· areas cultivated with different 

-crops. This information is useful to the settlement officer and provi
::Sion Should be made for recording it in the De\\' forms. 

· '99· How the estimates of outturn and crop forecasts compare io 
C ' 

1 
· -accuracy with-those of other provinces we cannot 

. . rop orecasts. judge. Messrs. Lockie- a-nd Pemberton, the 
"London Rice Brokers, who compile a weekly_ circular giving parti-

- -culars of the rice crops of all rice exporting countries, drew attention 
-in their issue fOI' the 16th December 1910 to the fact that for the nine · • 
years rgoo to rgo8 the difference between the quantity estimated ~ 
available for export and that actually exported waa no more than o'o7 

-per cent •.. It is understood that over a period of years there is still a 
vecy close agreement between the estimated and actual exports, In 
~ingle years however wide differences occur ; the instructions are defec-

- tive and their revision is now under consider~tion. Suggn;tions are 
made from time to time that the preparation o£ crop forecasts should 
~e taken over by the agricultural department, as is the practice in 

• most provinces. It may be well therefore to call attention to the fact, 
-which we have already mt>utioned1 tb:it nowhere in India is the 
number of experiments in crop measurement at all comparable with 

__ the number.conducted at every settlement in Burma. The Commis- · 
-,sioner of Settlements is in a better. position than the Director of 
.Agriculture to interpret these statistics and . the annual estimates· 



195 . 
ba~ed on them by the land records department. On tbe ot~er hanlf 
the agricultural department .is very much unde1~stafled. :It cannot. 
be expected therefore that Cor some years to come the Director o£. 
Agricuhure will be able_ to assume responsibility for the anl}ual fore~ 
c:t.~ts nor do much beyond assisting the Settlement Commissionet 
with his advice. We are of opinion that in the ·preparation of fore:
ca .. ts the Director of ·Agriculture should be consulted by the Settle
ment Commissioner but that the responsibility for forec;.sts should 
remain with the latter. Ia another respect ·the existing procedure
J,.aves room for improvement. It has always been the practice for 
the Settlement Commis:ioner to consult leading merchants in 
Rangoon regarding crop prospects. In many districts there are large. 
mills and branches of important firms; the local maragers can often. 
furnish useful advice on this point to district officers, l.ut it is not at 
present the invariable practice to obtain their aSSI!>tance and· we. 
consider that district officers should be directed to make use of such 
non-official agencies as far as possible. . 

zoo. The present instructions for the record of wholesale paddy· 
p . prices at han-est are not always easy to apply •. 

rtces. The surveyor in Lower Burma is expected tO-

record all sales of not less than 100 baskets which have actually takeo. 
place in his headquarters village during January, February and March~ 
In January and February he should be busy in the fi~ld preparing bis· 
assessments. From the _beginning· of ~larch onwards he may be
required for survey work outside his charge. In a large part of the. 
Delta there are few sales at a full price until tl:e end of February or 
Ma~h. and the figures are liable to be vitiated by tbe low prices. 
obtained for forward sales and by sales on thesabape system ohaking_ 
loans i~ cash to be repai,d in paddy. Also if the suneyor's head
quarters be in a large market town it is quite impossible . for him to.. 
com.ply with the instructions requiring a complete record of all sales. 
We are of opinion that surveyors should be instructed during-the field. 
season to -·~nquire in each kwio what sales exceeding a hundred 
baskets have been made, and to r~cord.full particulars of not more 
than five. The variety of paddy sold should be stated and forward. 
aales and sales on sc/Jape should be excluded, In Upper Burma the: 

_ present limit of fifty baskets is sui~le.. The prices of other staples
should be recorded on the same pranc1ple, no record being mada . 
• where the value of the.produce sold is less than Rs. 20. • - • 

The returns of prices of food grains aod other commo.iities pre
aent some anomalies. The district returns in terms of seers and. 
c:hittacks have to be converted into viss and pounds in the office of the. 
Settlement Commissioner for publication in the Burma Gazette. The 
district officer in Burma rarely knows the meaning of the Indian terms. 
seer and cbittack and it would be preferable for the returns to be\. 
submitted in viss and pounds and subsequently ~onverted into seers.. 
and cbittacks for use in statistical publications in India. . , 

lor. The Season and Crop Report is due in the office of the Divi-
TbeSeason d C sional Commissioner on the 7th May. Its.. 

Repor~ mp compilation therefore interferes with field work. 
' iuterrupting and reducing the limited time 

available for auneys in Lower Burma. · Mercantile firms require:_ 
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-early information as to the_ finally revised estimates of the outturns or 
paddy and the area sown. It would seem possible to reduce the 

-encroachment on the field seas'lD by compiling advance statements on 
these points leaving the remainder of the work for the recess, and we 
ceeommend that this course be adopted. 

· 202. The annual statistics relating to agricultural economy, pr;
. . . . · pared by ·the land records department and 
Statistics of agur~l- · published in the Report on the Ad111ioistration 

tural economy. . 
a. In lndia. · of Land Revenue, show the area held by agncul· 

· turists and non-agriculturists, clas:ing the latter 
.as· resident and non-resident; the area let at full rents and the gross 

. -value of the total rent paid, the number of tenancies at full rents 
distinguishing the number of cases in which the land has been let 

·Continuously for less than five years and for five years and over and 
the number of tenants who have rented their land for less than five' 
years orfor five years and over; the area sold during the year and the 
&f!JOUut of the purchase money .or value ofthe consideration; the area 

. mo~:tgag·ed during the year of report with the amount for which it was 
·mortgaged and the total area under mortgage at the end of the year with 
·the amount for which it was mortgaged; and finally, the area redeemed 
during the year. The land records department in the Punjab com-

-piles similar. statistics but does not ~how rental values nor the 
-<!oration of tenancies. In the Central Provinces also similar statistics 
.are published but,t~e figures relating to tenancy show .th~ rents paid 
.b, tenahts, · which are largely customary, and not the rents paid by 
·sub.:.tenants; which. approach a competitive pitch; the utility of the 
statistics is therefore greatly. impaired. Ill Bombay no such statis
tic& are compiled though much of the material exists in the Record 
of Rights. ln Madras the infdrmatioo can only be obtainea by a 

:special enquiry. Thus the' s~atistics are. more comprehensive in 
Burma 'than in any other province. · - . , 

It is believed that' in Lower Burma, much o£ the i{lformation which 
.. 

1

1 "1..o · B. · .. · they contain reaches a very high level of accuracy., 
"• n wer urma .d h h' • "all f h I . , . . . · . an t at t ts 1s espec1 y true o t e renta stabs· . 

"tics and bf the figures relating to sales and to the area mortgaged 
"'during' the' year. The classification of landowners as agriculturists 
and non-agriculturists, •resident and non-resident, is probably accurate 
-enough to throw • useful light on the general trend of condition~ and 
to indicate roughly the position in any given year. The figures showing • 
.the total area under mortgage howevl:r are incorrect, as the procedure · 
allows the same area to appear twice in the statistics, so that for a . 
whole kwio the area shown as under mortgage may excet:d the total area 
of theK.win. This may happen, as we ourselves found, over a whole 
st.itvPy charge, but an error of this magnitude should be immediately 
detected· by the superintendent in the annual returns. The statistics 
in Lower Burma might be made very much more useful however if the 
figures were extracted separately for rice land. At present garden 
land and sometimes even house property and land in towns are included 
in the statistics; This may 1 vitiate the figures unless the area of J'ice 
.land sold' is very! large~ Thus 'daring. 1~18·1gland is reported to 
ue'fetth~d Rs;·167'pet 'acre tn Tavoy, a far hig~ price than in any 
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~ther district. ~lthough ric:e land is valua~le 'in Tavoy en_qoiri«:_s h~ve~ 
shown that the htgb figure tn the report ts due to the tnduston · of · 
garden land. In view of the predominant importance of rice; 
and of the abnormal economic conditions in Lower Burma, the sma:Jl 
~xtra trouble involved in compiling returns separately for"'tice land 
would be fully justified by the enhanced value of the statistics relating 
to sales and mortgages. A similar change in the form of the .returns 
would greatly multiply the \·alue of the tenancy figu(es. By far the. 
laraer portion of rice laad rented in Lower Burma is leased on the . 
fix~d produce system. At present the surveyor values the paddy paid· 
as rent, and calculates t1le rent in cash. This not only introduces a 
chance of error but greatly detracts from the value of the statistics. 
Measured in terms of paddy, rents are rtsing steadilf but this-upward· 
tendency is obscured by the conversion of the'produc~ rent into cash at · 
a price which fluctuates annually. Thus the figures for recent years' 
show that in 1910-11 th~reot per acre was Rs. 11"7; in 1g11-131 

Rs. 14·5; in 1912-13 Rs. 13"5; in 1913-14 Rs. 14"5 ; and in 1914-15' 
Rs. 10·3· In terms of money, rents for the last of these five years 
were at their lowest, in terms of paddy they were andoubtedlyat their • 
highes~. The actual figures given are therefore misleading. - ' 

In Upper Burma, the heads of. information are equalty comprehen-'. 

1 
U 

8 
sive. But although almost all the mortgages in 

c. n_ pper urma. that part of the province are usufructuary, the'· 
instructions direct that statist!cs of non-usufructuary mortgages should 1 

alone be compiled and published. And again, although almost all' 
the tenancies afe on partnership or share produce terms, the instruc-
tions direct that the statistics of fixed rents iu cash or produce should 
be the only tenancy statistics compiled and published. The statistics · 
for Upper Burma therefore convey an erroneous impression of condi
tions there and can only be descri~d as dangerously misleading'.' I~' 
would be preferable to publish none a• all. In view of the directions 1 

that. the statistics of usufructuary mortgages and of partnership or 
share produce tenanc_ies are not to be compiled, it inevitably follows'1 
that the particulars onder these heads are carelessly recocded and 1 

·carelessly scrutinized. · Some of them are needed for assessment 4 

purposes and these must be recorded in any case. The name of each ' 
occupant who pays revenue. must-- be brought oa to the register : 
together with the area be occupies, and as it is customary for mort
gagees and tenants in Upper Burma to pay revenue" particulars of~ 
mortg_ages and tenancies hav~ to be registered. Cle&!"ly i:f they are..; 
recorded, they should be comptled, for little use can b~ made of injorma~ . 
tion recorded, bot not compiled. Compilation would • involve, very; 
little labour and although we recognize that in Upper Burma the land 
records «:stablish r;nent has more than it .•can do an!l that simplification 
of work ts es:>entlal, there are many tracts ·where the compilation of 
these statistics could be undertaken in addition to the work at present 
perf?rmed a.nd others where les!i i~portant. work now dor;te_ migh~ be., 
sacnficed If necessary. Unless thaschange tn procedure is inttoduced"1 

the statistics published will continue to be worthlesS aod their' colle~~-l 
tioa·a m~~ waste bf ~~e:. ~e introd~cti'o~ of ~~-~g~ in p~oe~•l 
d~n whtcla we recommena· will result m the pa6bcatioa of'stadsti~1 



which give a true idea as to mortgage and tenancy conditions in Upper 
Burma. We consider that until it takes place no figures of mort

. gages and tenancies in Upper Burma should be published. The 
breach of ccntinuity in the published figures will have a positive value 
as it will signali~e the. change. 

203. The instructions regarding the procedure for coll·cting the 
Procedu~e for colleo- statistics are open to criticism in c:rtaio respects. 

ting statistics ; 

(i) Some of the information cannot be obtained easily if at all. 

0 f • Tenants are supposed to state the outturns of 
11

" e ects. _ their land and the rent actually paid as distinct 
from the rent agreed upon. The revenue surveyors can only ascertain- _ 
these particulars by visiting th-e land after harvest And as in Lower 
Burma many of the landlords are non-resident and most of the tenants. 
migratory, they may not be able to ascertain them, even if they try." 
In_ many eases however, they have not an opportunity to visit the kwin 
a second time since, when they have completed their assessment rolls, 
·they are required ·for survey wqrk, often outside their own charge. 
At present, many of these figures are· mere guess work and as little or 

-·no use is ma~e of them, it is nobody's business to ensure their accuracy. 
(ii)" Some of the information requires minute enquiries. The 

surveyors are expected to record the contributions made by each
tenant and each landlord to the cost of cultivation, in oi'der to ascertain 
the true rent.· Any settlement officer who has made the attempt knows.. 
that this may involve lengthy and difficult enquiries which are of n~ 
practical value for statistical purposes. The ordinary surveyor bas. 
neither the time nor the training to ascertain such particulars. 

(iii)' The surveyors are expected moreover to distinguish between 
true rents and others. This again is a task which must often be beyond 
their skill. · 

(iv) Although paragraph 469 of the Land Records Manual lays. 
down that transfer of ownership should not be considered to inter
rupt the continuity of a tenancy, this direction is overlooked in 
some·districts,when a holding passes by suc~ession, thus impairing -

·the value of the. statistics. We hav~ been unable to trace any cor-
responding direction in the new.draft manual. 

· It would be possible to multiply illustrations of defects in the present. 
procedure fcor the collection of statistics, but the examples gi\'eo, which. 
are confined to tenancy, will sufficiently indicate their general character 
and origin. In our opinion surveyors should be ~equired to record 
only the following particulars. 

(i) Tenancies: The name qf. the tenant, the area rented and the 

6 
R ~ eel" rent agreed upon, and, as at present, the duratioo-

• em ~ea. of the tenancy. If a holding is cultivated by 
more than ·One tenant it is sufficient to record the name of each 
tenant, the total area rented, and the total rent, unless the tenant~ 
pay the revenuetwhen the above details must be recorded separately 
for each. For fixed cash tenancies the surveyor should record the 
rent in Qloney 1 for fixed produce tenancies the rent in kind, and for-' .. -... ; - . -
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partnershif> and share produce tenancic:s the share of the prodot."e 
paid by the tenant. · ~ !_ 

The annual statistics for tile dist-l'ict would then show the total 
area rented under each class of tenancy and for fixed cash and fi:red 
produce tenancies the total rent in cash or kind. These statistics . 
might usefully be tabulated according to the tracts formed at the 
latest settlement. , · 

(ii) {a) Usufructuary mortgages : the name of each new mort-· 
gagee and of each old mortgagee who has ad7anced a further sum 
during the year on a mortgage previously existing, the new area 
mortgaged, and the amount paid during the year on acc_ount of the 
mortgage either old or new. 

(6) Non-usufructuary mortgages :the name of the mortgagee~ 
whentver ·a new bond has been executed during the year, the area·: 
mortgaged and the amount stated in the bond. 

(c) Redemptions: these would be shown similarly to mortgages •. 
(d) Sales : the name o£ each purchaser who bas bought land 

during the year, the area bought and the amount paid. _ · 
The statistics for the district should show the area mortgaged with .. 

and without possessi~n at the beginning of the year. In this respect . 
the present registers are inaccurate in Lower Burma, and both
inaccurate and incomplete in Upper B,prma. It is probably beyond 
tLe powers of t be local staff to prepare complete and accurate registers . 
without temporary assistance. If thus corrected the annual statistics. 
would show the area mortaged with and without possession. at 
the beginning and end of the year, the area redeemed the amount 
paid for redeemit1g it and the area sold and the consideration 
,paid. In Lower Hurma they should be compiled separately for 
rice land ; this might al.so be useful in some Upper Burma di~: 
tricts. Further particulars of these transactions would also be 
required in connection with the record of rights but not for statistical. 
purposes. 

(iii) lhe surveyor should further be required as at present to 
classify each new occupant of land during the year as agriculturist or.· 
non-agriculturist and in the latter case as resident or non-resident. 

It may he noted here however that, in the year preceding settle
ment, and also during the first year of settlement, it might be desirable 
to relieve the surveyors o( survey work, and require them to revise their 
registers, making special efiorts to bring the register of occupancy 
aod encumbrances up to date, and also to record outturns and the 
rents actually paid by tenants, as they are supposed to do e•ery y~ar 
at present. 



CHAPTER XVIII. 

SURVEY AND MAPPING. 

·to.J. We have seen that the survey policy of Burma has been esta· 
Survey p r . blished on foundations laid by the Survey of 

Defect~,•cy' . India Department. Not only did this dt>part-
ment carry out the original traverse and cadastral 

surveys, but it took a large part in constructing the framework of the 
present survey and supplied the first recruits for the Burma Land 
Records Service. To Mr. Clancey, late Assistant Director, one of 
the earliest recruits, is due the credit of organizing the professional side 
of the land ·records department much on the lines which still obtain. 

It can justly be claimed for the early surveys that they are as good 
. ~anything to be found in India, and in some respects even superior. 
,Smce ·then however, severfil factors have tend~d to lower the 
standard. The most important has been the astonishing rapidity 
with which cultivation has extended, so that the survey bas always 
beea in arrears. At the outset these were rendered more serious 
by a mistaken reliance on the taillth:ugyis. Their charge, the taiR or 
circle, wa!i two or even three times the size of a modern survey 
charge and they hardly knew how to use a chain. . The tlutgyi was 
permitted to employ. one or more clerks (taiksayes). These were 
little better equipped in survey knowledge; they were often related . 
to the tailltkugyis and tendt>d to do little mf)l"e than prepue assess
ment rolls. Thus in the course of a very few years large arrears 
accumulated. · . · 

The disposal of these was rendered more difficult by the defective 
arrangements for survey training. In respect of the subordinate staff 
the great difficulties presented by this problem have not yet entirely 
been removed, and the inheritance of past years is still a burden ; 
many of the seniOr men are too old to train and physically too feeble 
for hard survey work. The lack of adequate survey qualdications in 
the superior staff was even more serious. The practice of obtaining 
recruits from the Survey of India Department ceased about 1~95 and 
in subsequent years vacancies were filled by local recruitment. The 
men obtained were of the same class as that recruited for the SuTVey 
of India but received a greatly inferior training in survey. Officers 

- who were expected to control and dir4;'ct a body of 70 to go surveyors 
were only trained to handle and read a theodolite over 8 to 11 stations 
and to fill in the interior details of a plot of paddy land measuring 
about 10 acres. , 

aos. Measures have been taken to remedy these defects. From 
• d' 1t186 onwards t.a"llt4ugyis. were gradually 

and reme .ea. replaced by village headman, and the l•ill••yes 
by revenue surveyors. As each t•ill fell vacant, it was divided into 
smaller and inore easily baadled charges. These measures rendered 
it laa imposaible for euneyors in the more fully cultivated ~reaa tC) 

• 
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keep pace with cu-rrent changes; but they could not cope with th1 
legacy of arr!ars, and over many parts of the country rapid exten 
-slons continued. In 1905 when the problem of resurveyl becamE 
-insistent in the districts which had been first surveyed, a specialsurve] 
party under a selected superintenJent was organized to deal with i1 
.and a few superintendenti who C•1u'd be tru~ted to conduct simila1 
operations were required, in addition to their other duties, to organize 
small detachment~ of 16 to :ao men to revise the survey i11 their own 
districts. · 

It was not however till 190) that any advance was made in the 
training of the junior officers of the department . In that year, recently 
joined recruits were sent to D~hra Dun to be trained in the Survey of 
India training school. Junior Superintendents, already in the depart
ment, were dep11ted for a year's course to a Survey of India Party 
working in the province. Since 1913 the training at Dehra Dun has 
been replaced by a survey course in the special survey party, lasting 
for twenty months and comprising two field_ seasons and one recess •. 
These measures have resulted in a marked improvement in_the profes
sional ability of the superior staff and have rendered it possible to 
conduct resurveys, more generally instead of depending mainly on the 
-special party The incapacity of the subordinate staff hampered 
progress for some years, but the new school of superintendents could 
train .their men. and regular survey courses were organized for men 
already in the qepartment. The boys at the survey schools also a.re 
aow required to assist in the survey of about 6oo acres as part of 
their school c11urse. Thu'> we have in each district a body of trained 
surveyors competent to carry out cadastral_ survey under superinten
dents who are professional men. Points of weakness still_exist, but 
during rec.:nt yt:ars in many Lower Burma districts, by organizing the 
survey on a distr,ct basis and sending small groups of surveyors to 
those parts of the districts most in need of attention, it has been found 

. possible not only to keep the survey in general up to dale but to 
l'educe the accumulation· of arrears and to extend the survey to 'newly 
developed country. The supply of traversers and draughtsmen is • 
still inadequate, and in certain districts, where some surveyors are : 
engaged on assessment throughout the field season, or even through- · 
out the year, the whole staff is not available for survey work. Before . 
co.11sidenng these points it is convenient to examine the arrangements 
for mapping and for maintaining pe~ma_nent survey marks, as these 
bear closely on the survey problem. 

ao6. Map printing is intimately connected with resurvey. At the 
conclusion of an original settlement the land 

Map printing. records department is left with a stock of . 
maps for annual use. As this stock becomes 

depleted the . ma~s have to be reprinted and, since 1it is waste of ' 
money to pnnt 1ncorrect ~aps~ the survey must be brought. up . 
to ~at.e wheneve~ a repnnt IS neces!ary. The resurvey and 
repnntmg take e1ghteen months or longer and it is necessary 
t~erefore to make arrangements at least two years ahead. This 
d1fficulty did not attract attention until recently, so that within the last 
few years many districts have found their stock exhausted before 
the; necessary surveys had been undertaken. PreclJ.utionary me~qres 
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were presr.ribed in 1917 but' the .orders hne not yet become
effective. Much revisioat of the survey will therefore be nece~sary 
during the next fe'N years. Thfl difficulties arising in this connec· 
tion have been increal!ed by the substitution of thc: Vandyke photo
graphic proce:.s for the lithographic proceos in the map printing 
department of the Government Pres~. In the lithographic proces& 
careful draughtsmanship wa!l unnece;sary; it was possible even to 
prepare the f1esh print from an old printed map with new line!l inserted 
in red ink, ·and unnecessary lines obliterated hy white paint. In the 
photographic processes such correctiooi are reproduced and il is now 
essential that maps sent up to the press for repr!Jduction shall be free 
from blemishes and drawn with special skill. The outturn of maps for 
reprinting h1s therefore been reduced. There have also been delays 
in the press •. Formerly. the surveyors anruallf copied the soil class
liues and symbols in coloured paint; during recent years these have 
b·een photographica11y reproduced. But the colour printing has been 
found to take so long that maps have accumulated. Thus, 
neglect to take adequate precautions against the depletion of 
stock has rendered revision of the survey necess try in many kwins at 
the same time, and the difficulty has been aggravated by. delays both 
in district offices and in . the . map printing department Quite 
independently therefore of extensions ol cultivation there have been 
reasons for the accumulation of arrears. ' 

207. Permanent survey marks comprise those of the Great Trigon~ 
metrical Sun·ey and those of the Revenue Survey. 
Each of the tormer should be visited once in 
two· years by an·inspector of land records and 

Permanent survey 
· ma.rks. 

once in three years by the superintendent or a revenue officer 
not below the rank of township officer. but many are inaccessible 
and it is doubtful how far the present rules can be applied. "For tbe 
maintenance of the revenue survey every kwin has permanent survey 
marks embedded round its boundaries with subsidiary marJ..s along 
sub-traverse lines~ These consist of clay cylinders or, in the more 
.remote tracts, of zinc tubes- with charcoal. The traverse data giving 
angular and linear measurements between each station are bound in 
substantial volumes and preserved in the district office. These marks 
should be inspected annually by the headman and once in three years . 
by tho revenue surveyor working on a three years' programme. The 
headman is required to report. on. tlle co.ndition of each survey mark 
in his charge, and the surveyor 1s requ1red to renew all broken or
damaged marks and to report all lost marks to the Inspector. But 
the headman is not competent to carry out the inspection required o( 
him and, in November and December when his report is due, it is 
almo&t impossible for him to visit the marks. The surveyor often 
finds difficulty in obtaining the necessary assistance for the_repair. of 
damaged marks, and where a mark has been lost there are dlfliculttes 
in replacina it. Detailed suggestions for improving the present system 
of protecti~n would involve an examination of many technical questions
on l'l·hich it would be unprofitable to enter. It would seem however 
th<k ~h.e duty of inspecting survey marks should be placed on the
revenue su-:weyor 1 and the duty of providing for their protection and 
repair. should ile placed on the headman. Their work in this co nne.:- ; 
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tion might be greatly lightened by a wholesal~ reductidn in· the 
. number of marks •. At present in any kwin there may be aoo theodolite 
stations for protection. In most cases it is sufficient to protect 
consecutive stations at the junction of three or more kwins; a few . 
intermediate points may also be required, except in small kwins. 
This will leave about ten to fifteen marks for protection in each kwin 
and these should be bricked up or covered with stone cairns. At the 
l'emaining points day cylinders will be laid at the tim~ of survey as at 
present, but no measures for their protection are required. \Ve 
recommend accordingly that action be taken on the. above lines to .. 
reduce the number of marks; that surveyors be required annually at 
crop markiug to inspect and 1eport to the superintendent. on the 
condition of those to be preserved ; and that the headman be required, 
under the direction pf the township officer, to take such action as may 
be necessary to repair marks which are "reported by the surveyor to be 
damaged or inadequately protected. If surveyors are unable to 
inspect all tl:e marks in their charges annually a two or even three 
~ear progr<~mme of inspedion would be needed. The matter however 
is relevant here mainly iu its bearing on re-survey work. So long as 
the traverse can be ident-fied it is easy to correct the cadastral details 
·but defective arrangements for maintenance have occasioned the loss 
-of many survey marks and the employment of traverse surveyors is 
necessary to replace them. 

zo~. It appears, therefore, that, although arrears have accumulated. 
in the past owing to the rapid extension of 

Survey programmes. cultivation and the incompetence of .the staff, 
·the rate o( extension has bet:n decreasing and the staff has become 
more- capable. The organization of th_e sun·ey 011 a district basis 
has rendered it possible to keep pace with current survev work, 
but the simultaneous depletion or lari4e stocks of maps has added to 
the arrear~ of survey which have accumulated, and in disposing of 

'thf'se the district staff is handicapped by the loss of permanent_survey 
marks and the lack ofskilled draughtsmeo. \Ve reco.mmend therefore
~hat the requirement; of each district in respect of traversers and 
drau!thtsmen be: exam,ined, and deficiencies iQ this respect made good. 
In some districts at least it may also be found that additional 
-iiurveyors are required for cadastral work to supplement the local 
staff. The preser.t arrangements for survey are further defective in · 
failing to proviae for adequate S(:rutiny of the district survey pro• 
grammes The Manual contPmplates the systematic reporting of every 
-kwin when the surveyor considers resurvey or revision necessary. The 
supednteudent is supppsed to examine each· kwin separately before 
passing it for resurvey, and annually to prepare a survey programme. 
-But these surve)· programmes often includt! much that is unnecessary 
and. perhaps less o[ten, exclude areas where survey is needed. 
Although it is very desirable that the district proframmes should 
be scrutinized, the Deputy and Assista.nt Directors of l.and 
Records can afford but little attention to this branch o( their duties. 
The present arrears of survey will require the continued mainten
ance of the sptcial surve)· party and the officer iu charge of this 
could appropriately be .allotted the <iuty of e~amiuing district survey 
1>rogrammes. 



:aog. It has already been mentioned that a special survey party wa• 
. · organized in 1905 to carry out the resurvey which.· 

The spec•:' survey had become necessary in the districts fird 
. par y. surveyed. In xgo8 the Survey of India Depart-

ment ceased to· undertake cadastral work in Burma. Since that date 
all extensions of ~he original. cadastral survey and :..11 resurveys. 
have b::en undertaken by the district establishments with the assistance 
of the special survey party. But the tradition that each district 
should maiiltain its own snrvey without assistance from outside has. 
never been abandoned, and the special party has not been continuousl1 
employed; from time to time it has ceased work for a year or so. 
During the last ten years however, it has in~reasingly been recognized 
that in some district or other there will alwavs be work beyond the
powers of the local staff, and t.he special party though ne~er regarded 
as permanent has been reconstituted every year. In arldilion to work 
for the land records department it has ,undertaken forest surveys~ 
and a second party has been organized for the survey Of rubber and 
mining le:ases. · We are of opinion' that the time has come to place 
the party on a permanent footing. This will render it possible to 
remove some defects which can hardly be avoided so long as the· 

. establishment is • temporary. Hitherto, it has been impossible to 
arrange a definite programme. The provincial position as regards
sun·ey is reviewed annually during the recess, and, when it bas been 
decided to re·employ the staff during the following season, a 
programme enabracing both traverse and cadastral work is submitted 
for sanction, which is not received until October, or even later. The· 
traveTSers· must be in the field during November and must start 
work at once. 'New traverses are therefore laid down in order to avoid 
waste of time in 'picking up missing or replacing lost marks where
necessary. To put down· new marks unnecessarily, increases work,. 
Jead~ to confusion and is more expensive in the long run. The 
t~a,·erse .is immediately followed by the cadastral work ; this is profes~ 

, stonally unsoui1d and has in fact occasioned difficulty. It is ea!'ier to. 
_recruit Indians at short·.notice than Burmans; temporary Indian hands 
are less likely than Burmans to find permanent employnaent in Burma;: 
and their !'mployment can be made conditional on their bringing their 
own cbamrnen. Tbus it is much less trouble to employ Indians than. 
Burmus. It is 'in fact ,·ery difficult to employ Burmans under such 
conditions because it would be necessary to train them, and this cannot 
easily be accomplished with a temporary organization. There is oo-

. doubt that at prese~t Indian surveyors are mere efficient and cheaper,. 
but although it is justifiable to engage them aa a temporary measure; 
their continuous employment is against the best intf'rests of the pro-
vipf;e and in the long run they will prove more expf'nsive. · · 

We are of opinion therefore that the special survey party should be 
· converted into a permanent survey branch of the land records depart

ment. We have already suggested that the ~fficer in charge should be
required to scrutini~e the arranuements for survev in each district •. 
Although surve)· and map printi;g are intimately c~nnected there is at 
pre!jent a lack of co-ordination between them which it is desirable ta> 
J.~medy, and this might be effected by entrusting to the same officer:-
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the supervision of the map printing department. The appointment 
will thus be of more importance than an ordinary district post and: we 
recommend that the officer in charge should be made Assistant Director 
for Surveys. During the recess season he will spend much of his time 
on tour examining the district survey programmes, to ensure that suit·· 
able arrangements are made for survey, where this is necessary; and to 
prevent unnecessary surveys being undertaken. Ue will thus be able 
to ascertain what outside assistance each district will require during 
the ensuing open season. Many will require no help, some will require· 
a few traversers only, and in some the large area for survey will 
require a special staff on a scale which a local superintendent will be 
unable to supervise. At the end ofthe recess he will draw up a pro
gramme of operations for three years comprising both traverse and 
cadastral work. The firEt yt:ar of the programme will contain detailed 
arrangements regarding the dispositi~n of the establishment ; the pro.,. 
gramme of the two following years will only show the area for survey. 
At the beginning of the field season he will send surveyors to work 

. under the local superintendents and the mai~ body will work in one 
or more of the larger areas under the supervision of himself or of his 
assistant. During the next recess be will ·review--the general pro .. 
gress and draw up a revised. three years programme. He will also be 
responsible that the arrangements for printing maps· are working 
smoothly. Thus, his funLtions will be to inspect district surveys and 
advise local officers, to inspect the progress of map printi~g and advise 
the superintendent. of the press) and personally to conduct surveys on 
a large scale. For the latter purpose it would be necessary to give 
him an assist.ant superintendent. 

If the special survey party be made permanent it will become 
necessary to arrange for training surveyors and. engaging labour. 
Surveyors might be trai!1ed in a central school and we suggest below 
that this work might be taken over by the Survey of India Depart
ment if that department can give them a suitable training; if not the 
school would b~ attached. to the survey party. As these surveyors 
become available they could take the place of the Indians at present 
annually re-engaged. Some of th~ Indian surveyors however have 
been re-employed year after year (or many years, and these . may 
reasonably look for p~rmanent appointments. A certain proportion 
of the senior men should therefore be made permanent.at the outset ; · 
the junior appointments 1>hould be filled by temporary hands until 
trained surveyors become available to take tht-ir place, The question 
of labour would also present difficulty at first. Wben the ·party 
becomes predominantly Burman ~t is probable that chainmen will 
become available, as they no\V are in the settlement and land records 
departments. In the. first instance however labour would have to be; 
imported from India. . 

210. Until the present )'ea'i. Burma has not constituted a separate 

Th S r I d. · circle of the Survey of India Department, and 
e urvey o n ••· . . only detached parties have been sent to. the 

province. These have not been available for miscellaneous survey 
work and it has therefore been necessary for tho special sun·ey palty 
to undertake work of this nature, to the petriment of its proper work 
on large scale revenue surveys for the land recofds 4epartment. As 
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already mentioned the special party has been engaged on forest 
·surveys and on rubber and mining leases. There have been many 
·applications for the survey of large areas for colonization, or for leases 
·to companies who 'tl"ish to take up land for planting sugar and for 
similar commercial ventures. A review of the arrears of revenue 

· survey has shown that the special party on its present scale cannot 
carry out even its proper work, and is quite unable to accept new 
responsibilities. In view therefore of the increasing volume of 
miscellaneous survey work Burma has now been prov:sionally con
stituted a separate Survey .Circle of the Survey of India Departmf'nt, 
and it will now be possible to obtain the assistance of this department 
in clearing off arrears. Much of the work consists in picking up 
scattered traverse points in different districts and work of this nature 
is best left to local superintendents. But there~ is more work on a 
large scale than the local staff and special survey branch will be able 
to carry out within the next few years and the Survey of India 
Department will be able to relieve the special survey branch of 
some of this. In this connection bowevu we would draw attention 
to the undesirability of lllying d:1wn new traverses where it is possi
ble to pick up old stations, as the existence of a double·set of traverse 
data l.:ads to complications in the subsequent maintenance by the 
district staff; we understand that the Survey. of India prefers to Jay 
down uew _ stations. In distributing work between the Survey of 
India an&l the special survey branch this matter should be borne io 
-.,ind and, where it is possible to pick up the old stations without 
much difficulty, the work should, so far as can be arrangt>d, be 
allotted to the special survey branch. It w;ll also be necessary 
to see that. the traverse programme does not run too far ahead 
of the cadastral work ; the special survey branch will be under
taking both traverse and cadastral "·ork and; unless the Survey 
of India Department can . carry out the cadastral work in area.~ 
where it lays . dow11 the traverse, a disproportionate quantity of 
cadastral work may be left to the special survey branch. The Survey 
of India Department may be able to render valuable assistance in 
anothel' direction by furnishing a regular supply of skitled surveyors 
and draughtsmen. Io the land records survey schools the co,use 
includes land records work, which a surveyor as such does not require. 
They are therefore not entirely suited as training grounds for the 
mea of the epecial survey branch and these could be obtained 
from the Survey of India training school. The existence of such 
a school ·would also help to solve another outstanding difficulty. 
The weak point! of the land records survey schools is the lack of 
efficient surve' teachers. Ao experiment bas been made in tr.aining 

-men at the normal schools of the Education Department but 1t has 
not yet proved successful: The Survey of India training school 
would be able to supply competent survey teachers. 

. 111. On the scheme outlined above. the Survey of India D~p~t-
: ...,_ rei · be ment, the special survey branch and the d1stnct 

... e at1on tween • . h · · surYey establishments. establishments Will each have t e1r respec-
tive functions. 

Tlte Survey of India Department · will relieve the special party 
Gf. Jarge surveys not conne~ted with land revenue, and of traverse 



'WOrk when this is required aver large areas. The survey school of 
the department will train survey teachers, surveyors and draughtsmeo. 
The head of the Provincial Circle will also be able to assist the Com- -
missioner of Settlements unofficially with responsible advice on survey _ 
matt~rs. -

The officer in charge of the Special Party will be_come Assis-' -
tant Director of Revenue Surveys. He will supervise .survey 
arrangements throughout Burma, will be responsible for the district · 
survey programmes, will inspect and advise on the work of the· map 
printin~ department of the Government Press, will periodically 
examine the stocks of maps in district record rooms, and will be io . · 
personal charge of a party which will work in two or more large 
-sections and also supply men when required to supplement the l()(al · 
staff for survey work. The establishment of the special survey party 
'Will become members of the survey branch of the land records 
-department. 

The District Staff will be responsible for carrying out, under 
the instruCtions of the Assistant Director of Survey, all local surveys 
including both traverse and cadastral work. · 



CHAPTER XIX. 

THK AssESSMINT OF RKVBNUB: FIXED AND FLUCTUATING 

ASSESSMENTS. 

au. The revenue system of Burma, as already explained, is based 
: · on a fluctuating assessment ; the revenue 

The Buctuating demand varies annually with the area cultivat-
• system. . ed or the area matured. An alternative systtm 
as one of fixed assessments with the revenue deman d fixed on each· 
holding for the period of stttlement regardless of the area cultivated 
or the narvest. Fixed, as:;essments may be liable to additions, 
for example, in the form of water rates, and they may_ be tempered 
by suspensions or remissions, but the chief element of the annual 
demand is fixed on the holding and remains unchanged from settle
ment to re-settlement. A fluctuating assessment is not fixed on the 
holding but is fevied at acre rates. We have been particularly directed 
to examine the ad\'isability of substituting a system of fixed assessments 
for the present· system of fluctuating assessments. Although the 
disadvantages and difficulties of a fluctuating assessment must be 
admitted and have always been recognized in Burma, a fixed asses3ment 
bas never been found practicable. As we have seen, the balance of 
advantage was in issue for nearly-twenty years in Lower Burma before 
a fluctuating assessment was finally adopted. Again in Upper Burma 
the question was debated for over len years and, after being once closed,. 
was re-opened less than ten years later. Experiments in tl!e direction. 
of a fixed assessment led in Lower Burma to the loss of revenue and. 
in Upper Burma to wholesale remissions. A fluctuating assessment 
has been found practicable, this system of assessment has agreed 
more closely than a fixed assessment with Burman custom and 
opinion, and the tepeated and prolonged discussions have always 
led to the conclusion that in Burma, either where cultivation. 
is rapidly extending, or where crops are precarious, a system of 
fluctuating assessments is preferable if it can be worked, and in 
actual working is not so unsatisfactory as to render advisable a change· 
to fixed a•sessments. In other provinces however similar conditions 
obtain and only in Burma has the general adoptioo of fluctuating
assessments been found necessary. The presumption is therefore 
against the Burma system. We turn then to examine bow far the
same difficultita o .. dst in other provinces, bow far they are met by a 
concession to the principle of fluctuation, how they are met otherwise 
and with what success, and how far the adoption of a fixed assessment 
conduces to improvement of the system or to reduction of the cosl 

· 213. Exc;ept where land has been brought under irrigation, in. 

I ~= · • · no province has cultivation extended on a scale 
n ... an practiCe. 11 bl · h h · · L . at a compara e Wit t e extensiOns 10 ower 

Burma between 1870 and 1905, but in every province there are 
precarious tracts. Most of these are leniently assessed and a 
fixed assessment bas on the whole been found satisfactory. But 
on irrigated land large variations in the yield are accompanied· 
by high assessments. Where there are high assessments and · 
•arying yields, the principle of a fixed as!essment is relaxell 
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to aome degree in every province. The relaxation is least,in BombaY" 
and the Central Provinces. Under all tlte major. irrigation ,,.orks in< 
Bombay the water rate varies with the crop. The cultivator-3;pplies to
the irrigation department stating the crop and the aru for whtch ~ater 
is required. If he cultivates a larger· area or a crop more expen~tve t()-o 
irrigate, he is liable to a penal assessment; if he does not rece1ve aU· 
the water he requires, he is entitled to a reduction.. These penal and· 

1reduced assessments are based on measurements made by an irrigation· 
.subordinate. With that exception the demand is fixed, except for 
suspensions and remissions. In the Central Provinces the practice
is in general essentially the same as 'in Bomt>ay, the~ water rate
fluctuates according to the area cultivated as measured by an irriga- • 
tion subordinate. In Madras extensions over land not already held: 
in private right are assessed as they take place, a penal assessment 
being levied if the extension is considered undesirable. The assess
ment is rigidly fixed for all rstabiished cultivation except for land 
occasionally receiving Governrr.ent irrigation. Irrigated land which· 
may but does not usually receive water from a Government work is~ 
clabsed as dry; in. years when l.,overnrrent water is. used for cultiva• 
tion a water rate i& assessed on the report of the village surveyor, and a· . 
penal rate is levied if the taki11g of water is objectionable. ·The village 

· suneyor is required to report for assessment a second crop on land 
clas~ed at settlement as sir.gle crop, or the cultivation of a crop; such 
as sugar cane, which occupies the land for more than six months. 
A cultivator may also apply for reduction or rt!mission if for lack 
of water he grows a dry crop on wet land, a single crop on land 
classed as double cropped, or i£ h~ is unable to cultiv!lte wet Janrl. Thesec 
fluctuating items may r11ach a considerable figure, a;; much as l<s. 3o,ooo
for a taluk, and a large prcportion of the· demand therefore fluctuates: 
annual.y. In those yarts of the Punjab where a fixed assessment is·-

1 imposed, there are various devices by which fixed assessments can be
; given the advantages of fluctuation i for example, on alluvial lands
\\hicb form and re-form annually, the revenue is adjusted according t~· 
the area a,·ailable for· cultivation; if wells go·out .<>f u~e, the revenu~ is

fremitted; revenue is suspended in bad years ar:d remitted for hail and 
' other calamities, or after a series of bad years, But in the Punjab· 
the principle of fluctuation is carried further still. It was. introduced
comparati,·ely r<'cently and· met with much opposition both from-. 
officials and cultivators but, as the system of fixed assessment had been .1 
found to entail a needle~s loss of revenue in areas where cultivatioa· 
was extl:n~ing, .and nece~s1tated .frequent :~nd extensive suspeusions-j' 
an_d re_m•ss•o~s 10 precarious areas, the fluctuating system bas me~
Wttb mcreaswg tavour and is now preferred by the cultivators.
It has become a normal feature of the revenue &}stem, and th«t
revenue an~ually c~llected on this principle is about one and a half 
cro~es, and 1s one thud of the total land revenue. Thus everywhere ia• 
India, ~ltbough He. p~inciple of fixed assessment is accf'pted, a 
c~ncess10n to the pnllctple of fturtuating assessments is made wbere
btgb r.ates are combined with varialtle yields. And it is significant
that! •n. the Punjab, where conditions as reg:~rds tbe e:dension of
culttvaboo most resemble those in Burma, the Fystem of flactuating 
~~ssments . ~as gradually been adopted on a large scale despite. 
IDitJal Qppos•tion from reveoue officers and cultivators. • 
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ru4.ID the foregoing paragraphs. we have alluded to the pra(:tice of 

. · · ~rantiug suspensions and remissions. Thesto 
Susrpe~su~ns and are distinct from a reduction in the demand of ae 

em1ss1ons. . d" 'd I I . f .6 • 10 av1 ua cu tavator or some spec• c reason, 
.u In Madras wl1eD for lack of water a mao cultivates dry crops on 
tand classified as irrigated from a Government source, or io the Punjab 
when a "·ell goes out of use; they are adjustmrnts of the revenue 
-demand over a large ;~rea· to meet esceptional conditions. Some. 
proc~dure for suspen5ions or remissions is essential "·ith fixed assess
·ments~ In India the arrangements on the whole work smor,thlv, and 
with Indian .experience to guide us it may not seem a difficult matter to 
de,·ise a procedure which should work with equal ease. But the Indian 
·procedure is the product of long experience and training. Jn Bombay 
:until only twenty years ago, the theory was hdd that the assessment 
'1'epresented a moderate and fair demand over a long period, and that 
"the ample margin left to a cultivator in good }·ears should rnable him 

. to provide against poor years; there were practically no suspeo!lions, 
remissions or arrears and ·the system gave no trouble. With the 

·years of. scarcity and famine about 1900, the difficulties arising from a 
'fixed assessment made it necessary to recognize suspensions and 
remissions as part of the normal system, and several years were 
devoted to experiments in incorporating them therein beforf' 

:-success was finally obtained. No.v, as pointed out in a recent Report 
·on Revenue Administration," the machinery of Government is perfectly 
.attuned to the end al1d works with an efficiency born oflong experience." 
In the· Central Provinces a whole round of settlements broke down 
between.1895 and 1900. Here aga.in the pr.xedure now evolved 
repre11ents accumulated experience. If suspensions are required, they 
'have to be given · at short notice i evrrything depends on the 
·September rains. · What happens in practice is that, when the Deputy 
"Commissiooet: find suspensions nrcessary, be 'reports how much he 
-proposes to suspend. His proposals are scrutinized and, after amend
ment where necessary, are slnctioned by the Commissioner who 
iorwards a copy to the Financial Commissioner, nominally for approval 
·but in reality for saoetion. Annually thereafter the Deputy Commis
·sionerreports how,much be proposes to collect out of the revenue 

. outstanding on account of suspension~ from previous years • In 

f:
he Punjab, the difficulties arising in connection witb euspensaons 

and remissions bave proved a .great stimulus to the introduction of 
fluctuating assei!llments. . Wherever reliance is placed on suspensions 
and remissions for tempering a fixed demand there appears to be .a. 

· ·constant drift in the direction of rigidity which incessant effort 1s 
·required to combat. It bas been. found also that the possibility ~~ 
>l'emissioos of rovenue may be utilized as political capital and ~t 
bas been suggested to us that, politically, a system of automatic 

-exemption carries great advantages. The vnfavourable seasons ?f 
1895 to 1900 which tested eo severely the revenue systems !II 
.Bombay aod the Centr~l Provinces~ were . also expenenced .m 
Burma. There was actual famine an Mymgyan and scarctty 
throughout the dry zone.- During this period the efficacy of t~e 
•l'emission system was tested in Burma as in India, and in Burma as an 
India it was found inadequate. In India the remedy. adopted wa~ ~he 
-improvement e>f tlae remission system. ln Burma, wath ata tradatloa 
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of fluctuating assessments, the alternative of making the system more: 
fluctuating v•as adopteJ. . _ . • ; 

215. It is a difficult matter. to compare the relative advantages of 
. fixed ani fluctuating asst:ssments. We have laid 

Companson '!f the down as the criteria of a sound revenue system 
two systems ; an CO!.'t, • ld "d · that 1t shou prov1 e accurate maps, accurate 

records, an adt:quate revenue, equitably distributed and collected with..: · 
out difficulty, and that it should be simp!e and inexpensive .. Wtether 
the people prefer the certainty of a fixed assessment to the relief given 
in poor years by a fluctuating assessment cau .only be a matter of 
opinion; whether maps and records are more accurate on one liystem 
than the other cannot be finallv determined; even as regards expens~ 
the material for comparison is "indefinite. N9t only the duties of the 
land records staff, but the work, and therefore the cost o! settlement 
and land revenue administration, differ widt ly according as the assess--. 
ment is lixed or flu;;tuating. A fluctuating assessment requires .the 
maintenance of a large staft, and because the assessment depends upon. 
its honesty it must be highly paid; the w01k must be thoroughly· 
inspected and requires superv.ision by responsible and effic;ient officers. 
But as the staff which carries out a~sessment also maintains records
of occupancy and t::ultivation, and these are also maintained with a 
system of fixed a~sessments, it by no means follows that a -system of 
fluctuating assessments is more expensive. Even i( the land records 
staff should be (ouud more expensive on the fluctuating system, it 
would still bt: possible to argue that indirectly it allowed economies· 
under other heads. But on page 21l• we give figures comparing for 
each province the Cflst of land revenue administration witb the 
receipts. These figures show that almost undtr every head of expen- · 
diture. Burma contrasts favourably l'·ith any provioct>. But in Burma 
the total includes revenue from thathameda, capitation-tax, fisheries 
and minerals. Figures are therefore given ~eparately for Burrfla tO
compare the cost of survey, settlement and land records with ordinary 
land revenne. This comparison bears hardly on Burmain two ways. 
The ordinary land revenue in Burma excludes some items for which 
the departments should receive a credit; and the gross ]and revenue
in otht r province10 includes assets which are excluded from the ordin
ary land revenue in Burma. But the result i:j still favourable to the· 
Burma system as the proportion of total expenditure under these heads 
to receipts is still lower than in any pro\inces but the Punjab. · Thus 
arguments for introducing fixed assessments based ou the cosL of 
fluctuating assessment's are not supported by the facts. 

The favourable result of this comparison is largely due to the 
rich lands of Lower Burma. But it is also due in par~ to the possi• 
bility of imposing higher rates where automatic reductions give relief 
in poor years. In Myingyan, the paorest district under settlement in 
Upper Burma, the incidence of the assessment in 1917-18, the last year 
(or which the volume of General Agricultural Statistics is available, 
was 1.5 annas J pies pet acre matured and 12 annas 7 pies per acre· 
cultivated. In the same year, the average assessment in the Central 
Provinces was 11 as. t 1 p. per acre cultivated, although few districts 
if any can be poorer than Myingyan~ In the most precarious districts 
of Bomba7 the incidence ranged from 9 as. 9 p. to 10 as. 9 p: per acre 
cultivated. It appeared to us moreover that the price obtained for 
rico and most other produce is higber in ·Jndia -than io· Burma and: 



.Should res•lt in a higher incidence of revenue per acre. It bat 
.always been rettognized that, "ith a fixed assessment, the pitch ol 
the demand must be reduced and the figures just cited indicate that 
with a fixe i assessment the loss of revenue is very considerable, SCl 

that, considering the questioa solely in its fiscal aspect, only one 
lc.onclusion is possible; on the ground of expense no case can be made 
rut (or substituting fixed (or fluctuating IISSe!Sments. 

116. But the question cannflt be decided solely on fiscal considera-
• "t f . . lion~. It is necessarv to examine hO\V far the 
m equ• y o •nc•- fl . . ' 

deace system of uctua•tng assessments conduces to an 
.. ' · equitable and accurate assessment. As we 
·h-ave noticed when discussing settlement procednre, the cultivator 

--values land in respect o£ its net profit over a period of years ; classi
·fication based on local opinion is better suited to fixed than to 8uctua-
1:ing as~essments and the introduction of fixed assessments would 
-facilitate the formation of assessment classes. Again, with fluctuating 
assessments, it i:; desirable to restrict the number of as!essment 

·-classes, and although the initial distribution of soils can be equally 
- minute on either system, with a fixed assessment a larger number of 
classes may be recognized for assessment purposes and the classifi-

~
ation can be made correspondingly min lite. So that, while a demand 
uctuating with the annual produce of the land appears more equitable 

han one fixed regardless ol the harvests, the extra difficulty of 
alculating and applying a fluctuating asses~ment reduces the balance 

of advantage. It must be remembered too that there may be only a 
-remote· relation ~etween the de~and and the value of the produce in 
any particular year. · Although it is sometimes alleged that there 
are advantages, practical and theoretical, in pitching the demand high, 
'the .alternative view, that the demand should b.! pitched at such a 
level a.s to leave a large margin to the cultivator and to others who 
'benefit from the profits of cultivation, bas been the more generally 
accepted at least for the last twenty years. This view is supported 
·further by considerations of prudenre ; the dt-mand must be kept low 
to facilitate collection. With the utmost elasticity in assessment 
therefore the fluctuations of demand bear very little relation to the 
'fluctuations of produce. The demand does not rise when the yield is 
-above the normal, nor_is it ordinarily reduced when the yield fall1 
below the normal, unless the crop fails. Again the ability to pay 
:J'evenue does riot depend entirely on the annual produce, it varies also 
with the value of the produce. However close may be the correspon
·dences between the revenue demand and produce, the a:.sessment 
may still be far from equitable in one year as compared with another 
11nless the demand vary with the value of the produce. It would 
-seem impossible therefore to claim that with fluctuating assessments 
·th~ demand is more equitably adjusted to income, except where the great 
-insecurity of crops results in extreme variations in the annual income. 
~ - 217. Another criticism to which.the system of fluctuating assess-

ment baa been subjected may conveniently be 
io economic effect, noticed here. Where an asse~sment is fixed ,on 

' the total area of a holding, industry is stimulated 
·because t~e cultivat9r is free to make the best use of his land, whereas 
.a 811ctuating assessment may encourage him to leave his land fallow. 
~zperience bas ~emonstrated that in Lower Barma altempta to 1timulate 

~ .. . • " .... j, • • • • 



-cultintion by assessing fallow land are undesirable. The conditions. 
of Lower Burma, as we have already had frequent·occasion t~ observe,. 
are exceptional; a single crop occupies the ground for a long period,, 
there is an insufficient quantit}' ol. manure and it is not the practice. 
to grow crops as fertilisers, muciT of the land i~ very little benefited . 
by annual alluvial depo::~its and most settlement officers there have 
been convinced that fallow is necessary and should be encouraged, 
.and that difficulty in obtaining a reduction of assessment on fallow 
land bas conduc.:d to exhaustion of the sail. In Upper Burma, the rapid 
assimilation of new crops and the res pons~ ·or the area under cultiva
tions to variations of price or rainfall indicate that the cultivator needs 
tittle stimulus t:> industry and that the system of exempting land left 
fallow does not as a matter of practice in any considerable- degree 
~ncourage idleness. · ·• 

218. 1he degree of accuracy in the annual calculation of indivi
dual assessments ·has been questioned, and there 
1s some support for this criticism in the Histories 

·of Holdings which, at our request, have been 
<:ompiled in every district. Th~se show numerous sm.all variations 
even where stability might have been expected. The .evidence of 
settlement reports also is often adverse. But these reports indicate, 
as might have been expected, that the work i~ least satisfactory 
whei:'~ it is most difficult and least easy to sup::>rvise.. In some Upper 
.Burma districts, s·uvP.y charges are lar~e, approaching or exceeding 
ro,ooo acres of occupied Jand; ~ometim~s the land to be assessed lies 

-scattered in isolated patches among large areas of waste, always there 
is a varidy of crops and, ordinarily, a large proportion of land left fallow. 
Even where these conditions do not obtain but, as in many Upper 
Burma districts, and in most delta and manti me di:1tricts, distances ~re 
great and comrnunication slow, difficult and uncomfortable, it is almost 
impossible to ensure· adequate control. Again, the degree of supervi
·sion necessarily varies with the personality of the superintendent and, to 
some extent, with that of the Deputy Commissioner; the most efficient 
staff will rapidly deteriorate under a lax officer, it may take long to revive 
discipline and much of the damage is irreparable. This difficulty is · 
aggravated by the circumstance that the lightest revenue districts are 
-often the most difficult lan<J records districts, but the better· superin
tendents naturally gravitate to the more responsible positions where 
revenue is heavy. There are many factors therefore making for ineffici
-ency. In certain cases the forecast of settlement officers in Upper Burma· 
has been falsified, the revenue has been much less than they anticipated, 
and an obvious e:a:planation, though others can be put forward, is that. 
assessments have been fraudulent. We have collected figures from the 
annual reports on the administration of the department to sho~ the 
number ot men punished and, taking the number of inspectors and. 
•urveyors at the round figure of t,ooo, it appears that annually 2"15: 

· per cent. are dismissed or removed, the usual reason being fraud, and · · 
that about 2 per cent. are otherwise severely punished. This propor- . 

in accuracy of 
assessment, 

· tion is much higher than it should be and indicates the necessity for 
thorough inspection and constant supervision.· But on rice land, esp~-' · 

_-c:iaUy in Lower Burma, an assessment fluctuating with the cultivated area 
as exceptionally easy to apply. There is a single crop, failures are rare,.: 
whether a field baa beea cultivated or left fallow. is. ordinarll7 a·' 

• .J . • '- •, ' I .t.i.l 



questioll of f~d !"hich cau be verified over a period- of months untit· 
the 11~xt culbvatmg season begins. So that, although corruption iS-
sometimes detected and some must escape detection, these are isola
ted cases and are rarely alleged io connection with assessment · 
exlensive and continuous frauds in the assessment of rice land i~ 
Lower Bur!'~!' are i~ fa~t rare .and witb the-standard or inspectioo 
and superv1s1on ordmanly attamed must be regarded as unlikely. 
But! in undeveloped ar~as, cultivation is apt to escape assessment, and 
on 10secure lands and m tracts with a vanety of crops, the degree of 
success attained is more questionable; under such condittons a li}'Stem 
of assessm~nts ftnctuating'with'the matured area gives opportunity
for corrupuon and although a remarkable degree of accurac,· is in 
general obtained, it is difficult to rc:sist the conclusion that petty
corruption does exist. It has been found however that on dry land
where rates are low, surveyor& t.end to assess failures with undue 
severity, and that rice and other highly assessed crops are apt t~ 
receive exemption wrongly; probably this tendency is general. But the 
areas where a fluctuating assessment is OlOSt difficult to apply are
precisely the areas where a fixed assessment would give most difficulty. 
In such circumstances, the choice between the two systems depends
on the balance of disadvantage rand that fluctuating assessments allow 
of petty corruption, although a consideration of much weight, is not in 
itself sufficient to justify a change of system. 

219. Th!:: choice between the two systems with regard to the 
accuracy of maps iind records would seem more in accuracy of record, doubtful. So far as assessment depends upon the 

map and rE-cord, a fluctuating assessment should conduce to accuracy· 
because of the greater necessity for inspection But the importance 
of accuracy in matters relating to assessment may tend to overshadow 
the importance of accuracy in other matters; the!ile will receive less 
attention from the surveyor and from inspecting officers. it can hardly . 
be questioned that this tendency is frequently apparent; the officers and 
'staff of the land records department do regard assessment as their prim
ary function. SeLtlement work itself is concentrated on assessment and 
disregards the record, and this attitude is largely reflected in the land 
records department. So that although a fluctuating system may conduce 
to greater accuracy of the map and record ia respect of assessment, it 
is possible that r,ecords will be more accurate when maintained solely 
as records and not primarily for assessmeut purposes. 

220. There remains for consideration the question between the 
- . . two systems as they appeal to the cultiva.tor • 

• ' and 1~ appeal to_ Undoubtedly the cultivator would value certa~nty 
culuvators. in the assessment· and the idea has attraction11 for-

. him so fa~ as he can appreciate an abstract proposition. The wealthier 
people, especially non-resident landowners, would probably approve 
fixed assessments even more than the ordinary cultivator because the 
.annual payment of their revenue would be facilitated. But it appears
, to be the universal experience that a large proportion of cultivators do 
· not save in good years to pay their revenue in bad years and th1s would 
certainly be the case in Burma; failing remission, the cultivators would 
h~ve recourse to moneylenders. That a fixed asses~ment 'Yould lea~ to 
increased agricultural indebtedness among the culttvators 1n precanous 
aieu we · regard as one of the most cogent -arguments against the 
abandonment of the present eystem. Moreover th~t cultivator ia-



accustomed to elasticity in precarious areas ; even wher~ the a~ual 
demand varies little it stilJ has the name of ftuctuating and to su~statute 
fixed assessments would afford an occasion for complaint and !l very 
real ground for dis~atisfactioo. , 

UI. The sum of the discussion is that, in Lower Burma as al whole, 
the fluctuating assessment is working satisJactorily 

Summary of com- enough to require clear demonstration! of the 
par•son. advantage of a change, and that, in Upper Burma 

and in the insecure areas of Lower Burma, .while the system is working 
very much less satisfactorily, it at least does work and. is, appreciated 
by the people, while the alternative of fixed assessments has yet to be 
proved workable. The choice between the two systems is not merely 
a matter ol altering a few registers; it will react on the whole organiza
tion and machinery of the revenue system. Not only would the 
introduction of fixed assessments radically change the status i!ond duties 
of every member of the land records department! but. every revenue 
officer from Township Officer to Commissioner would ilave to forget 
much that he had learned and begin acquiring experience anew. The 
work of almost every clerk in almost every revenue ·office would need 
readjustment and every village- headman would be faced- with DeW\ 
difficulties and new responsibilities. A revenue system is more thana 
machine, it is a living organization which derives half its strength from 
its traditions.- If this report ha1 not shown how the -revenue system 
of Burma has grown up along its own lines, moulded by its envirolh' 
ment, impelled now in one direction now in another by. the orders e>f 
the Local Government and of the Government of India,, but even of 
these gradually assimilating some and rejecting others, and has develop· 
ed on the whole with very little reference to the constant ebb and-flo" 
of temporary and often conflicting policies, we have not. succeeded in 
doing justice to a view which. close study o£ tbe;evidence at first hand· 
can hardly fail to impress on those who read it: Any immediate and 
general introduction of fixed assessments. would. involve the..abaodoo~ 
ment of the experience which. has accumulated through nearly a 
hundred ~ears and a new departure' along paths which have been shown ' 
in India to be set with pitfalls. The development of the Punjab 
revenue system, where, a." we have seen, fluctuating assess1nents have 
won their way in the face of opposition from officials and the people,· 
indicates that this system is most suited ~o pr~carious areas, _and even 
were it shown petty corruption existed in Upper Burma on a. scale much' 
more extensive -than we . belie!Ye or the evidence would suggest, wo 
should still be unable to recommend the substitution of: fixed asses,., 
ments, with the attendant dangers and difficulties of suspensions and 
remissions, for a system that appears to give general satisfaction both td 
the people and to revenue officers. \ve admit however the advantagea 
of fixed assessments and are of opinion that experiments in that diree-. 
tion might suitably be attempted in areas of Lower Burma where the 
revenue remains practically unaltered from year to year and there would 
be little difference on either system, whether as regards the revenue pr~ 
duced or. the f'ffect upon the people, These experiments, would 
provide iuformatio11 on the basis of-which the system might gradually 
be extended if it were found suitalJie. In the following cha~tcr, we 
describe the chang~ which •·e recommend together with other sugges
t~ons lor improving; and simpWy_ing_ the systelp& o~ annual assesf1men~ 

•s 
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COIIPAR~TIVI COST 0~ _RIVINUB ADMINISTRArloN IN VARIOUS· PROVINC~S-(.rel l~'f'l".-1" 115,); 

· _(r) Estim•t11 fDr 1920-11 c . .:.. · 
' 

I ' . ' 
Total Laa4 (e) Chargee for '"1 Charge~ for tl Ch~rgel for · J 11) (:barge a for (01) Total ebargea 

dlatrlct adml aletra• aneyand · under head ot 
........ n. Reweaae lndud• lion 1 Settlements ad Reeord•l illaRe Ollicerl 1 · 

Land Revenue ' a-arka, . .. IDI ~:flaa due (&) Percentage of gJ Percentage of m Percentage of ( !l Percentage of (!l Pcrcent"ge o to 1at1oa, lol:alland rnenue, to Laad Revaaue, to Laad ReveDue. tot LaDd Reveaue, tot Lalld Re¥fDUio 

CJ) (I) , .. , I cu, (~•) (4t) (&d) ~~ (114) (8&) {7d) . (7&) I (I) 

;- - -... ... K.. a •. Rio Ra. a •. ••• R1o R• a,. ...... . (8) (8) (II) 
trl - HO ... ',18,08,000 ar,aa,ooo 1•1 U,711,7UO 1•5 80,18,700 t•8 lli,ll&,ouo 1·0 1,01,57 ,ouo 

lombaJ 
(s) (8) (i) 

IS'7 ... . .. ... a.ot,tl,OOO •• 115,000 18·11 1,1111,000 08 ,0,111,000 6'8 18,5f10UO 11'1 1,44,61,080 

CIDtral Pro"-IDCiadl., l•rar 
(8) (9) (9) (7) .. , t.ma,n,coo la,u,ooe e·o 8,811,000 1•7 11,110,000 1·1 11,011,0110 '"" 46,18,000 

PaD.Iab t;d,II,OOO 
(11) (10) 

1re ... ... ... 11,18,&00 7•1. 8,011,000 l'l IIO,sr,ooo 4•8 19,000 

:~ 
80,18,000 

l11raaa 
(8) (I~) 

lt'f ... ... ... e,oa,oa,ooo U,7I,OOO 11'4 &,98,800 J•O 17,90,100 ·~I 
81,&8, 00 81,88,000 

llarma 4·~ 
(19) ... . .. - a,aa.v,ooo 115,11,100 8'f &,06,gOO 1•8 18,18,800 18,&0,800 ••• 88,81,Uv0 I 17•8 11111·10, 

.. -0\ 

• 

I 14,40,89. ~.m' 18'1 Nadru ... . .. . .. l,ll,l8,11fl 10,11,0611 , .. U,78,9111 1"1 81,75,840 , .. 1•0 1,28,89 II 

Bomba1 .. . .. ... 4,41,62,811 6D,et,IIM 11'8 1,8J,II77 0'8 88,84,681 1'1 18,76,589 8•1 1,01 ,85,891 8i•7 
(18) (16) 

C1atral ProviDCII IDCIIdlq ltrar l 171,te,TII 11,14,801 7'1 t,64,1188 1"8 18,78,8Ut 7'1 10,78,8~0 e·J tll,ti,OOO •••• (17) 
ll'f . 

P•ge :u6, 1gi8-19, Bu,.mt Colu111114 (6).-C411CIIl'S and 111f11ta'· 
411,40,782 

JIB) 18'8 
tilt~ 1'3· ro.•t. ¥7 - uo ... 

~ --- -----~- -- - -- -- - ---- ~- ---- . .. 
• OrdllllrJ Lli .. l\ev1111 01111, 
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NOTES. 

( 1) The figures in these tables are taken. from the Civil Budget 
E1timates for 1920·11. The figures for 1919·10 are also shown for 
Burma as much revenue of that year was collected in 1920-11 owing. 
·tO the dislocation of the market on the introduction of Rice Control. 
In some of the provinces the pay of the establishment was raised 
during 1920 and 19:n, the actual figures for 1918-19 are therefore also 
-shown as these furnish a more accurate comparison of general conditions. 
. (2) This includes Rs. ·16,ooo remuneration of the loam Commis-' 

sioner,· a lump provision 54'30 lakhs for revision of pay of the 
subordinate service, a h1mp sum of 5 lakhs for promoting the welfare. 
<>f the depressed classes and Rs. 400 for rounding. · • 

(3) Ofthis, revenue surveys accounts for Rs. t0'37lakhs. 
(4) Includes lump sum provision of 7"50 lakbs for charges in 

connection with the reform scheme, and a lump deduction of 1 lakh 
for probable savings. . · . : 

(S) Cost of cadastral maps and of Consulting Surveyor: to Govern-
ment, and his establishment. 

(6) It is only in Madras and Bombay that village servants (menials) 
are paid by Government. In Madras the pay of the village servants 
(except village police) is debited to "Allowances to district· and 
village officers." · In Bombay the pay of village servants, "useful to 
Government,'' is debited. to Land Records. In both provinces the 
pay of the village police is debited to " Police.'' · 

(7) This includes Rs. 32,000 for management of Government 
estates and lump sum provisions of 1'86 and 1'09 lakhs re.spectiveiT. 
lor the improvement of the pay of the· officers of . the Indian Civil . 
Service and of the Provincial Service. 
. (8) In the Central Provinces the pay o( the Commissioner of ~ttl~ 
ments and Land Records is debited to Land Records. In Burma it is 
debited to Survey and Settlements. 
• (9) This includes Rs. 66,ooo commission on collections. Patwaris 

are shown under both heads 14 Land Records and Allowances to 
district and village officers." The patwaris shown under the ·tatter 
Jaead appear to be those of Berar. · ; ' 

(ro) Includes Rs. 3,400 for management of Government estates. : 
(11) ,. AJlowances to frontier chiefs." Village headman in the 

Punjab are paid by a cess specially levied for the purpose. 
(u) Charges. oa account of land revenue collections: it iac:ludes 

Rs. 66,ooo on account of Fishery co11ec:tions aad Rs 100 for ronnding. 
(13) Charges on account of laad re"t'enue c:ollecti~ns; it includes 

Rs. 76,1oo on account of Fishery collectioDS. · -; ·.· 
(14) Includes Rs. 7,390 remuneration of the loam Commissioner. 
(15) Includes Rs. ~8,75~ for management of Government EstateL 
(16) This incladca RS. 49,115, commission oa collections. · 
(17) Includes Rs. 4,389, for management of Go'ternmeat Estates.·· 
(al) lndades Rs. 6~,877, on accouat of Fishery collectioaL 



CHAPTER XX. 

~HH FLUCTUATING ASSBSSMBNT IN PRACT_ICB. 

23;!. As we have seen in Chapter IV, everywl:ere in Burma, ceca-
. De 8 of El t" "t pied land is liable to assesssmeot at the sanctioned gree as ICI y. R d . f . acre ratesJ e uctlon o assesmeot or exempt1on 
from it may be obtained, bul the degree of elasticityi~ the assessment 
variea in different parts of the province. It is at its minimum in those 
parts ·of Lower Burm~. in which the occupant must apply to the 
township officer for a reduction of assessment on fallow areas, and 

· for, r~mh;sio!l on crops which have been destroyed. It is at its 
maximum in those parts of Upper Burma in which areas left fallow,. 
and crops ~hich fail to give a quarter of their normal yield, are 
exempted from assessment by the revenue surveyor of his own motion .. 

. Between these two extremes come those parts of Lower Burma in 
w~i~b.areas left fallow afe assessed at a reduced rate, and crops totally 
destroyed by floods are omitted from the assessment roll by the 
revenue surveyor of his own motion; and those parts of Upper Burma 
i* which th~ revenue surveyor ca.n omit, besides the fallow areas, only 
those. crpp•;wJlich Jiave fa,iled comple~ly and been abandoned uoreaped. 
11hroughou~; the, provinc~ prpporf.ionat remission can . be obtainec:l 
f!':here the crop is less than two-thirds.of a full crop. \Ve have see~ 
alsq,•tha~ historically~ the fluctuating system has arisen from two 
separate ,causes which ltis important to dis\inguish. The fluctuation 
of assessment "ith the area occupied was devised to ensure that the 
growth of revenue should keep pace with the rapid extension of 
cultivatioQ. Tht; fluctuation of &.he assessment with the area cultivated 
or the area, matured was jlevised tp ensure that in precarious areas the 
demand should be accommodated to unfayourable years. Where 
cultivjltion has ceased to ex~end and.the crops are secure, so that the 
dema,nd r~rnains . practically unch~nged from. year to year1 a fixed 
assessment. has th~ advantage of simplicity and certai•ty. Where 
~pps are secur~ b~l ~ultivatioQ is extending, the choice between fixed 
aqd fluctuating a,sessments depends _largely on a comparison of thei~ 
tinanci~l resulis. W.heye qops are insecure, the convenience of the 
cultivator and the difficu~ties o.f remission alsQ. require consideration. 
Bat ~venin those parts o€ Lower Burma where_ crops are most secure 
w~arc of the opwion, held almost without_ exception by officers best 
acquainted with the agric~tu.-al conditiot:.s, that it is essential not to 
d~ufage, the . fa).lowing o.f. land. We con~ider that· the existing 
facilitiej; for Qbtaining a..reduqign of asses.sment on fallow areas should 
be retained and thatit is even desirable to extend them. Holding_ 
this opinion we cannot recommend that anywhere a 11 cast-iron •• 
sse"sment on the Bombay .:attern, fixed on the land, without ready 
cilities for rednctioa of tie ~Messment oa iadividual holdings, should 
iutroduced. 



223- \Vhere however, cultivation is secure and the revenue .i• 
now practically constant, we consid~r that much 
would be gained by fixing the demand for 
individual holdings on the area occupied at settle
ment, with facilities for reduction of the assess- ·. 

Holding settlements : 
-with secure and estab· 
lished cultivation, 

·ment on application together with proof that the 
-whole or a portion of the land had been left fallow, or that the crops had 
been damaged. We have obtained from district officers reports, to 
which we ha"e already made incidental references, showing for one or 
more kwins in each district the history of each holding for the last ten 
years. Many of these show minute _variations in holding areas and 
assessments. Some of them are inexplicab:e; in many cas(s, a total 
assessment exceeding ar.d often greatly exreedin:{ Rs. 20 warie& · 
annually by two or three ann as, a variation which the cultivator cannot 
feel and can hardly notice; holdings of 20 or 30 acres or more change' 
from year to year by a few decimals. Most of the chauges presumably 
represent small ·extensions and, considt'red as a whole, indicate a 
remarkable degree of accuracy in the annual survey; but the reveiuie 
which they produce is not worth the trouble and the cost of survey. 
There is often in fact an advantage in omitting to survey them •. The 
kwin1 where these small Vclriations ln the area of individual holdings 
-occur are, as a rule, fully cultivated, except for such small patches as_ 
are required for local amenities, mostly paths for men ·and cattle. 
Extensions in such kwins may suitably be discouraged and it is undesi~ . 
. able without· dt!tailed scrutiny to grant righls over any land in them 
which may be still unoccupied; but as at present, in practice though 
not by rule, extt::nsions become private land as soon as they are 'brought . 
on to the map, the omission to survey, map and asses; them would 
protect the interests of the community. Two objections .should 'be 
.noticed. Surveyors are required to bring the map up to date annually; 
-even in fully cccupied kwins with established cultivation these exten
sions of holding boundaries would gradually accumulate, and in some 
case~ it \\"ould be desirable to recognize them by bringing them on 
the map, thuugh they would remain unassessed during the current 
settlement. Besides these changes in holding boundaries there wculd 
also be changes in the interior detail, and although experience in 
Burma shows that in areas of secure and established cultivation there 
is very little change in the bonds Feparating rice fields, the gradual , 
accumulation of error would eventually necessitate a revision of the 
map, at least in put. It is very questionable bow far these objee
tion:J are ''alid. Undoubtedly changes would occur, and revision 
would become necessary if the discrep:tncies between the-map and 
the land were found to occasion difficulty in the marking of fallows 
and failures, but probably such kwins dq at present receive least 
attention from surveyors , and every" here changes of interior detail 
receive less attention than changes in holding boundaries. It bas yet 
to be proved that, even in fully culth·ated kwins, maps in practice can 
be maintained without occasional revision; in addition to annual 
maintenance such kwins ordinarily do need further correction at pre• 
aent. That the abandonment of annual survey would entail additional 
expenditure on periodical surveys is doubtful, and it seems probable. 
that any additional expenditure on· resurvey which the abandonment 
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of annual surveys involved would be more than compensated by the
facility which it would giye for e~tra work in those parts which needed 
most attention. The permanent suney marks would still be maintained 

. and the surveyor would perform bis ordinary duties e~rcept that l:e would 
_ not be required to survey changes in interior detail or ch'lnges in hold

ing boundaries arising otherwise than by mutations. \Ve recommend 
accordingly that in area$ where crops are secure and cullintion 
stable,~nd holding areas and assessment~ change little from year to 
year, the assessment on each holding should be fixed at settlement to 
be paid annually; that the annual survey of holding boundaries and 
interior details should be ~bandoned t but that on application to 
the $Ownship officer, or other revenue officer duly authorised. 
cultivators should obtain such reduction or rem1ssion of the 
assessmen-t as is obtainable in those parts or Lower Burma which 
have not been notified as special areas. Although annual fluctuations.. 
of a~sP.ssment owing to tbe fallo11 ing of poor soil would ordinarily be 
~a l"'imfl /fide reason against the introduction of this system, there are
considerable areas of poor land held by large non-c.gricultural land· 
owners nt>ar towns where it would be suitable to fit the as.;essment 
by holdings in the same manner. Kwins in which holding settle-
ments are to be introduced would be scheduled and anv which were 

-'included "in the list of kwins notified under the faliow rules would be 
deleted from that list. We recommend, in fact, holding settlements 
instead of settlements at acre rates, leaving the present system in 
other respects _little changed .. As will appear below, we further 
recommend extension of the concessions now made to non-cultivating 

- owners regarding-fallow rate. 
· 114. Within limits, the same principle can be applied wherever crops 

are secure, even although t:ultivation is extend· 
with ~ure lt_but. ex- ing. In these circumstances it would be 

·ten mg cu avation, possible to fix the asses~ment on each holding. 
at settlement and to treat an extension of it as a new holding. But 
there ~Still remain areas where cultivation is extending and holding 
boundaries are ill defined. In these undeveloped areas the present 
system of annual assessment on the area occupied appears the most 
saitable. Between the two extremes of stable cultivation on the one 
band and rapid extensions with fluid holding boundaries on the other, 
there is no--clear dividing line. In some places holding boundaries 
are so permanent that extensions may be disregarded; in some. places
_existing boundaries c(\uld be treated as permanent though extensions 
are considerable ; in others boundaries are not permanent. For the 
first categcrv we recommt-ud hold!ng settlements, for th" last we re
commend settlements at acre rates; for the middle category a combina· 
tion of holding settlt'ments with acre rates on extensions might prove
useful, but we are of opinion that the experiment or holding settlements. 
sho11ld first be tried in those areas where it is most likely to succeed. 

us. The expediency of holding settlements in Upper _Burma is more_ 
' · . U B doubtful. Regarding Upper l>urma as a whole, 
and 10 pper llrma. holding boundaries not only on rice land but even 
on dn· land are far more definite than in any but the most closely 
cultivated parts of Lower Burma. Certain of the irrigated rice lands-

. there are as secure as those of Lower Burma, but the area of tht>se is 



llOt sufficiently extensive to justify separate treatment. The bette~ 
classes of land under dry crops are comparatively secure, and the bed 
dry lands are rarely fallowed. For such land the sys~em ·of h~ldinc 
settlements proposed for parts of. Lower Burma m1ght be suttable. 
Again much of the dry land i;; fallowed . on definite principles ; 
sometimes one-third is fallowed each year, so that the assess
ment remains practically unaltered. Holding settlements on·- such 
lands would not only, as in Lower Burma, possess the advantage of 
fixing with certainty a demand which does not at present fluctuate 
widely, but would obviate the labour.of annually measuring an area 
approximately the same but in a different position. There is however 
one essential distJOctic,n b'etween the areas of secure and e~tablished 
.paltivation in Lower and Upper Burma. In Lower Burma they are 
extensive and continuous; in Upper Burma, they may be extensi\'e .in 
the aggre~ate, but they lie in. patches separated from each other by 
much larger areas of insecure cultivation. One chief advantage in a 
fixed assessment is the simplification of revenue machinery which· ~t 
permitj, but if it can 'only be applied to patches, instead of simplifying, 
it complicates the system. Moreover, the secure areas are much more 
difficult to pick out in Upper Burma. The advantages derived from 
holding settlements in Lower Burma m:ty be found sufficient to justify 
an extension of the sy:.tem to parts of Upper Burma and we would 
not debar settlement officers from considering the possibility ·of this, 
but we are uoable to recommend any experiments there in this directioa .. 
at present. . · · • 

226. At present it is the practice in Lower Burma and in parts of. 
H ld' t Upper Burma to calculate the annual assessment 

0 mg a~sessmen 'I. as if th~ holding were . fully cultivated 1:1-nd.. from 
the assessment on the holding to subtract any allow.ance which ma:y 
be necessary on account of fallows and failures. It has been suggested 
that an extension of this practice would facilitate the annual calculation 
of the demand and reduce the scope for errol'. But in Upper Burma 
holdings which in normal years are fully cultivated are seldom found and 
except for these a nominal assessment on the fully cultivated holding 
would only be misleading. Take for example a ho~ding ot 15 acres of 
second class dry land assessed at Re. 1 an acre of which annually one
third is fallowed. 1 he nominal assessment on this holding would be Rs. 
15, but every year the actual demand would approximate to Rs. 10 i 
thus the nominal assessment would have no relation· with the facts.
Again there are large tracts of poor land where the fallow area annually· · 
exceeds the cultivated area; in some dry zone districts for example half 
the occupied lands is annually left fallow. On such land the subtraction 
or the fallow areas would involve more arithmetic than the addition 
of the cultivated areas. In any case it would still be necessary 
to calculate the area under each crop for the annual crop statistica. 
lt. does not appear therefore that any considerable saving of labour _ 
wall result from the calculation of holding assessments except when 
holding settlements are introduced. _ , 

127. It does not seem necessary that holding assessments should 
. . only be introduced at settlement. So long as 

The ~ntrodUCtiOft of the COnditionS Of settlement are DOt altered to the 
holding settlements. 'ud' f 1 • h b 1 d preJ ace o cu tavators t ey can e a lere at any· 

; i 



tim-e. We propose that people with whom holding settlements are 
made ahull still be able to obtain the present concessions on account 
of fallows and failures. It should be recognized however that at 
present in notified kwins agriculturists can obtain fallow rates withoot 
application, and if holding settlements were introduced into such kwins 
they would no longer enjoy the same facility; provided however that 
this point receives due consideration it would be 'luite permissible to 
introduce the system anywhere in Lower Burma now, by tal<ing as the 
amount of the holding sdtlement the full assessment on the area shown 
as occupied io the current land records map. But the selection of kwins 
to-which the system should be applied woul.d present some difficulty. 
It seems preferable therefore in the first instance to introducf' the 
system under the direction of a settlement officer in the coors. 
.of settlement, or at least by an officer with settlement experience 
placed oo :special duty for the purpose. Then after ll suitable 
.procedure for the select,on of kwins had be,.o devised it could 
be applied in other districts during the currency of settlement. 
Jn addition to the present distinction between the notified and 
uonotified kwins we have proposed to introduce a new distinction 
between scheduled kwins with holding settlemer.ts and unscheduled 
1kwins. It may ultimately be tound that all unscheduled kwins may 
suitably .be included in the list of notified kwins. We have not 

. sufficient material to decide how far this may be possible and we 
deprecate prejudicing the experiment by its extension at the outset 
to kwins which are not obviously fitted for it. 

a aS. We have already.tXplained tha~ the practice of leaving rice land 
The assessment periodically fallow has always been regarded as 

.of fallow in Lower expedient in LoweJ: Burma, and that we accept 
:Burma;. · this view.. On the other hand, the concession of 
fallow rate on any land left uncultivated has been abused by owners 
of large areas who ha\e been content to hdd land as a specula
tion_ without attempting to' cultivate it so long as they a~e only 
required to pay a fallow rate of two annas per acre. The policy of 
Governme~t has thuefore been to discriminate against non-cultivators 
by requiring lhem to pay oo fallow. land either the lull rate or a rate 
higher than the fallow rate, without so far restricting the privilege 

. as tO enCOtJrage the exhaustion of the land by continuOUS cultivation. 
Cultivators,· also, who leave land fallow for profit may be required to pay 
a rate higher than two annas.. It is not easy to carry out this polic~·; it 
i1 hard to determine whether a man is a cultivator or a non-cultivator, 
or to decide the reason for which land bas b~en left fallow. Adequate 

·enquiry into these matters would involve much labour, and where the 
. question has to be decided by an overworked township officer in a 
.very summary m<~nner the prac~ical effect _of the direct ons i~ uncertain. 
'ln one respect they are espec1ally unsatisfactory. In not1fied kwins 
the· revenue surveyQr may assess at the two-anna rate one-sixth of the 
land held by a non-cultivator. It may well happen that the same piece 
of land is exempted annually and that other land is exhausted 

· by annual cultivation ; thus both ·objects of the concession are 
.. defeated. We recommend that, in kwins where holding settlements 
~are -introduced, all landowners should be entitled to an assessment at 
the two-anna f~llow rate on any ·Jand which is left uncultivated, oo 
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•pplicatioo and proo~ that it has .been cultivated co'!tinaous!y.for.so 
'Dlany years, ordinanly three to s1s, as may be cons1dered ~o JUStl~Y 
fallowing (or soil recuperation. We would also allow cultivators •• 
.. uch kwins, but not non-cultivators, to obtain an assessment at the two. . 
anna rate forsucb other reasons as would now entitle them to an assese
·ment at this rate. These arrangements would also apply to unnotified. 
kwins not included in the schedule. In ·the remaining kwins, i~ .• 
those which are both notified and unscheduled, we would allow the 
revenue surveyor to assess fallow land at the two-anna rate in·all cases 
where it appeared in his register a.c; the property ot a cultivatQr; owners 
~egistered t.s non·cuitivators should be required to apply to ·the town
~hip officer for the concession, and to justify it io the same way as 

·elsewhere. We consider that ·the es1sting provisions relating to 
-interme_diate rates introduce ·an additional complication which it is 
desirable &o avoid, and thc:·area which at present receives the benefit, 
-of these rates does not appear to us sufficiently large to justify their 
-continuance. We recognize that the circumstances of certain· districts 
such as Akyab may requ1re special consideration, but we ·are of opinioa 
.that ordinarily the full rate or the two-anna rate should be charged. 
1l any departure from this -rule is necessary, the intermediate rate 

:ehould be specified and notified by Government as applicable to the 
whole district. lt might also properly .be required that applications 
ior the two-anna rate should contain a certificate to the-effect that the . 
Jand had not been used for profit or for any non-agricultural purpose. 

229. At present all occupied land left fallow 10 Upper Burma is 
ar.d in Upper . totally exempted from assessment. Tbe intra. 

Hurma. duction of a fallow rate bas been advocated, and 
the ptojected unification of the two revenue systems adds \\'etgbt to 
the suggestion. The chief reason for the change is that in Upper 
Burma, io years of exceptional rainfall,patches of poor land are 

<ultivated and brought on to the map and registers. These tend to 
remain, contrary to paragraph 447A of the Land Records Manual, and 

thus add to the work of revenue surveyors. It is suggested that a fallow 
rate would diminish this tendency. That is quite possible, but there 
.are difficulties 1n adopting the proposal. Much of the land which would 
become liab e to a fallow rate would only be assessed at four annas 
when cultivated successfully and a two-an~a rate, or even a one-anna 
:rate, on it, wnen fallow, would be excessive. Again, the impoiition of 
a one-anna rate on fallow land would result in a material enhancement 
4f the: total revenue, which contrary to tb~ practice of settlement, 
would be taken from the poorest land. We are unable therefore to 
.recommend tb.: introduction of a fallow rate in Upper But'hla. 

230. In lower l::lurma the surveyor may exe!Dpt Irom assessment 
Crop hilures in crops which have been totally destroyed by flood, . 

Lower Hurma. , but, except in notified kwins, be may only do set-' 
after the towns"ip officer bas certified the 

-destruction, which in such kwins most affect more than one-third of the 
area of the kwin. Non-cultivators are only allowed this conression·io 
respect o( oue·sixtb of the land held in· the kwio. Destruction by 
flood is the usual cause of damage in Lower Burma but that does not 
seem adequate reasoa for restricting the concession to damage. thua 

. ~ccasion,..d. Nor does there Beem any sufficient reason for the 



distinction between c:ultivaton and non-cultivators. We are of 
opinion that crops totally destroyed by any cause- should be esempted 
from assessment, and that cultivators and non-cultivators alike should 
equally be entitled to remission. We recommend that in kwins where 
holding settlements are introduced landowners should be required to
apply for remission, as in those kwins it should rarely be necessary; 
they should also be required to apply for remiss10n in unnotified 
kwins. In no case should any distinction be made between cultivators
and non-cultivators, or between damage hom flood and from othet' 
causes. · It also deserves consideration whether in the less secure 
districts such as I:1rome a crop which fails to yield one-quarter of tb~ 
normal should not be treated as a failure. · 

131. In Upper Burma to.tal failures are everywhere exempted and 
... . in precarious areas crops other than those 

U and
8 

an. . assessed at the karng season are exempted il 
. pper unna. they yield less than one-fourth the. normal. 

Crops assessed at the-k4illg season are not necessarily grown on katng 
land and in precarious areas should, in our opinion, receive exemption. 
to the same extent as crops assessed- at other seasons, . except tha• 
crops grown on island•and riverine land should only receive rxemption 
in the case of total failure~ It may be noted here that the assessment of 
:valuable island corps should not be entrusted to temporary surveyors 
as is now a ~ommon practice. As regards !;ice land the present rules 
seem suitable; on such land the stubble is on the ground for several
months and indicates the degree of failure. Witb dry cultivation 
however, it is more difficult to estimate failures and also more oifficult 
to insp~ct them, as the land is often ploughed up and cultivated with. 
another crop. A revenue surveyor who is empowerf'd to exempt dr]J 
crops which only give a quarter of the normal yield is granted wide 
latitude in a difficult task. The. manner in which be exercises his
discretion probably depends largely on the superintendent. With. 
lax supervisio~ he may exempt crops which should have been assessed ; 
but ordinarily the assessment is low, the~e is little profit ·in corruption,. 
and the surveyor shows his zeal and keeps on the safe side by assesa
ing crops \\hicti should have been exempted. It is po~sible, howev~r,. 
that the rule works as a safety valve and reduces the number of remut
sion cases in poor years. The evidence before us is insufficient for a 
definito recommendation that dry crops should only be exempted in 
the event of total failure and, in any case, a change of this nature could 
hardly be introduced during the currency of a st:ttlement in which the 

.rates have been based on the understanding that crops yielding less
than a quarter of the normal will be exe:npted. We recommen~ there
fore that in Upper Burina one task of the settlement officer dunng the· 

• first stage of operations should be to ascertain bow the rules for nem-
• pting failures have been applied in actual practice, and that, in the 

l'eport on his assessment proposals submitted at the end of the first stage
of settlement operations, he should state bow far the exemption of dry

. crops which give less than a quarter of. the nor~al yie'd is _necess~ry. 
133· We have explained that, according to the de~ree of.~nsecunty,. 

the cultivator i» assessed .on the occupied, or on 
Remissions the cultivated or on the matured area, and that iDo 

and refunds. the most pre~arious tracts he is only assessed if. 



the crop yields a quarter of the normaL But whateyer standard '!e-. 
fixed as rendering him liable to assessment by the euryeyor, he caD sliD 
obtain partial br total remission from the township officer if his crop falls. 
one- third below the normal J idd. Thus in ~he precarious parts of Upper 
Burma. if a cultivator may expect bo baskets of paddy but gets less 
than 15 the survevor exempts him from assessment; if be gets 15 but 
less than 40, the swveyor assesses him but be can apply to the township
officer for remission proportional to the loss. Where a crop yielding -
less than a quarter o( the normal escapes assessment. no machinery for
remission would seem necessary, and the figures in the Land ReYenue 
Administration Report bearing on the subject indicate that little use 
is made oi tl:e remission procedure in Upper Burma; it should be
noticed however that in certain districts these figures do not coyer
water rate and the irrigation share of land reftnue. The remissioa 
procedure! in Upper Burma is in fact practically confined to districts
where crops are assessed except for total failure. It would seem. • 
possible, by extending the application of the c:ouCf'ssion exempting 
crops less than one-fourth the normal (rom assessment, to abolish the 
remission procedure in Upper Burma. This is not a point oo which_a 
decision can be reached without much more detailed enquiry into the
working of the present system than we haye been able to make. We 
recom~end however that the feasibility of the proposal.sbould be
further es:amioed, but we regard it as doubtful whether the es.emptioo 
of a crop -.·hich _yields less than one-fourth the normal is advisable io 
areas where· rates are high. In Up~r Burma the Deputy Commis
sioner may now authorize a gen~ral reduction of the assessment for: 
tbe kwio as a "·hole or for any particular class of land or kind of c:rop.
Some provisiOn of this nature would still be required tor years of-
abnormal disaster. - - · 

The remission procedure is defective in certain respects. Frequently 
special offi~ers are employed on remission work who have little
or no experience of maps or field ,.-ork. Where it is nect:ssary to employ 
special officers -.·e consicler that experience in tile Land Records or 
Settlement Department should be regarded as of great importance._ 
Inspectors of land records selected from the district staff might -be
tried for this work and while on special duty should be temporarily 
appointed Deputy Township Officers. A further defect in the, 
procedure is that, •here crops are damaged, alltbe land held by the·· 
same man as o-.·ner, tenant, or mortgagee throughout the village tract
must be taken into account in estimati11g the proportioo of crop lost.. 
This rule, although an impronmeot on the former rule io Lower-
Burma ,.·hen abe whole township was taken as the •nit, mast be 
difficult to apply aod liable to gi\-e inequitable nsalts. We are of
opi!lion that, "·heoever the crops on any holding are so damaged as to
e'! title the occupant to remission on that holding, ht: should receiYC it-_ 
Without regard to the crops oo any other laod which be may own. . 

The granting of remissions on land irrigated from a GoYCmmeot· 
10urce ~_>resents special difficu~ti~ Officers of the Irrigation Department· · 
are entitled to es.pre.ss an op1010n on proposals to grant remission for
partial failures, but in practice are unable to do so as there are oo crops
left for inspection by the time that the papen reach them. Thus the pro-
<edure involves delays, prejudicial to the cultintors, without conferring:. 
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~dditional protection on the irrigation revenue. Jn these circumstances 
'We would recommend that, as an experiment, revenue officers should 
be allowed to dispose finally of applications for remi~&ioa, without prior 
reference to irr1gation officers. After orders have hef"n passed the 

·proceedings should be sent to the Executive Engineer for scrutiny. 
This should ensure that applications are carefully considered, and if 

!Subordinate revenue officers are found to allow remission to a greater 
--extent than the Executive Engineer considers permissible, the rxperi
lment can be terminated. 

Refunds of revenue give much trouble to the assessee and to the 
·revenue office. Vole are of opinion that unless a refund can be allowed 
.before the revenue is collected it is rarely worth making unle~s the 
,sum be very considt-rable. We have considered a suggestion that 
refunds, especially if small, should be deducted from the next following 

-assessment unqer the same head of revenue but, in view of the com
·plicatioo of accounts which this procedure would introduce, are unablt-
::to recommend it for adoption. · 

. ·233· Hitherto in this chapter we have been examining the practice 
"r-·ti· 1 Ruct ·of fluctuating assessments.mainly with regard to 
""'"u ny o uat- b · f h 1 · 1 · · ing assessments. l e convenience o t e cu bvator. t IS necea-
- · sary also to esamine the arrangements for 
oprotecting the ·revenue by scrutinizing the demand. Reliance, now, is 
-chiefty placed on inspection in the field. Every year however there 
lis an additional check on a large scale; the revenue demand for the 
-current year in ear.h kwin at each assessment season and the c-orrespon-
-ding demand for the previous year are compared by the superintendent 
of land records, the Akunwun and the Deputy Commissioner ; any 
-discrepanc~· should receive special attention in the field. For Lower 
Burma, where cultivation normally expands and rarely decreases, 

-and the revenue, consequently, should rise with some degree of 
•regularity, the check now exerci!>ed is probably sufficient. But in 
~upper B!~rma, and also in those parts of Lower Burma where crops 
.are insecure, this practice of coo:paring assessment totals might 
'USefully be extended. In such circumstances a comparison of one 
year with another is of little use; a comparison over a period of years 
·is necessary. Ag"in, if conditions vary from place to place, and ai in 
·Upper Burma, the distribution of rainfall is capricious, a comparison of 
~onditions wathin a sin~le kwin gives little information. LoDLinued 
observation over a wide area of simil~rcountry is required. We are of 
:Opinion therefore that the demand should be calculated annually by 
tracts and compared with the demand calculated for the tract in the year 
of settlement by the Settlement Officer. The comparison might usefully 
be made in a set of graphs,· one fo!' each tract, maintained by the 
'superintendent of land records. Comparison over a wider area t~an 
.a single district is often desirable. In those parts of the PunJab 
·where fl11ctuating assessments are in force the demand proposed for. the 
year it~ annually reported to the Financial Commissioner for scrutmy i 
we consider that in Burma a fuller measure of conll ol on the part of 
Commissioner would be useful, and recommend accordingly that for 
-each settlement tract a graph showing the fluctuations of demand 
..ehould be maintained in the district office and that duplicates should 
fbe maintaint'd in u~e ofl!ce of the Commissioner •. 



~HAPTER XXI. 

THE ANNUAL AssKsSMENT AND coLLI!:CTJON or REVENUE;.-t . . . 

• 
234. The work_of the surveyor falls,under the fol~owing heads.- , 

. (i) Assessment and mamtcnance of th~ 
Groupmg of economic record by the collection of. annual' . 
surveyors. statistics. . _ 
(ii) Maintenance of the Record of Rights. . , . 

(iii) Survey (including inspection of boundary ~nd survf!y. marks):· 
anc Mapping. . • _ , . 

(iv) Miscellaneous work in connection with Prices, Crop_ Forecasts,.. 
the maintenance of Towaship Books, Progress Reports and giving, 
evidence in Courts. - . , 

'The assessment must be car-cied out when the crops are on the; 
ground and are due or almost due for harvesting. Survey work proper~. 
excluding measurements of cropped areas, is only possible when. tho~ 
men are not ~mployed on assessment. In the field survey work.. is.
least expensive and best supervised when it is, carrieg out by·group$; 
of surveyors. In many districts it is nec~ssary tg group.. su~:veyora
becausc in. some charges. there i$., little or no survey work and iq.. 
others enough work for several men and, as. we have seen in Chapte~; 
XVlll, only by organisin~ the survey on a district basis has it been-. 
found possible to cope with the arre~s. lp office, likewise, the com
putation of areas can only be carried out by men .working-in pairs. under· 
responsible supervision; mapping can only be satisfactory if surveyors
who have special skill a$ draughts~en. are selected for this work. 
Where assessment work does not allow. spare time for survey special' 
arrangements must be made, but over most o£ Lower Burma.. assess
ment, work is completed by the end of February and !t.is then possibl~ 
to employ the staff on survey work. .. On the othef hand until the 
crops are off the ground survey. is very. difficulL The obvious solution-. 

• is to allot the first portion of the field season. to assessment ft;O.rk. apc;l 
the latter portion to survey. For the last. hal{ of. the season the II)en, 
must work in groups, and they- must also work i~. group$ during, at 
least part o( the recess., The-remainder. of t\le recess is devoted to th~;· 
'ompilation of statistics. for the past year, and the prepar.atiPn. of 
maps and registers for the corning year. "[his is cl~arly work which·, 
will be best carried out i£ the. me11 are supervised. At ... pres~nt 
much time and mon~y is wasted, especially in the delta, by req\liring· 
the superintendent to visi~ outlying; survey charge~. which .ar& so111e• 
times only. accessible- by sampan,· The work i• uninterest.ing. apcJ 
involves uncomfortable travelling.. with the inevitable consequence· 
that it is apt to be neglected. It seems expedienUherefore to group
the men for the whole of. the recess, ~d. the most suitable place
would be the township headquarters, OJ: in some cases the_ district 
headquarters, This would leave the .SUf:V~)'PJ'S _for only tbree_ or_ foJJr 

' 



!lftonths annuallY' in their survey charges. It has always b'!ea a rule 
'that men should reside within their charges, but the rule is ve7. 
~£ten broken or only observed in name and, so far as it is observe 
'hampers administration. The surveyors are expected to live i~ 
ltouses substantial enough to diminish the risk of damage to their 
•records and this means ~bat they mu!!t either purchase or build a 
house. Where this is the case a transfer may be a serious punish
•ment, often unmerited ; for example, if a slack or inexperienced 
·surveyor has let his charge get into disorder a good man, sent to 
r.-epair the mischiefs, has to suffer the penalty. We are therefore of 
-opinion that in Lower Burma surveyors should be permanently 
~stationed at the township headquarters or in exceptional cases, aa 
perhaps in Tavoy, at the district headquarters. The main argument 

·to the contrary is that residence in the charge promotes honest and 
accurate work, and that, unless the reporting of transfers is made 
-easy, people will not report them. But residence of the _surveyor 
withi~ bis charge has not been found to ensure the accuracy of the 

-registers at present; parties to a transaction who do not live within 
the charge will not trouble to go there to report it and, where a large 
.proportion of landowners and mortgagees are non-resident, the fact 

· that the surveyor resides within his charge militates against punctual 
"C"eporting. Moreover, now that many transactions 1!-re registered, and 
verbal report is consequently unnecess:uy, the argument loses much 

·of its weight. For some Upper Burma districts however the proposal 
"to group surveyors may not be. feasible, and possibly in certain Lower 

· Burma districts the conditions forbid grouping; the case of each 
.(listrict will require separate consideration. 

135. On the procedure now recommended the surveyor will start 
· · the year by preparing the annual map and assess-

The surveyor's ment register. We have explained that during 
calendar. . each recess in the second stage of settlem'ent, the 

"Dewly attested individual record of rights will be prepared for a 
:portion of thl! district. The surveyors concerned will prepare their 
maps and registers in the ·settlement office under the. supervision of 

"the superintendent of land records and the direction of the settle-
ment officer. As explained elsewhere the superintendent of land 

Tecords should, for certain definite purposes, be gazetted an assistant 
settlement officer, receiving an allowance as such for the duration of 

1.he settlement. The assessment" register will differ somewhat from 
1he present register, but the manner of preparing the map and 
qoeaister will, aa regards most details, remain •ncbanged. Tile 
-su':veyor will then return home to the township headquarters and 
proceed to his charge at the beginning of the field season in November. 

- 11e will then enter in his map and registers kwin by kwin the particulars 
·required for assessment. -Ia the Field Register he will enter details 
~by fields where necessary." In this or in the Annual Assessment 
Register be will also enter particulars relating to tenancies and such 

-other information as may conveniently be. recorded by holdings. 
Wherever he finds a change in the occupation of land by ruortgage, 
usufructuary or non-usufructuary, redemption or sale be will enter 

!the particulars in his ~utation Register. The responsi~ility .for 
;ascertaining al.l changes wlll rest on the surveyor. A change an holdang 



boundaries will be treated as a mutation or not according as the 
kwin is, or is not, scheduled for. holding assessments. During the same 
portion of the field season he w•JI, as at present, carry out petty correci 
tions of survey details. By the middle of February he will be available 
for survey work and for this will be posted to a survey group until the' 
middle of May, "·hen he will come in for recess. The recess survey 
work; computation and any mapping necessary, and the..cqmpilationsof 
annual statistics will then be put in hand. ,Meanwhile the mutation 
registers will have been made over in February to the township officer: 
ior attestation of the changes. Possibly this work could be combined 
to some extent with the collection of revenue. The township officer ' 
might require the assistance of surveyors in ver~fying mutations and 
the superintendent could detail a certain proportion of the men in ·each 
township, say 25 per cent., for .this work and for other miscellaneous 
work in connection with mutations and petty surveys. The Register 
-of Mutations would be filed with the last year's copy of the Record of 
Rights. This would complete the work of the year and the prepara .. 
tion of the map and register for the next year would then be undertaken .. 
The assessment register- would be copied· from the record of rights as 
corrected up to date by the inclusion of all attested mutations. The 
l'outine ol the previous year would then be repeated. This pro
cedure is devised primarily with reference to Lower Burma ; its· 
adaptation to other parts and simplificatioJ'! where necessary are 
discussed in the following chapter. - · . : 

236. One detail in the present procedure of annual assessment has 

P t h ldi g justly been criticised. Hitherto holdings have · ermanen o n 
. numbers. been renumbered annually so that the parcel of 

land represented by Holding 7 in the mapJi and 
registers of one year may become Holding 6 or J:lolding 8,~ 
er even 11 or 17 in the following year. This renders identification 
difficult. We fayour the principle that holding numbers should remain 
permanent throughout the currency of a settlement, but there are 
practical difficulties in making the holding numbers permanent. where 
the holding boundaries are unstable. In our opinion permanent 
holding numbers imply permanent areas. The histories of holdings . 
received frosn district officers show that in kwins. which may be 
considered as fully occupied small .changes'' in holding area. are 
aumerous enough to constitute a serious difficulty. We have eveo 
found that extensions of cultivation still occur in kwins where they. 
laave been prohibited oa the ground that the land was fully cultivated. 
Nany of these extensions would seem due to a gradual and almost 
imper~ptibl~ encroachment of an external boundary over small creeks, 
eattle paths and~on such wast~ land as should be preserved for village 
amenities. We have recommended that in kwins scheduled for 
llolding settlements extensions should be- disregarded and we are of 
epinion that nowhere need petty extensions ot less than one acre be 

• brou~ht on to the map or assessed to revenue ; this would protect 
the btle of GoYel'nment over waste land. Larger esteosions should· 
be given a oew holding number which should be written as a 
fraction with the main holding number as a numerator. -

Another difficulty arises in connection with the system of holding 
aambering. At present holding numbers run in serial order withia 
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the main kind. This system bas many inconyeniences and there i• • 
considerable body of opinion in favour of ring fence holdings with tho 
property unit as the holding and a single holding boundary enclosin~ 
all main .kinds and classes. We share this. opinion but would like to• 
see e&periments m'lde before advocating its general introduction. The 
objections to ring fence holdings are partly due to the present form of.· 
the registers. With registers somewhat on the model ol those now 
being tried in the Yamethin and Tharrawaddy Districts, ring fence
holdings would seem marl! convenient than main kind holdings. Again, 
at present, different holdings belonging to the same owner are grouped 
together in the register. The transfer of any boldin~ would dt:stroy 
the grouping and as the grouping can not be permanent it wool~ 
seem preferable to arrange permanent holding~ in their serial order. 
These details should be settletl before the pre~nt holding numbers are 
stereotyped and the general introduction of permanent holding numbers. 
does not seem· to offer great advantages until the forms of the registers 
have finally been decided. Meanwhile superintendents should be 
directed to adhere to the holding numbers of the previou~ year so far 
as practicaf}le. The amalgamation of holdings should not obhterate 
their holding numbers, and subdivisions should be differentiated by a 
distinctive suffix, Thus, if the owner of holding 17 bought holding 
a1 he should be regi"tered as the owner of holdings 17 and II; their 
numbers should not be replaced by a new number, say 18. If holdipg_ 
15 were subdivided the parts should become 15A and •sa·; in
subaequent partitions the same principle should be followed and ISA 
if-subdivided should become ISA 1 and 15A2; 
· .. 137· Mr. LowrywhenSettlement·Commissionerdrafteda new Land. 

.. • . Records Mao~~al, and new forms of registers. 
The. new Land In· many respects the new manual is a great 

. Records Mauual improvement oa that. now in use. But the-
instructions contained in a Land Records 

Manual -must· be. largely determined by the forms of registen it 
prescribes. The. forms are not yet finally decided, and they will 
require modification if, as is, recommended, a record · of rights. 
is.iotroJuced; it appears premature therefore to introduce the new 
man~.Wl at once. Moreover, the draft manual contains numerous. 
·Changes In points· ot detail, so that itr would be difficult for 

. 1uperintendents a~d · the subordinate staff to o~tain a thorough g~asp
of. the -contents 1£ the whole were; brought 10 at the same tJme.· 
We· are· of opinion 'that the manual as now drafted should be used 
as a 'ba5is·for replacing the present manual in suitable instalments • 

. The chapters on office organization might, subject to. furthec ~crutiny 
in detail, be introduced at once and the · correspoudmg portions of 
the present manual cancelled. Those portions of the manual dealing 
with field work· should not be issued until orders have been passed 
on this report• . When publishing any· portion of the new manual it
would be. w4:ll to draw attention to new matter by a line against 

"it in the margia of the text. 
138. The tax ticket, frequently but less correctly termed 

. . "tax receipt," is~ a written notice• of the 
Rec~pt Boo!ls. · land revenue demand served annually on 

the- person from whom it is due. It is peculiar to the Burma.. 
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land revenue system and the substitution of a system· ·of 
receipt books has .been sugguted. . We have examined . the 
Indian practice inthisrespect. Jt varies from province.toprov.ince. 
The most elaborate receipt books are those of the Central Provinces 
and Berar. There the cultivator receives a small book of printed form 
showing on the front page the revenue (or rent) due on every holding 
which he possesses in the village, and on subsequent pages the details 
of the ~emaitd are calculated annually In Madras and the Punjab the 
cultivator receives at settlement a statement showing the details of the 
demand, but these are not entered in the receipt book, .""hich only 
shows the revenue paid on each holding and the date of payment. 
In Bombay the cultivator receives at settlement a· statement of-. 
demand, but for his annual payment he receives only an acknow
ledgment -that a certain -sum of money has been paid on account 
of land revenue. .1--'rior to the introduction of the record of rights. 
his1>ayments were, as in Berar, entered in a receipt book which_ 
gave particulars of his holding. This receipt book could be; and 
frequently was, used as evidence of title, both in disputes in the 
civil courts and when money was borrowed on landed security ;· it was 
therefore abolished on the introduction of the record of rights so that 
the cultivator should depend solely on the· ·record:. of rights 
for evidence of t~tle and be. deprived of, any alternative_ method 
of establishing it The advantage claimed for the receipt. book 
system is that the cultivator can know exactly where he stands 
in regard to revenue. With a ·system of fixed · assessments 
accompanied by suspensions, where. arrears of revenue are 
frequently carried on from year to year, a permanent account 
in receipt book .form is obviously convenient. But with a 
fluctuating assessment which renders suspensions ·unnecessary, 
no reference to previous payments is J'equired ; there is no 
running account between Government and the cultivator as the account 
is settled up each year. Under such a system it would be difficult, :if 
not impossible, to prepare a receipt book in a. useful form since, when 
the assessment fluctuates according to the arE'a cultivated or matured, 
the initial stateptent of the full demand can only show the area in each 
assessment class, the rate, and the demand, on the assumption that the 
area remains unchanged and is fully cultivated. On most dry .lttnds 
and some rice lands, there is normally a certain area of fallow and a 
statement of demand on the assumption that the whole area is culti
vated would be misleading. On the ·other hand the prooedure in· 
regard to tax tickets bas distinct advantages. Nowhere in India does 
the cultivator receive year by year a written notice of \he land revenue 
demand due from him. He is told verbally how much is due and the 
payment is recorded. In Burma the statement of demand serves 
also as a receipt; for every payment a receipt is given automatically. 
In India generally the rules prescribe that an entry shall be made in 
the receipt book at every payment, but in practice strict compliance 
with the rules is not found possible. In Madras entries are only made 
in the receipt book if the pattadar brings the money ia person.. If 
payment is made by a mortgagee, tenant or other interested. ·party, a 
receipt is given, usually in. a printed form1 bu~ sometimes on a plain 
eheet of paper, and the particulars-, are copted Ulta. the, receipt • book 
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whea it i•-next produced. In the Central Province• payments are 
entered in the receipt book by the village surveyor (patwari) but it is 

·recognized that the entries ·cannot always be made at the time and 
the surveyor is therefore required to place on record whether the 
statement regarding payment was admitted, made ex l•rte, or disputed. 
Thus, although the cultivator does not receive a receipt at the time of 
payment, his receipt book shows how his account stands. Only in 
regard to water rate. does the practice anywhere in India resemble 
that of Burma i in both the Central Provinces and the Punjab 
the procedure in connection with water rate is very similar to the 
Burma practice regarding land revenue. This is significant in that 
the water rate is a fluctuating demand and indicates that, with a fluc
tuating demand, a system of annual tax tickets somewhat on Burma 
lines is essential. The idea of a receipt book showing payments year 
by year is attractive, but we are of opinion that with a fluctuating 
assessment the advantages are small and the difficulties disproportion
ately large. We are unable therefore to recommend any departure 
from existing practice in this respect. The receipt book sy1tem 
would better _suit those tracts for· which we have recommended 
holding settlements but~ as even there, the cultivator's account will 
still be annual, and the individuals with whom the holding 
settlements are made will still be able to obtain concessions on account 
of fallows and failures, we see no particular advantage in its introduc
tion, and there is the positive disadvantage that it would mean two 
different systems at work side by side. 

239· As bas been explained in Chapter VIII the tax tickets are 

T t
. k prepared in the district office. We have considered 

ax IC ets. b f "b"l" f • . t . - .t e eas1 11ty o requmng surveyors o prepare 
them. At present the surveyor writes up his register and calculates the 
.assessments. Temporary clerks called sectic;m writers copy the 
assessments on to the tax receipts by the thousand in the district office. 
There may be mistakes bot there is little chance of a deliberately 
false entry. The assessment roll is sent to the headman and the tax 
ticket must agree with the entry in the assessment roll. Fraud is 
only· possible if the headman, the assessee and the. section writer 
jointly connive at it. Pre-arrangement is hardly possible because 
n~tion writer knows what assessment rolls be will receive. If the 
surveyor prepared the tax tickets himself there would be a wide 
opening for fraudulent discrepancies between the assessment roll and 
the tax ticket. We are of opinion therefore that the existing proce
dure is satisfactory and that no procedure could be much cheaper, as 
the work requires little sla11 and tax tickets can be turned out in 
large quantities in a short time. In some districts, perhaps in 
most, insufficient attention is paid to clearness in handwriting and 
district officers might be reminded of the importance of this. A more 
serious defect is the absence of sufficient detail. The form of tax 
ticket in Lower Burma provides for entries showing the holding 
nnmber, the name of the assessee, the area assessed in each main 
kind, the assessment, the cess

4
aocl' the total demand. lo Upper 

Burma it provides for the holding number, the name of the assessee, 
the &rea under each crop matured and the amount paid 
as land wevenue and water . rate. The information actually 



furnished in the tax· ticket varies however from ·.district 
to district. Frequently no more than the holding number_, thf' total 
area assessable and the total demand including cess is given. We are 
-of opinion that the tax ticket should state the rate on each class. the 
-area assessed at each rate and the total demand, showing separately 
the land revenue on each class, the cess, water rate and any punitive 
tax; the cultivator will then be acquainted with all the details of the 
demand'on him: One of the chief defects of the fluctuating system 
is the opening which it leaves for carelessnPss ·and corrupt practice. 
Jf the cultivator can check the account an additional guarantee pf its 
accuracy is provided which is absent under the system now obtaining 
and although the insertion of these additional particulars would mean 
-extra work and extra _expense we consider that the culti,·at•)r is 
entitled to the information. We are therefore strongly of opinion 
that the details in the tu ticket should be full enough to enahle the 
cultivator to check every item and to ascertain that the account has 
·been_ prepared correctly. 

240. With regard to the collection of arrears it is undoubte~ly the 
. case that in India, both by rule and pr--tctice, 

De~ects Jn the revenue officers are much more reluctant than in 
c:ollecuon of arrears. ~Burma to proceed against the land of a defaulter. 

"This would seem largely due to a difference in e'onomic conditions 
.and does not necessarily indicate that the procedure in Burma is unduly 
.harsh. In Lower Burma not long ago land was very little valued and 
readily abandonee'- Nowhere in India did we find provisions for the 
temporary relinquishment of land. And, although in Buvna most land, 
and all land under regular cultivation, is highly valued now, there still 
remains a large area of new land in Lower Burma not yet reclaimed 
from swamp which landless men try to bring under cultivation and, 
after reaping such crop as it may yield, abandon if unprofitable. Such · 
land may be resumed year afte~ year for non-payment of revenue; in 
-some cases it remains on the map paying a fallow rate until land· 
holder's rights have accrued and, if abandoned then, is sold for the' 
l'evenue of that year. In circumstances like these much more hardship 
would be caused if, in accordance with Indian practice, action were 
taken in the first instance against the person or the moveable pro
perty of the defaulter. Thus it is a tradition which is now defini~Jy 
-embodied in the directions that warrants. attaching a few cook ina pots 
and warrants of arrest should be issued rarely, aad as a coroU7u-y of 
this tradition it is the practice to proceed in the first instance against 
the land. Again, it has always been an accepted principle that land 
nvenue shall be collected promptly. This would seem partly due to 
the s~me caus~s. Wlten land w~ readily abandoned delay involved 
the nsk of los10g revenue, and th1s doubtless has contributed to the 
-development of the present summary procedure.· · · . ·, , 

141. In Madras the tahsildar is allowed by1aw to proceed against 

1 d" · d the moveable or the immoveable propertv 0 ( the , 
n •an proce u~. defaulter, or against both at once at his discretion. 

In practice it is usual to distrain moveable property first. The dis
trainer takes with him a demand in writing specafying the amount of 

Madras. the arrear. If be does not receive payment at 
once,. he makea the distraint and compile• aa 



i~.entory of the J?roperty ~istrained. A departmental.order prohibits 
bam from· attachmg the .•mplements of husbandry and one pair of 
-plough cattle. Notice is then published in the village by beat of drum 
specifying the place and date of sale, which must not be earlier 
than IS days from the publication of the notice. If the amount for 
which the property is sold is less than the· re\·enue demand, the 
tahsaldar issues a second written demand, specifying the amount still 
due and the time in which payment must be made. If this fails in its 
object the lanJ of the defaulter is attached and the attachment is 
notified by proclamation on the land as well as in the District 
Gazette. The attachment is made by affixing a notice con
spicuously on the land that unless the arrear is paid with expenses 
before a specified date the land will be brought to sale. Should the 
arrears still remain unpaid a second notice in detail is published at 
the Collector's and Tahsildar's offices, the nearest police station and 
on the land ; in this notice the date of the sale, which must be at least 
thirty .days after issue of the notice, is given, with particulars of the 
~land to be sold. ·The defaulter or any person- claiming an interest in 
the land may still have the sale stayed by tendering the arrears and 
:e:rpenses at ahy time before sunset on the day previous to that 
appointed for the sale. But if no such tender js made, the lard is 
.knocked down at public· auction to the highest bidder, who must at 
·once deposit 15 per cent. of the_ purchase price. The balance must 
.be paid within thirty days and if not paid the IS per cent. deposit is 
liable to forfeiture. Even after the auction sale an,one who claims an 
interest in the land sold may have the sale set aside by depositing 
in ·the tr~asu_ry, within thirty days· of the sale, the amount of the 
arrears and expenses, with five per cent: of the sum for which 
the land was knocked down.: The Collector bas no discretion in 
the matter ; he must set aside the sale and return the purchase money 
to the purchaser, who ·re<:eives in addition the five per cent, deposit. 
·A sale may also be set aside by the Collector, on application made 
to him within thirty days, on the ground of material irregularity, 
1\)istake or fraud in publishing or conducting. it provided the applicant 
can show that he has thereby sustained substantive injury. Arrears 
of land revenue carry interest at the rate of 6 per cent. per annum. 
~ * In Bombay similarly the Collector may impose as a penalty or as 

B b interest a • charge which may not exceed one-
om ay. fourth . of the amount overdue. The processes 

by which arrears can be recovered include service of a written notice 
of demand. forfeiture to Government of the holding in respect of 
·which the arrear is !due, sale of the defaulter's interest in. other 
immoveable property; distraint and .sale of moveable property, and 
arrest and impriscnment· of the defaulter. When the Collector 
forfeits a holding, he tnay sell it or dispose of it otherwise, for example 
by grant to a pauper drttivator. A Mamlatdar (Township Officer) is 
bound to issue a notice of demand in the first instance, but superior • 
Revenue Officers may employ any one of the processes at their discre
tion ; ordinarily notice is issued ten days after the arrear has accrued. 
When a distress is made against moveable property, such things as 
:cots, ciadles, household utensils and grinding stones and the- necessa11. 
cattJ~ and implements of husbandry are exempt from diatraint as ~f 



-the provisions of the Civil Procedure Code applied. - When a defaultet' 
is arrested, he is detained in custody for ten days in the office of the , 
Collector or Mamlatdar and on the expiry of the ten days, if the 
arrears are still unpaid, he may be imprisoned in the civil jail. When 
the arrears, penalty, costs and subsistence money exceed fifty rupees, 

·the maximum period of detention is six months, and is no more than 
six weeks when leslt than this amount When immoveable property _ 
il! brought to sale written notice of the time and place must be 
published at the Collector's and Mamlatdar's tJffice and at a public _ 
building in the village as "·ell as at the defaulter's house, and at least 
thirty days must elapse between the publication and the auction sale.1 
The purchaser must deposit at once 25 per cent. of his bid and the 
balance within fifteen days from the date of sale. On application -
within thirty days the Collector may set a~ide the sale, if he considers . 
that material irregularity, mistake or fraud in publishing or conducting. 
it has brought substa~tial injury to the applic-ant. He may also 
-set it aside for any reason which he thinks sufficient; whether on . 
.application or of his own motion, recording his reasons in writing.-
Otherwise the sale is confirmed after thirty days. -- - , ·. 

In the Punjab, when a headman applies to the tahsildar far 
· recovery ·of arrears of land revenue from a_ 

Punjab. d f d e aulter, the tahsildar serves a writ of deman ,.-
.at the same time requiring the -defaulter to appear before him. 
-on a fixed date unless the demand is paid in the meantime._ Olli 
the defaulter's, appearance enquiry is made and, if the existence 
-of t be arrear is proved, the tahsildar proceeds to recover the 
eum overdue. This may be done by arrest and detention of the 
defaulter, by distress and sale of his moveable property, by putting a 
llPighbouring lan?-owne~, who is willing to pay the arrear, _in possessi_on 
cf the defaulter 11 holdmg for a term which must not exceed fifteen 
years, hy sale of the holding or by proceeding against other immovable 
property of the defaulter. Sale of the holding requires the previous 
sanction of the Financial Commissioner and, when land ·is so sold, it 
vests io the purch_aser free of all encumbrances. The proclamation of 
sale is made near the land by beat of drum as well as by notices posted 
at the Collector's and Tahsildar's offices and served on the defaulter. 
At least thirty days mul>t elapse between the proclamation and the sale. 
The sale is held by the Collector himself or by a revenue officer 
specially appointed by him. The purchaser must deposit at once 25 
per cent. of his bid and pay the balance within fifteen days. The sale 

-must t>e confirmed by the Com missioner and ll\&Y be set aside by him 
on proof of material irregularity or mistake entailing substantial. 
injury. - - . 

In Berar. the law is the same as in Bombay. It is unnecess-
Central Provinces. ary to describe tbe proce~ure under which 

. arrears of •revenue are recovered from large 
land-owners in the Central Provinces. Landlords themselves recover -
arrears of rent through the civil court. A decree for arrears 
may be transferred to a revenue officer for execut_ion by the eject
ment of the tenant, but the revenue officer may postpone the ejectment 
-for a period not exceeding four months to allow the tenant time for 
payment. In ryotwari tracts failuro to pay the revenue is met by 



ejectment from the land, which may thl!n be allotted to someone else .. 
the land is not put up to auction. • " 

142. Thus in India the procedure is clearly more leisurely than ia. 
Recommendations. Burma. The ~roblem to be faced is not tha 
· . same. In lnd1a default appears to result from 

bad seasons or from causes. personal to the ryot which he can with 
difficulty combat, whereas in Burma it is often the absentee landlord 
, who~e land is sold, usually. in consequence of his own contributory 
negligence. We would however point out that the economic condi-
tions in which the existing procedure originated have changed and 
that a closer approximation to Indian procedure is now feasible. But 
there seems no sufficient justification for ·regarding the procedure for 
collecting ~rrears as generally harsh. It has repeatedly been impressed 
on subordmate officers that harshness should be avoided. The 

·provisions regarding arrest and attachment. already mentioned affotd 
proot of this, and the deputy commissioner is required to check any 
tendency of a subordinate revenue officer to issue processPs too freely. 
Statistics in Burma regarding the issue of prol'esses for tha 

, re~ov~ry of. revenue do not compare unfavourably with those of other 
provinces. Moreover, should the tradition of prompt payment and of 
proceeding in the first instance against the land occasion hatdship,. 
there is an appeal to higher authorities. These cases alone come to 
notice; and this is calculated to present a false pict11re of the working 
of the system to officers who only see such cases, unless they bear iD 
mind that they are dealing with the . exception and not the rule. It is 
however probable that bard cases are more frequent than they should 
be. The rules require that in the event of a contumacious default, ot. 
when there. is no likelihood of the amount due being otherwise rc:cover• 
able, the revenue· officer shall proceed in the first instance against: 
the land of the defaulter. There is undoubtedly a tendency to over
look the conditions on which alone the summary ptocedure is permis· 
sible. · Again, a sale by summary procedure where there is no appli
cation to upset it is ordinarily confirmed as a matter of course by the 
deputy commissioner on the expiry of two and half months ftom tho 
date on ~which the revenue became due. Land revenue on the: main 
crop in Lower Burma falls due on the 15th February. When there 
is any difficulty in. collecting the revenue, the sale may not be held 
until late in March or even in April, which allows a ,·ery narrow margid 
for appeal if the defaulter does not know of the proceedings until the. 
sale h&$ taken place. It would seem also that the precautions with. 
regard to publishing ,the notice of sale and giving notice to thc-

•. defaulter are not always observed so strictly as they should be. 
It must be admitted therefore that unmerited hardship is at times caused 
and· we think it would be well to render the Burma procedure less 
summary: At least fifteen clear days should be allowed to pass from 
the date on which the township officer at the headman's instance issues 
to a defaulter a eotice of demand combined with an order prohibiting 

. alienation of the land. If the arreats are not paid within this period 
thirty days more should elapse before the land is dealt with by sale or 
otherwise. By allowing this extra time it would be possible to· find 
out with accuracy what part of a de(aulter' s holding was held under land
holder's right and what o~ other tenure. This is difficult under th~ 



present system and th~ township officer not infrequently purports to sell· 
a permanent, heritable and transferable right where no such right has 
yet accrued. Again, less pressure to clear the reven.ue demand by the · 
31St March would allow more care and publicity in the conduct of an· 
auction sate, so that land would be less likely to ,pass into the hand~. 
of non-agriculturists at a nominal sum.. The : present rules a~cr
practice are too rigid. In Lower Burma if the town~ip officer puts up 
to auction land which is not at the disposal of Government, be must 
knock it down to the highest bidder -even if the b~d i!S no more than 
the amount of the arrears and costs ; it is only when no one offers this 
amount that he may buy in the land for Government. No procedure 
exists for divesting such land of its existing encumbrances .and interests 
except by selling it at auction or buying it in for Government. We 
have noticed that in Bombay the Collector may impose a penalty 
amounting to one-fourth of the revenue for delay in payment and may 
forfeit land to Government without putting it up for auction. We 
view these two provisions with favQur and in our opinion they should 
be inserted in the Burma rules. 

The former provision would make for speedy payment; ~he deputy 
commissioner should be allowed to delegate the power to impose a 
penalty to selected township officers. The second provision, though it 

· might involve a trifting loss of revenue, would enable the deputy 
commissioner to reston land when the nefault could be explained to his. 
satisfaction, or to allot it to a cultivator, or to put it up to sale at his: 
discretion. With such a rule sales would probably become exceptional; 
in any cas~ the toV\·nsbip offi~er should not issue a proclamation of ate 
without prior reference to the deputy commissioner. If the deputy · 
commissioner should decide to sell the land, proclamation should be 
made at least thirty days in advance and the sate, which should be 
held by the subdivisional officer in the village, should not be confirmed 
for thirty days. A deposit of 25 per cent. should be accepted and the 
balance paid within fifteen days. It should be open to the deputy 
commissioner to set the sale aside on his own motion, as in Bombay., 
even though no proof of material irregularity is advanced. It seems 
unnecessary to refer the confirmation to the Commissioner as an 
aggrieved party bas a right of appeal. · 

As these recommendations will entail amendment of the rules the 
opportunity should be t;;ken to exclude from attachment such property 
as is now excluded ur.der the Civil Procedure Code. Though this is 
not at present of much practical importance, the failure to make such a 
provision may at any time be criticised. In view of the above pro}>osals 
the rule that an arrear may be recovered as if it were the amount of a 
decree for money under the Civil Procedure Code, which is now seldom 
if ever used, would no longer be necessary and should be dropped. 

· 243. It bas been suggested that facilities for payment of revenue 
through the post should be extended. At present 

1"he pa~~= ifrt:venue is due hom a person residing in another, 
. revenue Y ......... district proceedings have to be opened and sent 
through the offices of the deputy commissioners concerned to the 
township officer in whose jurisdiction the defaulter resides. In the 
first instance a notice requiring the defaulter to appear and show.-:ause 
against payment is issued and, if that is infructuous, a certificate ia 



iri!lued 'udder the· . Revenue Recovery ·Act. The township officer
having jurisdiction then proceeds to recover the arrears as if they 
h~d accrued in his own township. The payment bf revenue through 
the post has been tried in Hanthawaddy but the experiment was 
ysuccessful. In Bassein absentee land owners are permitted to 
register their names and addresses but few have taken advantage of this. 

·The Indian_ procedure is as foJlows. In Madras ryots are permitted 
to pay revenue to the village headman by post office money orders 
instead of by cash payments, These revenue money orders, which 
are in a special form, are intended chiefly for the use of absentee 
landowners. Thi~ is divided into three parts; the money ordt:r, the 
acknowledgment, and the ·coupon. In the money order is entered 
the amount paid into the post office for remittance. In the 
acknowledgment the remitter enters particulars of. the land revenue 
in payment of which the remittance is made. This is for his own 
reference but be makes 'similar entries in the coupon: The postman 
delivers the revenue., money order to the headman, but -tenders no 
cash with it. The headman checks the entries in the three parts to 
see that the amount entered in the money order part as paid to the 
post office is the same as the amount entered in the acknowledgment 
and 'coupon~ If he is satisfied, he detaches the coupon and retains it 
for hi~ own use. He gives the rest of the form back to the postman 
after signing the acknowledg~D&nt. At the same time he . gives a 
receipt in the postman's book for the coupon which he has detached 
and retained. He then passes the amount of -the money order 
through his books as though· he had received a cash payment, and 
sends the coupon to the taluk office with his cash remittance. The 
acknowledgment given by the headman is transmitted through the 
post in the usual way to the _remitter. When the headman refuses a 
money order, because of a discrepancy in the amounts as noted in the 
different parts of the form; or because the necessary particulars have 
not been completdy filled up by the remitter, the money order is 
returned to the •office of issue for correction, 

The system in Hombay is similar to that in Madras. 
_ . In the Punjab a headman may remit his collections to the treasury 
by money ·order, a practice which is not permitted in Madras. This 
-system enables him to avoid paying small douceurs to the tahsil 
establishment •. Land-owners must pay cash to the headman, but aD 
absentee or a land-owner in default may pay revenue by money order 
to the tahsildar; . 

In the Central Provinces a malguzar may pay the revenue demand 
to the tahsildar by revenue money order, and a tenant may similarly 
pay his rent to the .malguzar. The rules are an elaboration of those 
in Madras. The postman delivers cash to the malguzar but the -
malguzar's remittance is adjusted by book transfer in the tahsil and 
post office accounts, and no money is paid to the tahsildar by the post-
office.. · 

1. Madras Village Officers' Manual, page 168. 
-.; Bombay Manual of Revenue Accounts, pages 112, 116. 

• 3• Punjab Land Revenue Manual, page 174. 
4o Central Provinces Revenue Manual, pages 1, r4. 



In all provinces the commission payable on a revenue money 
~rder is the same as that paid on- an ordinary· money; order. A 
suggestion was made to us that a lower rate of commission would be· 
-equitabJ,. since arljustments" between post office and revenue accounts' 
are made by b.>ol( transfer and the post office has neither to remit 
money nor to keep any funds in hand. 
• Our enquiries showed howe,·er that little use i~ made in India of 

the money otder •ystem. In introducing a similar system into Butma · 
.a difficulty \\Ould arise from the fact that assessee doe's not know the 
precise demand till the tax ti~ket is tender~d to him. Again the post 
-office s.omt>rim s works so slowly and irregularly that land might be 
.attached and sold beiore the headman. learned that the. revenue had 
long ago bee·1 pair! into the post office. The system of holding 
settlements "O••ll diminish the first difficulty and when these are 
introduced i• W·lllld he possible to arrange that a land-holder sllould 
pay the tixt>d .demand into the trea~ury or sub-treasury ·direct. 
by money order In other cases ~he innovation would appear .. 
impractica••le · · · · .. " ·. · · · 

The B·•rnbay pradice.of crediting the interest on War Loali Scrip:. 
to the land rt'venue accounts of the holders at their request deserves.' · 
notice and simI r provisions ~n regard to this an4 other G:oyernment_ 
stock might be touud useful in some districts. · ' · · · · · 



CHAPTER XXII . 

. SPECIAL AREAS. 

~44- The manner in which the ordinary system is adapted to poor-

Th · t f and remote areas has been explained in Chapter 
e wo reasons or I T fl . . 
simplification. X. here are uctuatmg holdmg a~sessments 

on a simple plan in the tracts outside supplemen· 
tary survey in Lower Burma and in parts of Upper Burma; ,there 
are fixed kwin assessments in parts of the dry zo•·e ; and there are 
fluctuating village assessments in some frontier districts of Upper 
Burma. In certain areas, still mor~ remote or poor, land revenue is 
replaced by a ·tax per head or per family. The present arrangements
do not seem to provide sufficient graduation, or sufficient adaptation 
to local circumstances. There are two reasons for making the work 
simple; one that conditions are too complex for the establishment to-

. car:ry out all the duties which can ordinarily be expected of it, the 
otller that the ·revenue is too low to justify the maintenance of a land 
records establishment at all. Th~ two cases require separate 
treatment. . 

a4s. In a typical district the work of the surveyor falls under four 
Difficult Area beads: assessment., record, survey, and miscel-

s. laneous work. But some surveyors are engaged 
on assessment work throughout the year . in Upper Burma and 
throughout the field season in Lower Burma. In such circum· 
stances no survey work can be expected from them and the first step 
in the direction of providing for this part of their duty should be 
the formation of a special staff of su,veyors, who would undertake 
survey work proper throughout the district wherever local surveyors 
could not .cope with it. These men would also act as traversers and 
draughtsmen. A beginning in this direction has already been made 
in certain dis'1icts of Upper Burma where two or three surveyors work 
as a '' flying column.'' But the present arrangements bave never been 

. systematised and find no mention in the Land Records Manual. 
If the surveyor is in the field throughout the year he has very. 
little time for . the preparation of new maps and registers. It is 

--desirable therefore to relieve him so far as possible io this direction. 
During recent years the boundaries of assessment classes have been 

·~printed on the map in colour by the Vandyke process This proce
dure had a two-fold object; to ensure accuracy, and to save work fot 
the surveyor. It bas not only been found however to cause great 
delay but has proved unsatisfactory in other respects, and the experi· 
ment must definitely be pronounced a failure. We recommend that 
the boundaries of assessment classes should be printed distinctively 
in black and that the surveyor should paint them in with a coloured 
line. H~lding boundariel should ~e printed whenever possible: In 
areas where dry cultivation predom10ates the maps should be pr10ted 
on p~per lined faintly in acre. squ:res.. This will facilitate .crop 
mark mg. 'Specimen maps prepared 10 th1s manner have been ~noted 
and are submitted for inspe~tion with this report. It is poss1ble te> 



relieve the surveyor further by excusing him from entering on the mapO
details of occupation- and cultivation. It cannot be questioned that' 
the entry of details regarding crops and assessment on the map-· 
greatly facilitates inspection and is therefore a useful device for 
increasing the accuracy of the work. As regards details of occupat.ion 
however the advantage of entries on the map is questionable. Where 
information is given on the map there is a natural tenden~ t~ 
confine inspection to the details shown Jhere withou~ reference to the-' 
register. It is impossible to say whether better results are likely t~ 
accrue from showing details of occupation in the registers alobe thaD<· 
front showing them, as now, both on the map and in the register. 
We do not anticipate with any confidence that the omission 
of such details of registration from the map will bee found: 
satisfactory but we are of opinion .that experiments in that direction
would be useful. The omission from the map of detailll regarding 
crops and assessments would seem to give~ even less promise of suc-' 
cess. But if such experiments succeeded theY. would afford Surveyors 
sensible relief. Entries on the map have to be made carefully and 
the process takes longer than an entry· in a register ; not only would 
the surveyors be spared the work of entering the. details twice, but 
the same map could be used from year to year. In areas, therefore, 
where conditions are so complicated that the surveyor cannot be
expected to carrf out all the branches of his duty, we are of opinion 
that he should be relieved of survey work and that experiments sb!)uld 
be made in omitting details regarding crops, assessments and occupa..; 
tion from the map. : · . ·- · 

246. The problem of adapting the ·general system to poor anc:b 

F. d. K . remote areas raises difficulties of a different kind. 
•xe wm T' 1 · · h' h b b d d h'th ' Assessments. ne so ubon w lC as een a opte 1 · erto 10: 

. Qpper Burma is to allot the distribution of the· 
annual demand to local assessors or thamfJ.dis and withdraw the land. 
records establishment. The assessment of land revenue by thamatlis 
is objectionable iu se\teral respects; the distribation · entaila much
unpaid and invidious work and, whether equitable orMnot, frequently 
gives occasion for ill-feeling. The abandonment of land records work 
prejudices the maintenance of survey marks, vitiates 3;ccurate crop. 
statistics and distracts attention from areas which are especially poor 
and precarious and therefore should receive particular attention from 
district officers. The reports which we have received from district 
officers show that, despite their claims to special care, such areas are: 
overlooked both by the revenue aqd 'land records departments. 
The result is that very little information as to the working of the 
system is forthcoming. A cultivator explained to us that be had paid 
the full assessment on ttie kwin until non-cultivating landowners 
bad been induced. to contribute by threats that they would Jose 
their land, and that in spite of such forced contributions be had 
finally been compelled to abandon cultivation. Such an instance 
gives rise to considerable ·doubt as to bow far the thamatli system 
is really working. Further the distribution of land revenue by 
assesors in each kwin of a village is often accompanied by a 
distribution of palm tree revenue and always by a distrib'ution of the· 
th.thcmttla tu over the village as a whole, so that somebody is. 



~hvays assessing some body else and the revenue is a$sessed and collect
-ed in driblets ot a few annas at a time. Finally, it is doubtful whether 
the abandonment of land records work in scattered kwins and villages 
affects any material econ~my or results in any great improvement in 
the standard of work elsewhere. Thus we are unable to regard with 
approval the system of fixed kwin assessment.. Mr. Couper is of 
opinion that in the Pak6kku and Thayetmyo Districts, where proposals 
r&"egarding lump kwi~t assessments are now awaiting orders, experi
ments might suitably be made with lenient holding asst>ssments fixed 
for a short term of years. In such areas the cultivator depends very 
largely on non-agricultural resources such as cutcli-boiling and cattle
:t>reeding which would enable him to pay his land revenue in a poor 
year. This would relieve the people of the burden of local distribution 
an~ although he does not advocate a system of fixed assessments on 
its intrinsic merits, he considers it not improbable that experimPnt will 
-show this to be the least unbtisfactory solution of a difficult problem. 
The rest of us are unable to accept this view as we feel tnat in 
.precarious are:ts the need, for a fluctuating assessment is greatest, but 
·we are strongly of opinion that distribution by local assessors should 
'()nly be adopted in the last resort. We have shown, when discussing 
the alternative of fixed and fluctuating assessments, that in pwp· •rtion 
<to the revenue the cost of land records work in Burma is very low• 
We are of opinion that the expenditure should be 'tonsidert:d with 
ol'eference to the province as a whole ; if this view be taken it should 
-DOt be .regarded as necessary to forego the advantage of_ land r~cords. 
work in certain sc.attered localities because the cost forms a higher 
proportion of the revenue there than elsewhere. It_ would se~ m also. 
-that ecunomies are possible without wholly abandoning the ordinary 

# 11ystem. In the Upper Chindwip District the land records establish
-ment is expensh·e. · But a large portion of the ,expenditure is due to 
:the appointment of a superintendent as well- as an "inspector to look 
after seven surveyors. The appointment of inspector might bt> abolish
·ed and the district establishment placed under a~ assistant superinten
dent. Again, it is possible to simplify the work by relieving the staff 
-of everything beyond assessment and rriaking special arrangements for 

• 11urvey and. other miscellaneous duties. If such expedients be adopted 
it should be possible very considerably to reduce the area within which 
the demand is distributed by local assessors. In any kwin where the 
:total revenue from land and palms would not on an a,verage exceed 
five rupees we would collect no revenue from either. In other cases, 
it it should prove impossible to carry on land records work in its 
-simplest form and the retention of tht~madis is unavoidable, we are of 

· opinion that they should only be required to make a single assessmc:nt . 
.according tq tbe original conception of thatbameda instead of separate 
-assessments for land revenue in each kwin, for palm tree revenue and 
.for the thathameda tax. 

147· The system of fluctuating village assessments, as worked in 
. . Myitkyina, is also open to many serious objec-

- Fluctuating vtslllage tions, The assessment varies annually accord· 
assessmen • • h . d f h th mg to t e estimate outturn or t e year, e 

·value of the produce assumed by "the deputy commissioner and the 
-area cultivated. The outturn is determined by crop measurement. 
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Fields are reaped by subdivisional and township officers, the distriCt: 
surveyor and revenue surveyors ; as a rule one field is t:eaped in every· 
two or three blocks of· cultivation. On a comparison'of the-re~u.!ts 
with those of the last two years the outturn per acre for the y~ar is 
estimated for the village. The total area of each block is known. 
The uncultivated area should be surveyed annually and the balance 
represents the cultivated area. With the staff available this is quite· 
impossible. By applying to this area the estimated outturn per acre, 
an estimate of the gross outturn is framed, This is converted into cash 
at the price assumed by the deputy commissioner anrl of the gross.. 
\'alae thus obtained one-tenth is taken as the revenue. This is. 
intimated to the headman, and 'fillage assessors are then required tO-
distribute the gross assessment among individuals. The accuracy of 
the estimated -outturn is very doubtful. The area must frequently 
be incorrect, The price at· which the produce is valued largely 
depends on the personality of the deput,..commission~r for the time· 
being, Compared with the general level of assessment in Burma 
the share of the produce taken is high, especially when the remote 
and sparsely-populated character of the district is ~onsidered, and is
really higher than at first appears because no such allowances are· 
made as at settlem!!nt for. dry age. The incidence of the revenue is in 
fact notably high compared with the incidence . in similar di:;trii::ts 
wl>ere settlement operations have been carried out, and we received a 
petition from the cultivators of s.everal villages in the neighbourhood' 
of Myitkyina asking for a reduction. In some villages the sum for
local distribution is much higher than assessors can reasonably. be 
exp.,cted to distribute ; in one village Rs. 6,ooo are distributed among 
2oo people and in another village l<.s. g,ooo among 150 people. The· 
calculation and distribution of the demand is further complicated 
by the fact that scattered patc.hes of land are held on lease at the rate 
Rs. 1-8 an acre· whicp IS much· below the average incidence. In 
many villages the system of locai distribution without survey is no
longer being carried out and the people employ the revenue surveyor 
to measure up the individual holdings. The country is developing and 
would develop more rapidly with a suitable revenue sy,;tem · and 

, a more moderate assessment. There is a large area of cultivated land 
from the Katha ~order to 1\logaung and there are considerable patches 
elsewhere, It is desirable that these sbou1d be brough~ under settle• 
ment. The operations would not prove remunerative in the first· 
instance owing to the present high incidence, unless more accurate 
survey showed_large extensions not yet assessed. But they would 
pay, indirectly and in the long run, by facilitating development. The 
settlement officer should also be required to advise on the land reve
nue system of th·o district as a whole. Meanwhil~ we recommend 
that the annual c.rop measurement and recalculation of the demand 
be stopped. The revenue should be fixed village by village for three-, 
years at a time at a fixed sum on the basis of the former demands 
This limitation of the period to three years would obviate the difficultie;. 
which might otherwise arise from rapid extensions in some areas and,.. 
decrease in otbers. The present staff of surveyors should be employed 
on the survey of individual holdings in those villages where, owing to
the rapid utensioq _of cultivation or the. large total of the. demaad .. 



distribution by local assessors presents exceptional difficulties. We 
t'ecommend therefore that in such villages the area for survey shalt be 
broken into kwins and traversed by a special staff. Probably this 
-could be carried out under the supervision of the superintendent of 
land records in Katha. In the year following· the traverse the 
annual survey would be a cadastral survey on the basis o( the traverse 
.instead of the present rough block survey. Within the kwins thus 
constituted land records could be introduced much on the ordinary 
>lines. The surveyor would measure up individual holdings and supply 
the areas to the t!,t~.madis to aid them in framing the individuu 
assessments ; \\'hen they have done so he would prepare an assessment 
-«"egister showing for each holding the area, the name. of the assessee 
and the demand fixed by the t"•madis This system could be 
extended from year to year as necessary and thus a survey charga of 
the ordinary dimensions dealt with on the ordinary lines would come 
·into existence. By a gradual extension of the same process all the 
.cultivable plains would gradually come under the full land records 
system; St>ttle'ment operations could then be undertaken and acre 
ntes introduced. If during the period intervening before settlement 
-the assessment were fixed at a lump sum for the whole kwin the settle
ment officer would have material for framing rates per acre occupied, 
thus facilitating the subsequent introduction of holding settlements 
.along the lines which- we have recommended for parts of Lower 
'Burma. · 

Shifting upland rice cultivation is assessed by the t,tz,cdis 
-without survey, on an estimate of outturn. · It seems desirable to 
consider whether this might not also be assessed by the imp•lsition of 
a lump sum per village:- If the assessment has in the past remained 
fairly constant for some years in certain villages the annual revision 

-of estimates in those villages would seem .unnecessary. 
Hillside cultivators only pay Rs. z a head. This does not encour

;age them to come down to the plains and pay revenue at consider
ablv higher rates, but it is, we understand, the accepted policy to keep 
them in the hills and develop the plai ns with people from other parts 
..of Upper Burma. - In these circumstances we propose no alteration 
.in the present system~·,· · 

· Tobacco and all miscellaneous cultivation on island land pays 
Rs. 1-8 per acre, which is ·very moderate compared with the assess
ment on rice. Such land is annually surveyed by the district 
-surveyor. 

-- Except that be is employed on crop measurement the district 
·surveyor has nothing to do with assessing rice lands. He surveys 
towns, island lands and performs other miscellaneous duties. If the 
.Surveyors be relieved of their present excessive responsibilities by ~~e 
substitution of fixed lump sum assessments for the present fluctuatmg 
-system, they will be .able to relieve the district surveyor of his present 
duties in conneEtion with island lands and town lands, and thus set 
him free to be utnised as an inspector. One defect in the present 
.arrangements is that two of the four surveyors are only temporary 
hands. During the rest of the year there is no survey work for them, 

.-and therefore, legitimately or illegitimately, they have to make enough 
.Guring eight months to live for the year. This exposes them to tempt-
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ation, and the fact that they are not permanent· results in district_ 
officers having very little bold over them. We are of <>pinion that 
they should be made permanent. The system which we advocate, 
for Myitkyina would appear generally applicable to sim~lar areas. ' .· 

248. There remains the question of survey in remote areas. There· 
Survey in remote is no difficulty in extending the present cadastral 

areas. survey wherever this is · thought advisable. 
Permanent survey marks can be laid down by a traverse party and 
in the following season cadastral survey can be introduced.· It bas 
been suggested that the area for survey should be'laid out in survey 
numbers prior to occupation. We are of opinion that any scheme for 
-development along these lines is suitable only for large areas which 
it is proposed to colonize on a definite scheme. The choice betwee1;1 
holding-and field surveys must also be considered in this connection. 
In Bombay the pl'!-ne table and sight vane system is used for holding 
surveys and, with a staff trained in this method, iHs perhaps the 
most suitable system of survey when boundaries are demarcated and 
interior detail is not surveyed. The question is only of immediate 
practical importance with regard to rice lands, where the existence of 
bonds makes it unnecessary to demarcate holding boundaries, and 
the Burma system of taking the field, that is, the agricultural plot, as 
.unit is probably almost as quick and in the long run cheaper and 
more efficient. . The present arrangements for extending survey are 
,defective however in that there is no routine procedure for examining 
its desirability. Thus within a few miles of Pegn along the Pegu•_ 
Rangoon Road we found considerable areas of cultivated land · 
to which supplementary survey had not yet been extended, although 
-only separated by the road .from the settled area where ·annual survey 
and assessment was beiug conducted along the ordinary lines; 
We recommend that arrangements should be made for periodical 
eports as to the advisability of extending supplementary survey 
-Q areas which' at present lie outside it. · . 



CHAPTER XXIII. 

REVllNUE ORGANIZATION. 

. . 
'249· We have been directed to examine whether tbe m'\intenance of 

· The .11 village maps and records may not ~entrusted te> 
va age agency. a cheap village· agency. On thi8 system the 

village surveyor would be capable of correcting the ordinary kwin map 
and of resurveying by chain, offset staff and plane table, small portions 
of the village-tract where new survey was needed. His chief duty 
would be the annual correction of the village map and !illa~e records. 
The present revenue surveyors would become revenue in!>pectors and 
the present land records inspectors would. become assistant superin
tendents. This proposal for remodelling the present organizatioa 
rests however on the assumption that it may be found practicable to 
introduce a system of fixed assessments; the scheme is not regarded 
as suitable· for a fluctuating assessment. We have been unable to 
recommend t!le introduction of fixed assessments and it is therefore 
unnecesSary to examine at length the advisability of substituting a 
village agency for the revenue surveyor. It may be well however to 
point out that a village agency is no longer cheap ; as the table in 
Chapter XIX shows, it:is already more expensive than an organiza-

:tion along the lineS no\v obtaining in Burma and in all probability 
-·:Will Increasingly become. more so. In every province we visited there 

were strikes and rumours of strikes ; the village surveyor is everywhere 
demar1ding· pay on the scale of the re'Yenue surveyor. With a large 
body of men in the inferior ranks on tow pay, any revision of pay to 
meet an increase- in the cost of living is almost necessarily more 
espensive than where the work is carried out by a smaller but more 
higllly trained staff .... with a large proportion iQ the higher ranks 
engaged on supervision and ·inspection. It is not easy to obtain from 
the published statistics particula1s regarding the number of village 
accountants or _surveyors and the area and assessment for which each. 
is responsible. Appar:ently, however, in Madras there pre about 
15,ooo village accountants, each in charge or some 2,000 acres with an 
average aSsessment of about Rs. 4,ooo. Probably the figures for 
Bombay are not very different. In the Central Provinces there are 

· rather less than s,ooo patwaris, each in charge of nearly s,ooo acres 
with an average assessment of Rs;. 2,500. In Berar there are z,ooo 
patwaris,.eacb in charge of 4,ooo acres with an average assessment of 
about Rs. 4,ooo. In the Punjab there are upwards o( S,ooo patwaris, 
each in charge of 3,5oo acres wit~ an average assessment of Rs. S,ooo. 

· The figures for Burma show a strong contrast ; there are less than 
~,ooosurveyors, but each of them is responsible for IO,ooo acres with an 
average assessment of Rs. 2o,ooo. Although the village agency of India 
is a survival from former conditions, in the Punjab and still more in 
the Central Provinces a patwari's charge may equal in area one of the· 
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amatler charges of a revenue surveyor in Burma, and in the Central 
Provinces the department is now going beyond these limits and 
making elperiments with extended patwari circles. Even therefore 
bad we recommended the introduction of fixed assessments, we should 
aot have been able to advocate the substitution of a village surveyor. 
for the present revenue surveyor. · ··" 

With reference to the village revenue agency we would draw 
attention to the large expenditure on the remuneration. of village 
headmen in Burma. A reference to the table just mentioned will 
show that the charges under the bead of commission are high in coiiJ'"o 
parison with the other items of expenditure. We are aware that 
exception may be taken on political grounds to any proposal for placing 
village headmen on a fixed scale of pay and we recognize' that their 
character 'as representatives of the village might be impa1red thereby, 
but the present system of paying them by commission leads-to many 
anomalies in the scale of remuneration in adjacent villages, and will 
becomeJncreasingly expensive as rates of revenue are enhanced .. We 
are of opinion therefore that the question of substituting fixed emolu
ments for payment by commission should be examined. . 

250. Our attention has further been directed to the comparativ~ 
Th b' ·insignificance of the township office in the asseSI-

eag~~~~s :p ment and collectiol\ of revenue and it bas beea 
• suggested, that the township officer should, as 

generally in India, be primarily responsible for these matters, and that 
the land revenue accounts should be maintained in his office. We 
have been directed to examine the distribution of revenue accounts 
and registers between the revenue surveyor, the township officer, the 
subdivisional Officer and the district offit:e. There is reason for the.· 
difference between Indian-and Burman practice in this respect. ·1D • 
India, speaking generally, the village surveyor or accountant who 
calculates the demand, and the headman who collects it, are both 
subordinates of the township officer. In Burma the system of fluctu
ating assessments demands a more highly qualified subordinate staff ; 
inspection and supervision need technical and professional quali
fications. The township officer has neither the time nor the training 
to control revenue surveyors, and it is not possible to obtain officers 
-..ho can perform this duty efficiently on a scale of pay which would 
allow them to be treated ·as his subordinates. The land records 
department'<.must be organized on the basis· of the district with a 
superintendent over tl'ae whole district staff, responsible to the Deputy 
Commissioner alone. We would note moreover that in India there 
appears a tendency to approximate to the organization characteristic 
of this province by appointing officers of superior status and technical 
experience to supervise land records w.ork. The revenue inspectors 
of other. provinces as~ist i? the colle~tion 9f reve!lue, t.he sup~rvision 
of the v1llage officers m th1s respect 1s one of the1r. mam duties. But 
to requir~ that the land r~cor~s sta~ of. this proyinc:e should perform 
such duties woufd almost mev1tably mvolve the1r subordinatioa to the 
township officer in this branch:of their duties. In their land records 
1Fork they must remain subordinate to the· superintendent of land 
records, and any step in the direction of placin~ them tinder the 
t~wnship ~fficer would impair admi~istrativ~ efficiency by i!troduc:in~ 
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dual control. The township officer on the other hand is responsible 
for the collection of revenue within his township, anti apart from certain 
defects in the collection of arrears the existing machinery appears 
reasonably efficient. The township officer must be subordinate to 
the Deputy Commissioner through the subdivisional officer. There 
are thus two separate administrative chains; for· the assessment 
of- revenue the revenue surveyor is responsible to the Deputy 
Commissioner ~hrough the inspector and superintendent; for the 

·.collection. of revenue the headman is responsible to the Deputy 
Commissioner through the township and subdivisional officers. 
We are of opinion that it is advisable to retain the main features 
of the present system by which assessment and collection centre only 
.in the district office in the person of the Deputy Commissioner and 
that the division of function, by which the land records depart-

. ment is, resp_onsible for assessment and the revenue department 
. responsible for collections, should be clearly recognized and rigidly 
preserved. 

lt does, however, seem desirable to associate the township office 
·more clo;;ely with land records work than is the case at present. 
The circles or charges of land records inspectors frequently cut . 
across township boundaries, so that for land records purposes the 
township is not an administrative unit. This is inconvenient and
our proposals for the introduction of a record of rights will make it 
even more objectionable that the boundaries of land records c~arges 
should overlap those of townships. We recognize that to remedy 
this would involve an increase in the number of Inspector's charges. 

· With the present staff and the existing drganization the charges of 
inspectors are too large, and the number of men an inspector has 
to supervise is excessive. It is unquestionable that the inspector is 
now the. weakest link in land records administration, and although 
we are proposing to improve the class of men and to lighten their 
duties by grouping surveyors at headquarters, the proportion of 
inspectors to surveyors is now generally recognized as inadequate, 
and we do not anticipate with any confidence that even these measures 
will render it sufficient. We are of opinion therefore that although a 
re-adjustment of inspectors' charges to coincide with township bound
aries will entail an increase in the number O'f inspectors, the consequent 
advantages will be found to justify the extra cost. _ 

Although this step should strengthen the· connection between 
the township office and land records administration, the lack, of 
acquaintanct» with ·land records work which characterises most 
township officers will remain a source of weakness. The township 
officer is now required to inspect a certain number of kwins but the 
inspection tends to be perfunctory and, by teaching the surveyor that 
errors may escape detection, often does more harm than good. On the 
introduction of a record of rights it is probable that in many town
ship!~ a special record officer will be required, eitheropermancntly or 
during periods of pressure. Such officers might suitably be selected 
from among land records Inspectors and be appointed Deputy Town .. 
ship Officers solely for the performance of revenue functions. They .. 
wvould be, entrusted with details of reveaue work requiring au intimU.. 
knowledge of land records procedure, such as the inspection of kwins 
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.and of grazing grounds, which are DOW performed cursorily or 
neglected, and would thus become revenue assistants to the township 
-officers somewhat in the position of office kanungoes in India. . 

25 I. The District Superintendent is an officer of the Burma Land 
. . Records Service, which has always been regarded 

The dastnct agency. · as standing in popular repute at the head of all 
the provincial services in Burma; this view was endorsed by the 
Local Government when discussing the recommendations of the Royal 
Commission on the Public Services in India. Evidence we have 
received, !however, reveals a certain amount of dissatisfaction ' 
among some members of it in regard to their position. Complaints 
have been made that the superintendent is treated with a 'lack of 
sympathy and· as of inferior standing to members of other _provincial 
departments, and that he is often regarded as a head clerk rather than 
a responsible officer. It has been suggested that this would be remedi
ed if the Superintendent of Land Records were given the authority
over his subordinates which is exercised by the District Superintendent 
of Police. We are unable to support th~ proposal, as we do not con
sider it desirable that the control of the Deputy Commissioner over 
the land records staff should be relaxed, or th11t the Superintendents 
should possess-powers which have not been given to subdivisional• 
officers. In regard to the reiations between the Deputy Commis
sioner and the Superintendent we need say no more than that they· 

· should be exactly the same as between the Deputy Commbsioner and 
his subdivisional officers. It deserves notice in this· connection 
that on the time scale recently introduced, members of the Land . 
Records Service will rise by annual increments of Rs. 10 to Rs. Sao 
while members of the Burma Civil Service ris~ by increments of 
Rs. 25 to Rs Sso. There appears no justification for this distin_ction 
especially in view of the paucity of superior posts open to the Land 
Record!' Service. It may be noted that it prevents officers of that 
service from obtaining the maximum pension admissible to an un
covenanted officer. We therefore recommend that the time scale for 
the Land Records Service should be the same as that for the Burma 
Civil Service, and that officers of both services should also be on an 
equality in the matter of travelling allowances. · 

252. The functions of the administrative ranks are confined at 
The administra· present to inspection and advice, and we regard 

tive ranks. this arrangement as suitable. The number of 
administrative officers however seems insufficient. 

The Deputy. and Assistant Director divide between them the 
responsibility for supervision of the work over the whole province. 
There would be advantages in appointing a superintendent to each 
division as in:-pecting officer and adviser on land records matters to 
the Divisional Commissioner, but we have not been able to satisfy" 
ourselves that the additional cost would be justified by the results. 
We have recommended in discussing survey methods that a special 
officer should be appointed to supervise the maintenance of survey ; 
this measure would relieve the Deputy and Assistant Directors of one 
branch of their duties, but as they are able to devote little attention 
to this branch at present the_ relief would not be substantial. Apart 
from the special suney parties there are 34' district charges for 



Inspection. Each of these should be inspected twice a year. During: 
the field season the inspecting officer should spend not less than ten 
d•,ys actually in the field in each district. Time must be allowed for
travelling and, as a journey of two or three days by sea or river is 
necessary to reach some districts, the time available for inspection is 
greatly reduced. Nor can officers be- expected to tour continuously 

• for several months on end; the work is monotonous and, without a 
few days in headquarters every month or two, its quality is certain to 
deteriorate. If the inspections are to be thorough an average of twa 
a month during the field sea!'On is not unduly low. An officer there
fore, who inspects twelve districts during the field season does as 
much ,as can reasonably be expected. Inspections of the office work 
and record room during the recess do not take up so much time as the 
inspection of field work, but during this perio4 the Deputy and 
Assistant Directors are occupied at _headquarters in connection with 
the annual reports. The Commissioner of Settlements examines land 
records work in the districts where settlements are in progress but be 

" has not the time to carry out TOntine inspections in such detail as is 
necessary to keep local su~intendents up to. the mark in every 
branch of their duties. His function is rather to examine land records 
work in a wider aspeCt, and to consider the general suitability of land 
tecords proceoure, than to asce·rtain whether certain superintendents 
have complied with all the rules. The Commissioner cannot there
fore be profitably employed on inspecting those districts which the 
Deputy and Assistant Directors cannot ,-isit, and the appointment 
of an additional Assistant Director appears unavoidable. The 
distri.cts which suffer most from inadequate inspection are the 
maritime districts of the Arakan and Tenasserim Divisions; the 
unsatisfactory . results have been described in the latest settlement 
report for the Akyab' District. We have examined, as an alternative 
to the appointment of an additional Assistant Director, the feasibility 
of posting to Moulmein and Akyab a senior superintendent who 
would be required, in addition to his ordinary duties, to inspect the 
work in the neighbouring maritime districts once a year. But we 
do not regard this solution as satisfactory ; it might not always 
be convenient td appoint to these two districts superintendents 
senior to the officers whose work they would inspect, and an inspection 
by a super:intendent would not:· carry the same weight as one by ·
an- Assistant Director. We are of opinion therefore that an addi
tional ~ssistant Director. is required. In view however of our 
recommendation that an officer should be appointed as Assistant 

... Director for Survey we do not wish to press for the immediate 
appointment of _an additional Assistant Director for general land 
records administration until the effect of relieving the present officers 
of their responsibility in connection with survey work can be deter
mined. We have noticed already that, until recently, the appointment 
of Deputy Director was reserved for a member of the Commission. 
It is of great advantage that the work should be examined from 
an outsid~ standpoint in a degree of detail which tbe Settlement 
Commissioner cannot possibly . undertake. Moreover, the ge!leral 
administration is strengthened, if some revenue officers have a m10ute 
practical knowledge of land records work, and we consider that the-

.._ • • t ··J 



former practice, which was in~errupted by the war, sho~ld ~e .revived: 
as soon as officers b<!come ava1lable. , . -·. 1 , 

It has been suggested that the double control now f'xercised over 
.settlemf'nt work by the Financial Commissioner and Settlement 
Commissioner is unnecessary. We are of opinion that if the Financial_ 
Commissioner were the only controlling officer it would be impos
sible for him to supervise settlement operations in sufficien.t detail. 
In the immediate future the introduction of the reforms wh1ch have 

'been· proposed in this report will render ·it even less possible to
dispense with the appointment of Settlement Commissioner. We 
deprecate the multiplication of intermediaries between the settlement 
officer an l Government and do not wholly· approve the existing 
procedure by "'·hich a settlement report is considered in a confe~ence, 
noted on by the Financial Commissioner, an•l th:::n noted on aga10 by 
the Revenue Seaetarv before the orders of Government· a1 e passed. 
We consider however that the Financial Commissioner should not 
preside over the conference and must therefore ext-rcise control by 
reviewing it~ proceedings. The most satisfactory solution in our 
opinion would be for an officer with the authority and experience of 
the Financial Commissioner to be a member of Government who would 
ordinarily pass final orders on settlements in that capacity without 
further reference, but in vi~w of the impending introduction of consti
tutional reforms it does n9t seem incumbent on us to make detailed 
recommendations for giving effect to this principle. . . . 

The Settlement Commissioner is at present in charge of the Inland 
·Trade Registrati )n Department. There is no necessary connection 
between trades registration and land records; the combination of the 
two department~ under one bead has been convenient in the 'past, 
but now that a Director of Industries has been appointed, the sup_er
vision of trade registration seems more appropdate to his department. 
\Ve understand th1t it is 1-'roposed to transfer this subject to him and 

. consider the proposal suitable.· ~ 
On the other hand, the {unctions of the Land Records.Pepartment 

with regard to the record of occupation are intimate1y associated 
with those of the Registration Department~ In Bomoay the Commis-, 
sioner of Settlements and Land Records is in charge of registration 
and in the Punjab the Director of Land Records is also Inspector- . 
General of Registration. At present the Excise Commissioner is 
Inspector-General of Registration in Burma. We have discussed the 
suitability of this arrangements with the late ·Excise Commissioner. 
He points out that the present combination of functions is convenient, 
as the Excise Commissioner tours in every place where there is. a 
sub·registrar's office and rart·ly visits a place where there is none, and 
he estimates that one-third of the registration work does not deal with 
land. It seems unquestionable however that between the registration 
department, th_e maintenance of the record of rights, and the reporting 
of transfers, the co-ordination should be as intimate as possible and we 
consider this is unlikely to be obtained unless they are. all combined 
under a single head. \Ve are of opinion therefore that the Commis
sioner of Settlements and Land Records should be appointed 
ln~pector-Geoual ~( Registr.ation and that an assistant. who might 
au•tably be a semor Supenntendent of Land Records past active 



· field work, should be given him to inspect registration offices and the 
-record of rights. · • 

. 153· The training of surveyors is more elaborate in Burma than i& 
The •l,)pointmentand that of officers. exercising similar functi~os in 

trainmg of officers. any other provmce. The only defect 1n the 
in the land records present arrangements which bas come to our 
·department: notice is the difficulty of obtaining a satisfactory 

&. Surveyors. class of survey teacher. The latest experiment 
has been the selection of surveyors for a course of train ina in a normal 

-school to learn the art of teaching. But these schools ~re founded 
to train men as teachers in primary and secondary schools, and the 
curriculum is not easily adaptable to the special requirements of 
the Land· Records Department. We have mentioned in discussing 
survey problems that the Survey of India Department is establishing 
a school for surveyors and it may be found possible to arrange 
that candidates for the position of survey teacher shall be sent there 
fo~ training. · 

; Surveyors are now on a time-scale, and the stimulus of rapid 
promotion to higher grades is no longer an incentive to good work. 
We consider that, as in the Central Provinces, good work should be 
recognized by a" good conduct" allowance of Rs. 5 to l<s. 1 o a month, 
for which not more than one-quarter of the staff in each district would 
be eligible. .An additional reason for this proposal is to be found in 

- our recommendation regarding the appointm<:nt of inspectors, the 
effect of which will be to narrow to some extent the prospects of 
surveyors. - · 

Inspectors who are promoted from the ranks are not at present 

6 1 ect required to under~o any special course or to pass 
• nsp ors. any test after selection. It not infrequently 

happens· uow that surveyors- who are not likely to make good 
inspectors and would not be selected to fill a permanent vacancy 
ar~ appointed to officiate for short periods as a matter of conve
nience and thus obtain gradually a claim on a permanent appoint
ment. Moreover, good surveyors may lack the special qualities 
required in an inspector. It would seem· useful to lay down 
that every inspector promoted from the ranks shall be on probation 
for at least a year and shall pass an examination in the duties of an
Inspector before he is confirmed in that rank. In the Punjab one• 
third of the inspectors are recruited by the direct appointment of 
men, who have passed the entrance examination. Mr. Arbuthnot,. 
when Settlement Commissioner, proposed that one quarter of the 
inspectors should be appointed from outside the department. · The 
inferior quality of the inspectors has already been noticed, and we are 
of opinion that the direct appointment of men with better educational 
attainOJents than the ordinary surveyor should conduce to more 
~fficient administration. We recommend that 25 per cent. of the 
inspectors be appointed from men who have passed the Anglo
Vernacular High School Final Examination. Candidates recruited in 
this 'Way shr,uld go through a course of S,urvey in the Survey of India 
training school or in the special survey party. On completing this 
course, they should spend two years on probation doing the work of f. 
rev,enae surveyor and shou!d pass an exa~in~ion before they are 



confirmed. The examinatfon for inspectors, whether recruited direct or 
from the ranks, should be held once a year in each division, ordinadly at 
the headquarters of the Divisional Commissioner by the Deputy or Assist
ant. Director. We do not suggest any formal syllabus, as the examina. 
tion should be so far as possible of a practical character, and should be 
framed on general lines laid down by the Commissioner of Settlement~ 
and Land l<ecords; much weight would attach to the reports of the 
Deputy Commissioner and Superintendent of the district in which the 
probationer had served. In the Central Provinces, the revenue inspec
tors are on a provincial list and do not necessarily serve in the districts 
in which they were first recruited. In Burma it would appear useful 
to place the impectors on a divisional list to be maintained by the 
Divisional Commissioncu; a revenue surveyor, on appointment: as 
probation,ary inspector, should ordinarily be transferrs_d t~ another 

' district. The present scale of allowances does not leem entirely 
satisfactory, particularly as regards house and office allowances and the 

· travelling allowances of inspectors, who should in some district~ be 
required to maintain ponies and in others boats. We abstain however 
from making any detailed recommendation on this head as our proposals 
for grouping surveyors at township headquarters will materially alter 
the position and the question will require detailed examination in the 
light of the conditions of individual districts. · 

We would note also that the time-scale recently intr~duced for 
inspectors and surveyors has given rise to· some discontent parti
cularly in Upper Burma, owing to the fact that men were -placed on 
the scale not according to their length of service, but according to the 
pay which they were drawing when it was introduced. We recom-~ 
mend that the position be furthP.r considered. 

The present arrangements for selecting assistant superintendents 

S . d t of land records appear suitable, but a . wider 
c. upennten en s. f · d d b d · • . field or selection woul be opene y a vertJs-

ing vacancies and calling for applications. In this connection we 
would draw attention to the need for adequate recruitment. Of 
recent years the promotion of inspectors to fill temporary vacancies 
in superior posts has often been found necessary, and they have held 

. some of the less important district charges. Although this has beeb 
due in part to the drain on the superior ranks occasioned by the war, 
the cadre of the department does not allow sufficient reserve for leave. 
<vacancies and still less for temporary emergencies. In the past, 
officers of the department have taken much less leave than is desir
able in the interest of efficient administration; we are of opinion that 
the cadre should be enlarged and officers encouraged to take leave at 
regular intervals. It would be well, also, to make definite arrange
ments for posting assistant superintendents to certain heavy charges. 
The districts were classified by Mr. Mathews when, as Settlement 
Commissioner, he submitted proposals for re-organization 'Of the· 
departJIIent. We attach a table showing the present classification 
and that which we regard as provisionally suitable. We are of 
opinion that an assistant superintendent should always be posted til 
first class districts and, so far as the cadre permits, to· second 
class districts also during any period of pressure. With regard to 
tbe promotion t>f inspectors, to the gazetted ranks, although wa 



consider that deserving inspectors should be recognized as entitled to 
promotion, the duties of a superintendent are so distinct from those of 
an inspector, and the men hitherto appointed to be inspector differ as 
a rule so widely in education and intelligence from officers of gaze{ted 
rank, that -but few of them can be regarded as eligible for higher 
appoint~ents. Our recomendation that one-fourth of the inspectors 
should be directly recruited from men with higher educational attain
. ments than are needed for a surveyor should render it possible in 
time to open a wider avenue of-promotion to the oost of assistant 
1uperintendent. . • 

The present training of assistant 'superintendents appears 
sati$factory exeept that they are not given an opportunity to become 
acquainted with settlement procedure. We consider it desirable and, 
almost essential for sounrl administration that the superintendent 
should have a practical knowledge of settlement work. This will 
become even more desirable under our proposals which will bring the 
settl'ement and land records departments into much closer relations 
than have hitherto obtained. ·The present cour,.e of training com· 
prises twenty. months on_ survey and eighteen months in a land 
records office. The objections· to any further prolongation of the 
'training are· serious, but in view of the importance of settlement 
knowledge we consider that they must be faced and overruled. The 
present survey course cannot very well be cut down, but the general 
experience which probationers will acquire on settlement should render 
it possible to reduce the land records training from eighteen months 
tQ twelve months. We recommend therefore that probationary assis
tants should undergo_ a survey course lasting for twenty months, settle
ment training for a year and then a year in a land records office. 
This·will involve an extension of the present cour5e of training by 
only six months. If the full advantage· is to be obtained from this 
proposal, the importance of the settlement course must be clearly 
recognized ; a probationer who fails to give satisfaction on settlement 
is unlikely to prov~ 'a useful superintendent and the confirmation of 
such officers should be deferred until they have dearly demonstrated 
their fitness, We have suggested, in connection with settlement 
procedure and the introduction of a new settlement, that the District 
Superintendents of Land Records should be gazetted as an assistant 
settlement officer for the period of settlement,_ receiving the ordinary _ 
settlement allowance. His functions in this capacity however, subject 
to· special arrangements, would chiefly consist in the preparation of 
the new registers under the direction of the settlement officer, and be 
would acquire little general experience of settlement. We are of 
opinion that so far as possible junior officers now in. the department 
should be giv~n an all round training in settlement work, but, as we 
recognize that this suggestion can only be adopted when the cadre 
is at full strength, we make no detailed recommendations for giving 
effect to it. · . 

154· The higher ranks of the Settlement Department are filled by 
The • training . of offic~rS!. on depu~ation from other dep~rtme~ts 

revenue- officers in and at as convenaent therefore before dascussang 
land records and settlement organization to examine the training 
settlement wor)r, of revenue officers in settlement and land 
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-records work. At present aU offi·c~rs are r~quired on first ap'point .. 
ment to undergo a training in land records work, but th_e arrangeme~ts 
are defective and the results unsatisfactory. Officers of the Commii• 
sion should on first appointment be posted to a settlement p~rty f.or 
three months during which they would pick up the elements of land 
records work and should also spend about a fortnight on survey wor~ 
under the superintendent of land records. After three or f_our: years 
general administrative experience, officers who propose to remain on 
the executive side should be posted as assistant settlement officers for a 
year; the end•of the first leave would ordinarily be a suitable time fqr 
deputation to the settlement department. For officer~ of the Burtna 
Civil Service also, training under the settlement officer would be more 
-valuable ,than the ·present course under the superintendent of land 
records and, so far as practicable, arrangements . should be made for 
this. At the end of three or four years' service they should be given 
an opportunity to ask for further experience of settlement, and, .if 
regarded as suitable, would be placed on deputation in that department. 

Officers recruited to the Subordinate Civil Service should ~ 
posted for a course of land records work in October or November • 

· when they should receive a month's training in the elements of survey, . 
maps and register3; . from December to February. they -should be 
employed in the field on the work of revenue surveyor, finishing 
up with a short course of practical survey. . · . 

255· The appointment of settlement field clerks and inspectors~ 
The appointment should be regulated simi~arly to that of corre• 

and training of officers sponding appointments m the Land Records 
in the settlement Department and it seems unnecessary to make 
department. · detailed recommendations. It deserves mention 
that owing to the long continued block in promotions consequent· 
()n the disbandment of three settlement parties, there .is even greater 
reason for further considering the effect of the new time-scale on this 
department than on the land records department. It would seem 
useful, however, to frame a short course in practical agriculture for 
field clerks before appoint-ment as soil classifiers, and the possibility 
of doing this should be examined by the Settlement Commissioner in 
-consultation with the Director of Agriculture. The chief weakness 
apparent in the settlement organization is the deficiency of suitable 
assistant settlement officers. The Burman assistant settlement 
officer is almost invariably promoted from the ranks and although 
honest, diligent and, within the limits of his accustomed routine, 
competent, often lacks education and general intelligence. We 

consider that in each settlement party there should be at least one 
assistant from the Commission, one from tLe Land Records Service 
()r the Burma Civil Service and, provided that suitable men are forth
coming, one promoted from the ranks. 

The assistant settlement· officer from the Commission or Burma 
Civil Service would be recruited in the manner suggested above. 
An assistant obtained from the Land- Records Service would be 
-selected from among those who showed a special aptitude and liking 
for settlement work during the year's course which we have Jecom
mended; they should join for five years and draw the pay of their 
grade wi~ a settlement allowance. -



256. We have seen that, as DOW organized, the various branchel or 
revenue and land records work overlap in some 

Interdepartmental_ places and in others lack mutual connection. 
l'elations. Our recommendations are intended to provide a 

remedy for this lack of co-ordination, but as these are scattered io 
various parts of the report it may be conveftient to summarise them. 

The settlement officer will build his proposals on the land 
records statistics which in the same process he will verify. 
Among his assistants ·will be one or more men originally recrui• 
ted as an assistant superintendent of land records. The settle
ment will be introduced by the land records staff under the 
instructions of the superintendent· of land records, but the work 
will be done in the settlement offic~ under the direction of the 
settlement offi~er. The superintendent will, for the period of settle
ment, be gazetted an assistant settlement officer for certain purposes, 
and he will also have had previous training in settlement work. Many 
of the forms and registers, and all those of most importance, will be 
identical or nearly so in both departments. During the currency of a 
settlement the function of assessment will remain sharply distinguished 
from that of collection, but we have provided for a more intimate 
connection between the township office and the land records staff and 
have opened a lin~ of promotion for inspectors to the rank of deputy 
township officer, from which !1 few with exceptional qualification 
might rise to become members of the regular line in the subordinate 
civil service. The present dislocation between survey and land 
records.we propose to remedy by the appointment of a special officer 
who will be responsible for supervising the survey arrangements io 
every district and will also be in personal charge of the special survey 
party. · This officer would thus provide a link between the district 
land records establishment and special survey work. We are of 
opinion that if these several recommendations are accepted, they will 
result in a gre11otly improved co-ordination between the various branches 
of the revenue and land records departments with no confusion 
betw~en .their resp:ctive functions. 



CtASSIFICATION OF DISTRICT CHARGES (see Jarag,-ll.p!z 253). 

District, 

Classifica• 
tlon: 

(a) present, 
(6) proposed, 

--~-

"'"D"ller or 
(a) Clerks, (6) Record· 
keepers, ( <) Inspectors, 

(d) Surveyon, 

(•) (6) (a) (6) C•> (I) 

Land Revenue 
Demand in 

1918-18, 
for which land ';Jo 

recorda 
establishment 

was 
~esponsible, 

' -

Remarkl, 

------1----- -----1-----t--------....... 
Hantbawaddy 

Pegu 

Shwebo 

Akyab 

Basse in 

Myaungmya 

lnoeiu 

Pyapon 

Tbarrawaddy 

Ma•ubln 

Henzada 

'l'baton 

Amherst 

Mandalay 

Mlnbu 

Kyauk~ 

Magwe 

Sagaiug 

M7lngyan 

Pr~e 

Toungoo 

l'akOkku 

Katha 

t, ... 

Lower Cblndwiu ... 

Melktlla 

Yamttblu 

Kyaukpy11 

Sand-ay 

Tuoy 

Merrul 

Tbayetm70 

Upper Cblndwla ... 

Ma~Towa _ 

Gournment Preu, 
Ran&ooa. 

1 

l 

l 

8 

II 

11 

·2 

II 

II 

II 

II 

l! 

l! 

II 

8 

8 

2 

II 

II 

8 

8 

8 

I 

8 

8 

8 

• .. 
f 

• 
f 

• 
' • 

1 

1 

1 

l 

1 

1 

1 

l 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

B 

II 

8 

B 

8 

8 

9 

B 

8 

8 

8 

8 

f 

' • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

8 

a 
I) 

ll 

I! 

I! 

8 

ll 

1 

I 

l! 

!I 

!I 

II 

l 

1 

1 

I! 

• 
I 

2 

1 

1 

• 
1 

8 

l 

I 

I 

1 

I 

1 

• 

2 

1 

II 

7 

8 

Ill 

10 

77 

89 

129 

118 

14 

711 

65 

75 

68 

114 

?& 

Rs. 
51,81,698 "'I 

::::::::: .I 
• 
2 

l 

II 

8 

l 

1 

1 

9 

8 

6 

7 

8 

6 

8 

111,18,891 

·1!9,88,921 

l!f,79,599 

li2,64,Sil4 

16~04,601 

15,90,688, 

19,88,846 

II 8 79 14,69,945 

1 8 87 10,48,009 

II "6 411 8,89,001 

II 8 68 9,C6,6811 

1 8 48 7 o90,&g7 · 

I 8 !lil - 5,46,148 

l 8 71 t ,93,1151 

1 7 70 4,22,953 

1 6 69 7,28,653 

1 6 48 111,18,810 

II I 71 4,48,041! 

1 I 89 1!,47.187 

l '-·· 7 -- t3 · · C,I!I!,S98 

I 

I 

1 

l 

1 

I 

1 

I 

I 

& 

-I 
t 

8 

s 
8 

• 
l 

• 

61 

IIJ. 

'J7 
18 

118 

IN 

118 

7 

u 

4,85,714 . 

8,86,774 

8,18,1160 

l,tll,ll98 

!1,9i,10l 

11,89,4c9 

11,118,96& 

87,880 . 

.8,10,081 

I 
I 

Basseiu1 Myanngmya anct• 
Pyap6n are pjac:ed .ID the
first class becauee ·of the 

' large area of land still 

l coming uader cultivation;: 
Akyab is in the first cia•• 
because it. Is remote; 

l 
Sbwebo because of lrrlo· 
gatiou, and Jnseln 
becauae of the valuable 
special lease areas. 
A mherot is In the aeconcl 

I 
class bel!ause of tbe 
Town lands and salt 
fields ; Mandalay, Minba-

1 
"and Kyauks~ bec;t.use ot. 
the irrigation. 

Figures for establlobmellt" 

I 
have been taken from 
the Land Record• 
Administration Roport< I of 11119-BO. 

I 
I. 
I 
I 
I 
J 



CHAPTER XXIV. 

Mzs<;:ELLAN~ous. 

- 2~7· We have noted in our introductory chapter that the terms of 
Land administration reference contemplate some enquiry into the 

.and the c~ndition t~f general policy .regarding land administration, 
'tenants. · · including the is.sue of grants and leases, land 
·alienation and the protection o~ tenants. Tenancy legislation however 
·has recently been separately considered by a special committee and 
orders on their recommendations have not yet been passed. A thorough 
..investigation of rural economy in Burma would have involved a wide 
extensipn of our enquiries. It appears sufficient therefore to note the 
.main features of agrarian conditions here as compared with those in 
India. For Upper Burma, as we have explained, the statistics pub4 

lishel:l are worthless and misleading, but those for Lower Bur~na 
.indicate sufficiently .the unstable and unhealthy economic conditions 
which ha·ve grow~ up with the development of industrial agriculture. 

· Xhe figures in the following table are based gn those given in the 
· Annual Reports oo Reyenue Administrat\on :--

I 
Percentage of " A. Per<entage of occu• 

Percentage of occupied area held ' occupied area pied area held by tenant• .- annually alien• at full reats. by noo-ag<ieulturiota 1 
ated by sale or B. P~rcentage of teo· A- Resideot. 

non-usufructuar y ants who have held tile B-Non-reaident. 
mortgage: same laud for leu than (;-Total. 

District, (a) Prom l~U!I·lO I; .fears. (a) ayerage of lO years from 19:.11-10 
to 1&18·111. (a) ~ verage of to years to 1918-19) 

(b) Prom 1914·16 from 19Uil·lv t<> 1918·19. (b) D~ring '1918-19. 
to 1918~111. \b) During 1918-19, 

• . . 
(a) (b) A B A B c - . ----

II (a) 16 (b) II (•) (1) (B) (9) 4 <•> 4 (b) II (b) 1(a) r (b) 8 (•) 8(b) ,_ 1----
... 

·PyapOD ... 18·87 18'811 48 &a 8'/ 86 JB u 29 24 86 911 

·JI&'IIltiD ... 11"114 111·7· 91 9'/ 88 88 14 14 l8 111 80 ea 
ftfyan~agin:ra ... ]J•IJ9 12'88 4J 411 so 88 8 9 18 111 119 -· ll'ep ... 11•119 11·811 46 61 91 Ill 4 • 13 17 Ill 90 

Thana waddy ... 11·· 14'34 38 4a llO 8'/ 7 4 u 18 20 llll 

1uela• ... • 10'86 10 30 • 38 91 •as 81 ., 8 llfM 211 "81 81 

flllllthawaddy ... lU'Oii l1Jo88 60 Iii .. 81 8 r as 811 40 u 
'llaaoelD ... 8'11i lC-48 1111 40 Ill Ill 6 4 10 111 

~I "TOilQOO - Blf e·u 1111 83 .. tl • 10 18 '110 80 

• l>iltrlct formed 11111, the ligures i~a these columna are f• 7 years ooiJ• 
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From these ligures it appears that in many distric.ts alienations~ 
including under that head non-usufructuary mortgages, are proceeding: 
at a rate equivalent to the transfer of the whole occupied area of the. 
district within less than eight years, and that everywhere the rat& 
of alienation is increasing ; that large areas are held by tenants, few 
of whom occupy the same land for an appreciable period ; and that: 
much of the land is held by non-agriculturists, most of whom are non·; 
resident. Nowhere in Jndia have we found conditions at all similarL 
In the ryoh,~ari provinces of Madras and Bombay no figures are 
available, and in the Punjab and the Central Provinces-, where statistics... 
are published; not only the form of statistics, but the conditions tO: 
which they relate, differ so widely from those of Burma as to render;' 
-statistical comparison impossible. It is needless bowevet to examine· 
precedents in other provinces in order- to decide whether remedial 
action i~ desirable ; the figures for ~urma are sufficiently convincing in 
themselves. The question is not whether action ought ~o be talten but"·. 
what action can be taken. We would point out however that the . 
different economic conditions of Burma and India render it improbable 
that legislation on Jndian lines will prove effe<:tive and, although in view· 
of the enquiry held by the committee on tenancy legislation, we do not· 
\\·ish to make detailed recommendations, it may be \\·ell for us tG-,. 
place on record our opinion that action is necessary and that legisla ... 
tion may prove useful. The question will attract attention during the._ 
approaching settlement of Pyapon and we consider that the settlement. 
officer should be called on to report what measures, legislative'or: 
economic, should be attempted. In vJew of the importance. and. 
tlrgency of the question it would further seem desirable to appoint a 
special, officer to hold a. similar enquiry throughout Lower Burma.-· 
Meanwhile it seems necessary to ventilate the facts, to attract general 

- attention to the state of affairs and the need for remedy, and then by a. 
resolution in Council or other appropriate means . to test- public 
opinion on the policy to be adopted. · , 

258. It has been explained that the distinction between state and 
·T non-state land in Upper Burma is artificial, and 

enures. t · F b · · 'I · · uncer am. or some years t e ass1m1 ahon of-
the rates of assessment on state and non-state lands· ha,s been .pl:'o ... 
ceeding; the owners of non-state lands _could object· with 'some. 
plausiblli(y to this assimilation so long as the standard of assessment.. 
on state land was half the net produce. If our recommendation, that 
the fraction of one-half the rental produce should be prescribed as the
maximum which the state should take and not as the proportion to 
be taken, be accepted, it will become clear that both state and 
non-state lands are being assessed as if they were held in private 
ownership, that the tenure of state land is being assimilated to that of 
non-state land and not the contrary. There will therefore be no 
substantial ground for objecting to the assimilation of the two forms of 
tenure. There are many advantages in the proposal but as we under~ 
stand that it is already contemplated we need do no more than accord 
it our support. · 

The provisions for the temporary relinquishment of land in Lower-' 
· Burma are an obsolete· survival; they are rarely used clDd might con~ 

Yeniently be abolish~d., . · ' - ., . , 



Perhaps the most serious defect which we have noticed in the 
!land legislation is the uncertain 'status of land occupied for residential 
purposes both in Upper and Lower Burma~ In Lower Burma a village 
<is "'an area approrriated to dwelling places not included within the 
limits of a town ' and, owing to the ambiguity latent in the word 

-4r appropriated," it appear~ doubtful whether in law any villages exist. 
hi Upper Burma rights over land in villages have never been deter-
mined. We have recommended that claims sba11 be recorded during 

·tbe preparation of the record of _rights, but it is very destrable that in. 
Lower Burma the term '' village " should be clearly defined, and that 
-in Upper Burma the private rights in residential lands which the 
.people recoga_iz~ in their transactions should be acknowledged. 

259. We ·bave examined the relations between kwins and village-

K • d .11 tracts. It appears that many of the kwins were 
wans an VI ages. . · · · ll f d f · · f · h ·. · . ongma y orme or convemence o .sur~y w1t 

little reference to administrative requirements. In Upper Burma, 
:before the annexation, many of the headmen's jurisdictions were not 
-continuous; a headman might have jurisdiction over one or more 
small tracts at some distance from his main village. In remote areas, 

~;as was until recent.ly the case in Myitkyina, the boundaries between 
-village-tracts were of .no great importance and therefore ill defined. 
From _these various causes it has often happened that the boundaries 

-of kwins and village-tracts overlap. This is not peculiar to Burma. 
In the first village which we visited in Berar the village map exhibited 
-lacunae, scattered blank patches, representing the whole of one 
'Village and parts of six other villages. No confusion of jurisdictions. 
on this scale could be found in Burma, and the present lack of coinci
dence between kwins and village-tracts does not give rise to serious 
administrative inconvenience. Such difficulties however as are occa
sioned , in this manner are gradually being removed by the existing 
provisions for reconciling the boundaries. of kwins and village-tracts 
-at resurvey, and the action now being taken appears sufficient. 

a6o. We have abstained from examining in this report the nume-
Misc~llaneous ·sur- rous problems connected with the administration 

.,eys: Town lands, of town lands. We would however draw atten-
Fisheries, Private tion to the unsatisfactory. nature of the ·present 

-surveys. surveys. The maps now show house sit!!s with 
all the details of occupation and a plan, drawn to scale, of every build
ing on the site. The usual scale is 64 inches ~o the mile, which is too 
large for many purposes, but, in closely populated areas, much too small 
if the map is to show full detail. We would recommend the introduc• 
·tion of field books giving measurements in detail on the lines adopted in 
Madras. This system is fully described in the evidence of Mr. 
Gompertz in Volume II and it is unnecessary to repeat the description 
here. The procedure would resemble that suggested by Mr. Lowry 

·ln the new draft manual, but the field books would record the measure
ments ·of holdings as well as those of.huildings. This system of survey 
will render minute accuracy possible without uuduly enlarging the scale 
~~maps. • . . _ . 

- Land records work in towns· is' very different from the work in 
'Tural areas, and in many districts the annual survey and registration 

· ds muck neglected. Where a single town is sufficiently importaot to 



. - . ' . . 
-constitute a-surveyor's charge, or where two or three small towns are 
-situated so conveniently that one surveyor can deal with all of them, 

• it seems preferable that the town surveyor should be given no rural 
·-work. It is essential however that the towns should be in the same 
township and the surveyor responsible to only one inspector. Another 
expedient deserving trial is to appoint a special inspector for tow~ 
lands work. 

It has been mentioned that the , Settlement Commissioner 
• is responsible for the demarcation and survey of fisheries. The 

fishery maps are kept in the land records record-room but the 
Land Records Manual barely mentions them. We do not· wish to 
-enter on questions of fishery. ad ministration but it seems well to invite 
.attention to the fact that the demarcation and survey or-fisheries and 
the maintenance of fishery maps leave much to be desired. 

The present arrangements for conducting miscellaneous surveys for 
private parties are unsatisfadory. Surveys of area for"leases are often 
carried out by temporary surveyors with very little supervision. .In 
-other cases, as,• for example, partitions, the surveyors on the regular 
-establishment are employed on survey work for landowners. Some-
times they are employed at the instance of civil courts. There is some 
uncertainty as to how far they are entitled to receive fees for· such 
work. 'fhe provisions suggested by Mr. Lowry in his draft manual for 
licensing private surveyors will remove some of these difficulties and 
we recommend that they be tried.. With regard to the employment of 
-Government surveyors on private work we are of opinioq that .no maO: 
is entitled to a fee for doing work whi<;h it is part of his 
regular duty to perform without a fee, and that no man 
~hould undertake pri\!ate work unless he can do so without 
detriment to his official duties. The previous sanction of the: 
local superintendent should be obtained before a revenue surveyor 
is ~mployed on survey, whether by a civil court or a private party; 
ior instance, in pa,rtitions, and a scale' of remuneration should be laid 
down. It has been represented that decrees of civil courts some· 
times leave a great deal to the discretion of the surveyor, placing hi-m 
l'ather in the position of arbitrator as, for example, where a decree 
directs partition '?£ land without specifying the part~els which each, . 
party should rece1ve. Such decrees should be returned· for. amend
ment and, generally, we are averse from any tendency to encourage 
surveyors to act as arbitrators. We recommend that detailed 
instructions to the above effect be drawn up together with a suitable. 
scale of fees. 

· 261. The present form of progress reports for.--superintendents of 

Departmental 
reports. 

land records is lengthy and unwieldy. It takes 
so much time to prepare that it is often prepared 
incorrectly, provides for elaborate checks which 

can ra~ely be applied, contai~s many details of very little importance,.' 
and m1ght be greatly simphfied. The same remarks apply· to the 
~gress reports of surveyors and inspectors ; these contain much 
taforrnation which could more suitably be given in the form of charts ... '. 

The statistics in the Annual Report on Land Records Adminia
trat~D have· graduallY" beeft amplified from yea;r to' year• to" meet·· 
specialaeeda, contain much that is unnecessary, omit some etails of 

' ~ 



importance and.: are ool loJically arranged. The contents and' 
-~rrangements need revision. 

Some of the statistics regarding areas given in the Seaso"n and' 
Crop Report,· Land Records Report and Revenue Administration 
Report appear cooftictiog. Fi~ures purportin<7 to show the same' 
area differ in different reports because in fact they relate to different 
areas; thus the areas given in the Land Records Admi.1istration. 
Report exclude those are~s on which the land records department 
is not employed. Such discrepancies ·should be ·explained in a foot
note as without this precaution the figures are misleading. 
. 2'11 •. The improvement of irrigation administration and the-

•. . . appointment of liaison officers for the better 
Co-ordmatiP~- co-ordination of the revenue ·and irrigation 

between revenue and d · 
irrigation depart- epartments has recently been cons1dered by a 

- ments. conference. We have studied the minutes of 
the tonference and made some examination of 

the analogous system in the Central Proviuces ; we have also discussed 
the subj~ with representatives of the- Public Works Department. 
We· entirely agree with their view that the assessment and collection 
of revenue is not properly a function of the irrigation department and 
'We could not approve any measure which, under the guise of improv
ing co~rdination, ·should tend in tha~ direction. The relations 
between the revenue and irrigation departments appear satisfactory at 
present and the chief defect in the existing arrangements seems to be 
the lack of officers with a kn~wledge of land revenue work and 
revenue admisistration who would, as subordinates of the Executive 
Engineer, relieve professional officers of supervising canal surveyors and 
inspectors in marking ·crops, failures and fallow and would help in 
systematising the distribution of water. This is a departmental 
matter on which we do not wish to offer any recommendation. 

a63. Among minor details which have incidentally attracted our 
Miscellaneous. ·attention the following seem to deserve notice. 
Rule 52 under the Lower Burma Land and Re\'enue Act lays 

down that any person occupying land in contra-
a. The temporary • f R b d b occupation otland. vent10n o ule. 51 may e serve y any 

. . RevenJ,Je Officer with a notice of ejectment. 
Rule 51 however lays down that any person occupying land without 
recognized stat~s shall be liable lo eviction.' The intention of Rule-
53 is clear enough for ordinary purposes but doubts have been 
expressed as to its legal effect and it would be well to reconcile the 
verbal discrepancy between the two rules. 

The present form for registration memoranda is a formidable
document. .The degree of co-ordination between 
the registution and land records department 
would probably be improved by the introduction 

~~ 'Registration 
memoranda. 

of a form which it would be easier for the clerks in the two 
-clepartments to handle.-

In fiOme provinces the decrees of civil courts are made over to the 
Collector for execution on the ·revenue side. It 

~Rz-;=~~n of is doubtful how far this is desirable in Burma. 
.~ 0 cJV courts. and although this procedure might improve_ 

Co-ol'diqatioo we are not convinced that it is oecessa'l' or expedien~. 1 



Under Land Revenue Rule 8o . the year of assessment in lower 
Burma commences on the 1st july and new 
settlemf!nt rates must be notified before that date• 
This has occasioned inconvenience in the. past as 

.-. The year of 
asse!>Sment. 

it frequently happens that the final consideration of settlement reports 
must be expedited in order. to prevent a loss of revenue. The 
procedure ·which ·we recommend will obviate this difficulty. 

'Ill The. insufficient supply of settlement reports to district offices 

•. Settlement 
reports. 

ueserves attention. Vv• e are of opinion that a 
copy should be supplied to each township and 
subdivisional office · and that in the bead

quarters office o( the Deputy Commissioner there should be not less 
then three copies.. · . · 

The Township Books at present maintained have been repeatedly 
~ T • h' b k condemned as of no practical value and we agree 
J• owns 1P 00 6

' that they might be abolisl.ed. In India the corres
ponding village note books are chiefly-used for dealing with suspensions. 
· · It is the practice in some district offices to discourage the practice 

Offi .. d of submitting petitions through the post. 
g. ce proce ure. Althouglt we entirely approve the traditional 

policy of calling petitions daily in open court, we are of . opinion that 
access through the post is desirable where a. petitioner prefers to 
make his grievance known in this manner, and submits a stamped 
petition in a prepaid letter ; we recommend that this procedure be 
formally recognized in the District Office Manual. We would also 
invite attention to the desirability oi using carbon paper more freely 
for duplicating registers and returns ; it would seem possible, for 
e:zample, to supply headmen with carbon copies of the assessment rolls. 

264. A summary of our recom~rendations is given in. Appendix I, 

C I . . but it seems appropriate to bring to uotice here 
one usJOn. th d . d b fti . h . e esue expresse yo cers 10 ot er provmces 

that the opportunity which the member~£ this C(Jmmittee have enjoyed. 
for making a comparative study of revenue systems should be more 
widely extended ; as for example, by holding conferences, at which 
directors of land records would meet from time to time in different 
provinces. We feel that our tour in India bas taught us much that 
1re could have learned in no other manner. and we venture to suggest 
that such confereJ,ces 1rould promote a general impro\·ement in the 
technique of land records administration. 

Finally we wished to place on record the cheerful endurance of 
di;;comfort and the praiseworthy diligence of our clerks, Messrs. 
Kannapan and Ba Thin, and the .assistance, uDgrudgingly rendered in 
~arious wa}s, by M~. _Devas, the Superintendent of the 9ffice of the 
Settlement CommiSSioner. We must also express our cordial 
ackno"·ledgments t\l t,.he Government Press for furnishing the proofs 
of this report with remarkable speed and accuracy. · . 

J, 5. FURNIVALL, Pr•-riden I. 
F. NOYCE. 
T. (OUPBR.* 
F. A. DESOUZA. 

• ~utjec:t to a miaute of diiiCat. 
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MINUTE OF DISSENT, BY MR. T. COUPE~. 

I. In Chapter XI of the report, paragraph 95 (iii) (b), it is recoJD· 
1tlended that representative fields for crop reaping should be selected 
in office ; in this war it is hoped to outflank the Stibordinate staff which 
tends to self>ct for reaping fields lO!> good to be representative of their 
class. With this recommendation I am unable to agree. If the crop 
reapings' in a !loil dass wer~ so numerous that the arithmetical mean 

-of the outturns represented the average fertility of the class over a 
term of years, it m:~y be that the propc>sed method would- be sound. 
But this merit is not claimed for it and io any case crop reapin({s at 
settlement can neve: be numerous enough to admit of this result. _ To 
-select fields in office seems to me little more tl;la,n to make a guess ; 
the settlement ollicer cannot know even whether the field has been 
worked andt ~~ worked, how it has fared, whether for example it has 
been planted unusually late or has been heavily manured or attacked 
•by blight. His choice may be a successful gamble or it may not. It 
should be possible gradually to rid the subordinate staff of the idea 
that the one purpose of a revision settlement is to increase the rc:venue 
as much as possH,Je. In any case if the tendency to select too good 
fields is inerariicable, it is yet a constant ~endency for wnicb the 
-settlement officer can make allowance, Th1s he cannot do for the 
multifarious accidents which must unknown to him affect fields sel.:ctc:d 
:in office. 

a. In sub·sPction (iii) (d) (1) of the same paragraph it is prl)posed 
to fetter the discretion of the settlement officer in making deductions 
from his crop rea pings; he is to be discouraged from assuming a 
.normal outturn "hicb is higher than the average · of his accepted 
reapings. It happ~ns at times that all the years in which _ crop 
reapings are made are unfavourable to an unusual d~gree. In such 
an event the settlement officer must go above his averages in fixing a 
normal and he should not be cautioned against this; he should 
be free at his discretion to exceed as to go below the average._ 
The settlement oiicer has not been a mathematical statistician; 
he oc an assistant settlement officer has -visited the kwin, made 
~rop reapings, in-.pected the soil, questioned cultivators and then 
come to an opinion on the fertility of each soil cl~; when the averaP.e 
of his acct"pted crop reapings has not supported his oproion, he h~s 
departed fro•n it in fixing his a~sumed outturns; in no s-ttlement 
report that I have consulted are the assumed outturns arithmetical 
averages of crop reapings. If they had been, much could be urg .. d in 
favour of such an arithmetical method. For the crop forecasts are 
based on the norm:il outturns determined by settlement officers, and . 
in the years preceding 19101 a peri!>d which the report contem
plates settlement procedure as dominated by mathematics, the rice 
crop forecast was uniquely succt:ssful. But in some years after 1910 
the ezportable surplus was under-estimated and enquiry ~bowed that 



this was due to normal oattums assumed by settlem.:nt officers ~eing 
on the low side. The cotton forecast again bas usually been mucla 
below the mark. So far therefore hom ~·arning settlement officers 
against exceeding the averages of their crop • reapiogs, experience 
shows that they should be cautioned rather against going below 
them. Crop measurements are the settlement officer's most reliable 
source of inforn1ation provided he is left free to make his inference• 
from them. · · ' 

3· The re.port ~ecommends in paragraph 104 that the settlement 
officer should be required in framing an estimate of the cost of culti
vation to make ''an adequate allowance for all labour ex pen Jed by the 
cultivator and his family," The present instructions are condemned 
because in them '' the settlement officer is excused from making a 
definite allowance for home labour,_ but expected to rnake an indefinite 
allowance." In my opinion it is impossible to frame a definite 
allowance for home labour; the materials for such an estimate dG 
not exist. · 

1 · No difficulty arises in tracts where holdings are mostly large and 
worked by hired labourers with only a few small holders cultivating_ 
their o•·n land without outside help ; in such tracts the wages ot 
hired labourers are taken iqto account in· estimating cost of cultiva
tion ~nd the small holder has therefore a full allowance made for his 
Ol\·n work. But in tracts where all are small holders and"no labour 
is hired it seems to me impossible to define the sum at which home 
labour is to be valued. Take such an area as the Tamadaw townshi~ 
in Shwebo district. There the cultivator works his land with his. 
family and no labour is hired. Many ~o not rely solely on agricul
ture for a living, but when ploughing is over seek employment 
elsewhere; from one village they may go to Rangoon, ft'om another 
to Bhamo or Putao, leaving to the women of the household trans
planting and harvesting. In such circumstances it seems impossible 
to estimate in money th~ home labour of the cultivator "·hether be 
goes away or stays at home. Its value cannot be gauged from what 
the emigrants make by selling sweets in Rangoon or through carpentry 
at Putao; if it were, the net produce left for taution would be less 
than nothing.- But there is no other method of estimating it, for ia 
similar adjacent areas there is no hiring of labour from •hicb am 
allowance could be deduced. _ 

lo Lower Burma it seems similarly impossible to arrive at a 
definite allo•·ance. In his Myaungmya Settlement Report ·Mr. 
Grantham notes how widely the work done by an owner varies. " In
a small holding the employing cultivator will manage with an assistant 
who 'is perhaps unable to plough and receives fifty oc sixty baskets of 
paddy for the season. In holdings of more than one yoke the 
employer often confines himself to the lighter work and employs a 
skilled ploughman for each plough at sixty to eighty baskets. But for 
reasons of age or health or temperament or other.interests the employer 
may wish to take a still less active part in the work and then he wiU 
take for one ploughman a m~a who is capable of actiDg as his agent 
and managing the other employees; such a giJing·SIJIIIg must be paid 
!)O, too or uo baskets.~ · 



if the work done by the owner varies so ,nuch from holding to 
'holding, the estimate of that work's value as framed by th,e Settlement 
Officer will have to vary, from tract to tract. In tracts where .much 

. 1abour is hire-:1 to work large holdings, it.will be the wages of super
vision that must be estimated, in other tracts it will be the wages of 
1nanuallabour. · 

Mr. McCallum whose example is commended in the report, but 
who considers the method he employed to be unfitted for general use, 
thinking it suited only to the temporary conditions in whiclt he 
.c;arried out the Tharrawaddy settlement, states in his evidence that 
whatever methoais employed of valuing home labour the expenses of 
-supervision must be ruled out as there are too many pitfalls in- their 
calculation. The report does not deal with the question how wages 
of supervision should be treated. Yet where, as in the Kyauktan and 
Tbon~wa townships of the HanthawaJdy district, over forty per cent. 
of the hold ngs exceed 100 acres, an owner who supervises cultivation 
-seems as much as entitled to have the .value of his work taken into 
acc0uot as an owner who merely handles a plough. It is not a matter 
of laziness. Wholetime super\rision is.essential if the holding is to be· 
worked to its £~1 capacity. A method which purports _t"'O estimate the 
true and full cost of production and yet omits to show how the wages 
1>f supervision are to be estimated seems t0 me unsound. 

The report apparently passes b\· this questi0n beca'use it con
siders that rents afford a check on cost of production; that cost 
represents "'the normal produce less the amount which a prudent 
tenant could afford to pay in rent." This check seems tO' me illusorY. 
From the gross produce a tenant has to meet the rent, t.he cost 
·of cultivation, the interest on his capital and the cost of living; 
Since both the interest and· the cost of living are unknown quan~ities, 
-it seems impossible to find the cost of· cultivation in this way. 
Madras procedure however is invoked in aid of this method. The 
Madras revision settlf'ment instructions forbid any calculation of the 

-cost of cultivation as ::m ordinar}' incident of re-settlemeQt. But for 
special reasons the settlement officers in the two di;;.tricts which the 
report cites, Tanjore and Chingleput, did calculate the cost. But I 
cannot find that thev utilized rents as· a check on their estimate. 
What they did wao; to check the estimates based on general 
e.nquiries by considering the expenses of C!Jltivation on the -vana,h 

·system. That system may be in name a share . produce tenancy,/ 
but the Tanjore settlement officer is careful to distinguish : it 
and says that "it is little more than inclusive form of contract for a 
certain portion of the labour of cultivation " and he states that the 
'Persons who can be engaged to work on this system are little different 
1n status from the fJannaiyal or serf, the man-mortgagee of Madras. 
Therefore what the settlement officers did in Tanjore and Chingleput 
was to check their estimates as worked out piece-meal for the different 
oprocesses of cultivation against the lump sums paid to men who work· 
from seed time up to harvest. Thi5 is a very different thing from 
"Checking t;ast of cultivation against fixed produce or even share 
·produce rents and does not show how the one cost can be found by 
means of two other quantities both of which are unknown. · In 
!Burma many tenants have considerable capital and serfdom can hardl1 
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'be said to exist. The examples quoted from Madras alford therefor~ 
no support to the view that cost of cultivation can be checked by 
rents. 

If the report fails in showing how a definite allowance can be mad~ 
in money for all labour expended by the cultivator and his family, 
no course is open, so long as net produce forms the basis of assessment. 
exce.pt to treat the out-of-pocket expenses as the cost of cultivation. 
These should be averaged and treated by the setllement officers io
tbe same way as he treats the averages of crop reaping modifying 
the figures where he has good reasons for doing Sl). . Ir this is done.
home labour must be allowed for bv taking as revenue a lo\\er fraction 
of the net produce in tracts where holdings are small and little labour 
is hired. The report condemns this method as lending s•Jpport to 
a view of land tenure which is conlrary to fact, exposing Government 
to a charge of severity in assessment and as tuing thrift and 
industry. But there js no necessary or even intim:tte conpection 
between theories of land tenure and methods of estimating the cost 

·of cultivation, nor is the adoption of one or other method likely to 
save Government from charg~:~ of over-1\ssessment. 

. 'H1e report contrasts one tract, A, in which. go per cent. of the 
landowners hire all their labour and 10 per cent. hire none, with 
another, B, in which go per cent. of the landowner"' work themselves 
and hire no labour while the remaining 10 per cent: are non-resident 
and do no work themselves in their holdings; if a higher proportion 
of the net produce is taken as revenue in 1 A' ,than ·in B.' this is said to 
penalize the industrious ro per cent. in ' A' who hire no labourers. 
This opinion seems to me erroneous. The cost of cultivation as. 
~alculated under the present instructions for estimating out-of-pocket 
expenses takes into account the wages of labour when there is a 

. "regular practice of hiring in the assessment tract," the . 10 per cent. 
of cultivating owners who hire no labourers would therefore have the 
full value of their .own home labour allowed for in the estimated cost 
and would not be penalized as compared with the 90 per cent. wh~ 
hire all their labour; it is rather the converse which is true for the 
go per cent. have no allowance made for their work of supervision. 

To take as revenue a lower fraction of the net produce where 
holdings are small and worked without hired labour not merely permits. 
an. allowance to be made (Of' the home labour of the cultivator, but 
also makes it possible to tax tracts composed of big landowners 
on a higher scale than the mere disproportion in cost of cultivation 
would wa.rrant. Even if an adequate allowance could be ddined and 

. were taken into account in estimating the cost of production, it would 
not usually be possible to take in revenue the same fraction of the 
net produce throughout a district, for it would not be equitable t<> 
tu cultivators with a small surplus and a low standard of living as. 
highly as large landlords. No doubt small holders found in a tract 
of large landlords which is assessed at a high rate because the average 

· profits of cultivation are hi~h are penalized as compared with small 
holders in a small holding tract. But this does not arise from failure to
allow for their own labour and industry ; it is a· result ·inseparable: 
from a system of acre rates which takes no account of the circum-
stances of each individual "ultivator. 



. ' 

If onty· out-of-pocket expenses are to be takell i~tQ accQun~.i~ 
estimating cost of cultivation, Government should, in my. opiniott, 
signalize the difference in the ways in which net produce is es.tir:n~~.ed 
in India and Burma· by abandoning the half net produce standa,rc;l. 
This standard is in any case so far ahead of existing rates ;lS to ~e 
useless. It was borrowed from Inrlia whete it meant a reducti9n ip 
the revenue demand,, but in Burma its influence is in the direction of 
unduly raising assessments. The report suggests that, in Low~r 
Burma in areas 'Where rents are raised as high as active competition 
for land can raise them, a settlement officer should bear in mind ~me
third of the rental value as the amount which may suitably be tak~n 
as revenue. It is in my opinion desirable that ·Govern men~ should 
declare this a standard for settlement officers in such areas. If tb~s 
were done, it would be unnecessary to proclaim half the net produce 
as a ma~imum assessment. Such a maximum appears to me .useless 
and impolitic ; except in irrigated areas it is impcssible to approach 
it and in areas irrigated from a major work half the ne~ produce may 
be too small to make the work profitable, especially if home labour is 
taken into account in calculating net produce. .If Government desirfs 
to give an assurance against exctssive taxation, it would be mqre 
practical to lay down that the enhancement over a district at re
settlement shall .not exceed -thirty-three per cent. as is the qJle ip. 
Bombay. · · . . 

4· The settlement procedure which the. report recommen~s is 
summarized .in paragraph 179. The work of the settlement offiaer is 
comprised in two stages. . . . . 

In the first he makes a hurried tour through the district duri!;lg 
crop measurement and frames provisional tracts. Then tract by tract 
the assistant settlement officers and senior inspectors' visit ev!!ry 
village and examine in detail one kwin in four; from this examina
tion and on general inforrr,ation they form an opinion on the soil 
classification not merely in the kwins which they "·isit, but in all the 
kwins of the tract. With the general information which they acquh:.e 
especially of outturns and prices and by a comparison of reptal,· sale 
and mortgage values· they investigate the comparative equity of th_e 
expiring assessment. At the same time they make· enquiries in 
selected .villages into the cost of cultivation. As they go through. theh 
tracts they frame for each kwin an estimate of the gross produce and 
its value and they record an opinion on the extent to which t~_e 
current assessment should be raised or lowered. · · 

Through their reports and from his own tours the sett1eme.nt 
officer forms his own conception of the general conditions in each tract 
and he makes for each an estimate of the gross pro'duce and its value. 

·From this he deducts the full cost of production at which he arrives 
partly through his own enquiries and partly through those· of .the 
assistant settlement officers and senior inspectors. In this way he 
c:alculates the rental produce in each tract ; half of this is the 
maximum assessment. He compares this with the value of the net 
produce at the last settlement which he works out on the assumptioQ.S 
of outturns, prices and costs of cultivation made by the former 
settlement officer. Then from the fixed produce rt;nts ac~ually ·paid 
and from the estimated sharr: produce rents be makes a valuation of 



the true !'ental of the tract now an~ at last settlement. He compares 
his estimates of rental produce and rental value, and in the light of 
the current incidence and of the sale and mortgage rates, both those 
current and those prevailing· at last settlement, be determines 
.provisionally the tract assessment. He tests this against the 
estimates which his suboldinates have made kwio by kwin, and finally 
be fixes the aggregate sum which he thinks should be taken as revenue 
from the tract and the sums which the individual kwins should pay. 
When this bas been done for every tract and all the kwins, the settle· 

: ment officer submits his report to Government which after consulting 
public opinion approves or modifies the tract and · kwin demands 
proposed by him. • 

In the second stage the settlement officer classifies the soils and 
forms assessment classes, fixing for each assessment class in the 
tract a normal revenue rate. If the kwins in a tract differ in assess

'able capacity he forms them into groups and modifies the tract rates 
. to suit the circumstances ol each group. He announces the demand 
kwin by kwin and as the_ distribution in each tract is finished be 

. submits to the Financial Commissioner a printed statement showin~ 
kwio by kwin the former demand and incidence per acre, the demand 
and incidence provisionally sanctioned by Government on his report 
and the demand and incidence as DOW announced by him. In this 
printed statement if in any kwin the demand as announced differs 
from that provisionally sanctioned by more than 25 per cent., he gives 
his reasons for the variation. If the total assessment of a tract differs 
by ·more than 3 per cent. from that provjsionally sanctioned, the 
announcement of the demand is postponed and a report submitted for 
.the orders of Government. 
. The final report after three or four years' wor~ is to comprise 
nothing more than the orders of Government on the first report 
-with subsequent modification if any, a description of the manner in 
which the orders have been c:Lrried out, a statement of the new 

·.demand, statistics of the crop reapings and instructions to the land 
records staff for the working of the new settlement. 
- . So long as the theoretical assessment is~ fraction of the rental 
produce, the assessable capacity of a kwio or tract must be found in 
the first instance by reference to its gross produce. The proposed 
procedure must therefore be judged by its ability to provide a reli· 
able estimate of gross produce. But in order to discover accurately 
the yield of any kwin it is necessary first to classify its soil according 
to fertility. _In the first stage of settlement however no detailed 
classification is to be made. Therefore either the old soil classifica
tion is to be accepted as the basis on which the produce estimate is 
to be calculated from the new assumed outturns, or the assistant 
settlement officers and senior inspectors, as they examine one
quarter of the kwin, must determ10e not only for that quarter but 
for the other three-quarters as well, bow mao y acres are to be lowered 
from the first to any inferior soil class and what area is to be 

- transferred from the second or third into a higher class. If the first 
.alternative be adopted, the estimate of gross produce will often be 
valueless, for, in Lower Burma especially, v~ry large areas have t.o be 
transferred to lower soil classes at rev1s1on settlements. e1ther 



because the land bas deteriorated or because extensions since settle
ment have been classified too highly by the land records stall. - Thus 
.in Myaungmya us,ooo acres were reduced from thq first to the: 
.second class, 28,ooo from the first to third, and 2z,ooo from the 
second to the third class. At the same time Ig,ooo acres -were 
raised from the second to the first class. · The second alternative will 
110t in my opinioD be practicable. It is not possible ·for even aa 
experieaced assistant settlement officer; let alone a senior inspector, 
from the examination of one kwin in four, supplemented by general 
tnforma.tion, to form even an approximate estimate of the acreage by 
which soil cla.Sses will b~ increased or decreased when classification 
is revised. To calculate gross produce after such an examinatioa 
would be mere guess work. 

On either alternative therefore it would seem that the gross 
produce estimate cannot be considered trustworthy. Similar consi
derations are applicable to the estimate of the rental value which 
the assistant settlement officers and senior inspectors are to make 
kwin •by kwio. This may be calculated by averaging the fixed 
produce rtnts paid for holdings in the d1fferent soils and multiplying_ 
the total area in each existing soil class by the average rent. If 
done in this way, tbe calculation will be unreliable in tracts where the 
.soil classification required extensive revision. It will be equally un• 
reliable if done by averaging the rents paid and multiplying the area of 
the kwin by this average without regard to the area in each soil 
<:lass. It will be similarly unreliable if made with reference to the 
new soil class areas as estimated roughly by the assistant settlement 
.officers or senior inspector after their partial examination. -

Fixed cash rents are negligible almost everywhere and a calcula- . 
tion of rental value based on share rents can furnish no in~ependent 

• check on the estimation of rental produce. For the share rent cal· 
culation is based upon and presupposes the accuracy of the gross 
~roduce outturn. Tenants are not to be asked what they actually· 
paid in rent, but what fraction of their produce they paid, and the 
.rental of a tract is t~en to be worked out from the assumed gross 
produce. Over most of Upper Burma only share produce rents are 
lound and the comparison of rental produce and rental value which 
the settlement officer is to make will therefore be illusory there; he 
bas only one estimate though he calls it by two names.' · 

It is claimed for -the procedure recommended that under it 
· Government will be provided with far more adequat" material for a 
consideration of the pr~posed assessments than at present and that 
it will possess a far greater degree of control over the settlement 
officer. Neither claim seems to be valid. Under the present systern 
three-quarters of the kwins are not assessed \\'ithout being visited, 
.and the results of the inspection are tabulated in tables of outturns, 
rents, sales and mortgages. Again, so far from being more controlled 
the se_ttlement officer will, apart from appeals preferred, be left to 
.himself. Provided he does not depart from the sanctioned tract 
demand by over 3 per cent., all he has to do in any kwin is to keep 
within 25 per cent. of the sanctioned kwin demand. Even where he 
exceeds this, it will be impossible for the Financial Commissioner to · 
.be supplied within the limits of a printed statement. with sufficient 



information to permit of his exerc&Sang intellicrent control. Witbht 
the IS per cent. the settle111ent officer wili be able to do as he 
pleases; be may overassess paddy land and underassess J'• or be 
may throw a disproportionate part of the assesiment on to the better 
or the poorer soils. The fixing of a lump kwin asqe.;sment and its 
subsequent distribution are obverse and revers~ of the same process, 

· and just as the lump assessment should be based on produce and 
rental values, so should the distribution ; the settlement officer should 
justify it by reference: to the profits made and the rents paid soil clas~ 
by soil class in the .different kinds of culti\'ation. .The proposed 
procedure HI said to resemble that in the Central Provi.1ces, but there 
the settlement officer is most minutely controlled, and the papers 
dealing with the assessment valuation of each village are submitted 
to Government along with a detailed printed report on each tract. 

The procedure is derived from Madras rather than from the 
Central Providces. In Madras, however, soil classification once made 
is usually accepted as permanent and classes from the different soil 
series, as for example the best sand, a moderate clay and an inferior 
)pam, are grouped together in a permanent assessment category and 
assessed at one rate. In 1883 the Madras Governm .. nt accepted the 
principle that" 1in districts_in which the revenue has been adequately 
assessed ' the element of price should alone be considered in subse
quent revisions" (Land Revenue Policy of the Indian Government, 
page 182), and revision settlements in Madras are mainly a raising of 
rates by assessment.categories in view of the rise in the price of food 
~rains. With an assessment already adequate and with rising price~ 
this may be a sufficient method, but in Burma, GovPrnment has never 

. recognized the existing rates as even approximating to what it is 
~entitled to receive as revenue, and should prices hegin to fall instead 

of rising steadily and Government none the less desire to increase the. 
demand, I think that a much more detailed inquiry into the assessable 

'eapacity of a district would. be .necessary than is afforded by the 
procedure recommended. 

Conditions in the Punjab resemble those of Upper Burma. The 
land is owned by zamindars, but the holdings are as small as the 
holdings of Burman ryots. Well irrigation is common and within 
the same main kind the soil is perhaps more uniform than in Burma~ 
so that classification of wells may be said to take the place of soil 
classification. But such differences are immaterial and I think that 

·- the un~eliability which is inherent in any estimate of gross produce-or 
rental value made without a full examination o"r each kwin and before 
a revision of soil classification, woul!f be avoidt!d by modelling proce• 
dure on what is done in the Punjab. There the settlement officer 
deals with each tahsil separately. He divides it into asse~sment 

- circles and finds out by full enquiry the assessable capacity of each 
circle and the aggregate capacity of the tahsil. He rP.ports this to 

- Government. and at. the same time reports the rates at which he
proposes to assess the different kinds of land in each circle. When
Government has passed orders on the report, the settlement officer 
distributes the assesment. When this has been done for each tahsil, 
he writes a final report for the district, summarizing the assessment 
reports and describing bow the assessment has been distributed alon~ 



with notes on such· other matters of the agricultural econO':flY ot 
administration of the districts as are pertinent. 

On this procedure a settlement in Burma might be ·carried out; 
much as follows. The area for settlement will usually be a .district. 
and the duration of s~ttlement operations will usually be four years.• 
Very large districts will require a fifth or it may he a sixth year. For-
one or two small districts three years will prohably .suffice.· - · 

The forecast will remain as it is. Deputy Commissioners without 
settlement experience will be able to prepare it .in the:: future as they
have rlone in the pas( Even at present its preparation bas on 
occasion iargely devolved on the Commissioner of S~· tlementsr The _ 
settlement officer will take up his appointment in July, and a strong: 
section of the settlement party will be transferre~ to the district at 
the same time. This section will be_ employed in procuring maps an(i 
preparing !'tatements to be used during the coming field Se<;lson i0; 
soil clas•ification and assessment enquiries. The maps.and state• _ 
ments will be tho~e enumerated in paragraph 163. If the settlement 
officer and a section of his staff arrive in July, it would be unnecessary 
for the land records department to prepare the statements. As
soon as he has set his staff to work, the ·settlement officer will make_ 
a study of the area to be settled. He will rea J the r~ports of the
expiring settlement and its predecessors. A study of the district 
season and crop reports, particularly of Statement III, will show him. 
what new crops have been introduced since settlement and what. 
changes have taken place in the areas under old. c.ropi. The Census. 
reports will reveal the densities and movements of population. A 
tour through the districts, limited though it mu!>t be in Lower Burma 
to rail and steamer routes, and ialks with lnsp~ctors of Land Records,. 
revenue surveyors and headmen and local offi"ers will give substance- . 
to his reading and enable him to form a rough conception of the salient 
enonomic differences in different pa~ts of the district. He will make 
no formal primary tracts. He will learn the main·crops and varieties, 
~he tracts where holdings are large and labour hired and those where
small holders work their own land, those where plough cattle are hired: 
and where they are bred by the cultivator himself, the market towns and 
money lending centres. During this time too he will be preparing~ 
the report on the prices which he proposes to assume for the valua
tion of produce ; this will be submitted separately and early for the
orders of the Financial Commissioner. By the end of October the· 
settlement officer will have been joined by his full staff. With this. 
and with the help of the revenue surveyors crop measurement will be 
undertaken. H the staff is adequate, the settlement officer may 
make rea pings over the whole district. If it is too small as it will be 
in a very Ia rge district he will have to confine the reapings to the 
areas over "rhich he is to carry out soil classification and assessment 
inquiries io the first, second and third years of his operations. -

In January soil classification will begin. The fixed produce rents: 
paid in the preceding year will be avaiiable for reference being marked 
on the map or recorded in a statement compiled in the rains. The 
classifier will record the local valuation so far as that is consistent 
1rith a fluctuating assessment, on the lines indicated in Chapter XIII. 
and the number of classes will not be more tban those recognized br 



'the cultivators. The classes within the same main kind in any kwin 
will have no necessery relation with those in adjacent kwios. Marked 
differences in soil fertility as where the first class in one kwin is not 
more valuable than the second class in an adjoining kwin will be met 
iby assigning the two kwins to different tracts or by subsequently 
Teducing each class in the former kwin one grade, thus making the 
first into a second class. When the assistant t:ettlement officer has 

-checked the soil classification, he will group the soil classes into 
-assessment cla:sses where he considers that it is unnecessarv fflr assess-
ment purposes to maintain them apart, and he will then give a soil 
·classification slip to the owner of each holding. In this will be set 
out the a.~sessment classes as formed by him. A consolidated 
statement will at the same time be published in the village, showing 
the classifis::ation of every holding in the kwin. 1\ny one aggrieved 
will be ,at liberty to appeal to the settlement officer against the clas
-sification. A fortnight will be allowed in which to appeal, and no 
-second appeal will be permitted. But the Commissioner of Settle-
ments will at h1s inspections satisfy himself that appeals have been 
'Properly df"cided. 

On the basis of the new classification and from the assumed out
turns which he considers suitable the assistant settlement officer 
will prepare an estimate of gross produce for each kwin. On 

·-the same basis he will make a rental valuation of the kwin. For this 
the rents paid in the current vear will have to be recorded 15y members 
-of bis section. The assio;tant settlement officer must careiully 
-scrutinize these actual rents and find out what deductions must be 
made from them. for example because of reductions given by landlords 
-in bad years or because Jandlorrls have to provide manure or maintain 
ounds. .Onlv after such·sr.rutiny will it be possible to work out a true 
,rental valuation, and it will therefore be impossible on this procedure 
·to use the land records figures of the current year which will not be 
..available before the· end of. February. The assistant settlement 
officer will also make enquiries into cost of cultivation. He wall be 
!'(:areful to record his opinion of-'the relative fertility and assessable 
-capacity of each kwin as compared·with those adjoining it. As he 
~ompletes his records and estimates he will forward them to the 
-settlement officer. -

The settlement party will work usually in three sections over the 
-area allotted for each vear's operations. The settlement officer will 
-.isit each srction in 'turn and check the work door, hearing appeals 
-and revising the assistant settlement officer's conclusions as may be 
·necessary. At a convenient time be will, himself if possable, carry out . 
. a detailed enquiry into the history -since the last settlement of two 
small groups of kwins. A history sheet will be prepared for each 
'holding from the land records registers and the settlement officer 
--will by public _enquiry from assembled villagers find out the reason for 
-every transfer. • 

During the field season the settlement officer as he goes 
-along will have built up roughly assessment tracts; he will treat ea~h 
_;kwin as a unit and build up on that basis. In the recess he wlll 
finally determine these assessment tracts, basing their formation on 
-close similarity in soils, rainfall, crops grown, prices, condition of land 
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holding and de~sity of population. He will ~hen. de~ermine from the
enquiries. made in the £eld the cost of cult1vat10n m each tract and. 
will work out the half net produce of each tract and of every kwin io 
it and the true rental value. He will fix the amount which he con• 
siders should be taken as revenue and .will frame acre rates .by 
assessment classes to give this amount. For each assessment class he
will compare these rates with standards of ~et produce and rents pel' 

• acre and will explain variations from the standards. · . 
If a district has three subdivisions, separate reports on ·each sub

division will be made. Usually the report on the first subdivision will. 
not be submitted after one year's working, but will be postponed till 
the rains subsequent to the second year's field work. By this post
ponement the settlement officer will be able to test ·his assumed. 
outturns by a second year's crop measurement. 

The first and second year's assessment reports, one for each sub• 
division or, where a di!itrict has only two subdivisions, one for such 
area as may be found most convenient,. will be submitted after the
second year's field work. An abstract of the settlement officer's. 
proposals will be printed .in the Burma Gazette, and in each assess..:· 
ment tract also, the;: total assessment and the normal rates proposed 
for the tract will be published. In the meantime the settlement 
officer will proceed with work in the third subdivision, in which cr,op
measurement will have already been carried out in the second if not 
also in the first year. · He will make further measurements, carry out . 
inquiries as in the other subdivisions and submit his assessment report 
during the rains. • : · 

By thts time the orders of Government on the reports of the first 
and second subdivisions will have been communicated to the settle~ 
ment officer. 1£ Government has approved his proposals he wilL 
have to do little more than take out from the kwin records the total 
assessment which he has provisionally noted when preparing his .. 
assessment proposals as suitable to the kwin.. In finally assessing_' 
any kwin he will be at liberty, to go 25 per cent. above or below the-". 
n.ormal tract rates which Government has approved, but th«' aggre- · · 

'gate tract assessment should not differ from the sanctioned aggregate.' 
by more than 3 per cent. Should he desire to exceed the 25 per 
cent. limits he should obtain the sanction of the Financial Commis· · 
sioner before he <tnnounces the demand. Departure by .more tbaa 
3 per cent, from the sanctioned tract aggregate will require the orders· 
of Government. The maximum demand at the new rates will be 
worked out for every holding and slips showing the assessment 
classes, the maximum demand and the temporary rebate if any will 
be delivered by assistant settlement officers to all landowners whO: 
will be informed that if they wish to appeal their petitions

1
to the. 

Commissioner of Settlements and Land Records must be lodged with. 
the settlement officer or deputy commissioner "'ithin a month. The : 
slip will have to state that no account has been taken of extensions of.
cultivation which may have been . made after soil classification · 
Where Government bas not approved the proposals of the settlement 
~Ricer, it w~ll state by ~ow much inore or less the proposed demand 
10 any t~act as to be varted and. the settl~ment ofticer will hue-to
recast h1s proposed demaods kwtn by kMn. Io sucb circumstaneea~ 



b!fore ·announcing the assessments the settlement officer should 
-obtain the Financial Commissioner's sanction to his new assessment 
ebss rates in the tracts concerned. Tbe orders of Government on 
~he remaining report should be ready by March and the assessment 
'frill be distributed and announced in the third subdivision belnre the 
'l'aios. In this fourth year while he is supervising the distrihution the 
-settlement officer will at the same time be preparing a final report 
on his work as a whole. In this he will summarize the assessment 
proposals and the -orders passed on them and will describe how the 
·distribution has been made. The final report will il'clude a d•scussion 
of the current agricultural practice, of the conditions of land owners 
'tenants and workmen and their standards of living, of indebtedness: 
:grazing grounds, remuneration of headmen, in short of anything in 
the agricultural economy or revenue· administration of the d1strict 
which the settlement officer deems pertinent and worthy of inclusion. 
"The report on prices submitted at the beginning of the op~ rations 
with the orders passed by the Financial Commbsioner will be printed 
.as an appendix. - The report will be finished by October at latest when 
any part of his staff still with the settlement officer will be ready for 
transfer- to another district. Any orders passed in appeal by the 
.Commissioner of Settlements or the Financial Commissioner which 
modify the assessment as distributed will be communicated to the' 
-deputy commis,ioner direct if the settlement officer has made over 
his records to the land records department and left the district. 

In the above sketch no reference is made to the record of rights. 
"This should in my opinion be usually prepared by special parties 
-<>rganized for that purpose alone. . At subsequent settlements its 
Tevision could be undertaken by the Assistant Settlement Officers at 
the time of soil classification. 

5· In paragraph 194 the recommendation is made !hat the revenue 
11urveyor when preparing hls assessment register should make the 
.assessment in accordance with the actual facts as he finds them in the 
field ; he is not to assess the person whom the record of rights shows 
to be liable, but is to substitute for his name that of any person whonr 
be finds in possession and who claims to hold the land in his own 
Tight. This recommendation seems to me unsuitable. lo paragraph 
190 it is said that the tecord of rights in India is not a record of title, 
but the statement is misleading; both the Director of Land Records 
-in the Punjab and Sir George Curtis in Bombay describe the record 
of rights as a record of title (Report of the Madras Survey and Land 
Records Committee, Volume Il, pages 280 and 285). In any case 
the presumption which it is proposed to attach to the recnrd in 
Burma is intended to make entries in the recordprimafac,-e evidence 
-of title. Therefore if the surveyor is not to follow the record of 
-dghts, but is to m~intain the. assessment register as a register of 
·possession, there w11l be a d1vorce between the record of fiscal 
liability and the· record of title, and the private knowledge of the 
$Urveyor will be substit1.1ted for the publicly attested register. This 
is the very. state of things which the record ~~ rights was designed in 
Bombay to abolish. • • 

Particulars of tenancy should not be entered m the assessment 
~egister and 1 doubt whether statistical particulars .should find a 
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place in the Registers of Mutations; probably a separate register 
~hould be kept for tenancy, sale and mortgage statistics. · 

The draft form of the record of rights seems to me too long and 
the instructions open to criticism in· several respects, particularly in . 
the columns dE-aling with inheritance. Where . an estate is undivided 
it should be suffic1ent to record the name of senior co-heir with the 
words " and others'' after it. Complicated questions about stems 
dependent on the law of inheritance and representation should be left 
to civil courts alone for decision.· Nor do I think the term1.' occu-· 
pan.t, should be used as in column 18. It is borrowed from Bombay 
where it denotes a person possessing landholder's status and its use 
in the record seems unnecessary. 

T. COUPER. 



APPENDIX I. 

·SUMMARY OF RECOMMBNfJATJONS. • 

This appendix contain a summary of our recommendations. The 
numbers in brackets refer to the paragraphs in which the recommenda• 
tions are contained. Some reforms of wide scope involve namerou1 
changes of detail which can bl! grouped under a single head i in such 
cases it is unnecess'lry to particularise the details and one reference ia 
given to the head under w_hich they have been grouped. 

1. in framing estimates of outturns the_ settlement officer should
utilize material which is at present neglected and observe precaution• 
which now do not receive adequate attention. (95) 

1. In place of calculating the cost of cultivation as at present the· 
settlement officer should estimate the normal cost of production over a 
long period making an adequate allowance for all home labour. (104). 

3· Statistics beariny ')n the outturn and cost of production should 
be carefully examined lad preserved bat not published without fun 
explanation. tgs, 104t178) 

4. The basis of assessment should be the rental produce, that is, 
the value of the gross produce less the cost of production instead of 
the net produce as at present defined and calculated. (1o6) · 

5· The rental produce should be calculated by tracts and one half 
the rental produce should be prescribed as the maximum assessment 
instead of as the standard. (107, ro8) • · · 

6. The proposals for the .actual assess~ent should be justified by 
the examination of rental and land values and other relevant consider&• 
tions. ( 109, 119) · • . 

1· The average rental of a tract should be considered ai ordinarily 
the best guide to its assessable eapacity, but in utilising rental value 
special regard should _be paid to the practice of buying land with 
borrowed money. (113, 114) -· 

8. Mortgage and sale values should be freely used to supplement · 
rental value in estimating assessable capacity. {115) · 

g. The gross produce should be used as an indication· of assessable 
capacity where rental and land values are jnadequate. (116) - · 

10. The incidence of the current.demand should be regarded as the 
safest measure of the proposed demand. (117) 

1 '· The curreot incidence of recent settlements in adjacent districts 
should be examined by the settlement officer when ·framing -hi• 
his proposals. (117) . 

12. Enquiries into the cost of living and indebteduess should not be 
undertaken without special reason. { 118) · · · - · · 

13. A record of-the data for classification should be prepared. (130) 
. 14- In working out the scheme for such a record the assistance of 

he agricultural department should_ be obtained. (132) _, ~ . , 

-_.g 
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15. The varieties of soil, position, etc., illustrated in the record 
should be grouped for assessment purposes into •ssessment classes: 
(134) - - - . < 

a6. The assessment classes for rice land should be standardised 
with reference to the number of baskets of paddy which the class, 
for assessment purposes, can b~ assumed to yield, ( 134) 
. 17. The double classific.ation of rice land should only be adopted 

·with the previous sanction-of.the Settlemen~ ~mmissioner. (135) 
18. The terms Primary Tract and Assessment Tract should be 

flbandoned and replaced bf the terms Tract and Assessmer.t Group •· 
~ trac( being a geographically. continuous unit; and an assessment 
'gr:9up, a collection of kwins and villages within the tract, not neces-
•arily continuous, (137) · . • . . 
~ •9•. The object of tracting should be to divide the settlement area 
into smaller areas so far homogeneous that rates Renerally applicable 
~an be justified on considerations common to the whole tract. (137) 

· t(f. The object of grouping should be to adjust the tract rates to 
individUal-tillages and kwins within the tract. (137) 

• · 21. So far as possible main kinds of cultivation should be stan
datdi!!ed· and the maps of the Land Records Department should onlv 
distinguish mairi kinds.which need differentiation for fiscal and statis-
tical purposes. ( 140) · 
· . u; In precarious areas the settlement officer should consider the · 
desirability· of increasing the elasticity of the demand by pitching rates 
for dry land moderately in comparison with thbse forrice land. (141) 
. 13~· Formal recognition should be accorded to certain principles 

· of'classification. (142) · . · 
. 14. Miscellaneous items·of the' demand suCh as the assessment of 
speciat crops, gardens, trees, and thathaiileda should be considered 
with'teference to the dc:mand as a whole. · (143) . ' 

· 25, No assessments should be levied at crop rates except on land 
with animpennanent surface; and on some double cropped land; (144) 
·. 26: Palm trees shduld ordinarily be exempted· from assessment in 

villages where the number. of assessable trees does not exceed soo. 
( I ) ' . . 

• 
452;,. Parti'culars regarding _the ownership and mor~gage of palm 

tr~e• sboutd not be recorded except so far as this may be -necessary 
for the record of rights. ,(145) · 

aS: NCi attempt should be made to determine the net or· rental 
produce of pa.lm tree cultivation, but it sliould be assessed on general 
considerations, particularly with reference to rents. (145) 

· :19. The capitation-tax and the thathameda-tax should be converted 
into local rates and assessed as house taxes according to the quality 
of tbe building, and the date for the CQllection of the capitation-tax 
should be po&tponed. ( q6) 

30. For the adjustment of thathameda no detailed enquiry 'by 
individuals should be attempted, but the rates should be framed on 
general considerations regarding the current incidence, the incidence 
in adjacent districts and the incidence of capitation·tu in Lower 
Burma. (147)· • . 

• 31.- On irrigated land the total assessment mcludmg the charge- for 
water ahould be bed by the $ettlementoflicer. · {148)' _ . 

!. ~ .a • 
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32. An estimate of the revenue which would. have accrued indepen
-dently of irrigation shou!d be framed by the settlement officer_ and 
·credited to Land Revenue. ( 1 49) · · ' 

33· Either the l.rrigation Department should be credited with the·· 
whole enhancement of revenue due to irrigation or only with so tnucb 
as represents the commercial value of the water; on the latter alter· 
.native, the commercial value should be determined by the value of the 
water .on the poore.st. soil. ( 1 so to ~52) · · • . . • • : 

3t· Compensation should be pa1d for damage to pnvate tmgabon 
•works. ( 150) · · · 

35· Drainage ntes should be calculated on the same principle as.: 
water-rates and the credit to the irrigation department similady·; 
determined. 1 15 7) · . · 

36 The preparations for settlement shiJuld be conducted in two 
stages. In the first stage the Settlement Commissiorer should examine 
the preliminary arrangements for survey. In the f.nal stage the land 
records department should prepare the necessary maf. and stateme~ts. 
(a6J, 162) . . · 

37· Settlemf'nt operations should be conducted in three stages: 
the first stage should comprise the collection and analysis of material 
•Televant to the assessment and the submission of asstssment proposals ; · 
the second stage should be the consideration of the proposals by the 
public and Government; the third stage should be the introduction of 
the settlement by the settlement officer in accordance with the orders 

·of Government. (16o) · 
38. During the first recess at the end of the first stage the settle 

·ment officer should submit a report .containing his proposals for 
assessment and for the further conduct of the settlement. (166) 

39· The proposals should then be published for criticism, ·considered 
in a conference attended by representatives of the public and submitted 
for Government to pass orders, provisionally fixing the assessment· 
and rrescribing the further enquiries to be held. (168, Jbg) 

40. No limitation of enhancements should be prescribed. (169) 
41. For the present twenty years is a suitable period for the 

currency of settlements. (169) 
42. The settlement officer should then introduce the settlement, 

classifying the soil, preparing or re·attesting the record of rights, and . 
conducting only such further enquiries as had been directed by Govern-
ment. ( 170) · -

43· Each land-owner should be supplied by the classifier with an· 
extract from the record of classification showing the classification of 
his land. (171) · . 

4-t. At any stage if the settlement officer· considers that the. 
total assessment of a tract should differ by more than 3 per cent, 
from that provisionally sanctioned he should obtain the further orders 
of Government. ( 1 74) . 

45· In other cases he should announce the de-mand, stating that it 
would not be final until. con_lir~«:d, and tbat appeals against ·village 
assessment, but not aga10st JOdi VIdual assessments, could be submitted 
to the Settlement Commissioner within one month. (174)' . . 

46. He should then submit the proposals to the Financial Commil
aioner for orders, ezplaining any •ariatioa by ·more tban •S per cent. ' 
from tbe provisional sanction ia the useasment for &DJ tillage~·: (If 4r 



47~ The individual assessment• 1hould be calculated during tbe
recesl and an extract from the record of rights comparing the old anct 
new assessments should be prepared for each land-owner. (175) 

48. At the same time the new assessment-roll should be prepared 
by the Land Records establishment under the supervision of the •uper
intendent and the direction of the settlement officer. (175) 

49· Deferred enbancementf should· be calculated as rebates in the 
Settlement Office and the immediate enhancement 1hould be limited to
one-third of the current assessment, the balance being taken every 
Sftb year by instalments not exceeding the original enhancement.(176} 

so. Private improvements should be exempted from enhancement 
.for the period of settlement. (177) 

51. Paragraph · 481. of the Land Records Manual should b., 
amended. (•77) 

51. At the end of settleme1nt a final repo:t summarising the operations
should be submitted. (r78)-

53· Direction .:a of the Land Revenue Directions· should be 
. amended to make clear the intention of Government. (1 H4) 

54 •. A record ()f tights should be prepared, in the first instance at 
~ettlement and subsequently in other districts by a special staff. ( 189,. 
I~I).. ~· . · 

:, 55• The record should contain full information regarding private· 
rights, public rights and rights of user ; public lands should be demar
cated so far as possible, and private claims if the parties would pay-
the cost. (193) . 

56.- The record should be maintained in the township office and. 
kept tip to date by a register of ,mutations. ( 194) 

51· The revenue surveyor should annually prepare an assessment 
roll, based primarily on the recorl! and corrected in the field according. 
to_ the facts as he. finds them; when the.facts are not in agreement with• 
the provisional entries he should enter the necessary particulars in his 
mutation register and in this manner report them co the township-
officer, as record officer. ( 194) · · 

58. Registration officers and civil and revenue courts'should report 
transfers to the record officer. A special record officer should be-
appointed if necessary.- (195, ·250) -

. 59· In mutation proceedings the record officer should ascertain
that the transfer. is. in order and in the event of dispute open proceed
ings, hold a summary enquiry and refer any aggrieved party to a civil_ 
court.· (195) 

. 6o. Every entry in the record should be presumed to be correct 
until the contrary is proved ; there should be no distinction in this-
respect between public and private rights. (196) . . 

61. Copies or extracts fro~ the !ecord shoul~ b~ requ_1red 10 all 
plaints, and plans should dep1ct adJacent holdmgs sufficiently for 
Identification·. (196) · 

62. Documents for re-gistration shou~d cont~in a desc~iption of the 
land according to the current record and 1f prachcable c:erbfied extracta· 
should be attached. (196) . 

63. The tax-ticket should be endorsed with a notice showing that 
it carried no presumption of title. (196) 

64. Parties to a transfer should be liable to a penalty for failur•· 
to report. ~ (ag6) 



65. Statistics of cropped areas should be compiled by tracts a·nd · 
-so far as practicable. illustrated by graphs. (198) ' 
· 66. The field ~ister should furnish crop statistics by assessment 
·classes. (198) · 

67. The Commissioner of Settlements should prepare the annual 
-crop forecasts but should consult the Director of Agriculture. (199) 

68. District officers should be directed to make' use of non-official 
..agencies so far as possible in the preparation of forecasts. {199) 

69. Surveyors should not record wholesale harvest prices solely 
·in their headquarters but in each kwin visited during field work. (zoo) 

70. District returns of the prices of food grains should be· expressed 
in viss and pounds instead of in seers and chittacks. (2oo) 

· 71. The Season and Crop Report sl.ould be prepared during the 
lfecess. (zox) 

71. In Lower Burma the mortgage- and sale statistics should be 
-compiled separately for rice land, and rental statistil's f~r .fixed pro

. -duce rents on rice land should show the rents in terms of paddy. (zo~t) 
73· Usufructuary mortgages _and partnership and share produce · 

tenancies should be induded in the statistics; until this change is 
cotroduced, the publication of statistics in Upper Burma should be 
suspended and such particulars should only be recorded so far as is 
11ecessary for assessment purposes. {aoz) .. 

74· The work of the surveyor in recording· economic stat1stics, 
should be simplified. (203) 

75· During the yt:.ar preceding settlement and also during the first 
year of settlement, surveyors should be relieved of survey work and 
l'equired to record additional particulars.· (103) 

76. The rules for the preservation ol permanent survey marks 
should be amended. (~o7) · · . 

77· District requirements in respect of traversers and draughts men 
should be eumined and deficiencies made good. (~o8) 

78. The special survey party shou'd be organized on a ·permanent 
footing as a survey branch of the ~and records depanment. The 
officer in charge shou,d bf' appointed Assistant Director for Surveys 
to inspect the programmes and progress of district sarveys, arranging 
.annually a three years' programme for each district, to inspect the 
f»rogreas of map printing and, with the help of an assistant superin· 
tendent, to conduct large scale revenue surveys. (~og) ·. 

79. Arrangements should be made with the Survey of lndiaDepart;. 
.ment for relieving the provincial survey branch of work not ·required 
for the revenue sun-ey, for assistance ilf large scale surveys, and for 
training surve7ors and survey teachers. . (axo) · 

So. Expenments in the direction of fixed assessments should be 
made hy intcoducing holding settlements in certain kY.·ins. (214) • 

81. Intermediate fallow rates between the full rate and the two 
·.anna rate should he abolished so far as practicable and where not 
-&bolished should be specified by Government and notified. (2.38) 

Sa. Applications for the two-anna rate should bear a certificate 
that the land has not been used for profit -or for any non-agricul-
'tural purpose. (218) ~ 

83- Where surveyors in Lower Burma are -allowed to exempt 
cropt from assea1ment oa account of ftoods they should be allowed to 



· exempt . crop• totally destroyed by any cause and ao distinctio~ 
1hould be made between cultivators and•non-cultivators. (~Jo) 

. 84 •. Tbe feasibility of applying the u quarter normal rule" ht 
Prome Oic;trict and other insecure· area!l of Lower Burma 11hould be 
examined. (2 ".o) 

· ·. ·· 85. In precarious areas in Upper Burma crops a<Jsessed at the 
.. Aai'll_,season, ualess grown on island or riverine land, should receive 
exemption to the same extent as crops grown at other seasons. 
(131} . . 

8'J. Temporary surveyors should not be employed on the assess· 
. ment of island crop~. (231} . 

87. The feasibility of abolishing the quarter normal rule for dry 
crops in Upper Burma, and in the alternative the fc:asibility of 
abolishing remission procedure by extending the quarter normal rule 

. should be examined. (231, 132) · · 
88. Special officers appointed for remission work s~ould have 

. experience of land records work and so far as practicable be appointed . 
from among land recorrs inspectors. (232) 

8g. Remissions should be granted by individual holdin~s. (232:) 
· go. In irrigated areas revenue officers should be allowed as an 

experiment to dispose finally of applications for remission without 
prior reference to irrigation officers. (232) · 

;,1. Fluctuations in the annual demand should be scrutinized by 
means of graphs maintained for each settlement tract in dupli

-cate in the offices of the Divisional Commissioner and Deputy 
· Commissioner. (233) . . · 

ga. In most Lower Burma districts, and in some Uppet Burma 
districts, surveyors should be grouped at township lor district) 
headquarters. (234) . 

93· Holding numbers should be mace permanent as far as possible,.. 
but the general introduction of permanent holding numbers should be 

. postponed until the ••ew form of register is introduced. (136) 
94. Pending the introduction of p~rmanent holding numbers, 

. measures should be taken to reduce the numbel of changes. (236) 
95· The new draft Land Records Manual should be used as the 

buis of a new comJ-ilation which should be issued by instalments. (237} 
g6. The annual tax-ticket shoutd show full -detai::t of the asses .. 

ment. (239) . . , · 
97. The collection of revenue should be made less summary. (241) 
g8. The feasibility of crediting interest on Government stock to 

land revenue should be examined. (~43) 
· 99· In districts where [,.and Records work presents exceptional 

difficulty revenue surveyors should be relieved of survey work and 
•xperim~nts should be made in the omission of details regarding 
crops, assessments and occupatio~ from the map. <.~45) • . . 

too. The system of fixed kw10 assessments wath dastnbubon by· 
llramadis should be abando11ed and a simplified systeJD of assessment 
by surveyors be introduced ; where the area is too poor for this no 

. tax other than thathameda should be collected .. (2~6) · 
Iol. The system of fluctuating kwin assessments should be 

; abandoned and a simplified system of assessment by surveyors. 
, introduced as soon as practicable. (247) 
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=·· rot~ "Syatematic arran$ements s~oui~ bc·m~d~)(>rt~e: ~jfip~qa 
cf supplementary s.utvey. · (14~) • .. . ) .. ,; . -· ~, ., , r :~ 
· 103. 'The queshoo of subsbtubng fixed emol_u.~pentsJor _pilyltlent 

·by commission as the remuneration of bead men shoutd ~e :~xa~hiec). 
( ) 

. .· • " ~ I· { . ' ... 
249 • . , • ,: . r r { 

: 104. The division of function betwe~n the .revenue· and. land 
records department should be retained. (2 so) 1 

.: :: .' ·. ·, · • 

'' 105. The charges of land records inspectors should be'brought 
into accordance with township boundaries .. (250) . .. · . · 

106. Sele~ted inspectors of land records shoutd be ap.pointed 
deputy township officers for the exercise• of revenue functiops and. 

· particularly as speocial record I officer when a rt;cord. of rigbts .is 
introduced. (250) · . · · ·. . · 

107. Superintendents of Land Records shouH enjoy the status of 
subdivisional officers, and their emoluments and prospects should be 
in no way inferior to those of any provincial civil service. (251) 

108. The appointment of Deputy Director should be resen·ed (or 
a member of the Burma Commission; a second Assistant Director 
should be appointed for general administration. {252) · , 

109. The Financial Commissioner should con.tinue to exercise the 
··present degree of control over settlements_ but" should become.a 

member o{ Go\'ernment; no change is n~cessary pending the intrpduc-
tion of constitutional 'teforms; (252) . · .. . .. 

r1o. The Inland Trade Registration Department should .be.:made 
over to the Director !>f Industries, and the Commission.e~ of Settlements 
and Land · Records should be appointed Inspector-General . of 
Registration with an assistant to inspect registration offices and 

·the rec~rd of rights. (252) · _ . · . . . . 
. . 111. Surveyors should be eligible for a goQd conduct • allpwance. 

(253) . . • . ' . . . . . 
112. One-quarter of the inspectors ot _land recprds ~hopld l>e 

appointed direct from outside the department and undergo a spe.cial 
course of training. (253} . · 

113; Inspectors' of land records should not be confirmed in tgat 
appointment until they have served a year on probation and passed 
-an examination. (153) .... ~ 

I 1 4· The pay and allowance of the subordinate land records and 
settlements need further consideration. (253, 255) . 

115. Vacancies in the superior land records service should be 
publicly advertised before selections are made. (253) 

u6. The number of assistant superintendents is inadequate • 
. The present grading of districts should be reconsidered, and an 
assistant superintendent should be posted to every first class district 
and to second class districts so far as possible. (253) 

117. Assistant superintendents on probation should undergo a 
course of settlement training for one year. (253) . 

118. The district superintt'lldent t~hould be appointed an assistant. 
seUlement·officer for the period of settlement. (256) . 

119. The arrangements for training revenue officers in land records 
and settlement work should be revised. (254) · 

azo. Field clerks should undergo a course in practical agriculture 
before appointment as soil classifiers. (255) 
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111. Each settlement party1bould contain H far u possible oae 
'assistant from the Burma Commission, one from the Land Recorda 
Service or the· Burma Civil Service, and one promoted from the raokl. 
Assistants from the Land Recorda Senice sh(\uld join the department 
for he years. (zss) 

111. Legislative and economic measures to i~rpr0ye agrariaa 
conditions in Lower Burma are of urgent importance. (1S7) 

113. The distinction betwet:n state and non-state land in Upper 
Burma should be abolished. (JS8) · 

124. The provisions for the temporary relinquishment of land in 
Lower Burma should be canc;elled. (258) 

115. The definition of a village in the Lower Burma Town and 
Village lands Act should be amended .. (ISS) . • · 

u6. In Upper Burma private rights in residential lands should be 
-acknowledged. lasS) ' 

.117. Town lands should be surveyed on the field book measurement 
system. (a6o) · 
. us .. Urban areas should fie constituted separate survey charges so 

far as practicable and experiments should be made in the appointment 
of special inspectors for town lands survey work. (26o) 
~ ug: The demarcation a:nd survey of fisheries requires attention. 
(a6o) 

130. Experiments should be made in the. licensing of surveyors 
for private survey work. Land Records subordinates should only 
undertake private survey work by permission of the superintendeilti .. 
detailed instructions on this subject should be drawn up with a suitable 
scale offees. . ( 26o) 

IJI. Departmental reports should be simplified and replaced so far 
as practicable by charts. (J6I) · 

IJI. The Report on Land Records Administration should be 
re-arranged and apparent discrepancies between statistics in different 
reports purporting to illustrate the same facts should be explained by 
foot-notes. (161) · · . 

13~ Certain minor administrative reforms deserve attenttoa. 
(16J) 



APPENDIX II. 

LAND REVENUE SYSTEM IN INDIA; 

THE lAND REVENUE SYSTEM OF BOMBAY. 

I.-The Basii, Standard and Pr-a"nta'ples of Assessment. 

I. The system of laud revenue in Bombay is ryotwari; the assess':" 

T · d th ment is imposed, not upon the large estate ·or enure& an e •
1 

. · 
<basil nf )and revenue. the VI Jage as a whole, but upon the separate 

small holdings of individuals who are regarded 
.as _occupants and not as tenants of large proprietors. . This principle· 
ls laid down clearly in section 3 of the first Bombay ordinance dealing 
with the subject of land revenue (Bombay Regulation XVII of 1827) 
·which runs as follows:-'' The settlement .. of the assessment shall be 
.made with the occupant of the land. The cultivator, when the land· 
.is held by· him direct from Governi'Qent, is to be considered the 
.occupant i and when it is not so held, the person having the highest 
eight or holding, recognized by the custom of the country or resting 

· on specific. grant, which intervenes between . Governm_ent and . the. 
culuvator is to be so considered." The land revenue does not 
purport to .represent any standard proportion of the· net produce or 
profits of cultivation or of the assets of land ow·ners, but, as explained 
more fully .below, is determined by general considerations~ · · · . 

1. Tl\e term for-which the land reveuue of each district or part of a 
-n· ed d ft t u· district is settled is thirty years. During this_ 
,..ax an uc ua ng • d h d d d 1 d h' h assessments. peno , t e revenue em an on assesse an w 1c 

as occupied only varies from year to year .where
(•) suspensions or remissions are granted owing to famine_, 

. drought and general failure of the crops, floods, etc ~ 
(6) the classification is altered by Government from rice land or· 

garden land to dry land, which very rarely happ.ens, and 
(~) where land classed as dry is irrigated from canals, tanks . or 

other sources maintained by Government, when it pays a 
water rate in addition to the land revenue and calculated -
independently of it. , . 

lt should be noted that. the individual remissions. on wet land for 
-failure of supply in the Government source from which they are 
irrigated which are so important a feature in the. Madras system 
are absent in Bombay. The reliability of the source is IJ,n important 
~lement in the classification and it was considered sufficient to tix the 
ntes on the assumption that there would be bad years. It results, 
therefore, that the assessment system of Bombay is far more " fixed" 
than it is in Madras. A cultivator who improves land is, as in Madras, 
~xempted from any future enhancement o( revenue on that account. 

3· The enhancement of revenue at resettlement is limited by rule 
Enhancements. to 33 per cent. from a ta/da (township) or a 

group of villaates, 66 per cent. from a single 
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village and-roo -per cent. from the individual holding. The exact 
significance of the term "group" is explained below. Where the 
resettlement f'esults in the assessment payable on any ir.dividua) 
holding being enhanced by more than 25 per cent. the increase in 
assessment is imposed gradually, An enhancement equal to 25 per 
cent. of the old assessment is imlJOSed every two years until the full 
new assessment is reached. 

4· Expenditure by Government on irrigation is recouped in two 
. Water rate. different ways according as the Jand .was or was 
' not classed as dry land at the original settlemept. 

Land then classed as rice land or garden land pays a consolidated 
assessment determined in the manner subsequently explained.' Land 

· irrigated from canals, tanks or other sources maintained by Govern
- men~ and constructed since the original settlement pays a water rate 
· in addition to the land revenue. The land revenne paid by the land 
·· is the ordinary dry rate and is credited as land revenue. The water 
· rate varies with the crop and may be as high as Rs. 45 r-er acre for 
sugarcane~ · It is collected in the same manner as the land revenue 
but separately from it and a receipt form of a distinctive colour is. 
given for it. The whole of it is credited to the Irrigation Depart-

. ment. The principles on which it should be calculated have never_ 
"been authoritatively defined but Go,·ernment have recently accepted 
the view that the water rate should be proportional to the increased 
rental value due to the supply of water. If a cultivator n·quires water, 

- he applies to the Public Works Department for it, stating the crop 
- be proposes to grow and the area for which water is wanted. An 

order is then passed permitting him to take water for so many acres 
at the rate prescribed for the crop. · ' 

~ . 5· Cesses' !o'r .local' purposes. 'are ~alculated at 
0 

one anna in the· 
Local ~esses. _r11pee on the Ian~ revenue, including occasionaL 

_ .· . water rate credited to land revenue such as the 
rol!-te on land irrigated by. Government wells and penal rates for un
authorized iri'igatioo,,but not water rate creditable to the Irrigation 
Dep~rtment. . Wlt~re any item of land J;evenue is remitted, the pro
portionate cess i~J.also remitted. The practice in both respects differs 
from that in Madras where the cess is levied on the gros~ demand and 
'Y~ter rat~ payable, without regard to any remission which may ha'lle 

: been granted, and where remisllion of land revenue does. not ordinarily 
carry with it remis~ion of cess. 

0 I 1.-settlemenf. 

6 •. ·A very brief description of th~ development of the Bombay 

Tb.. · f . settlement system may enable the way in which 
· eprocesses o h h d' · · d • &ettlement _t e t ree 1sbnct processes compnse 10 an. 

• original settlement were carried out in that 
0 

province to be more clearly understood. These three processes are-
( I) tbe classification of soils 'and the collection of the data 

· required for the determination of the demand, 
_(a) the determination of the demand, and 

• •{3) 'th~ introduction of the settlement. 



1· In 1827,Mr. Pringle, then Assistant Collector .at Poon~,-was 
Ea 

1 4 
placed on special duty to· devise a ~ystem of 

r Y proce ure. survey and settlement for the .Poona and! 
·surrounding districts. 'I he system evolved by him comprised two 
main operations ; a survey of all the cultivable lands field by field .. 
and an assessment of every field so measured. The second of these· 
operations was a highly complicated one. Stated briefty,· .Mr. 
Pringle's system was based on the theory ·that the relative capacitT 
of different classes of soils to bear assessment· is in proportion. 
to their average net produce, meaning by this expr~ss'ion the
surplus of the gross produce which remains after deducting the cost. 
of cultivation. His first measures therefore were- ' 

a 

{i) to divide the soils he met with into classes, , 
· (ii) .to ascertain the average gross produce of each class,,' ... · 
(iii) to discover the: average cost of produc10g lhis amount, and 
(iv) to find the net produce of each class by deducting (iii) fro011 

- (ii). 
The resnlt of these ca!culations would be to gi!e him a scale ill\ 
terms of net· produce which would express the relative assessment. 
bearing capacity of each class from tbe highest to the lowest, ~ 
obviously the surplus over the cost 'of cultivation varies with the pro
ductive capacity of the soil. · The number of soil classf'S varied locally· 
but was usually fixed at nine. The average gross produce- of each 
class was determined by local enquiry from the ryots, by crop ex~Jeri
m~nts, etc. The cost of cultivation was calculated in the most extra
ordinary detail including not only the expenses of labour, seed,. 
bullocks, etc., but also such· items as insurance against lol>S of cattle,. 
fees to artificers and even the cost of propithting the ·local-deity at 
har,·est time, So ~inute were the enquiries that some of the kaifiats· 
as they were called, ran to rolls of paper 30 yards in lt>ngth. The
average gross produce was then converted into money at an ·average
of prices for past years and the net produce found by deducting the· 
cost of cultivation. This system, which was extended over the whole
of the Pooua and several surTounding districts, broke down, partly
owing to its complexity, but mainly because the resulting assessnn:ntS
were too high. In 1836, therefore, Mr. Goldsmith ol the Civil Service 
aJld Lieutenant Wingate of the ·Engineers as survey expert,·. were
directed to commence operations anew in the Poona District. ·The·' 
system "·orked out by these officers was the basis of all subsequent" 
operations. The essential difference between it and the Pringle· 
system is that it worked from ag .. ;regate to detail instead of in tha
re-rerse direction. A succinct account of the procedur'! is -given in a. 
Joint Report by Messrs. Goldsmith and Wingate published· in J840,; 
•• The present condition of the agricultural clast:es, the state of parti
cular villages, the amount of the Government realizations, the prices.; 
of produce and similar con!Mderations compared with thoi~ of preceding 
years afford us the chief groundwork for determining satisfactorily 
what abatement or addition should be made to the existing Jumma.. 
We also by a similar process arrive at an opinion of "·hat the rates. 
of the different soils. should be and by applying these to the ascer
tained area and classification we find what amount of Jumma thes~ 
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•ates will pr~uce and by examining whether this is as much in 
.abatement or excess of the existing Jumma as our previously formed 
opinions bad led us or think necessary, we are enabled to correct our 
lirst estimate of the appropriate amount of the Jumma and thereby 
..1inally settle our rates." . 

8. Started originally as a local experiment, the "Survey" on the 
The Joint Report. lin~s laid down by Messrs. Goldsmith and 

. Wmgate had been extended from Poona to 
Nasik, 'ShoJapur, Ahmednagar and the Southern Yahratta country. 
But no guiding p~inciples had been laid down for the conduct of the 
eoperations and in 18471 therefore, the Bombay Government 
-directed the three Superintendents, Messrs. · Goldsmith, Wingate 
and Captain Davidson, to hold a conference at Poona " for the 
purpose of taking into consideration the best means of· bringing 
the somewhat daversified. operations of the several revenue surveys 
-of this · Presi'.iency into conformity as far as practicable" and 
also "for ensuring the results of the surveys being turned to the· best 
account and maintained in their original integrity in the future 
:management of the districts. '' The re::oult of their deliberations was 
.the "Joint Report" which ·has been described as •• the source of 
~J»lenary inspiration for the guidance of the extended operations." 
The subjects with which the Report dealt may be divided into the 
.three maio heads of (a} the Unit of Assessment, (b) the Assessmeat 
.of the Unit and {c) the Reventke.system to be based .thereupon, with 
~pecial reference to the important quetsion of tenure. With the 
a&tter we are not here concerned and it will be discussed in dealing 
-with the Record of Rights. For the Deccan districts to which the 
nles laid down in the joint Report were expressly meant to apply, the 
.standard unit of assessment laid down was 20 acres of light dry crop 

· ~il and 4 acres of rice land. Many changes were made subsequently 
en the principles by which the size of the survey number as it was 
·Called were regulated •. The principles laid down in the Joiot.Report 
.in regard to the assessment of the unit were that the relative vaJ~o~e of 
survey numbers should be found and expressed by means of classifica
tion and that the absolute rate of assessment should be fixed in 
.accordance therewith by maximum ,rates settled by the system of 
4 ' aggregate to detail. " 

g. Though there were variations in details, especially w~en 
settlements were extended to Gujarat and the 

.qassification. Konkan, the main principles as laid down in 
the Joint Report were preserved in all the 

... ubsequeot settlements. A general description of the system of 

..classification caf!, therefore, now be given. 
Lands were classified at settlement as rice land, garden land or 

-dry land. There were three orders of dry land, Black, Red and 
.Light. In the Black and Red orders there were seven classes, in the 
Light order there were only five. The Black order compl"ised cla;;ses 1 

·-to 7, the Red order clas~es 2 to 8 and the Light order clas'>es 6 to ao. 
"The deptlt of the soil was regarded as the most important consider 
:.ation. The first class comprised black soil 1 l cubits deep; for any 
4iminution of the depth by .a quarter cubit, the soil was reduced 
a c:lass. The relative value of the higheat class was reckoned as 16 
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unas, of the tecond class as 14 annu and so on, down to 2 annas;.. 
Thus black nil •I cubits deep would be reduced one or more classe-= 
if the- surface were uneven or the soil alkaline. Its relative value, ia 
1uch circumstances, might be 14, ·11 or even 10 annas. Limestone: 
nodules, sand, clay, excessive slope,. and scouring by _ water•-

· court!es wc:re all regarded as " faults" reducing the relative value of 
the class, and one, two or even three such 1

' faults" woufd be
assigned when the fault was exaggerated. First class black soil in a.. 
good position as regards level or 11ub-soil water would be raised above-
the 16 annas class to 18, 10 or 22 annas. _ 

Each survey field was divided into compartments, originally ot· 
about 1, acre each, which were separately classified. The average-: 
classification of the compartments represented the classification_ of the: 
field. Thus a survey field 6 acres in extent might contain one aero. 
of first class land valued at 16 annas, one of second class valued at-
14 annas, two of fourth class valued at 10 annas and I of fifth class.. 
valued at 8 anuas. The classification of the whole field would then. 
be obtained as follows:-

• 1 compartment of 
1 compartment of 
2 compartments of 

__ 2 compartments of 

16 annas = 16 
1'\jnnas = 14 
10 ·annas = 20 
8 annas = 16 

6 compartments 66 

and the valuation of the field would be •• annas. Th~ assessment of 
the field was supposed to be fixed on the arable hnd, areas unculti
vable owing to rock or swamp (known as pot ldar-a/J) were therefore
deduct.ed in working out the total classification value of the whole
number. These areas_were not measured but were calculated by eye
estimate at the time of classification. To take another example, a. 
field of 4 acres of which a quarter of one compartment and a half of 
anotber were uncultivable ; the classification of such a field would ba-
valued as follows:- · 

1 computment of 14 annas 
1 compartment of 12 annas 

1 compartment of 10 arinas 
1 compartment of 1oannaa 

4 compartments less three-

= 
= 
= 
= 

14 
9 (quarter share deducted 

for khlllrlll6). 
10 ·-
5 (half share deducted 

for ihar~b). · 

fourths deducted for kh1.1rab = 38 _ 
and the average valuation of the field would be If. aonas 8 pies which. 
would be rounded off to 11 anoas 6 pies. ·_ • _ 

10. At the revision settlements which began in. 1868 various 

R 
. . 

1 
· .6 technical improvements were introduced, the 

ev1510n of C 3551 • t • t f h' h h . • cation on dry land. m~s 1mpor ant o w •<: was t ~ rev1saon of the 
so1l scale. The necessaty for thas revision arose 

from the overassessment of the poor s<1ils as compared with the richer
soils at the original settlements. In most districts the change took. 
the form of adding what were called "scale increases" to the anna 
classification. The classers we~e permitted t~ d,o their work in the 

1. Bombay Surve, and Setdement Manual. page 143. 



-ordinary way and the necessary reclaiJsificatioo was made in office by 
:niaking proportionate additions to the soil annas or the highest 
classes in accordance with scales fixed by the Superintendent. A 
.&arge _number or such scales were fixed by the Superintendent accord
ing to the-needs o£ particular cases. The following will lierve as an 
-example.:- _ · · . 

· · Original. Scale increase. 
As. P. 

- 16-IS • 0 
1.-10 I 6 
10-8 I 0 
8-6 0 6 

6 , Nif •. 

'This meant that a dry crop field, _the classification value of which 
.according_ to the soil scale was 16-u annai would have an addition 
made there~o in the office of 1 annas, the practical result being an 
increase' of 'trom ·a2i to 16j ·per cant. in the assessment and so on 
throughout. The effect of this system was " to widen the difference 
between goJd and bar) soils so that the increase of revenue under a 
:given maximum shall fall more on the good soils than on the. bad." 

A further change introduce<! at the. R«!vision Settlements was tho 
introduction of the position class and sbbsoil water class; this meant 
'that if a field were in a good position as regards level or sub-soil water 
.it would receive an additional two annas or more. The position class 
.and subsoil ~ater class were not appliecl in the same tract. Tile 
iormer was used ·in the Deccatf and Karnatak and the latter in the 
(iujarat plains. The ma:in features of the position class system were 
that dry crop lands were divided into four classes in accordance with 

·their va,uati ln, ranging from flat low lying lands situated in the 
valleys an·d thu11 receiving the best drainage from the high grounds 
·which were placed in class •, to ridges and steep slopes retaining 
neither raint .. ll nor moisture which were placed in class 4· An anna · 
:Scale of the' usual type was drawn up by which additions were 
made to the soal annas of dry crop land in accordance with the class 
in. which they were placed. At the time of classification a note was 
:made by the classe-r 'as"to the situation of the survey number and the 
necessary a• ditions were made to' the soil annas subsequently in 
C)ffice. This system, naturally, was peculiar to hilly country. 

- The chief features of the sub-soil water class system were as 
follows :-In every village, after an inspection of existing wells and 
their phenomena bearings on the question of_ the quality of the sub-soil · 
water and 1ts depth from the surface, the village lands were divided 
up into areas homogeneous in respect of sub-soil water supply. Thus 
in one v1llage there might be four such groups:-

(I) in whtch sweet water might be obtained at a depth of 
about 10 feet. 

(2) in which the water was brackish and its depth about 15 feet. 
(3) in which the water was again brackish but only available 

at 20 feet. 
(4} in which there was no sub-soil water stratum within 40 

feet. 
-

1. Bombay Survey andSettlement Manual. page dl~. 



. 
.Additions were then made to the soil .classifioat.ion· anoas. of the.
iields in the· first three groups according to a" subsoil water dassi-::· 
-fication " based on (a) the depth of the wate~ from. the· surface, .(b/, 
the quality of the water, and (c) the soil classificatio~ --annas of the 
field. Thus if the soil classification annas- were. from 12 to Ib, • an 
addition of four annas might be made if sweet water were found 10 

·feet from the surface, which would be reduced to twa aonas if the. 
water were bracktsh. If the soil classification annas \\'ere from 5 to 8 
.and brackish w-tter were found at a depth of from 10 to ao feet below 
·tbelsurfacethe addition would only be one anna. This system-implies; 
level homogeneous plains. . . . 

Both at the original and revision seUiements the classification 
further depeodt>d upon distance from the village and ·on the size ,of 
village. One anna might be added to the soil classification annas if 
a field were within a quarter of a mile of a small village and two anoas· · 
if it were within a quarter of a mil~ of a medium si~ed village and so
-on. This system was not applied to the Konk:ln where the people 
_generally_ live in houses situated C?D or pear their lands or in scattered 
hamlets. In other districts it was only applied to dry crop lands and 
not to rice or garden lands; the reasons for this are, not on record. 
but were probably the smaller bulk and greater value of the crops~ 
grown on these classes of land whkh made the "distance factor" of 
·less importance than in the case of dry crop. At the original settle
m_ents the distance scale was sometimes diverted from its leg•timate use : 
and made to serve the purpose of altering the normal assessments for · 
reasons other than contemplated in the Joint Report. Thus in the· 
Bardoli taluka of the Surat District the villages of the inferior castes, 
in addition to having· the benefit of lower' rate of assessment had. 
-distance scales applied to their fields· which still further reduced . 
their assessment relatively to those of the villages of the higher· 
castes. At the revision settlements ~he· special conditions which 1 
had led to the manipulation nearly all ceased to exist. , The old scales: 
were therefore abolished and new scales substituted framed on the· 
theoretical principles. t. .. · . 

To sum up therefore by an illustration the effect of the different 
scales, a dry crop field with a soil'classification of 12 annas which en• 
joyed moderate advantage as regards subsoil water might receive an 
extra anna on _that ~ccount and might receive an additional anna if it 
were also within a quarter of a mile from a small village making 14'. 
annas in all. . . 

11. The description given above applies to the classification of 

A d 
. d dry land. For the classification of rice Janos two 

n on r1ce an ad d h 1 garden land. ~yst~m~ were opte i t e rupee sea e system' 
m GuJarat, the Konkan and parts of the 

De~can, and the'' Dharwar" system o( the-Southern Mahratta country· 
whrch was subsequently introduced into parts of the Deccan and was· 
adapt!!d for use in Kanara. {jnder the rupee scale system, the soil 
and water factors were considered to have a generally equal value, as · 
the ~ainfall of the tract is heavy, certain and of a uniform character; 8 

1. Bombay Survey and Settlement Manual. page II,J. 
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aonu were assigned .to soil and 8 annas to water. Under both these
and the original Deccan system the classification annas of tach factor
w_ere added .togethe.r and one maximum rate was applied to the com• 
btned annat 1n workmg out the assessment. In Gujarat on the other 
hand, where the relative value of the two factors of soil and water varie• 
far more greatly than in the southern districts, the device was adopted 
of having s~parate maximum ra~es and., therefore, separate usess
ments for sotl and water, the relllbon between the two being expreaecl 
not in the classification but in the rates, which were varied from district 
to district in accordance with the changes in the relative value of the-
two factors. . . 

Under the Dharwars ystem, the one most generally adopted both for
·rice and garden land, six wa_ter classes were arranged. These were-

. (1) Low lands under sources with supplies lasting to the end ot 
March or April, or capable of growing sugarcane every second or 
third year. 
. (2) Higher lands under such sources capable of growing a second 
rate crop of sugar c~ne with certainty. · • 

(3) High and dtstant lands under such sources and low lands under
sources with supplies lasting to the end of December or January 
capable . of growing sugarcane only when the rains were .very _ 
favourable. 
. . (4) High or distant land under !iOurces with supplies lasting to
the end of December or January not capable of growing sugarcane 
but of growing a second crop. 

· (5) Very high or distant land under such sources and land under 
small tanks on which no second crop was po-ssible. The reliability 
of the source was an important element in. fixing its class, both as to
volume of water and its annual appearance. 

The average water class was worked aut from the whole field in 
the same way as if the figures of the water class were annas. Thu$ 
if in a field the water class of one share was tlie third and if the other
ahare the fourth, the calculation would be 
· Class. . Shares. 

S I 
4 I 

Total • 

Annas. 
3 
4 

7 

Average water class 3-6 
. The water and soil factors were then combined on a sliding s::ale 

which was fixed by the settlement officer separately for each group 
or perhaps for each village so as to produce an equitable. result but 
were therefore, not always adjusted quite in mathematical uniformity. 
An niustration will show how the combination worked in practice. If 
the maximum rate for a village were Rs. 9, this would only be paid by 
land classed as 16 ann·as with first class water supply. Second class 
soil, i.e., land classed as 14 annas, with second class water would pay 
Rs. 6-12-o. Second class soil with fourth class water would pay 
Ra. 4-12·0. Fourth class soil, i.e., land classed as ro annas, with firsl 
class water would pay Rs. 7-6-o. Fourth class soil with fourth clasL 
.vater would pay Rs. s-13·0. 

r. Bombay SurveJ and Settlement Manual, page 318. 



11. It has already been stated that. the Bombay Settlement-

The det . t' System is one which works from aggreca~e 1o· 
PnDJna Jon d 'L Th f I 'fi t' . I of the demand. eta1 e system o c ass1 ca 10n IS mere -yr 

a device for distributing the total demand dete..--
mined for the area under settlement. Three operations were involved· 
in the process of determining the assessment. . These were-- · · · 

(4) the division of the villages of tcldar (tow~s'bipi) _ into· 
groups; · · - · • 

(b) The determination of a total amount for the area under 
settlement by an examination of the revenue history of the tract ; and · 

(c) The distribution of the aggregate fo~ the whole area over 
the groups by means of maximum rates for the various classes of land~ 

The object of grouping in Bombay as elsewhere was to divide tfte1 

taluluzs into homogeneeus group of villages comprising those parts of'' 
the whole area, the relative conditions of which called for a variation 
in the " standard of assessment " in order to allow for advantages and 
disadvantages. The necessary variations were made by graduating 
the pitch of the maximum rates for the several classes of lands 
between group and group in accordance with the esti~ate of the 
settlement officer regarding the allowance necessary to be made in each 
case. But w•thin each separate group the same maximum rates were
applied to the difterent classes of land, difference in fertility having
been already taken into account by the classification. The principles 
according to which villages were to be grouped were laid down very 
clearly in the joint report; these were that the basis of differentiation was 
to be 11 marked a!Jd permanent distinctions" such as climate,.situatioft.. . 
and, in the background, as '' in a great measure temporary_!' ·· 
the state of husbandry. It was distinctly stated that neither .caste. 
nor the condition of the cultivators should be-taken into consideration 
in this connection but in practice at the original settlements it was 
found • impossible to avqid doing so, especially in Gujarat where the -
system of caste assessment had prevailed from time immemorial •. The 
grouping at the original settlements was therefore generally ·of_ an 
essentially transitional.characte-:. · , 

The determination of the demand was obviously the touchstoae 
of the success of the settlement. In coming to a conclusion regarding • 
suitable demand the settlement officer had to examine it from two 
standpoints. He had to enquire into the suitability of the existing 
assessment to the existing conditions, whether it was ·too high pr too 
low or might be considered equitable. He bad also to forecast- the 
effect of probable future changes. He bad to consider how far the
existing conditions were likely to be permanent before coming to his 
final decision. His conclusions on these points were based on a careful 
atudy of the revenue history of the tract. · . . . 

The earlier settlement reports "·ere of a so.mewhat vague and con
fused character but in the later ·reports this study was made in ·a 
ilystemati~ed form. It comprised-

(i) A description of the general and pllysical fe&tures oi t.-:; 
. whole settlement area both in itself and also with relation to ·otla• 

aeigbbouring tracts,_ i! an-,, preyio~ly ~tie_ d.. ---- -
; -~1.10 



' 

l. 'J ,(ii) A consideratioJJ of the general state of cQmrnunic;.tions aucb 
at: r~!l.d!J, raUw~y•, etc. a9d of impediments to transit such as 
u~bJi~.~ed ri,ver••. e~f· . . · . 

-1 . (,iu) A de•cnptaon qJ the var1ous class('" of cultivation including 
tlle la.cili~y fo~ irrigation and al$0 of the state of husbandry. -

· (tv) An account of t~e ~onclition of the po:>uladon with referenc~ 
t9 caste, gener~l prospenty, amount of agricultural stock, health, 
education, etc.- · · , -

(y) An eoquiry i.nto the.statistics of land revenue, including those 
ollbe actual demand collections and remi~sions for as many years as 
1'(~$tl>Os~i!>le, with an ~~timat~ of ~he h1cidencr> of the assessment. 

{vi) 4 co~comitant enquiry into the statistics of occupation and its 
be~ring upon the question of the pressure of the assessment. -

. (vii) A study of prices. , 
(viii) A study of the statistics of leases, s•ales, mortgages, etc., if 

available. _ -
. The final operation 'was the distribution of the aggregate over 

the individual survey numbers. This was d·Jne through the medium 
of ma~imum rates fixed for the different classes of land. It should 
by- noted that the tDaximum rate is not th~ same thing u the 
maximum assessment. The maximum rate is the ra.te applied to 
I6·anna land. But land may be classed, on account of various 
advantages, considerably above r6 annas. In the case of tank 
irrigated rice the classification of soil may be as hi"h as 32 annas. 
If the maximum were Rs. 2, ,the maximum assess~eot would be 

I.- < ) f 

~. ~ ~~ !~ == R~. 4· Jn order to make the ·necessary d iffereritia tion 
between-. the groups _of villages the general pitch of the maximu~ 
rate was varied between group· and group, the allowance necessary 

. being determined by the· settlement officer.according to his opinion 
of what was reasonable._ The determin,ttion of the ma1timuni rate, 
therefot"e really involved two operations " land rating " and !'·group 
rating''.· The •latter has b;!en sufficiently t:xplained. As regards 
land · ratin~ ·the object of the maximum rate for. the different 
t;:lasse~ of land was to provide a rate whi.ch when applied to the 
classification values, would produce a suitahle assessment for each 
class in comparison with other classes. The settlemen~ officer's 
decision as to the t'a-te " depended not upon the final working out 
bf results ·based on theory, but rather upon the subjective iqtpres
sions of local knowledge and experien·ce ". Sufficient has perhaps been 
said to show the overwhelming part played by general consideca
ti9nS in the fixation of the demand under the Bombay Settlement 
system. Before passing on to describe .resettlement operations, 
-a concrete illustration of the application of the system to an 
individual village and to a group of villages may be given. 
~After tb.qiettlement officer .had deteqqine4 with 1c;fereru:e to the 
..general «::nditions described ab9ve, of which the mqst i~portant 
would be· the existing settlement, w~"t ~he viJlage. l!-S a w~p~ 
~q~l~ pay, ~ncJ bad de~ided thflt l<.s. 2 so would be a suitable. amount, 
~l J'gvl~ \IJ~P. ,!lS~im~te what t).le soil c:o.u}d stand and dec1de . th~t 

·' 
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~ 1"50 for the best of 16-anna soiJ aod proportionately forth~ soil 
<las.ed above or below 16 annas would be the appropriate rate. .The 
assessment arrived at in this way might be Rs. 210. The differen-ce 
~tween this and Rs. 250 would necessitate a revision of the estimate . 
and the settlement officer might eventually decide on Rs. 230 whicli 
would give a rate of Rs. 1 -6o on the best soil ; this would -. bC 
the muimum rate though not neces5arily the ma~imum assessment. 
This would be the maximum rate ror similar villages s1milarly situated 

-and all villages with the same maximum rate would belong to the 
same group. Bat the group would contain large and small _villages. 
First class land with no advantage or defect would pay rather more. 
near the largest villages. It would probably 1-e classed at 1& annas 
aud would therefore be Rs. 1 ·6o X :f or Rs. J"8o per acre. · It would 
pay rather less near the smallest villages and would probably -~ 
clas..c;ed at 14 annas. It would therefore pay Rs. rt::o x-» or Rs. •·4o. 
Near a medium sized village it "·ould pay the exact maximum rate of 
Rs. t·c.o. First class land at some distance from a medium sized village 
Yt'ould, however, only be classed as 14 annas and would pay Rs. 1'40 
per acre, while first class land at some distance from the ·smallest 
"illage would be lowered .t.o 12 annas and pay Rs. 1'2~ per acre. 
The rate would similarly be differentiated for land with natural 
advantages of position or sub-soil water level. 

The minuteuess of {}iff<!reotiation which the system permitted is 
shown by tht- fact that in one small village taken at random· there 
were no less thao t>ight rates on dry land alone and none of the land in 
the village had been classed higher than 6 anoas. · .An important 
adjunct tl) a Bombay settlement should here be mentioned, the · 
jt111tri, which in its original form was merely a ready ,reckoner of 
assessments sho" ing the acre rate for the different classification 
values according to the sanctioned maximum rates, which were worked 
out ready to hand in order to save the trouble of calculation separately 
for each survey number. The acre rates shown in the i•7llrt were 
thus simply those which a clerk or other subordinate could have 
worked out for himself. Later, "While the jutri still continaed tO 
serve the purpose of a ready reckoner, the rates shown in it were 
not such as could have betn calculated by a clerk, but were modifica• 
tions of them drawn up by the superintendent personally aadembody-
ing his iJeas as to what the rates ought to be. ·' . ~ 

13. As already ~t,ted the period of revision settlements began in 

Re . . Se le ent I 868. The original revision settlements were, in 
Vl5ton lt m s tb' bu · · a1 1 d every mg t name, or•gm sett emeats an . 

the whole work of survey an<J demarcation was done afresh. As time 
"·ent on and the districts which fell in tor revision were those in which 
the later and improved mc:thods had been brought into operation, the 
field work at revision settlement was first reduced to ·a test of the old 
measurement a,nd classi~ca.tioo and finally abolishe<l altogether and 
the o.riginal work cooti.nued in· its ent~ety. W~en this· point ·bad 
been ~:eached tbe only ~peration to ~ performed l;»y th~ ~ttlel!lent 
officer "-~~~ that of ~~•!lg the;: ~ssm~nt rat~~. T~e provi~ to 
asectiop 1 o6 of th.~ J.~l}~ ~even~~ _C9de, !Vhic~ ,.-~ ~l,l-~sfttu~~4 f~ 
the ociginal clause by Bomba1 ~f~ }Y .2f .t.~S{) •. ln.f ~~~'f.D -~~~t ,y~ea . . . 



a general classi6cation of the soil of any area has been approvecf 
by the Governor i~ Council as final, no such classification shall 
be again made with a view tQ the rnision of the assessment of 
such areL lo 18gz, the separate'' SurYey" establishment, i.e. tba 
$«;parate settlement ·department, •·as abolished and the work of 
settlement handed over to the revenue department. The •·ork of 
nsettlement ia now usually undertaken, ordinarily for a tal"lta at a 
time, by an Assistant Collector, who is in most cacres the Subdivisional 

· Officer. He is given the assistance of one clerk only for the collection 
of the statistical information be requires. He has nothing to do with 
classification. If he comes to the conclusion that, over a whole tract 
some error or misapprehension bas occurred, he submits a report and 
Government may authorize reclassification directed to a particular 
poiJJt for tiiat particular tract, but merely with a view to a lowering, not 

· to a raising, of the classincation. A few instances o( this kind hav~ 
occun:ed. For example, if the classers assumed that the water of a 
particular tr:act was not brackish and lasted on to the bot weather and 
it was subsequently established that the water was brackish aod failed 
in January: a good case would be made for reclassification. Riverine 
and tidal action might also justify recla$i6cation. The only way in 
which a settlement officer can now revise the relative assessment of 
lWO villages is by changing their grouping. The new assessment on 
the group must not exceed the former assessment by more than 33 per 
cent. By taking two v~Uages from a high group, the maximum rate for 
which is Rs. 3·4, and including them with eight villages of a low group, 
the maximum rate for which is Rs. z·S, he can enhaace the revenue 

. on the new group as~ whole by 33 per cent. and by lea\·ing the two 

. Rs. 3'4 villages unchanged, be' can raise the demand on the other 
~villages by more than 33 per cent. without raising the revenue for the 
. whole group by more than that figure. Vice fi!!,.S& by transferring 
several villages from a lower to a higher group, he might prevent 
himself from raising the d~mand on the main block of tbe group bJ 
s<f much as 33 per cent. 
· 't "- In framing his proposals, the settlement officer relies on the past 

revenue history of the tract; for example ; he pays special attention to 
the question whether the revenue bas been collected without difficulty 
or not. He also pays special attention to rental values. · 

The proposed rates are published ·with a summary of the reasons 
Th ublication «i !>n which they are b~~· A period oftwo months 
w!a~ proposala. IS allowed for ob)ecbons;. These are freely 

.e · submitted, but tend to be stereoty~d- in form, 
more especially as they are usually drawn up by a vakiL They seldom 
touch oa the question of rental values which is one of the most 
important. considerations in determining the enhancements. The 
new rates are then introduced by the. Collector. The new Aj-2,.6&1111 
(classified area statement) is prepared in the office of the Superin• 
ten dent of Land Records for suney fields and subdivisions. The new 
assessment on each field or subdivision is intimated to the villagct 
accountant who prepares the individual Kllalu accordingly. Theae 
j/aalas are supplied to the cultivator on payment· of one &una and. 
'show everJ ite• ef the fi:.:ed assessment. . -



15. The revenue on ryotwari lands is ~yable in instalments, 
Th al d d usually two; the date fixed for which varies 

e annu emaa · in different districts. The land revenue demand. 
-of each year on each individual survey iiumber ordinarily remains 
unchanged for the period of settlement unless there are suspensions 
·or remissions .. The village accountant ·makes out. annually an 
.account (.Ucla' showing the assessment due from· each ryot foe the 
year, including arrears and fluctuating revenue if any such as rents 
.and fines for unauthorized occupation, cultivation in village sites, 
payments for wood or fruit collected frpm communal lands, and 
excluding rf'mission and suspensions. The ryot is verbally informed 
-of the demand and f?n paymt>nt of his dues obtains a receipt 
for the amou~t on which he is informed that be is entitled to see the 
khata for the year, but he receives no> statement showing the details 
of the annual demand. This r.!ceipt form has recently been .substi
tuted for the receipt book formerly in nse. 

16. If the revt>nue is not paid punctually a maximum penalty not 

The recovery of 
exceeding one quarter ,of the amount overdue 
may be imposed. The methods by which land 
revenue are recovered are:-.-

(i} the service of a writtt>n notice of demand ; 
(ii) tbe forfeiture of the occupancy right ·on "'·hich th~ arrear is 

due; 
(iii) the distraint and sale of moveable property; · 
(iv) the":~a1e of immoveable property; 
(v) the arrest and imprisonment of the defaulter. , 

Nothing is said as to the order in which these processes are. to be· 
.applied nor is it said that the one is resorted to only in case of failure 
<>f another. It is left to the Collector to adopt an~· process or more 
than one at his discretion. If forfeiture is the method adopted, the 
Collector . may dispose of the holding by sale or otherwise as, for 
example, by the grant of the land to a pauper cultiv:ator. Ordinarily 
motice of demand is issued by the Tahsildar (Township Officer) ten days. 
after the arrear bas accrued. If a distress is made against moveable 
property, such articles as household utensils, grinding sto~:es, cots or 
cradles and ploughing cattle and implements of husbandry are exemp
ted as if the· provisions of the Code of Civil Procedure applied. If a 
<lefaulter is arrested, he may be detained in custody for ten days in the 
office of the Collector or Mamlatdar and on the expiry of the ten days, 
if the arrf'ars are still unpaid be may be imprisoned in the civil jail. 
The total period of detention may not exceed sis. months when the 
.arrears, penalty, co~ts and subsistence money exceed fifty rap~, and 

• six weeks when they are less than this amount. When moveable_ 
property is brought to sale, written notice of the time and place must 
be published at the Collector's and Mamhtdar's Office and at a public 
tuildiog in the village as:well as at the dcfaulter's"houae, and at least 30 
days must elapse between the publication and the auction sale. ~ 
pure~ . must deposit at once 25 per cent. of hia bid aud the baluc:e 
•itbia 15 days from the date of sale. .The Collector may oa applicatioll" 



soo· 

let aside the sale within 3o days if he considers that material irregularity; 
mistake ?r .frflud in publishi.ng or conducting the sale has wrought 
substantial InJury to the apphcant. He may also set aside the sale for 
any reason which he thinks sufficient, whether on application or hi& 
own motion, recording his reasons in \Hiting. Otherwise the sale is 
confirmed after 30 days. 

t7. There is no system of darkhash or applications to take up 
Assessment of n~"ly unoc~upied lands as. in Madras •. All unoc~upied 

occupied land. .land IS sold by auchon. A part1al except1on to-
. this· rule is provided when a subdivision of a 

survey number is relinquished. It is first offered to the holders of 
the remaining subdivisions of the same survey number, If they 
refuse it, it is then- sold by auction.. When a subdivision of a 
survey number remains unoccupied and unassigned, the holders of the 
remaining ~ubdivisions of the same survey number are responsible 
for the revenue on it, but, in practice this never occurs.· 

18. A ryot may continue to hold the fields he h:\s {or as long as 
. . . . - be likes, but he can relinquish his entire holding 

• Re!'IISS10n 1 n rehrt- or any entire survey number or a recognized 
qu1shment of land, h · · b "d d h d · s are m a survey num er prov1 e e oes so oy 

giving written notice to the Mamlatdar. If the remission is absolute, 
notice must be given before the 31st March or other date fixtd by the 
Government and takes effect after the close ofthe currt-nt year. The 
occupant remains liable for .the revenue for the remainder ol the year. 

JV.-Land RecG,.ds . 

. 19. The definition of occupanlin the first Bombay Survey and Settle-
. · · menf-Act, l of 1865, was 11 the per!'on whose 

The record of assess- name is entered authorizedly in the survey paper 
ment, or other public accounts, as responsible to Govern
ment for payment of the assessment due upon any field or recognized 
share of a field." He was not, however, in virtue of this position. 
by any means nec~ssarily the sole bolder of the survey number or 
share, since any co-owners of the occupancy could make application 
and have their names entered as joint occupants, At the same time 
by tht! terms of the law the occupant proper was still held responsible 
for the assessment of the whole number, the joint occupants merely 
having the right to have. their names entered and their shares shown 
in fractional parts of a rupee, being responsible for their share vf the
assessment to the occupant. But, while recognizing the fact of 
subdivision, the Act refused to allow the original survey number or 
r~Ccognized shares to be divided irito smaller numbers or shares even 
though this might be absolutely necessary to carry out . a partition 

· (lrder passed by a competent court. In the end, however, 1t was found 
.11ecessary to amend the law anrl by Act IV of 1868 the subdivision of 
survey numbers and"rt-cognized shares for ~his purpose, subject. o~ly 
jo .the limit of a minimum of art:a was permitted. Further, permlSS!Od 
was granted to survey officers a~ revision survey to subdivide any: 

-·· • : ; (1) Bombay Survey-and Settlement Manual, page s25 Slq. 
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survey n-umber ot share, stibJ£>cno tfle limitations of a~€S"ilflpcr~cf. 
" The effect of these provisions wa!! to break down 1 the eoi'net 
st'?n~ of the Joint Rep,ort Syste~, • .,,:s. the indiV'isihiHty bf the 
ongmal survey numbers. ' The perm1ssxon thus granted «ra! · ~ully 
taken advantage of especially in the separation of clubbed tlccut?an• 
cies. Those pers(\ns whose names appeared in tlle original r£>cotds 
merely as'' joint occupants ".subordinate to a principal occupant; now 
had their l·ands separately measured and: made "either into survey 
number~ or if below tke mir.imum area for· a standard suTvP.y number 
into fot (recognized share) numbers. Jn 1894 the separation of 
clubb£>d occupancies was put a stop to on the score of expeQse and 
henceforth subdivision was not done except on application by and at· 
the cost of the ryots. · · 

20. Previous to this however, the law of occupancy had been still. 

T d r further revised by the enactment of the 
he !ecor o occupancy. Land Revenue Code (Act X 'of i~79),' 

with . which was incorporated, with mooifications, · the Surv_ey 
Act of '865. In this the two classes of rights wete separated under 
the heads of " occupancy" and registered occupancy. An 11 occu· 
pant'' was defined as 11 a holder of unalienated land,'or V~·here fhere 
are more holders than one, the holder having the highest .rigllt in 
respect of such land or where such highest right rests equally ib 
more holders than one, anyone of such holders" while "registered 
occupan~ " was defined as "the sol~ occupant or the eldest or prin
cipal of several joint occupants whose name is authoriiedly' entered 
in the Government records as holding unalienated land whether in 
person or by his co-occupant, tenant, aget:t, servant ·or other legal 
representative." Under· the provisions of the Act, the registeted. 
ocwpant was directly responsible for the payment of the assessnierit, 
the occupant was only responsible in his default ; the occupant could 
not relinquish a number or effect a transfer, while ah application to 
use lands for non-agricultural purposes bad to ·pass through· tht-
registered occupant. · · · · ·~ ' 

This double system of occupancy lasted fot · ovet 25 yean.· 
It saved Government from the trouble of minute enquiries into land 
possession which tended to become more and more complicated with 
the increasing .subdivision of land. The system of paying the 
assessment through the registered occupant further· relieved Govetn.; 
ment from the necessity of keeping up to date an enormous num~er 
of small accounts. It worked well enough so ~ong as there were no 
sus~ensions and remissions but it broke down hopelessly in the 
famme years which beg;m in I8gg. The revenue assessed on the 
" registered occupant" had in practice been distributed over the 
actual occupJnts by the vilJage accountant according ·to his ptivate 
knowledge of the circumstances. When the system of suspensions 
and remissions was introduced, the accounts soon became a tantled 
_mess .. In a poor year half the revenue might be suspended,· In the 
followmg year, with a ten-anna crop, the collection of half the sus-
.Pe~ded revenue might be ordered. 11 The result was the hopeless c6n• 
fu!non of the village accnunts. ''The system collapsed under tlie 
sheer weight of arithmetic." Further it was defective in that it failed 
'to provide arry material for the study of agrarian conditions. No 



Information was available . regarding the actual state of agricultural 
economy, the size of holdings, the area rented or mortgaged, what 
proportion of land was held by .agriculturists, or by moneylenders 
The Famine Commission commented strongly on these defects and 
held that an enquiry into the conditions of landholders by the prepa• 

- ration of the Record of Rights was essential to proper administration. 
Accordingly in 1901 two officers were sent to the Punjab to study 
the system in that· Province and the resuTt was the introduction of a 
Record of Rights in Bombay by Act IV of 1903. • 

u. F'or reasons which it is not necessary to describe in detail it 
The record of rights. was decided that the Record of Rights 

as brought into. operation by Act IV 
of 1903 should be purely a statistical record, the Kht~t~d•r 
or registered occupant, being still retained for revenue purposes. 
Provision was made for an enquiry into and· registration of title sepa
rately in the case of Khatedars (including all those having a posses
sory title to land) and tenants. In the case of survey number3 held by 
several occupants, the area in the possession of each was entered 
approximately without measurement. The Act-also • made provision 
for keeping the record up to date by means of a mutation reaister, 
in which all changes were to be entered as they occurred, the d~ty of· 
l'eporting all changes being laid on hndh"'ders under penalty for 
failure to do so. These mutations were to be incorporated into the 
record after due notification, the whole record being rewritten and 
brought up to date at such intervals as might be necessary, 

The introduction oi. the record of rights in. its present form is due 
to Mr. (now Sir George) Curtis who held that unless and until the 
record of rights became also a record of liability it would never be 

· anything more than a" stati3tical incubus; a useless piece of work 
- to be gof through as soon as possible and, when finished to be put 

away and forgotten with all possible speed." His views prevailed and 
the changes they involved were incorporated in the Land Revenue 
Code by· Act IV of 1913. The then ~·registered occupant" was 
abolished and "occupancy" was made to depend upon posression by 
the followinf definitions:-" Occupant," means a holder in actual 

. possession o unalienated land other than a tenant; provided that 
where the bolder in actual possession is a tenant, the landlord or 
.superior landlord as the case may be, shall be deemed to be the 
occupant. "To occupy land" means to possess or to take possession 
of land. "OccupatiQn" means possession. The primary liability for 

. the payment of the · land revenue was diverted from the original 
"registered occupant., ar d laid upon the new possessory occupant. 
These two reforms necessitated a third, the recognition of a new unit of 

·· holding. By the old law, the only subdivision of the survey number 
recognised had been the "recognized share," a term including the 

. "Jot number." ThisJ however, was a survey unit and under the 
.old system could only come into the revenue accounts by way of the 

. fJurvey records after actual survey and map correction, Such an area 
~ould not serve as the new unit of holding which was to. be based 
upon possession and not upon entry in the survey records. Hence 

. it was necessary to create a new type of unit, the "subdivisioD" 
; which was de; fined as follows:-~' subdivision of a number_" me au 



.a portion of a survey number of which the area and; ~~m~nt 
Are separately entered in the land records under an 10dtcal!Y~ 
.number subordinate to that of the survey number of which 
it is a portion. The term " recognized share of a survey number ~· 
.was abolished. The splitting up of the- survey number into such sub
divisions was, at the same time authorized by section 1178. These 
1uhdivisions became necessarily: the unit of relinquishment in· place 
.of the survey number or recognised share of the old law. This change
was only posstble upon measurement and mapping of all parcels of 
land separately • held.' This operation has been effected hy Mr. F • 
.G. H. Anderson's introduction of the Plane Table survey method 
with which over tim million plots have been mapped since 1913. _ 

The ~;ecord of rights was not introduced at resettlt>men~ but 
.under the supervision of the Collector of the District. Experiments 
were made in a few talrt~tU, and after the difficulties there revealed 
llad been satisfactorily met, it was introduced l•l'd• by t.Z11~a in 
.every_ district. 

The Register of Holdings is now the Record· of Rights. It con
:tains columns showing the serial numbP.r, the survey_ number,· the . 
area, the ordinary or special assessment or quit reat on ;,.,. lands 
(lands held free or on favourable tenure), the subdivision number, the 
area, assessment, assessment on ina• lands, the name of the person 
in actual enjoyment, the nature land origin :of bis title, particulars of 
-.other rights or encumbrances with the names of the right holder or 
encumbrancer, reference to the mutation register and remarks. If 
Jand be mortgaged with possession, the name of the mortgagee will 
appear in the column showing the person in possession, and the name 
.of the mortagor will appear in the column of " other rights or encum
brances." Similarly, if land be mortgaged without possession, the 
.name of the mortgagor will be shown in the column for person_ in pos
session and the name of tbe mortgagee will be shown in the column 
for encumbrances. Mutations are recorded in a -&eparate register. 
At present it is the practice to re-write the main register e!_ery · 
five vears but a method bas been devised by Mr. R. . Maxwell,_ 
l.C.S., for making the record continuous and permanent; this is now 
under the consideration of Government. Under this method there will · 
be a permanent and continuops Tegiater in which every change of 
.right as it occurs will be entered in sequence, detailing the parcels 
.of land it affects, and a brief 1 indes • periodically revised and re-writ~ 
tea, showing for each parcel of land in serial order the last and fomer 
ttan~ions affecting it. Th~- village accountant is required to 
ASCertam aU changes in possession. These should be reported 
to him and persons who fail to report within three months are 
liable to a penalty imposed on summary enquiry in the village 
.by the Mamlatdar which may not· es:ceed 25 rupees. Mutations 
-effected by registered instruments are reported by the Sul!-Registrar 
.to the viltage accountant and as civil decrees affecting land are 
-executed by the Collector they are thus brought to the notice . 
of the Tillage accountant. No civil or other suit relating to land 
may be instituted unless an es:tract from the record is attached _ 
to the plaint and any change found neceaary by the Court is certified 
to the Collector. lf the Tillage accountant notices an unreported 



transFer, he is expected to enter it in tbe register and publish the fact 
that be has done so on the village notice board. AU entries in thet 
mutation register are supposed to be notified on the village noticet 
board but this provision of law is carried out strictly only in some 
'·i11ages and ira others it is not carried out at all. The procedure it 
involves appears too laborious for exact compliance and a simplified 
procedure has heen suggested under which the accountant would' 
publish only a schedule ot "persons whose rights have been lost or 
reduced by mutations recorded" sir.ce a certain date with a- notice 
that persons interest~d can see the details in the mutation register. 
All mutations by succession are first recorded in a separate register for 
sucoossions and when approved are transferred to the mutation register. 
Similarly disputed cases are ncorded in a register of disputes to be 
disposed ot by superior officers. No entry in the mutation register can 
be transferred to the record of rights until it has been certified (attested) 
by the Mamlatdar'A first karkun (head clerk) or some higher officer. 

It js important to notice that the record is a record p£ possession. 
"Any complicated . question of title would be referreJ to the civil 
courts. If a' person registered in the record as in pc~es~ion 
wete to sell his land by registered document but the vender rf'mained 
_in possession and both the parties admitted to the village accountant 
that, by an oral agreement, the transaction was really a mortgage, the 
.vendor would still remain as occupant and a note would be made in 
the appropriate column of_the registered deed of sale and as to the 
admission by bqth parties a!!· to its being in reality a mortgage • 

. 22. As in Madras, there are no statistics to show the proportion of 

Th
.. • · d' . land held by agriculturists, and non-agricul-

. e economac recor •. t ·, · · 'd t · d "d t h , . - .. ur~sts,·. rest ~n s an non-rest ents, or o s ow 
the ·area •. mortgaged at • aD.y given time or the area alienated by 
sale or mortgage or: th€!. area: tented or the pitch of rents. No one 
has re~ pro~uced a ~orkin_g! ~«Jefinition ?f c agriculturist," and although 
statistics of 'the areas sold dm -be obtamed, in the absence of such 
i definition, they have .'beeli':discarded as. valueless. Information 
·on these ·points is avalla:l:ite'J~:ih· the Record o( Rights and 

. the Mutation Register .. liic•p~jl.l-if of- the latter (V!llage Form 
12) the village accountant enters :·details regarding tenancies and 
.cropped areas ·and the . register -)s'l' preserved for thirty years. The 
information in this register, as welh~ fh~~ ih the Record of Rights and 
lhe Mutation Register, is said t6b€:of'gr'eah1se in ascertaining the 
features of agricultu~al .econo"!Y· · ': 1}tY,:.._Te~ey Register shows .all 
leas~s and rents, m cash, kmd ·or.~ bt_herwtse, an_d the Mut~h.on 
Regtster ~bows all sales, the-settlement officer exammes the stattst1cs 
in detail and excludes from them those which represent abnormal 
transactions and so gets a trustworthy and, probable sale value and 
r~iltal_value (in terms of multiples of the assessment) which is of great 

- assistance to him in indicating a suitable assessment. The informa
tion available in the registers has, however, to be searched for as it is 

·not compiled. The settlement officer has this as his chief task : aU 
else is ancillary. If h~ orally_checks only z.o transacti~ns a day for .4 

··months, that is 2,ooo authentic figures, whtc}l would giVe a very fatr
. basis for valuation. Though he· has only one clerk, village and Talu!r~ 
·oflicerli and ·the Larid Records staff are also called upon for contribu
tio .. 



. . . 

V.-.Su,.iJey anti itUscllll!.neozu: 

23. The original survey number in Bombay was an artificial unit-
S d . constituted by dividing village lands into areas ot 

urvey an mappmg. reasonable size based on some fixed principles. 
This principle as laid down in the Joint Report was that the unit 
should be the area that could be cultivated by a pait of bullocks, aS' 
farming could not be prosecuted at all with a less number than this. 
As already mentioned the standard unit in the_ Deccan varied from· 
20 ::.cres of light dry crop soil to 4 acres of rice land. While the 
majority of the original survey numba's represented individual holdings
or property units, many of them contained · several small holdings
lumped together. The subsequent history of the ~''survey· number·~ 
bas been given in connection with the Record of Rights and need not. 
be repeated here. As to the method of survey, the measurement o~ 
the survey number at the original settlements was carried out hy chain, 
and cross staff and, except for improvements in the style and finish of 
the work done, there was no change in method from start to finish. 
Notable advances were however made in the methods of measuring 
whole villages and in the ~onstruction of village, taluka and district 
maps. The chief improvt'ment in the village map was effected by the· 
introduction of a system of measurement of the village-tracts upon mai:l1. 
"base lines" run through the village from one boundary to anothe.
with subsidiary base lines branching off therefrom. By setting up· 
such lines with the theodolite and plotting the survey numbers
through which they passed, a skeleton map was formed into which 
the remainir.g numbers could be fitted. In this ·way the accuracy 
of the village map was-_much increased and it became a fairly correct 
topographical record. Until 1864, however, ho attempt was made· 
to construct an accurate taluka or district map; in that year· 
the system of traverse survey of village boundaries by the theodolite· 
was introduced. This enabled a highly accurate talu~a map to be con•· 
structed by fitting together the traverses of individual villages." Later
the topographical value of the maps was greatly enhanced bf 
connecting them by measurement with the stations of the ·great 
trigonometrical survey. At the earlier revision settlements, it was. 
necessary to make an entirely new survey of the whole settlement: 
area. In all tracts however the survey of which was carried out 
subsequent to the introduction of the joint Report system, -a test 
showed that the original work had been done so accurately that no
general re-survey was necessary. The "·ork·was conducted on the
system of '' partia1 re-measurement " by "ft•bich fields not needing re~
measurement for particular reasons were compared with the village· 
map and only measured :~gain if the boundaries on the field were found· 
not to agree with those delineated in the map. _ 

The recognition of the subdivision of a survey cumber as the unit 
of holding bas necessitated the mapping and measurement of all atJb;.
divisions ; Section 135 of the Land Revenue Code, Amendment 
Act IV of 1913 made provision kr the recovery of the cost 
of measurement from the occupants. The survey of subdivision~ 
is now being canied out on the plane table systeM. A base)ine of, say._ 
S chains is !aiel down along any level· ·ir~>und ·free from pbstructio6.. 



-within or witboat the aurvey field. Flags are planted to mark the 
·property limits or periphery -of the subdivisions and these are sighted 
·by rays drawn on the plane table map by the sighting rule from each 
end of the base line on the mapping paper which are centred over the 
corresponding ends of the base line, .and the map base line is kept 
.truly aligned alongJthe ground base line. Thus the intersection of a pair 
of rays exactly fixes the position of eac.h point in:the periphery. The 
measurements are not recorded as no mea.t;urements are made or 
.J"equired except for the base. ·There is now no minimum limit for sub_. 
·divisions. Until recently the law required that survey numbers should 
be kept permanently distinct bJG.the amalgamation of adjacent sub
·diYisions of different survey numbers is now permissible, if_ they are 
-owned by the same person. Hitherto it has been regarded as essential 
·to maintain every field demarcation mark, but in consequence of the 
adoption_o.f the plane table system of survey, it is proposed to reduce 
.the numl:ier of survey marks to a few pivotal pillars in villages where 
these have been e_stablisbed at a new survey. In such villages, the 
numerous marks set up at the chain and cross staff survey will be 
oreplaced by marks at field corners only : with the aid of the plane
table maps of the subdivisions of survey numbers the smallest bends 
and curves of fields can be .identified or· restored. The cultivators 
\Viii be at liberty to remove the remaining survey marks if they choose. 
• The village map, which may be in two or even three sheets for a. 
large village, shows the whole survey numbers but not subdivisions. · 
.The map is always printed, the number of copies struck off depending 
on the size of the village and the probable demand. _ The usual 
.Dumber is from 10 to 15. The map printing is done by the Photo
zincographic office at Poona, which is under an expert recruited from 
England; .the work of this office is under the general control of the 
Commissioner of Settlements. In addition to the village map, field 
atlases are prepared in which the subdivisions of survey numbers are 
shown on a much larger scale. Sometimes only one survey null'ber 
is given' to~ page or sheet; sometimes a block of sur\'ey numbers is 
shown on each page. The main difference between the Field Atlas 
and the Field Measurement Book of Madras is that the latter gives 
measurements. The field atlas is prepared by_ hand. Two copies 

/..are prepared one of which is kept by the village accountant and the 
·ether in reserve. -

14. Bombay bas no Board of Revenue or Financial Commissioner 
..... · • . and there is thus no revenue authority for the 
nevenue organiDtJon. whole Province. There are four Divisional 
Commissioners (including the Commissioner in Sind). Below the 
<Collectors are. Assistant and Deputy Collectors in charge of subdivi
-sions; these are stable administrative units though the officers in _ 
·charge of them do not reside within the limits of their jurisdiction but 
.at the district headquarters. The subdivision consists of one or more 
-l•l*jfll (townships) in charge of a Mamlatdar {the tahsildar of other 
t»arts of India). The Mamlatdar occasionally bas an Assistant or 
·Deputy known as a Mahalkari. Subordinate to the Mamlatdar as far 
.as their revenue work is concerned, and the District Inspector of 
.Land Records so far as their land records work is concerned, are the 
.Circle Inspectors of whom thC{e are two to four to a taluka. These 
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inspectors have about 40 villages each. The principal village oflicef$ 
are the headmen and the accountant. When the accountants are-

--stipendiary they are known as talatis, when they are bereditaey and 
receive their remuneration in the form of land held on ••'•" right, 
they are known as leulll•r•z's. -The talati until recently received: 
Rs. 14 to Rs. 24. Their pay has recently been raised toRs. 2e to
Rs. 30 but they were still unsatisfied and many or them struck nnsuc· . 
cessfully for a minimum pay of Rs. 30, the minimum fo!' clerks in taluk__ 
offices. The lntlll•rni right is often held jointly, in which case the· 
rigbtbolders bold office in turn for periods of five years. This is often 
reduced by illness, resignations or .misconduct and in any case the-_ 
shortness of the period renders it impossible to train them as surveyors. 
Efforts' are being made to bring the w•t•11 system to an end by com-

. muting the wata11 right. · _ -
The Commissioner of Settlements is in charge of Settlement, 

Land Records and Registration. Subordinate to bim on the settle
ment side are usually five or .six settlement officers. ,Their reportsc 
are noted on by the Collector and go from the Commissioner of· 
Settlements to Government through the Divisional Commis:,ioner. On. 
the Land Records side, the officers immediately subordinate to the- · 
Settlement Commissioner are the four Superintendents of Land 
Records, _one to each Commissioner's Division •. Of these usually
two are Indian Civil Service officers and the others are recruited from 
the Deputy· Collector's cadre. In each district thel'e is a District 
Inspector of Land Records, an officer of Mamlatdar's grade who
i• subordinate to the Collector. Under him is a survey staff
comprising of a head surveyor on Rs. 70 to Rs. 90 and measuring_ 
circle inspectors on Rs. 35-80. It is by this stall that the mapping 
and measurement of subdivisions is being c:alTied out. Un the Land. 
Records side, therefore, the Commissioner of Settlements and Lancl 
Records ia an inspecting and advising officer. 



"IH.E LAND ~EVENUE SYSTEM OF THE CENTRAL 
PROVINCES. : 

(This Note does not apply t~ Berar unless expressly stated.) 

I.-The Basis., Sta'!-dayd and Pdnci'ples of Assessment. 

1. In 'the Central Provinces, except for~ few ryotwari villages in 

T 
which Government deals directly witli individual 

enures · f 1 d · • · · cultivators, the system o an revenue JS zamm· 
. .Oari; Government deals ordinarily not. with the-individual cultiva~or, 

but with the holder of a property cultivated by tenantl. He rna}• be 
.a zamindar, holding a large estate, but is, typically, a man known as a 
malguzar~ holding or owning a share in one or more properties (mahals) , 
of some soo to r',ooo acres each. The ptahal and the village are 
generally in effect identical; one and the same unit is a village in its 
administrative aspect and a mahaUor the purpose of assessing land 
revenue. Single villages are, however, sometimes '' perfectly parti-
tioned" at settlement into two or more mabals. , . . · 

2. The conditions of occupancy in the Central Provinces are so . 

C d
. . f distinctive and complex that a brief account of 

on 1ttons o occu- • f c1 
pancy. them at th1s stage appears nece!"sary or a ear 

understanding of the revenue system. It would " 
seem that a malguzar was originally a collector of revenue, but the 
British Government converted him into a landlord responsible for the 
land revenue of the village. A village usually covers soo to I,ooo 
acres, though villages of 2,ooo ~cres and more are not uncommon. · 

For the most part a village is cult.ivated by the malguzar's tenants. 
Of these there are three classes, absolute occupancy, occupancy, 
and tenants at will called "sub-tenants." Absolute occupancy right 
is heritable and transferable subject to pre-emption by. the malguzar. 
Occupancy right is heritable within certain. limits and can be 
transferred to c~rtain heirs. Transfer to others •requires the 
malguzar's consent and if made without such consent_is voidable. It 

-can also bo annulled through the Deputy Commissioner on apRiica·. 
iion by the heirs of the transferring tenant. If an occupancy tenant 
.wishes to dispose of his right to an outsider, he has therefore not only 
to ,pay consent money to his malguzar but also to ~ecure the acquies
cence of his heirs, if ;my. Occupancy tenancies may not be mort··. 
gaged, bpt •uh-lettiog for il year is permissible. · . " 

~bsolu~ OCC\lpapcy flnd pccypancy tenants cannot be evicted so 
-l®g ~ th~J pay rent and ~o qQt use their laqd for non-agcicultural 
-pur~·· TlJ~ r.en~.of ab!!Olqte 9CC:Upancy ~eqants are fixed by tJ¥: 
..U.~pt pffi~e,r J.Pd QD QP11 J>e .enhaqc~d «Juring the ~urt.enq of~ 
•tt.k•eDJ ~Q ,vqy e~eptio~_. c:ircpm!ltailces; The rents of oC£upaACJ •a.w.. Pf iJto ~ 1>7 ~ ~~e.m.~!'~ 9fjicer .~flt m~y be C:O~Il«<ed at . •' ...... "'\· 
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intervals of not less than ten yeara during the currency of the settle
ment, either by agreement with the landlord, or by a revenue officer
on an application by the landlord, showing that the rent fixed at 
settlement was less than the full rent assessable, or that, since settle
ment, there bas been a rise in prices, or a permanent increase in the
total area under cultivation within the holding .• Enhancement of 
occupancy rents between settlements is now exceptional. 

Land cultivated by ~ malguz.ar himself is called his home farm •. 
Home farm is of two kmds, •• sar " and " khudkasht." Continuous-

. self cultivation for six years entitles home farm to ~e ~ailed u sir." This 
may be let to tenants at will and hence, to avoid excessive creation of 
such tenants, the area of •• sir" permissible is limited to zs per cent. of 
the occupied area of the village. Khudkasbt cannot be leased, even 
for one year', without the lessee acquiring occupancy right in it. :Sir land 

.is highly valued as it gives a chance of rack renting. The typical 
village contains both sir and khudkasht. . 

Although tlfe malguzar is the proprietor of the village there may 
be independent plot proprietors in it who are separately assessed to 
land revenue and hold, not from the malguzar but from· Government. 
These are known as malik-mak~uzast Their revenue is fixed by the 
settlement officer at the same bme as he fixes the rents to be paid by 
the malguzar's tenants. The malguur is responsible for its collectioo
and for its credit to Government ex,·ept for the drawback of 10 to ao 
per cent. which he retains as remuneration. He may recover arrears of 
malik-makbuza revenue either by a civil suit or through the Deputy 
Commissioner under section 157 of the Central Provinces Land 
Revenue Act. In practice ·be resorts freely to either alternative. 

3· The revenue is based on the assets of the mahal. The " gross-

Th b . d ta d assets" include the payments of plot-proprietors: 
easJSansn· h." t", 1 • "d Th ard of assessment. t e ne • or rna guz~n assets o not. e-

- malguzan assets cons1st of (a) the rents of 
tenants (not sub-tenants), (6) the rental value of the home farm and 
(e) siwai, i~. forest and miscellaneous income. In typical villages the 
" assets 11 consist chiefly of ~· rent" ; but both terms of this statement 
have a purely technical significance and unless carefully interpreted· 
are apt to prove misleading. . 

The rents a&tu•ll1 pa"d as sud are customary and rarely have any
close relation with the economic rent, while there is a general and 
iocreasing tendency on the part of malguzars to leave them at the same 
flomiJial figure from one settlement to the next, ancJ to take advantage
of the rise in land values by exacting heavy premium on new leases
of surrendered holdings or the leasing of new land. Thus the revenue, 
if based on rents, actually paid, would tend to remain stationary. h 
is therefore necessary for .the settlement officer to fix rents, aod this-. 
is one prime operation of settlement. The rent resembles a ryotwari 
assessment fixed for a period of years by the settlement officer. 

Even the rents fixed by the settlement officer bear no systematic: 
relation to the economic rent. It is the accepted ·policy and ultimate
aim of rent fixation that rental disparitiea based on custom shall be
abolished and rents fixed solely "with reference to economic consider&• 
tiona • but it- is equally an unquestioned tradition that this moat be
acco~plisbed gradually. Although a time ia contemplated wbea tbe-: 



f 
rents actually paid shall be in S<?me degree proportional to COmpetltivo 
economic rents, the prospect- 1s so remote that no standard has y~t 
been laid down and economic rent grows so rapidly _that se_ttlement 
rents always te~d to lag behind still further. General conditions such 
as the rise of prices and t~e. pit~h .of those rents which have been 
determined in part by competition, 1ndacate the degree of enhancement 
suitable· but the main task of the settlement officer is to fix a new 
rent for' every holding, bearing in mind, not only such general con- ' 
siderations but also the existing pressure of rent and other individual 
circumstan~es particular to that holding. 

When the settlement officer fixes the rents to be· paid by tenants 
be also fius on a similar scale the rental valuation of the home far~ 
and of land held free of rent by village servants i_n lieu of pay, and 
estimates the miscellaneous income (siwai) from fisheries,- water 
dues fruit trees, grazing and timber rights, riparian dues, etc. • 

The u Malguzari" or" Net" Assets thus comprise :- _ 
(a) rents fixed by the settlement officer to be paid by tenants; 
(b\ rental value of land cultivated as the home farm by or on 

behalf of the malguzar, or rent free by village servants. 
(c) the miscellaneous income (siwai) from fisheries, water dues, 

fruit trees, grazing and timber rights, house sites, etc. -
01 the Assets as thus calculated 50 per cent. represents the normal_ 

proportion to be taken as land revenue ; in practice the proportion 
may exceed half, or, for good reason, be less than half. But if the 
fraction taken at the last settlement was less than half, it is never 
raised above one-half. 

The revenue from plot proprietors is calculated as if they held from 
Government at the same rate as prevails among the tenants of the estate. 

Thus, so far as rents are concerned, the revenue is based, not on 
the net assets, the rent which under competitive economic conditions 
could be paid; nor on the. actual assets, the r~nt which actually is 
paid ; but on the rent whach the settlement officer, having regard 
to general and particular circumstances, considers a r~sonable 
enhancement on the rent already paid, aq,d therefore fixes as the rent 
which shall be paid. -

4- The bulk of the revenue assessment is fixed. In malguzari 
. d d fl .• villages extensions are not assessed between -Faxe an uchsatmg tl 1 • "I • . assessments. set ements. n ryotw:tn v1lages the revenue as 

fixed on the survey numbers, but fluctuates 
according to the .survey numbers under occupation. Water rate for. 
water from Government irrigatioiJ sources varie!!l witli the area for 
whi~b ~ate~ is supplied. Apart from this ~d a few cases of shifting 
culbvataon tn . forests, the only fluctuating ryotwari revenue is that 
assessed -on Impermanent alluvium in ryotwari are~ such as 
temporary patches of melon cultivation ; $hifting alluvial cultivation of 
this kind is of .lit~Je importance in maJgazari villages as regards assess
ment because at IS reckoned among the mia;cellaneous assets (siwai). 

s. The rent or rental valuation is assessed as ;a lump s1,1m per bold· 
Allowances. ing, which is calculated ":ith reference to acre 
. • . rates framed for the dafferent ·classes· and 

qaahties of ~oal. U nculturable land is excluded in cal4=ult~:t!ng the rental 

•• 
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•alue, similarly an allowance is made for ·such fallow as may bE 
incident:'-1. to good husbandry, considering the class of soil. But, il 
good.sodJs left fallow, no allowance is made merelv on the groun~ 
that at ha~ been left uncultivated for a long period ; formerly it Wa.! 

the_ pract1ce to exempt such land as '' old fallow " but this is no"' 
regarded as a premium on lazi~egs and, indirectly, a tax on industry, 
. 6, The necessity for temporarily deferring the full enhancement 

Deferred enhance- of revenue at re-settlement is _partly obviated i11 
ments. the Central Provinces by the attention paid to the 

. current demand in framing the new assessment; 
but, partly for the same reason, the provisions relating to this pllint are 
rather colllplicated.- Deferred enhancements may be employed whea 
the net enhancement, that is, the gross revenue enhan;:ement minus 
the rent enhancement; exceeds 33 per cent. of the old revenue, A net 
l"evenue enhancement· not exceeding 33 pet cent. should be taken at 
once, the balance. up to 66 per cent. after five years,· and ·anything 
beyond 66 percent. aftt>r ten years. By recent leg•slation it has become 
permissible similarly to defer the enhancement of rt>nt. . 

. 1· Private improvements by embankments or irrigation works 
· are exempted at the aext followin~~ settlement Exemption of 

Improvements. from enhancement on account of the improve-
ment, provided as r~C"gards embankm~nt that the 

wo~k has cost Rs: 50 in all and not less than Rs. r 5 per acre; minor 
improvements are dealt with by classification.. Allowances may also 
be made for improvements, such as drinking wells, intended to promote 
rural amenities rather than to yield profit. The instructions prescribe 
that the rules should be liberally interpreted, and for large works 
which cost not less than Rs. s,ooo special terms may be applied. 

:8. Expenditure by Government on irrigation is rtcouped iri 

W t 
'R · ' two ways, by a rate for the use of water, and by 

a er ate. th . h f b . h . . "fi d e en ancement o revenue w 1c ts JUst! e 
by the increased stability of assets resulting from the construction of 
an irrigation work. -
· ·For each work a schedule of water rates per acre for different 
cropJ is prepared by the Executive Engineer in consultation with the 
Deputy Commissioner, and notified after consideration by Government. 
The rates are .not fixed with mathematically accutate reference. to 
the increase in production resulting from the use of water, but.are 
intended to encourage people to use water; the rates should be as 
remunerative as possible withou1 discouraging the spread of irrigation, 
The rate varies with the crop, but for rke the water may either be 
taken on an annual agreement before cultivation, or on demand, as 
water is required, at a considerably higher rate •. By a recent innovation 
villages may enter into a long term agreement by which they undertake, 

- for a period, usually of ten years, to pay a water rate on the whole· 
cropped dry rice area within their village which the work commands, 
The long term agreement is only for rice. If a man were to grow 
cane or other crops in his rice area he would be charged' separately 
for it but such a case has never been known. Panchayats or Village 
Committees usually under the mukaddam (heat! man) as sir-panch 
have been appointed to assist in the assessment and collection of 
irrigaUon dues, and a Canal Deputy CoHector has been appointed as 



r 
Tevenue as~istant to the Executive Engineer and "liaison off1cer ·~ 
"between the irrigation .Department and the people .and revenue 
authorities. - - - -· 

· The improvement of land by Government irrigation is considered 
by the settlement office!.' in fixing rents. For improved land he caD 
fix a· hi.,-her rent than· otherwise would have been possible i all the 
land ha~ been rendered secure, and some, prior to irrigation, would 

- nave been uncultivable. The settlement officer , estimates·· this 
so-called indirect increase of revenue due to the improvement and fl?r 
-statistical purposes this-revenue is placed to the credit of the Irrigation 
Depart~ent_, but in the prov!nci~l _acco·u·nts it apye~rs ~s- !and revenue -
from irngatwn. In ryotwan villages the practice 1s Similar, but land 
newly brought under cultivation is immediately assessed to revenue 
and it is unnecessary therefore to delay until eettlement the credit of 
the revenue as due to irrigation. 

g. Local Cesses are calculated at sl per cent. on_ the revenue; 
L 

1 
C - formerly they comprised a charge of 3 per cent. for 

oca esses. roads, 2 per cent. for schools and half per cent. 
for the Post Office and there was an additional rate of 6 per cent. 
for the pay of patwaris, tiut now this cess has been abolished and 
the remainder have been amalgamated to form one generallo~al fund •. 

II.~Se_ttlement. 

ro. A settlement roster is maintained showing the routine order 

S ttl t 
of districts for re-settlement. Two years before 

e emen . d b . h S 1 . procedure. operations are ue to eg1n t e ett ement 
Commissioner reports whether there are grounds 

to extend the existing settlement. Unless ~;ufficient grounds to the 
contrary exist arrangements are made for re-settlement• 

The operations of settlement in the Central Provinces, as .. 
elsewhere, fall under ., three heads;. the collection of 'data, the 
approximate determination or forecast of the revised demand,_ and its · 
distribution. The material is examined, a forecast is framed, . the 
general lines and limits of assessment are laid down, but the whole 
process of distribution is dominated, and the demand itself in no small 
degre; determined, by ~he minute ~tte!ltion best.o\~ed ?n the rent-paying 
capacity of each cultivator. Thts 1s the dtshnc.bve character of 
settlement_ procedure in the Central Provinct>s; within the general 
limits indicated by the group, the particular circumstances of each 
village are considered, and within -the general village limits 
the circumstances of each _cultivator, thus gradually building 
up the aggregate demand. It ts perhaps a natural corollary of this 
practice that more than elsewhere the operations are broken up into 
separate stages and closely scrutinized. Hitherto, an important 
preliminary of settlement has been an extensive revision of the survey, 
but with the survey operation~ the. settlement officer has no 
immediate concern. The iirst stage is the preparation of the Forecast · 
Report. For about .six months tile settlement officer is studying· 
'the district, arranging his plan of operations and supervising the 
compilation ol statistics. He- summarises his results ia a Forecast 



Report containing his proposals for the couduct of the settlement and 
his estimate of the financial results. The report is published for un• 
official criticism and submitted for orders. As it is submitted about 
June there is little for the settlement officer to do until the next field 
season begins in October or November, and he may be temporarily 
emplore~ on other duty, for example, as a,n officiating Deputy 
Comm1ss1oner. 

In the second stage, after receipt of orders on his forecast, the 
settlement officer works out his detailed proposals for the fixation 
of rents by holdings and villages. This corresponds to the stage
of distributiotl in other systems; but, as just remarked, in the 
Central Provinces there is no distribution of an aggregate demand. 
The analysis conducted in the forecast shows that in a certain tahsil 
an enhancement of, say, 30 or 40 per cent. would be justified ; this 

• estimate is frtlmed on _general considerations. For any single group 
of villages within the tahsil an enhancement of 30 pt'r cent. may be 
expedient, for another 35 and for another 45 ; for any single village 
an enhancement of 25 per cent. or 50 per cent. may be suitable ; for 

. any individual holding an e_nhancement of I 0 per cent .. or I 00 per
eent. may be required. · In many villages no rental enhancement at 
all is imposed as rents are already high enough. The forecast only 
gives wide limits and the general line; in the second stage the 

- forecast is put aside and the settlement officer works from detail to
aggregate. .The principal operations of the second stage are the 
attestation of the annual record, and the fixing of individual rents. 
Attestation is the basis of the record as a legal document but does. 
not bear on the settlement of the revenue. -As regards this. the 
tettlement officer submits for approval proposals for the formation of 
groups, for classification of the soils, and for the relative valuation of 
his soil classes. ' On these points he obtains the orders of the Settle
ment Commijsioner as he proceeds. Then, group by group, he· 
classifies the soil and,- by applying the soil unit system described 
below, he gauges the pressure.of rent and pr~eds to fix new rents~ 
As he works out his proposals for each group he submits themior orders. 
. On receipt of orders he announces the assessm~nts; annou~ce-

. me11t is the last stage of field work. But office work remams. 
As the settlement officer completes each tahsil he furnishes a 
statement of the financial effect 41-nd at the end of the settlement, 
when all the rents have been announced and all the tahsil figures 
submitted, he compiles an elaborate report explaining and justify~ng 
his settlement. • 

n. The Forecast Party comprises the settlement officer-
The -~ettlement estab· designate with f~ur clerks. The strength of a 
. Jishmeftt. Settlement Party IS tabulated below:-

One settlement officer, normally from the Commission. 
Five assistant settlement officers, of whom one is usually ot 

the Provincial Service and the others tahsildars and 
na ib-tahsildars. · 

Ten additional revenue inspectors on Rs. 4o--6o. 
About fifty temporary additional revenue inspectors 011 Rs. 30. 

and 35· · 
Up to twenty paid candidates on Ra: 15. 



There is also an office and clerical staff of fifteen men, including .a 
bead clerk and a statistical. superintendent each on Rs. 8o-z-1oo, 
-a record keeper, and ch:rks. Uuring settlement the settlement office~ 
~s in charge of the district land records establishment. ' • 

I z. The settlement officer is not required, for the practical 

Th I I 
. f purpose of. assessment, to determine the s:om

e ca cu atJon o · • . • t t' th 1 f outturns and prices. petlttve econom1c ten 1 represen. m~ . e va ue o . 
the produce less the cost of culhvat1on, and only 

needs this information to assist him in fixing rents with regard to their 
. .,xistiug pressure; elaborate enquiries into outturns, prices and cost of 
·cultivation are, therefore, unnecessary. · · 

Standard outturns fot the main crops in each district have been 
-compiled by the revenue staff aided by the Agricultural pepartment; 
these do hot recognize any distinction by soil classes but are assumed 
to rt>present the whole area. Experimeqts are conducted annually, 
and, during the forecast year, the stttlement officer ·is expected to 
-examine the results, and to perform personally a fe\\" careful experi• 
ments. But the n·sults of a few experiments over a wide area with 
numerous distinct qualities of soil can only justify very wide and 
general conclusions as to the probable course of deterioration or 
improvement, and beyond this so little weight is attached to such 
-experiments that the settlement officer may omit to mention them 
in his forecast report. Outturns recorded in estate~ under the Courts 
of Wards may also be examined. For the prin~ipal crops a table 
-o.f prices is compiled from official printed returns, from the examina
tiOn of account books, and from enquiries among cultivators. General 
-considerations affecting the cost of labo_ur are then examined. · . 

On the foregoing material the settlement officer calculates to what 
extent the rents fixed at last settlement might, in theory, be enhanced; 
but he makes no prerence of ascertaining with any degree of accuracy 
the net value of the total tract or district outturn, or of "Comparing· 
it in any_ detail at settlement and at revision. He aims solely at 
-obtaining general figures indicatir.g the maximum limits for ephandng 
rents. 

13, Another important feature of the forecast is the ·examination 
The t. f ts of the land values and rental history Here scru my o ren , . h l ffi · A agam t e sett ement o cer 1s not expecte.,.. to 
make any systematic enquiry over the whole settlement area. He is . 
instructed to collect a certain number of specific cases rather than to 
accumulate wi~h the assistance of the land records staff a mass of 
statistics of doubtful accuracy and uncertain content. Indebtedness 
is similarly dealt with: Enquiries in the field are suppl~mented by 
inspection of the land records and registration offices. Just as the 
enquiry into produce values and cost of cultivation indicates the 
maxim_um enhancement on the rentl, as fixed at la3t settlement, which 
could 111 theory be taken ; so this enquiry into land and rental values 
indicates the maximum enhancement on the rents, as they now stand, 
~hi~b it will be expedient to take. Suppose that prices would 
]Usttfy an enhancement of 33 per cent. on rents fixed at the former 
settlement, whereas a comparison of the rental then and now shows in 
the aggregate a rise of lo per cent., a further enhancement on the 
.original rental is justified. 



. On this material the. settlement officer prepares his forecast~ 
This has hitherto been submitted through the Local Administration t~ 
the Government of India for sancti,n and any subsequent divergence· 
from the sanctioned estimate by more than 1 S per cent. must be 
reported for further orders. 

1 4· Jn the next stage of settlement the formulation of assessment 
. 0 .6 1

• proposals and the fixation of rents are effected 
assa ca aon. b G • d S "I Cl "fi . Th · y roupmg an 01 ass1 cation.· - ese 

operations correspond with the distribution of the assessment in other 
systems of settlement. It is more convenient to describe the process 

'· of classification first. The main classification relates to the inherent 
properties of the soil, but there are subordinate heads dividing 
the soils .into sub-classes according to their crop capacity and 
position. 

Ordinarily eight or ten· classes of soil are recognized as typical 
of the district; for example at the settlement of Nagpur in J8go·g5 
there were, nominally, six !ypes of soil: recent alluvium (kt~ckka,.), 
black clay (kali), brown loam (mo,.and), gravelly or sandy loam 

. (knaf'di), gravel (ba,.dt) and sand (f'etaf"i). These \\ere graded in 8 
qualities, two qualities of black clay and of brown loam being 
recognized. Abnormal varieties and qualities of soil were fitted 
into th~se eight classes according to common s_!!nse and the discretion 
of the .settle'ment officer rather than with strict reference to their 
physical or chemical composition. The so·called ·u soil classes '' 
were not rigidly distinguished by soil difterences but were rather 

·
4

' assessment classes'' of which the contents were ordinarily determined 
by the nature of the soil. 

Crop _capacity signifies the particular fertility of certain soils for
certain crops: a typical ex3:mple is sand with an impenetrable sub-soil 
which, given ample w_ater, will yield good crops of rice, but is 
llaturally and in general infertile.. Similarly there may be two s~_ils, 
possibly even two soils indistinguishable in appearance, one of which 
yields excellent wheat or cotton and the other wall not grow these crops •. 
For an equitable assessment it is necessary to ·distinguish between 
such qualities of soils where they are on a scale deserving consideration. 
Land is subdivided therefore according to its crop capacity, for 
example, as Rice land, Wheat land, Garden land and Minor Crop or
Open Field land; the Rice land may be further differentiated as Dry 
Rice land and Irrigated land. (It will be noticed that the distinction 
by crop capacity corresponds approximately to the Burma practice of 
re~ognizing different Maio Kinds.) 
· The conception of position classes' does not seem ever to have 
been very clearly defined ; cla~sification by position is in practice a 
modification of the soil class value by a variety of advantages and 
defects, some of which relate t9 the position relative to the general 
level, some to the position relative to the village, some to the nature 

· · or position of the surface, and some to the water advantages. Thus
in Nagpur, wheat lands were differentiated as low-lying (laun), level 
(sadhcran), or high-lying or cut up (patkar or wanuri), and also aa. 
kkaf'i (land weU manured owing to its proximity to the village site) or 
-ran (jungle land), and also they might be irrigable, or embanked, with, 
large embankments (bandkan), or with small embankments (!Jandkia). 



Similarly Rice land was cbssed as Irrigated or UnirrigateO, and the. 
Jatter as low-lying (jlzila11), level (saman), or high (tikra).. Garden 
land was classed as lrrigable or Unirrigable, and as near to or , far 
from the village In modern settlemt-nts there is a tendency also 
to recognize three zone.s, modifying the ~oil value accor~ing as it is .n~r 
or distant from the vlllage; under th1s scheme the JUngle posttlon 
(ra~r) is abolished. · -

Formerly it was the practice ~>n!Y to note the clas,ificatie~ in. a 
register but now every (eature Is Illustrated on a map. Ordmartly 
the soil class boundaries are outlined in red, ·ilTigation limits in blue 
and position limits in green, the names or appropriate symbols of the. 
soil classes and other distinctions are entered in pencil. -

15. Obviouslv classification on these principles renders minute 
•Th il . , • refinement possible and full advantage has been 

e so umt system. k f h" · 1 d • f t" t"ti ta en o t Is ; a s1mp e ev1ce or es 1ma 1 g1 

recording and utilizing thel!'e numerous shades of value is .therefore 
essential. Such a device has been found in the soit unit system. A. 
soil unit is a measure of the productive capacity of soil, just as an 
area unit; a squ:ue foot, is a measure of area. In.the soil unit system 
the relative \'alue of different soils is expressed by soil factors of a 

-varying number of soil units. The value of land is assume4 to depend 
on the average_ net profits of cultivation, and for each clas~_of soil irt 
every position a factor is assigned expressing its value relative to other 
soils. For example, with five soils, A, B, C, D, E, let the factor 32 be 
allotted to C ;.then if the value of A be double that pf C, and B occupy 
a median pol'ition, and similarly E half that of C, with D betweel1', the 
relative values will be f4, 48, 32, 24, 16.- The relative values can be 
altered for different positions, thus A in ·a defective position can be . 
reduced from 64 to 56 and B in a favourable position raised from 48 to 
5f. If, as is ordinarily the case, soil values vary with crop capacity 
the particular fertility of any given soil under a certain crop can be 
recognized by varying the factors. It is claimed that on this system,_ 
by careful enquiries over wide areas, and particularly by examination 
of the figures of sub-rents, or new rents, of holdings which are hom~ 
geneous in soil, the relatiYe values of all soils in all positions can be 
established with a considerable degree of accuracy, sufficient at· all 
events for practis:al comparison between villages and groups, and even 
to a certain extent for «;om paring one district with another.- ~ 

16. For convenience the matter of grouping has 'been reserved 
• G - until the soil classification had been described ; 

roupmg. • • h f . f d tn practice t ~ ormation o groups prece e~ 
classification. Both grouping and classification have one object: to 
facilitate the comparison of rental pressure. Suppose that one holding 
is found on cl~ssification to contain 436 soil units and another 196 units, 
if both let for Rs. 21 or 336 aonas the rent per unit or unit-incidence 
on the first is "77 and ·on the second I"IJ. If the unit incidence for the. 
village as a whole be roo, the former is lightly and the latter heavily~ 
rented. But if the latter holding be in a village where land values 
are high and the former in a jungle tract the pressure of rent may be 
l~s on the holding which has the higher unit incidence. Such 
anomalies are forestalled so far as possible by dividing_ each tahsil 
into groups of villages more or less similar in character, each group, 
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ordinarii)' containing from so to So villages. As will be seen below 
there is a further classification of the villages at a later stage. 

17. The processes just described, grouping, the selection of soil 
· · ·. classes and positions and the allotment of their 

ContrCJl ove! gro?p1ng ·relative values or soil factors are disposed of by 
and classification. the settlement officer under the orders of the 

Settlement and Financial Commissioners between the forecast and the 
first submissi-on of detailed proposals. They are dealt with in 
cottespondence and the printed reports do not contain any justification 
of the liystem of grouping and classification but in certain cases the 
settlement officer has left on record for his successor suggestions for 
improvements at the next revision. -

18. The settlement officer is now in a position to tilt the standard 
• ·unit rate for the whole group, and to propose unit 

~T .•. Ahssessment: rates for each village and rents for each holding. 
a. e group rate. This he does as follows. 
· For.each group the total number of units in each cash-rented 

holding is determined by compilation· and addition, and similarly the 
total cash rental. Dividing the number of annas in the rent by the 

_number of soil units he arrives at the rent per !'oil unit over the whole 
group expressed in annas; this is the unit incidence for the group. 
He takes this as the basis of his proposals for enhancement. Suppose 
that the existing rent per unit, i.e., the unit incidence, is '75 anna. 
The settlement officer, after examining general conditions in the light 
of particular circumstances, proposes a new· standard unit r,ate for the 
group 1 say, x·oo per unit. The forecast has given the probable 
enhancement fot the tahsil, determined by g~neral considerations; this 
is further con-sidered and may be modified during detailed inspection, 
but if the forecast is maintained the settlement officer must decide 
whether the group under consideration is typical of the tahsil, ·or can 
stand a higher enhancement than the average, or requires lenient 
treatment. He w,ill consider the pressure of rents, the rental history 
during the expiring settlement, the stability of the tract in bad years, 
the general character and condition of agriculture and the cultivators, 
markets, the demand for land, and lastly the forecast estimate. These 
general considerations suggest a suitable standard unit rate, but before 
framing any proposal he will test its detailed appl.ication in a few 
villages. 'This examination 'of general conditions and particular 
circumstances will enable him to propose a standard unit rate for 
the gtoup. (It may appear in the course of these enquiries that The 
villages should be divided into two or more classes and if so this is 
permissible.) · • 

The next stage is to consider village raten, the rate suited for each 
·b Th .11 village in the group; Any one village may have 

• e VI age rate.· better soil, be closer to the tparket or the railway, 
o.r fhe existing rents may be above or below the average. The sett1e-

-ntent officer has to determine what percentage of enhancement should 
be taken in each village. At the end of this stage he fixes .the unit 
rate which will give the desired result and applies this to his soil 
factors to give acre rates which are rounded to the nearest anna. 
(It will be noticed that the acre rate for the same soil class differs from 
vinage to village with the variations in the village unit rates.) 



. . The settlement officer has fixed the group rate with :reference to 
c The deduced rent, the general conditions of the dist.ticl"'and the 

f.•: holding rate: Rent particular circumstances pf the group, he has 
fixation. . fixed the village rate with reference to the 
general conditions of the group aad the particular circumstances •. of. 
the village; it remains for him to fix t~~ actual rent ?f each holdmg 
with reference· to the general conditions of the VIllage and the 
particular circumstances of each cultivator. The application .of the 
.acre rate to each holding gives what is knoWil as the "deduced rent,~' 
but in practice the deduced rent is frequently not that actually fixed. 
The rent fixed may be above the deduced rent, if the existing rent is 
already above it (in which case it is not _enhanced) ; or below it, if the 
deduced rent is too heavy to be applied; Using the deduced rent as a 
guide the settlement officer fixes the rent of each- holding •n a 
<:onsideration of the existing rent and all the other circumstances of the 
holding at7d the tenant. In fixing these the settlement officer relies 
principally on the ford masaric.m, a confidential document classifying 
the cultivators into five classes acrording to their rent-paying capacity; 
for example a man with a money lending or cotton. gmwing and 
pressing business, or a big pension from Government, can pay .a higher 
rent than a man who has mortgaged his cattle, or a widow who supple
ments the income from her holding by labour for other people. 

The settlement officer then submits his proposals for the assess-

d Th R t- · t d ment of the group as a whole and for ~ach 
• e en ra e an 'II h' h · · Th 1 Assessment Report VI age w IC 1t contams. ese proposa s are 

' printed with a brief report and go· through the 
Settlement Commissioner to the Financial Cqmmissioner for- orders. 
The Financial Commissioner can alter the rate for the group as a whole 
or for any particular village; if he alters the rate for _the group he will . 
probably alter the rates for certain villages so that the general effect i~ 
to give the demand produced by the group rate as revised by him. In 
~verv village for which the unit rate is altered it becomes necessary 
for the settlement officer to re-calculate all the individual rents • 

19. The last stage of field work is the announcement o( the. new 
Announcement f rents and revenues. This is conducted group by 

the demand. 
0 

. group as the orders of the Financial Commis-
sioner are received. The rents for each holding 

have already been calculated and entered in. pencil ; if the Financial 
Commissioner approves the group and village rates the pencilled 
figures are inked up. The cultivators are .summoned to ·convenLent 
camps and the assistant settlement officer in the presence of· the 
settlement officer presents each cultivatd'r with a patta or rent certi
ficate containing full details regarding the registration of his land, 
its area and the rent fixed.. As shown below the cultivator has 
.an opportunity for objecting to the contents of his patta or may ·even 
refuse to acc_ept it on the rent stated and surrender it, but there is very 
rarely ~ny difficulty on this score .. Similarly the payments to be made 
by mahk-m!lkbuzas are fixed and an acceptance taken, and the revised 
assessment IS then offered to the malguzar and his acceptance ( kabulitJt) 
iseaken. As each tahsil is completed the settlement officer submit~t an 
Asses!'ment Statement comparing the forecast and results, and after 
the last tahsil statement he sub111ib his report on the whole operations. 

. ' 



. This report is printed for the general public and they can also obtaizt 
, the tahsil reports on payment. , 

ao. Objections to settlement propo~als can be raised at two-
The publication of stages. 

1 
• 

settlement proposals. Under secbon 57 of the Land Revenue-
Act it is obligatory on Government, before notify

ing the inception of settlement, to publish proposals for the standard. 
enhancement of rents, the percentage of assets to be taken as revenue 
and the term for which the settlement is to be made. To this end the 
officer responsible for the forecast draws up a resume of bis
propo~als, in which he explains, as simply as possible, the proposals and 
their effrct, with illustrations giving the present and proposed acre rates 
on typical soi!s. This is published and brought to the notice of tbe 
people interested, after which the deputy commissioner and the settle
ment officer convene -a representative public meeting where the 
proposals arP- explained, discussed and criticised. This provides for 
effective criticism of the general considerations underlying the 
proposals; the same material on which Governrrent will pass orders is 
before the people who will be affected by the orders: 
• But . while this procedure guarantees a convenient opportunity 
for discussion of the proposals in general, and the facts and argu
ments on which they rest, the afplication of these principles is a 
particular interest and provision is also made for the consideration of 
individual representations.· \Vhen the subordinate staff and junior
officers visit the lar.d:every individual has an opportunity of disc~vering 
all the facts relating to the registration, survey; classification of his 
holding and a further opportunity when the settlement officer comes. 
rouud. · Ordinarily people are ·little interested however until they 
receive their patt~ at ~nnouncement, when, as a matter of ·course~ 
a show of objection will be made, even before the details are examined. 
lf there is any. serious grievance the cultivator will maintain his 
protest, the settlement officer will then see informally whether there
has been any obvious mistake in classification, calculation of area, or
otherwise1 and rectify it if discovered. The applicant if not satisfied
can present a written petition on which the settlement officer will pass 
a·formal order.. Any matter relating to the record may be a subject 
of complaint; there may be a_complaint that unirrigated land has been 
classed as irrigated, that s.and bas been classed a.s clay, or poor loam 
as good loam ; there is no rej;triction. But usually the complaint is, 
va~uely, that the land has_ been over classed. Against an order by 
the settlement officer an appeal lies to t~e Settlement Commissioner, 
~nd so on upwards by appeal or revision. Thus in the second stage 
objection may be taken to the particular application of the general
principles which have been formulated ai}d accepted in the first stage. 

21. The procedure described above has been found rather elaborate 
- for backward tracts. The soil unit system is 

A simplified 1 
· system. complicated and difficult for the peop e to under-. 

stand, and it involves a long delay between the 
settlement enquiries and the cannouncement of the rent. Under the 
simplified system lately introduced the settlement offictr varies ~e 
factor scale from village· to village and announces the rents' provision-
9lly before they have been reviewed by the Settlement Commissioner-



or approved by the Financial Commissioner. ~ ThiS: sy!Jtell\ · is. 
considered suitable for any area. w~ere the limits of enhancement are:, 
governed by the low pitch of ex1stmg rents. 

/11.-Tke Collectio'! of Re'Uenue. 

· 22. Land revenue receipts fall under three heads-
Tb 1 d d (i) Ordinary Land Revenue on the Roll, i.e:_ 

e annua eman · the fixed collections. ~ 
(ii) Ordinary Land Revenue not on the Roll, i.e. chiefly ryofwari. 

collections and fluctuating revenue. . . . ·' 
(iii) Miscellaneous Land Revenue. . 

.,. As regards Land Revenue on the Roll,. the procedure of collection· 
and account, so long as there are no suspensions or remissions, is very · 
simple; a register called kist bandi is maintained showing the revenue: 
as fixed at settlement and this entry· remains-unaltered until (e.g. ,by 
acquisition for a road) the total alters. From this a Register of 
Demands and Collectious (the Khati.oni) is prepared, showing the
demand for the current and three preceding years. On the fixed date 
or dates the headman {lambardar) is required to produce the revenue 
fixed at settlement as payable by him and his co-sharers and by the
plot propri~tors for whom he is responsible. In most villages, there · 
are two harvests,..the autumn (kharif) and the spring (rabi), and1 for the· 
convenience of payees, revenue is collected in two corresponding:. 
instalments. The settlement officer proposes these with reference 
to the harvests of each village. The revenue may be collec~ed entird.)t. 
after the kharif harvest or entirely after the rabi harvest. Half may 
be collected.after each harvest or the proportions may be l and! or l· 
or f. If, and for e'xample, the village were almost entirely under· 
wheat, the revenue would be collected at the end of the rabi season. 

In the case of Land Revenue not on the Roll, due from ryotwari 
cultivators, the patwari is required,.annually during November, to 
prepare an· Assessment Roll (Jamabandi) in wl>.ich he includes all 
holdings under cultivation. An abstract is furnished to the headman. 
who colleCts the money and pays it into the treasury on achalan, which 
serves also as a record of the people who have paid. The abstract. 
and chalan are filled up by the patwari on his visit to the village ..... 

As regards most of the revenue, it is unnecessary to furnish the
cultivators, "'ith a notice of the amount due, as the demand ·is fixe!L 
at settlement or, in the case of ryotwari extensions over ne.w lands, is
made known when the land is taken up:. The tenants and cultivators
should, and mostly do, obtain receipts in r-eceipt books with which they 
are ~upplied on payment. The receipt books contain on a fly leaf full,· 
particulars of the settlement registration and assessment and in the·· 
bodv a series of .double-paged entries showing on one side the details. 
of th.e annual demand including arrears, and on the opposite side the· 
deta1ls of collections and the balance outstanding. The entries. 
regarding demand are written up by the patwari, usually about October,. 
before the first instalment of revenue falls due; entries regarding pay
ment may be made by the patel or la·.nbardar at time of payment but: 
are usually made by the pa~wari at some conve~ient time, usually.-



' 
-during. the rains, after all the revenue for the year has been paid. 
Thus the cultivator remains for some time with no written acknowle~g

·ment for revenue which he bas paid. 
23. The procedur~ in recovering arrears differs in malguzari and 

Th · 1 rvotwari areas. In malguzari areas no &ne is 
e ~::::::.y 0 responsible for the revenue but the lambardar 

and his co-sharers in the estate; if the lambardat 
wishes to· recover revenue from a plot proprietor he must file a civil 

·suit or apply to the Deputy Commissioner under section .157 of the 
Central Provinces Land Revenue Act. The revenue payers are few 
-and will ordinarily be personally known to the tahsildar. A register 
·is maintained therefore in which the character of each lambardar is 
placed on record, and showing whether the action for recovery should 
be strict or _lenient. Where a man pays regularly it will he suffidenr 

·in case of an arrear to issue a notice of demand; where he is casual 
in payment the tahsil dar may, without previous notice, issue a warrant 
attaching his moveable property, or even a warrant of arrest. No one 
bas power to attach immoveable property except the Deputy 
Commissioner who may attach and take under direct ma_nagement any 
land in respect of which an arrear has accrued but may not St>ll it witb

·Out sanction from the Local Government. The procedure in ryotwari 
·-areas is similar ; warrants of attachment may issue but action under the 
·warrant is rarely necessary. Thus in the township office visited there 
·were 137 processes last year for ryotwari defaults, in 18 cases notices 
·of demand were issued, in I 18 warrants issued to attach moveable 
:property and in 1 case a• warrant of arrest issued; but no attachments 
-oc arrests were necessary. _ 

2-J. One. minor point deserving notice is that the survey number 
• t b in ryotwari areas is ordinarily indivis1ble. With 

..,Assessmen Y survey . • d · th t . numbers perm1ss10n one ryot mcey a m1t ano er ryo as a 
. · ~artner, but the original occupant remains solely 

:responsible for the whole revenue. 
25. The collection of water rate· proceeds· on quite different 

The assessment of • principles. The matured area is measured up 
irrigation revenue. by the canal patwari or amin who gives a· 

demand statement or tax-ticket to each cultivator. 
The amount due is collected by the sir-panch or irrigation headman 
-who pays it into the treasury. · For lands where no irrigation amin is 
appointed the patwari, under the supervision of the revenue inspector, 

cperforms the duties o[ the amin. For this they receive commission at 
a rate .not exceeding 6 pies in the rupee .. ' The irrigation panchayd.t 
is remunerated at the rate of 3 annas per acre irrigated. . 

-e6. In years of crop failure revenue may be suspended or remitted. 

S . d Revenue which has been 'suspended for three 
uspens1ons an . d' '1 - • d B th · remissions years IS or mara y rem1tte.. ut ere lS a 
• • stage beyond cure by remission, .when settlements 

-break down iuid abatements become necessary. An abatement is a 
Temission of rent and revenue which is due to extreme deterioration, 
such as may result from a series of famine years, and must therefore be 
extended over a term of years, so that the country may rec.>ver. The 
period of abatement may be for two or three years or for the whole 

il'emaining period Qj settlement. Thus the whole round of settlements 
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between 1Sg8-1goo broke down. An instance has been known iDt. 
which abatement was made immediately after the announcement o£ 
rents as people offered to s~rrender the•r land rather than pay the ren.t 
(or revenue! demanded. But it is very doubtftrl whether they wo.uli 
have carried out this threat, and such an occurrence is of extreme 
rarity. 

IV.-!.and Recof'ds. 
27. The Record of Rights in tlae Central Provinces comprises--

Th · d f . ht ·the following documents which are drawn up 
e recor o ng s. tl d · d h d' at set ement an revase at eac succee mg 

settlements :-
(a) The Statement of Proprietors (Khewat) showing the name: 

of each share holder (including lessees and mortgagers in possession. 
but not plot proprietors) together with the na~ura and extent of their 
interests; · · 

(b) the Field Book (Khasra) in serial order of field numbers,.. 
showing for occupied land, the name of the person cultivating, his. 
rights and the rent, if any, paid; also, for every field, the soil 
classification, cropping, and new and old fallows; and for unoccupied 
land the area and descrrption, e.g. as nala or waste; · 

• (c) the Holding Register (jamabandi, columns 1 to 10) a list of.
persons cultivating or occupying land, with their fields grouped by 
holdings, and the rent they pay--

(d) the Fidd Map, and · 
(e) the Village Administration Paper (Wajib-al-arz). 

The record as thus defined, unless challenged in a civil court within one 
year of completion, obtains an evidential value; on certain matters, 
generally speaking, those ~f public interest, the entries form conclusive 
proof, on others, of private interest, they carry a l.egal presumption o£ 
arcuracy. This generalisation must not be pressed too far; the law 
is contained in section 8o of the Land Revenue Act of 1917 of which·. 
the broad effect is that the civil courts must accept as conclusive proof 
of what they state practically all entries except those regarding rents 
and mttaji, or freedom from payment of land revenue. . 

Certain of these documents, the Field Book, Holding Register and 
Field 1\Jap are carried on as 11 Annual Papers" and are brought up to 
diite annually, but these annual corrections have no legal value except 

'as secondary evidence. (In Berar they have, and annual corrections
form part of the record of rights.) 

The following paragraphs describe first the compilation· of the 
record of rights and then its maintenance. . 

28. The two stages in the preparation and correction 'of the record 

Its 'tat' · are map correction and attestation; the correc-
c:omp• Jon. · f h h h' h b · taon o t e mjlp as 1t erto een a separate 

operation, antecedent to attestation, carried out by' a special map· 
correction, staff. This staff provides the attestation parties with 
accurate maps and these rare(y have to make further map corrections. 
The map correction party enters a district a year before settlement. 
begins. It is hoped io future to keep the annual map correction so up 
to date that speci~ map correction as a preliminary to settlement 
will be unnecessary. The work of attestation is one of the two chief 
aperations of settlement, and it is important not only intrinsically as. 



'the compilation of a valuable legal record but also indirectly as the 
. ibasis of assessment. The object of attestation is to record the area, 

>the tenure, occupant and owner of each field or, in ryotwari 
-villages, each survey number. 

· A field is ordinarily_ the whole of any single parcel of land 
-:held by the same person on the same tenure; an aggregate of such 
,parcels forming a single property or occupancy is termed a holding. 
·On open field land, corresponding with ya lcind in Burma, the field 
would covt'r 5 to 15 acres, and might extend to so or roo acres. 
'Formerly a single field, comprising both rice ·land and open field land, 
.:might have been surveyed as two separate fields though contained in 
-a single parcel, but even then the practice vari~1 and now the two 
would always b~ included in one field, the rice land being separated 
lly.a dotted line and indicated by a conventional symbol. A single 
field may and ordinarily does contain several different dasses of hod 
.assessed at different i:ates. There is no distinction between a field and 
a survey number, except that the former term·is used in malguzari areas, 
.and the latter in ryotwari areas. In ,the assessment registers prepared 
at settlement, the acre rates are quoted separately against each soil 
·found in 'the holding but are not allocated to the individual fields in 
the holding. The rc:nt is fixed on the holding. as a whole, not 
-separately on each field in it. The separate agricultural plots, the 
.actual fields as this term is understood in Burma, are not distinguished 
on the map ; although this was formerly the practice in the case of 
.rice larid, even then no survey number was allotted to each plot and 
.Of>W the survey of these plots has been discontinued and rice land is 
.indicated conventionally. -

For attestation, unless the village has been re-surveyed, the 
.additional revenue ·inspector; works on the annual papers of the 
:patwari. · The entries are all verified by the additional rc:-venue 
inspectors and checked and signed by the assistant settlement 
officer 1 this gives them · legal validity, but the records are not 

_ yegarded as complet~ until the settlement officer has passed them.
Thus at re-settlement the record of rights is based on the annual 
·papers_of the patwari, after preliminary re-survey if necessary, verified 
by the settlement establishment, and attested as correct. 

ag. The maintenance of this record is the duty of the district 
and land records establishment. The patwari is 

And maintenance. _ required to keep it up to date· annually on i:he 
-ba5is of actual possession. He is not assisted (nor is he encumbered) 
by reports from the Registration Department or from Civil Courts, nor 
are occupants of lapd required under penalty to notify him of changes. 
Although the· Transfer of Property Act is in force, many transfers are 

_unregistered, espeCially partitions, but the legal effect of a transaction 
is no concern of the patwari. Similarly certain transactions are 
illegal and can be nullified within the year, but the patwari is expected 
to record the transfer, with a note during the first year that the 
transfer is provisional. 'The patwari is not expected to register legal 
rights but to record the facts existing on the ground as evidenced by 

--occupation and the admissions of the parties. • 
Ryotwari areas form a partial exception. In such areas mutations 

--can only be effected before the tahsildar; the ryot cannot take up a 



'Dew survey numbeE: without formal orders -of the Deputy Commissioner 
or relinquish one without giving formal notice. Tvro men, if they 
~btain permission, may jointly occupy one survey number, but -only 
-one is responsible for the revenue. . 

The record of rights is considered very accurate. But ext~nsive 
check and t:orrection of existing maps are still necessary before ·re
settlement, •• this work proved very necessarj, even in a district, like 
Nagpur, which is much more developed than some.". The need 
for this is ascribed chiefly to surve~· errors or changes and with .the . 

·-exception of partitions the record of mutations is held to be remark
ably correct, so that a week's inspection might fail to reveal_ a single 
material error of registration. . .. 

30. The records prepared· by. settlement and maintained by the -
. · Land Records Department provide detailed ~nd 

The econonuc record. up--to-date information regarding the ownership 
and occupancy 'of agricultural land and its produce. Statistics are_ 
.annually published showing for the province as a whole and for each 
district the area hdd by the several classes of landlords and· tenants, 
the revenue and the rent paid anJ the area of land transferred by sale

1 
mortgag" or othf'rwise. But the utility of these masses of statistics 
is vitiared by the fact that none of the terms mean what they seem to 
mean. It is perhaps impossible to cope with the complexity and 
artificiality of tenures in the Central .Provinces by any statistical· 
.apparatu,;~ To adopt the words of the latest Nagpur settlement 
report, in discussing the· economic of agticulture in the Central . 
Provinces one must forget all that one has read elsewhere on the 
subject, discard experience and buy a new dictionary. What is 
termed "rer.t" in the statistics is not rent, but a ryotwari payment; 
in many cases but not in all, the tenant is a. raiyat. True rent exists . 
in the form of interest or under the name of sub-rent (it may even 
by accident be recorded under the name of rent). In undevelopeq 
tracts, even "sub· rents" are far from representing the true rent using 
the term to signify the most that a~enant could afford to pav. Cotton 
land in the Chanda riistrict, for example, is so plentiful that it is sublet 
over large areas at under Rs. 2 per acre. Rent in the form of interest 
is not recorded and rents under the name, of sub-rent are . not 
compiled. Mor~over, the severe restrictions on rental enhancements by 
landlords have obscured land values. It is impossible therefore except 
by a course of special study to ascertain the conditions of .agricul
tura~ economy. But it shoulrl ?e noted that one school of thought, 
poss1bh the s• hool now predommant regards the peasantry as spoon
fed, protected tosuch an extent that they have lost their native vigour 
and are helpless now in spite of their_ protectio_n,. per:haps bav~ 
become the more helpless on account of 1t. · .... · · . , 

. Jl.~ttrvey a1td Mtscellaneous. · · 
31. The lixed demand remains unaltered from one settlement to 

S d . the next and failure to maintain survey does not 
urYey an mappmg. affect the revenue. Probably for this reason, the 

maintenance of survey has always been unsatisfactory and prior tore
settlement re-measurement has been necessary. In order to bring the 
survey up to date an assistant settlement officer for Map Correction 
Jlas hitherto been posted to a. district due for aettlemeot ~iJ,ti--a · . ' 



staff consisting of a Settlement Superintendent, two A!ll!listant Superio..
te'!dents of ~nd Records and eight _additional Revenue Inspectors_ 
Wtl'b the obJect of keeping the maps up to date so as to avoid special 
map _correction, four ~fficers of superior status have r~ently heeD 
appomted as Deputy DuectorS of Land Records and a great improve
ment is believed to have resulted. 

The original traverse "·as performed by the Survey of India 
Department and in two districts the cadastral work also. But as
cadastral work on this plan proved too expensive, it has since then 
been handed over to a local staff. The traverse is maiutained and 
extended as required by an officer on deputation from the Survey 

• of India D.-p!'-rtment. The cadastral details are mappt-d and corrected. 
on the basis of the traverse. For areas where accuracy is expensive
an~ unnecessary a simpler scheme bas been devised ; this is explained 
below in the section dealing with undeveloped areas. 

32. The Financial Commissioner bas hitherto been the chief revenue 
Revenu~ Organiza• authority under Government, and in general. 

tion. control, throu~h Commissioners and Deputy 
Commissioners of the Divisional an4 District 

Revenue Administration; the Settlement and Land t<.ecords Dtpart
ment, subject to bis control, are administered by one officer who is both 
Commissioner of Settlements and Director of Land Records. As the 
result of the Reform Scheme, the post of Financial Commissioner has 
been_ abolished and his work has been taken over by the l<e,·enue
Mc;mber of the Governor's Executive Council. 
· There are four Divisional Commissioners and 18 Deputy Commis

sioners (or 5 and 22 respectively, reckoning in Berar). Below the 
Deputy Commissioners are Assistant or Extra Assistant Commissioners 

· in charge .of subdivisions ; these however are not stable administrative 
units, but aggregates of tahsils, differently constituted as convenience 
may require and the officer in charge almost without exception resides 
at the Headquarters of the district. The district is divided into tahsils
each under a tahsildar charged JVith the revenue and magisterial 
administration of the tahsil, assisted by one (rarely by more than one) 
deputy or oaib·tahsildar and sometimes supperted by an additional 
tahsildar. The unit of revenue administration, as already mentioned_, 
is the estate or mahal under a tambardar, except in ryotwari areas 
where Gnvernment deals directly "'ith the actual cultivator aggregated 
for administrative purposes into the village under a pa.tel. The 
lambardar receives no commission from Government on the payments 

- of the revenue assessed on the malguzari or net assets, but is entitled 
to receive a commission o£ 5 per cent. from the other co-sharers in the
mahal on the revenue be cellects from them. On collections from plot 

_ proprietors he receives a drawback or commission of to to 20 per cent. 
The patel is paid by a 11imilar commission on ryotwari payments. The 
lambardar is generally also th~ headman (mukaddum). If tbe 
lambardar is an absentee, his duties as bead of the village are 
discharged by a nominee known a.s the IDUkaddum gumastha. The 
Commissioner of Settlements is in J:harge of settlement operations and 
laod records work. He is assisted io traverse survey by a Survey 
9fficer and by a Deputy Director fQC survey t~~·ork ; io land records-

-." These ba-.e now beea reduced to one as the oatcome of a Reaolutioa bJ
Ihe Legislative Couocil that tbe, were aa unnecessary extravagance. 
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work (in the "central Provinces only) there are four ·dc::puty direc~or~. 
one for each Division. The Commissioner of Settlements appomts; 
promotes and removes Revenue Inspectors (in the Central Provinces· 
but not in Berar) but otherwise, on the land records side, he is primarily 
an inspecting and a~vising officer. The distri~t land r:ec<!rds staff 
comprises one Supenntendent of Land Records (10 one dtstnct there 
are two) one to three Assistant SuperintendentE and on an average 
15 Reve~ue Inspectors, about three to a tahsil. There is one patwari 
for every 7 or H villages. 

33· The relative position of the village officers is rather complica
ted. A patwari, though nominally a village-

Village offi~ers. accountant. is charged on an average with 7 or 8'' 
"illages and the number may rise to 10 or more. A village however·; 
need not contain a residential area (abadi} but may co.mprise solely · 
agricultural lands. Such an unoccupied ''village" is also termed a 
"rith''. For each .rith, as well as for each inhabited village, th_ere 
must be a lambardar who will also be the headman or appoint an 
agent. The mukaddum and all the cultivators of the rith may live in 
one or more of the adjacent villages. Similarly every village and rith 
is in the circle of a kotwar or village policeman ;_the circle of a. 
kotwar usually comprises two or three villages. 

34· The Revenue Inspectors are promoted from among patwaris.' 
The land records The ordinary course of promotion is from patwari

and settlement depart- to Settlement Additional Revenue Inspector and· 
ments. · from that to a permanent post as Revenue 
Inspector. The Settlement Commission~r is in close touch with the· 
men as Additional.Revenue Inspector~ and is thus able to select the 
fittest for promotion. The superintendents . are recruited from 
tahsildars who join the land records department on deputa
tion for three years. The tahsildar appointed to the ·land recorda 
depattment has hard out~door work and no executive influence ; 
he does not become expert in land records work until at least a 
year has elapsed and when his three years are up his future career 
will be little influenced by his work in the land records department. 
According to rule the patwari is subordinate to the tahsildar, but that 
officer knows ,·ery little about land records work and is "hardly 
capable of supervising him. The real controllers of the patwaris' work 
are the revenue in..;pectors, the s~perintendents o( land records with 
their assistants and the deputy directors of land records. These 
rP-port patwaris for reward or punishment to the Deputy Commissioner. 

The Deputy Directors draw Rtr. 25o-zs-6oo; the Superinte~ 
dents draw Rs. 175-275 with a deputation allowance; Assistant 
Superintendents draw Rs. 8o-s-tao, and RevenueJnspectors draw 
Rs. .to-1-60 with a horse allowance of Rs. 15 toRs. 20 and a good 
conduct allowaocf' of Rs. 5 to Rs. I 0 which may be granted to not 
more than one-third of the total number. Patwaris draw Rs. 17 to Rs. 
13 in three districts, Rs. 14 to Rs. 20 in two districts and Rs. Rs. 11 
to Rs. 18 in all other districts, together with an allowance of Rs. 4 per 
mensem as comptnsation for high prices. • 

35. Patwari candidates are usually men with relatives in the land 
The training of officers. records service as patwaris or in some higher 

rank. They have rarely passed any esaminatio~ 
a .a 



higher tbaa the IV Standard Vernacular. Annually duribg lhe recess 
a survey class for patwari caadidates is formed at the headquarters of 
tt&(:h revenue inspector. At the end of the rains they are examined 
by the superintendent in survey and the patwari rules. They receive 
no further training but wait until an officiating vacancy occurs which 
does aot ordinarily take long. · 
· Revenue inspectors are selected patwaris who recei?e ample 

·practical training while additional revenue inspectors on settlement. 
Assistant superintendents of land records are promoted revenue 
inspectors. · Every tahsildar and Extra Assistant and Assistant Com· 
missioDer receives a course of land records instruction, and every Assist· 
ant Commissioner is also supposed to receive two month's training 
on settlement; Superinrendents of Land Records are taught their work 
by·doing it under the supervision of the Deputy Director of Land 
Records. · • 

- 36. The general procedure ·both of settlement and land records 
work has been si;nplified for remote and backward 

Th~- revenue system areas. The simplified system of settlement has 
·an remote areas. a1 d b · d Th · 1"6 • f rea y een mentJone • e s1mp 1 cat1on o 

survey consists essentially in surveying independently of traverse sta
tions until cultivation. extends sufficiently to justify accurate survey. 
In-certain areas the system is even more primitive and some villages 
iq .tbe~ Melgbat area in Berar a1e asseased withoul survey on the 
· yoke assessment system according to the number of cattle used. 



THE LAND REVENUE SYSTEM OF MADRAS. 

/.-The Basis, Sta~edard ••tl PrindJies of Assessm•~el. 

The system of land revenue in Madras outside-permanently~~ettled 

T I h b . estates is known as the ryotwari system. Under 
enuresan t e as1s h" h · h · • d -and standard of t Is system t e person w ose name Is reg1stere 

~ent. in the revenue accounts as holding any land is 
. liable to pav the assessment on that ·tand direct 

to Government. He is -known ~ the pattadar Though a patta is~, 
no document of title, the pattadar is actually the .owner of ·the land 
wherever the revenue registry is up to date. , In many cases be is also 
the actual cultivator, but land is sometimes leased !.o tenants, especi
ally in rich wet tracts. Until 1915 the assessment, in the~ry, r~ 
presented half the net produce, ; .•• , the balanc~ left after deducting 
the cost of cultivation from the value of the gross produce. In 
practise however the assessment represented a much smaller fraction 
and in 1915 it was laid down that a half should represent the maxi· 
mum limit and not the normal standard. 

I. The land revenue of each district or part of a district is settled 
p· ed d lluct ti for a term of thirty years. During thit .period, 

IX ~men: ng although the water rate, where this is charged 
. · separately, ftuctuates fTom year to year, the. 

revenue demand on assessed land which is occupied does not vary 
~xcept- - · _ . 

(a) where a general suspension or remission of the assessment is , 
· granted owing to famine, drought and general failure of the crops, 
iloods; 

(6) where individual remissioa of assessment is granted to lands_ 
irrigated from a Gover-nment source owing to failu{e of the water . 
111lpply ; . - - . . . 

(e) where the irrigatioq of land is im~ at thtt ~o&J: of Govern•. 
-mcot subsequent to settlement; • 

(d) where land classified at settlement as.dry land, which inCludes 
aU laad whether embanked or -aoembankecl not irrigated from a : 
Government source, is recbsaified, at the request of the pattadar, as' 
wet land, or land classified as &iogle crop wet land is transferred to 
1iouble crop wet land. · 

3· A cultivator who improves land is entirely exempted from any . 
Improvements and future eohancement of lhe revenue . on that 

enhancement&. . account. 

Where the aettlemeot results in the · aaseament payable on any 
individual holding being enhaacecl by more· tbaa as .per cent. the 
increase in assessment is imposed gradually, u. by iac~es ·spread . 
~ver a series of years. An enhancement equal tQ 15 pe.r ce11L of the . 
old assestment is imposed ia the first JCU ancl the r~inder • 
generally levied hJ instalment. equal to uj per cc.Dt. oi the old . 
aueumeot. 
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4· Irrigated land which has a secure supply of water from a 
Government source is classed as wet land and Water rate. 

· · pays a consolidated charge for water and 
land revenue; a share is subsequently credited lo the irrigatio~ 
department: If the supply is insecure the land is classified as dry
land and pays a water rate if water is taken. Similarly land classified 
as single crop wet land is liable to an eKtra charge if a second crov 
is grown. 

5· A cess for local purposes is levied on the land revenue at a rate

Local cesses. which differs in different districts. "'he cess is 
levied on the gross demand, including water rate~ 

without regard to any remission which may be granted. Suspension 
of land revenue does not ordinarily carry with it suspension of cess. 

1/.-Sdtlement. 

6. An original settlement comprises three distinct processes in two 
.The processes of - separate stages :-
, settlement, · . 

(a) the classification of soils and the collection of the data re
quired for the determination of the demand ; 

(b) the determination of the dt:mand ; 
(c) the introduction of .the settlement. _ 

• '· During the first stage the settlement officer classifies the soils and 
collects the data required for the determination of the demand. The· 
.results of the classification and of the enquiries made by the settlement 
officer are embodied in a Scheme Report and on this basis the demand 
for the settlement area is determined. In determining the demand' 
the settlement officer attempts to minimize any abnormal increase or 
decrease in the existing demand which will follow from a too rigid 
application gf the data collected by- him. The report is then sub
mitted to Government through the Collector of the district and the-
Board of Revenue. After orders are passed by Government on the 
schem~ report the settlement is introduced in each village. During
this stage the· pattadars are afforded an opportunity of preferring 
objections to the demand_ fixed on their holdings at the settlement 
and their objections are beard and disposed on their merits. 

1· At an original settlement the date for determining the demand 
· • • f fall under two heads :-The determmat1on o 

the demand. 

(•) the calculation of the net produce, and 
(6) the general economic condition of the tract. 
The calculation of the net produce comprises four elements, the, 

selection of standard crops, the determination of the outturn, the 
valuation of the produce and the ~ost of cultivation. As the outtum 
varies with the fertility, the soils have to be classified with reference 
to their nature, composition and properties. The general principlea 
on which the soil classification have been carried out in the various. 
district. are indicated in the nea.t paragraph. 
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8. The · soik are divided . into five main· series-alluvial, regar 
or black, red or ferrugino'us, white or !calcareous, 
and' arenaceous Each main series is divided into· 

-classes according to the mechanical compositir>n as clay, loam· f)r·. 
sand. The distribution of these classes is shown in the following 
table:- · · , 

Classification. 

Allu'Dial-
1.-Clay ; 11.-Loam. _ 

Black (R'?gar)- · · 
111.-Clay; IV.-Loam ; V.-Sand. 

Red (FeJ"rugi11ous)-
VI.-Claj; VII.-Loam ; VII.-Sand. · 

White and gr~y (Cilcareous)
IX.-Clay; X.-Lo:1m ; XI.-Sand. 

~renaceous-
. XII.-Loam; XII I.-Sandy loam;, XIV.-Sand. 

Ea,·h class is generally divided into five sorts.-1 best, a good, 
3 ordinary, 4 inferior an-i 5 worst.. For purposes of classification the 
land is divided into sun·ey fields. Eacn survey field is classified 
generally on its merits according to its place in the system described 
above. Thus a survey field consisting of ordinary red loam is classed 
Vll-j, while a field of best black clay is classed 111-r. · ··. 

It will·· be seen that the Schedule provides for nearly· 70 
sorts of soil. From experiment and enquiry it has been found 
unnecessary to frame a separate rate for each sort of nil and they 
are there! are grouped together in .. taJ"ams •• or assessment classes. 
Thus for dry cultivation in Tanjore the worstblackclay (lll-51 inferior 
black loam (IV-4\, ordinary red loam (VII·3), good black sand 
(V-2), good red sand (VIII-a), good arenaceous sand containing from 
one-third to one-tenth clay (XIII- I) are grouped in the ·same ta.,am. , 

The relative productivity of different soils does not remain 
constant when irrigation is applied. This fact has been recogniz~d 
and the grouping of soils-in the assessment classes is therefore different 
for wet and dry lands. Thus clayey soils, which retain. moisture for 
a long time, are classed higher than loams for dry cultivation, but the 
position is reversed in regard to wet rates, as the former soils are 
~endered very soft by irrigation and are consequently difficult to 
plough. Thus in the cas~ of wet lands in Tanjore, worst black clay 
{111·5) has been placed two taJ"fl'fltS lower than ordinary red loam 
(Vll-31, although both these soils have been grouped together in the 
same taram in the scale for dry cultivation. 

Ordinarily land is classed as wet, only if it is irrigated 
.from a Government source. As the success of wet cultivation 
depends largely on the certainty of the water-supply the assessment 
on wet lands is based not o·1ly on the soil classification but also on 

.the nature of the irrigation source. Irrigation sources are classified 
according to the nature and the quality of the water-supply. The' 
classification has varied but the following grouping is now generally 
.adopted:- 1 . 

F/l'sl c/as.r.-Large perennial rivers, and well supplied tanks 
connected with them. · 



Seco-,J tlass.-All sources, river-fed or rain-fed, ordinarily
affording a supply for eight months and upwards. 

TAa'rtl c/•s.r.-All·soarces, river-fed or rain-fed, which ordinarily 
afford a supply for less than eight months but not leas-

. than five months. 
Fourth Clau.-All sources, river-fed or rain-fed, which ordin-

arily afford a supply for less than five but not less than 
three months. · 

Fifth Class.-i\11 other sources. 
In theory lands with the same soil clas~ification, which are irrigated 

• by the same source, should be assessed at the same rate. Lands. 
remote from the irrigation source are howeve-r less· likely to receive
water than those which are nearer. This hardship is generally
allowed for by adjusting the soil classification; thus soil which would. 
strictly be classed as good red loam, VII-2, might be classed as
ordinary red loam, VII-3, or, it would seem, that a black soil might 
be Classed as red, or a.loam as a sand. Only lands classed as wet 
-have a right to water from · a Government source of irrigation, 
outside the areas classed as wet, water-rate is levied in addition to
land' assessment in the years when water is supplied from a Govern
ment source of irrigation. 

·Only in Malabar and South Kanara is there any considerable
area df ·wet land w~ich is not irrigated from Government sources. 
Wet lands in lbese. districts are classified on principles similar to those:
'applied elsewhere, but the facilities for irrigation are determined by 
the level of the lands and not by the supply in the irrigation ·source 
Thus in South Kanara first class wet lands are those which yield two 
wet crops and are ordinarily irrigated by direct flow. The second 
class comprises lands which yield two wet crops, the second irrigated 
tnainly by baling; lands yielding one wet and one dry crop ; and 
other low lying wet lands which owing to their position have an. 
'unfailing supply of water for the first crop. All less favourably
situated wet lands 'have been placed in the third class. 

Apart from such exceptional conditions, land is classed as wet . 
·or dry according as it is normally irrigated from a Gvvernment 
·source or not. Dry land may be embanked (manava,.i), or unem
banked. Embanked dry land may, and often does, grow a dry crop,. 
·but can also grow a wet crop; it is classed according to its value in 
'the dry scale, but is generally assessed one laf'am (assessment class) 
higher. Thus in the first group villages of Tanjore ordinary black 
day (111·3) and ordinary-black loam (IV-3) which have bet>n placed 
in the sixth and seventh torams respectively in the dry scale, will, if 

-embanked, be assessed at the rates applicable to the fifth and sixth· 
tara11u respectively ; ·whether a l\et or dry crop is grown on 
embanked dry land the rate of assessment remains the same. 
. (iv) Wet lands are classed as 1 single crop,' 'registered double 

- i:rop,' or 1 compounded double crop.' 1 Single crop' wet lands ar& 
lands for which in all ordinary seasons the supply of water is sufficient 
to grow only a single wet crop. ' Registered double _crJ)p ' lands are 
wet lands which in all ordinary seasons have an unfailing supply of 

;water for two crops and are therefore compul~orily registered as' double 
crop,' the charge for the second crop being one half of the single • 
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crop assessment. 'Compounded double crop ' la~ds are ·wet lands 
for which the· supply of water is. not ordinarily unfailing; Ott 
these the ryots are permitted to ·compound the charge for the second · 

• crop at rates varying from one-third to one-sixth of the single crop 
asse1sment according to the classification assigned to the irrigatio~ 
•oarce. · · · 

g. For the determination of outturns food· crops alone receiye 
Th 

1 1 • · f consideration ; industrial crops are excluded 
e ca cu ataon ° and among food crops those · most widely outturns. 

cultivated are selected as standard& on which 
to base the relative valuation of the soils. The instructions con
template that the reiative productivity of the different soils in each 
series under the standard crops. shall be ~determined by measure•. 
ment and. enquiry. From the outtuTn as determined' on this basis 
an allowance of '5 to 25 per cent. is made for vicissitud'es ·pf season 
and unculturable patches. · · 

ro. The outturn per acre for each assessment class,. is converted 
d . into monev at the average price of the last 50 

an praces. years excluding years of famine. A deduc• 
tion, ordinarily about 15 per cent., is allowed for cost df carriagtf and 
merchants' profits. The ·result is takea as the casb value of 'the 
gross produce for the purpose of cah:ulating the assessment. 

11. From the gross value calculated in this mannet the cost 6( cul!i• 
Th t · d vat ion deducted. According to the instructions 

· e ne pro uce. the cost of cultivation should be calculated on the 
assumption that· all the labour is hired; thus it included an allowance 
for the labour of the cultivator and his family. The balance remaining 
after the cost of cultivation has been deducted represents tile net 
produce on which the rate of assessment is calculated. .. 

n. These rates of assessment apply only to the most fa-voi.mtbly 
Grouping. situatde~ villaghe~. The 

1
vidllages are grd~pehd 

accor mg to t ell' natura a vantages an m t e 
groups less favourably situated or naturally poorer the rates are · 
reduced. .. . 

13. Thus in an original settlement the rates of assess~ent were in 
The theory and prac- theory ~etc:;rmine~ by mathe~atical calculatidns 

tice of settlement. on a scaenttfic basaslof experament. But almost 
· every factor contained~an eleiDent of convention · 
and the rates of assessment arrived at in accordance with the priil· 
ciples enunciated above Wt>re · sometimes varied with reference to 
local conditions and the existing demand. 

The original scheme of classification was dravm up in 1858. 
In 1879 it was thought that the relative valuation of the ditieTent 
varieties and qualities of soil had definitely been settled and from 
1 ~82 to 1889 crop experiments were suspended. The standardisation 
was premature and in 1889 it was laid down that further experiments 
should be conducted. But the Tanjore Scheme Report shows that 
the outturns finally adopted for that dii-trict were not bas~d solely on 
crop measurements and that the results obtained _by such experiments 
were modified with reference to the outturi!S adopted for adjoining 
districts. Similarly in the South Kana1a Scheme Report of 18g8, it 
Is not possible to trace any ckse relation between the ~umptiona 
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' •nd the experimental · results, and the officer who introduced the 
settle!uent is of opinion that not much reliance was, or could have 
been, placed on the expdriments. Even where the experiments were 
utilized in framing assumptions for the better qualities of soil the • 
outtums assumed for the inferior qualities were based on a conven• 
tional reduction. In the same way conventional reductions were 
made for inferiority in the water-supply. 
. Similarly the classification has become conventional. As 
.mentioned above a standard scale of relative valuation wn drawn up 
in 1879. In this scale all the different varieties of soil were arranged 
with fixed relative values and, although in 1884 it was abandoned as 
a standard of exact relative valuation, it remained until the end of the 
series of ori~inal settlements as a normal scale, showing not the 
relative values of different ta,.arns but the grouping of soils in ta,.ams 
and the order of the groups. For sufficient reasan it might be varied, 
but ordinarily it was generally accepted as ranging the different soils 
according to their relative productivity. The classification included 
_another elem1mt of convention .. Any soil say ordinary black clay 
{lll-3) will be more productive near .thee village and less productive 
further off.. Near the village it may be clas,~d I II-21 at a little dis· 
ta~ce -it may be classed III-3 and still further off II l-4 or even 11!-s. 
Similarly, when cultivated with a wet crop, it "·ill be more productive 
JJear the source of irrigation with ample water and less productive 
further off, and identical soil will be classed differently according as it 
is near to or far from the source. 
. ~he. estimation of· th.e expenses of cultivation'' used to be one 
of the more difficult and mast conjectural of the various steps in con
nection witq a settlement. . . • • The usual practice was to work 
out the expenses for the best soil and tLen to · proportionally 
diminish this standard." I. The cost was not determined by averaging 
the results .of enquiry from cultivators but by recording separately 
each item of ordinary expenditure. This gave the cost for the best 
soil; the cost of· cultivation on inferior soils was reduced by making 
ded11ctions proportional to the reductions io the assumed outturn. 
. The grouping is also to a certain extent a matter of conven• 
tion. Ordinarily the highest asses3ment in the second group will be 
the same as the second assessment in the first group, and the highest 

. assessment in the thir.I group will be the same as third assessment in 
the first group, and so on. ·Corresponding reductions are m:~.de in the 
lower assessment classes. l~j practice th.: grouping (which is not 
applied in the case of wet lands) is determined chiefly hy market 
facilities and it is rarely found necessary to form more than two or 
perhaps three groups. 

The assessment of wet lands adopts a similar convention. 
Ordinarily the highest assessment under a second class source 
ci>rresponds to the second assessment under a first class source 
with corresponding reductions in the lower assessment classes. 
, , q.. The procedure in classification and framing rates has been 
· · described as follows: .The classifier first of all 

Settlement procedure: blocks out the lands according to its series as 
The ~~Ctoeme reporL Black or Red, Loam or Clay. He then asks the 

1. Madras Settlement Manual, Chapter IV, paragraph Jl. 
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-cultivators to point out their best soil; this may be. a black ~lay !hich 
~e will class as best t.Ill-1) or good (111-:a) accordmg to hts estimate 
()( its quality. - He continues on the same lines until all the land in 
the village bas been classified. Rates are then calculated. on the 
classification of this village and if the result appears ."likely to produce 
an equitable assessment the classifier proceeds from village to village~ 
.keeping the line as uniform as possible. When a suitable area, for 
example a taluk, bas been completed, the settlement officer examines 
the results village by village in comparison with the previous assess
mP.nt. If any village shows a conspicuous enhancement or reduction 
.()n any abnormal feature, he scrutinises the classification. The discre-- . 
.pancy. between the new and old demand may be due to erroneous 
-classification. He can then change the classi'lcation, reducing 111.:1 
best black. chy to lll-2 good black clay, or he can change the serieS 
lrom day to loam or sand. This reduction of the highest class entails 
a corresponding automatic reduction of all the classes in the village. 
This is all done before the Scheme Report- is submitted. Another 
met'lod which is sometimes adopted for the purpose of mitigatipg 
abnormal differences between the old and the new demand is to alter 
the gro!lping of the villages in which such differences are noticed. -

The general effect of the whole initial stage of an original settle
_ment i!! that the land is blocked out into a certain number of assesS
ment classes mainly but not entirely with reference to the nature of· 
the soil; the r·~lative productivity of these assessment ·classes is " 
estimated as the result of experiments and- enquiries and on the 
results obtained in similar adjacent districts. The assessment is 
distributed. over these various classes in correspondence with their 
cehtive fertility so as to produce such an aggregate demand over the 
whole area as is justified on general considerations with particular 
~ererence to the existing assessment. That is the first stage which 
terminates in the 3cheme Report summarising- the proposals. 

· 15. As regards assessment, the essential feature of the second 
. . stage, the Introduction or the Settlement, is the 

'The mtroductton of a opportunity which is oiven to every assessee for 
settlement. 61. b. . ., . t h d d b • mg an o JectJon agams t e eman to e. 

imposed on his land under the proposed rates. Already the effect of 
the proposed settlement bas been considered village by village before 
the preparation of the scheme report ; during the introduction every' 
individual can represf'nt his case. singly or in groups. After orders 
have been passed by Government on the scheme report a not.ice 
called a ' rough patta' is issued to each pattadar through the village 
headman; this shows for . each field or subdivision included in a 
.holding, the area, assessment, description of land, etc., both 
according to the revenue accounts and according to the settlement. 
\Vbere a holding is registered jointly in the names of two or more io
.dividuals notice is issued to all of them. Absentee pattadars are 
.required to make their own arrangements for receiving the · pattas. 
In. ~uth Kanara (and presumably in other original settlements} . 
e>bJecbona were numerous: there were sS,ooo petitions out of less 
than 8.J,ooo cases. Many of them were frivolous but all definite com
plaints not evidently frivolous were given for enquiry. Where the 
.classification appeared too high it was reduced, and the total relief 



granted during the introduction of the settlement amounted tOt 
Rs. I ,o8, 173 or representing a decrease of 4 · 4 per cent. on the assess· 
meot originally proposed. The settlement officer was not required to 
obtain the orders ~f Government before making this reduction of the-
demand contemplated in the scheme report. - · 
· 16 •• Re-settlements are conducted in the same two stages. 

R~tleme t. - In the first stage the settlement officer 
" collects the data for his proposals. He tour~ 

through the district examining in detail the workin~ of the last 
settlement and its effects and enquiring into the cost of culti-

. vation and gent>ral economic conditions in sever>tl viJ:ages. The
results of his · enquiries are compiled and ta',ulated and 0[)1 

these, and on his personal impressions, he frames his proposals for 
redsion of the settlement. No crop measurements are conducted; 
the classification of soils is ordinarily left unchanged. Even although 
the relative valuation may be incorrect on account of mistakes io. 
the original cJassification1 or bas been rendered in appropri:tte bytha 
introduction of new crops, the c1assification would be left unchanged. 
unless a serious mistake affected a large area, If_ the settlement 
officer cansiders that any reclassification of soils is essenthl he has to
give fun jastification for his ·opinion. Reclassification of irrigation. 
sources has however been a more common fe.1ture of res,.ttlements. 
The proposals for the revision of assessment are generally based oo. 
the variations in tlie prices of the staple grains of the tract. The 
economic position of the holders of agricultural land in the tract, a. 
evidenced by rents and land values, ~also taken into account. Other 
import~nt points to which the settlement offiter directs his attention 
are the effect of any large improvements in the means of communicatioa 
or in the sources of irrigation, the increase or decrease of population~ . 
the extension or contraction of cultivation the increase or decrease: 
in area under· the more valuabfe crops, the extent to which it
has . been necessary to resort to coercive measures in the collection: 
of land revenue, and the general character of recent seasons. As the· 
result of these enquiries he submits in the scheme report his proposal& 

• with regard to revision of the classification or grouping, the enhance
ment, if any, and ·its distribution over the various assessment classes 
by revision of the rates. Thus if he proposes an enhancement oi 
20 per cent. over the district as a whole he may propose 25 per cent.. 
on the two highest assessment classes, on the lower classes 20 or 15 
per cent. and in the lowest classes he will probably propo3e that the
rates be left unchanged. In the Bellary Scheme Report a precedent 
has been created by the proposal of the settlement officer that an, 
enhancement of 3 annas in the rupee be taken on the black soils and 
-only two annas in the rupee on the red soils which he considers less 
-eecure. The proposals are published, and the people affected have an 
opportunity, of which they avail them3elves, to represent their case
before Government passes ordel'S, Their representations are consi
dered and orders are passed. 

The settlement is then introduced. Any revision of classi
-fication sanctioned by Government is carried out and in such cases 
individuals again have an opportunity to- object against the new 
classification and the rates. In other cases no objectio~ to the rates. 
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is entertained ; tbe cla§sification was confirmed at the_ originaU 
settlements, the enhancement only takes the form of a pe·rcentage
iocrease which Government has already approved and no grounds £or
an objection lie. 

/11.-Tne CoUection of Re.,enue. 

17. The revenue on ryohnri lands is payable in two to four 
Th 

1 
d d. monthly instalments which vary~ in different 

e annua eman districts. The demand fixed at settlement on 
individual fields, as explained above, ordinarily remains unaltered.. . 
during the currency of the settlement. This demand is intimated to 
the pattadar in the patta issued to him during the introduction of the
settlement. In the usual course he receives o" further intimation of 
the amount due each year except a verbal demand from the headmm 
as each instalment falls due. But if the demand varies he is entitled,. 
on application, to obtain a statement of the account, showing h9w
much is due unda- every he9.d, land reyeaue, water-rate; arrears, if 
any, and cess or other miseeltaueous items. Fer each· instalment he- -
obtains a receipt in a receipt book. According to the tules he may 
inspect tbe village accounts and, if he wishes to dispute the amount,. 
he bas an opportunity for doing so at the lnnual b-.erhauling of the 
accounts conducted by a gazetted officer and known asja,na!Jantli. 
· Water-rate, sa-ond crop charge and remissions are fluctoat-, 
ing items. If land classed as' dry' is eultivated witll the aid ~f water 
from a Government IOU!"~· of irrigation or if a second crop is grown. 
on land classed as 'single crop wet ' with the aU of Government 
water, there is an addition to the demand fixed at the sef.llement. 
The lJattadc« ·is also liable to pay an estTa charge on ' single crop 
9/et' land if he grows a crop such as sugarcane which occupies the land 
for more than six months. These additional demands are made on.. 
the report of the village accountant whose work is checked by the
revenue inspector. If, owing to deficiency of water, dry crops at:e cul
tivated on 'ft•et land, only the dry assessment is charged. On • regis-. 
tered do\lble crop wet' lands only the ' single crop wet 'assessment is. · 
levied if only one irrigated crop is secured and, owing to nc,.ss or· 
deficiency of water, the other crop fails. This concession however
is not applicable to 'compounded double crop' lands. Remission of 
the assessment is granted in respect of all classes of wet lands if,. 
owing to deficiency or excess of water, no crop is grown or the crop 
is a total failure. A ryot who desires remission must apply for it i~ 
'f\·riting and his application is disposed of on the report of the revenue· 
inspector. Ryots who fail to apply ,(o so at their own risk. Individual· 
applications are not however required in very exceptional circumstanceS
as when famine, drought, or flood, entails a generat remission of dry: 
assessment. · 

18. If each instalment of the revenue is not paid "by the 1oth· 
Th f of the month in which it falls due, a written-

e !:rC:re:.' 0 notice to pay may issue from the taluk office oa · 
the application of the village headman. This. 

DOtice is ao order to distrain the moveable property of the defaulter ... 



if the arrear of revenue is not paid on presentation of this order, 
moveable property, as nearly as possible proportionate to the amount 

-of the arrear, is distrained. If the amount still remain unpaid, the 
-property so distrained is sold. Should any arrear still remain, the 
landed property of the defaulter may be attached and sold after the 
pre~eribed notices are issued. It will thus be seen that although the 
land does not prescri)>e any order in wbich moveable and immovable 
property should be proceeded against for the realization of arrears of 

..-evenue, steps are taken agai~~t immovable property only as a last 

.resource. 

I V.-Lutl Recortl1. 

19. In M<tdras there is no record of rights. The villages are 
divided into survey fields ordinarily comprising 

~ Compilation of the not more than five acres of wet land or ten acres 
·record of occupa• 
"'lion of dry land. A survey field m~y contain several 

. • properties and each property forms a subdivision ; 
..as a rule no survey field should contain more than 20 subjivisions 
.and where such divisions are minute the survey field may be less thaa 
·..S acres. At survey each of these fields i3 demarcated, surveyed and 
separately plotted in a- field measurement book which shows each 

·.subdivision. On the basis of these field plots a Village .Map is 
prepared. At original settlement a Diglott Register is compiled 
,purporting to show the person in actual ownership of each subdivi.;ioo. 
Subsequently, during the perio~ of settlement, the ,·illage accountant is 
.supposed to report changes as they occur and on receipt of orders, to 
~nter them in an annual register, the Adangal. Altb'lugh tb~re is no 
.cecord of rights this register ought to show at any time the existin~ 
,po~itioo as regards ownership. 0 wing to various causes it has not 
.however been found possible to maintain the registry op to date. 
but more attention is now paid to this branch than focmerly. 

20. One of the p~incipal operations carried out in connection with 

d 
"fi • resettlement is the revision and correction 

•n vert cauon at reo . · Th '-settlemenL of the VIllage permanent reg1ster. e wor ... 
involved nececositates the prolonged employ

.ment of a lar'e staff of subordinates. The survey is ordinarily 
conducted by a survey officer independent of the settlement officer. 
ln two recent experiments an attempt has been made to conduct the 
work by a branch of the settlement party. (n Tanjore, a closely 
populated delta district, the experiment bas definitely failed an<f 

:been abandoned: in Bellary, an upland district of dry·cultivatio~, ~h~ 
experiment, still in progrt"ss, promises to be successful. S_tmtlar 

-experiments have been fairly successful in Coirnbttore and Y•zaga
_ _patam. The work of revising the registers is conducted wath the 
most scrupulou• regard for the interesh affected. When the enquiries 
·bave beeo completed, the settlemf'nt officer, as, a!ready explained, 
.issues to each pattadar a notice called • rough patta '. This notice 
.aho~s the time and place il,t which objections to entries in or omisiio~s 
lrom the patta will be heard by the settlement officer or on~ of h1s 
..assistants. It is generally considered that after this enquary t~e 
~esettlemeot register shows with substantial accuracy the persons m 
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actual enjoyment of each holding; but it does not purport_'to. shor 
their legal title and does not pretend to be a record of nghts. It 
bas reCently been decided that an attempt should be made to develop
a system of registry o( titles through the agency of •the Registration · 
Department. This system bas been introduced in an esperi~ental 
and tentative form in selected areas. 

a 1. Although there is no record of rights, communal and public-
d r t.r lands are protected with the most punctiliou~ 

The reco.~h~ pu ac care, TI1ese are demarcated by stones at every 
r• · bend and plotted in the field measurement book-

which contains a record of all the measurements taken. _The village· 
site and land pertaining to it, tanks, burial grounds, roads, waterways
and paths are recorded so t.bat any encroachment. on communal or 
public property can at any t•me be detected and res1~ted. 

u. There are two alternative methods of conducting economic· 
T~ . d enquiries .. The enquiry may be extensive, 

.e economiC reco" · directed to obtaining a general survey over a.. 
wide area, or intensive, confined to the detailed examination of a, 
limited area or of selected features. In Madras the extensive method 
is not employed; it has never been the praccice to collect annually
information regarding the agricultural economy. Such information is
only available in settlement reports describing the enquiries conducted· 
during settlement, or in the reports on special investigations conducted· 
when occasion may require. There are no ~>tatistics to show the· 
proportion of land held by agriculturists, and non-agricalturists, residents .. 
and non-residents, or to show the area mortgaged at any given time, 
or the area alienated during the year by sale or mortgage, or the area. 
rented, or the pitch of rents. The only feature of the agricultural· 
economy for which there are annual statistics covering lhe whole 
province is the area cultivated with the different crops. · • 

13. Even atnsettlement the enquiries into such matters and even. 
ioto the cost of living and cost of .cultivation are.: 

Economic: enquiries at not exhauative. The settlement officer does.. 
resettlement. not attempt to collect or compile statistics of 

this nature dealing with the district as a whole. His enquiry is-
not extensive, but intensive. He selects villages or areas which be 
considers representative and collects such information as he considers.. 
necessary to provide him with the material for revising the assess
ment. Thus in Tanjore, Mr. jackson chose sis Registration Offices,. 
afld tabnlated all the documents relating to sales, mortgages and. 
leases for certain periods, chi eft y with a view to examining tbe change• . 
in land values since settlement. He suggests incidentally that the-· 
beat land pays four-fifths of the produce to the landlord and the· 
poorest land one-half, but there are no figures to show even for the-·· 
villages taken as representative the area rented and the pitch of. 
rents, Iu Bellary although the settlement officer has made a yer'l 
detailed investigation of economic conditions io about 5 per ceo~ .. 
of the villages and in another 15 per cent. has enquired into indebted--, 
ness, io the remaining villages DO enquiries have been held •. The· . 
only economic feature which generally receives systematic treatment. 
in resettlement reports ia the position as regardt indebtedoese. To. 
thia a great deal of attention • devoted. . · · · 



V.-Survey .,d MistellaJNoiU. 

t4- As mentioned above the unit of survey is the Purvey field 
Surve • ~p.a~ately surveyed and demarcated, with a sub-

- . • Y diVIsiOn for each property or class of land which 
"'It contams. Although all the subdivisions are surveyed only public 
lands ~re de~arcated. The survey fields are Cl)nnected up with· 
theodol1t~ stat1ons, so that at any time the exact position of each 
-demarcauoo stone can be accurately determined. The whole 
province been sul"veyed except some of the large estates on which the 

·interior detail is no' concern of Government. These are now being 
brought under survey. , 

25. The maintenance of the survey ·and demarcation devolves 
The maintenance of primarily on the village accountant, but he has 
· the survey. not been found capable of maintaining them 

, satisfactorily. The check of the demarcation 
":Stones, . and their replacement or repair if missing or damaged, has 
within the last· few years been allotted to a special officer, the 
-land records inspector, who does no other work.. Since this appoint• 
meot was created the maintenance of demarcation stones bas been 

-considered satisfactory. The maintenance of the survey by the 
measurement and record of new subdivisions is the duty of the 

Tevenue inspectors. It is however now proposed to entrust these 
·officers with the duty of maintaining the demarcation also and to 
.abolish.the land records inspectors. 

. 26. At the head of the executive revenue department is the 
. . · Board of Revenue consisting of four members, 
Th~.rev~ueorgamza- one of whom is iii charge of Land Revenue and 

t•on. another; as Commissioner of Settlements, in 
-charge of Settlements, Land ·Records, Survey and Famine. The 
;Settlement officers Me immediately subordinate to the -commissioner 
-9f Settlements. The Survey Department is administered by a Director 
•uader the general control of the Commissioner of Settlements. This 
-department is only- concerned with original surveys or such resurvey 
as is required in connection with resettlement ; it has nothing to do 

·with the maintenance of survey.. For the maintenance of survey and 
··land records there has hitherto been a separate Land Records Depart
:.ment administered by a Director under the general control of the 
·Commissioner of Settlements. Under the Director there were five 
Assistant Directors each charged with the supervision and inspection 
~f maintenanc;e in about five districts. In each district there was a 
Land Records Tahsildar who was primarily charged with inspecting 

·the maintenance of registers and demarcation work and over 
-.checking the maintenance work of. Revenue Inspectors and Land 
Records Inspectors. He was under the administrative control of the 
Collector of tho District and under the technical c:ontro).of the Assistant 
Director and the Director of l.and Records. . The 'officers of the land 

"C'ecords depart.:nent also devoted much attention to the maintenance 
of a correct and up to date revenue registry ; they scrutinized the 
.stweral-~gisters kept in taluk :offices t>t;aring on the maintenance ?f 
the l'evenue :registry, sui'Vey and demucatJon and 1eparted defects m 
4beir maintenance to the Collector. Oa the abolitioa of . the land . 



' ~ecorda department with effect from ut May 192 r the' technical 
supervision of the land records work has devolved on the Collectors,_ 
Divisional Officers and Tahsildars. In each district there are two . 
..or more Divisional Officers between the Collector and the Tahsildar 
(Township Officers) and ten or mor~ taluks (townships). In· each taluk 
there are ordinarily four to five revenue inspectors each with about 
30 villages. A village ordinarily comprises about I,ooo to r,soo acres 
of occupied land. The village officers comprise a head91an who. 
-collects revenue and a village accountant (somtim~s with an assistant), 
for maintaining the registers and preparing the assessment.· The· 
.. evenue inspector enquires into changes of registration and, in· 
undisputed cases which do not involve the formation of new subdivi
sions, effects the .mutation; be also inspects land assessed, or liable to, 
assessment, at the wet-rate. Any matter connected with-the ord~nary
·revenue routine which the .Revenue Inspector cannot dispose goes 
up to the Tahsildar of the taluk which in Madras is the primary unit 
~~general revenue administration. . 

Nots on Ike Standard Seale,., Mad,.as. 

1. A scheme for the clas:>ification of soils was first laid down in 
'the :\lanual of Classification prepared in 1858. By 1879 this scheme
had been adopted in 23 settlements, bat the dlflerent settlements 
exhibited great diversity in the grouping of soils aod the framing of· 
u~ . . 

2. The scheme provided foe five series .of soils•containing 14 classes 
and 66 sorts. The sotts of soil recognized in ea<;h district were ·· 
grouped under a certain number of ta,.ctlts or assessment classes, but 
the contents of each assessment class varied from district to district j 
only in three districts, Chingleput, Coimbatore and Nortb Arnot was 
there any degree of uniformity. In tbeso three disbicts· the soil · 
..:lassification had been conducted by a single officer . en the hasis of 
experiments in Chingleput, and for sonao reason his grouping waa · 
accepted (with one small t:&eeptioo) &&·the mOld :auitable•basis.for a : 
standard scale of relative values. · 

3· The rates of assessment exhibited equal diversity. In the 
-districts settled up to 1879 thirty-five rates varying from Rs. u to· 
Re. 1 an acre bad. been adopted for wet lands and rates 
varying from Rs. Jo to A.s. 4 an acre for dry lands. The standard ' 
scale was framed with a view to standardise the values of the various 
classes and sorts of soil. This was effected by omitting rates which had 
rarely been adopted and were unlikely .to be required in future. This 
process left 13 standard rates for wet lands ranging from Rs.·u to 
Rs. 2 and 13 standclrd rates for dry lands ranging from Rs. 5 to As. 4. 

4. Thus the standardization comprised two processes-
(a) the standardization of soil groups; and , 
(6) the standardization of the relative value of the groups. 

The idea was that in future it would be necessary to determine 
(by experiment or otherwise) a suitable assessment for any single soil
:group or assessment class. and that the suitable rates for the remaining 

•· Board Paper No. a4gt, elated tile a7&h Augua ••Ss-



assessment classes wouid follow by applying the relative values of the-
standard scale. ·. ·' · 

s. The method of application was as follows. The 13 rates for· 
wet lands were distributed in five groups, each group containing 9> 
of these rates, These groups were based on the classification 
assigned to the irri&ation source and must not be confounded with soil 
groups or assessment classes. The second rate of the first group was 
the highest rate of the second group; the third rate of the first group 
was the second rate of the second group and the highest rate of· the
third group. This is illustrated in the marginal table. During the 
· settlement of the-

Group} I • 
Rs. A, Rs. A. 

Rates •• 0 10 8 
10 8 9 0 

' 9 0 8 0 .· 8 0 7 0 
' 7 0 6 0 

6 0 ·s 0 

5 0 4 
8 4 

3 I 4 -, 
Rs. A. I Rs, A. 

9 0 8 0 
8 0 7 0 

7 0 6 0 
6 0 5 0 

5 0 4 8 

" 8 4 0 

4 3 8 
0 

5 
...... Madura District the 

rates • of assessment 
arrived at by the appli
cation of the standard Rs, A 

7 
6 
5 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 

0 
0 scale were verified by 
o comparison with those· 
8 worked out by the 
0 adoption of (4) the 
8 outturns and cultivation 
0 
8 expenses of the sanc-il : I 4 3 3 

4 0 . 3 3 2 8 ll o t10ned . settlements of 
--..!....--------...,..---~---adjoining and similarly 

situated districts, and of 
(6) a commutation rate deduced from the price returns of the Madura 
District. , This comparison showed that the standard scale of relative 
values gave.too low a rate for the better and too high a rate for the 
poorer soils. The idea of determining relative values by a standclrd 
scale was therefore abandoned~ 

6. But this did not involve· the abandonment of the standard 
grouping of th~ soils into assessment classes, This has remained as. 
the standard system and been generally adopted, with local 
modifications where necessary. But the attempt to standardize. 
the relative values of the assessment classes was abandoned. 



THE -LAND REVENUE SYSTEM OF THE PUNJAB. 

i. The SJitem of land revenue in Punjab is, in theory, zainin~ariJ 
T Government does not collect revenue front an<fi.. 

enures. vidual cultivators, but from the' holders or joint 
holders of a large esta~~' normally coinciding with the adminis• 
trative village. Ordinarily, howev<'r, the proprietary body consists 
of a group of families, not necusarily of common ancestry, who 
occupy severally quite small holdings, often of no more thaD 
a few acrts ; a·nd, although . the heads of these families are 
rec1.1gnised as joint owners, in. theory jointly resporsible for ~he 

·revenue and represented by'one of their number as headman or 
lambardar, in practice, the share of revenue due from each propriet"" 

. ary family is severally distributed and separately recoverable. Thut, 
at a general rule the so· called landlords are in fact peasant proprietors 
each cultivating hi1 own land. · . ~ 

1. The land revenue is settled by periodical enquiries into the, 
"The basie ·. and profits and circumstances of agriculture and the 

standard !of assess· agricultural population. The assessment is fixed I 
ment. · according to circumstances but may not exceed ., 
half I the value of the net assets of cultiY2tion, the average 

.~surplus which the land may yield after deducting the expen~ea 
· of cultivation from the value of the gross produce. This surplus 
· is generally estimated oo the basis of 'recorded rentals, whether 

in cash or in kind, -most frequently the latter. The net a1sett 
and rent are · not identical, but generally for purposes of assess
ment a full fair r-ent paid by ~ tenant at will .is regarded as- a, 
Jufficiently near approximation to the net assets and the safest guide 
and meuure in estimating them. So that in effect assessments are based 
on rentl. Proposals to take less than half the value of the net assets·
were formerly suppo1ed to require justification. The r.uJe now i_s that 
tho assessment must be according to circumstances but must not 
exceed half the net asst:ts. , In practice the assumptions made in 
calculating the net assests are very cautious ; in recent settlements, 
during last II or I 5 years, the half net assets Star:dard has scarcely eyer 
been reached and the assessment represents a much smaller fraction 
than one half, often falling below a quarter. · 

3. The demand may either be fixed, or fluctuating, or partly fixed 
Fixed and ftuct~ating and partly fluctuating. During the. period of a 

usessments. settlement the fixed · revenue remain• ua~· 
changed from year to year, unlest esteptional · 

circumstancei render suspension or remission necessary, ot a perma
llcot reduction of revenue ia granted for loss of land by fluyial attion;; · 
the fluctuating revenue . .ariel from year to year with the &Tea culti• 
nted·orthe area hanested. The comparative ·merits of these two. 

•3 '.# 
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l)'ltemt have been the subject of a prolonged controversy. Originally 
the whole demand was fixed. But this was found to entail a needless 
loSI of· revenue in areas where cultivation was extending. Also in 
precarious areas,. dependent on inundation or hill torrents, or on a 
and extenaive suspensions and remissions; the demand had to be 
ecanty and capricious rainfall, a fixed de.mand necessitated frequent 
_pitched low to be recoverable in poor years, and suspensions and 
remissions "·ere still found necessary. The alternative of a fliJctuating 
assessment was long regarded with suspicion and di5favour, not only 
by revenue officers but by the cultivators. Fixity of demand was 
appreciated and every one mistrusted annual assessments on measure
ment• · conducted by subordinate· officials, particularly if they 
were to estimate and assfs.s on matured areas. But experience, and 
improvements i'n the records of crops an·d in the crqp recording 
eatablishment, have gone far to rebut these objections and it has been 
found that, whereas people may ac:cept a system of fluctuating assess· 
ments with reluctance, they prefer this system when they have grown 
accustomed to it. Thus fluctuating assessments are now a normal 
feature of the revenue system and the revenue annually collected on 
thi1principle approaches II crores and exceeds one-third of the total 
land revenue. 

4· In calculating the fixed demand an allowance is made for 
All" uncultivated and unculturable area's and the 

· _ owances. assessment on the normal cultivated area is the 
principle constituent of the demand; but profits from the waste, from 
spontaneous products of cultivated land and from water power are 
also liable to.assessment if they constitute an important item in the 
income of the proprietary group, although assessment on· waste land 
in respect of pastoral profits is now very rare. • 

S· The duration or petiod of a settlement varies according to 

The settlement 
period. 

the stability ·of agricultural conditions ; the last 
operation of settlement is the. announcement by 
Government of the period for which it is to be iii 

force. Wht:re'conditions are unstable the period (as for the Thai and 
Mohar Circles in Shahpur) may be no longer than 15 years; where 
conditions are stable the period (as in the rest of Shahpur District 
outside the jhelum colony) will ordinarily be 30 years. Under the 
new constitution there are signs oi a movement for extension of the 
period. -

· 6. There is no prescribed limit to the enhancement which may be 
Deferred enhanc~ taken on re-settlement, but it is accepted as a 

ments. principle that deferment, if granted, should not 
be too short. As a matter of practice the 

enhancement would usually be restricted, for a period of five years, to 
an addition of one-third to the previous revenue ; then, if necessary, 
to·an addition of another third ; and the full demand under the new 
settlement, if it exceeded the old demand by more. than two-thirds, 
would not be reached until the end of the tenth year from the first 
introduction of the settlement. 

. -

_1. Report on the Adminis&ration_oftbe Punjab, 191S.t9; paragraphs go-ga. 
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7· ImprovementS by landowners duri~g the currency of a settle-
.... & t" ,- ment are protected, if the demand is 6:red, by the 
.. e •~emp 10n o f I tJ improvements- terms o sett ement ; at re-set ement, as regards 

.newly sunk wells and in some other cases, this 
'Protection is continued until the· improvement has been \\'orking 
~lfectively for twenty years. Thus, if'& well be sunk, converting dry 
land into wet, and be first brought intQ work teo years before a 
·selllement elapses, the assessment will not be raised on account of 
-the improvement durin5 the remaining teo ~·ears; at re-settlement 
the land will continue for another teo years to be assessed at the rate 
sanctioned under the new settlement for dry land, and, on sufficient 
grounds, the period of twenty years may be extended. It is 
proposed to· introduce a considerable degree of differentiation in the 
period of protection with reference to the varying cost of well 
.construction in different tracts. For unlined wells no exemption is 
ordinarily granted, but partially lined wells may receive a concession. 
Other expensive irrigation works, such as canals, permanent dams,· or 
reservoirs, are treated similarly. Tbe same principles are applied in 
the case of fluctuating asse~smenls. But no exe3!ption or concession 
is granted for Improvements other than irrigation works, except where 
land is reclaimed from waste with the aid of a loan from Government. 
The general spirit and purport of the rules is to grant conceasiona in 
cases where a considerable outlay has been incurred and such cases in 
.effect consist solely of improvements in ilTigation. . In one village 
visited, Saidpur, the demand fixed at settlement in 1916 was Rs. 401• 
but at the time of our visit the actual revenue was only Rs JISg, the 

• di~erence repres .. nting the balance of exemption due on wells con-
.structed before re-settlement. . 

·s. Where land is improved by Government irrigation~ share of 
the enhanced yield is taken as a water rate, a 

Water rate. service payment for the use of water; this ill 
. levied on the occupant of the land "·houses the 

water. A share of the enhanced yield is also taken, as water
adv;lDtage revenue, from the enhanced rent or increment ol the surplus 
produce (i.e. net assets or eco.nomic rent) which accrues to the owner 
by n·asoo ofthe improvement of his land. 111 some cases land has been 
improved by private irrigation; in such cases the occupant· is not 
liable to Government for any water-rate, but the owner is liable to pay 
revenue on his land in its wet aspect as water advantage revenue. 

The water-rate is as£essed on the sown area according to the crop 
grown, the actual rates for different crops varying with the different 
irrigation systems. Remission is granted on application if there is •n · 
almost total failure. The settlement officer is not concerned ~Vitb the 
assessment of water-rate although he will frequently be asked for' an 
opinion. The water-rate on major canals is fixed by Government in the 
Public Works Department, and by the Deputy Commissioner with the 
sanction of Government on minor canals and other irrigation works. 
which are under the care of the revenue department. If, as often 
happens, occupiers' rates are varied at settlement, the settlement ufficer 
invariable frames the initial p.roposals on which ()rders are passed by· 
Goftfnment after the yiews of the irrigation departmeat have been 
-coaai~ed. la &DJ case the p~oposals emanate from the re~eaue ~d 



·'ftot (rom the irrigation depart~ent. For several years back the ratt-~ 
have been fised empirically ·with reference to the rates current oo 
systems previously in existence. There is no definite standard for· 
occupancy rates; but it is now usual to consider. the proportion which
such rates, as proposed, bear to the estimated nlue of the tenant !f . 

. share of the produce. 
9· The water advantage revenue is assessed by settlement officers. 

Water adnntage The. wa.ter-rate is treated as part of the cost of 
rewenue. C!Jlbvahon, and the net assets form, as usual, thct 

basis of the revenue demands. But e\"en after 
allowing for water-rate the net assets are larger or irrigated than on 
unirrigated land_ and a revenue demand based on thf:_se net assets \\ill 
be proportionally higher. The differeoce between the revenue oa 
irrigated and ~nh·~igated lao~ r~pr·e.sents the water advantage re-.enue. 
0 o wO£kJ mamta10ed by the trtlgauon department the water advantage 
revenue is credited to the department by book transfer. 

10. \Vhere _canal irrigation has become certain the water-rate is 
,. consolidated with the water adnntage revenue. 

. !'~lament by the Elsewhere l:oth the water-rate and tilt! water 
amgatten depaat- d 
~~~ent. a vantage revenue are assessed on the fluctuat-

. ing system, accordin~ to the irrigated area 
matured {or in some cases according to the irfigated area sown). 
The water-rate (but not the wafer ad,·antage revenue) further varies
according to the crop cultivated: On systems under the charge of the
irrigation department the demand on individual fields is calculated by 
the in:_igation surveyor (canal patwari). In an-as •·here a fluctuating 
water-rate predominates, any other portion of the demand which may 
be fluctuating is also assessed by the irrigation surveyor. On syste:ns
under the charge of the revenue department the demand is calculated 

. by the village surveyor, but pre-audited in the district office before 
collection. The procedure of assessment and collection is dt'scribed 
)>elow; the point of immediate impo~tance is that on the large 
perennial canals and on some inunda!aon canals the assessment of . 
i_rrigation dues by irrigation officers has long· been and still is. the 
accepted principle. The expediency of· using professional engioeers
as tax collectors, and the degree of confidence attaching to assessment 
statistics prepared by irrig·ation subordinates, are matters which have 
been long iq controversy, and from remarks in settlemeot reports they 
are regarded by many revenue officers as still open to question. 

u. The Cesaca levied in addition to the land r~·enoe fall under 
- two heads ; the ceases impo&ed by Govern-

.- l.ecalcaees. ment, and the •alh•, or fund raised by 
customary contributions towards village expenses. The cesses imposed 
by Government compnac a ~ss of 5 per cent. on the land revenue 
for the remuneration of the headman (lambardar) and of one anna 
to two annas in the rupee fot local amenities provided by the District 
Boards, such as hospital and educational facilitiet and local commuai
cations. With customary contributions it hu been the policy of 
Go~emment to interfere as little as possible ; out of this common 
fund tho village pays for the cost of repairing survey markl, 
fees due on "W&rranta for default of rnenue, ezpenditare incvred 
by the headmiua wbea payitt~ in the revenue, -the eoet of taking th. 
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<ens us, the entertainment of strangers who put up in the .. villag~ r~st"! 
house. The settlement officer records the local 1=ustoms regardiDg. 
<ontributions to the malba, and the method of spending· it, but ill 
llis official capacity he does not go beyond the m~king of this .cecord. 

li.-Settlsm6nl. 

11. A settlement of the land rever,ue, purely in its fiscal aspe~t 

S I d 
and apart from the incidental .preparation or 

ett cment. proce Uf'e, • • f I d • · th d" t' t . rev1saon o an regasters, comprases ree 11 mc 
processes ; the collection of data for qetermining' the demand, the 
determinatbn of the dem·and by the analysis and applicatio~ of· these 
data, and the distribution of the demand. over individual villages 
an4 holdings. Incidental to tbese proceedings are ~he measuremen~ 
or re-measurement of occupied or. culth-ated areas, and the regis-
1ration or scrutiny of occupancy and titles. ~hen complete-and. 
accurate maps have been pr.;pared at the prevaous settlement and 
changes in boundaries have not ·been excessive, .the measurement 
~r re·measurement is not properly a survey but an amendment 
of the existing field map. There is no system of registration of 
titles in the 11trict sense of ·the term. The entry of a right in 
the re::cord is presumptive evidence, not a complete title. 'I~ "the 
Punjab a re-settlement is preceded by a. f9recast in which the 
-district officer. estimates the probable financial resalts ·of settle
ment operations, and discusses other grounds, if any, for re-settle· 
ment ; orders on the forecast are usually determined by financial 
i:onsiderations. The actual settlement is conducted in two separate 
·stages. During the fir:.t stage the Settlement Officer inakes a c!ose 
personal study of the area for settlem~nt and at the ·same tim~ 

. carries out any re -measurement which may be needed, an_d collec~,;, 
compiles and analyse~ the material which will form the statistical 
framework of his proposalo; for assessment. On the more impb;tant 
matters, as will appear belo\9·, he obtaini preliminary orders as the· 
·work procee.ds, and at the conclusioQ of his enquiries he submits an· 
Assessment Report dealing ordinarily with a single tahsil. This 
Ass.:ssment R,..port gives an account of his proceedings, a review of 
the statistical anti other material bearing· on the assessment, and his 
proposals for assessment. An abstract of his proposals with a brief 
statement of their basis is publi~hed for _information and public 
.criticism. The Assessment Report is then submitted through the;
Divisional Commissioner to the Financial Commissioner who considers 
any objections "·hich mav have been received and drafts orders for 
approval by the Local Government. In the second stage; after the 
·orders of the Government have been received, the settlement officer 
intt·oduces the settlement, distributing the demand over individual 
villages and h'lldings. This. introduction of the settlement is an 
important matter but it takes-- very little time as the bulk of the 
~·ork, all the ·re-measurement and registration, has been dpne before 
1he submission of assesE:ment proposals. Ordinarily in each tahsil 
~ year is allowed for re-measurement aad about six months for inspec
tion ; in practic:e the settlement of each tahsil seems to tJke about 
two Jeau, but the work OYerJap;;, -meuarement in one tahsil coiadd
•nr witla inspectioa in aaother. The second •tage need only take 



a couple of months from the date• on which ordeu are issued br 
Government, but if orders have been delayed, as happened in one
tahsil of the Shah pur District,extensive re-measurement may be required 
and introduction would occupy five or six months When the new 
settlement has been introduced in all the tahsils a final report 
describing the operation is submitted., 

13. A Settlement Party normally consists of the Settlement 
The settlement Officer and one Assistant Settlement Officer, with 
~stabliahment. one. Tahsildar and three to five N aib· Tahsildars 

. for each tahsil and about one kanungo to every four 
patwaris. The kanungos include those of the ,ordinary revenue 
establishment but about four tim:!s as many settlement kanungos are 
introdul·ed. 'These is also a stall of temporary patwaris and a small 
office stall. 

· 14. The net asset.s of the landlord form the theoretical basis of 

The use -of renh. assessment and half of these may in theory be 
taken as the revenue. The Settlement Officer 

is required therefore to calculate the net assets and to analyse the 
the general economic conditions with a view to determining what 
proportion to the net assets sho'Jld be takM. The procedure which. 
he adopts and the principles on which he acts derive ultimately from 
the methods of settlement in the North-Western Provinces before: 
English rule extended over the Punjab. In the early tlays the 
procedure was complicated by •< elaborate calculations to ascertain 
what th~. landlord's assets should be. It was not till nearly 1833. 
that it occurred to Government to ascertain what the net assets 
actually were." But the convention that a full fair rent may be
taken to represent that net assets has simplified the calculations. 
The estimation of the average net rental (i.e. surplus produce or 
economic rent) of land hased on actu=~l data enables him to avoid 
cal«::ulations which 1nust uecessarily be based on nebulous and 
more or less. conventional data. It is still necessary to estimate
the value of" any contribution by the landlord towards the expenses
of cultivation but the settlement officer need attempt no detailed 
e1timate of the actual cost ot labour, cattle and material in the 
·various processes of agriculture. In place of estim:1ting the net 
assets by calculating and deducting the expenses of _cultivation the 
settlement officer is required to estimate the true rent. But in the 
P1.mjab about half the total occupied area is cultivated by the owner 
and of the rented area more than two-thirds is leased on the share· 
produce systein. Thus little use can be made of cash rents as a 
basis for determining the rental value and an estimate of the rent is 
a compound process with three factors : the ouLturn, its value and_ 
the share taken by the landlord. 

15. On certain points of prime importance it is possible, 
and therefore convenient, for the settlement 

l'reliminary opera· Tb fi d tions. officer to obtain preliminary orders e xe , 
demand under the old settlement rests on the old 

•arvey; it has to be decided bow far the old measurement, as main
tained and brought up to date during the expiring settlement, can be-' 
used without re-measurement as a basis for the new demand, and:: 
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how far re-measurement will be required. The conduct. and results 
of the settlement will also ·depend largely on the framin~ of classi-· 
fication categories and assessment circles. To choose any smgle year
as the ·basis for estimating the area under different crops would be 
unsound ; if the whole area was under sugarcane one year and under 
rice the next, the -value of the gross produce would differ greatly in 
the two years. Records of cr~pped areas during recent years most 
therefore be scrutinised to arrive at a normal figures as basis (or the 
outturns, for the areas under various crops and for the ratio of 
matured to cultivated areas. The demand will depend also upon the. 
prices at which the produce is valued. On these points therefore the 
settlement officer is required to obtain orders of the Financial -
Commissioner as early as conveniently possible. 
· The first operation undertaken by a settlement officer (it may 

Re-m even be taken UJl before his arrival) is a special 
easurement. · d · · · t d t • h t gtr awara or crop mspect10n o e emune w a 

re-measurement is needed. Riverine areas alwavs need re-measure
ment, in other areas partallines are run and per~ntages calculated · 
to show:-

(•) the number of field unchanged i . . 
{6) the number of field where only the tenancy has changed; 
(&) the number of mutations involving no change in the ellternal 

boundary; · · - · 
(d) the number of mutations involving a change in the external 

boundary. ' . . · 
These statistics form the basis of the preliminary report which 

the settlement officer submits containing recommendations about 
re-measurement. 

In an area of 

Kstimates1Jf 
Cropped Areas. 

mixed crops it is not sufficient to determine the' 
outturn per a.:re for each crop, it is necessary 
also to determine the normal proportions sowa • 
and matured under eKh crop. The settlement 

officer Lherefore selects a cycle of yl;!ars which he think!; will give a 
traP normotl, regard being bad to the pace at which cultivation is 
expanding, and, excluding obviously abnormal years, frames a 
preliminary report on the years to be chosen as the basis for the 
produce estimate. . . 

To ascertain the value of the produce the settlement officer 
Prod p . examines the fortnightly reports published in the 

uce races. Gazette, the records of trade prices -at the 
principal markets, and local prices as ascertained by himself and his 
assistants. These figures are used to support his recommendation 
concerning tbe commutation prices to be used in tbe produce estimate. 
(Further analysis is still required to ascertain the g&neral change, i.l. 
the effective rise in the prices of agricultural produce since the last 
aettlemenL) · 

16. The outturo varies with fertility and_it is required therefore to 
Claesificatioa. cla~sify the land into ca~gories "·ithin eacb of 

wbtch, for purpose of assessment, au. average or 
normaloutturn may be assumed. In the Punjab howenrtltere is no soil 
Classification as this term is understood in other parts of India: irriga
tion is cons!dered all impoctant, and qualities of soil as comparatiwely 



=uegligible. Thus the land is classed aceording to the •ource of 
-irrigatloq as-

Canal irrigated (Nahri) 
Well irrigated (Chabi) 
Spring irrigated . (Abi) 
Inundated •• (Sailab) 
Other unirrigated or 'dry' land tBarani) 

Unirrigated land would include not only dry cultivation on unemban
ked uplands, but also cultivation in fields em ban ked to impound and 
store water for the cultivation of the wet crops, for example, rain-fed 
rice. Such embanked and unembanked Ianda_ might be differentiated, 
or all dry barani land might be included in one class and assessed-at an 
. uniform rate. Large p 1rtions of the Province are arid or semi arid,. 
an-i the presence or absence of irrigation over-shadows all other 
distinctions, while on the other hand the actual differences in soil 

· . texture, chemical composition, etc., are not great. Thus in such 
. tracts the soil classification follows irrigation. Elsewhere-in the 
hills and - submontane tracts-where irrigation is not of such 
paramount impC'rtance and rainFall fairly abundant, considerable 
pllysical differences exist which arc:: of importance and are used as a 

~basis of classification. The as3essment resulting from classification is 
·adapted to local conditions by the formation of assessment circles, 
, and is fur~her adapted to individual villages and holdings in the' 
subsequent distribution of· assessment during the second stage of 

,e«;ttlement. Thus although a greater degree of refinement in 
· ·c1~ssification forlllerly obtained and is still advocated the need for it 
is not considered urgent, In the arid or semi-arid plain districts 

-.anything like a general mi_!lute Classification based on physical 
difference would be decidly .unpopular. Such differences, where they 
occur, affect large blocks generally and not individual fields or 
holdings ·and adjustmen!L so far as necessary, can be, and is, made 
in the intetnal distribution. 

17. Besid~s this classification of land according to the kind of 
G . irrigation, the country i~ also divided into assess-

roupmg. ment circles· which are more or less homoge-
neous groups of villages normally in continuous blocks. The distinc
tive charaCteristic of. an assessment circle is that throughout the 

·circle the rates by classes may be utilised as guides to the actual 
rate• to be imposed for these classes in each constituent village. 
From village to village the normal circle rates will require, adjust
ment, but they should be capable of application as a guide and basi• 

.for the village rates, . 
18. In the dett-rmination of outturns all crops which cover an 

~ appreciable area, whether food or non-food, in-
The determination dustrial or oon·industrial

1 
are taken into consi-

of outturns. h _ deration, and an outturn is fixed for eac crop 
for every class of land on which it iiJ cultivated. The assumption 
fo~ Ol,ltturns depend on:- · 

(•) the estimates of tho previous settlemeiJt ; 
. . (6) the records Qf c::rop me<lliurement CQnd~o~cted d11rini dJe 
~~pirii~Jr •e~tleiPent by ~ pfficers ; · · 



. (t) tbe assumpUona approved iiJ r~ent settleapeot. of .-.imilar or · 
.-djacent districts; · ; 

• (d) the outtunifl estimated for the district by the Director of 
Agriculture (which are revised from time to time in accordance with 
~nnual crop measurement and with infqrm~tion reg~rding exports), . 

_ (e) the recorded outturna over large are~ from the accounts of 
lar&e estates~ such as those managed by Courts of Wards, or O\Yned 
-by the •·ealthier za'llindars, or IQilitary farms, and 

(/) crop measurements conductc:d by the settlement officer and 
his ass1stants durlng the course of operation. 

Very little .. -eight is attached to crop measurement as a means _of_ 
-determining the ou.ttums. 11 Since the attempt to Jecord soils w1th 

· any minuteness bas been abandoned it is quite usual to find all t~ 
land dependent on rain in a large ~ircle put into a single class. 
Qbviously the thousands of acres so classified •ill -vary widely in 
natural fertil;ty and the average . outturQ will bcs affected by the 
degree of skill and industry possessed by the cultivators. The 
yield of different hanests also varies to an extraordinary e~ent, 
especially in the case of unirrigated crops." Crop experiments 
therefore are primarily regarded by moat officers. as meaos for 
-defining and correcting their personal estimates and they are used in 
the Reports to illustrate rather than to prove or support their assump
tions. Thus in the settlemellt of the Shatipur District, Statement 
XIII in the Assessment Report on the Khushab Tahsil, which sum- · 
marise1 the data for determining the outtums, contains figures to 
show the oulturns arri\·ed at by_ eJtperiment; J,ut for many crops ~here 
were no experiments, for some tb~ experimental result differs widely 
from the outturn adopted, and ia no case is any informatioQ given 
l'egarding the number of experiments or the area which they covered. 
In the As:;essment Report on the Berar and Qlber tahsils of the same 
district, although outtums are discussed in some detail in the body of 
the report, the table of produce estimates gives no information what
ever concerning the basis for the outturns assumed. There is how
ever a more 'or less definite sy:;telll of crop experiments (see 
Financial Commissioner's Standing Order No.9, paragraph 8) but 
the results are not as valuable as they might be. This is due to the 
paucity of the agricultural department staff, and to the fact that 
the attention of district officers has for many years past been necee
sarily devoted to matters otbu thiUl reYenue · administration. 
0.-ing to frequent accidents of season and other causes the -short 
period occupied by settlement operatioQ does not give settlement 
officers sufficient time to form satisfactory conclusions on the experi-

. mental data whi(h they coiled. Sncb data are inevitably scanty. as, 
generally, the settlement officer bas one or at the most two yeart to 
collect them before he has to frame his assessment. What is really 
needed is systematic, scientific and continuous eKperiment, aod 

. <e»llectioa of the resulting data by agricultural eaperts, not only daring 
~ttlement but also between settlemeota. It is ~sick-red u-.eless to 
expect mach from comparati.elJ ap~modic esperimenta coaducted 
-Gnly during settlemeat operations. _ - . . · 



19. These preliminary operations ·provide material for esti· 
C 1 1 t" n of the mating the money value of the gross produce, 

a ::n:al0
value. The landlord ordinarily hkes a definite 

ahare of the gross produce, usually, a half, 
one-third, or two-fifths, but in certain cases he. makes contribution• 
towards the expenses of cultivation, especially the. water rate,. 
and on the other hand the tenant may make payments in addition· 
to the share of produce, especially towards the water advantage 
·-rate. By adding or subtracting such miscellaneous items from the· 
landlord's sqare, the true net.assets can be. calculated: half of these· 
net ·assets represents the maxim111D which may theoretically be taken. 
as the revenue demand. The rent calculated by this process is chec
ked by comparison with the rents statem'!nts 'of estatesJ under the· 
Court of Ward, with the accounts of Military farms, and with such 
trustworthy figures for fixed cash rents or fixed produce rents as may 
be available. By this procedure the settlement officer is enabled t~ 
frame an estimate of the net assets over the whole of each assessment 
circle.· The assessable capacity as thus determined has to be lurther· 
considered with reference to general economic and political conrli
"tions which have' always received great attention, and to local circum
stances· •. 

to. It deserves notice that so far as possible, and ordin:uily to a 
· very large degree in practice, the assessment 

.Revision settlements. f f circles, the classes o l .. nd and the estimates o · 
outturn are left unchanged. The frame work of settlement is based 
on natural physical conditions,. and, once these ha,·e been accurately·. 
interpreted, is little less enduring than the physical elements on which 
it rests. ·The classi6cation is entirely based on obvious unquestionable, 
fads; only the accuracy of the record can be questioned. This is 
made known to each landowner at the time that the registration and: 
re-measurement of his land is notified, so that, if there is any error in· 

...,.--------- -- --- • ___. •- _ _._. •- 1: • •1: --- I - -~L- -' 

P•gt 352 (p~rt~grapn 21).-Cflllt:~l second sentence and 
substitute" For each village he prepare!t an abstract, which is a sheet 
rather tha9 a book, though the sheets of all villages are subsequently 
bound up in book _form." 

-:JUCC'llaLU.:;:& LIIAll 4 UUUI\.• .& 111:1 "'VIU.d.IU~ o:ti.&"'U ""I"'U&'wus..o::~~ ua au~ "'.,;;~~"au.au•'-

regart:ling the assessable capacity as he can put on paper. For
each village he has. a detailed village ass€ssment statement con
·taining (in the form which we saw in the Montgomery district) figure• 
for:-

(i) the area cultivated and uncultivated, irrigated and unirri-; 
gated; 

, (ii) the cultivation and rents, . 
(iii) the number of wells, 
(iv) the status of owners and other particulars of ownership, 
(v) the land revenue paid, 

(vi) th~ population, man and beast, 
(vii) the transfers of land, and 

(viii) the averaged cropped areas during the years selected as-
the basis for th~oduce estimate. · 
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The abstract is illustrat~d by a sketch to show the sources. of irri.._ 
gation, '·I· wells, and at least such classes of land as are differentiated
under the existing distribution over holdings. ·Thus the settlement
officer might note that in the north there was a block .of good or average 
or poor friable loam under dry cultivation, in l be south, well-irrigation, 
and the south'of this inundated land.- He would especially note whether
the land in each class was good or bad as compared with the average 
of that class over the assessment circle. In theory the principal 
object of these inspection notes is to faci!itate distribution . of the· 
assessment over villages after Government has sanctioned the
proposals for asse!'sment. But in ~r~ctice they are taken i?to co~si--· 
deration when the proposal~ are ongmally framed. The tnspectJoJr: 
of individual villagt-s and th~ consideration of their circumstancesi. 
revenue {>a.ying capacity, etc. (with the totals thus attained for a whole
assessment circle) constitute a most essential element or guide for the
settlement officer in finally deciding the total assessment appropriate 
for the circle with reference to its statistics and the results of hi!f 
theoretical calculations of its half net asgets. Briefly the. work of 
assessing a circle is a gradual movement from· a general view 
(yielded primarily by the circle statistic and data) to a view of the 
included particulars (yieldeti by the result of individual inspections) 
and then again from the latter ''iew to the general view, both views-
mutually modifying each other in the process. -

The effect of this procedure is that when the settlt-mf'nt officer
is framing ·his proposals for assessment he has full command ·of the· 
theoretical data fot: assessment in each class of land not only over the
assessment circle as a whole but for every village, and has a~so· 
framed alrearly and recorded a rough but considered opinion of thEt 
practical effects of his proposals for each class of land in every village;. 
He hao; also received orders on the main chief theoretical factors, 
assessment circles, classes of land, crop proportion and prices, and it 
would rarely happen that his proposals for assessment would diverge
wtdely from the intentions of Government. At the same time he can· 
adjust the rates with full knowledge as to the effect of the adjustment 
in every village which it affects. · He can therefore make proposlas= 
with some degree of confidence that they will, at least as regards. 
their general effect, meet with acceptance, and with certainty that 
the distribution over. circles and villages will in . practice corresponcl·-
closely to his intentions. · 

13. Under recent orders, after the settlement officer bas submitted' 
The publication ofas"Sess- his report, a brief abstract is prepared and, 
. ment proposals. translated into the vernacular. This gives:-

(i) a short explanation of the distribution into assessment circles;: 
· (ii) the main data on which the half net assessment estimate is,. 
based; · . -

(iii) the general consideration on which the pitch of the amount. 
of the assessment proposed are based, and 

(iv) the assessment. actually proposed and the aetna! average-
revenue rates for adoption. · . · -

A period of one month is allowed from· the date of publi
cation during which· anyone affected is allowed to submit repre~ 
sentationt or objections for consideration by the Commissioner-



-who -will, if necef.lary, obtain the opinion of the settlement. officer 
-Gl\ them befor41 reviewing the report and take steps to bring 
""&hem 'to the notice of the Financial Commissioner. This procedure 
~as only recently b~en _iatroduced, and in fact has so far been applied 

•an the case of one dastnct only. 
13. After Governmenfbas passed orders on the rates, the settle-

Distr.ibution of the ment is introduced. Ia this stage the settlement 
demand. officer distributes the assessment over villages 

-and over individuals. He is allowed to vary the total assessment of 
·the circle to a limit of 3 per. cent. above or below the sanctioned 
·-aggregate. .As regards the assessment on individual villages the 
'·settlement officer has a free hand in putting any village as much above 
·or below the figures brought out by the .:ircle rates as be pleases. 
·Ordinarily he distributes the assessment over the villages in accord
·-&nce with his estimates previously formed of their assessable capa
-city. When he has finally decided what the village f'ught to pay he 
-announces the demands 11nd signs a statement certifying the amount. 
·Objections may then be lodged. They are presented to the settle
'lllent officer from whose orders an appeal lies to the Financial Com•
.missioner. ' 

" . The further distribution of the assessment O"ler individual proper
ties is regarded as the most· important part of settlement, but as a rule 
:it presents little difficulty. Before this stage· is reached the subor
·dinate settlement staff has been discussing indi¥idual distribut•on wi• h 
the village and assisting the people to arrive at a satisfactory result. 
All sorts of internal distribution are in vogue. The commopest is 
probably basedol! the assessment classification with perhaps a further 
suhdivision ·especially of wells. Flat rates on unirrigated cultivation 
.and cultivated areas are common in the plains districts, and indicate 
,how little importance is-attache<;~ in practice to physical difference of 
soil ; tber' may even be a flat rate over the total area, including 
-uneultivated land. . Some villages assess on shares according to !he 
genealogy; 110me assess on ploughs or on '\'\"ells (so much per well, dis· 
"t"egarding the catch crops on rain fed lands) ; if the people desire a 
-differE>ntilll rating of soils (e.g. good and poor) eve& though separate 
rates have only been framed for classes of land (1.g. chahi, barani) 
the settlement tabsildar may be directed to classify the village 

oo()D the lines desired. A special case of· great importance occurs 
in the distribution of assessment on well-irrigated land. Ordinarily 
the land is assessed at -the dry rate, or at some rate betwe~n tho 
-dry rate and the full chahi rate; tile balance is placed in a lump sum 
·OR. the well and remitted if the well goes out of use. Where grazing 
areas are large some of the revenue is often levied on the cattle. 
This can_ be done in two ways ; either the cultivate<! area is assessed 
.at a low rate per acre and the balance divided up proportionally over 
~~ cattle ev~ry year ; camel, oxen and sheep or goats paying, say, in 
>the proportion of 8 : 4 : 1 per head ; or each head of cattle pays so 
maQy an(Jas per head fo' each class and the balance, if any, is spread 

-over the cultivated areas. The people generally eJpress the distribu .. 
~·oa over soil, i~:~ proportions, •·l· annas a in the rupee for the most 
,t~lual>le soil per a.ere ••nas 6 far the aecead and ana.._ ~ few th 
4bir4. · These -Jystt'Rll pf io~rn~ distribntiQQ -dg not apply whare 



Pag' 354 (paraz,.•Pia 23), lid u.-Ajllr '' lies to " i •uri "the 
Commissioner and, subsequently, to." 

Pag• 354 (P•,.•l"•P" IJ), line JS.-Ctlnell 11 often" and 1u6stit11t6 
'' occasionally, and ia the past was often." , 
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ftuctuating a.!9eSj;ments are adopted. ~ith these the sanctioned as~ess-
ments are in the forms of rate per acre sown or mature~, and these
rates are applied to the actual area of eacb harvest. Wath the excep
tion howeTt'r, of the fluctuating assessment, the settlement officer -
almost invariably accepts the distribution made by the village unles~ 
any group or any individual objects. Should there be any objectioo 
he enquires into the matter an<l endeavours to effect an agreement by
mutual consent. In the last resort, if the people cannot agree, be him•· 
aelf fi1es the assessment and his orders are open to appeal. 

1/1.-The Collection of Rev,nue. 

24. The year of assessment begins on the Ist October. During:-
Th 

1 
d d September an Annual Demand Statement is pre-

e annua eman · pared in the Tahsil and District Offices for each. 
estate or village. The tahsil cop}• bas to be checked with the district 
office copy and returned before the 1st October. The Patwari about: 
the same time prt>pares the annual demand statement for the village, 

· tbefa,.d dhzl !Jat:hh. After the kbarif harvest this statement is made
over to the headman for. collection and a fresh statement is prepared. 
after the rabi harvest. The demand may contain a fluctuating ele:
ment. If so this fluctuating portion may be assessed either by the 
canal patwari, or subject to the orders of the Deputy Commissioner, 
by the village patwari. The water rate assessed by the canal patwari 
is entered by the yillage patwari in the demand statement until the 
orders of the Deputy Commissioner have been received. -This is.. 
the procedure also with regard to the water advantage reve·nue,. 
assessed by the canal patwari, and also with fluctuating chahi and 
barani if assessed by the canal surveyor. The headman collects the· 
rnenue attording to the amount entered in the demand statement. 
For every payment he makes or is supposed to make an entry in· a. 
Receipt Book maintained by the cultivator, but the entries ia these 
receipt books are understood not to be made very regularly and the 
specimen examined, although apparently complete, was certainly not 
very clear. Tl.e culth·ator receives no certain intimation of the amount· 
due excepting in the case of fluctuating assessments by the, canal 
patwari ; for such items he receives a tas ticket showing the crop- · 
grown, the rate per acre, the area under crop and the total water rate. 
"Apparently, except for thiS item, the headman merely tells the cultiva
tor llow much ill due and the cultivator pays up and obtains an entry 
in his.receipt book. As regards the fi~ted portiom ol the demand. 
each land owner is supplied at measurement~ with apar&A11, a statement.. 
showing the area of his laud and its classification, and at the 
distribution should receive a paper showing the old aad new assess
ments. These farchcs remain unaltered between settlements, even · 
though there may be changes in tbe holdiags. The settlement officer
should also publish the distributioa by preparing a record · showing 
full details of which one copy is givea to thct headman aocl one to the
patwari. If the asseMment is Ouctuating a sitailar statement, ahowing 
the area, rates, previous a~d carrent clemands for laacl reyenue an~ 
cesa, has to be pl&hlilht4 ia tbe ame manu• uerj yew.. . 



·as. The headman is. personally liable for the r~venue and a 
"The ncovery of reduction ia made from his commission if it is not 

arrear1o • paid punctually in full. He therefore ordinarily 
pays up the full demand and applies to the 

ttahsildar for assistance in recovering outstandihgs fro11t defaulters. 
The tahsildar thereupon issues a writ or notice of demand directing 

·the defaulters to pay up by· a certain date. If this notice is not 
-complied with the defaulter is ·liable to arrest -and may be con tined in 
the Court Lock-up for 10 days, but if detention for over 24 hours is 
necessary the matt~::r must be reported to the Deputy Commissioner. 
No order for the attachment of property can issue without sanction 
·from the Deputy Commissioner. In the first place action is taken 
against moveable property and only after this has proved infructuous 

>is action taken against the land which is the subject of default. 
When land is attached it may either be transferred to another person 

.in the ,·illage on payment of revenue and such premium as is thought 

..necessary, or it may be sold. But in practice it rarely happens that 
:action has to be taken_ against land at all and it is rarer stiil to proceed 
beyo1id· attachment. In Dipalpur Tahsil last year so warrants of 
.arrest were issued but only ·one man was actually arrested, and there 
·were only _fi\'e attachments of moveable propecty. 

Re~enue may be paid by Revenue Money Order through the post; 
·these orders, however, may not be issued to anyone but the h::adman, 
although it would seem that absentees and defaulters may pay revenue 
:by money o1der. This. is placed on deposit and paid out to the 
.headman when he next attends at the tahsil headquarters • 

.36. One feature of the· procedure for collecting revenue th"!t 
. r 

8 
de9erves attention .is the control over ft11ctuatiog 

~~~?s:Ssme~~~- assessments (except those assessed by the <:anal 
Surveyor). Demand statements are subm1tted 

..after each harvest to the Commissioner and Financial Commissioner 
for scrutiny. The object of this precaution is to ensure that the 
rev~nue annually collected approximately corresponds with the esti
mate framed by the settlement officer. 

IV.-Lcnd Recof'dl. 

27. The Record of Rights in the Punjab is a standing record 
_ . h compiled at settlement. It comprises the follow-
The Record of R•g ts. ing documents:-

(i) An opening proceeding giving the authority fo~ the record a 
list of documents comprised, etc. 

{ii) A field map. , . 
(iii) A genc:alogical tree ~the ShaJra Nasb). 
{iv) A rea1ster of hold10gs, occupancy and assessments (the 

· Jam~bandi). . 
. (v) A l•st of revenue assignments and pensions • 
. {vi) A statement of rights in wells. 

(vii) A statement of rights in irrigation, if any, from other sourcea. 
'{viii) A statement of village rights and customs (Wajib·al-arz). 

(ix) The order determining the assessment. 
(s) The ord~ distributing the assessment. 
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On the b~is of this Standing Record a quadrennial 'editioq. -is 

1»repare:i consisting of the Jamabandi, the list of assignments and 
pensions and the field map corrected up to date ; although known as 
the annu~l record it is only prepared every fourth year. The follow-. 
ing paragraphs dt'scribe first tJ1e preparation of the. standing record 
-of rights at settlement and· re-se~tlement, and J~econdly the mainte..,~ 
.fiance of the annual records. . · . -~. -. · (> 

aS. The correction of the record is referred to in settlement; 
procedure as "measuremen~" ; as above men· 
tioned it is one of the two ·main · branches of. 

work in the first stage of seltlement operations. The object of · 
measurement is to record the area, classifi~ation,. occuP.ant and ow:ner 
i>f each survey field. . . . . 

A survey number is a single pa-rcel o~ .land _separately occupied, 
which should not be too large for harvest InspectiOn purposes. Every 
parcel separatdy owned by one individual or jointly by a group.is 
given a separate survey number, as also_is every parcel separately 
-occupied, even although held of the same owner ; where any such; 
parcel greatly exceeds one acre a separate survey will ordinarily. be 
,given for each acre which it- covers. The boundaries of survey 
numbers follow cultivation ridges or occupancy limits. But where a 
-single ·parcel, separately occupied although not exceeding one acre, is 
-subdh;ided by cultivation ridges, which divide the property into, 
portions smaller than one acre, these ridges will not be surveyed nor. 
plotted. (Financial Commissioner's Standing Order No. 16.) 

Measurement thus comprises thre~ processes:- · 

Measurement. 

(a) The registration of owners. 
(6) The registration of occupancies. 
(c) The classification and survey of land. , . 

29. A Register of Owners is compiled by the patwari in the form-

e .1 • of a genealogical tree {Shajra Nasb) of all._ 
ompt atton. . I 'th . t . h . h "11 · peop e Wl a propne ary. ng t m t e v1 age.• 

.At original settlement the genealogical tree traces back their rights 
for three generations or, if possible, to their common ancestor. At: 
revision· settlement it traces them back to their predecessors ..in 
interest at the previous set~lement. If the record at the time of 
revision settlement is inc,orrect owing to non-report of a mutation 
the necessary correction will be made in the· mutation register before 
the new Shajra Nasb is prepared; in the event of a dispute the entry 
will be made after summary local enquiry and usually will follow pos
session. As already mentioned there is no system of registration of 
tiths in the strict liense of the term. The entry of a right is a record 
of presumptive evidence not a complete title. Conveutional symbols 
are used to distinguish the lambardar, absentees, females, and people 
who are deceased. Where a son holds a share separately from his 
father's .share the name of the son is entered in red ink. The patwari 
th~n requires then each owner of land to furnish detailed information· 
~egarding its occupancy and all rights in it. For each separate 
occupancy he prepare<l. in duplicate a khatauni slip, numbered serially 
-tihowing the names of the owner and tenant, the number and name of 
the field or fields, the name of the well or other source of irrigation, the 

.area and clasS of land ; the rent, eales, and mortgages with poaeuion 
. . . " 
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a~ shown as in the record of righttt, mortgages without ponessioo. · 
are ilot uauallyshowr'l. In revision settlements the khatauni slip gives 
a reference to the last jamabandi number, the former number and name
of the field, and the number in the mutation register. Ce-rtain of the
foregomg entries can only be made after- measurement but the slips 
are filled in so far as possible and copies (par,Juu) distributed to the 
owners and occupants; each owner, mortgagee and tenant receiving 
a par-diJ for ehch parcel of land held. · · 

· The patwari ·then proceeds to measur~ and plot each field. He 
numbers it, enters each number on the Shajra Kishtwa, works out the
area, classifies it, informs the owner and cultivator of the result, 
and considers their objection~, if any. He: tlien writes up the Field 
Book which shows the nu!'lber of the field, the former number, if any, 
the number of the khataun1 and the area, and also completes the entries 
iu the khatauni. Village-sites and roads are also measured; if any 
road has no distinct bound it may be taken as 3 kadams (about 16 
feet) wide, if it shifts from year to year a note should be made io
the khatauni against each field it crosses. Village-sites, roads, etc., 

· are distinctly coloured in the village map. Three copies of the village 
map, which is usually on the scale of 220 feet to the inch or 24 inches 
to the milt·, are prepared. One (on cloth) is for the use of Patwari in 
crop inspection, one for tahsildar office, is and one for the district office. 
A fourth copy is also prepared for the irrigation department in canal 
areas, and also copies for any jother department or local body con
cerned. 

After these records have been checked 'and finally passed the 
patwari prepares the jamabandi or register of the holdings of 
owners and tenants showing the fields comprised in each, the revenue 
lor which each owner is responsible, and the rent. payable by each 
tenant. This is in the same form as the annual iamabandi, with the· 
addition of a column to show the former field number. At the same 
time the patwari prepares a list of revenue assignments and pensions, 
a statement of rights in wells, and other sources of irrigation, and a 
statement of custom respecting rights and liabilities on the estate 
(the wajib-al-arz.) . 

These proceedings and documents are inspected by· the kanuago, 
oaib-fahsildar and tahsildar. The kanuog9 and oaib-tashildar. are 

· eJpected to verify every· khatauni and the tabsildar 25 per cent. 
of them. · 

Settlement officers are particularly enjoined to bear in mind that 
their record "·ork is of even more importance to the welfare of the 
people than the assessment, and not to sacrifice the accuracy of the 
record merely for the convenience of their assessment work. 

:40. The basis of the annual record is the jamabandi prepared at 
. . settlement. For many years an attempt waa 
The maintenance. made to compile an annual record embodying 

all mutations but this wu found imposaibla and, after an unsuccessful 
attempt to abbreviate the jamabandi, it was decided that the annual: 
record should only be prepared aoew_enry fourth year. The villages 
of each tahsil have accordingly been divided into four groups, if a. 
patw.,ri bas four villages. eacb o( these wguld be placed for this pur
~ ~ • ci_itler•nt cr~up. : > 
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Mutations fall under two heads :-
(a) Those affecting rights, which may or may not affect -the 

-survey, e.g., sales, partitions; and 
(b) Those affecting survey without affecting rights. 

Landowners, mortgagees and occupancy tenants are required 
under penalty to report to the patwari any right acquired. These are 
entered _by the patwari in the register of mutations and should be 
publically notified in the village, but this is not done in practice. 
The patwari is also required to ascertain and record (in his Ha.rvest 
Inspection Book) undisputed changes of tenants at will. All other' 
changes are reported through the kanungo to the revenue officer_ 
(usually a naib-tahsildar) competent to sanction and attest -the 
mutation. Every year it is found necessary in some districts to 
sanction one or more extra naib-tahsildars for attesting these muta
tions; thus much of the work is done by officers of small standing 
and little practical experience and must be done rapidly. '' These are 
matters of reflection considering that each Jamabandi now possesses 
the same authority as a record of rights drawn up at settlement." 

The plan of the mutation is entered on the back of the entry in:. 
the mutation register, the new lines being shown in red ink. r~e 
area calculations are also shown on the- back of the sheet, The me·a:.. 
surements are recorded and mus~ be checked by the kanungo; th6 
attesting officer only sees that the plan is drawn to scale. One copy 
of the report and of the plan is retained by thepatwari. 

The attesting officer is required to take special precautions that no 
order affecting the share of any right holder is passed without his having 
an opportunity to appear. His order should show on the face of it the 
date, the place where it was passed, which ought to be either the vi-llage 
concern or somewhere quite close, that a!l parties interested-were pre, 
sent or that an absentee had an opportunity to attend and that inter:roga~ 
tories have issued. No mutation may be incorporated in a jamahal1.di 
until it has be~n duly attested and :Specialefforts are therefore requi~ed_ 
every fourth year to complete the mutations. (In Lahore I 18,9-28 
mutations we~:e effected during settlement as compared with a total 
of ;.~o8,oo3 during the previous 20 years.) . 

Mutations not affecting rights are distinguished in the Ha.rves~ 
Inspection Book by a red cross. . Every fourth year the kanungo, 
compiles a list of these fields which is made over t!> the patwari fpt 
the preparation of a supplementary map, a s.mall .extr~ct from the 
settlement map to be filed in· the Jatnabandi. · Every fourth year whet\ 
the new jamabandi is prepared, the patwa:ri brings the village map up 
to date. He files the original map in the tahsil . office and takes a 
tracing of it on which he proceeds to work as above; .. 

jr. The records prepared by settlemept officers and maintained 

Th 
- . • . by the land records establishment provide 

e economte ~eeQrd. d '1 d d · 11 d · f · -· - eta1 e , an genera y up to ate, m orm~twn. 
rega~di.t!g the own~rship, .~ccupancy ~nd produce ol ag;icultural land~ 
Sta:ttshcs are annually_pubii!Ihed show1hg for the provmce as .a who]~ 
.and for each-distriot tbe' area of 1and owned by agricultural_ tribeS, 

. '· Lllbd ReVI!Hue Atbftbiittratton ·Manua'l~l»atiiirUo. · ·, · ... 
2e Fib&t Rtpbrt em t!R ~tlemeitt ~Hr. b11~"'b , "tgl-6, l*taltatm 3~-. 
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a~d others; the area; o( land transferred by sale, mortgage or other
wase, and the area of land rented. The value of land as evidenced by 
sales and mortgages is also calculated but no fi~ures are published to 
show rental values, nor the duration of tenancaes. It is considered 
by tlie Director of Land Records that the" checking of annual records 
is not so careful as it should be, that the instructionJ ·regarding the 
annual testing of the work of field Kanungos are not being duly obser
ved, that a sufficient supervision is not exercised over Kanungos by 
the superior officers, and that the diaries of district Kanungos are not 
examined with sufficient care", but that while there is considerable 
room for improvement the revenue records are on the whole main
tained in a satisfactory .state. , . · 

Y.-Surfll7 a"d Misce/la,eus • 

. 3i. The fixed demand remains unaltered from one settlement to 
' ~ ·. the . next except for the disturbing factors of 

Survey .. ·mappang. diluvion and the protection of new wells, and in 
areas of fluctuating assessment; thJIS the revenue is not affected 
by neglect in maintaining the survey. Formerly maintenance was 
considered waste of money and the survey was left unaltered until the 
re-settlement, but for many years the' alternative policy has been 
adopted and endeavours have. been made· to maintain the survey 
in such condition that at re-settlement, re measurement will prove 

. unneces~ary. This goal appears to have been obtained in some, but 
by no means in aU, districts. . . . 
. . . The method of survey or resurvey is as follows. A base line of 
100 kadams {double paces) is laid down, accurately measured, survey-

-ed,' plotted on a map and permanent} y demarcated. (The kadam or 
pace · varies in different districts from 6o to 7 5 inches but 66 is 
regarded as the standard. On this is built up a square with sides of 
100 kadams. This is plotted on a mapping sheet on a plane table. 
On each side of this another square is laid down and plotted and 
so on untn the village lands are divided into blocks of too kadams 
square. Only . the base line of the first square is permanently · 

.. demarcated, the angles of the others are temporarily fixed with 
pegs· ·until the survey is completed. When the villages were 
first laid out the trijunc;tions were d~marcated and the trijunction 
etones are shown in the trigonometrical survey of the Survey of India. 
The position of these trijunctioo marks relative to the square is 
determined by survey and . their position relative to one another can 
be calculated. The distances between each pair of marks as calcu
lated are compared in the settlement office j if the figures are approxi
mately correct, the survey squares can be accepted as accurate, if 
there is any t~erious discrepancy between the distances as calculated 
on the basis of the squares and as given by the Survey of India _the 
laying out of_ the squares must be verified and if ~ecessary corrected. 
On the basis of thes'! squares the ·boundaries of these squares and 
the boundaries of the village and interior details are then surveyed 
aud ptotte~ as deseribed above in ',;:onnection with measuremeat. 



33- There are -tw'o Yuaancial Commissioners.. 1De FiD&Ddal 
_ Commissioner who has most experietlce of settle-

-Rewaa:.;.._cwgaaaza- meut work takes chuge of Laud Reftnue. 
SettJemeut and Land Records. This arrauge- _ 

ment dates from 1910 wheD the afpoiutment of SettlemeDt Commi.s
sioaer, whiclllaad existed since 18g7, was abolisbed. The Financial 
CommissiODel' is ia geoenl eo~~trol. through Commissloaers and Deputy 
Commissiooers, of the diYisiooal aad disbd: Rftllae admiaistra
ta, ud through the Director' ol Laad Records c:ootrols the admiUt
tratioa of the laDd records departmeaL He is ia immediate c:ootlol 
ol settlement. _ - -
· There are 6ft Dmsional Commissioaas, ud subordinate to theaa 
are 29 Deputy Commissio~ Below the Dep.ty ~are 
Assistaat 01' Extra Assishat Coaamissiooers who are aually grouped 
at Headquarters bat oftea reside at oatstatioos ill c:.harge of sabdiYisioas. 
Oae Assist.aDt Commissioner, ordiDarily c1ra .. from tbe prvriacia1 
sen1ce. is the Reveaae AssistaDt aad is eatirely or priacipally oc:at
pied with the laad re.enae which he admiaisters oa belaalf ~ol the 
Dep.ty Commissiooer; bill Sabdmsional Of6cers are IISDaUJ' t1ae 
Reyeaae Assistants of their own sabdinsioa.. The district is clirided 
iato tahsils (~ips) each a~ a tahsildar (towaship oflia:r) 
c:ba.rged with the l'eTeDDe and ~Daacristerial ad.ministratioa of the tahsa 
A tahsa1dar is assisted by one or IDOie aaib-tahsildars who Ol'd.ioarily 
perform s.ch duties as the tallsildar ~eros~ them bat are ....ny
aDotted a de6Dite part of tbe tahsil Tlae rule is fOI' the tahsil to be
clmded iDto circles, the tahsil dar takiDg charge- ol oae (aod ge.eral 
sapenisioa of all) aDd the aaib 01" the uibs takiag the remaiader : · 
they are sapposed to change circles eftSJ hanest. 

The UDit of rneaae admiaistratioa is the f'Sbte (mahal) as.aDy 
ident.ic:al with the rilage (maaza). "These are grouped aoda- uildan -
(group laeadmaa) paid by Govenameat o.t of the laad leftlllle, about 
1 per cent. cf .-bicb is allotted fOI' the pat pose. -and each 'ril!age is 
npreseated by oDe 01' more (someti.aes by awry) lambardars (Tillage 
beadmaa) paid by a ens of 5 per cent. oa ~ laDd rnea~~e. 

34- The Director of Laad R.eccds is appoi..ted toass&st DiYisioa.al 
ne b.. ftalda Commissiooers alld Deputy Collllllissioaen ia 

aac1 seu~eemt"'-.. _ aaiataiabtg the reconi ol rights aacl rew t 1: 
_... -..-- registen aad to adrise the Diwisiooal Com..U.. 

sioaers aod Local GcrtenuaeDt.. His • . • pal 
dillies are sapenisioa of the district 1aad records lltaJf ia c:!:ioa 
with the preparatioa aad ma.int.eauce of the reawds aad sahsidiary 
registers i he c:oatrols the llleaSDJ'aDeDt opentioas of sett1emeat. ud 
Applies the additioaal staff recpired ia a district cl1lring ~ 
bat hu 110 couectto. willa the asst s-eat won of aettlemeaL The 
Director of Lud Records is also IDspedor-Ge.n.l of Registratioa. 
He has hro penoaal a.ssist.aats. Tile proYiace is dirided iato two 
circles: aacl eachpersoaal a-isfant apenises batla tile laacl records 
~ registrarioa wack of the cirde ia his charge. . 

Ia eada 4istrict thfte is a district baaago (teftll~~e inspect.) 
fOI' eadt tahs1l aa of5ce bDago aacl tllfte to '" 6eld ba~ 
Eada 6dcl kanaago • ia d.arge of a&o.t ao pat....n. (YiJb.o.e 
ngisban), one for c~ fowr or- iwe 'ti1laga or~ possiblJ t1ro to a 



"illage. Hitherto the patwaris have Clrawo Rs. 11 toRs. 16 a month, 
the field kanungos Rs. 35 to Rs. 40 with a horse allowance of Rs. 5 
to Rs, '101 the tahsil office kanungo has drawn Rs. so and the district 
kanungo Rs. 75-J-too. Under a revised scale of pay recently 
sanctioned the patwaris will draw Rs. 22 to Rs. z6, the pay of the 

- field kanungos remains unaltered but the horse. allowance will be 
raised toRs. 20, and the pay of the. tahsil and district office kanuugos 
be rais.ed by Rs. 10. Tile provision of office and house llCCOmmodatioo 
for patwaris has bee11 nnetioned and the constructions of these buil
dings is no.w being sy&tomatically taken into band. Patwaris also 
receive a proportion of the fees charged on mutations. 
. ·.During sett\ement operations 1ome vf the duties and r('sponsibilitid 

of the Collector are ·011ld.e over to the settlement officer, including 
the appointment and removal o( headmen, and &11Spensi.on or dismi<~&al 
-of kanungo.s and patwaris_and .all business connected with records, 
.as.sessments, surveys, bo11ud.aries and partitions. 

35· Candidates for the post of .patwari are-only eligible if they have 
· Th · · f ffi passed the Middle School Final, unless 
. . e. trammg 0 0 c;ers.. . _they ha,·e special hereditary claims as 

sons of a patwari or of an agriculturist. JJefor• joining the patwari 
-school the candidate _m\.ISt attend the rabi crop inspection (girdawari). 
He ~hen enter11 t\te school opened !lnnually from time to time' in each 
district from 1st April to end -of August; .If successful at the August 

· -e~amination the candidate may attend kharif crop inspection and 
afte,. this is entitlru:l to a pass certificate; the rules howe\·er are not 

.alw:ays sttic~ly observed. He :may spend about three years in the. 
· re~erve, occasionally.officiating, and finally is selected for a permanent 
.appointment. Some draw pay as -assistant reservists on Rs. 7 or 8 
during this .period. Two~thirds of the kanungos are promoted 

• patwa.ri(;;. tl_ley . may also become tahsil revenue accountants. -The 
}»ltw~ri is l'equjned.ta .Hve in .the patfl!•r~khana if. habitable, but this 
is rarely the cast!. Tbe wprk o£ the Patwari compris"'s Registration 
of the t:ropa; maintenance of .Records of Rights, writing up statistical 
registers, re.porting calnmities, outbreak of infectious diseases, encroach
ments, deaths of pensumers:emigratioa aad immigration and assisting 
i~ collection ,pf revenue <by prepuing the fard dhal bat.U and 
pr.e_p~.ring receipts. Al~o the census of men and beast, electoral rolls• 
and mucla w.ilicellaneous work connected "·itb transport registration, 
·l'ecruiting, e.t£. · · 
, .. One--third of the kanungoes are men below as who have passed 
tl;l~ Entrance e~tamin~ion ; two-thirds are promoted patwaris. 'Those 
r~aruited by direct .appointment serve two years as patwaris or ap~ 
pr.e.Atices and -theu sit £01' aa examin!'tion hc;ld by Director o[ tand 
Req>rds, , T~ ar·~ eligiWe for ~omotion to naib-tahsildar and 
tahsil dar. Di:uung settlemeat the kaaungos work under the settlement 
·~fficer, who als.o employs additional settlement kanungos. . -

~ .\U naib_~tabsildars and tahliliJdarsstaTt their training with a period 
-()( 9 .or 10 months in the settlement deparl'mentduri·og which they work 
fir~tt a.~~ patwari a.n.d thea as kanungo. · A$Sistant and Elika Assistant 
-~onni~gnexa are tmiDed flD similar lines. 

4~.P.O.~u.C.i,I.Il. iJ.,.-IO'II~'toeo ·· ; 

db dY"t1' 
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Bassein, 238. 
Berar, 4, 176 uq .. 146, 308, 318. 
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Buck, Sir Edward, z•. ' 
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Canal Act of 1905, 7o n, •6. 140. 
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·-, 111, 216, 246; Annual Reports Oft 
-, so, 1g6, us; :asS, 162 ; Principles 
of-, 16, 41,115.' 

Land Revenue Code (Bombay) 1 S4 
Land Revenue Policy, Resolution on-, 

63, 64-
Land Tenure, 43, 45, 170, ISC). 
Land ValuH, 34, 35, BH s11 tdso Mort-

gages, Sales and Rental. 
Large l!!ltates, 111 Land owners. 
Leasehold land, 43, 44, 47, 53• :asS. 
Lease settlement&, 17, sB, 240. 
Liaison otficer, 262. 
Local Funds, '" CHs. 
Local epinion, Consultation o£~.se1 

Assessment. 
Local rates, st1 CeSs. • 
Lower Burma, Cropped area in-, 4; 

Agricultural economy of.-, 5, 16, 17, 
71, 141, 1g6, 258; Political Organ~ 
zation of-, 8. . 

Lower Chindwin, 37· 
Lowry, Mr. W. E., 230. 

Mackenzie, Sir A., 11, 
Madras, 4, 63, 68, 71, 77, Br, BJ, 87, 88, 

99· stq., 107, 101}. 134. 136, 143. 144· 
176, 178, 179. 186, 20f, 231, 23:1. 138• 
146, 159; Revenue system o(-, 319 
r1q. . 

Main kind of cultivation, 35 s•q., uo, 
113, 114, 13o, '" ,.,,. Clauification. 

Maintenance of Record; &; 9, 46, 53. 
170, &8J, uS, 141,149; 1t1tllso Maps, 
Mutations. 

Major 1$1rks, su Irrigation. 
Mandalay,:rg, u, 13,15 16g. 
Maps, I ro, .14, 17, 39, 46, 144. :lol, 

2.41 1 l,ndex-, 146, Topographical-, 
146 ; s11 sls• Record. 

Matured area, Auessment on-, 111 
Definition of-, 13; ,., Gls• Asse11so 
ment. 

Muweu:system (Bo ... bay), 171. 
Maria.SJ• 
Mar.mJo Conference, 24-
Me•llti~a. s, IJ, 131 105. 
Merpa, •J. 
Mines, Reveaue from-, 1 1. 
Minow Works, rulrrigation. 
Monasteriea, Demarcation of-. •3o 44o 

. ~ 
Mortgage and Mortgage values, 32, 44, 

51, a,, sa, 17o, 196, :ass. 
Mutations; 45, 47, 4S, 170,171, 176,,s78, 

18:; 185, :a:al, ~:a9.J s11 slSD Mainte"" 
· anr.e.. 

Myaung111ya. 170. 
Myingyan, s, 23, 101, 105, 163, 170 

211. . 
Myitkyina, 58, 59, 2~3. 
Myotbugyi, 7. 

Native States: 8. 
Navigation tolls, 11. 
Net produce, 18, 19, 110, 29, 31, 39, 63 

71, 75, 79, 8o, 82, 93, u6, ng;ste 
also Rental produce. 

Net profits, 18, 19, 32, 40, 73. 74, 1::.,-
03· -

North Western Provinces, 64; 
Noyce, ~r. F.; 125, 

Onions, 39, 124, ., . · . . 
Outturns, standard-, 39 ; sie also Crop 

MeasuremeJtt. 

Pagodas, Demarcation of-, 13, 44· 
Pak&kku, 116, 14::11. 
Palm trees, J•, 35, 57, 125, u6, 181 •. 
Patta, 319; "'also Pott~ •. 
Pegu, •,:ao. . . 
Pennell, Mr. A., 30. 
Personal taxation, s•s Capitation. -

Thath1Am1da. 
Phayre, Sir Arthur, 17, as; •9, ,fl. 
Plantains, 37, 39, 124, 125. 
Plough-tax, 16. 
Poll·tax, see Capitation. · • 
Post, Revenue through-, :137• 
Potta, 175; res slso Grants. 
Press, see Government.-
Price enquiries, 17, 33 •. 35, 71 ;-stat~ 

tics, So, 151, 51, 71, -195 i-lracts, 190 . 

36, 71, 110. -
Prome, 17. 
Public Rights, 48, 173. 1821 ~.,, alro 

Record. ' 
Punjab, .e, 23, 63, 64, 65i 71, 72, 77, 87,, 

roo, ao4, 110, 144. •1s. 17s,·a79, -.s.., 
rg6, 1091 210, Sl§, 231, IJS, :IJS, sJI, 
239, •46, 251, as• i Revenue system 
of-, 343 "f· 

Pyap6n, 3. 159• 

Rabi crops, 53. 
Rack renting, 19, 51, 258 J •u aLj, 

Agrarian conditions. 
Rangoon District, 1 :J •. 
Rebates, •s. 157• 163. . 
Receipt books, 1,131,1pJ tel •l• Taa. 

Ticket. 
·"· 
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Record, Economic...;., a, 3t. 4f, so, 194; 
'" ello Mortgages, Sales, Rents; 
Piacal-. 41; Legal-, 4r ;-of classi· 
fication. 39;10], 117; s•• also Classi
ficatioo o-af Rights, 41 seq., 48, ~9. 
a.u, 158. 170, 175, &lo, aSs, eab, ull, 
aag.·. 

Refunds, as"- u6. 
· Regiatera, se1 · A•seasment, Field., 

Holdings, Mutations, Land Records, 
Settlement. . 

Registration of Deeds, 8, 46, 171, IH,., 
181, 184, 2SL · · · 

Remisaiona. -.I, u, •-'• 51, 54, ao8, ::no, 
:n8,aa4o, 

· Rental Produce, Ia: 8], 151; ••• also 
· Assessment basis, Net produce. · 
Rental-Statistics, r, 16, 34, 44. S•• 8g, 

196, 198, ass. 
Rental Value, 181 19. 3a, 34. 40, Sa, 83, 

. 85, 87, Sg, 151. 
Re-settlement, "• •4• 39. 
Re-surve.f111 14, 144. 146. 
Revenue Accounts, 1, 11, 247, '" Ass-

eMment, Collection, Exemption, 
Remission. 

Revenue Inspedors, a, 247. 
Revenue Officers, Training of-, 254-
RC1venue Organizatio~~o ts•g., 11, 246 

''11·• •s6. . 
Revenue Surveyor, ao, 11, 501 S'• 53, 

58, 59t aa7, a~o, a46, a~8, as a. 
Revenue system. <.:riteria of-, 6o, . 
, an. 
Revision, se• Re-settlement, Re-surveys, 
Roads, Demarcation of-, 1S~. 

- Royal land, a8, aa, 45• 46. 
Ruby Mines, 2,3e 
RyotWari, 141 16, 19, 179o 

Sales and Sale values~ 32, 51• 87, 88, 
196, ass •. 

Salona, a6. • 
Salt rewenue, u, 13-
Sanitary Record, &Sa. 
Season and. Crop Report, so seg., 19S, 

a6:~. 
Secl:ion writer, 55, 232. 
Service payments. u, 461 131, 13:1. 
Setdement, Object& of-, 8, 161 18; 

Procedure of-, 11 aS seq., 42o 141 
••IJ·•. Three stages of-, as. 143, 144• 
146. 155, •58. . _ 

Settlement Department, S, 11. 
Settlement• Development of-in past. 

29, Ua;-in future, 61, 156, 157. 
Settlement Directions and Instructions, 

cal 1S58, 41, 65; oi '1879-Bo. Vll, 17, 
aa. a a, ag, 34, 36, 41, 4S• 44. 48, 49• 
65,91 i of &811:a-8S; of 188£, VII; of 
a893-94 (U.B.) VII, 18, 36, 48; of 
1900 (L,S.) VII, 85 ; of 1901 ( U.B-.) 
VII, of 1907 (Revision.) V 11, 48,; of 

. 1g1o, 7, 18, 34o 35. 66, 72, 73. 75179, 
!fr ~~,., 1111 ~~ I4J. 

Settlement Manual, vii. 
Settlement puty, Composition of-,~ 
Settlement, Permanent-, nn, 103, 157. 
Settlement proposala. Control ovew-, 
· as, ~o. 61, 143, •ss. 157, 161, 165; 

Publication of-, ~8. 143, •ss, 161. 
Settlement Report, 39, 15o, 1f11. 
Soil classes, u• Claasiication. 
Soil unit sylltem,l,·lo7,130, 136. 
Sorting of soils, 91. 
Special Surveys, 9, ••• 1~5, 204. .,e also 

Surveys. - ' 
Subdivisional office and officer, r, 71 

n. 47, 54, 5S. 
Subordinate Civil Service, g. 
Suez Canal, 5, 17, 4'· 
SugarCane, 36, u4. 
Suspensions, 210, ••• Remissions. 
Superintendent of J~and Records, ro, 

u. 53, ss. 171, aa6, aa8 • 
Supplementary Survey, 9• 14, 31, 46, 

58,1145, u1 also Survey system. 
Survey Marks, 13, soa, •45. 
Survey N11mbers, '1, 4•, 2a~, 245· 
Survey of India, •s. 14, aoo. aos, ao6, 

•s.:~. 
Surveyor,'" Revenue Surveyor. 
Survey system, 1,3. '/,.lo, 11, 13. 14. 15, 

44. ao6, 144, 146, aoo, aua, aa7, •-lS· 
Survey School, 10, 26o. 

• Surveys, Private and Miscellaneous, 
15, a6o. 

Survey, Trigonometrical, 13, 14, aca. 

Tahsil, 7• 63-
Taik, Taiksaye, Taikthagyi.-71 I, u, 

4o.•oo. 
Taluk, 7, 63. 
Tavoy, •:aS. 
Tax receipt, Tax ticket. 1, 43. 55, 18.t. 

•Jo, •3~· ' -
Tenancy Legislation ; a, 3. asS. 
Tenasserim, Selected Correaponclea.:e 

of Commissioner, '7••o. 
Tenure, ue Land tenure. 
Thamadis, Ia, 38, 57• 581 s~. Jao, a41, 

•4•· 
Tharrawaddy, 30, 74, 79, h, •30. ' 
TW!Jamula-uu, ra, 16, •7• JS, ~~6, ss, 

SQ. 124. 1a6, nB, a4a. 
Thayetmyo, •-l•• 
Th&ngwa, ISS. 
Title and possession, r8o. 
Tobacco, 36, 3~. IS·h ••S. 
Torrens system, 174· 
Town lands, 7• 10, a6o. 
Township and Township Ollcer, 1, 7• 

u. 24, 47 .. s•· 54. 55. s6. ••9. •47. 
•4S. a63o 

Towaship Books, 51, ••7• a6J. 
Tracts, Assessment-, Carriage-, Fer

tility-, Geographical-, Price-, Pri- · 
mary-, Soa-, ,. Asseument Tracts. 

Tracting, statistical use of-, 19 ... 
Training of officers, •o, •s• "f· 



transfer of Property Act, 47• 
Transfers, n• Mutaticms. 
Traverse surveys. 14, 8011 240- · .. 
Treasury Officer, B. _ . ·< · · · 
Trees, 3', 125,181. · · .. , 
Trigonome&rical stations, 1·4, mea •. 

Upaza, u• Village land. · 
Upper Burma. Agricultural economy of 

-,6,16, 73, 86, rQ6 ;Cropped area io 
-, 5 ; Politic:al Organization of-, 6, 
8; Revenue system in-, u, 14, 19, ao, 
21,, •• a6, 30.3t• 37·3'· 45, 49. 53. so~, 
71, aoS, 1!18; 22» •z4; Tenures in-, 
170. . 

Upper Cbindwin, •4•· 

User, Rights of-, 49o ·a sa~·: 

Village assessme.nta, ·,7,. · sl, .40 ;-. 
. customs, 3So 175, •8• ;-headmaa, a, 

8, 11, 1146, 1a47 ;-lands, 7, 42, -"• 48,' 
173 ;~Note-book, •8a;-Surveyer,.· 

. I, a.c6 ;-system, 7o 8 a-:rract, 17 
. a6o. ~ . 

. Water rate, u, as. uS, 1301 i35,' 136. 
Wet rate, 130. .· . . 
Wheat, JO. · 
. Yamtthin,J, •30. . 

Zamincbri, 4 · 


